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Introduction 
Since the discovery of high temperature superconductor, many efforts have been done in order to develop SQUID 
magnetometers operating at liquid nitrogen temperature (T=77 K). The sensitivity of the high Tc magnetometers has 

been progressively improved, and the magnetometer usable for MCG is now developed [l]-[8]. The use of high Tc 
SQUID can release troublesome handling of liquid helium, and can save running cost of the magnetometer. Due to these 
advantages, we have the opportunity to expand application field of the SQUID magnetometer by using the high Tc 
SQUID. In this paper, we briefly review the present status of high Tc magnetometers. Performances of high Tc 
magnetometers are compared with those of low Tc ones, and key issues to improve the field sensitivity are discussed. 

Methods to suppress environmental noise are also discussed. 

Principle of SQUID magnetometer 
In Fig. 1, schematic diagram of the SQUID magnetometer is shown. Magnetic field Bg is collected with the pickup coil, 
whose size is typically 10-20 mm in biomagnetic measurements. Then, a part of the magnetic flux <Fg is transferred to 
the SQUID loop via the so-called magnetic coupling circuit. The efficiency is represented either by the effective area 

or by the field sensitivity l/A^B,/#,. With the SQUID, the magnetic flux 4>g is transferred to the output 
voltage Vg, and is detected electrically. The relation between the input flux and the output voltage is called the d>, -V, 
curve, and becomes a sinusoidal function. The nonlinearly of the <l>g -V, curve is linearized with the readout electronics 
called the Flux Locked Loop (FLL) circuit, which uses the negative feedback technique. In this case, the feedback flux 
<J>f is feedbacked so as to cancel the signal flux <Fg, and the voltage V( becomes proportional to the signal Bg. Details of 
the SQUID instrument have been described in ref. 9. 

The minimum detectable tnagnetic field, which is represented by the power spectrum SB of the field noise, is given by 

^Sb = 'IS*! Aeff ’ 

where S# means the minimum magnetic flux that the SQUID can detect, i.e., the power spectrum of the flux noise. The 
above equation means that we have to reduce the flux noise S9 of the SQUID, and have to increase the effective area 

of the magnetic coupling circuit in order to realize the low noise magnetometer. For example, we can obtain the 

magnetometer with resolution of SB1/2=10 fT/Hz1/2 when we realize S*1/2=5 p<l>0/Hz1/2 and A^lmm2. These are the 
typical values attained in low Tc SQUID magnetometers which are commercially used for MEG system. Therefore, 
studies have been made to attain similar values in high Tc SQUID magnetometer. 

Performance of Magnetometer 
In Table I, performances of the high Tc SQUID magnetometer are compared with those of low Tc ones. First, we 
discuss the effect of thermal noise on the field resolution [10]. Due to high operation temperature (T=77 K), the field 
resolution of high Tc magnetometer is expected to degrade compared to the low Tc one operating at T=4.2 KL In the 
last column of Table 1, theoretically predicted field resolution is listed when we assume the effective area A^pl.5 mm2. 

Three components of magnetometer 

• Coupling circuit 

effective area A~ff —1 mm2 

• SQUID 

flux noise S^1/2 <10 pOQ/Hz1/2 

• FLL 
low noise and wideband 
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As listed, we can expect field resolution of SB1/2<1 fT/Hz1/2 and SB,/2<5 fT/Hz1/2 for low and high Tc magnetometers, 
respectively. Although thermal noise at T=77 K degrades the field resolution, we can expect to develop the high Tc 
magnetometer with field resolution sufficient for the biomagnetic measurements. 

Next, we show the performances of the magnetometer attained until now. As listed in Table I, the magnetic flux noise 
S#1/2 approaching to 5 pd>,/Hz1/2 has already been attained at high frequency. Since the flux noise can be decreased 
with increasing the resistance R, of the Josephson junction, efforts to develop high resistance junctions have been made 
[1], [11]. The junction with about 10 Q resistance is now developed, and low noise SQUIDs in Table I have been made 
with these junctions. The magnetic coupling circuit has been fabricated either with single layer (S. L.) process or with 
multilayer (M. L.) process. With the single layer process, an effective area of A*ff=0.2-0.4 mm2 has been realized for 
the 10 mmxlO mm pickup coil. Due to the simplicity and high reliability, the single layer process is mainly used now. 

The magnetometers with field resolution of SB1/2=30 fT/Hz1/2 (white level) have been developed with this process. If 
the size of the pickup coil is increased to 20 mm, the field resolution can be improved to SB1/2=15 fT/Hz1/2 (white). 
When we use the multilayer process, which have been usually used in low Tc SQUID, we can obtain the effective area 
larger than A*n=1.5 mm2. Due to this high efficiency, we can expect to improve the field resolution of the magnetometer 
compared to the case of the single layer process. The magnetometers with field resolution of SB1/2=10 fT/Hz1/2 (white) 
have been developed with this process for 10 mm x 10 mm pickup coil. 

In Fig. 2(a), frequency dependence of the magnetic field noise SB1/2is shown. Closed symbols show the results of high 
Tc magnetometers, while open symbols show the results of low Tc one [12]. As mentioned above, field noise of the high 
Tc magnetometers is around 10-30 fT/Hz1/2 in high frequency regions. However, the noise increases in low frequency 
regions, i.e., the so-called 1/f noise is observed, and the field noise at f=l Hz is typically 2 or 3 times higher than that in 

high frequency regions. Main reasons for this 1/f noise are considered to be due to the fluctuation of the critical current 
Ic of the Josephson junction [13], [14] and the hopping of the magnetic flux trapped in the SQUID loop [15]. 

Table I. Performance of high Tr SQUID magnetometer fabricated on lcmxlcm substrate. 

junction flux noise 
S*1'2 (n<J>„/Hz1'2) 

effective area 
A,„ (mm2) 

field noise (white) 
SB1/2 (fT/Hzl/2) 

Exp. Theory1) 
low Tc 

(T=4.2 K) 
Io=5-10 pA 

R,=5 Q 
1-5 (white) 

2-8 (f=l Hz) 
2-5 (M. L.) 2-10 < 1 

high Tc 
(T=77 K) 

I0= 10-20 pA 
R,= 10 Q 

4-10 (white) 
8-25 (f=lHz) 

0.2-0.4 (S. L.) 
1-2 (M. L.) 

10-40 <5 

remark reproducibility 
stability 

1/f noise multilayer 
process 

suppression of 
environmental noise 

1) evaluated for the effective area of A^pl.5 mm2. 

Fig. 2. (a) Noise spectra of high Tc magnetometers fabricated on 1cm x 1cm substrate. Closed and open symbols 
represent the noise spectra of high and low Tc magnetometers, respectively, (b) Real time MCG data measured with 

single-layer high Tc magnetometer (Courtesy of F. Ludwig of PTB Berlin). 
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Fortunately, an electronics-technique has been developed to suppress the 1/f noise due to the fluctuation of ID, i. e., the 
so-called ac-bias method in the FLL circuit. On the other hand, the 1/f noise due to the hopping of the trapped flux 
significantly depends on the quality and the geometry of the superconducting films. Therefore, reliable process to make 
high quality film should be developed in order to reduce the 1/f noise, especially the reliable multilayer-process to make 
the magnetic coupling circuit. Note that the low-frequency field resolution of the magnetometer made with the 
multilayer process is not so good compared with the one made with the single layer process, as shown in Fig. 2(a). 

Biomagnetic measurements with high Tc SQUIDs have been much demonstrated [2]-[8]. In Fig. 2(b), an example of 
MCG data is shown. The magnetometer is made with the reliable single-layer process ensuring reasonable success-yield, 
whose noise spectrum is shown in Fig. 2(a). The measurement is done in a well-shielded room with a bandwidth of 
0.016-200 Hz. As shown, clear MCG data is obtained with real time measurement. Peak amplitude of the signal is about 

100 pT and a half peak-to-peak noise is 1.5 pT, resulting in the signal-to-noise ratio of 67 [2]. In the best case, signal- 
to-noise ratio of 130 was obtained with the magnetometer made with the multilayer process, though success-yield is not 

high compared to the case of the single-layer process [6]. These values will be high enough to obtain diagnostically 
relevant information from MCG. 

We note that the high Tc SQUID magnetometer has potential even for MEG measurement. An example of MEG 
measurement has already been demonstrated [6]. Evoked response to electrostimulation was obtained with averaging 
8000-times measurement (8 stimulus/sec, 2-1500 Hz bandwidth). The signal with amplitude less than 100 fT was 
clearly measured. In the future when reliable multilayer process is established, high Tc magnetometer will steadily 
have the field resolution of 10 fT/Hz1/2, and will be used for MEG application. 

Suppression of Environmental Noise 
When weak magnetic field is measured with the SQUID magnetometer, it is inevitable to suppress the environmental 
noise in order to ensure high signal-to-noise ration. For this purpose, the so-called gradiometer has been used, as well as 
magnetically shielded room and active shielding. Since high Tc wires are not available at present, two typical 
gradiometers shown schematically in Fig. 3 have been studied. In Fig. 3(a), a first-order gradiometer is composed of 
direct-coupled magnetometer and asymmetric flux transformer with base line of 48 mm [16]. They were made 
separately with single-layer process, and were coupled in a flip-chip arrangement. With this configuration, we can 
measure the spatial gradient of the magnetic field, and the balance of the gradiometer was 1/3,000. In order to 
improve the performance of the gradiometer, reliable thin film technology for making long-base-line pickup coil and 
multilayer structure should be developed 

In Fig. 3(b), the so-called electric gradiometer is shown schematically. In this case, two magnetometers are set with 
baseline of about 10 cm in order to make a first-order gradiometer. The two magnetometers measure the magnetic 
field at each point, and the outputs of two magnetometers are electrically subtracted with each other in order to obtain 
the spatial gradient of the magnetic field. Careful arrangement and fine adjustment of two magnetometers are necessary 
in order to obtain high balance of the gradiometer. The second-order gradiometer was also constructed in the same way. 
In the best case, common mode rejection better than 10,000 was obtained for homogeneous fields with a first-order 
gradiometer. Common mode rejection of 200 was obtained for field gradients with a second-order gradiometer [17]. 

With a first-order electric gradiometer having a baseline of 10 cm, clear MCG data was successfully obtained with real 
time measurement in moderately shielded environment. The signal-to-noise ratio of the MCG data was 35 in real time 
measurement [18]. The ratio was improved up to 490 when the signal is averaged over 300 times. This gradiometer has 
been used for more than 10 months to perform MCG measurements in a medical study of about 80 clinical patients with 
cardiac arrhythmia problems and healthy persons. 

asymmetric transformer 

Fig. 3. Two types of gradiometer. (a) gradiometer using differential pickup coil, and (b) electric gradiometer. 
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It musl be noted, however, that high linearity and high slew rate are required for each magnetometer in order to realize 

the electric gradiometer. Linearity and slew rate, which are required to guarantee correct operation of the 

magnetometer under strong noise field, become much severe than the case of using the differential pickup coil shown in 

Fig. 3(a). For example, we need the slew rate approaching to lO^^s in this case, while the slew rate of lOM^s will be 

enough when the differential pickup coil is used. In order to realize high linearity and slew rate, readout electronics 

using high bandwidth (up to a few MHz) FLL circuit has been developed [9]. 

Conclusion 
High Tc SQUID magnetometers usable for MCG measurement have already been developed, and begin to be used for 

medical study. When reliable multilayer process for making the efficient magnetic-coupling circuit is develop, MEG 

measurement will be also possible with the high Tc magnetometer. However, reproducibility and stability of the SQUID 

must be fully solved for practical applications. Moreover, noise canceling technique, e. g., gradiometer, should be fully 

developed in order to operate the magnetometer in moderately-shielded or unshielded environment, which is the same 

problem as in the case of the low Tc magnetometer. 
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Introduction 
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) follows from the initial fundamental work of Cohen[l] in 1968 and devel¬ 

opment by several groups, most notably at MIT[2] and at NYU[3]. Based on the development of the Superconducting 
QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) using the Josephson effect[4], MEG uses the SQUID’s incredible sensitivity 
to magnetic fields to measure the very weak magnetic fields emitted from the human brain due to intracellular neu¬ 
ronal currents. Current growth in MEG is dominated by multiple sensor arrays covering much of the head. These new 
large devices have primarily been developed and made commercially available by several companies including BTI[5] 
in the US, CTF[6] in Canada, and Neuromag[7] in Finland. Large projects are also in place in Japan[8]. These systems 
contain more than 100 sensors spaced at various intervals over the head using various configurations of magnetome¬ 
ters and gradiometers. The different designs available on the market are driven by factors such as detection efficiency, 
cost, and application. 

We now present a completely novel whole-head SQUID array system using a superconducting imaging-surface 
gradiometer concept derived at Los Alamos. Preliminary tests have demonstrated higher performance, lower noise, 
and additional shielding of background fields while using simpler fabrication techniques than existing whole-head 
MEG systems, which should reduce production costs. 

Theory 
The superconducting imaging-surface gradiometer concept is described in detail in a companion paper in this 

conference[9]. A magnetic source causes Meissner currents in the superconductor that can be represented theoretically 
as an image source located behind the imaging surface. The SQUID magnetometer measures the flux resulting from 
the superposition of fields from both source and image. For a spherical imaging surface, the total field at the SQUID 
magnetometer is similar to that in an axial gradiometer located at the magnetometer. Magnetic field lines from sources 
outside the superconducting spherical imaging surface are excluded from the superconductor, causing the ambient 
field lines to wrap around the superconductor and shielding the sensors inside from those fields. 

Van Hulsteyn showed that analytic expressions for superconducting imaging 
rived for unconstrained geometry’s (e.g. those without 
end). An analytic expression for the actual hemispherical 
shape of the whole-head image-surface must therefore 
assume a completely spherical shape. This assumption is 
justified for magnetic sources where the source-to- 
imaging-surface distance is much less than the distance 
from the source to the edge of the helmet. Thus, sources 
that are much closer to the imaging surface and/or the 
sensor than to the edge of the imaging surface will be 
adequately described by the analytic formalism of ref. 
[10]. We anticipate corrections will be required for 
sources close to the edge. 

Finally, the superconducting imaging-surface 
theory holds only for an ideal superconductor, conse¬ 
quently any material properties, defects, or impurities 
that would cause appreciable regions of trapped flux, 
will distort the source image. Therefore, material choice, 
fabrication, and final treatment of the imaging surface 
must be performed with great care. 

This work was supported by National Institutes of Health, Grant No. 

R01NS31052-06A1 and US DOE/OBER 

Figure 1. Finite element electromagnetic simulation of super¬ 
conducting helmet in uniform ambient magnetic field. Arrow 
size is proportional to the field magnitude. Small or missing 
arrows inside of the hemisphere illustrates the screening effect 
of the superconducting helmet. Contours of equal flux density 
are also shown. 
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Method 

A. Imaging-Surface Design 

Finite element calculations to model the interaction between a superconducting hemisphere with a brim (or 
“helmet”) and uniform ambient field have been carried out using the 3-D electromagnetic field modeling code OP- 
ERA[11]. The geometry of the model approximates the final design implemented for the whole-head system. Figure 1 
shows the calculated magnetic field distribution around the geometry of the whole-head imaging surface for a normal 
incidence of an external (ambient) field. Arrow size in Fig. 1 is proportional to the field magnitude and small or 
missing arrows inside of the hemisphere illustrates the screening effect of the superconducting helmet. External fields 
were predicted to be screened (reduced) by a factor of 3500 at the inside apex of the hemisphere and approximately 
2000 near the edge of the hemisphere. The large screening factor will be sufficient to reduce or possibly eliminate the 
need for a shielded room. The Meissner currents in the superconductor resulting from the excluded external fields 
only penetrate the outer surface of the superconducting helmet a few nanometers, thus they have no effect on the im¬ 
aging properties of the inner surface. The SQUID sensors are located near the inner (concave) surface of the super¬ 
conducting shield to produce the desired source images within the volume. Distant magnetic sources will not be im¬ 
aged on the inner surface of the hemisphere and the helmet shields the vast majority of external fields from inside the 
hemisphere as shown in Fig. 1. 

B. Dewar & Array Design 

Photographs of the entire cryogenic column assembly and a close-up of the sensor array and imaging surface 
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The whole-head system dewar is complete, superinsulation and vapor cooled 
barrier installed, and boil-off rates measured. A new material, similar in composition to Corian®, was designed jointly 

by Los Alamos and DuPont for the SQUID sensor support structure. Macor®, a machinable ceramic, is the most 
common material used for this application in other systems. Although Macor is an excellent material for precision 
cryogenic applications, the raw material and precision machining costs are extremely high. The Corian-like plastic 
composite developed by Los Alamos and DuPont has material properties important for a precision cryogenic applica¬ 
tion including material integrity under thermal cycling, isotropic thermal expansion coefficient, and the ability to pre¬ 
cisely machine the material. The thermal expansion coefficient of the Corian-like plastic is much smaller than most 
plastics, though it is larger than Macor. Unlike Macor, the new material is readily machined to high tolerance and the 
raw material cost is quite small. 

Finite element stress calculations were performed throughout the dewar design process to assure safety re¬ 
quirements were met. The helium boil-off rate for the dewar is acceptable with more than a five-day liquid helium 
hold time without a column. The dewar column insert was designed to minimize heat transferred to the liquid helium, 
minimize RF interference to SQUID leads, minimize eddy current effects, and adequately 
imaging surface helmet. The column has been fabricated 
and ten SQUID sensors installed for preliminary data 
acquisition. 

The completed system including dewar, column 
and ten installed sensors (Fig. 2) has been operating for 
numerous helium fillings without failure. No indication of 
eddy currents in the RF shield has been observed. Im¬ 
provements on vapor flow through the dewar insert are 
currently underway to increase dewar hold time. A close- 
up photograph of the Corian-like support structure with 
ten SQUIDs installed and niobium helmet is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

A new thin-film button SQUID was specifically 
designed for use in image-surface systems by Conductus, 
Inc. in collaboration with and under contract to Los Ala¬ 
mos. Both the SQUID circuit and superconducting pickup 
loop are integrated on a single monolithic device using a 
niobium lithographic process. Details are presented in the 
companion paper at this conference[9]. 

The button SQUID-magnetometer sensors, ap¬ 
proximately 1.2 cm in diameter, are each mounted on the 
end of a precision machined Corian-like mounting tube 
that is inserted into the support structure. The mounting 
tubes are positively seated against the imaging surface 
thereby precisely defining the sensor orientation and 
baseline. Each sensor is located very close to the inside 

the SQUID and 

Figure 2. Photograph of the entire whole-head column as¬ 
sembly with a portion of the rf-shielding and interior superin¬ 
sulation (used for additional rf-shielding) pulled back. Tele¬ 
scoping supports attach the imaging-surface and sensor array 
to the top plate of the column. 
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dewar wall while the imaging surface is perfectly hemi¬ 
spherical. Consequently, the tubes (and sensor base¬ 
lines) vary in length. This design was chosen to place 
the sensors as close to the magnetic sources (subject 
head) as possible while maintaining a spherical imaging 
surface that greatly simplifies machining and modeling 
efforts. In practice, individual sensor calibration pa¬ 
rameters for the varying baselines will be measured by 
a method of phantom calibrations and used in a fast 
table look-up algorithm during data analysis. 

Both the lead and niobium superconducting sur¬ 
faces were fabricated into a roughly 12 cm radius hemi¬ 
spherical shape. A final machining process assured a 
hemispherical shape (to a 25pm tolerance) and ex¬ 

tremely fine finish (<lpm finish) to the imaging sur¬ 

face. The lead helmet was fabricated using significantly 
thicker stock (0.25 inch) to assure stability and strength 
of the material. Initial testing of the niobium and lead 
helmets is described below. 

Active background rejection will be imple¬ 
mented to supplement the screening effect of the super¬ 
conducting imaging surface. Background magnetome¬ 
ters, located at intervals around the outer surface of the 
hemisphere, will measure the ambient vector field dis¬ 
tribution outside the imaging surface while being highly 
screened from the sources of interest inside the helmet. 
A detailed study of the electronics and timing required to operate these hardware gradiometers has recently been com¬ 
pleted by Espy[12]. The critical timing techniques derived from this work will be used to further increase the back¬ 
ground rejection for the whole-head system, reducing the need for a shielded room. 

Figure 3. A close-up photograph of the niobium supercon¬ 
ducting imaging-surface helmet, SQUID sensor array support 
structure, and ten of the total 155 integrated SQUID magne¬ 
tometers mounted. The niobium was replaced by a higher- 
quality lead helmet for measurements reported in this paper. 

Results 
Sensor noise and background field sensitivity measurements for ten sensors in the whole-head system have 

been completed for both the niobium and lead imaging surfaces. The ten SQUID sensors were initially placed in a 
cross pattern with six along the direction from the back edge of the system towards the apex and the other four cross¬ 
ing the pattern of the first six. This pattern permitted testing of sensors as a function of their position relative to the 
imaging helmet edge. A small magnetic dipole coil was used to assure that each sensor was working and to measure 
the noise and sensitivity characteristics of the ten sensors. SQUID sensor calibrations are only approximate because 
the dipole position relative to the sensors was uncertain due to thermal contraction of components during cool down. 
We observed noise levels of 12fT/VHz at 10 Hz and lOfT/^Hz at 100 Hz within a shielded chamber and -lpT/VHz 
unshielded in our very (electrically) noisy laboratory for the SQUID sensor nearest the helmet brim. 

The majority of measurements were performed in an unshielded environment for both the niobium and lead 
helmets. Background (primarily 60Hz line frequency) and RF field attenuation was sufficient in all cases to enable all 
SQUIDs to lock in the extremely noisy environment of our laboratory. We observed a 23Hz magnetic dipole source 
with lOOfT at 3cm field using this preliminary configuration. A Stanford Research SRS-650 spectrum analyzer was 
used with 1 second averaging to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio of ~3. 

The background screening factor was measured by operating the whole-head system inside a 2.5 x 2.5 meter 
set of Helmholtz coils activated at several frequencies to produce a uniform field. The superconducting helmet was 
oriented at approximately a 20° angle (tilted back) relative to the field lines produced by the Helmholtz coils. The 
screening factor is the ratio of the field outside the helmet to that detected at the sensors inside the imaging surface. 
We observed screening factors at 60° inclination of -400 for the SQUID sensor in the niobium helmet and -1800 at 
the same sensor location when using the lead helmet. One explanation for this difference is the existence of signifi¬ 
cantly more and/or larger regions of normal material in the niobium helmet, a type II superconductor, caused by mate¬ 
rial inclusions and stress perturbations, than are present in the lead. The measured screening factor inside the lead im¬ 
aging-surface helmet as a function of inclination angle is plotted in Fig. 4 for two methods of cooling the system 
through the superconducting transition: 1) with the dewar in the unshielded laboratory and 2) with the dewar shielded 
inside a mu-metal can. The data clearly show a substantial improvement in shielding factor for the helmet when it is 
cooled in a well-shielded environment. This observation indicates the lead helmet is not an ideal superconductor and 
likely has inclusions in the material that are causing significant flux to be trapped when the helmet is cooled in the 
earth’s field. The trapped flux acts as a flux leak through the helmet and is also likely to cause aberrations in the im¬ 
aging performance of the helmet. We are currently building a new lead helmet that will have far better superconduct¬ 
ing properties. The multiple points for both curves at 40° inclination result from four sensors at that inclination due to 
the “cross” configuration. 
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Screening factors for the lead helmet are less 
than predicted by theoretical calculations. Finite element 
model calculations predicted screening factors of 3500 at 
the apex of a superconducting helmet to around 2000 near 
the edge. This apparent discrepancy largely results from 
the fact that the separation between the sensors and the 
imaging surface in the finite element model was less than 
actual experimental values. Other possible contributors 
include that the absolute calibration of the SQUID sen¬ 
sors has not been performed, and that the lead imaging 
surface has nonsuperconducting regions. 

Finally, the measured response of the imaging- 
surface SQUID sensors to magnetic dipole sources agreed 
very well with the predicted values using the analytic 
formalism developed in ref. [10] for sensors that were 
closer to the magnetic source than the edge of the imag¬ 
ing surface[9]. Variation from predicted values increased 
for sensors near the imaging-surface edge (Fig. 5, 
SQUIDs 7,8). The largest discrepancy, however, was 
observed for SQUID 5, which was closer to the source 
coil than SQUIDs 7 or 8. We hypothesize SQUID 5 was 
closest to a non-superconducting inclusion as discussed 
above. The agreement with theory is none-the-less very 
good and could, if a higher quality imaging surface were 
not available, be corrected by using a calibration table. A 
careful phantom study will be performed to correlate sen¬ 
sor response with source position. This data will be used 
to construct a calibration table for all sensors, particularly 
those close to the edge, to correct sensor data. 

Conclusion 
We have demonstrated the viability of using su¬ 

perconducting imaging-surface gradiometry to build a 
whole-head SQUID array MEG system. The supercon¬ 
ducting imaging theory for imaging surfaces has been 
validated and lead was found to perform far better than 

Figure 4. Comparison plot of whole-head shielding factor for 
lead superconducting imaging-surface cooled in ambient field 
(squares) and in absence of field (diamonds). 

Figure 5. Comparison plot of measured gradiometer response 
and theoretical predictions using the analytic formalism of ref. 
10 for SQUID sensors located both far from the magnetic 
dipole source and rather close to the imaging-surface edge. 

niobium. New integrated SQUID magnetometers, coupled with the imaging-surface provide exceptional performance. 
Shielding of ambient fields inside the helmet, combined with previously reported hardware gradiometry methods[12] 
should provide total shielding of >105 for frequencies up to 1kHz. This level of shielding should enable supercon¬ 
ducting imaging-surface MEG systems to be used with little or no additional shielding, greatly reducing future system 
costs to the research and clinical communities. 
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Introduction 
For biomagnetic measurements, it is important to grasp the characteristics, such as frequency dependence, 

fluctuation and source of the environmental low-frequency magnetic field noises. Biomagnetic signals, especially MEG 
(Magnetoencephaloglam) and MCG (Magnetocardiogram), always exist in the frequency range less than several ten Hz. 

Those signals are very weak compared with that of the environmental magnetic noise of which the power spectrum has a 
property of approximately 1 If or 1// at low frequency. The environmental magnetic fields at low frequency are generated 
mainly by streetcar (train), motorcar traffic, elevator and vibration of magnetically shielded room[l] as shown in Fig.l. 
In Japan, the fluctuation of magnetic noise in urban area is considerably different between the daytime when streetcars are 
running and the nighttime when there is no traffic. On the other hand, the motorcar traffic is always comparably near 
where biomagnetic measurements are carried out. The noises due to running motorcars are not eliminated by 
gradiometers sufficiently. In this report, first, the relationship between the urban magnetic noise and electric current of 
streetcar is analyzed both in the time domain and in the frequency domain. Second, the magnetic noise from running 
motorcars is investigated by using the magnetic field analysis. Simulated results are validated by the basic experiment 
using steel boxes. 

Methods of Analysis 
a) streetcar traffic of Analysis: In order to investigate 

the relationship between urban magnetic noise and the 
electric current of streetcar, the electric currents of feeder 
lines of various streetcar lines of Kagoshima city are 
measured at the power station shown in Fig.2[2]. At the 

same time, the environmental magnetic noises are 
measured at six locations in Kagoshima city as shown in 

Fig.2 by using a flux-gate magnetometer (APS520A, 
Applied Physics Systems). The number of streetcars is also 
counted on a control panel by eye-measurement. The 
magnetic noises and the electric currents of streetcar 
recorded in a data-recorder are digitized and the coefficient of 
correlation between them is calculated. 

b) motorcar traffic: The magnetic materials are 
distributed complicatedly in the motorcar. Therefore, it is 

in Kagoshima city. 
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Fig.4 Theweight loaded inside the sfcelbox. 

Table I Weight of a steel plate box and total 
weight when the weight is loaded inside. 

Plaits Weigh! [kgl 

Frame 31.7 

Steel plate 
(1000 mm x 
1000 mm x 

/= 1.2 55.4 4 

i = 2.3 106.2 Z. 

t mm) /= 45 207.6 

Weight 
mm V 07/4 mm V 

50.8 

4.5 mm) 101.5 ' 

Earth magnetism 

Fig.5 Analysis model for a steel box. 

difficult to take them into account precisely to simulate the 
fluctuation when the motorcar is running. If a motorcar in which the 
magnetic materials are arranged at different positions can be assumed 
to be a box composed of steel plates of constant thickness, of which 
the weight is as the same as the motorcar in total, it is fairly 
convenient to create a analysis model. Basic experiments are carried 
out by using a simple steel box (1,000mmX 1,000mmX 1,000mm) 
shown in Fig.3. In these experiments, first, the fluctuations of 
magnetic noises from the steel boxes of various thicknesses (r=l.2, 
2.3, 4.5mm) are measured and the those results are compared with 
the results analyzed. Second, the fluctuation of magnetic noise from 

a moving steel box in which some steel plates are loaded as a weight 

as shown in Fig.4 is measured and the result is compared with that 

from a moving empty steel box of different thickness of which the 
total weight is the same as shown in Table 1. Average magnetization 
M of each plate which composes the steel box is obtained from a 
nonlinear magnetic field analysis by using the finite element method 
under the condition that the earth magnetism is 3.0 X 10 5T both in 
the vertical and horizontal direction, as shown in Fig.5. According to 
the limitation of calculation, an arrangement of the weight inside the 
box is different from the experiment. The fluctuation of magnetic 
noise from the steel box which is moving 5.5m away from the 
measured point (Fig.3) is calculated by Biot-Savart's law using the 
obtained magnetization M of each plate. 

Results and Discussion 
a) streetcar traffic: The magnetic fields in the vertical direction at 

Hotel S which is located about 18m from Nishieki line and the 
electric current of feeder line of Nishieki line, and those at Hotel G 
which is located about 150m from Shinai line and that of Shinai line 
during the morning rush time are shown in Fig.6. The waveforms of 
the magnetic field coincide with those of electric current of feeder line. 
A starting electric current of one streetcar is 200A. The maximum 
fluctuation of electric current of Nishieki line is 600A in Fig.6(a) and 

that of Shinai line is 1,200A in Fig.6(b). 600A and 1,200A are 
equivalent to the starting electric currents of three and six streetcars 
respectively. Those results show that most stops have traffic signals. 

In Table 2 the coefficient of correlation (CC) between the electric 
current (/) and the magnetic field (Bz) in the vertical direction is 
shown. The high CC, 0.83 is obtained between Bz at Hotel S and / of 
Nishieki line in the morning rush time (2.3: the averaged number of 
streetcars), and in the daytime (1.8). At night, however, the CC 

/(A) 
IUU0 

(i) Bz (HotelS) (ii) / (Nisheki line) 

(a) Bz at Hotel S and / of Nishieki line 

(i)flz (Hotel G) (ii) /(Shinai line) 

(b) Bz at Hotel G and / of Shinai line 

Fig.6 Fluctuations of magnetic field (Bz) in the vertical 
direction and electric current (/) of feeder line 
during the morning tush time. 
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Table 2 The coefficient of correlation between the 
electric current (/)and the magnetic field (Bz). IT/ZHjI 

Measured 
point Time 

/ 

Nishieki 
line 

Taniyama 
line 

Kamoike 
Ire 

Shinai 
line 

Pi 

Hotel S 

8:10-8:20 0.8.1 0 08 0.01 0.08 

11:40-11:50 0.83 0.22 0.18 0.01 

21:10-21:20 0.61 

Hotel G 

8:10-8:20 0.08 0.10 0.26 0.74 

11:40-1 1:50 0.18 0.41 0.01 0.51 

21:10-21:20 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.31 

(agoshimallniv. 9:40-9:50 0.56 0.15 0 44 

Hotel M 7:40-7 50 0.08 0.17 0.26 0.01 

(b) Electric current of Nishieki line 

Fig.7 Spectrum density. 

feeder line 

becomes low, 0.63, because the number of streetcars 
decreases (1.1). The CC between Bz at Hotel G and / of 
Shinai line is comparably high, 0.74, in the morning 
rush time (6.0), although the distance between Hotel G 
and the line is ten times as far as that between Hotel S 
and the line, and the CC becomes low, 0.51, in the 
daytime (3.09) and 0.33 at night (1.09). The tendency that 
the strong correlation is not recognized between the 
electric current of streetcar line and the magnetic field can 
be explained as follows: As the distance between the 
measured point and the railroad is far, or as the fluctuation 
of electric current decreases depending on decrease of the 
number of streetcars on the line, the fluctuation of 
magnetic noise becomes small (less than 10 7T). 

Fig.7 shows spectrum densities of the environmental 
magnetic field in the vertical direction and the electric 
feeder line respectively. The tilt of spectrum density of 
the magnetic field at Hotel S is about l//125 which 
coincides with that of electric current of Nishieki line. 
However, the tilt of spectrum density of the magnetic 
field at Hotel G is about 1 If (a figure is omitted), because 
Hotel G is a little far from Shinai line. It is confirmed 

that the environmental magnetic noise has a property of 
approximately 1 // or l// 25 at low frequency which 
depends on electric current of streetcar, because the tilt 
early in the morning when there is no streetcar is different 
from that in the morning when streetcars are running. 

Amplitude of fluctuation of magnetic field (AFM) 
are calculated based on the assumption that the same 
electric current flows through feeder line and return line 
(railroad). In consequence, the amplitudes calculated are 

lower in one or two figures compared with amplitudes 
measured. Therefore, main factor of magnetic noise due to 
the streetcar is supposed to be unbalance electric current between feeder line (/) and return line (lR) which mainly depends 

on leakage electric current to the ground (/6) as shown in Fig.8. The amplitudes of unbalanced electric current estimated 
from the amplitudes measured of fluctuation of electric current and magnetic field is 0.37/ for Nishieki line and 0.19/ for 
Shinai line respectively. As mentioned above, those values are affected by the leakage electric current to the ground 
which depends on a laying method of track. However, it is supposed that the return line of Nishieki line connects to that 
of Kamoike line and composes a loop as shown in Fig.2, although electric current of each line is distributed separately, 
so that unbalance of the electric current is more than Shinai line. 
b) motorcar traffic: Fig.9 shows AFM from a moving steel box. In Fig.9(a), AFMs do not increase in proportion to 

the weight, especially in A Bz. There is not so large difference between AFM from the steel box having a weight inside 
and AFM from the empty steel box of different thickness whose total weight is the same. In Fig.9(b), the tendency of 
AFM depending on the weight is as the same as those of the experiment. The AFMs from a steel box (/= 1.2mm) with a 
weight inside near the side plate are larger than those at center, and are close to the empty box of which the weight is 
the same. AFMs obtained from the experiment are two or three times as large as those from the simulation. It is 

return line 

Fig.8 

/////////j'/^'/^/^/j^y/////////////////// 

Ic 
Unbalanced electric current between feeder line(/) 
and return line (/*) which mainly depends 
on leakage electric current to the ground (Ic). 
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Fig.9 Amplitudes of fluctuation of magnetic field from a running steel box depending on the weight. 

supposed that these differences are due to the dispersion of the material constant. By both the experiment and the 
simulation, the tendency that the effect of weight to the AFM is saturated is observed. It is supposed that this tendency 
is due to the concentration of magnetic flux on the surface of the plate so that equivalent thickness is decreased. As 
mentioned above, the AFM depends on the position of the weight in the simulation. Especially in the case that the 
weight is near the side plate, the AFMs are close to the empty box of the same weight in total. The results obtained 
from the experiment are similar to those from the simulation in which the weight is near the side plate. 

Conclusions 
The high correlation is obtained between urban magnetic noise and electric current of streetcar at locations where 

is near to railroad and electric current is sufficiently large depending on the number of starting streetcars. The tilt of 
spectrum density of the environmental magnetic noise at low frequency fairly coincides with that of electrical current of 
streetcar feeder line. Main factor of magnetic noise due to the streetcar is supposed to be unbalanced electric current 
between feeder line and return line which mainly depends on leakage electric current to the ground. The influence of 
leakage electric current to the ground on magnetic noise will be reported in future. 

By both the experiment and the simulation, the tendency that amplitude of fluctuation of magnetic field depending 
on the weight does not increase in proportion to the weight and saturates is observed. The amplitude of fluctuation of 
magnetic field depends on the position of the weight in a steel box. The modeling method which assumes that a 
motorcar in which the magnetic materials are distributed complicatedly can be replaced by the box composed by steel 
plates of the constant thickness of which in the weight is the same as motorcar in total should be discussed taking 
account of the dispersion of the material constant of the steel plate. 
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Introduction 
Biomagnetic fields are very weak in comparison to the background magnetic noise in the surroundings. Thus, 

resolving the signal of interest from the environmental interference is a challenging problem. 
Interference fields can be attenuated by magnetically shielded rooms and external active compensation sys¬ 

tems. In practice, however, the attenuation provided by such constructions is not sufficient for using sensitive magne¬ 
tometer arrays for magnetoencephalography (MEG). This is true in particular with low frequencies as standard mag¬ 
netically shielded rooms have rather poor attenuation at frequencies below 1 Hz [1,2]. 

The required additional attenuation of environmental magnetic interference has traditionally been ac¬ 
complished by using a set of reference sensors located sufficiently far from the actual sensors so that they do not 
measure substantial signals from the object under study. The magnetic field sensed by the reference sensors is then 
estimated either analytically or adaptively at the actual sensors [3]. The former procedure relies on the precise geom¬ 
etry and calibrations of both the reference and actual sensor arrays. Complementary approach is to record the con¬ 
taminated signals and use projection and template filtering techniques to extract the signals of interest [4,5]. This, 
however, requires wide dynamic range in recording and storing all the signals being measured. 

The new method presented here is based on the fact that interference signals have distinct directions in the sig¬ 
nal space. By transforming the signal space in a suitable way in the electronics controlling the sensors, the interfer¬ 
ence signals are removed from the actual channels and concentrated on a set of compensator channels. The transfor¬ 
mation is also reversible, which allows reverting to the raw signals at the data analysis phase. Thus, the transforma¬ 
tion can be thought of as a data compression method, since the dynamics requirements are demanding only for the 
few compensator channels. 

Methods 
In a magnetically shielded room, the residual field due to distant external sources can be decomposed into 

three independent stationary field distributions corresponding to the response of the high permeability shield to the 
three components of the nearly homogenous external magnetic field. These three field distributions, in turn, cor¬ 
respond to three orthogonal directions in the signal space. We have experimentally verified that the bulk of the exter¬ 
nal low-frequency interference can indeed be represented in a three-dimensional signal subspace. 

Based on the above, it is viable to construct a signal-space operator that transforms the signal space in such a 
way that the directions defined as interference become orthogonal to the actual sensor channels. This resembles the 
signal-space projection (SSP) method [5], which can be used in the post-processing of measured data. However, 
some degrees of freedom are inevitably lost in SSP because it is a projection, and it is, thus, impossible to recover the 
original signals from the projected data. 

The loss of information can be avoided by employing a rotation of the signal space instead of a projection. 
The rotation should be such that some of the resulting signals span the interference subspace while the others are or¬ 
thogonal to it, so they do not contain the interference. This seems to sacrifice some channels for the interference. 
However, by adding a set of virtual compensator channels into the system, all the real channels can be made blind to 
the interference while still responding to the signals of interest. The compensator channels are not associated with 
any particular sensor element. The number of compensator channels required equals the dimensionality of the inter¬ 
ference subspace. 

Mathematically, the signal-space rotation (SSR) is a multiplication by an orthogonal matrix applied to a signal 
vector consisting of N real channels followed by M compensator channels. As a result of the rotation, the compensa¬ 
tor channels contain the projection of the input signal into the interference subspace whereas the real channels are or¬ 
thogonal to it. The penalty is that the real channels become linearly dependent, since M degrees of freedom are lost 
for the compensator channels. Since M « N in practice, this is not a serious drawback. 

The construction of the rotation matrix requires knowledge about the interference directions in the signal 
space, which can easily be obtained by first measuring the interference signals with the system, i.e., by performing an 
“empty-room” measurement, and then applying principal component analysis (PCA). If the signal amplitudes due to 
the interference exceed the normal operating range during this empty-room measurement, the system can be switched 
to a less sensitive mode, or a suboptimal rotation matrix can be used. 
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Signals from 
other channels 

Fig. 1 Implementations of the signal space rotation. The outputs of the flux-locked loop (FLL) controllers 
are weighted and summed onto the M compensator channels, which are weighted and summed to all the 
real channels. The biasing circuitry for the SQUID is omitted for simplicity. Thicker lines denote wider dy¬ 
namics requirements. Top: Implementation for an analog FLL system. The weighted compensator channels 
are summed to the feedback branch. Bottom: Implementation in a system featuring a digital feedback con¬ 
troller. The outputs of the compensator channels are weighted and added to the output signal. 

Principal component analysis of the interference data gives a set of eigenvectors with the associated eigenval¬ 
ues. Typically, the M eigenvectors with the highest eigenvalues are chosen for the construction of the rotation matrix. 
These vectors constitute the column vectors of a matrix D. From the singular value decomposition, D=USVT, we ob¬ 
tain the base vector matrix U. Let us denote the matrix consisting of the M First base vectors by \JM. The rotation ma¬ 
trix is then expressed as 

|i-»x <u 
R=U . j 

where I is an /V x N identity matrix, and 0 is an M x M zero matrix. The matrix R operates on a raw signal vector 
b=(fcj ... bN bN+l ... bN+M)J, where the compensator channels bN+] ... bN+M are initially zero. The result is a trans¬ 
formed vector b\ The matrix R is orthogonal and symmetric; thus, the original signals are restored simply by another 
multiplication by the same matrix. 
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Uncompensated signal 

Compensated signal 

Fig. 2 Signals from an artificial dipole driven by a 0.1-Hz square wave. Top: The raw, or uncompensated, sig¬ 
nal of one of the magnetometers in the system. Middle: The same signal after the rotation. Bottom: The output 
of the first compensator channel. 

The implementation of the signal-space rotation involves cross-coupling of the channels. This is realized in 
the hardware by the arrangements shown in Fig. 1. The analog implementation utilizes the negative feedback to the 
SQUID, thus reducing the dynamic requirements of active electronics, since the flux-locked loop (FLL) controller 
does not process the interference signals. The frequency response of the feedback branch, pre-amplifier, and FLL cir¬ 
cuitry affects the rotation. It can be shown, however, that the frequency dependence of the rotation becomes less 
prominent when the number of channels increases. In a system consisting of at least tens of channels, this effect is 
negligible. 

In a system with a fully digital feedback drive, nothing is gained with the coupling to the feedback, thus, it is 
preferable to cross-couple the channels directly as shown in Fig. 1. This ensures that the rotation is not frequency de¬ 
pendent provided that all the calculations can be carried out within one sampling period. In practice, the digital pro¬ 
cessing illustrated in Fig. 1 is performed by an array of digital signal processors in real time. 

Results 
To demonstrate the compensation method described here, we recorded signals from a phantom head incorpo¬ 

rating several tangential current dipoles at physiological depths. All measurement were carried out with a Vector- 
view™ system comprising 102 magnetometers and 204 planar first-order gradiometers [6]. 

Prior to the phantom measurement, the environmental magnetic noise was measured by the system for two 
minutes. No high-pass filtering was in effect during the measurement. Principal component analysis was done on 
magnetometer signals in the acquired noise data. The eigenvectors corresponding to the three largest eigenvalues 
were selected for the construction of the rotation operator. 

One dipole in the phantom was excited with a 0.1-Hz square wave. The amplitude of the excitation cor¬ 
responded to a dipole moment of 200 nAm. The system was operated in the dc-coupled mode. A characteristic result 
is shown in Fig. 2. The raw, uncompensated signal 6;(t) of one magnetometer channel shows large variation due to 
the low-frequency interference, which is an order of magnitude stronger than the signal from the dipole. 

After the rotation, we get the compensated signals b', ^t) and the compensator signals b'i>N(t), one of which 
is shown in Fig. 2. The low-frequency interference is suppressed on the real channel b,’(t) while it is now prominent 
on the compensator channel. Most importantly, the excitation signal is recovered although its frequency is on the 
same order of magnitude as that of the interference. 
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Discussion 
Signal-space rotation implemented at the hardware level provides an effective way to suppress interference 

signals of high dynamic range. The attainable suppression factor depends only on the linearity of the system and on 
the precision with which the compensator information can be distributed. Another important feature of the signal- 
space rotation is the possibility to revert to the original signals even at the data analysis phase. 

Signal-space rotation and projection affect the signals of the real sensor channels. Thus, the equivalent trans¬ 
formation has to be done on the results of the forward calculations to ensure unbiased estimation of the sources. 

Uusitalo and Ilmoniemi [5] discuss the separability of different sources by using signal-space projection. They 
concluded that with a typical signal-to-noise ratio the limit of separability corresponds to an angle of 30 degrees be¬ 
tween the signal vectors. Thus, in similar conditions, the signal-space rotation does not considerably affect the non¬ 
interference signals when the angles between the signal vector and all of the vectors spanning the interference sub¬ 
space are more than 30 degrees. With a whole-head coverage system this condition is typically met. 

The rotation operator can be constructed in a straightforward way from noise data measured by the system it¬ 
self. Moreover, no explicit knowledge about the vibration modes of the system is needed for compensating them. The 
operator has also proven to be very stable over time provided that no major changes are done in the vicinity of the 
shielded room. Additionally, the operator can easily be extended to attenuate interference due to subject’s heart, mag¬ 
netic particles in the body etc. 

The described method has been verified to provide sufficient suppression of interference signals so that mag¬ 
netometer sensors can be used in an ordinary shielded room for magnetoencephalographic measurements. 
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Active Shielding and its Application on MEG-DC Measurements 
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Introduction 

External magnetic field disturbances (caused, e.g., by variations of the earths magnetic field or passing cars) may be 
successfully reduced in biomagnetic measurements by magnetic shielding with material of high permeability (Mumetal) 
as well as by high order gradiometers [1]. Because of the decreasing shielding factor of Mumetal at low frequencies 
(see fig. 1) it is difficult to perform biomagnetic measurements at DC-near frequencies (mHz to Hz). Also gradiometers 
do not attenuate sufficiently at low frequencies. 

Thus an active compensation of the disturbing fields is useful for measurements of low frequency biomagnetic 
fields [2]. We developed an active shielding based on SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device)- 
technique and tested it inside shielded rooms of Amuneal and Vacuumschmelze (type Ak3b) with two layers of 
Mumetal and one row frequency (rf) shield. 

Fig. 1: Shielding factor of magnetically shielded rooms versus frequency (from [1]). The shielding factor of Mumetal 
decreases at low frequencies. 

Methods 

The active compensation consists of a liquid He cooled reference SQUID measuring system staying in the vicinity 
of the multichannel SQUID system for the biomagnetic measurement, pairs of Helmholtz-like coils with the axis into 
three orthogonal directions and a Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID) controller which is optimized for low 
frequencies. The coils are mounted at the edges of a magnetically shielded room. The signal of the reference system is 
proportional to the external disturbing field and is given to the PID controller that generates a current into the coils 
which provides an opposite magnetic field to compensate the external field. The PID controller tries to hold the 

magnetic field to zero at the position of the reference sensor. Because the reference sensor and the measuring system 
cannot be at the same position, a residual field remains at the location of the measuring system. 

The signal of the reference SQUID measuring system and the current through the compensation coils are recorded. 
This monitoring of the remaining field and the compensation field additionally gives the possibility to decide offline 
whether a measured signal is caused by a biomagnetic source near the measuring system or by external disturbances. 

This active shielding system made it possible to investigate low frequency magnetic fields caused,e.g., by spreading 
depression and brain ischemia. 
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Results and Discussion 

To demonstrate the function of the active shielding and for a first estimation of the shielding factor measurements 
of the magnetic field inside a shielded room with a 31-channel SQUID system are shown in fig. 2 and fig. 3. In the 
butter-flyplots all 31 channels have the same origin. The data were taken during the normal working hours (9-12 
o'clock a.m.) in the University Hospital of Jena without patient or proband. Fig. 2 shows the measurement (duration of 
more than a quarter hour) without active compensation. Peaks of some 10 pT mainly caused by passing cars are clearly 
visible. 

Measurements under the same conditions but with active shielding are shown in fig. 3. The variation caused by 
external disturbing fields is only about 1 pT. The second curve below shows the monitored current of the compensation 
coils. 
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Fig. 2: Butterflyplot of a measurement (1/4 h duration) 

without patient and without active shielding. The 
variation of the signal in the order of 10 pT is 

only caused by external disturbances. 

Fig. 3: Butterflyplot of a measurement (1/4 h duration) 

without patient but with ongoing active shielding 
(upper curve). The reduction of the variations is 

obvious. The lower curve indicates the compen¬ 
sation current of the active shielding. 

For a quantitative analysis the signals of a magnetometer and a gradiometer were recorded with a spectrum analyzer 
and Fourier-transformed yielding the frequency spectra. The magnetometer and the gradiometer werde placed about 
0.4 m beside the reference sensor. Data were averaged 10 times again during normal working hours to minimize an 
influence of random events. 
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Fig.4: The active shielding attenuates disturbing magnetic 
fields. The noise reduction at frequencies below 
1 Hz is up to 50 dB (factor 300). 

Fig. 5: Attenuation of the magnetic field gradient 
caused by the active shielding. The noise 
reduction at very low frequencies is about 
25 dB (factor 20). 
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Fig. 4 and fig. 5 show the frequency spectra of the magnetometer and the gradiometer respectively, with active 
shielding divided by the spectra without active shielding, yielding the attenuation. The noise reduction of the magnetic 
field at frequencies below 1 Hz is up to 50 dB (at 50 mHz), the attenuation of a disturbing magnetic field gradient about 
25 dB (at 50 mHz). Above 2 Hz the existing attenuation of the magnetically shielded room and the gradiometer is 
sufficient enough and is not increased by the active shielding. 

With this performance of the active shielding it was possible to detect DC - near magnetic fields, which may be 
caused by spreading depression or brain ischemia. 

Fig. 6 shows an example of a low frequency magnetoencephalogram of a rat with a KC1 induced spreading de¬ 
pression. The data were taken with a 16 channel gradiometer and ongoing active shielding. The arrow indicates the start 
of KC1 application. For more details look at the articles of M. Eiselt et al. [3], F. GieBler et al.[4] in this volume and [5]. 

Fig. 6: Magnetic field vs. time of a rats brain while a KCl induced Spreading Depression (SD) measured with a 16-channel 
SQUID gradiometer with ongoing active shielding. The arrow indicates the start of KCl application Results from 
[3]. The signal amplitude is much higher than the residual field disturbances (see fig. 3) so that SD becomes visible. 

Conclusions 

To improve the low frequency shielding factor an active compensation was installed on the magnetically shielded 

rooms at the biomagnetic center in Jena. 
Even in the hitherto version the active shielding is sufficient enough to measure biomagnetic DC-near fields caused 

by brain ischemia and spreading depression. 
The next generation should also compensate inhomogeneous parts of magnetic field disturbances to increase the 

common shielding factor of the Mumetal shielding, the gradiometer and the active shielding. 
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Introduction 
In MEG, very weak magnetic fields are 

measured in comparison with environmental 
magnetic noise. Thus it is important to grasp the 
properties of magnetic noises for biomagnetic 
measurements to achieve a higher resolution and 
robustness of a system. The environmental 
magnetic fields at low frequencies are mainly caused 
by streetcar(train), motorcar traffic[l], elevator and 
vibration of Magnetically Shielded Room[MSR). In 
this paper, for the purpose of eliminating the 
magnetic noises in MSR due to such microtremors, 
a new active isolation system (TACMI) is tested, 
which is the largest in the world. It has been usual 
to isolate the floor under MSR from that around to 
protect it from the vibration transmitted from 
sources of microtremor. However, isolation of the 
floor is sometimes not adequate to reduce the 
microtremor sufficiently small for the biomagnetic 
measurements especially when the source of 
vibration is too large or has frequency components 
below 1Hz. Unlike the conventional methods, 
TACMI actively controls microtremors on the 

vibration isolation table of MSR. When vibrations 

are sensed, force is immediately applied to 

neutralize their effect on the table. Then TACMI 
enables reduction of microtremor at low frequencies 
less than a few Hz which can not be controlled by 
the passive air cushion supporting apparatuses. To 
investigate the performance, we measured reduction 
effect of vibration by TACMI. And reduction of 
magnetic noise due to vibration of MSR mounted 
on TACMI using a SQUID magnetometer. 

Methods 
Active microtremor isolation system with 

MSR and measurement points of acceleration are 
shown in Fig. 1. A concrete foundation as a 
vibration table (4,500mm width, 5,500mm length, 
500mm thickness) is loaded. The weight of the 
concrete foundation is about 30tons and that of 
MSR (Type:AK3, fabricated by Tokin) which 
includes 148ch SQUID magnetometer system (BTi, 
USA) is about lOtons. In total, loaded weight of 
active microtremor isolation system is 40tons in 
total. TACMI actively controls microtremors on 
the concrete foundation through six degrees (x, y, 
z. Ox , Oy, 0z) of freedom in low frequencies 

Fig.l Active Microtremor system for magnetically shielded 
room and measurement points of accerelation. 

Fig.2 Fabricated Magnetically shielded room mounted on TACMI. 
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than a few Hz. This active microtremor isolation system is controlled by air actuators. 
The experiments were carried out to estimate the reduction of acceleration and magnetic noise of active microtremor 

isolation system with MSR for the natural microtremors and artificial impact vibrations. The latter was produced by a 
truck which run over a wood panel (height is 50mm) on the road nearby at a speed of 20km per hour. Vibrations of the 
concrete foundation and the concrete slab were measured at points of No. 1-4 (indicated by triangles for No. 1,2 and 4, and 
by a circles for No.3) and magnetic noise due to vibration of MSR was measured by SQUID magnetometer for artificial 
impact vibrations. Accelerations and magnetic noises with and without TACMI's operation were compared. 

Results 
The magnetic noises produced by the parts 

of air actuators were sufficiently shielded and 
could not be measured by SQUID 
magnetometers in MSR. Reduction effect of 
vibration by TACMI is shown in Fig.3. The 
difference between the acceleration level of 
floor slab and foundation was about 20dB at 

frequencies between 5Hz and 30Hz. 
Acceleration and magnetic signal in time 
domain without TACMI's operation are shown 
in Fig.4 and those with TACMI’s operation are 
shown in Fig.5. Magnetic noises were 
measured by 148 channel SQUID 
magnetometer. No software canceling were 
carried out for this experiment. Without 
TACMI was operated, vibrations were 
transmitted from the concrete slab to the 
foundation, then acceleration of the concrete 
foundation was amplified about five times at the wall of MSR (Fig.4). Unlike usual environment, with TACMI’s 
operation, vibrations were less transmitted from the concrete slab to the concrete foundation, and acceleration was not 
amplified at the wall of MSR. Thus, as shown in Fig.5, the influence of vibrations of MSR was definitely reduced in 
signals of SQUID magnetometers. 

Acceleration and magnetic signal in frequency domain without TACMI's operation are shown in Fig.6 and those 
with TACMI's operation are shown in Fig.7. The natural vibration of the MSR had a peak at 16Hz in magnetic signal 
as same as that in acceleration at No.3 and No.4 without TACMI's operation (Fig.6). It is supposed that the forced 
frequency by equipped machines had peaks at 24Hz and 29Hz which were seen in magnetic signals as same as in 
acceleration of No.2, No.3 and No.4 without TACMI's operation (Fig.6). On the other hand, the peaks of 16Hzand 24 
Hz were clearly reduced in magnetic signals and in acceleration at No.3 and No.4 with TACMI's operation (Fig.7). 
However 48Hz of peak at No.4, y-directional acceleration of MSR wall was observed even with TACMI's operation 
(Fig.7). The peak frequency of about 2Hz was seen in acceleration at No.2, No.3 and No.4. It is supposed that the 

vibration of 48Hz, was transmitted not through the concrete floor. 

Discussion 
We compared experimental vibrations and magnetic signals caused by the vibrations with and without active 

microtremor isolation system, TACMI, and judged that the magnetic noise came from vibrations of MSR. In the usual 
environment, magnetic noise due to vibrations of MSR depends on mechanical-resonance properties of the MSR wall, 
because magnetic noise is supposed to be proportional to displacement of the wall[2]. The vibration at a frequency of 
16Hz which was supposed to be the natural vibration of MSR was almost completely eliminated with TACMI's 
operation. The vibrations at a frequency of 24Hz and 29Hz which were supposed to be forced by equipped machines were 
less transmitted with TACMI's operation. However the vibration at a frequency of 48Hz was observed in acceleration of 
MSR wall even with TACMI's operation. This was transmitted not through the concrete floor, but through other object 

such as signal cables. The reason for the vibrations remains to be investigated . 
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Fig.4 Outputs of SQUID magnetometers and accelerometers. 

(Active Microtremor System is not operated.) 
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Fig.5 Outputs of SQUID magnetometers and accelerometers. 

(Active Microlremor System is operated.) 

Fig.6 Spectral densities of SQUID magnetometers and accelerometers. 

(Active Microtremor Isolation system is not operated.) 
Fig.7 Spectral densities of SQUID magnetometers and accelerometers. 

(Active Microtremor Isolation system is operated.) 
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Introduction 

Slow time varying electrical currents are associated with several biological process such as: the 
depolarization of the stomach and intestine muscle tissues and plant action potentials as in Chara Corallina, 

Nitella and Mimosa Pudica. The knowledge of these currents can be important to help in solving inverse 
problems and to better understand their biological relevance. The measurements of the magnetic fields produced 
by such currents have been possible with the use of SQUIDs [1-4], by picking up one of the components of their 
magnetic fields. The magnetic field produced by the depolarization of large areas of the stomach and intestine 
allowed the measurement of the magnetogastrogram (MGG) and the magnetoenterogram (MENG), respectively, 
in analogy to their electrical counterpart. However, there are no studies of isolated fibers from these organs that 
could give the action current associated with single fibers. An information that is important, as shown for nerves 
[5], in a theoretical model of the MGG and MENG. Although SQUIDs have a paramount sensitivity, the 
requirements of cryogenics, to provide working conditions for this detector, pose limitations on how close it can 
be positioned to the biological preparation, leading to a degradation of signal/noise. The possibility of using a 
small toroidal sensor, of high magnetic permeability material, as a current sensor is being investigated. This 
sensor operates at room temperature and can be positioned very close to the sample, producing an amplitude gain 
in the signal detected. The initial results obtained with calibrated current sources are promising, showing that 
there are possibilities of improvement of sensitivity allowing detection of lower currents. 

Materials and Methods: 

A current threading a toroid, of internal radius c, external radius d, thickness e, and magnetic 

permeability p{t)~ PoMrO) (Fig. 1), produces an elemental magnetic flux at the cross section that is given by: 

d<& = Bedr = ^Ledr 
2nr 

dr is a differential distance along the radius. Integration performed along the toroid radius between the internal 
(c) and external (d) radius, gives the total magnetic flux: 

2 

If the toroid is wound with N turns and the current is slow varying, but the magnetic permeability p(t) is 
modulated at a high frequency the electromotive force produced can be calculated from expression using 
Faraday’s law, given by: 

3 
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Fig.l- The toroid of high permeability soft magnetic material (Fe46Co7o.4Si15Blo) with internal 
radius c and external radius d and the current being measured. The magnetic field used to modulate 
the permeability is also shown. 

Expression 3 shows that the electromotive force can be increased by changing the geometrical parameters, 
number of turns and the rate of change of the magnetic permeability. Changing the thickness compromises the 
spatial resolution, and increasing the number of turns, the Johnson noise of this probe increases too. Thus, the 
internal and external radius are the only geometrical parameters left to be adjusted to maximize the signal. In this 
experiment the magnetic permeability of the sensor is modulated at 6 kHz by a sinusoidal magnetic field, 
generating an amplitude modulated signal at twice of the modulation frequency. Higher modulation frequencies 
could not be used due to resonance of the sensor. The modulation magnetic field is orthogonal to the one 
produced by the current of interest to avoid its detection by the sensing coils. The magnetization curve and the 
intensity of the magnetic field applied to saturate the magnetic permeability were measured using an inductance 
meter and a solenoid, as described in a previous work [6]. The signal produced by the sensing coil is detected 
using a lock-in amplifier (Princeton Applied Research 124A) using the modulation signal provided by a function 
generator (Tektronix CFG250) as a reference. After the emf produced at the toroid is amplified by the lock-in 

amplifier it is visualized at the oscilloscope (Tektronix 2232). A special alloy of Fe46Co7o.4Sii5B1o> 30 pm thick, 
having a low magnetostriction coefficient was used to construct a sensor with 5 turns of the ribbon, 1.0 cm of 
diameter and 0.4 cm long. The sensor had a number of turns N = 2,000, an internal radius c= 4.75 mm and an 

external radius of 5.0 mm, the total resistance was 213 Q and inductance 168 mH. The sensor was positioned in 
the magnetic field as shown in Fig. 2, care was taken to assure the best orientation of the sensor in relation the 
modulating magnetic field to avoid cross talking with this field, this effect know as transformer effect [7] 
generates a strong signal at the fundamental frequency that prevents the detection of low amplitude signals. A 
power amplifier receiving the signal from the generator produces the magnetic field that will modulate the 
magnetic permeability of the toroid. For testing purposes a wire carrying a sinusoidal current of different 
amplitude and with 50 mHz was passed at the center of the toroid, and the voltage was detected by the lock-in 
amplifier at twice the modulation frequency. The excitation coil, a short solenoid, the toroid with the sensing 
coila and the test current wire are mounted in the same axis, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig 2- Circuit diagram of the toroidal sensor and the auxiliary electronics: function generator (~), 
power amplifier (amp), lock-in amplifier and oscilloscope. The measuring current passes inside the 
sensing coil. 

Fig 3- Relative position of the modulation coil (outer winding) with the toroid and sensing coil 
(center) and the test current wire. 

Results and Discussions 

Fig. 4 shows the calibration curve obtained with the sensor when a 50 mHz signal of variable amplitude 
was applied to the sensor. The sensor responds linearly to the applied signal and was capable of detecting 
currents as low as 5 \iA with a S/N = 10, showing the potential for measurements of low frequency biological 
currents. The possible sources of noise are being investigated and among them Barkhausen noise seems to be 
important. At present the sensor is constructed with a ribbon that was annealed in a different direction than the 
one that it operates, this can be a source of magnetic Barkhausen noise that can be eliminated. 
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Fig. 4- Calibration curve of the current sensor, showing the amplitude of a sinusoidal current of 50 
mHz applied versus the voltage detected at the lock-in. The correlation coefficient of the linear fit 
is 0.9944, error bars were estimated from the noise present in the signal. 
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Abstract 
In the frame of an international multidisciplinary cooperation a magnetocardiographic system has been 

developed and installed at the University of Ulm. The main sensor design is a classic, almost traditional design, with 
a hexagonal 55 channels planar system with dcSQUID magnetometers placed in a low noise dewar. Nineteen 
reference channels are placed at a distance of 9 cm from the measurement plane to create virtual software 
gradiometers. The sensor is placed in a magnetically shielded room consisting of an external 0.5” aluminium layer 
for eddy-current shielding and three layers of 1.57 mm thick soft magnetic material. 

The shielding factor ranges from 47 dB at 0.1 Hz to over 110 dB at frequencies larger than 36 Hz. The low 
frequency performances are enhanced by means of an active compensation technique. 

The system include a set of biopreamplifiers for 128 channels BSPM measurements. The data acquisition 
system allows to perform MCG and BSPM measurement simultaneously with sampling frequencies up to 10 kHz. 
All basic pre-processing, band-pass filtering, decimation and noise compensation are performed on the fly using an 
array of DSP. 

The global system is optimised for clinical use: the system requires only one step for maintenance per week 
(including refilling). The patient handling set-up is made of non magnetic material and is an emulation of the 
standard set-up for electrophysiology, designed to allow the proper positioning of the patient respect to the sensor. 
Preliminary measurements on normal subjects are presented. 

Introduction 
The new MCG system installed at the Ulm University is specifically designed for clinical application and 

routine use and this implies that, a large number of patients are to be investigated. To reach this goal, the system 
design meets the requirements of reliability and high field sensitivity. Furthermore, in order to reduce the set-up 
overhead before each measurement, a compliant system and an easy-to-handle user interface are essential. 

Important issues in the instrument design are 1) environmental noise reduction maintaining flexibility and 
low cost at sensor level and 2) stability during operation. For this reason, simple magnetometers are used in the 
presented system as basic sensors to detect the magnetic fields of interest as well as the sensors dedicated to the 
detection of the noise field. These two kinds of sensors can be software combined to form synthetic gradiometers. 
Moreover the flexibility of this method allows to customise the sensors configuration, e.g. planar and vertical 
gradiometers, accordingly to specific experimental needs. 

The sensor system is operated inside a magnetically shielded room (MSR) [1] with eddy current shielding 
for AC stray fields and high-permeability shielding for the lower frequency range. Furthermore, the low frequency 
shielding can be improved by means of an additional active compensation technique [2]. 

In the perspective of clinical routine use of the system, significant efforts were made for the 
implementation of the acquisition and the post-processing systems, in order to reduce the global measurement time 
and the analysis time for patient. 

Continuos signal display is available on the control console, where the operator can set the acquisition 
parameters and monitor the data during measurement. The processing console provides a flexible and fast tool for 
data analysis, with both time domain (standard HR ECG techniques) and magnetic source imaging methods. 
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Methods 
The MCG sensor system consists of a planar dewar, housing a complex architectural structure with 

sensors distributed over three levels. The first level, i.e. the primary measurement plane holds 55 SQUID sensors. 
The sensing elements are integrated magnetometers, square shape 12.7 mm in diagonal. 

The sensors are uniformly distributed over the inner surface of the dewar, according to a hexagonal 
pattern, with an approximate inter-sensor spacing of 3.2 cm covering a circular surface of about 23 cm diameter. The 
measurement plane is only 18 mm from the outer dewar bottom. 

Nineteen additional SQUID magnetometers, 
with the same features as the measurement channels, are 
mounted on the second level and are used as reference 
channels. These reference channels are placed on a double 
spaced hexagonal grid coaxially located 90 mm from the 
measurement plane. 

On the third level there is a magnetometric 
triplet, located 70 mm from the reference plane, to be 
used (if necessary or convenient) for more complex 
scheme of noise compensation or to control the active 
shielding system. All the sensors are mounted on a special 
supporting structure which guarantees, due to its thermal 
properties, correct operation all the time between two 
helium refillings, even for the triplet which is located 160 
mm distant from the primary sensor plane. 

The patient handling set-up is made of non 
magnetic material and is an emulation of the standard set¬ 
up for clinical cardiac electrophysiology. Both the dewar 
support and the patient handling set-up are designed not 
only to allow the proper positioning of the patient with 
respect to the sensor but also to satisfy ergonomic 
working conditions for the cardiologist in case a direct 
interaction with the patient is necessary. 

Two standard rails on the side of the table 
permit the installation of standard components for the 
patient handling (of course in a non magnetic version) and 
a non magnetic ergometer for stress testing. Sensor, General view of sensor, system gantry and 
gantry and patient handling set-up are shown in Figure 1 patient table in the new Ulm MSR 

The sensor is placed in a magnetically shielded room consisting of an external aluminium layer for 
eddy-current shielding and three 1.57 mm thick layers of soft magnetic material. Since the assembling techniques 
used for the MSR determine the quality of its performances, special care was dedicated to the optimisation of the 
fastening technique used for the low frequency shielding material, the joint technology for the eddy current shield 
and the design and the set up of the door. The resulting shielding factor is about 46 dB at 0.01 Hz, rises up to 98 dB 
at 10 Hz and is above 110 dB at frequencies higher than 36 Hz. 

An additional active shielding is used in order to improve the MSR performances. The compensation fields 
are generated over the whole volume of the MSR by means of orthogonal pairs of rectangular coils. Each coil facing 
an outer MSR wall and coaxial with it, is placed at about 60 cm distance from the MSR to improve field homogeneity 
and avoid magnetic saturation at the edges of the high-permeability layers. The proper compensation field for each 
direction is obtained by feeding back into the coils, after an appropriate signal conditioning particularly on phase-shift 
and amplitude compensation, the signal of the residual field measured inside the room with the dedicated SQUIDs 
triplet. 

Due to the excellent performance of the MSR the effect of the active shielding can be seen only at very low 
frequencies. Here, the effect results in a shifting of the onset of 1/f noise from about 10 Hz down to just over 1 Hz. 

Figure 3. shows the measurements performed using one of the sensor magnetometers: the upper spectrum 
is the residual environmental noise, without active shielding; the lower spectrum refers to the same magnetometer but 
with active shielding operating. 

Every SQUID is driven by a very low-noise directly coupled miniaturised detection circuit [3] which 
integrates, in a small volume on top of the dewar, the complete analog signal-conditioning before the A/D 
conversion. 
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Operating in this environment the system 
shows on all channels a white noise level better than 7 
fT/sqrt(Hz) and 10 fT/sqrt(Hz) respectively without 
and with software noise cancellation.The magnetic as 
well as the electric signals are sampled at the fixed 
frequency of 10 kHz and A/D converted with a 
nominal resolution of 18 bits [3]. 

A high speed optical connection transfers 
the data from the acquisition hardware to the real time 
pre-processing system, controlled through the 
operator console (Fig. 2). The real time pre¬ 
processing is performed on the fly by an array of 
Digital Signal Processors, carrying out the noise 
compensation (software gradiometers), the digital 
band-pass filtering and the requested decimation. 

Digital processing guarantees at any 
effective sampling frequency and band pass selection 
no valuable scattering in the performances of the 
different channels, especially concerning frequency 
dependent time delays and sampling skew or jitters. 

This important feature ensures that a good 
electronic noise rejection is achieved with a simple 
data processing and allows a successful data analysis 
after acquisition. 

Software gradiometers are easily formed by subtraction of the background field sensed by selected 
reference channels from the signal of each primary channel. The reference outputs are weighed by proper 
coefficients and the noise subtraction is performed in real time. For each configuration of software gradiometers, the 
DSPs array uses a proper compensation table, containing the coefficients to be used for the noise subtraction. If 
needed, a new compensation table can be computed after a few seconds of signal acquisition of the environmental 
noise. Since vertical or planar gradiometers or even more complex combinations of magnetometers are easily 
realised by building or selecting simple configuration files, a wide range of sensor patterns and a flexible tool for 
noise cancellation are provided. 

Fig. 2 - The Biomagnetic Operator Console (BOC). On 
the left monitor all signals are displayed in real-time 
low-resolution mode. The right monitor provides the 
set-up and control interface beside a high-resolution 
window for a selection of up to eight channels. On the 
background the MSR door is visible through a glass. 
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Fig. 3 - MCG signals as displayed on the analysis console. 

The system design presently allows a 
maximum length of the data file of 1 GB. After 
data recording, archiving is possible on tape, 
magneto-optical devices or CD-ROM. 

Collected data, are processed on a dedicated 
platform [4] following two distinct methods 
providing complementary results: time domain 
method and source space domain method. In 
the first case an identification occurs of the 
heart activity, then a segmentation of the data 
related to such activity and a statistical quality 
test. In the time domain analysis have been 
implemented the standard techniques used for 
High Resolution ECG: band pass filtered late 
potential analysis (Simson method), frequency 
analysis, variability analysis, spectral 
turbulence analysis are available. This analysis 
tool can be used directly on the electrical 
reference channels and, in modified form, can 
be applied for comparison to the magnetic 
data. In the source space domain method, the 
signals are averaged for noise reduction and in 
the post-processing section it is also possible to 
apply band-pass filtering using selectable high 
and low cut-off frequencies. 
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At this point of the processing, a low-noise magnetic field distribution is obtained to be used for the 
reconstruction of current sources in the heart. The magnetic sources imaging can be achieved by two approaches. 
The first is the classic one, useing point-like current dipoles as models to localise the sources during the whole 
cardiac cycle. The second approach reconstructs the current distribution on a given plane. This is obtained by 
searching the solution with the smallest norm among all possible current distributions that might have produced the 
measured magnetic field. In both cases the operator can choose between the simplified analytical model and the 
realistic geometric data, imported from morphological images (MRI or CT scans), for the volume conductor. 

Finally, direct integration with CT or MRI data is possible, in order to present the results in a frame of a 
multimodal imaging procedure. 

Discussion 
In the last decades many pilot studies have been performed in magnetocardiography and several possible 

clinical applications have been suggested. However, when clinical measurements are considered, there is an 
objective need to observe a large number of patients, thus requiring short measurement time, fast data analysis and 
large data-storage capability. Up to date, it was not possible to validate the results of magnetocardiography at a 
clinical level, thus not allowing an evaluation of the clinical routine use of MCG in the contest of the available 
diagnostic and therapeutic techniques. One reason was the lack of MCG systems suitable for clinical work in 
cardiology: a validation is only possible after having measured several hundreds of patients. In order to analyse such 
large ensemble in a reasonable amount of time and financial effort the use of a system allowing a large patient 
throughput is mandatory. The presented system was designed with the intention of performing a standard MCG 
measurement within a global time of 15-20 minutes per patient, including the major part of the data analysis, leading 
to a possible throughput of 30 patients per day. The preliminary work shows that these numbers are realistic and are, 
as expected, dominated by logistic problems with the patient preparation and handling. Measurement time of 2 to 5 
minutes has been used and the analysis time remains below 5 minutes. 

Conclusions 
As a conclusion we can say that the goal of providing a measurement system for the clinical validation of 

the possible MCG applications has been successfully achieved. The daily work in the next months and years will also 
provide the required information about the reliability of the system and the validity of the approach. 
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Introduction 

This paper presents the development of a whole-head MEG measuring system, which can 

simultaneously measure both of magnetic fields perpendicular and tangential to the scalp. MEG 

system usually detects radial component of the brain magnetic field because the volume current 

contribution is small. On the other hand, detection of tangential component has some advantage 

in visual inspection for multiple active area and coincidence between peak of magnetic field 

and location of current source [1], [2]. For these reasons, we developed the whole-head SQUID 

system having 65 detection sites for vector components. 

It will also show that the auditory evoked vector magnetic fields. 

Methods 

The MEG system has 65 detection sites for detecting vector components. Each 

detection site contain three gradiometers, and three gradiometers are perpendicular to each other 

(fig.l). Thus, the system consists of 195 DC-SQUID first-order gradiometers (baseline 50mm). 

The typical system noise in the magnetic shielded room is 10 fT/V~Hz. 

Fig. I Vector gradiometer Fig. 2 A whole head MEG system for 

detecting vector components 
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Fig. 3 Numerical simulation of the 2 (left column) and 3 dipoles (right column) field patterns. 

Upper part shows normal component, lower part shows tangential component. 

Often in normal MEG experiment for the higher brain function, several outer and inner 

fields areas are occurred. Figure 3 (a), (c) are similar patterns. Figure 3. (a) is two dipoles, on 

the other hand, (c) is three dipole pattern. In that case, it can distinguish two or three sources 

with measuring tangential component (Fig. (b), (d)). 

We show the experimental data of the vector auditory evoked magnetic field for oddball 

paradigm. The condition of the oddball paradigm as follows. 

1. Standard 1kHz tone burst ( 83%), Deviant 1. 1kHz tone burst (17%) 

2. Duration 100ms, falling and rising time 20ms, ISI 800ms 

3. Stimulated right ear. 

The condition of the experiment as follows. 

1. Sampling frequency 400Hz 

2. Analog band-pass filter 0.1 ~ 100Hz, notch filter 50Hz. 

3. Digital low-pass filter 40Hz, Baseline -100 ~ 0 ms (from stimulus onset) 

4. Average 100 times (deviant), 500 times (standard) 
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Results and conclusion 

Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the contour maps of the normal and tangential fields for deviant 

and standard stimuli. 

It dose not seems to activate in the parietal area at around 100ms. In long latency after 

200ms, there are a activated area in parietal for only deviant stimuli. 

0 087 [sec] 

0 172 [sec] 

0.130 [sec] 

0.213 bee] 

0 087 [sec] 0 130 [sec] 

0.213 bee] 

Fig. 4 Contour map for deviant stimuli. The right figures show normal component, and left figures show 

tangential components. The solid line shows outer component, broken lines shows inner component. 

0 087 [sec] 

0 172 bee] 

0 130 [sec] 

0.213 b«el 

0.130 b«e] 

0.213 bee] 

Fig. 5 Contour map for standard stimuli, (normal and tangential components) 
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At 215ms for deviant stimuli, right and left temporal area may be activated. In attend to 

these areas, nght parietal area seems to be activated from tangential component. In two dipole 

estimation, the dipoles is estimated in right and left temporal area (good-ness of fit g=82%). 

These dipoles can not interpret tangential peak at the right panetal area. On the other hand, in 

three dipole estimation, additional dipole is estimated in parietal area (good-ness of fit g=87%). 

And it can interpret the peak in three dipoles. 

We confirm that 

(1) Tangential component contour map has visual inspection for multiple active area. 

(2) Simultaneously measurement both of normal and tangential to the scalp is useful for 

estimating multiple dipoles. 
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1. Introduction 

Since 1970, SQUID magnetometers have been used for biomagnetic studies [1]. During the 

last few years, biomagnetic measurement systems covering the whole head have been developed 

[2,3]. They are huge and expensive, working in special shielded rooms that have high magnetic 

field attenuation ratio more than 1,000 [4]. Magnetoencephalogram (MEG) measurement of the 

magnetic field perpendicular to the scalp is widely used. For the basic study of three-dimensional 

(3-D) biomagnetic measurement, we developed a 3-D second-order gradiometer [5] connected to 

39-channel SQUIDs for vector measurement of MEG and magnetocardiogram (MCG) that can 

simultaneously detect magnetic components perpendicular and tangential to the scalp and/or the 

body surface. This system has two kinds of pick-up coils. One is a spherical curvature type for 

MEG measurement and another one is a flat type for MCG measurement. Each type has twelve 

detection sites. Magnetic flux noise and spontaneous alpha rhythm were measured for an 

evaluation of this system. The typical system noise in the magnetically shielded room is 10 

HVHz. This system is very useful for 3-D biomagnetic measurement [6]. 

2. Measurement system 

Fig.l shows biomagnetic measurement system. Fig.2 shows pictures of a 3-D second-order 

gradiometer. This system basically consists of SQUID magnetometer, recording device, circuit of 

signal processing, magnetically shielded room, positioning device. 

2.1 SQUID magnetometer and dewar 

The SQUIDs (fabricated at Shimadzu Corporation) are double washer dc-SQUIDs with 

direct feedback coils [7]. Fig.3 shows the circuit diagram of the SQUID and flux locked loop. 

Double washer structure is adopted to solve a problem; magnetic field, which penetrates SQUID 

washer directly, generates flux noise. When a magnetic field penetrates the SQUID, the two 

washers parallel connected to Josephson junctions generate inverse currents each other. To avoid 

a problem, shielding current flowing pickup-input coil loop makes magnetic field which affects 

other coils as a crosstalk, feedback coils directly coupled to the pickup loop are adopted. The 

SQUID inductance (Ls) is 140 pH, the input coil inductance (Li) is 200 nH, and the mutual 

inductance between Li and Ls is 5.1 nH. The intrinsic equivalent flux noise of the SQUID is the 

order of 2 jx<l>0/V~Hz. In fig.2, the 3-D second-order gradiometer is orthogonally wound with NbTi- 

Cu wire on a rectangular solid 3x3x6 cm. Br is a base line (2.9 cm) of a Br coil. B0 and B<|> indicate 

a base line (1.4 cm) of a coil for B0 and B<j>. This system has two sets of 39ch pickup coils, one of 

these uses MEG measurement (panel (a)), and another one uses MCG measurement (panel (b)). 

This system has two dewars for MEG and MCG. At the bottom of the dewar for MEG has a 16 cm 
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concave curvature. Dewars of MEG and MCG have a capacity of 30, 25 liter, respectively. The 

evaporation liquid helium with 39 channel probes including wires is 6 L/day. 

2.2 Magnetically shielded room and gantry 

The magnetically shielded room (MSR) is made of four layers of permalloy (1.0 mm in 

thickness) and a layer of copper foil (70 pm). This MSR is hexagonal structure to reduce disarray 

of the magnetic field by the door. The shielding factor of the magnetic field is 30-10,000 in a 

frequency range between 0.1-100 Hz. The frame of the gantry is made of non-magnetic aluminum 

alloy. To handle and hole the dewar over the human head with easy manipulations, the gantry 

system six allows degrees of freedom. 

MAGNETIC 
SHIELDED ROOM 

Fig. 1 39ch SQUIDs system 

(a) (b) 

Fig.2 Picture of 3-D second-order gradiometer 

Input coil Current source 

Fig.3 Circuit diagram of the double washer dc-SQUID 

with direct feedback coil and flux locked loop 
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3. Characteristic of magnetic flux noise and spontaneous alpha rhythm 

measurement 

An environmental magnetic flux noise and spontaneous a rhythm were measured for an 

evaluation of this system. 

3.1 Characteristic of magnetic flux noise 

Fig.4 shows power spectrums of environmental noise in the magnetically shielded room at 

night time (AM 3:00). The direction of Br component is from the floor to the top. The direction of 

B0 component is from west to east. The direction of B<|> component is from north to south. The 

frequency characteristics of all components are flat above 10 Hz except at power line frequency 

(50 Hz). The environmental noises of all components in the range of 10-100 Hz are about 10 

fTA/"Hz. This value is sufficient to measure the magnetic field of the human brain. 

IS. 
.3 
2 

1 5) 

i 

Frequency [Hz] 

(a) Br component (b) B0 component tc; <j> component 

Fig.4 Power spectrums of environmental noise at night time 

3.2 Spontaneous alpha rhythm measurement 

A spontaneous alpha rhythm was measured by the 3-D second-order gradiometer. A 

subject was normal man and 23 years old. The subject closed his eyes. The measurement 

position was 2 cm above Oz (international ten-twenty electrodes system). Fig.5 shows waveforms 

of spontaneous alpha rhythm recorded from occipital part of human brain using the 3-D second- 

order gradiometer. A band-pass filter was used in the range of 5 to 15 Hz. Fig.6 6hows power 

spectrums of spontaneous alpha rhythm. The frequency characteristics of all components have 

the peak at 10 Hz. 

(a) Br component (b) B0 component (c) B<J> component 

Fig.5 Waveforms of spontaneous alpha rhythm recorded from occipital part of human brain 
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Frequency [1 Iz] 

Fig.6 

(a) Br component (b) B0 component (c) B<J> component 

Power spectrums of spontaneous a rhythm recorded from occipital part of human brain 

4. Conclusion 

We developed a three-dimensional second-order gradiometer connected to 39-channel 

SQUIDs for vector measurement of MEG and MCG. This system basically consists of SQUID 

magnetometer, circuit of signal processing, magnetically shielded room. Magnetic flux noise and 

spontaneous alpha rhythm were measured for an evaluation of this system. The typical system 

noise in the magnetically shielded room was 10 fTA/~Hz. This value is sufficient to measure the 

magnetic field of the human brain. This system is very useful for 3-D biomagnetic measurement. 
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Introduction 
A biomagnetic sensor using the Josephson's effect requires large amounts of expensive liquid helium. After 

high-temperature superconductive materials were developed, a high temperature superconducting quantum interference 

(high-Tc SQUID) has recently been developed, which uses liquid nitrogen [1,2]. The present study was undertaken to 

measure cardiac magnetic fields of healthy volunteers using the high-Tc SQUID magnetometer, which uses liquid 

nitrogen as a cooling agent, and to compare the data with that obtained using a conventional SQUID gradiometer, which 

uses liquid helium. 

Methods 
A 16-channel high-Tc SQUID magnetometer (Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.) was used to measure cardiac 

magnetic fields. The magnetic sensor, with HoBaCuO films serving as elements, was used within a simple cylindrical 

magnetically shielded room (46cm x 47cm x 157 cm). Its resolution was lpT/V~Hz@10Hz. The sensor worked at a 

temperature of 77 K (the temperature of liquid nitrogen). 

As shown in Fig. 1, cardiac magnetic fields of each healthy volunteer were measured at 9 precordial areas (16 

channels x 9 scans = 114 lead points). Cardiac magnetic isofield maps at the the depolarization and repolarization 

phases were constructed and compared with those obtained with the conventional liquid helium-based SQUID 

gradiometer. 

Fig. 1 Recording position 
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Results 
1) Cardiac magnetic fields measured with the high-Tc SQUID magnetometer 

Fig. 2 shows the cardiac magnetic fields of healthy volunteer. Cardiac magnetic fields at early and terminal 

QRS wave and T wave were recordedclearly after averaging the magnetic signals for 10 cardiac beats. Analysis of 

magnetic fields at the depolarization phase revealed that the R wave was prominent at upper left precordial area, and the 

S wave was prominent at lower right precordial area. At the repolarization phase, positive T wave was at the upper left 

precordial area and negative T wave was at the lower right precordial area 

2) Magnetic isofield map measured with a high-Tc SQUID magnetometer 
Fig. 3 shows magnetic isofield maps by the high-Tc SQUID gradiometer. The magnetic field 20 msec after the 

onset of QRS wave of lead IIECG (Fig. 3A) shows magnetic source in the upper left precordial area and magnetic sink 

in the lower right area, suggesting that the dipole of electric currents was directed towards right. The magnetic field at 

the peak of the R wave on lead II ECG (Fig. 3B) showed magnetic sink in the upper left precordial area and magnetic 

source in the lower right area, suggesting that the dipole was directed towards the lower left. The magnetic field at the 

peak of the T wave on lead II ECG (Fig. 3C) showed magnetic source in the upper left precordial area and magnetic sink 

in the lower right area, suggesting that the dipole was directed towards the lower left. 

3) Magnetic isofield map with a liquid helium SQUID gradiometer 
Fig. 4 shows magnetic isofield maps in healthy volunteer using a liquid helium SQUID gradiometer. Fig. 4 A 

- C show the magnetic isofield maps recorded 20 msec after the onset of QRS wave and at the peak of R, and 1 waves 

on lead II ECG, respectively. The distributions were similar to those shown in Fig. 3 although the diffuse between 

monocoil and first-order gradiometer. The electromotive force estimated from the cardiac magnetic isofield maps during 

QRS and T waves, measured using a high-Tc SQUID, was approximately similar to that measured with a conventional 

magnetic SQUID sensor using liquid helium. 
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(A) 
20msec after the 

(B) 
Peak of R wave 

(C) 
Peak of T wave 

onset of QRS wave 

Fig. 3 Magnetic isofield maps by the high-Tc SQUID gradiometer 

(A) (B) 
20msec after the Peak of R wave 

(C) 
Peak of T wave 

onset of QRS wave 

Fig. 4 Magnetic isofield maps using a liquid helium SQUID gradiometer 
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Discussion 
The use of a 16-channel high-Tc SQUID gradiometer allowed us to record cardiac magnetic fields during 

depolarization and repolarization phases clearly. The signal/noise ratio was low at early and terminal QRS wave, but 

averaging the signals for 10 cardiac beats allowed satisfactory detection of cardiac magnetic fields. Cardiac magnetic 

fields have clinically been utilized in localizing accessory conduction pathways of WPW syndrome and in identifying 

the focus of ventricular tachycardia [3-6]. The 16-channel high-Tc SQUID magnetometer allowed us to measure cardiac 

magnetic fields, even in early QRS wave, as clearly as the conventional SQUID gradiometer which uses liquid helium. 

Because conventional magnetic sensors based on liquid helium are expensive and require complex manipulation 

of liquid helium, their clinical use is limited. The new system, which uses liquid nitrogen, eliminates the problems 

with the conventional magnetic sensors and will contribute to advances in clinical diagnosis in cardiology. 
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Introduction 
A completely new multi-channel SQUID gradiometer system, the superconducting imaging-surface gradiome- 

ter, based on a novel Los Alamos concept, has been fabricated and tested. A 12-channel planar system using this de¬ 
sign has demonstrated higher performance and lower noise than conventional gradiometer sensor systems. The system 
also provides additional shielding of background fields, costs less, and uses simpler fabrication techniques than con¬ 
ventional gradiometers. The sensor density and extent can readily be extended, and the geometry of this system is 
ideal for magnetocardiography (MCG) and related applications. 

Current biomagnetic measurements predominantly use gradiometers for almost all applications from magneto- 
encephalography (MEG) to magnetocardiography (MCG) and magnetoenterography (MEnG), even inside a shielded 
room. Gradiometer baselines are tuned to provide maximal sensitivity to sources of interest while eliminating as much 
of the ambient field as possible. Conventional wire-wound gradiometers are, however, both difficult to fabricate with 
the required precision and difficult to mount in a sensor system. Furthermore, wire wound gradiometers introduce 
electrical limitations that increase the inherent sensor noise. The superconducting imaging-surface method simplifies 
gradiometer design considerably. 

The principal application of this new system is in MCG. MCG was first reported in 1963 by Baule and McFee 
[1] using room temperature pickup coils with several million turns and a ferrite core. The SQUID was first used for 
MCG measurements by Cohen et al [2] in 1969 at MIT. SQUIDs (Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices) 
rapidly supplanted room temperature pickup coils for detecting very weak magnetic fields, and are now being used in 
an ever growing number of applications from biomagnetism and nondestructive testing to geophysical assay and in¬ 
telligence. Although the extraordinary sensitivity of SQUIDs lowers the threshold for magnetic field sources one can 
detect, it also increases the sensitivity to noise from ambient field sources requiring the use of shielded rooms[2] and 
gradiometers[3]. Typical SQUID gradiometers consist of sets of superconducting pickup loops wound in opposition to 
be sensitive to the derivative (difference) of the field component in a specific direction while canceling the uniform 
component of the field. Winding gradiometer coils requires extraordinary precision to optimize background field can¬ 
cellation (balance) and to prevent introducing field distortions. The superconducting imaging method avoids this diffi¬ 
culty. 

Theory 
Fig. 1 depicts both a conventional axial gradiometer coil and a superconducting imaging-plane gradiometer. 

Fig. la illustrates the currents in a conventional gradiometer coil caused by a magnetic dipole source. Fig. lb illus¬ 
trates how the superconducting imaging-plane gradiometer responds to both nearby sources and uniform ambient 
fields. A magnetic source, Msource, causes Meissner currents in the superconductor that can be represented by an im¬ 
age source, Mimg, identical to Msourcc except with oppo¬ 
site sign of the field component perpendicular to the 
imaging plane and located behind the imaging plane. 
The SQUID magnetometer, shown on the source side of 
the imaging plane, measures the flux resulting from the 
superposition of fields from both Msource and Mimg. This 
superposition of field at the SQUID magnetometer is 
identical to a gradiometer coil with one loop located at 
the magnetometer, and the second coil spaced behind 

the imaging plane at a distance equal to twice the mag¬ 
netometer-imaging plane separation. The super- 

conducting surface also provides a natural shield from Fjgure u (left) Depictjon of conventional wire.wound gradi. 
ambient magnetic fields. Magnetic field lines, Bcxt, are ometer concept connected to SQUID, 
excluded from the superconductor and ambient field Figure lb. (right) Superconducting image-plane gradiometer 
lines wrap around the superconductor as shown in Fig. concept showing a “real” magnetic source, Msourcc, and an “im¬ 

age” source, Mjmg. Detailed description presented in text. 
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lb, providing a measure of shielding from ambient fields 
for sensors relatively close to the plate. 

The theory for superconducting imaging gradi- 
ometry was first described by van Hulsteyn, et al. [4]. He 
showed that analytic expressions can only be derived for 
unconstrained geometries (e.g. those without end). An 
analytic imaging expression for the planar 12-channel 

image-surface system must therefore assume an imaging 
surface of infinite extent. This assumption is justified for 
magnetic sources where the source-to-imaging-surface 
distance is much less than the distance from the source to 
the edge of the imaging surface. Thus, sources that are 
much closer to the imaging surface and/or the sensor than 
to the real edge of the imaging surface should be ade¬ 
quately described by the analytic formalism of van 
Hulsteyn. 

The theory holds only for ideal superconductors, consequently any material defects and impurities that would 
cause significant flux trapping will distort the source image, resulting in an imperfect gradiometer. Therefore, careful 
consideration must be given to the choice, fabrication, and final treatment of the imaging surface. 

Figure 2. Photograph of Button SQUID (right) and mounting 

fixture (left). 

Results 
Initial confirmation of the imaging principle was attained using a single channel SQUID with a pickup coil, lo¬ 

cated in front and behind a five cm diameter lead imaging surface. A gradiometer response was observed for a small 
source passed in front of the coil with a rejection factor of -350,000 for uniform fields in a large Helmholtz coil using 
an analog lock-in amplifier [5]. 

We have now constructed a planar SQUID-array system utilizing 12 thin-film button SQUIDs that were spe¬ 
cifically designed for this effort by Conductus, Inc. in collaboration with and under contract to Los Alamos [6] for use 

in image-surface systems (Fig. 2). The resulting design integrated both the SQUID circuit and the superconducting 
pickup loop on a single monolithic device using a niobium lithographic technique. The SQUIDs have extremely low 
noise characteristics that are both stable over time and relatively insensitive to RF. This button SQUID-magnetometer 
combined with the source imaging of the superconducting plane generates total fields equivalent to a gradiometer as 
described above. The result is a radial gradiometer that 
is entirely lithographically produced, relatively simple 
and inexpensive to fabricate, and simple to install into 
sensor arrays. In the present system, noise levels of 
12fT/VHz at 10 Hz and 10fTA/Hz at 100 Hz were ob¬ 
served with the system located within a shielded cham¬ 
ber. Noise levels of -lpT/VHz were observed un¬ 
shielded in our very (electrically) noisy laboratory. 

The SQUID-magnetometers are co-planar and 
spaced at 2-cm intervals in two rings around a center 
point as shown in Fig. 3. The inner circle has four sen¬ 
sors and the outer circle, eight. The sensors are mounted 
on cryogenically rated fiberglass tubes that are rigidly 
held in place by a spacer disk. This disk maintains the 
separation and relative parallelism between the sensors 
and the superconducting disk (the dark layer visible in 
Fig. 3) between the two fiberglass disks. Some meas¬ 
urements included two additional sensors on the “back” 
side of the imaging surface located directly opposite 
two of the 12 sensors on the “front” (source) side of the 
imaging plane, one on the inner circle and one on the 
outer circle. The various configurations of the 12- 
channel system allowed us to test the essential aspects 
of the imaging-surface concept including button 
SQUID-magnetometer performance, imaging surface 
materials (lead and niobium), and experimental valida¬ 
tion of imaging theory. 

Figure 3. Photo of 12 SQUID magnetometer array mounted 
above superconducting (lead) imaging surface. 
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A. Button SQUIDs 

The button SQUIDs are located 2 cm from the 
25cm diameter imaging plate resulting in 4 cm baseline- 
equivalent image-surface gradiometer. The 12-channel 
system has performed reliably with all channels func¬ 
tional. Performance measurements have been made in a 
shielded can and in the open laboratory environment. 
Data was acquired using the PC-SQUID multichannel 
electronics designed by Conductus for these SQUIDs. 

The integrated structure has proven to substantially 
reduce noise over other magnetometer coils. The field 
noise we observe for a typical lithographed sensor is 2 
to 3 fT/VHz, extremely low for a large area SQUID 
magnetometer. The transfer function, on the order of 

300 pvolts/(})o, eliminates the need for a low- 
temperature matching transformer. The integrated litho¬ 

graphed design also results in a small and simple disc 
containing the entire assembly, as seen in Fig. 2. Four small soldering pads on both sides of the fiberglass (G-10) disk 
connect the SQUID device and a heater to the room temperature electronics. 

B. System Measurements 

The theoretically expected shielding factor for this system can be easily estimated as 25/2 = 12.5, the aspect ratio 
of imaging radius to sensor baseline. Thus, background noise in an unshielded environment will only be screened by 
about a factor of ten and will likely dominate the noise spectra, as we have observed. A phantom was constructed con¬ 
sisting of 12 sets of three orthogonal magnetic dipoles that can be activated by an external signal generator. To verify 
the imaging theory, the phantom source field was measured at the sensors as a function of phantom distance from the 
sensor array. Selected sets of these data are shown in Fig. 4 where the measured field at the sensors is plotted as a 
function of phantom source distance from the imaging plane and compared with the theoretical imaging gradiometer 

falloff with distance. The phantom was placed slightly off-center of the pattern of SQUID sensors. The inner ring of 
sensors were designated SQUID channels 1-4 and the outer ring were channels 5-12 (the labels visible in Fig. 3 do not 
correlate with the SQUID channel numbers). The data plotted in Fig. 4 are for SQUIDs 1, 3, and 7. SQUIDS 1 and 3 
are on the inner ring, closest to the phantom. SQUID 7 is on the outer ring, further away from the phantom. The data 
from these channels, as well as all other working channels agree very well with predicted values, indicating the system 
is behaving as a gradiometer in accordance with theory. Further we observed no deviation from the analytic expres¬ 
sions, for our constrained geometry, even for sources many centimeters away from the imaging surface. Qualitatively, 
we observed significant deviation from the gradiometric behavior predicted by the analytic formulas only when the 
phantom source was both near the edge of the imaging plate and spaced away from the surface 

The same measurements shown in Fig. 4 were made for both lead and niobium imaging plates and the same result 
was obtained for most sensor locations. For one case, however, the plot of measured field as a function of phantom 
source distance clearly diverted from theory. The noise characteristics and frequency response of the SQUID appeared 
normal leading us to attribute the variation to an imperfection in the niobium. Inspection of the niobium showed no 
observable defect in the plate. We conclude that there is no basic difference between type I and type II superconductor 
performance for this configuration, however there appears to be a greater sensitivity of niobium to inclusions and 
stresses. The measurements required to determine the observed differences between the lead and niobium imaging 

surfaces are outside the scope of this effort. Measure¬ 
ments without an imaging plane were difficult because 
the reduced shielding made it difficult to keep the 

SQUIDs locked. These measurements could not be 
made in the shielded can because the field from the 

phantom coil was severely distorted by eddy current 
and remnant effects of the shielding can. 

We also measured the imaging characteristics of 
SQUIDs located on the “back” side of the 12-channel 
planar imaging surface. SQUIDs located behind the 
imaging surface sense background fields that would be 
used for software or analog background cancellation. 
These measurements were performed to determine 
background sensor sensitivity to phantom sources, and 
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Figure 5. Plot of “point-dipole” shielding factor described in 

text. 

Figure 4. Measured SQUID magnetometer sensitivity 

(dashed) plotted with theoretical gradiometer performance 

from ref. [41. 
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the symmetry of the sensor sensitivity to uniform fields (sensors on the front and back of the imaging plane should 
measure the same for a uniform field). Any sensitivity of the background SQUIDs to phantom fields would have the 
undesirable effect, when software or analog background cancellation was implemented, of canceling a portion of the 
signal of interest. The symmetry of the sensor sensitivity to uniform fields will be used for developing the analog and 
software algorithms for background field cancellation and compared with theory at a later date. All measurements 

reported used the lead imaging plane. Two sensors, B1 and B2, were installed on the back side of the imaging plane. 
B1 was installed immediately opposite sensor FI (channel 1) on the inner circle of the 12-channel array, and B2 was 
installed opposite sensor F5 (channel 5) on the outer circle. The sensitivity ratios between sensors on the front and 
back of the imaging plane, Bl/Fl and B2/F2, are plotted as a function of phantom source distance from the front side 

of the imaging plane in Figure 5. As expected, the sensitivity of B1 and B2 to the phantom source increases as the 
separation from the imaging plane increases allowing more field to wrap around the imaging plane to sensors B1 and 
B2. Figure 5 clearly shows that sources close to the imaging plane are shielded from the background sensors by more 

than a factor of 1000. Measurements of the source shielding from the background sensors will be used as an additional 
correction for software background subtraction. 

Measurement of the symmetry of sensor sensitivity to uniform fields followed theoretical predictions on the basis 
of first principles. The field measured in sensors B1 and B2 were equal to the field measured in sensors FI and F2, 
respectively, for all field amplitudes and frequencies measured. This observation is dependent on the same imaging 
characteristics for both sides of the imaging plate and would not hold for geometries other than flat plate. It does con¬ 
firm, however, the fact that the 12-channel imaging plane is operating according to theoretical expectation. 

Finally, the system was placed in the uniform field region of a large double Helmholtz coil [7] and the rejection 
factor for uniform (i.e. distant) fields was measured to be a factor of 11 for the SQUIDs on the inner circle and 8 for 
those on the outer. These observations very closely match expectations based on first principles. 

Conclusion 
We have completed fabrication and preliminary testing of a 12-channel SQUID array using the superconducting 

image-surface gradiometer concept. Sensor response to “point dipole” magnetic sources, and uniform fields used to 
simulate ambient magnetic fields followed predicted values to high precision. Edge effects were not observed for 
sources, within 5cm of the center of the imaging surface independent of whether the source is close or far from the 
surface. The superconducting imaging-surface also reduced uniform ambient fields at the SQUID sensors by ap¬ 
proximately a factor of ten. Finally, a high degree of symmetry was observed between sides of the imaging surface for 
uniform fields. This symmetry, along with the low sensitivity of sensors on the back side of the imaging-surface to 
sources close to the front side, provides an excellent circumstance for implementing either digital or analog back¬ 
ground rejection. 

Our goal is to implement a higher density array with the superconducting imaging surface, together with back¬ 
ground rejection, and utilize this system for MCG and other biomagnetic studies. 
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Introduction 

The aim in a clinical magnetoencephalography (MEG) study is to detect, identify, and locate the weak currents 

associated with brain activity. The activity under interest may be spontaneous, e.g., epileptic spikes, or responses 
evoked by sensory stimuli. In either case, one has to be able to identify the target signal from the measured data, create 
an appropriate source model, and locate the sources with an acceptable accuracy. 

We have combined magnetometers and planar gradiometers in a whole-head MEG detector array; the new 
Vectorview system comprises a total of 306 SQUID sensors in 102 three-channel units. Each unit contains two 
orthogonal planar gradiometers and one magnetometer manufactured on a single silicon chip with thin-film techniques. 

In the following we introduce measures for detection, identification and location. To evaluate what the benefits 
of combining the two detector types are, we calculate these figures-of-merit for the planar gradiometers and 
magnetometers separately and compare them with the corresponding values of the whole array. We also assess the 
performance with phantom measurements. 

Methods 

The measured signal blohf of the /th channel of the detector array is a sum of the signal of interest b, and the 
noise n.: 

+nr (!) 

The noise term contains the detector noise, all brain activity not included in bt, the environmental noise, and the 
artefacts. In the following, only the first two are taken into account. Background brain activity is modelled with a 
uniform distribution of dipoles with random orientations and normally distributed amplitudes inside a sphere (radius 

80 mm). The current density j = 0.1 pA/(>/Hz m2) was set to match an experimental noise value of 30 fT/>/Hz below 
20 Hz, measured with an axial gradiometer (base 60 mm) and a SQUID noise of 5 fT/VHz [1]. The brain noise picked 
up by each detector is determined by calculating the aggregate signal generated by the random dipoles. The spatial 

correlation of the brain noise across different measurement channels is not taken into account. 
The minimum detectable dipole qmln (units Am/VHz ) [2] is defined to be the strength of the dipole Q at a given 

location and orientation, which can be estimated with a unit signal-to-noise ratio, i.e., the noise-induced uncertainty in 
the estimate of the dipole strength is equal to the estimate itself. For this figure-of-merit it is favourable to obtain a large 

signal in several detectors. This is especially beneficial if the mere existence and the temporal behaviour of a single 
source are of interest. Being an average measure over the detectors, this figure-of-merit does not describe how the 
amplitudes are spatially distributed, which is an essential factor in identification and location. 

The signals bloht, i =1,..., m measured by m sensors can be considered as a time-varying m-dimensional vector bohx 
in an m-dimensional signal space [3]. If two different sources generate different signal distributions, the corresponding 
signal vectors point in different directions in the signal space. On the other hand, if the signal vectors generated by 
different sources are parallel, the signal distributions are identical and the sources are inseparable. Thus the angle 
between the signal vectors generated by different sources can be used as a measure of the detector array’s ability to 
separate sources. 

The confidence region for a dipole fit is a measure of how strongly the noise couples in the fitting procedure to 
the dipole parameters [4]. If, as in this case, a spherically symmetric head model is used, only tangential sources 
produce a non-zero magnetic field. Therefore, a single dipole has only five parameters forming the dipole parameter 

vector: location, strength, and orientation in a tangential plane. In the following, only uncertainties in the location are 
considered, and we thus plot the volume where the dipole is located with a 95 % probability as a figure-of-merit for the 
locating accuracy. 

The head is assumed to have a spherically symmetric conductivity distribution with an outer radius of 90 mm. 
The sphere is placed against the back part of the array so that the distance between the back and top detectors and the 
head surface is about 18 mm. The dipole locations are expressed in the spherical coordinate system shown in Fig. 1. 
The dipole orientation in all the figures is a= 90°; we also performed calculations at other orientations with essentially 
identical results. The device noise values used in the calculations are 5 fT/>/Hz for both the planar detectors and the 
magnetometers. 
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Fig. 1. The coordinate system used in the calculations. The dipole Q is approximately at 6= 80°, <p = -20°. 
The dipole orientation a, i.e., the angle between the longitude (dashed line) and the dipole, is 90°. 

The phantom measurements were made in a magnetically shielded room with a Vectorview system. The 
passband was 0.03 - 45 Hz, the sampling rate 400 Hz and the analysis period was 500 ms. The phantom comprises 28 
current dipoles implemented with triangular current loops described in [5]. 

Results 

Fig. 2 (a) shows the minimum detectable dipole values as a function of depth. If the background brain activity is 
ignored, the magnetometers outperform the planar gradiometers because of the more wide-spread sensitivity patterns of 
the magnetometers. If brain noise is taken into account, the planar gradiometers suffer less and yield better performance 
in depths up to about 37 mm below scalp. The combination provides the best performance in both cases. 

The separability of two dipolar sources Q, and Q2 is studied by calculating the angle O between the 
corresponding signal vectors b, and b2 in four cases. In all the cases the dipole orientations and locations are equal in 

the beginning (0 = 80°, (f) = -20°, r = 70 mm, a = 90°), the reference dipole Q, is kept in place, and is plotted as a 
function of change in each of the parameters of Q2. Here, results are calculated only for the planar and the 
magnetometer arrays separately because the performance of the whole array depends on the relative weighting of the 

signals of the two detector types, i.e., scaling of the axis in the signal space. 
Fig. 3 (a) shows the angle between the signal vectors as a function of A6, i.e., Q2 slides along the longitude away 

from Q, towards the vertex. In Fig. 3 (b) Q2 moves along the latitude away from Q,, Fig. 3 (c) shows the angle vs. 
orientation a, and Fig. 3 (d) shows the angle as a function of depth. As seen in the figures, the angle, or the signal 
distribution changes more rapidly as a function of dipole parameters with the planar array yielding better separability 

and easier identification of sources. This is mainly due to the focal sensitivity patterns of the planar gradiometers. 

Fig. 2. Minimum detectable dipole (a) and the volume of the 95 % confidence ellipsoid (b) as a function 
of depth at 0= 80°, <p = -20° for the Vectorview planar array (dashed line), magnetometer array (dash-dot 
line) and the combined array (solid line). For each array there are two curves showing the cases when the 
brain noise is included (upper curve) and ignored (lower curve). 
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Fig. 3. The angle <f> between the signal vectors as function of AO (a), A<p (b), Aa (c) and Ax (d). For 

details, see text and figure inserts. Linetypes as in Fig. 2. 

The volumes of the 95% confidence ellipsoids, calculated for a 10 nAm dipole and a unit bandwidth, are shown 
in Fig. 2 (b). The magnetometer array provides smaller confidence intervals when the effect of background brain 
activity is ignored, except for the most superficial sources. When the background brain activity is taken into account, 
the planar array outperforms the magnetometer array. Again, combining the information from both arrays yields the 
best performance in all depths. 

Fig. 4 (a) shows the averaged signals generated by two current dipoles at a depth of 25 mm below the phantom 
surface. The separation of the dipoles is approximately 60 mm. The planar gradiometers show the strongest signal right 
above source; thus the two maxima highlighted in the data reveal the existence of two sources. The signal distribution 
of the magnetometers, however, is qualitatively similar to that generated by a single source at a depth of 45 mm, shown 
in Fig. 4 (b), with two maxima on both sides of the source. As also seen in Fig. 4 (b), the planar gradiometer signals 
show one broad maximum with remarkably smaller signal amplitudes, suggesting a single source deep below the 
surface. 

Discussion 

The calculations above indicate that planar gradiometers and magnetometers show quite different characteristics; 
the planar gradiometers excel in cortical depths providing easy identification of the sources and, when the background 

brain activity is taken into account, contribute most to the confidence regions and minimum detectable values. The 
magnetometers, on the other hand, show better performance in subcortical depths especially if the background brain 
activity is ignored. The combined array thus combines the characteristics of both detector types providing best 
performance in all cases whether the background brain activity is taken into account or not. 

The phantom measurements with the Vectorview system support the conclusions above. As seen in Fig. 4 (a), 
the planar gradiometers are more powerful in identifying complex source configurations at cortical depths. The 
magnetometer array, on the other hand, outperforms the planar array in subcortical depths with remarkably larger signal 
amplitudes. However, the weak planar gradiometer signals are still necessary in finding the correct source model, in 
this case excluding the possibility of two weak, more superficial sources lying close to each other. 
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Fig. 4. Averaged signals generated by two current dipoles (separation 60 mm) at a depth of 25 mm below 
the phantom surface (a) and a single dipole at 45 mm below the surface (b). The shading highlights the 
areas with the largest signal amplitudes. The upper set of curves shows the gradiometer signals and the 
lower set the magnetometer signals. The horizontal scales in (a) and (b) are different. The dipole 
amplitude in all cases is 40 nAm. About 100 single responses were averaged. 

It must be noted that if the spatial correlation characteristics of the background brain activity could be estimated 
reliably in the figure-of-merit calculations, both detector types would benefit. In particular, the effective brain noise 
levels of the magnetometer array would be reduced. The phantom data corresponds to the cases where the brain noise is 
not included. 
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Introduction 
Recent progress of a high Tc SQUID has led to the advancement of applications in biomagnetism and others. 

Several reports on magnetocardiography have already been published, affirming the advantages of the SQUID. In 

magnetocardiography, a two-dimensional magnetic field dstribution can be measured by the multi-channel SQUID 

system [ 1 ]. Current studies demonstrate a clear difference in the behavior of MCG and ECG in the multi-channel setting[2]. 

However, the low Tc SQUID system with the coolant of He needs a large dewar and a large magnetic shield room. 

Therefore, not only the system cost but also the running cost are very high. Our goal with the present multi-channel high 

Tc SQUID system is to offer to medical doctors and biomedical engineers a compact, cost-effective system which is capable 

of no-invasive magnetocardiograms with time-varying two-dimensional information. 

Our previous report[3] on the 16ch high Tc SQUID system showed the basic feature of a compact multi-channel high 

Tc SQUID system for MCG. However, the system noise level was still high for real time MCG measurement. In this 

report we discuss improvements of the sensitivity of the SQUID and the magnetic shield performance to refine our 16ch 

SQUID MCG system. We developed the SQUID with a 17mm sq. single layer flux transformer which realized the field 

resolution of less than 0.3pT/VHz at 10Hz. The magnetic shield which was a twofold cylindrical permalloy with the 

shieldng factor of 650 at 10Hz along the direction of the dameter was reconstructed to a threefold one with the shielding 

factor of 1,000. The system noise level improved to about 15pT in real time mode with the bandwidth of 0.2Hz - 50Hz 

which is 1/2 to 1/3 of the former system noise level. 

Methods 
Figure 1 shows the picture of a 16ch multi-channel high Tc SQUID system. A threefold cylindrical permalloy 

magnetic shield with both ends open includes a linearly movable bed. The liquid nitrogen dewar is placed above the patient 

supported by the wooden gantry. Outside of the magnetic shield, 16 channel electronics and a personal computer for data 

acquisition and analysis are handled by the operator. Details of each part of the system will be described 

Fig. 1 The 16ch multi-channel high Tc SQUID system. 

A. High Tc SQUID chip 

The SQUID chip is a 3mm square large washer type DC SQUID with a HoBa2Cu307.x high Tc superconducting thin 

film. There are two step-edge type junctions with 3^im width on a SrTi03 substrate. The inductance of the SQUID is 

30pH to minimize flux field resolution to about 25^,0q/4Hz at 10Hz. The former SQUID had inductance of 75pH and the 
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flux resolution was about IOO^Oq/VHz. The effective area was enlarged by the single layer flux transformer on the SQUID 
chip to enhance the magnetic field resolution. It has a 17mm HoI^CujCVx pick-up loop on a sapphire substrate with a 
CeOz buffer layer which is shown in Fig. 2. The effective capture area of the magnetic Field is 0.17mm2. The magnetic 
field resolution is less than 0.3pT/VHz at 10Hz. The concept of this SQUID is higher throughput in the fabrication process 
of the SQUID. The small SQUID chips were made out of an expensive SiTi03 substrate. Nine chips can be produced 

from one substrate. The cost-effective flux transformers were made out of an inexpensive large sapphire substrate. The 
transformers are made on a 40mm sq. sapphire substrate by the off-axis laser deposition. The SQUID chip is capsuled with 
a 37mm diameter resin cap in a dry nitrogen atmosphere for protection from moisture and mechanical shock. 

B. Liquid nitrogen dewar 

The liquid nitrogen dewar is made of a glass fiber 
reinforced resin with an outer diameter of 334mm and height of 
150mm which can be placed in the magnetic shield It can 
hold up to 2.8 liters of liquid nitrogen andean last for 2 hours. 
The 16 SQUIDs are arranged in a 4 x 4 matrix at 40mm 

intervals. The stand-off distance from the SQUID chip to the 
bottom surface of the dewar is 18mm. 

C. Gantry 

The gantry is made of wood and fixed along the inner 
wall of the magnetic shield The height of the dewar can be 
adjusted using spacers. Future progress is needed to install a 
mechanism to adjust the height ard the position of dewar from 
outside of the magnetic shield. 

D. Magnetic shield 

The magnetic shield is made of a 2mm thick cylindrical permalloy with an inner shield diameter of 650mm, an 
intermediate of 750mm, an outer of 850mm and length of 1600mm. Both ends are open for the comfort of the patient. It 
is covered with vinyl chloride for the protection against mechanical shock. A linearly movable curved wooden bed with 
iron free bearings is arranged in the shield. The weight is about 200kg. Casters are provided, so it is movable without 
the use of tractors. At the middle of the shield along the cylindrical axis, the magnetic field at 10Hz is reduced to about 
1/1,000 in the direction of the diameter which is the same as the measurement direction of the magnetocardiogram. The 
frequency dependence of the magnetic shielding factor measured is shown in Fig. 3. The shielding factor decreases with the 
increase of the magnetic field frequency. This means that the shape of the magnetic shield and the measurement direction 
are effective for low frequency magnetic field noise. 

flux transformer 

Fig. 2 SQUID with the single layer 

Fig. 3 Frequency dependence of magnetic shielding factor along the direction of diameter. 

E. Electronics and software 
A flux-locked-loop (FLL) circuit works with a modulation frequency of 40kHz and a lkHz AC current bias. The 

magnetic field sensitivity is 15nT/V and the dynamic range is 60dB. The slew rate is 40^iT/sec. The electronics has a 
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0.2Hz high pass filter, a 50Hz low pass filter and 50Hz/60Hz band elimination filters in the output of each channel to 
eliminate environmental noise. The circuit has an installed power supply unit to be operated by the 100V commercial 
power line. 

Data acquisition and analysis are performed by a personal computer. The data are acquired through the A/D converter 
to the PC. The maximum sampling rate is 5kHz, and about 7 minutes continuous measurement of 16-channel SQUIDs 
can be done at the sampling rate of 1kHz. Data analysis software has the function of making contour maps, digital filtering, 
averaging, FFT analysis and other useful functions. 

F. System noise 

The system noise was evaluated at 10Hz with the bandwidth of 0.2Hz-50Hz and 60Hz. The noise of 16 the channels 

varied at 0.6-2.3pT/VHz. As mentioned, the SQUID noise is less than 0.3/VHz. The SQUID noise measured inside the 
magnetic shield in this system was more than 0.6/VHz with our one-channel reference FLL circuit. To our knowledge from 
separate experiments, the extra noise measured in the multi-channel setting originated from the long (5m) signal cable, the 
position of the step-up transformers (inside the circuit) and others. Further technological efforts to reduce system noise are 
being undertaken. 

G. MCG measurement 

The performance of the 16-channel high Tc SQUID system was evaluated by measuring the magnetic field of the 
human heart. Figure 4(a) gives a typical magnetocardiogram by one of the 16-channel SQUIDs. Q, R, S and T waves 
are shown. The R wave had the maximum intensity of the magnetic field. It was about 120pT and the background noise 
was about 15pT. A 0.2Hz high pass filter, a 50Hz low pass filter and a 60Hz band elimination filter were used to reduce 
background noise. Figure 4(b) is the magnetocardiogram obtained by averaging 100 pulses triggered at the R wave and 
showed reduction of random noise less than 0.2pT. The Q, R, S and P waves became distinct. The magnetocardiac isofield 
contour map at the R wave is shown in Fig. 6. The peak is located just above and to the right of the center of the 
measurement area. The interval of the contour line is 7pT. A multi-channel SQUID system is capable of obtaining such 
contour maps at any time during the heart activation sequence. A medical doctor will be able to evaluate heart disease by 
comparative analysis of the contour maps of ailing patients and healthy volunteer. Data accumulation is needed to study 
such effectiveness of the multi-channel SQUID system. This compact and low cost system can be provided for this 
purpose. 
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Fig. 4 (a) Typical magnetocardiogram by one of 16ch SQUIDs. 
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Fig. 5 Magnetocardiac isofield contour map at R wave. 

Conclusion 
A 16-channel high Tc SQUID system for MCG was developed and refined. We focused on building a compact are! 

low cost system for wide use in hospitals and medical laboratories. A SQUID chip with a single layer flux transformer 
which has a field resolution of less than 0.3pT/VHz at 10Hz was developed. A cylindrical magnetic shield was designed with 
both ends open to minimize pressure for the patient during the measurement. A movable compact design was also realized 
Magnetic shielding factor is 1,000 at 10Hz. A liquid nitrogen dewar made of glass fiber reinforced resin is installed inside 
the magnetic shield which runs more than 2 hours with one liquid nitrogen filling. Data acquisition and analysis was 
performed by a personal computer. The system noise level was about 15pT in real time mode with the bandwidth of 0.2Hz 
- 50Hz, which is 1/2 to 1/3 of the former system noise. Clear multi-channel magnetocardiograms and contour maps were 
acquired. 
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The New Ulm Magnetic Shielded Room 

Pasquarelli A., Kammrath H., Tenner U. and Erne S.N. 

Zentralinstitut fur Biomedizinische Technik - University of Ulm, Germany 

Abstract 
To accommodate the biomagnetic instrumentation of the ULM Biomagnetic Laboratory, a new MSR 

was built in cooperation with Amuneal Co. on the basis of the standard structural set-up and the standard set of 3 
layers of high permeability material. The fourth outer shell, constructed with aluminium plates, works as an eddy 
current shield. The inner dimensions of the room are 4 x 3 x 2.6 m3 thus allowing a comfortable handling of 
patients. 

Reviewing the assembly procedures and many constructive details for opening, feed through etc., and 
continuously monitoring the effectiveness of the modifications, substantial improvement has been achieved in 
comparison with similar rooms. 

The measurements on the completed MSR gave performances of 45 to 47 dB (the scattering is due to 
the anisotropy of the shielding) in the frequency range below 0.1 Hz, 73 dB at 1 Hz, 98 dB at 10 Hz and larger 
than 110 dB above 36 Hz; the amplitude of the residual power line stray fields is 700 fT rms. 

To further improve the behaviour of the MSR, especially the onset of 1/f noise in the residual magnetic 
noise level, we followed two strategies: with a set of three pairs of coils, we used an ad hoc generated DC- 
magnetic field to tune the performance of the high permeability material (selecting the working point in the 
magnetisation curve) and a dynamic compensation of AC-magnetic stray fields, using another set of three pairs 
of coils to apply the correction field generated by means of a feedback loop driven by a dedicated SQUID 
sensor. The global final result in the magnetic residual noise was the reduction of the 1/f noise by an order of 
magnitude, shifting at the same time its onset point below 1 Hz. 

This result allows the operation of integrated magnetometers as biomagnetic sensors leaving the task of 
noise cancellation to user-configurable software-synthesised gradiometers 

Introduction 
Designing a biomagnetic system being able to sustain the throughput rate needed in a typical clinical 

environment, requires first of all a high degree of reliability of the system, which must be ever-ready for 
measurements, pausing its operation only for the scheduled maintenance works like helium refilling, room 
cleaning service etc.. 

For a reliable operation of the SQUID sensors in a noisy clinical environment, keeping at the same time 
good sensitivity to both weak and deep sources, the use of a Magnetically Shielded Room (MSR) is mandatory. 
Furthermore if the sensors are required to be magnetometers for maximum flexibility, the performances of the 
MSR need to be sufficient to keep the residual noise within the dynamic range of the sensors. 

Many MSRs were built in different countries during the past years, with shielding values ranging from 
one to four orders of magnitude in the very low frequency range (approx. DC to 1 Hz). So far, the best 
performing MRS (10000 at low frequencies) was built at the PTB in Berlin [1] in 1980. Few years later 
commercial products were manufactured with shielding of about 30 to 80, allowing a good operation of 
gradiometers-based instrumentation. 

To improve the reliability of the instrumentation despite the increasing number of SQUID’s per system, 
the use of integrated SQUID sensors has become an important feature as well as the use of directly coupled read¬ 
out electronics to reduce size and overall complexity of this large multichannel system, but this “light” 
architecture demands higher shielding performances to guarantee proper operation. 

In general, commercially available MSRs perform, presently, seldom better than a factor of 80 in 
shielding, the reasons for this are lying in the difficulty to manufacture large plates with high-quality 
homogeneous properties and to assemble these large MSR structures avoiding stresses in the components. In fact 
it is well known that small samples of high-permeability material easily show a permeability larger than 100,000, 
while larger plates of the same material hardly reach values of 20,000. Nevertheless, it is possible starting from a 
standard product, first to get significantly improved performances with appropriate assembly and second the use 
of an additional active shielding can lead to a global shielding factor in the 3 orders of magnitude range yet 
dealing with a total cost which is competitive when compared to a custom “all-passive” solution. This paper 
describes shortly the experience done at the Biomagnetic Lab of the Ulm University. 

The project is based on the standard product of Amuneal Co., a MSR with a set of 3 layers of high 
permeability material. Additionally, an active shielding system [2] was designed and built around the MSR. 
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It was designed in two parts, a static compensation and a dynamic compensation using each one a 
dedicated set of three pairs of coils. 

The Static compensation has the task to remove the influence on the external layer of high permeability 

material of the static earth magnetic field, which is with its intensity of about 50 pT the larger contribution to the 
environmental magnetic field. This field is very stable i.e. its fluctuations are several orders of magnitude smaller 
than its mean value, therefore a feedback control is not needed and the compensation can be conveniently 
addressed by means of a power system able to generate a constant and nearly-homogeneous magnetic field over 
the whole volume of the MSR. This allows to tune the working point of the soft magnetic material close to the 
best point in its magnetisation curve, i.e. far from saturation, thus achieving the best shielding performances. 

The dynamic compensation is based on a feedback loop technique and compensates the variations of the 
environmental field measured by a dedicated SQUID triplet which is integrated in the biomagnetic sensor 
system. The feedback loop is DC-coupled in order to compensate even the slowest field fluctuations. Special 
attention was dedicated to the achievement of an adequate open-loop transfer function in order keep the system 
stable yet having high enough gain to perform a good noise reduction up a few tens of Hertz. A bandwidth larger 
than that is not required because on the one hand the spectral density of the noise decreases with frequency and 
on the other hand the shielding performances of the MSR grows by 20 dB or more per decade above the comer 
point of 0.1 Hz. 

Construction 
First step was the measurement of the environmental noise at the installation site, this analysis was 

performed during day and night time for a longer period. 
Two layers of high-friction medium soft rubber mattresses, 2.5 cm thick each, were put on the floor and 

on top of it was poured a 12 cm thick concrete slab with a self levelling top finishing. This was the anti-vibration 
platform for the MSR. 

As soon as the slab was ready, the outer aluminium layer was installed. Particular attention were paid to 
get very good electrical connections among the aluminium plates which are essential for good eddy-current 
shielding. Another key-point was the perfect square-tilt of the structure to allow a perfect assembly of the next 
layers. This is very important to avoid mechanical stress and thus deterioration of magnetic properties. 

Successively the three inner high-permeability layers were mounted. Thermal and acoustic insulators 
where extensively used to reduce thermal induced mechanical stresses. All exposed high-permeability surfaces 
were protected to avoid damage from accidental collision, specially assembling the large and heavy frame 
beams. The first two layers of high-permeability plates were mounted using rubber grommets and screwing them 
under torque control to avoid local stress, the third layer was assembled on a foam isolated light frame with 
nylon screws. 

Special care was taken to the pneumatic door assembly. For each layer the frame was adjusted for a 
perfect match with the counterframe in the wall without stress and a thin soft rubber ribbon provided for the 
tolerance for the small unavoidable mismatch between frame and plates. Finally RF gaskets made the door 
EMI-proof as needed. 

Simultaneously the active shielding system was built. The coil pairs were set at about 60 cm distance 
from each side of the MSR to avoid magnetic saturation at the edges of the MSR, with degradation of 
performances. Since these coil pairs can generate a nearly homogeneous field over the large volume of the MSR, 
they were used, during the assembly of the MSR itself, to monitor the growth in performances of the facility. 

The last steps were the operation of the static compensation, the demagnetization with shaking of the 
MSR and finally the operation of the dynamic compensation. 

Results 
The shielding performances were measured with a HP35670A four-channel Signal Analyser driving the 

coil-set foreseen for the static compensation, as told above, through a DC-coupled power amplifier. The field 
inside the MSR was detected by means of a low-noise triaxial fluxgate APS-534 provided with an offset 
compensation unit and featuring a sensitivity better than 100 pT/sqrt(Hz). The measurements were done at single 
frequencies with sinusoidal excitation and over a large bandwidth with a random-noise source. A complete set of 
measurements took almost twelve hours and was fed overnight in automated mode by means of an HP-Basic 
script. Data analysis was then performed under Matlab. With this instrumentation set-up it was very easy to 
monitor the contribution of every single step in the construction of the MSR. Measurements were done by every 
single shell, after the insertion of the penetrations and after building every layer of the door. In the following 
Table 1 the measured shielding values are reported for progressive layers configuration, while Fig. 1 shows 
shielding of low frequency random noise measured when the MSR was completely assembled but not yet 
demagnetised. 
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Shielding structure (+ Aluminium layer) Frequency (Hz) X-shield Y-shield Z-shield 

1-layer MSR with 0-layer door 0.1 7.7 9.2 8.2 
1 36.3 42.1 42.4 

10 483 1540 1860 

2-layer MSR with 0-layer door 0.1 47.5 53.7 32.4 
1 299 371 244 

10 1310 3330 4970 

3-layer MSR with 0-layer door 0.1 202 211 95.2 
1 4270 5660 1000 

10 5010 16700 15700 

3-layer MSR with 1-layer door 0.1 206 224 163 
1 2400 3820 6390 

10 22300 71300 55100 

3-layer MSR with 2-layer door 0.1 208 231 183 
1 2280 3950 6280 

10 48300 79200 90500 

3-layer MSR with 3-layer door o.t 213 241 183 
1 2290 4430 6280 

10 70900 89000 90500 

Table 1 - Shielding values measured at subsequent layer configuration Prefixes indicate the 
direction: X stands for longitudinal, Y transversal and Z vertical direction; suffixes indicate the 
frequency: 01 = 0.1 Hz, 1 - 1 Hz and 10 = 10 Hz. Values are pure numbers and represent the 
ratio between outer and inner field 

10 
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10" frequency 10' 10 

Fig. 1 - Shielding measurements performed without active shielding using a random noise 
source in the frequency range between 0.006 and 2 Hz. The MSR was completed but not yet 
demagnetised 

Further measurements showed an average shielding larger than 300,000 (sensitivity limit of the 
instrumentation) above 36 Hz and the amplitude of the residual power line stray fields was 700 fT rms. 

At that point the Static Compensation was brought to operation in three steps: first the coils were driven 
with the current required to compensate the earth magnetic field in each of the three directions as in the absence 
of the MSR, second a degaussing procedure removed the residual magnetisation present in the elements of the 
MSR and left the magnetic material in the optimum working range, third and last, the currents in the coils were 
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finely adjusted monitoring the residual field inside the MSR using of the fluxgate. Final result was obtained by 
multiple successive-approximation-measurements rotating the fluxgate each time by 180° in order to subtract the 
residual offset of the instrument. With this technique a residual DC-field in the MSR of about 100 pT in each 
direction was reached, mainly limited by the noise floor of the instrument, which is nevertheless equivalent to a 
suppression of the earth magnetic field larger than 200,000 times. 

The result of the dynamic compensation was the shift in the onset of the 1/f noise by approximately one 
decade. The residual noise matches very good the intrinsic noise of SQUID (see Figure 2). Fig. 3 shows the 
completed facility at the end of the construction. 

Fig. 2 - Noise spectra measured inside the MSR 
along the Z axes with and without dynamic 
compensation. The residual noise matches very 
good the intrinsic noise of the SQUIDs. 

Fig. 3 - Global view of the facility. The MSR is inside 
the wooden frame which supports the coil-sets of the 
active shielding systems. In foreground is the lab hut 
with the venting system for the MSR on the roof 

Conclusions 
It has been shown that it is possible to achieve results similar to the ones provided by MSRs with a 

larger number of layers, but at lower cost and with a minor additional weight. Under this conditions pure 
magnetometers can be conveniently adopted in biomagnetic systems. 
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MCG Measurement Using a High-Tc SQUID 
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Introduction 
The magnetic field produced by electromotive forces of the heart, which is mostly recorded on the anterior 

chest wall, is called Magnetocardiogram (MCG). The mapping of the MCG is one of methods for 

studying the source localization of activities. Since MCG was first measured by Baule and 

McEee[l], the MCG has been studied worldwide. In particular, It is known that Cohen and his co- 

workers measured the MCG by use of a SQUID inside a magnetically shielded room[2]. Several 

studies have been reported on non-invasive MCG localization of the ventricular pre-excitation site in the WPW 

syndrome [3-5]. However, MCG had not been widely used because the method for obtaining an MCG 

is very cumbersome and the liquid helium coolant is very expensive. For these reasons, High- 

Tc SQUID has been receiving attention as a diagnostic technique for observing the electrical activities of the heart. 

In our study, we carried out the MCG measurement using a 16-channel high-Tc SQUID 

magnetometers in ten normal subjects and a patient with the RBBB (right bundle branch block). The isofield 

contour maps and the arrow maps of the subject were used to study the localization of the electric 

activity in the various stages of cardiac function. Especially, we focus to study the difference of normal subject 

and the RBBB patient. This method using High-Tc SQUID will be useful in cardiac diagnosis. 

Methods 
The MCGs of ten normal subjects and one patient with the RBBB were recorded in a prefabricated 

magnetically shielded room[6]. During the measurement, the subject was kept in the supine position on a wooden 

bed. The 16-channel high-Tc SQUID magnetometer was set on the anterior chest wall about 10 

mm apart. The MCGs were recorded at 16 grids on the anterior chest wall as shown in Fig.l. Measurement 

was performed at 16 positions, the distances between in position is 4cm. The measurement time of every subject 

is 180 second. 

The measurement system of the high-Tc SQUID is shown in Fig.2. The output signal from the magnetometer 

was processed by the Flux Locked Loop circuit and was digitized by A/D converter 

into computer. Finally the signal was averaged by 160 measurements at one position. 

Fig. 1 Recording positions of the MCG. Fig.2 Measurement system. 
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Result and Discussion 
Fig.3 shows the MCG waveforms of a normal subject (male, 22 years old). The QRS complex 

wave of the MCG shows an RS or Rs pattern (plus magnetic field) in the left upper portion of the anterior chest 

wall and a QS or rSr’ pattern (minus magnetic field) in the right lower portion of the anterior chest wall 

according to the QRS standard wave of ECG. In this case, we can observe the opposite distribution of 

magnetic field and the existence of the signal source in the heart. 

Fig.4 shows the MCG waveforms of a patient with RBBB (female, 50 years old). It shows a magnetic field 

distribution at the anterior chest wall similar to the normal subject. But, we can observer a widened QRS complex 

waves because it is existence for intraventricular block. 

Fig.5 shows the isofield contour maps (upper) and the arrow maps (lower) 

at three different times from the onset of the QRS waves in a normal and a patient. A vector arrow map 

was constructed by the method of Hosaka and Cohen[7]. Arrows on the map 

indicate roughly the underlying current flow and the direction. Namely, arrow maps are reflection of 

distribution of the current inside the heart. In the isofield contour 

maps, the numerals are the measurement position. The solid line is the positive magnetic field (source) 

and the broken line is the negative magnetic field (sink). 

In the isofield contour map at 5 msec from the onset of the QRS wave in a normal 

subject, two opposite magnetic field pattern was observed. The positive area (4.2 pT) is located 

on the right lower portion and the negative area (-1.3 pT) on the left upper portion of the chest 

wall. The arrow pattern is shown directing from position 15 to position 4. So that, the magnetic flux 

extended from the right lower portion to the left upper portion of the chest wall. Consequently, 

by applying the right-hand rule the signal source was deduced to exist in the middle of the heart and 

was directed to the right and upper. The isofield contour map of the patient show a 

different pattern. The positive area (3.0 pT) on the right lower portion and the negative area (-4.9 pT) on the left 

upper portion. A current flows from position 7 to position 0. 

The isofield contour map and the arrow map at R wave time of a normal subject 

shows a positive magnetic field (2.8 pT) on the left upper portion and a negative magnetic field (-2.7 pT) 

on the right lower portion. A current flows from the position 1 to the position 15 and the existence of a signal 

source directed to the left lower portion of the heart was deduced. The patient’s isofield contour map 

shows a positive magnetic field (6.5 pT) on the left portion and a negative magnetic field (-3.1 pT) 

on the right portion. A current flows from the position 2 to the position 11. 

Fig.3 The MCG waveforms of a normal subject. Fig.4 The MCG waveforms of a patient with RBBB. 
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Fig.5 The isofield contour maps and arrow maps of the normal subject(a) and a patient with RBBB(b). 

At S wave time, the isofield contour map shows a pattern similar to those of 5 msec. Arrow maps suppose a 

current flowing from the position 14 to position 0 and a signal source directed to the right upper of the chest wall 

was deduced. The isofield contour maps of the patient show a different pattern in current direction and magnetic 

intensity. A current flows from the position 11 to the position 4. 

To compare with the isofield maps and arrow maps in the normal subject and the patient. We can 

observe the difference of the direction deduced signal source and the strength 
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of the magnetic field. Because the block exist in right bundle branch in the patient. The signal source deduced 

on the lower right portion of the heart in the arrow pattern is weaken. In the first time pattern, the signal 

source is located upper portion and decree the right side of the heart and is different from the normal 

subject. Similarly, the block causes the signal source varies in the patient in second time that it 

directs the lower right portion. In the third time, it is shown that the signal source located lower right portion 

in the normal subject moved the upper right in the patient. These varies is consistent 

with the physiology vary of the heart. This can provide some information of cardiac activity and 

is useful the diagnosis of the cardiac diseases. 

Conclusions 
We carried out the MCG measurement in ten normal subject and patient using a high- 

Tc SQUID. The analysis method using the Isofield contour maps and arrow maps help to us understand the vary of 

signal sources in cardiac activity and can observe the difference of the normal subject and the patient with RBBB. It 

will provide some assistants in the diagnosis of the cardiac diseases. Especially, the cheap in the price and simple in 

operation of the high-Tc SQUID will be possible for the application in the clinic medicine. 
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A Helmet-Shaped MEG Measurement System Cooled by a GM/JT Cryocooler 

Sata K, Fujimoto S, Yoshida T, Miyahara S and Kang YM 

MEC Laboratory, DAIK1NINDUSTRIES, LTD., 3 Miyukigaoka, Tsukuba 3050841, Japan 

Introduction 
We previously developed three SQUID-based biomagnetic measurement systems cooled by Gifford- 

McMahon/Joule-Thomson (GM/JT) cryocoolers: a single-channel basic system [1,2], a 32-channel system for 

magnetocardiographic measurements [3], and a 61-channel system for magnetoencephalographic (MEG) measurements 

[4,5]. In this paper, we describe our newly developed GM/JT-cryocooled MEG measurement system that has a helmet¬ 

shaped cryostat that fits over a subject's head. 

System 
In this new system (Fig. 1), both the cryostat with a GM/JT cryocooler suspended on a non-magnetic gantry and a 

non-magnetic bed are located inside a magnetically shielded room (MSR) whose interior floor-area was 3m x 3m 

(Vacuumschmelze GmbH AK3a). Both the valve motor unit and compressor unit of the cryocooler are outside the MSR 

to minimize the interference from their electromagnetic noise on the MEG measurement. Similarly, all of the electronics 

except for the pre-amplifier unit are also outside the MSR. Output of the SQUIDs is linearized by flux-locked-loop 

(FLL) circuits, then passed through an analog-to-digital converter in the FLL-control unit, and then input into a 

computer. The data is processed using digital filter [5] and averaged. Iso-contour maps and current dipoles are 

superimposed on MR images. The gantry and the bed were designed so that the subject is as comfortable as possible 

during the measurement; the subject lies face-up on the bed and then places his or her head into the helmet-shaped 

cavity of the cryostat. 

Fig.l Diagram and photograph of the helmet-shaped MEG measurement system. 
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Design 
This new system has 119 channels of detection coils arranged on a helmet-shaped plastic holder inside the 

cryostat (Fig.2). The detection coils are first-order axial gradiometers (each with an 18-mm diameter and a 60-mm base 

length). Nine other channels of detection coils can be used for reference-signal detectors to reduce (by processing with a 

computer) the ambient magnetic noise and noise from the cryocooler. Each of these 128 channels of detection coils is 

connected to its own thin-film dc-SQUID and is directly cooled by a GM/JT cryocooler that does not require liquid 

helium. 

The basic structure of this cryostat is similar to our other systems [3,4]. All our systems share the following 

design modifications used to minimize the noise level and mechanical vibration. Most of the components of the cryostat 

(not including the cryocooler) are made from non-magnetic materials such as glass-fiber-reinforced plastic (GFRP), 

copper, copper alloy, titanium alloy, and their mixtures. Resin-coated copper wires are used to maintain the thermal 

conduction pathways between the final cooling stage of the cryocooler and the bobbins of the detection coils. For 

isolating the mechanical vibration of the GM cryocooler, both the final cooling stage and the helmet-shaped plastic 

holder with the bobbins of the detection coils are supported by GFRP rods directly connected to the base flange of the 

cryostat. For absorbing the vibration transmitted via the JT circuitry tubing from the first and the second cooling stages 

of the GM cryocooler, the tubing connected to the final cooling stage is wound in a loop having a radius of about 50 

mm. In a GM cryocooler, a displacer moves inside a cylinder. A conventional displacer thus generates significant noise 

because it contains ferro-magnetic material. To avoid such noise, we replaced ferro-magnetic parts in the displacer by 

parts made from non-magnetic materials. To reduce the amount of heat conducted through the wiring in the cryostat, we 

used flexible printed circuit (FPC) wiring so that the cross-sectional area of the conductor of the FPC can be controlled. 

Fig.2 Cross-section of the cryostat and photograph of the bobbins. 

Not shown are the wiring, super insulator (SI, a kind of multi-layered thermal insulator), and the thermal 

anchors between the detection coils and the final cooling stage. 
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Fig.3 Model of the head-shape used for our system. 

Upper: average head-shape of a Japanese. Lower: head-shaped cavity capable of accommodating a head 

10% larger than this average head-shape. 

The design of the head-shaped cavity of the cryostat was based on data collected from about every size of 

Japanese body [6]. Fig.3 shows the resulting average head-shape of an 18- to 30-yr-old Japanese (male or female). The 

dimension of the cavity was designed to accommodate a head that was 10% larger than this average head-shape. 

Conclusion 
A helmet-shaped MEG measurement system was incorporated into our GM/JT-cryocooled systems. The design 

modifications of the cryostat in our systems reduced the noise level by 50-90%, compared with the level seen in a 

system using a conventional GM/JT cryocooler. Although noise still remains, our systems can measure the faint 

biomagnetic fields emitted from a human. We continue to improve the cryocooler to be more electromagnetically silent. 

Despite this need for further improvement, our systems can be used effectively in biomagnetic research and in clinical 

applications due to their easier handling, compared with conventional systems. 
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Introduction 
We developeda 61-channel MEG system cooled by a cryocooler applying the technology of MEC Laboratory in 

Daikin Industries1"*. In this system, the superconductingcoils arecooledby a cryocooler without using liquid helium. 

The electromagnetic noise generated from the cryocooler can be reduced by using a digital noise subtraction process4. 

However, the sound noise, which is quasi-periodic sounds (about 2 Hz) generated by the twitching of helium gas and 

movement of the dsplacer, cannot be eliminated Before applying our MEG system for patients, we evaluated the 

effect of sound noise by estimating the accuracy of source localization. 

Subjects and Methods 
The subject population consisted of eight healthy males aged between 30 and 49 years (average40±7 years). 

In our system, the MEG can be recorded without operating cryocooler for 4 minutes. The noise is not 

generated during the non-operating mode of cryocooler. In this paper, we call the operating mode of cryocooler as 

“QN-mode”, and the non-operating mode of cryocooler as “OFF-mode”. The study was carriedout by comparing the 

accuracy of source localization of Nlm between “ON-mode” and “OFF-mode” recordings of AEF and SEF. The 

quasi-Newton method was applied for the estimation of the location of generator source. 

AEF was recordedby the random stimulation of the right ear. The tone burst (intensity; 90 dB, raise; 10 msec., 

plateau; 50 msec., fall 10msec.) was appliedas the auditory stimulation. From the left cerebral hemisphere, AEF was 

recordedby averaging 450 responses. 

SEF was recorded by the random stimulation of the right median nerve. The electrical stimuli (intensity; 

thumb twitch, duration; 0.2 msec., constant-current) were delivered to the median nerve. From the left hemisphere, 

SEF was recordedby averaging 450 responses. 

We recordedAEF by “ON-mode” firstly, AEF by “OFF-mode” secondly, SEF by “ON-mode” thirdly andSEF by 

“OFF-mode” fourthly. The location of generator source of Nlm was estimated in each record, and the difference of 

co-ordinates was analyzed. 

Results 
1. Results of AEF 

Fig. 1 shows the amplitude and peak latency of Nlm of AEF recordedin 8 subjects. 

fT Amplitude msec peak Latency 
130 

ON-mode OFF-mode 
Fig. 1 Amplitude and peak latency (average±SD) of Nlm of AEF in 8 subjects. 
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The amplitude and peak latency of Nlm was not differentsignificantly between “ON-mode” and “OFF-mode” recordings. 

The value of [“ON-mode” - “OFF-mode”] of amplitude in eachsubject was 4.8 ± 11.4 fT, which was 4.7 + 13.0% of the 

amplitude in “OFF-mode” recordings. The value of [“ON-mode” - “OFF-mode”] of peak latency in each subject was 

-0.7 ±4.5 msec. 

In the estimation of generator source of Nlm, the goodness of fit (GOF) was over 0.9 in 5 subjects. Fig. 2 

shows the value of [“ON-mode” - “OFF-mode,T] of estimated co-ordinates in those 5 subjects. The difference of 

estimated co-ordinates between “ON-mode” and “OFF-mode” was smal 1. The estimated dipole moment was 30.4 ± 

12.8 nAm in the “ON-mode” recording and 27.3 ± 12.8 nAm in the “OFF-mode” recording. 

Fig. 2 The value of [“ON-mode” - “OFF-mode’T of estimated co-ordinates in Nlm of AEF. 

Fig. 3 shows the estimated location of generator source of Nlm of AEF in an illustrative case. The goodness 

of fit (GOF) was 0.969 in the “ON-moderecording” andO.977 in the “OFF-mode” recording. The dipole moment was 

43.6 nAm in the “ON-mode recording” and 43.5 nAm in the “OFF-mode” recording. The value of [“ON-mode” - 

“OFF-mode”] of estimated co-ordinates was 1.0 mm in the X-axis, -2.0 mm in the Y-axis and 0.0 mm in the Z-axis. 

Fig. 3 Estimated location (white point) of generator source of Nlm of AEF recordedin a 47 year-old male. 

Left; Nlm in the “ON-mode” recording. Right; Nlm in the “OFF-mode” recording. 
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2. Results of SEF 
Fig. 4 shows the amplitude and peak latency of Nlm of AEF recordedin 8 subjects. 

fT Amplitude msec. peak Latency 

Fig. 4 Amplitude and peak latency (average+SD) of Nlm of SEF in 8 subjects. 

The amplitude and peak latency of Nlm was not differentsignificantly between “ON-mode” and “OFF-mode” recordings. 

The value of [“ON-mode” - “OFF-mode’T of amplitudein eachsubject was -20.8±33.9 fT, which was -7.9± 11.5% of 

the amplitude in “OFF-mode” recoixiings. The value of [“ON-mode” - “OFF-mode”] of peak latency in eachsubject 

was 0.0±0.5 msec. 
In the estimation of generator source of Nlm, the goodness of fit (GOF) was over 0.9 in 5 subjects. Fig. 5 

shows the value of [“ON-mode” - “OFF-mode”] of estimated co-ordinates in those 5 subjects. The difference of 

estimated co-ordinates between “ON-mode” and “OFF-mode” was small. The estimated dipolemoment was38.6± 18.6 

nAm in the “ON-mode” recording and 38.6 ± 18.2 nAm in the “OFF-mode” recording. 

Fig. 5 The value of [“ON-mode” - “OFF-mode’T of estimated co-ordinates in Nlm of SEF. 

Fig. 6 shows the estimated location of generator sourceof Nlm of SEF in an illustrative case. The goodness 

of fit (GOF) was 0.984 in the “ON-moderecording” andO.978 in the “OFF-mode” recording. The dipole moment was 

52.0 nAm in the “ON-mode recording” and 51.0 nAm in the “OFF-mode” recording. The value of estimated co¬ 

ordinates was not different between the “ON-mode” recording and the “OFF-mode” recording. 
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Fig. 6 Estimated location (white point) of generator source of Nlm of SEF recoidedin a 49 year-old male. 

Left; Nlm in the “ON-mode” recording. Right; Nlm in the “OFF-mode” recording. 

Discussion 
In AEF and SEF recordings, the amplitude and peak latency of Nlm were not changed significantly between 

“ON-mode” and “OFF-mode”. The differenceof co-ordinates of the estimated location of generator source of Nlm was 

small between “ON-mode” recordings and“OFF-mode” recordings. Thus, recordings of Nlm of AEFandSEF werenot 

affected by the sound noise generated in the cryocooler. However, for the study of discrimination of auditory 

stimulation, “OFF-mode” recording is preferable. 

The goodness of fit (GOF) was below 0.9 in three subjects. The practical problems must be consideredfor the 

analysis of MEG, especially for the estimation of the location of generator source. Some subjects moved their head 

during recordingsof AEFandSEF. When we detectedthe movement of head, we stopped the recordingandresetted the 

head position. However, it was difficultto detecta small movement of the head. Another problem was the position 

of the head under the surface of cryostat. We recordedMEGs by attaching the head to the surface of cryostat. For 

the precise estimation of the location of generator source, the generator source should be positioned under the center of 

cryostat. During the recordings, we setted the head position for the recording of AEF firstly, and changed the head 

position for the recordingof SEF. However, it was difficultto know the location of generator source precisely before 

analyzing the recording of MEG. In some subjects, the auditory area nor the somatosensory area of the cerebral 

hemisphere was not centered during recordingsof AEF or SEF. The value of the amplitude and peak latency of N lm 

was variable in our subjects, andit may be difficultto apply these parameters for the evaluation of the degreeof functional 

disturbance in patients with brain diseases. These variable values of the amplitude and peak latency may be due to the 

practical problems of the recording. 
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Introduction 
We developeda 61-channel MEG system cooled by a cryocooler applying the technology of MEC Laboratory in 

Daikin Industries1"*. In this system, the superconducting coils are cooled by a cryocooler without using liquidhelium. 

However, the electromagnetic noise is generated from the cryocooler. This quasi-periodicnoise mixed as the artifact 

in the recording of MEG can be reduced by using a digital noise subtraction process4. Before applying our MEG 

system for normal subjects and patients, we evaluated the reliability of MEG recordings by estimating the accuracyof 

source localization in the phantom study. 

Methods 
Fig. 1 shows the outline of the phantom. Five electrodes were attached on the bamboo stick at intervals of 

lcm. The distance between anode and cathode was 6 mm in each electrode. The bamboo stick with electrodes was 

putted into a flask (diameter; 15 cm) filled with the physiologic saline, and setted under the cryostat perpendicularly as 

shown in Fig. 1. The bottom of the flask was contacted with the surface of cryostat. The distance between the 

magnetic sensor and the surface of cryostat is 13 mm. 

Fig. 1 The outline of the phantom. 

The magnetic field was generated by the electric current (duration; 20 msec.). To each electrode, 20, 15, 10, 

5 and 3 pA of electric current were delivered respectively. Thus, the magnetic field was generated in 5 electrodes by 

5 different intensities of electric current 

Recordings were made by averaging 500 responses, and repeated 10 times in the same electrode under the same 
intensity of electric current 

The genera tor source of dipole was calculatedby quasi-Newton method. We evaluatedthe standarddeviation of 

estimated co-ordinates (x, y, z) in 10 recordings. The estimated dipole moment and goodness of fit (GOF) werealso 

evaluated. 

In this paper, the distance between the electrode and the surface of cryostat was called “depth”. “Depth lcm” 

means 1 cm under the surface of cryostat. 
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Results 

Fig. 2^6 show the relationship between the 2 standard deviation (2SD) of estimated co-ordinates and the 

intensity of electriccurrentin each electrode. The distance between anodeand cathodewas 6 mm. Thus, the electric 

current of 20 pA generated the dipole moment of 120 nAm (6 mm X 20 mA). The electric current of 15, 10,5 and 

3 pA generated the dipole moment of 90, 60, 30 and 18 nAm respectively. 

In depth 1 cm, 2SD of estimated co-ordinates [x(mm),y(mm), z(mm)] was [0.1, 0.4,0.2] for 20 pA, [0.2,0.3, 

0.2] for 15 pA, [0.2, 0.5, 0.6] for 10 pA, [0.5, 1.3, 1.1] for 5 pA and [2.0, 3.5, 1.7] for 3 pA. 

In depth 2 cm, 2SD of estimated co-ordinates [x(mm),y(mm), z(mm)]was [0.1, 0.3,0.3] for20pA, [0.2,1.0, 

0.5] for 15 pA, [0.3, 0.9, 0.9] for 10 pA, [0.6, 1.7, 1.6] for5 pA and [1.0, 3.6, 2.9] for3 pA. 

In depth 3 cm, 2SD of estimated co-ordinates [x(mm),y(mm), z(mm)]was [0.3, 0.8, 1.6] for20pA, [0.3,0.9, 

1.4] for 15 pA, [0.4, 1.0, 1.8] for 10 pA, [1.2, 2.9, 2.9] for 5 pA and [2.2, 3.8, 8.2] for 3 pA. 

In depth 4cm, 2SD of estimated co-ordinates [x(mm),y(mm), z(mm)]was [0.9, 1.3, 2.7] for20pA, [0.9,2.4, 

2.7] for 15 pA, [1.1,2.3, 2.9] for 10 pA and[2.2,3.9, 11.0] for5 pA. Responses by the electric current of 3 pA were 

difficult to differentiate, and the estimation of generator source was impossible. 

In depth 5 cm, 2SD of estimated co-ordinates [x(mm), y(mm), z(mm)] was [0.7, 2.1,4.0] for 20 pA, [1.2,3.8, 

4.6] for 15 pA, [1.8, 4.7, 5.7] for 10 pA and [4.6,12.3, 22.3] for 5 pA. Responses by the electric current of 3 pA 

were difficult to differentiate, and the estimation of generator source was impossible. 

X axis means the electric current delivered to the electrode. 

X axis means the electric current delivered to the electrode. 
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Fig. 4 2SD (mm) of co-ordinates in the electrode of “depth 3 cm”. 

X axis means the electric current delivered to the electrode. 

Fig. 5 2SD (mm) of co-ordinates in the electrode of “depth 4 cm”. 

X axis means the electric current delivered to the electrode. 

X axis means the electric current delivered to the electrode. 

The estimated dipole moment was as follows. In depth 1 cm, 124.4±0.9 nAm for 20 pA, 92.4± 1.0 nAm 

for 15 pA, 63.5± 1.0 nAmforlO pA, 31.9 ±0.9 nAm for5pA and21.1±0.9nAm for3 pA. Indepth2cm, 123.4 
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± 1.3 nAm for20 pA, 92.5± 1.6 nAm for 15 pA, 62.1 ± 1.6 nAm for 10 pA, 30.0+1.0 nAm for 5 pA and 19.6± 

1.3 nAm for3pA. In depth 3 cm, 126.1 ±3.8 nAm for20 pA, 93.7±3.9nAm for 15 pA,62.4±1.9 nAm for 10 

pA, 32.1 ±2.9 nAm for 5 pA and 18.8±2.8 nAm for 3 pA. In depth 4 cm, 116.4± 14.1 nAm for 20 pA, 89.1 

±8.3 nAm for 15 pA,63.0±4.9 nAm for 10 pA,40.5±7.8 nAm for5 pA. Indepth 5 cm, 118.0±14.2 nAm for 

20 pA, 89.6±11.4 nAm for 15 pA, 59.7±11.0 nAm for 10 pA, 48.7±55.9 nAm for 5 pA. 

The meanvalueof goodness of fit (GOF) was as follows. Indepth 1 cm, 0.9984 for 20 pA, 0.9979 for 15 pA, 

0.9971 for 10 pA, 0.9892 for5 pA andO.9681 for3 pA. In depth2cm, 0.9976 for20 pA, 0.9961 for 15 pA, 0.9933 

for 10 pA, 0.9788 for 5 pA and0.9407 for 3 pA. In depth 3 cm, 0.9964 for 20 pA, 0.9940 for 15 pA, 0.9884 for 

10 pA, 0.9605 for 5 pA and 0.8857 for 3 pA. In depth4 cm, 0.9904 for 20 pA, 0.9853 for 15 pA, 0.9768 for 10 

pA, 0.9153 for5 pA. In depth5 cm, 0.9831 for20 pA, 0.9723 for 15 pA, 0.9467 for 10 pA, 0.7688 for5 pA. 

Discussion 
Our MEG system was developed based on the technology of SQUID cooled by a cryocooler, which had been 

studied by the research group of MEC Laboratory in Daikin Industries, LtdM. In this system, the cost of maintenance 

is inexpensive to compare with other MEG systems of which SQUID is cooled by liquid helium. However, the 

electromagnetic noise is generated from the cryocooler and must be reduced by using a digital subtraction process4. 

Thus, the study for confirming the accuracy of MEG recordings and analyses is needed. 

In this study, the accuracy of source localization was evaluated by the phantom study. Our results nevealedthat 

the accuracyof estimation of source localization was dependenton the depth of sourceand the intensity of magnetic field. 

To estimate the location of dipole within 3 mm of 2SDof the co-ordinates, the dipolemoment must be above 30 nAm 

in the location within 3 cm from the surface of cryostat. In the location of 4 cm from the surfaceof cryostat, 60 nAm 

or more is needed as the dipole moment to estimate the location within 3 mm of 2SD of the co-ordinates. In the 

location of 5 cm from the surfaceof cryostat, the value of 2SD of the estimated co-ordinates was over3 mm even for the 

dipole of which moment was 120 nAm. 

The estimation of dipole moment was also variable accordingto the depth of dipoleand the intensity of magnetic 

field The estimation of dipole moment was unreliable in the analysis of dipoles located 3 cm from the surface of 

cryostat with dipolemoment of 18 nAm andlocated4 cm from the surfaceof cryostat with dipole moment of 30 nAm. 

In the location of 5 cm from the surfaceof cryostat, the estimated dipole moment was variable even in the dipoleof which 

moment was 120 nAm. The GOF was poor in the estimation of dipole located3 cm from the surface of cryostat with 

dipole moment of 18 nAm (the mean value of GOF=0.8857). It was also poor in the estimation of dipole located5 

cm from the surfaceof cryostat with dipole moment of 30 nAm (the mean value of GOF=0.7688). 

Applying the MEG for normal subjects and patients, the reliability of estimated results should be considered 

based on such a study. 
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Introduction 

Along with the increasing number of introduction of whole-head type biomagnetomters all over the 

world, the issues of heavy maintenance cost has been increasingly pointed out by many researchers and 

institute’s administrators. One of the main factors of this high cost comes from the extravagant waste of the 

expensive liquid helium into the air. Another factor is the troublesome to transfer liquid helium into a dewar 

twice a week (in the case of CTF’s system). However there has been few reports that had dealt with this 

problem. Our research team has been experimenting one easy way and also developing another more 

essential way to settle this maintenance issue. 

Method 1 

The first way is to utilize the helium circulation system that has been installed at the Tsukuba AIST 

Center consisted with 7 institutes including NIBH. The helium gas evaporating from a biomagnetometer 

during steady state operation and during liquid helium transfer is tentatively gathered into a gasbag of 10 m3 

volume. Then it is automatically sent to Liquid Helium Production Center through a pipeline. A substation to 

which the gasbag is connected is located some 400 m from the MEG system and the center is located some 

1000 m further away from.the substation. Over 500 instruments are connected to the collection system. The 

gasbag is introduced to isolate from unexpected pressure disturbance from the helium collection system. As 

the gasbag is relatively large, it is located on 

the roof of a magnetically shielded room. 

From the several months’ operation, it 

has been estimated that method 1 would be 

able to collect more than 80 % of helium 

gas used. However the infrastructure of the 

helium collection system is indispensable 

for this method, which would be very rare in 

ordinary hospitals or institutes. Moreover 

helium transfer is still required. 

Method 2 

One research was aimed to develop 

direct cooling system that requires no 

helium. However, the produced noise from 

the cooling system seems to prevent normal 

experiments in the system [1]. So the second 

feasible way is to collect the evaporated gas 

and cool it down near the biomagnetometers 

without making any disturbing noise to 

them. There have been several preceding 

studies in line with this idea and there are 

several commercially available systems 

(TRG-350D, Taiyo Toyo Sanso Co., Ltd.; 
HRT-K212, Sumitomo Heavy Industries, 

Ltd ). However those systems have common 

problems; that are (1) they should be placed 

over the dewars and (2) they require about 

the same running cost because of huge 

electric energy to make liquid helium. 

Hence, we are developing other type of 

Fig. 1 Schematic structure of FRP cryostat for collecting 

basic properties of dewars. 
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helium circulation system, which cools 

down helium gas into liquid helium 

without excessive need of electric energy 

nor producing any hazardous noise to the 

biomagnetometer. 

To develop such an efficient system, 

an experimental cryostat was made to 

collect basic characteristics of dewars 

(Fig. 1). Temperatures at the edge of heat 

shields, evaporated gas volume per 

minutes, collected gas volume and the 

level of LHe were investigated under the 

conditions of one flow or two flows. 

Heater power was changed to simulate 

various conditions of heat inflow. Fig. 2 

shows the heat input to LHe decreases 

monotonously along with the increase of 

He gas flow rate in the neck tube. It tells 

us the importance of the high heat transfer 

capability in the He gas in the neck tube. 

Fig. 3 depicts one of the tentative designs 

of the helium circulation systems under 

development utilizing such cryostat 

characteristics. 

The developing system is aimed to 

be able to collect more than 99 % of 

helium gas. Furthermore it dose not 

require any liquid helium transfer, which would have great benefit for hospital usage. The target of the 

running cost reduction has been set to lower it less than 50%. However the initial cost of the system are 

estimated to be rather high at present. Hence cost down of the system is most required. 
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Fig. 2 Heat input to LHe in the dewar depending upon He 
gas flow rate in the neck tube. 

Fig. 3 A direct helium circulation system, which is designed to eliminate liquid helium 
transfer and to reduce maintenance cost. 
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Introduction 

A single dipole analysis has been used to estimate source current in the human brain from biomagnetic signals. 

This method assumes a single or multiple dipoles in the brain, which is not generally true for activities in the brain 

and the estimates were frequently unreliable. A new approach was to construct linear spatial filters (SFs) to resolve 

MEGs to local current sources [1-2, 5]. 

We have developed SFs combined with 3D magnetometers capable of detecting the amplitude as well as the 

directions of magnetic signals arising from the brain (Shimadzu SBI-100). A spatial filter array (SFA) was constructed, 

whose elements were focused to 21 x 21 nodal points in the focal plane at various depths from the brain surface, 

taking linear summation of the magnetic signals detected by the 3D magnetometers. Computer simulation and 

phantom experiments proved the power of SFA [5]. Application of this technique to the human brain revealed that 

SFA successfully resolved the MEGs into activities in individual visual cortical areas. [3-7]. 

Methods 
Com 

' Bobbin 

Compensation 

The 3D magnetometer system (Shimadzu SBI-100) was 

constructed of 43 sets of a vector gradiometer measuring the 

magnetic fields as vectors. The vector gradiometer was wound 

in the same cylindrical bobbin as shown in Fig. 1, consisting of 

three axial first-order differential coils. The SFs is a linear 

operation to resolve the MEG signals into the local brain current 

at a focal point, the output of which is determined as 

Fig. 1 Vector gradiometer 

M 

(i) 

where bi, Wi, A/ are biomagnetic signal, weight for linear summation of biomagnetic signals and number of 

magnetic sensors, respectively. 
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(2) 

The weight w; is determined by minimizing the error function / , 

/- r/r3 

where L., <5 (r ) and Q are lead field for the i th biomagnetic sensor, a delta function and integration space. 

Lead field is given by 

T (7\ ftp ‘ V / = * I _ |3 

4;r I'-Pil (3) 

where /r0 is the permeability of free space, and p■ and ni are the position and the normal vector of the magnetic 

sensor. 

The solution for the optimization of / is obtained as 

w = rlB (4) 

where T and B are given by 

r« £y(rVr3 
a 

(5) 

B, -f£,(?)-8<ndr3 (6) 
n 

SFA consists of 21x21 SF elements each of which is focused to a nodal point on a focal plane at variable 

depths from the brain surface. Each SF receives magnetic signals given by Eq. (1) which is a function of the focal 

point position. 

Results 

Computer simulation 

Computer simulation was conducted to study the performance of SFA. A single current source dipole was 

assumed at a point 10 mm below the surface of the model brain filled with the conducting medium. Figure 1 illustrates 

a current map determined as outputs of 21x21 SFs. 1. The map agreed with the theoretical current map predicted for 

the current source dipole shown in Fig. 2. 

Figure 3 illustrates a case where two current source dipoles with the same intensity and orientation were 

placed in parallel, separated 13.5 degrees (18.8mm), showing Y-current profiles representing SFA outputs as a 

function of the focal position along the y axes (orthogonal to the direction of the source dipole vecrtor). The simulation 

indicated that the SFA was capable of resolving multiple dipoles if they were separated by more than the minimum 

distance of 12.6 degrees (17mm). 
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Phantom Experiment 

The results of the simulation were confirmed in phantom experiments. Phantom brain was constructed of a 

plastic sphere filled with saline solution. The electrodes were placed at 10 mm below the surface of the phantom brain, 

oriented along the X-axis (meridian). The magnetic fields generated by the current dipole in the phantom brain were 

detected by the 3D magnetometers. The current map estimated by SFA is shown in Fig. 5. The current map was in 

good agreement with the results of the simulation study. 

90 
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Fig. 2 Current map estimated by SFA Fig. 3 Theoretical current map for the current dipole 

Fig. 4 Y-profile for two Fig. 5 Result of phantom experiments 
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Conclusion 

We constructed SFA system, resolving the magnetic signals into the current sources and studied the 

performed of this system by computer simulation and phantom experiments. Our results indicated that the SFA is 

capable of estimating current sources of the biomagnetic signals with reasonably good spatial resolution and is useful 

in the human brain study. 
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Introduction 

The study of magnetocardiography (MCG) was reported by Baule and McFee in 1963, when they measured MCG with 

the use of an induction coil [1], With the developments of the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) and 

the magnetically shielded room, the sensitivity of the measurement improved. The MCGs of patients with cardiac farctions, 

bundle branch blocks, cardiomegaly and WPW syndrome were measured by SQUID magnetometer. The position of the 

subconducting fiber on WPW syndrome and the source of the extrasystole were estimated accurately [2], In pharmacologi¬ 

cal stress, the difference in the response of MCG and ECG of T waves was reported [3], 

Many studies have reported on the difference between MCG and ECG in humans, however, the mechanism of the MCG 

source has not beeen not yet resolved. An experiment using an animal is necessary to elucidate the mechanism of the MCG 

source. Especially, the study of the magnetocardiogram (MCG) of rats has not been reported. Typical SQUID magnetom¬ 

eters are constructed with 15mm to 20 mm diameter pick-up coils and the distance between each coil is 30mm to 40mm. 

The spatial resolution degrades in the near distance between the pick-up coil and source. 

We developed a 12 channel high resolution DC-SQUID magnetometer [4], Our system is useful for the investigating of 

the dynamics of the MCG in the small animals. The aim of this study is to estimate the source of the electrical activity of the 

heart. 

Experimental Design 

The rats were measured using a 12-channel SQUID gradiometer in a magnetically shielded room (2.52m Length, 2.52m 

width, 2.49m height). Fig. 1 shows the sensor layout and the pick-up coil in gradiometer. The diameter of the pickup coil 

was 5mm. Twelve pick-up coils were located on a 7.5mm grid. The pick-up coil was a first order gradiometer which had a 

15mm baseline. The distance between the pick-up coil and the bottom of the dewar was 5mm. A magnetically shielded 

room consisting of 5 layers of permalloy with 1mm thickness and one layer of copper with 0.035 thickness was used. The 

field sensitivity was 100fT/ V Hz in the white nose frequency 

region. 

Subjects 

Five rats, ranging in weight from 0.2 - 0.4 kg, were used in the 

study. The rats were anesthetized intraperitoneally with Nemb- 

X 

Fig. 1 Sensor layout and pick-up coil of a 12-channel 

high-resolution SQUID system. 

Sensor layout (top view) 
5 mm 

Pick-up coil 

Fig. 2 Positions of 36 Pickup Coils of a rat. The X axis 

was defined as the direction from the right chest of the rat 

to the left. Y axis was defined as the direction from the 

head to the tail. The origin was defined as anterior right 

side of the rat head. 
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utal ( 40 mg / 1kg ), and measured in the supine position with fixed limbs. 

Method and analysis 

The magnetocardiogram signals averaged 2000 times with the QRS wave of ECG which was measured from as the trigger. 

The 9 channel and the 12 channel were arranged toward the rats head and the 10 channel and 11 channel were arranged 

toward the rats belly. Fig.2 shows the positions of 36 Pickup Coils and a rat. The origin was defined as the manubrium of the 

rats sternum. The X axis was defined as the direction from the right chest of the rat to the left. The Y axis was defined as the 

direction from the head to the tail. 

We scanned the chest of rat six times in one experiment. Because the heart of the rat is located more than 10 mm under the 

surface of the chest, it is estimated that the peaks between the source and the sink in the magnetic fields are separated by 

more then 20mm. The measuring area in the system is within 22.5mm. The distribution of the magnetic field was not 

estimated accurately. We measured within 37.5mm six positions of the chest scan. The positions (x, y) of the center of the 

sensor were (0mm, 11.25mm), (15, 11.25), (-15,11.25), (0, 26.25), (15, 26.25) and (-15, 26.25). The ECG was constant 

during the six recordings because the correlation coefficients of the six ECGs were grater then 0.99. 

72 MCGs (12 channels * 6 measurements) and the ECG were filtered from 0.5Hz to 500Hz and were sampled with 

5000Hz. The MCGs in the overlapping positions were averaged. 8 MCGs on both sides were omitted, and then, 36 MCGs 

(6*6 matrix) were analyzed topographically. The 36ch MCGs were offset before P-wave (from -90msec to -80msec). The 

amplitudes of the gradient magnetic fields were calculated topographically. We displayed the distribution of the position of 

the maximum gradient magnetic field in correspondence to P, QRS and T waves. 
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Fig. 3 36 waveforms of MCG in the rat. The positions of 36 wave forms corresponded to Fig.2. 

ECG 100 p V 

V\-s _ 
40msec 

Fig. 4 The superimposed waveforms of the six ECGs (left) and the superimposed waveforms of 36 MCGs (right). 
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Fig. 5 The contourmap of the magnetic field and the topography of the gradient magnetic field in rat’s heart. P is the 

source and N is the sink in the contourmap. White is high and black is low in the topography. 

Results 

Fig.3 shows the waveforms of 36 MCGs and Fig. 4 shows the superimposing waveforms of 6 ECGs and 36 MCGs. The 

positions of the MCGs corresponds to the circles in Fig. 2. The ECG remained constant throughout six recordings because 

the correlation coefficients of the six ECGs were greater then 0.99. The 0msec was defined as the time when the R-wave 

appeared. 

Fig. 5 shows the counter maps (left) of MCG and the topographies (right) of the gradientical MCG. The figures at - 

60msec, -58msec, -56msec, -44msec and -40msec were caused by the magnetic fields of P-wave. The figures at -2msec, 

4msec, 5msec and 10msec were caused by the magnetic fields of QRS-wave. The figure at 34msec were caused by the 

magnetic fields of T-wave. The positive maximum position is represented with the symbol “P” and then is the source. The 
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Fig. 6 The distribution ofposition of the maximum gradient magnetic fields, (a) is the distribution of P wave, (b) is the 

distribution of QRS wave, (c) is the distribution of T wave centers. 

negative maximum position is represented with the symbol “N” and then is the sink. The source and the sink of the 

magnetic field appeared in accordance to the P wave, the QRS wave and the T wave. The topographies of the gradientical 

MCG corresponds to the distribution of the electric current on the chest. White represents a high amplitude and black 

represents a low amplitude The existence of the current dipole is estimated by the position of the positive peak in the 

gradient magnetic fields. The peaks of the gradient magnetic fields were represented with according to P, QRS and T 

wave. 

The changes of the current dipoles of the chest on rat’s back are shown in Fig. 6. The left indicates the change between - 

69msec and -50msec according to the P wave. The middle indicates the changes between 11 msec and 9msec according to 

the QRS wave. The right indicates the changes between 20msec and 35msec according to the T wave. The circles are the 

position of the current dipoles. The side of the top is the head, the side of the bottom is the belly 

The current dipole during P wave moved complicatedly in the top of the rat’s heart. Between -70msec and -60msec, the 

current dipole moved linearly in the middle. At -58msec, the current dipole was generated in the top and the left side, and 

then the two dipoles exited. Between -56msec and -50msec, the amplitude of the dipole in the middle decreased gradually. 

From -48msec, the amplitude of the dipole in the middle increased again. From -40msec, the amplitude of the dipole in the 

top and left decreased. 

The current dipole during the QRS wave moved in the bottom of rat’s heart Between -10msec and 1msec, the dipole 

exited in the bottom of rat’s heart. Between 3msec and 4msec, the direction of the dipole changed to the left from the top. 

Between 5msec and 7msec, the dipole was generated in the middle, the two dipoles exited. Between 8msec and 16msec, the 

dipole exited in the bottom of ones heart as Between -10msec and 1msec. 

The current dipole during T wave fixed the middle of rat’s heart The direction of the dipole was to the top. 

Discussion 

As results, the dynamics of the Current dipole in the heart of rat is evident by the estimation of the magnetic fields. We 

estimated that the current dipole in the P wave was generated in the top of rat’s heart than that of QRS wave. This estimation 

corresponded to the difference in the electric activities between the atrium and the ventricle. The T wave was generated by 

the difference of the repolarization potential between the atrium part and the ventricle part. It is interesting that the current 

dipole of the T wave was estimated in the middle of the heart. According to the discrimination of the current dipoles among 

the P, QRS and T waves, our system had a spatial resolution as high as the size of the rat’s heart. 

We could not elucidate physiologically the dynamics of the two dipoles in the P wave and the change of the direction in the 

QRS wave. We would like to further investigate this problem. 
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Measurement of auditory and visual evoked magnetic fields of Rats Using a 12 

channel High-Resolution DC-SQUID Magnetometer 

Uchida, S., Iramina, K., Goto, K., and Ueno, S. 

Department of Biomedical Engineering, Graduate School of Medicine, 

University of Tokyo, Tokyo, JAPAN 

Introduction 

Wikswo et al[l] developed a high resolution SQUID magnetometer. They designed a system composed of four pickup 

coils, which were 3 to 4mm in diameter. Okada[2] and Kyuhou[3] recorded the magnetic fields of brain slices in turtles 

and pigs The aim of their studies was to elucidate the mechanism generated the magnetic signals. 

Many studies focuses on auditory and visual nerve of rats brain were reported. For example, Yamada[4] measured the 

auditory evoked potential on the surface of the brain cortex. Barth[5] recorded the spatiotemporal organization of the 

auditory, visual, and auditory-visual evoked potential in the rat brain cortex using an array of 64 platinum electrodes 

configured in an 8*8 electrode matrix with an interelectrode distance of 0.5 mm The problem with the their measure¬ 

ment was the invasive measurement. Also, the spatial resolution of the radius direction was low. A long term experiment 

using rats is not suitable for measuring the electric potential of the brain. 

It is possible to measure the magnetic fields with noninvasive method and achieving the high spatial resolution. We 

consider that a high resolution SQUID magnetometer is a very useful tool for measure the brain activity of small sub¬ 

jects such as rats. The aim of our study is to measure the auditory and visual evoked magnetic fields of rats using a 12ch 

high resolution DC-SQUID magnetometer. 

Experimental Design 

The rats were measured using a 12-channel SQUID gradiometer in a magnetically shielded room (2.52m Length, 2.52m 

width, 2.49m height). Fig. 1 shows the sensor layout and the pick-up coil in gradiometer. The diameter of the pickup coil 

was 5mm. Twelve pick-up coils were located on a 7.5mm grid. The pick-up coil was a first order gradiometer which had 

a 15mm baseline The distance between the pick-up coil and the bottom of the dewar was 5mm. A magnetically shielded 

room consisting of 5 layers of permalloy with 1mm thickness and one layer of copper with 0.035 thickness was used. 

The field sensitivity was 100fT/ f~ Hz in the white nose frequency region. 

Sensor Property 

The correlation between the spatial resolution (X) and the standoff distance of the radius of the pickup-coil is shown in 

Fig.2. X is defined as the distance between the source and the sink, which were generated by a dipole. The standoff 

distance is defined as the distance between the current source and the pickup coil. Typical SQUID magnetometers are 

constructed with 15 to 25 mm diameter pickup coils. The type 

of coil configuration used in this experiment was designed 

for measuing of the magnetic fields produced by the human 

brain. The standoff distance of the electric current source is 

several centimeters. It is possible to detect the distribution 

of the magnetic field using a pickup coil 10 millimeters in 

radius. In the case of a small animal, however, the current 

source is located at several millimeters under the scalp. The 

estimated standoff distance detected by a pickup coil 10 mil¬ 

limeters in radius is further than the standoff distance of the 

original current source. Therefore, a pickup coil 2.5 milli- 

© © 
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Fig. 1 Sensor layout and pick-up coil of a 12-channel 

high-resolution SQUID system. 
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Fig. 3 The correlation between the relative flux sen¬ 

sitivity and the standoff distance 

meters in radius was necessary for the measurement 

of the magnetic fields in small animal. 

The sensitivity with a pickup coil 2.5 millimeter in 

radius is lower than with a 10 millimeter radius pickup 

coil. The correlation between the relative flux sensi¬ 

tivity and the standoff distance is shown in Fig. 3. The 

standoff distance of the electric current source is sev¬ 

eral centimeters in humans. The relative flux sensitiv¬ 

ity is approximately 10'2 with a pickup coil 10 milli¬ 

meters in radius. The electric current source in an ani¬ 

mal is several millimeters and the distance between a 

pickup coil and the base of the dewar is Smillimeters. The relative flux sensitivity is approximately 10*2 with a pickup coil 

2.5 millimeters in radius. Therefore, it is possible to measure the magnetic fields of a rat using our system. 

[Spatial ResolutionX] 

Current Dipole 

[ Standoff Distance ] 

Fig. 2 The correlation between the spatial resolution (X) 

and the standoff distance on the radius of the pickup-coil 

Subjects 

Eight male rats were used in the auditory evoked magnetic fields experiment and one rat was used in the visual evoked 

magnetic fields experiment. The average rat weight was 332.5g (STD=221.6) ranging from 200g to 700g. The rats were 

anesthetized intraperitoneally with Nembutal ( 40 mg / 1kg ), and measured with fixed limbs and heads. 

Stimulation and Analysis 

In the auditory experiment, the rats left ears were stimulated with tone bursts of 3KHz, 10msec in duration and 105dB 

amplitude. The stimuli were presented with 2 Hz through two meters of plastic tubing with an inside diameter of 4mm 

and a outside diameter of 9 mm. The measured magnetic fields were filtered from 1 Hz to 100Hz and averaged 3000 

times. The center of the base of the dewar was put on the right ear of the rats. 

In the visual experiment, the rats left eyelid was sutured, and the rats right eye was stimulated with a strobe light through 

an optical fiber. The stimuli were presented with 1Hz. The measured magnetic fields were filtered from 1 Hz to 100Hz 

and averaged 2000 times. The center of the base of the dewar was positioned on the visual cortex. 

Results 

Fig. 4 shows 12 auditory evoked magnetic fields and highlighted waveforms of three rats (a, b and c). The intersection 

between the vertical line and the horizontal line indicates when the sound traveled to the ear of the rat. We estimated that 
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waveforms in three rats. Right bottm figure shows the posi- 

Table 1 Weights, latencies, amplitudes and channels of positive and negative peaks in the auditory evoked magnetic 

fields of rats. 

Sub. 

Farst Wave Second Wave 

Weight (g) 
Latency 

(msec) 

Positive 

Peak 

Negative 

Peak 

Amplitude 

d-d (dT) 

Latency 

(msec) 

Positive 

Peak 

Negative 

Peak 

Amplitude 

P-P (pT) 

a 200 51.56 10 11 2.3 66.6 11 10 2.3 

b 260 41.9 4 5 4.3 60 5 4 2.4 

c 200 73.9 10 5 1.3 91 5 10 1.3 

d 700 51.2 2 7 0.95 

e 680 54.4 10 11 0.75 73.6 11 10 1.3 

f 220 46.8 10 11 0.8 70.3 11 10 0.7 

g 200 61.7 4 11 1.3 

h 200 49.3 8 9 1.9 

Average 332.5 53.845 1.7 72.3 1.6 

STD 221.67 9.924 1.1805 11.61 0.728 

the transmission of the sound in the tube takes 6msec. The auditory evoked magnetic fields of rat (a) consisted of 

biphasic waves with latencies of 51.6msec and 66.6msec. The auditory evoked magnetic field of rat (b) consisted of 

biphasic waves with latencies of 41.9msec and 60.0msec. The auditory evoked magnetic field of rat (c) consisted of 

biphasic waves with latencies of 73.1msec and 91.0msec. The latencies, the amplitudes, peaks of auditory evoked mag¬ 

netic fields and weights of eight rats are shown in Table 1. In the auditory experiment, the responses of five of the rats 

showed biphasic waves while three rats showed monophasic waves. 
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F/g. 4/2 v/swar/ evoked magnetic fields and highlighted waveforms in a rat. The Right top figure shows the position 

of 12 pickup coils on the rat head. 

Fig. 5 shows 12 visual evoked magnetic fields and highlighted waveforms of a rat. The rat responded to the visual 

stimulation at 8msec. 

Discussion 

Barth et al reported that the positive deflection appeared at 9msec and 27msec and the negative deflection appeared at 

15msec and 55msec on the auditory evoked potential. They are labeled as PI, P2, N1 and N2, respectively. The re¬ 

sponses were over auditory areas 41 (rostral-lateral subdivision) and 36 (caudal-lateral subdivision), which were studied 

by Krieg. They are labeled as PI, P2, N1 and N2, respectively. With the visual evoked potential, they reported that the 

positive deflection appeared at 20msec and 43msec while the negative deflection appeared at 28msec and 105msec 

As a result, the auditory evoked magnetic fields were measured at 53.8msec. It is suggested that auditory evoked mag¬ 

netic fields of N2 can be measured using our system, but PI, P2 and N1 are not measurable. The visual evoked magnetic 

fields will be discussed in future studies. In conclusion, studies of the magnetic fields of the rat brain, using the high 

resolution DC-SQUID magnetometer as a tool, are useful 
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Introduction 
The trend in the development of large scale multichannel biomagnetometers over recent years has been focused 

on whole head systems [1,2,3,4]. Such systems have hundreds of channels with magnetometer as well as gradiometer 

sensing coils and they implement both hardware and software techniques for noise and artifact suppression. However, 

as they are designed for magnetoencephalographic applications, the shape of the dewar tip restricts their use to the 

examination of the activity of the central nervous system. Accordingly there is a need for a corresponding sensor for the 

registration of biomagnetic signals from other organ systems. In die following we describe such a system and its possible 

fields of application. 

System Description 
The BTi 1300C is a 67 channel magnetometer system based on the technology of the Magnes 2500WH which 

is a 148 channel whole head system. The sensors of the 1300C are arranged concentrically on a slightly curved surface 

(rc 52 cm) which has a diameter of 32.4 cm and covers an area of 800 cm2 (Figure 1). The diameter of the sensing coils 

is 28 mm, their spacing is approximately 38 mm. The distance of the coils to the bottom of the dewar is <16 mm. 

Fig. 1: a) BTi 1300c sensor; b) coil configuration (*tranverse coils). 

Environmental noise cancellation is possible on thebasis of an array of ambientnoise detectors. Intrinsic system 

noise is specified as <10fT/VHz average over frequency and across all channels. Daytime sample noise measurements 

have shown that the specifications are more than met (see Table 1 and Figure 2). S imultaneous acquisition of the magnetic 

channels and up to 48 external channels at acquisition rates over 4KHz is possible with rates of 8KHz foreseen 

The 1300C is installed in a shielded room (Vakuumschmelze AK3b) in the Research and Development Center 

for Microtherapy (EFMT) in Bochum, Germany, where cardiac and other studies are performed. 

low gain magnetometers magnetometers + gradiometers 

l-2Hz 17.7 6.1 

2-5Hz 7.7 5.3 

5-10Hz 6.7 5.3 

10-48Hz 5.1 4.8 

Table 1: Noise reduction in selected bands <50Hz using the reference channels (averaged over all channels in fT/^Hz). 
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Fig. 2: Spectra of the reference channels and the 67 signal channels after noise reduction as well as noise values for 

various frequency bands < 50Hz. 

Applications 
The 1300C was primarily designed for the registration of magnetocardiographic signals. Dewar tip shape allows 

for appropriate coverage of the frontal thorax with a single placement of the sensor. This permits the reconstruction of 

comprehensive cardiac magnetic field maps in the frontal plane and corresponding localization of activity. Figure 3 

shows cardiac signals registered in a healthy subject and the representation of septal activity at Q onset in the isofield 

map as well as projection of this activity into the thorax (semi-infinite homogeneous volume conductor model). The 

location of the body surface (digitized using a Polhemus 3-Space Fastrak) and the dipole relative to the sensor were 

determined on the basis of coils placed on the thorax. 
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left 

b) 

right 

Fig. 3: MCG of a healthy subject: a) traces at 61 channel sites, b) magnetic field map at Q onset and c) corresponding 

localization of septal activity superimposed on the digitized surface of the subject’s thorax. 

System sensitivity as well as sensor shape and size also facilitate the acquisition of fetal cardiac and adult 

gastroenterological activity. With a single sensor placement, fetal cardiac signals can be easily identified in the raw 

signal: in the second trimester QRS complexes and often P-waves are evident, later in pregnancy T-waves may be found 

(see Figure 4). Appropriate signal analysis allows a precise determination of cardiac time intervals, heart rate variability 

parameters as well as the identification and classification of arrhythmic activity. 

Fig. 4: Examples of raw and averaged fetal cardiac signals, early and late in pregnancy. 
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The handling of the system is similar for gastroenterological acquisitions (MEnG). Figure 5 shows data acquired 

with the sensor placed over the abdomen of a healthy subject. Apart from demonstrating cardiac and respiratory activity, 

slow waves with a cycle length of approximately 20 seconds can be seen in the channels which are positioned above the 

stomach (part of the dewar closer to the head). Spectral analysis confirmed a 3 cpm peak consistent with spontaneous 

gastric activity in the spectra of the corresponding channels, 

a) 

3^ 

120 150 180 210 

Fig. 5: MEnG sensor placement over the abdomen: a) 100s of raw data showing 3 cpm gastroenterological rhythm 

superimposed on cardiac and respiratory activity in channels closer to the stomach, heart and lungs; b) 

corresponding spectra with peaks at 50mHz, 275mHz and 1.1 Hz. 

Neurological applications include the registration of peripheral and central neural activity. The relatively flat 

shape of the sensor is suited for magnetoneurography (MNG) and does not preclude its use in magnetoencephalography 

(MEG). Figure 6 shows tibial nerve Somatosensory Evoked magnetic Fields (tSEFs) measured at the body surface over 

the lower back allowing visualization of the propagation of compound action currents deep inside the body along fibers 

of plexus, nerve roots and cauda equina. The peak latencies of the tSEFs were consistent with the peripheral conduction 

time for the evoked compound action currents from the stimulus site at the ankle to the transforaminal root entry zone. 

The direction of the magnetic field component orthogonal to the surface of the lower back (Bz) was inward at the right 

side and outward at the left side; this is consistent with intraaxonal sodium depolarization currents flowing cranially. The 

changing orientation of the dipolar field pattern from oblique to vertical corresponds well to the curved course of nerve 

fibers in this anatomical region. 
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Fig. 6: MNG: spinal fields in a healthy subject evoked upon left tibial nerve stimulation (sensor over lumbar spine); a) 

time course of single channels showing field polarity reversal over the cauda equina and peak latency propagation 

from lumbar to mid-thoracic spine; b) corresponding isofield maps demonstrating a change in zero line 

orientation (oblique to vertical) corresponding to the curved course of the nerve fibers along the plexus roots and 

caudal equina. 
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Although the dewar shape was not explicitly designed for magnetoencephalographic measurements it is 

possible to position the sensor such that brain activity can be registered and evaluated. Below we present data acquired 

by exposing a subject to sinusoidal tone bursts of 300 ms duration and 1 KHz frequency (Figure 7). The subject was lying 

on her left side with the lower part of the dewar placed over the temporal area. Two prominent deflections, the N100 

peaking at 98ms and the P230 at 195ms are visible. 

anterior 

Fig. 7: MEG: stimulus locked auditory field in a healthy subject (stimulus: 1000Hz 300ms sinus burst with 75 dB SPL 

contralateral), lower part of the sensor placed over the right temporal area; a) time course of single MEG channels 

(as well as EEG Cz and trigger) demonstrating the N100 averaged over 75 sweeps; b) corresponding isofield map 

at 98ms. 

Conclusion 

As the above examples have shown, measurements in various areas of application, including 

magnetocardiography, fetal magnetocardiography, magnetoenterography, magnetoneurography and 

magnetoencephalography can be performed with the 1300C. The system is ideally suited for cardiac studies and would 

fulfill requirements for clinical use. In areas of investigation dealing with prenatal, gastroenterological and peripheral 

nervous physiology and diagnostics, it is a powerful research tool and may help define the criteria for the design and 

development of dedicated clinical systems. The possibility to also perform MEG studies confirms the 1300C as all-round, 

multi-purpose biomagnetic system. 
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Introduction 

CTF has developed a whole-cortex 151-channel MEG system capable of seated, reclining or supine subject posi¬ 
tions, and simultaneous MEG/EEG recording. The system was designed with the goals of high quality signal detection 
and accurate source analysis, requiring good signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), large dynamic range, good linearity, and accurate 
channel-to-channel matching. Special attention has been paid to noise cancellation, which is based on optimized sensor 
design and achieved by synthetic gradiometers, adaptive noise cancellation, and synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM). 
Several 151-channel MEG systems have already been installed and are operating at various sites. 

Description of MEG system 

The sensors are housed in a dewar which is continuously adjustable from a completely horizontal to nearly verti¬ 
cal positions (see Fig.l). The dewar tail is helmet shaped and the gap between the room temperature and the proximal 
sensor coils in the helmet region is less than 1.7 cm. 

The sensor flux transformers are radial gradiometers with 2 cm coil diameters and 5 cm baselines. The baseline 
length was selected for optimum S/N ratio based on experiments at several MEG sites [1]. The sensor flux transformers 
are operated in conjunction with references to provide efficient noise cancellation by means of synthetic gradiometers of 
up to B^-order [2, 3]. The sensors and references are connected to Nb-based planar DC SQUIDs. The SQUIDs are oper¬ 
ated in analogue mode, while the feedback loop is completed digitally, allowing a 32 bit dynamic range, linearity better 
than 10‘6, and good matching between channels [4]. The processing of all signals is done digitally before the data are 
collected by a host computer. A schematic diagram of the electronics is shown in Fig.2. 

In addition to the SQUID channels, the system electronics allows up to 76 EEG channels, 16 A/D-D/A chan¬ 
nels, 16 trigger channels, and sample rates up to 4,000 samples/sec for a total of about 300 channels (higher sample 
rates are possible for a smaller number of channels). The SQUID-electronics system provides automated tuning of the 
DC SQUID and flux-locked loop parameters and has been designed for robust operation - exhibiting high immunity to 

Fig.l: Whole-cortex 151-channel MEG system produced by CTF Systems Inc. The system can accommodate 
subjects in seated, reclining or supine positions. 
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Fast off-line processing 

DSP/PGA MEG/EEG electronics 

Fig.2: Schematic diagram of the system electronics. The electronics modules provide real time MEG, EEG, and 
miscellaneous input processing as well as fast off-line processing of computationally intensive tasks. 

RE interference, immunity to fluxing, and has “set and forget” SQUID tuning. 
The localization of the subject's head relative to the sensor array is accomplished with three small coils affixed to 

the nasion and preauricular points. The coils are simultaneously activated at different frequencies and their positions de¬ 
termined from their magnetic signals. The system also allows for continuous head localization to an accuracy of better 
than ± 2 mm. 

The Programmable Gate Array/Digital Signal Processor electronics architecture provides powerful processing ca¬ 
pabilities including real time filtering, resampling, high-order gradiometer synthesis [3], display and real time execution 
of numerous other computationally intensive functions (such as e.g. covariance updates, cross-power updates, coherence 
calculation, spatial filtering, etc). The electronics computational power can also be used for fast off-line processing of 
previously collected data. 

Noise cancellation 

Good noise performance is accomplished by various synthetic methods (high-order gradiometers, adaptive noise 
cancellation, and SAM - Synthetic Aperture Magnetometry) and by optimization of the sensor configuration. First, the 
synthetic methods will be reviewed, followed by an outline of the sensor optimization method. 

To reduce the environmental noise, which is present even within shielded rooms, the MEG system is equipped 
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1 st-order gradiometers 
3rd-order gradiometers 

Fig.3: Measured noise of a 151-channel MEG system within a shielded room (Amsterdam). File: Dec 12/97, f, = 
62.5 Hz, points per trial = 4096, number of trials = 100, bandwidth = DC to 15 Hz. (a) noise vs frequency for magne¬ 
tometers, hardware 1st- and synthetic S^-order gradiometers. Magnetometer traces correspond to three orthogonal com¬ 
ponents, overlays of all lsl- and 3rd-order gradiometers are shown in gray, and rms noise computed over all channels is 
shown as black lines within the gray overlays. Line at about 7 Hz exists only in the hardware P-order gradiometer data 
and is completely eliminated by the 3rf-order synthetic gradiometers; (b) white noise histogram computed from the fre¬ 
quency range 4 to 6.5 Hz for all channels, bin width = 1 fT rms/VHz. Solid line - synthetic 3rd-order gradiometers, 
dashed line - hardware l*‘-order gradiometers. 
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Fig.4: Noise performance of three 151 channel and one 143 channel MEG systems. All measurements were made 
within shielded rooms during daytime and all noise curves correspond to rms average over all 151 channels, (a) The en¬ 
vironmental noise background (magnetometers) and the MEG system noise level after noise cancellation by 3rd-order 
gradiometer ; (b) Noise levels of 151 channel system in vertical and horizontal positions (Paris site). 

with 29 reference channels, used either for synthesis of higher-order gradiometers or for adaptive noise cancellation [2, 
3]. The reference configuration allows synthesis of 1st-, 2nd-, or 3rt-order gradiometers either in real time or off-line. The 
gradiometer order can be changed even after the data collection has been completed, because all references are stored with 
the data. The synthetic gradiometer coefficients are factory pre-determined and are universal, i.e. independent of the noise 
character, the dewar orientation or the site location. The synthetic gradiometers permit good quality MEG recordings 
even in unshielded environments where environmental noise is not too harsh. If operated within shielded rooms, their 
contribution is combined with that of the shielded room, resulting in overall environmental noise attenuation of > 105 
at low frequencies. 

Such noise cancellation is demonstrated in Fig.3.a, where the measured noise within a shielded room [5] is 
shown for magnetometers and all sensing channels in hardware 1st- and synthetic 3rd-order gradiometer modes. Fig.3.a 
indicates that even within the shielded room, the magnetometer noise is large and the bare magnetometers are unsuitable 
for MEG work. The low frequency noise of lst-order hardware gradiometers with 5 cm baseline and that of 3rd-order 
synthetic gradiometers is about 2 and nearly 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the magnetometer noise, respectively. 
When considering the low frequency attenuation of the shielded room (a factor of about 50), the combined attenuation of 
the magnetic field noise by the 3rd-order gradiometers plus the shielded room is about 5 x 105. 

A white noise histogram of 1st- and 3"*-order gradiometers in the shielded room is shown in Fig.3.b. The histo¬ 
gram was determined in the frequency range from 4 to 6.5 Hz, where the white noise of the P-order gradiometer is not 
disturbed by low frequency noise (the 1 “-order gradiometer noise in Fig.3.a exhibits small bumps at 3 and 1.5 Hz; these 
bumps were eliminated by the 3rd-order gradiometers). The histogram indicates that most channels have noise in the 
range 4 to 5 fT rms/VHz and that the 3rd-order gradiometer synthesis does not increase the white noise level. 

The noise performance of CTF's 151 channel system at various sites within shielded rooms [5] is shown in 
Fig.4.a. The noise scatter for different channels is similar to that in Fig.3.a and therefore only the rms noise computed 
over all channels is shown. Similar to Fig.3, the magnetometer noise is high, such that at all these locations bare 
magnetometers would not be suitable for MEG operation. The environmental noise is, however, successfully cancelled 
by S^-order gradiometers and the actual MEG system noise levels after the noise cancellation are shown by the traces 
labeled by '^-order gradiometers". The 3rd-order gradiometer noise cancellation is very consistent, and for all reported 
sites, the system noise is less than 10 fT rms/VHz to below 1 Hz. Typically, above 1 Hz, the majority of channels in 
the S^-order gradiometer mode exhibit noise levels £ 5 fT rms/VHz (like in Fig.3.b). 

Noise cancellation by synthetic gradiometers is independent of dewar orientation. This is illustrated in Fig.3.b 
where the magnetometer, 1st- and 3rd-order gradiometer noise levels are shown for dewar orientations of 15 and 70 deg 
from vertical (again, the noise plots conrespond to the rms value computed over all channels). The noise levels are 
nearly the same for the two dewar orientations. 

The references employed for gradiometer synthesis can also be used for adaptive noise cancellation. In this case, 
the subtraction coefficients depend on the character of the environmental noise and on the dewar orientation and if either 
one of them changes, the coefficients must be re-measured. For permanently oriented dewars, the adaptive methods are 
mostly suitable for noise sources which have fixed geometrical configurations relative to the MEG system (e.g. a sub¬ 
way train [6]), however, for systems with adjustable dewar orientation the use of adaptive noise cancellation is problem¬ 
atic. 

In addition to the gradiometer and adaptive noise cancellation, the MEG system is also equipped with Synthetic 
Aperture Magnetometry (SAM) [7, 8]. SAM utilizes the array properties of the 151-channel MEG system and allows 
for the elimination of both the environmental noise and unwanted signals originating in other organs of the human 
body. The spatial selectivity of the SAM method can be controlled and in its lowest selectivity mode, SAM is equiva- 
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Fig.5: Overlay of 151 channels in 3rd-order gradiometer mode corresponding to an interictal spike and an AEF 
from an 8 year old patient in an unshielded environment, (a) Interictal spike, f, = 1250 Hz, bandwidth: DC to 40 Hz, 1 
trial; (b) AEF, f, = 625 Hz, average of 94 trials, bandwidth: DC to 40 Hz. 

lent to “Signal Space Projection” techniques [9]. 
Using one of the 151-channel MEG systems in an unshielded urban environment, an epilepsy study was con¬ 

ducted on an 8-year old boy whose small head resulted in large 3-4 cm gaps between the helmet surface and the scalp 
surface. In spite of these gaps, excellent S/N ratio was observed on all channels even with the system operated un¬ 
shielded in an urban environment. Fig.5 shows a time series overlay of all 151 channels for a single interictal spike af¬ 
ter S^-order noise cancellation. Fig.6 shows averaged Auditory Evoked Field data (AEF) of the same patient. Again good 
S/N ratio was achieved after 3rd-order gradiometer formation. These results demonstrate that the 3rd-order gradiometers 
efficiently eliminate the environmental noise and at the same time can detect signals from deep sources (e.g. children 
with small head size) with excellent S/N ratio. 

Conclusions 

A newly developed, variable-orientation 151-channel MEG system has been described. The system exhibits 
excellent noise performance and is equipped with sophisticated noise cancellation which dramatically reduces the 
environmental noise present within shielded rooms, or allows unshielded operation if the environmental noise is not too 
severe. The MEG electronics are digital, providing large dynamic range, excellent linearity and good channel-to-channel 
matching. The various forms of linear signal processing are found to benefit greatly as a result of these qualities. In 
addition to handling information from various channels, the electronics also provides a powerful signal processing 
engine for advanced data analysis. 
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Detection Probability Curves for Evaluating Localization Algorithms 
and Comparing Sensor Array Types 

Vrba J and Robinson SE 

CTF Systems Inc., Port Coquitlam, B.C., Canada. 

Introduction 

It is often difficult to visualize the influence of sensor array design or a particular localization algorithm on 
source localization reliability. Localization is influenced by multiple parameters, while existing performance measures 
(e.g., information content [1], dipole reconstruction accuracy, dipole magnitude accuracy [2], two dipole source resolu¬ 
tion, etc.) usually represent only one parameter at a time. We propose a more intuitive measure, the “detection probabil¬ 
ity curve” (DPC), defined as the probability with which a single equivalent current dipole can be localized within a 
specified set of parameters. We derive a DPC relating the probability of detection to noise magnitude, positional accu¬ 
racy limits, sensor array characteristics, and dipole source strength and position. In general, a DPC can account for all 
factors, including the statistical reliability of localization algorithms. 

We have derived analytical expressions for DPC and verified them by Monte-Carlo simulations. To illustrate 
their behavior, we have computed DPCs for arrays consisting of magnetometers, radial and planar gradiometers, and syn¬ 
thetic higher-order gradiometers and for white noise and simulated environmental low frequency noise, which closely ap¬ 
proximates experimentally measured noise within shielded rooms at various MEG installations [3]. 

Methods 

The basic DPC is analytically related to the standard deviations of the reconstructed dipole position, ax, ay, and 
az in the presence of noise. Consider for a moment only the dipole coordinate x and assume that it is normally distrib¬ 
uted with mean |ix and standard deviation ax. The probability that lx - fx,! < Ax is then 

r\ Ax / <JX _ 

P(|x-HX|<AX) = ^= J e : dz = erff 
lV2ax 0) 

In a 3D case, we want to satisfy simultaneously lx - fixI < Ax, ly - ^1 < Ay, and Iz - pj < Az, which corresponds to the 
localization errors enclosed within a rectangular volume with dimensions 2AX, 2Ay, and 2AZ (error volume). Assume that 
the variables x, y, and z are normal and uncorrelated and the joint probability density is p(x,y,z) = p(x)p(y)p(z). Then the 
probability that the dipole will be localized within a specified rectangular volume is 

P x -nx| < Ax and |y ^y|< Ay and |z-H2|< Az) = (2) 

or the probability is given by a product of error functions with arguments proportional to the ratio A/a. The standard 
deviation of the reconstructed dipole coordinate is inversely proportional to the dipole moment. Thus if the standard de¬ 
viations G0 and a correspond to the dipole moments q0 and q, respectively, their relationship is given by 

So (3) 

If the limits on the reconstructed coordinates are equal, Ax = Ay = Az = A and if the scaling relationship in Eq.3 is com¬ 
bined with Eq.2, the expression for the probability Pc of finding a dipole with magnitude q within a cube with edge 2A 
becomes 

pc(lx-m| < A and (4) 

For a given constant probability Pc. the dependence of the dipole magnitude, q, on the error volume parameter, A, is ob¬ 
tained from Eq.4 as qA = constant, because the parameters a0 and q0 are constants for a given noise condition. Thus the 
dipole magnitude is inversely proportional to the error volume size. 

The DPC can also be computed for an ellipsoidal error volume if it is observed that the normalized coordinates 
form a x2 distribution with three degrees of freedom. The requirement that the x2 be smaller than some value p2 defines 
an ellipsoidal volume with major axes ex = pax, ey = pay, ez = paz and this can be expressed as 
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nates for white noise. Lines - analytical calculations (identical for 1st-, 2nd-, and 3rd-order gradiometers), dots - simula¬ 
tions (for lst-order hardware gradiometers). Dipole on z axis, dipole orientation \y = 0 (along x axis as shown in the in¬ 
set of (a)), nw = 5 fT rms/^Hz, BW = 40 Hz, Nave = 1 (nm = 31.6 fT rms), 151 channel MEG sensor array, point coils, 
model sphere position (0,0,-20) cm relative to the reference center, (a) DPCs for different dipole distances from the 
model sphere center, a, and A = 0.5 cm. Analytical computations correspond to the probability Pc (Eq.4) and simula¬ 
tions for each dipole magnitude were repeated 400 times to determine the probability with which the localized dipole is 
located within the specified volume; (b) Standard deviations of the dipole localization coordinates. Analytical computa¬ 
tions for q = 10 nAm. The simulated values of standard deviation for each 'a' and dipole magnitude in (a) were rescaled 
to 10 nA m using Eq.3 and the values corresponding to Pc > 0.3 are plotted in (b) by dots. 

%3 
.3_(*-M2 i (y~^yf . (Z~M2 ^.2 
A ~ o > o' o — K (5) 

The parameter p can be related to A by equating the ellipsoid volume to the cube volume, resulting in p = 
A[6/(7iaxayaz)]l/3. Integrating the %32 probability density function from 0 to p2, the probability PE of finding a dipole 
with magnitude q within an ellipsoidal volume equal to the volume of a cube with edge 2A is 

pE(z^P2)=i-r 

2 'N 

(qA)2 

2q o 71 ^xo^yo^zo ) 

(6) 

where T(c,z) is an incomplete Gamma function [4] and all other parameters are as in Eq.4. 
For a given sensor array, noise conditions, and specific dipole parameters, the standard deviations of the recon¬ 

structed dipole coordinates can be computed analytically by expanding the dipole equations in the vicinity of the correct 
parameters, retaining only the linear terms, and treating the noise as a perturbation responsible for the localization errors 

[5]. 
Comparisons of the simulated and analytical DPCs and standard deviations are shown in Fig 

agreement between the simulations and analytical computations is good, 
indicating that the dipole expansion approach [5] and the assumptions 
and equations developed in this paper are sufficiently accurate for the 
DPC calculations. The probabilities Pc and PE are compared in Fig.2 for 
151 channel sensor array in the presence of low frequency noise [3]. Be¬ 
cause the cubic and ellipsoidal error volumes were made equal, the prob¬ 
abilities Pc and PE yield similar results. The largest differences between 
them exist for high probabilities, at low probabilities they are nearly 
identical. Based on this result, the probability Pc will be used and in all 
subsequent computations the detection volume will be a cube with 1 cm 
edge. 

In both cases the 

Results and discussion 
q (nA.m) 

Fig.l illustrates the DPC’s sensitivity to the dipole depth within 
the model sphere. For the white noise in Fig. 1, when the dipole moves 
4 cm closer to the model sphere center (from a = 7 to 3 cm), the dipole 
magnitude must increase from » 10 to « 70 nA m in order to maintain 
the 90% detection probability. Fig.2 shows how the DPC curves repre¬ 
sent the detection accuracy of different gradiometer orders in the presence 

Fig.2: Comparison of probabili¬ 
ties Pr and PE for low frequency noise as 
specified in Fig.3, a = 5 cm, A = 0.5 cm, 
151 channel MEG sensor array, primary 
sensors are radial gradiometers with 5 cm 
baseline, higher-order gradiometers are 
constructed synthetically. 
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Fig.3: Comparison of DPCs for magnetometers and gradiometers of different orders in the presence of low fre¬ 
quency noise. 151 channel sensor array, model sphere position = (0, 0, -20) cm relative to the reference center, white 
noise parameters: nw = 5 fT rms/VHz, BW = 30 Hz, Nive = 1, low frequency noise parameters: f^ = 35 Hz, f0l = 4 Hz, fo2 
= 2 Hz, fo3 = 0.7 Hz, kn = 2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, b0 = 5 cm, f, = 0.3 Hz. First-order gradiometers are hardware, higher-order 
gradiometers are synthetic, (a) DPCs for dipole distance from the model sphere center a = 5 cm, A = 0.5 cm; (b) Sche¬ 
matic diagram of the low frequency noise. 

of environmental noise (for white noise in Fig.l the DPCs for gradiometers of different orders were identical). At a con¬ 
stant dipole position in Fig.2, the dipole magnitude required for the 90% detection probability for a l^-order gradiometer 
array is = 200 nAm, while for a synthetic S^-order gradiometer array it is about an order of magnitude smaller (« 20 
nAm). The noise reduction by the synthetic higher-order gradiometers shifts the DPCs toward smaller dipoles (i.e. 
smaller dipoles can be localized with the same accuracy). 

Comparison of DPC curves for various radial devices is shown in Fig.3 for low frequency noise [3]. The parame¬ 
ters fo,,, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 correspond to the onset of low frequency noise for magnetometers and Is1-, 2nd-, and 3rd-order gra¬ 
diometers, kn denotes slope of the low frequency noise, and f, is the lowest frequency of interest, as in Fig.3.b. For this 
situation, the 90% detection probability would require dipole magnitude of about 20,000 nA m for a magnetometer ar¬ 
ray. Hardware l^-order gradiometers with 5 cm baseline would provide equal detection accuracy and reliability for dipole 
magnitudes of about 300 nA m, while the synthetic 3rd-order gradiometers would lower the dipole magnitude to about 
30 nA m. Increasing the P-order gradiometer baseline to e.g. 25 cm would not improve the detection situation, even 
though it would slightly increase the magnitude of the detected signal. In fact, the lsl-order gradiometer array with the 25 

cm-baseline would require dipole magnitude of about 1,500 nA m 
for the same detection accuracy. The same mechanism is respon¬ 
sible for the poor performance of magnetometers, where again, the 
high sensitivity to noise outweighs the slight increase of the 
signal magnitude, with the net result that the magnetometers can¬ 
not localize accurately when the environmental noise is present 
(as is always the case even within shielded rooms). 

It is instructive to compare the DPC results with the fig¬ 
ure of merit based on the dipole magnitude [2] (detectability). For 
radial gradiometers with 5 cm baseline, Fig.3 predicts that a di¬ 
pole at a = 5 cm would be localized with 95% probability in a 1 
cm edge cube if its magnitude was about 300 nA m (point B). 
The detectability [2] computed for the same noise and bandwidth 
as in Fig.3 yields the dipole magnitude resolution of about 11 
nA m, or nearly 30 times smaller for the same noise conditions. 
Following the DPC procedure, such a small dipole would be lo¬ 
calized with 95% probability in a cube with edge of about 27 cm, 
which is comparable to or greater than the head dimension. Simi¬ 
larly, the corresponding pairs of DPC and detectability values are 
30 (point A in Fig.3.a) and 1.1 nA m for a S^-order gradiometer 
array and 22,000 (point C) and 600 nAm for a magnetometer ar¬ 
ray. The detectability (and also the standard deviations of the re¬ 
constructed dipole coordinates) provide some measure of the dipole 
localization accuracy, however, they do not give a meaningful and 
easy to understand result in a manner that could be immediately 
interpreted by clinicians without further computations. 

For superficial dipoles, the spatial sampling discreetness 
(i.e. inter-sensor distance) affects the DPC curves (as well as any 
other figure of merit). This is illustrated in Fig.4 for dipoles at a 

10 
q (nA.m) 

100 

Fig.4: Effect of spatial sampling dis¬ 
creetness on the DPC curves. 151 channel sen¬ 
sor array, white noise as in Fig.l, l^-order ra¬ 
dial gradiometers, b = 5 cm, sensor spacing * 
3.1 cm, model sphere at (0, 0, -20) cm relative 
to the reference center, 10 x 10 cm grid with 0.5 
cm spacing in x-y plane was projected along z 
to a spherical surface with radius a to create di¬ 
pole positions. Dipole orientations were rotated 
in a tangential plane in the 0 to 7t range in 7t/8 
increments. The curve widths represent the 
ranges obtained for all dipole positions and ori¬ 
entations and A = 0.5 cm. 
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= 8 cm (very superficial) and a = 5 cm. The variation of 
dipole position and/or orientation produces slightly dif¬ 
ferent DPC curves and the extent of this variation is 
shown by the curve widths in Fig.4. The spatial sam¬ 
pling discreetness affects the superficial dipoles more 
than the deep dipoles, the curve for a = 8 cm is broader 
than the curve for a = 5 cm. 

For practical clinical purposes, it is most mean¬ 
ingful to plot only the high probability end of the 
DPCs, because the clinicians will be mostly interested 
in source localization with high accuracy and reliability 
(i.e. high probability within a specified volume). Ex¬ 
ample of such plots for probabilities in the range from 
90 to 100% is shown in Fig.5 for arrays of magnetome¬ 
ters, planar and radial P-order gradiometers, and syn¬ 
thetic 3rd-order gradiometers and for deep (a = 4 cm) and 
shallow (a = 7 cm) dipoles. In this probability range the 
DPCs are nearly vertical and different probabilities affect 
the dipole magnitude only slightly. Similar to Fig.3, 
for the same localization accuracy and reliability (prob¬ 
ability), the magnetometers again require the largest and 
Blonder gradiometers the smallest dipole magnitudes. 
The planar gradiometers have shorter baselines than the 
radial gradiometers and therefore they are expected to bet¬ 
ter attenuate the environmental noise [3]. However, the 
brain signals detected by planar gradiometers are smaller 
and this signal reduction partially cancels the better 
noise attenuation. As a result, for the same detection re¬ 
liability and accuracy, the planar gradiometers require 
only slightly smaller dipole magnitudes than the P-or- 
der radial gradiometers, the difference is diminishing 
with increasing dipole depth. In either case, however, 
the excellent noise cancellation by the 3rd-order gradi¬ 
ometers allows for detection of dipoles with the smallest 
magnitude. 

Conclusions 

q (nA.m) 

■ — 1 3rd-order gradiometers 
-Planar gradiometers, b = 1.65 cm 
-Radial gradiometers, b = 5 cm 
. Radial gradiometers, b = 15 cm 
— ■ ■ — ■ ■ — Magnetometers 

Fig:5: High probability end of DPCs for arrays of 
magnetometers and various gradiometers in the presence 
of low frequency noise as specified in Fig.3. Simulated 
sensors, sensor shell radius r = 11 cm, sensor shell ex¬ 
tends to Hti/16 from the vertex, magnetometers and ra¬ 
dial gradiometers: number of channels 135, nominal in¬ 
terchannel spacing = 3.2 cm, planar gradiometers: number 
of channels 128, nominal interchannel spacing = 4.4 cm. 
A = 0.5 cm. (a) deep dipole, a = 4 cm; (b) shallow dipole, 
a = 7 cm. We have proposed the use of the “detector prob¬ 

ability curves” as a figure of merit for a one-dipole lo¬ 
calization procedure. The DPCs reflect the combined ef¬ 
fect of the sensor array configuration, the noise acting on the system, the dipole parameters, and the localization method 
on the dipole localization outcome, and they yield a dipole magnitude required for detection with the desired accuracy and 
reliability (probability). Thus the DPCs represent a meaningful and easy to understand figure of merit which can be in¬ 
terpreted without further computation, and also an intuitive tool for a posteriori assessment of the localization reliabil¬ 
ity. 

Because they are dependent on the details of the sensor array configuration, the DPCs also provide a method for 
comparing different MEG systems. The DPCs in this paper were derived to give the detection probability relative to the 
positional accuracy. However, in a similar fashion, the DPCs can be modified to also include the effects of the localiza¬ 
tion algorithm, or be sensitive to the residual values or the field distribution dipolarity. 
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Introduction 

Modem MEG instruments measure magnetic field over the surface of the whole cortex and can simultaneously 

map signals from multiple equivalent current dipole(ECD) sources. It has been suggested [1] that such sources can be 

localized sequentially by selecting a smaller region of the map containing a dominant single dipole field pattern and ap¬ 

plying a single ECD model to it while neglecting contributions of all other sources. Such approach can yield reasonable 

results if the map contains clearly separable single dipole field patterns, the signal to noise ratio is large, selected area of 

the field map is small and is directly located above the dipole. However, when the signal-to-noise ratio is not large 

and/or the selected map region includes areas of small signal, such approach may cause large errors and for the best re¬ 

sults all dipoles should be included in the localization process [2]. 

The field map interpretation in terms of ECDs is usually realized by assuming spherical conducting medium [3] 

with several discrete ECD sources embedded in it. Such approximation is not always correct and can itself lead to sub¬ 

stantial errors in the final result. Provided that the signal-to-noise ratio is good, the errors are usually a consequence of 

incorrect model assumptions (e.g. the spherical model does not approximate the brain correctly), the spherical model is 

not positioned correctly relative to the sensor array, the current distribution cannot be approximated by a small number 

of discrete ECD sources (currents are distributed), or insufficient number of ECDs are used. In addition, the source local¬ 

ization is often subject to errors which are not model related (e.g. inaccurate placement of the head positioning coils or 

MRI markers). 

In this paper, the ECD localization errors will be modeled for the configuration where exactly two ECDs are lo¬ 

cated within a spherical conducting medium [3], similar to an Auditory Evoked Field (AEF) pattern. A region of the 

field map directly above one dipole will be used for a single ECD localization while the effect of the ECD not under the 

selected map region will be neglected. In addition, it will be assumed that the errors are caused by the contributions from 

the neglected dipole only and that there is no other noise present in the system (no instrumental, brain, or envi¬ 

ronmental noise). The findings will be compared with the actual dipole localization using an experimental AEF. 

Methods 

Two dipoles are placed in a spherical conducting medium symmetrically relative to the midline. The dipole posi¬ 

tions in spherical coordinates are (a, (p, 0) and (a, -<p, 0), where 'a' is the dipole distance from the model sphere center, cp 

is azimuth (measured from positive x axis (nasion, NA), and 0 is declination measured from positive z axis (vertex), see 

Fig.l. The dipole orientation in a tangential plane is given by angle \|/, where \|/ = 0 corresponds to dipole pointing to 

the vertex. The field map area directly above one dipole (the investigated dipole) is selected and used for single dipole lo¬ 

calization, neglecting the contribution of the other dipole (neglected dipole). The sensors are distributed on a semi- 

spherical sensor shell with radius r = 10.7 cm. Sensor array extends from vertex (0V = 0) to position 0ma^ = 3rc/4, where 

0max is declination in spherical coordinates centered on the model sphere center. Sensor sites are distributed uniformly on 

the sensor shell surface. At each site there is one sensor for radial magnetometers or gradiometers, two orthogonal sen¬ 

sors for planar gradiometers, and three orthogonal sensors for vector magnetometers. The nominal spacing between ra¬ 

dial sensors is 3.2 cm (130 radial sensors), 4.55 cm between planar gradiometer sites (140 planar gradiometers), and 5.6 

cm between vector magnetometer sites (141 magnetometer components). Gradiometer baselines are brad = 5 cm, bpln = 

1.65 cm. Since the results are only weakly dependent on the number of sensors, small variations of the sensor numbers 

between various sensor types does not affect the results. 

The investigated dipole localization errors are computed by ex¬ 

panding the dipole equations in the vicinity of the correct parameters 

[4], using only the linear terms, and treating the fields exerted by the 

neglected dipole as a perturbation responsible for the localization errors. 

There are no other source of errors (no noise). For a single source the 

analysis in [4] yields five errors: (Ax, Ay, Az) - dipole position errors, 

Aq - dipole magnitude error, and A\\f - dipole orientation error. 

To validate the linearisation approach of [4] and to determine the 

range of disturbances for which the expansions are valid, the dipole lo¬ 

calization errors were also calculated by Monte-Carlo simulations, ex¬ 

ample for radial gradiometers is shown in Fig.2. It was found that for 

all dipole depths and all sensor types the expansion results agree with 

the simulations for the neglected dipole magnitudes less or equal than 

the investigated dipole magnitude. In some cases, the expansion was Fig.l: Two-dipole geometry for \|/ = 0. 
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accurate even for larger neglected dipoles. 
Origin of the localization error is explained in Fig.3.a to c for 

radial gradiometers. The one- and two-dipole maps in Fig.3.a and b 
differ, even above the investigated (left-hand) dipole and this difference 
is responsible for the localization errors when a two-dipole map is 
forced to an one-dipole model. The difference between the maps is 
shown in more detail in Fig.3.c, where one- and two-dipole signal 
traces measured along the dashed circles labeled by "7i/2" in Figs.3.a 
and b are shown. Directly above the investigated dipole the traces are 
identical, however, for positions away from the investigated dipole 
the traces differ and the difference is responsible for the error. Similar 
plots for planar gradiometer are shown in Fig.3.d to f. 

Interpretation of the two-dipole field map in terms of one-di- 
pole models is possible only if the map is visually divisible into two 
distinct one-dipole patterns. If the dipoles are sufficiently separated 
(e.g. when (p « ±tc/2, 0 ~ tu/2), then the map can be clearly divided 
into one-dipole parts, e.g. division by midline into two halves where 
each contains an one-dipole pattern. However, if the dipoles are close 
together (e.g. when l(p| < rc/4, 0 < 7t/4), the map cannot be visually 
divided into two one-dipole parts and its interpretation in terms of 
one-dipole models could not even be attempted. 

Results 

One-dipole localization errors introduced by the neglection of 
the other dipole as a function of the dipole distance from the model sphere center are shown in Fig.4 for different sensor 
types and for the fraction of the field map covering one hemisphere (including midline). The errors are shown for dipole 
position and dipole magnitude. The largest position error exists in the radial direction (Ay) and the error increases with 
increasing dipole depth for all sensor types. The tangential errors Ax and Az are expected to be exactly zero for the con¬ 
figuration in Fig.4; their deviation from zero is due to the sensor asymmetry relative to the dipole positions. The dipole 
magnitude error also increases with increasing dipole depth. 

The dipole localization errors depend on the area of the selected map segment and through it on the number of se¬ 

lected sensors. The dipole position error 8 = <Jax2 + Ay2 + Az2 as a function of the selected circular region of the map 

directly above the investigated dipole is shown in Fig.5. The circular region is characterized by radius ds measured along 
the sensor shell surface (ds = 18 cm corresponds to complete hemisphere including midline and for the radial magne¬ 
tometers or gradiometers specified in "Methods", ds = 18 cm corresponds to 71 sensors and ds = 6 cm to about 12 sen¬ 
sors). Also shown in Fig.5 is the standard deviation of the dipole position which would be observed if one dipole was 
localized in the presence of random noise with rms value of 5 fT. Note that the error due to the neglected dipole (and no 
noise) decreases with decreasing map area (decreasing ds), while the error due to the noise increases with decreasing map 
area. 

Fig.2: Comparison of errors Ay com¬ 
puted by the Monte-Carlo simulations (dots) 
and by expansion of dipole equations (line) 
for radial gradiometers as a function of the 
neglected-to-investigated dipole magnitude 
ratio. Dipole positions = {0, ±a, 0}, a = 7 
cm, q, = {0, 0, qj, i = 1, 2, \|/ = 0, <p = 
±7t/2, 0 = tc/2, sensors as described in 
"Methods". 

Hemisphere corresponding 
to the investigated dipole 

Fig.3: Comparison of one- and two-dipole field patterns for radial and planar gradiometers. Dipole position = {0, 
±a, 0}, a = 4 cm, q = 20 nAm, q = {0, 0, q}, \y = 0, (p = ±itl2, 0 = tc/2, sensors as in "Methods", contour interval = 10 
fT. (a, b, c) radial gradiometers; (a) map of one-dipole field pattern, dashed circles are in n!4 increments; (b) map of two- 
dipole field pattern; (c) one- and two-dipole signal traces directly above the dipole, traces measured along the dashed cir¬ 
cles labeled by nJ2 in (a) and (b); (d, e, f) planar gradiometers (magnitudes computed over two orthogonal components); 
(d) map of one-dipole field pattern, dashed circles are in k/4 increments; (e) map of two-dipole field pattern; (f) one- and 
two-dipole signal traces directly above the dipole, traces measured along the dashed circles labeled by n/2 in (d) and (e). 
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Radial magnetometers 

......... Vector magnetometers 

" Radial gradiometers 
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No noise 

Fig.4: Inaccuracy of dipole position and magnitude as a function of dipole distance from the model sphere center 
for different sensor types. The MEG signals correspond to two ECD sources, one in each hemisphere, while the dipole 
was localized using an one-dipole model and a field map segment covering one hemisphere only. Two dipoles were at 
the same distance from the sphere center, a, = a2 = a, q, = q2 = 10 nA-m, dipole positions at (p = ±rt/2, 0 = rc/2 (on ± 
sides of the y axis), \\f = 0, no noise. Sensor shell as described in "Methods", sensors were selected over one hemisphere 
including midline, numbers of selected sensors were 71 for radial magnetometers and gradiometers, 84 for vector magne¬ 
tometers, and 75 for planar gradiometers. (a) position errors Ax, Ay, and Az. Error Ay corresponds to radial and errors Ax 
and Az to tangential directions, respectively; (b) dipole magnitude error, Aq (negative corresponds to the dipole magni¬ 
tude reduction). 

Discussion 

The one-dipole localization errors in Fig.4 are largest for the vector magnetometers, then radial magnetometers, 
radial gradiometers, and planar gradiometers, in inverse proportion to their depth sensitivity. Devices with poor depth 
sensitivity do not experience large interference from more distant sources and therefore the one-dipole approximation is 
more accurate for them. The planar gradiometers and vector magnetometers show faster error increase for deep dipoles 
than the radial devices. 

The localization errors for the one-dipole approximation are only weakly dependent on the sensor density (the 
density range from 0.5 to 2.5 of that discussed in "Methods" was investigated). This result is expected as the errors in¬ 
troduced by the neglected dipole are correlated over large distances and the changes of the sensor spacing will not affect 
the results. 

The dependence of the localization accuracy on the map area selected for the one-dipole approximation in Fig.5 
can be understood with the help of Fig.3.c. For radial devices, the differences between the one- and two-dipole signals 
increases with increasing distance from the investigated dipole. There¬ 
fore, as the selected radius of the map overlaying the dipole position 
decreases, the relative effect of the neglected dipole also decreases, and 
the accuracy of the one-dipole approximation increases. This conclu¬ 
sion is correct only in noiseless case. In the presence of noise, there is 
an additional localization error introduced which increases with decreas¬ 
ing number of channels (decreasing averaging effect). For noise levels 
of about 5 IT rms this error exceeds the error due to the neglected dipole 
when the radius of the selected region is smaller than about 10 cm, or 
about 30 sensors (in this case the localization error is about 0.4 to 0.5 
cm for a = 4 cm in Fig.5). The localization error does not monotoni- 
cally decrease with decreasing map area for all dipole positions. When 
the two dipoles are close together (<p < k/4) the field pattern asymmetry 
due to the neglected dipole shifts the location of the largest spatial de¬ 
rivative relative to the undisturbed field pattern and the reduction of the 
map area in the vicinity of the investigated dipole will increase the one- 
dipole approximation error even in the absence of noise. 

In Fig.6, the results of the present computations are compared 
with the one- and two-dipole localization using an experimental AEF 
data collected in an unshielded environment with 3rd-order gradiometers. 
If it is assumed that the two-dipole localization of the AEF sources 
yields correct results, then the dipole position and magnitude differences 
8 and Aq between the one- and two-dipole AEF localization's can be di¬ 
rectly compared with the computed error of the one-dipole approxima¬ 
tion. The comparison is shown in Fig.6.d and e where the AEF results 
and the model calculations are in a good agreement. Similar results 
were also found for arrays of planar gradiometers [5]. 

Fig.5: Magnitude of the dipole posi¬ 
tion error, 8, as a function of the radius, ds, 
of the selected map region (ds is measured on 
the sensor shell spherical surface and ds = 18 
cm corresponds to half hemisphere including 
midline). Radial gradiometers as described in 
"Methods", <p = ±n/2, 0 = n/2, q, = q2 = 10 
nA-m, a, = a2 = 4 cm, \|f = 0. Solid line with 
dots - calculated error 8 due to the neglected 
dipole and no noise, dashed line - standard 
deviation of the dipole position due to white 
noise, nms = 5 fT rms. 
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O 2 dipoles, all 143 sensors 

□ 1 dipole, half hemisphere, 
76 sensors 

A 1 dipole, 
cluster of 28 sensors 

Fig.6: AEF experiment in an unshielded environment, 143 radial gradiometers in 3rd-order gradiometer mode. The 
dipoles were localized using either a two-dipole model and all 143 channels, or one-dipole model and half hemisphere 
channels including midline (76 channels), or a cluster of 28 channels directly above the dipole. The one-dipole localiza¬ 
tion was repeated for left and right hemispheres. Dipole distances from the sphere center for the two-dipole localization 
were a^, = 5.3 cm and aRjBh, = 5.5 cm. (a to c) Superposition of the localization results on MRI images; (d, e) Position 
and dipole magnitude errors determined by one-dipole AEF localization (dots) and by model calculations (lines). Dipole 
magnitude errors for AEF in (e) were re-scaled to correspond to equal magnitudes. 

Conclusions 

Two-dipole whole-cortex field maps were interpreted by isolating map regions containing predominantly one-di¬ 
pole field pattern. One-dipole model was then applied to this selected region and the effect of the other dipole was ne¬ 
glected. It was shown that even in the absence of noise, such approximation can lead to large localization errors, espe¬ 
cially if the selected region contains areas where the neglected dipole has strong influence. Reduction of the map area to 
the immediate vicinity of the investigated dipole usually (but not always) reduces the error due to the neglected dipole, 
however, it also reduces the number of sensors and increases the noise-related localization errors. Typically, the position 
errors of the order of millimeters and centimeters for superficial and deep dipoles, respectively, are expected for the local¬ 
ization using "half hemisphere" field maps. These errors can be somewhat decreased by the map area reduction, but even 
then they remain significant. Based on these results obtained with the spherical model assumptions, it may be concluded 
that for the most accurate localization the whole field pattern should be used and the appropriate number of dipoles 
should be localized simultaneously. However, when the spherical assumption is not satisfied and yet the data is inter¬ 
preted in terms of a spherical model, the selection of a smaller field map area may provide a better "spherical" match to 
the selected map region and presumably it may improve the one-dipole localization accuracy. The trade off between such 
one-dipole accuracy increase and the localization error introduced by neglecting the other dipole was not investigated. It 
should be noted that in past, when small sensor arrays were used, the localization errors and the dipole magnitude reduc¬ 
tion, as described in this paper, were always present. 
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Introduction 

MEG signals are measured on the background of environmental noise, which is present even within commercial 
shielded rooms. This noise can be effectively cancelled by hardware or synthetic [1] gradiometers or by adaptive systems. 
Synthetic gradiometers, however, are more compact and flexible and are also preferable to adaptive systems because their 
coefficients are independent of the noise character and dewar location and orientation and can be designed for negligible 
white noise increase. It is well known that hardware gradiometers severely reduce the detected brain signal, especially if 
their baselines are short, and this finding has often been incorrectly transferred to synthetic gradiometers. Synthetic gra¬ 
diometers, however, behave differently than hardware gradiometers and, if designed properly, have only a small effect on 
the brain signal amplitude and, depending on the detection configuration, may either increase or reduce it. In addition, 
any effect of synthetic gradiometers is included in the forward solution such that no errors are introduced in the source 
analysis (in fact, because synthetic gradiometers significantly reduce the environmental noise, the accuracy of the source 
analysis is improved). 

The differences between hardware and synthetic gradiometers will be explained with a simplified example of 1st- 
order gradiometers and the results will be extended by simulation to S^-order gradiometers using a real 151-channel 
MEG sensor array. The results will be further illustrated by an experimental example of a phantom study (where it is 
shown that as a dipole approaches the model sphere center the signals from higher-order synthetic gradiometers approach 
zero in a manner similar to that of hardware lst-order gradiometers) and a measurement of interictal spikes (where an ex¬ 
periment involving an 8-year old boy with large gaps between his head and the helmet is used to show that the differ¬ 
ences between the 1st- and S^-order synthetic gradiometer signal amplitudes are not noticeable even for deep interictal 
sources). Also, an analysis of simulated noiseless Auditory Evoked Fields was performed to show that the use of syn¬ 
thetic higher-order gradiometers does not affect the dipole localization accuracy. 

Methods 

The concept of hardware gradiometers is well known; they consist of two or more coils rigidly attached together 
and connected to the same SQUID sensor. Synthetic gradiometers, however, consist of sensing coil(s) and references, 
each connected to its own SQUID. The signals from the sensing coils and references are combined synthetically using 
the references and weighting coefficients corresponding to the gradiometer of the desired order [2]. Many sensors can be 
serviced by the same reference system resulting in a more economical and spatially compact system (whereas hardware 

Fig.l: Comparison of magnetometers and hardware and synthetic l5,-order gradiometers. The plots and diagram all 
correspond to a plane passing through the tangential current dipole and perpendicular to its orientation, (a) Geometry de¬ 
fining different sensor types. All magnetometers and hardware gradiometers (baseline b) are positioned radially with the 
innermost coil on the sensor shell with radius r. Synthetic gradiometers consist of radial magnetometers and one 3-com¬ 
ponent vector magnetometer reference positioned on a spherical shell concentric with the sensor shell (rr = r + b). The 
reference is positioned at an angle 0r from a position directly above the dipole. The values used are r = 10.7 cm, b = 5 
cm (rr = 15.7 cm), a = 4 cm, and the dipole magnitude q = 100 nA m; (b) Detected signals as a function of the sensor 
position, 0, when the reference is above the dipole, 0r = 0:-magnetometers,-hardware P-order gradiometers, 
—■■■■■ synthetic ls,-order gradiometers; (c) Detected signals as a function of 0 when the reference position is not above 
the dipole, 0r = 7t/4. 
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higher-order gradiometers are quite large). 
The differences between synthetic and 

hardware gradiometers can be illustrated with a 
simple example of lsl-order gradiometers, as 
shown in Fig.l. In this illustration the hardware 
gradiometer baseline and the distance between the 
reference and the nearest point on the sensor shell 
are equal. The hardware gradiometers predictably 
reduce the signal magnitude with respect to the 
magnetometers but the behavior of the synthetic 
gradiometers depend on the relative positions of 
the dipole and the reference. If the reference is di¬ 
rectly above the dipole the synthetic gradiometers 
actually increase the signal amplitude over that of 
the magnetometers, as seen in Fig.l.b. To under¬ 
stand this behavior, assume that the dipole in 
Fig.l.a is pointing out of the figure plane. The 
reference system, because it is directly above the 
dipole, will be exposed to the tangential field 
only (direction of the field given by the right-hand 
rule). Consider a magnetometer sensor in the vi¬ 
cinity of the positive peak (e.g. 0 = 0.7 rad in 
Fig.l.b). Given that its orientation is radially 
away from the model sphere and because the field 
at this location exits the model sphere, the sensor 
will detect a positive signal. Since the angle be¬ 
tween this sensor orientation and the tangential 
field detected by the reference is greater than rc/2, 
the projection of the reference field to the sensor 
direction will be negative and, when subtracted 
from the sensor to form the synthetic l*‘-order 
gradiometer [2], it will increase the signal magni¬ 
tude at this location. Similar argumentation ap¬ 
plies to the negative peak. 

In Fig.l.c the reference is located in the 
positive signal region. In this case the positive 
peak amplitude will be reduced by the synthetic 
gradiometer to roughly that of the hardware gradi¬ 
ometer level but the negative peak amplitude will 
be increased to an even larger level than that of 
the magnetometers. Consideration of the sensor 
orientations and field directions will support this 
result. This example shows that, depending on 
the relative dipole and reference positions and ori¬ 
entations, synthetic gradiometers can either in¬ 
crease or decrease the detected brain signal magni¬ 
tude. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 
deep a (Cm) shallow 

Fig.2: Relative peak signal magnitude change by syn¬ 
thetic and hardware S^-order gradiometers relative to hardware 18‘- 
order gradiometers with 5 cm baselines. The synthetic 3rd-order 
gradiometers are based on CTF's 151 channel MEG system. 
Gray lines - synthetic 3rd-order gradiometer simulations for di¬ 
poles positioned at different distances from the model sphere 
center, 'a', along 17 different straight lines originating at the 
sphere center and distributed roughly uniformly through the 
sphere’s upper hemisphere. For each position the dipole was 
oriented in two perpendicular directions (along “meridians” and 
“parallels”) and for each simulation the 3rd-order gradiometer 
signals were synthesized using 6 different reference configura¬ 
tions (a total of 198 different simulations). The positive signal 
peak was used because for some dipole “paths” the negative peak 
was outside the helmet surface. Solid black lines - approximate 
envelope of the 3rd-order gradiometer simulations. Dashed lines 
- simulations for the hardware 3rd-order gradiometers with a 1-3- 
3-1 coil configuration and a total length equal to the distance be¬ 
tween the sensor shell and the reference center (9.6 cm). To cap¬ 
ture the peak signal the hardware gradiometers were positioned 
in a plane passing through the dipole and perpendicular to it. 
Different lines correspond to dipole positions at 0 = 0, 7i/8, 7t/4, 
371/8, tc/2, and 5tc/8, where 0 is the dipole position angle meas¬ 
ured from vertical. 

This simple example was extended by simulation to a 3rd-order synthetic gradiometer system with lst-order radial 
gradiometers as the primary sensors and the results are shown in Fig.2. In this figure the differences between 3rd-order 
(synthetic and hardware) and hardware lsl-order gradiometer signal peaks are normalized by the lst-order gradiometer signal 
peaks and are shown as a function of the dipole distance from the model sphere center, 'a'. The S^-order synthetic gradi¬ 
ometer simulations roughly fill a symmetrical region around the zero signal change and thus again indicate that, depend¬ 
ing on the reference configuration and the dipole-to-reference orientation and position, the S^-order synthetic gradiometer 
signal amplitude can be either larger or smaller than the lsl-order gradiometer signal amplitude. In comparison, the hard¬ 
ware 3rd-order gradiometers will always reduce the brain signal magnitude (dashed lines in Fig.2). For hardware gradi¬ 
ometers with dimensions equal to the distance between the sensor shell and the reference center this reduction is about a 
factor of 2 larger than the signal change (increase or decrease) due to the 3rd-order synthetic gradiometers. 

Results and Discussion 

The above simulation results are supported by several experimental demonstrations. First, in Fig.3, a spherical 
phantom was used to experimentally show that when the dipole approaches the phantom center the hardware 1st- and 
synthetic S^-order gradiometer signal amplitudes approach zero in a similar fashion (in fact similar results were also ob¬ 
tained for 2nd-order synthetic gradiometers). In Fig.3.a the peak signal amplitudes (for both positive and negative peaks) 
are plotted as a function of dipole distance from the phantom center, 'a'. The experimental data (dots) agree well with the 
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Fig.3: Experiment and simulation of the peak dipole signal amplitude as a function of the dipole distance from 
the model sphere center, 'a', with a CTF 151 channel whole-cortex MEG system [4] in an unshielded environment, 
phantom diameter = 13 cm, current dipole length = 0.9 cm, dipole wires terminated by 0.2 cm diameter gold plated 
spheres and dipole oriented in the direction of the dewar visor and positioned slightly off the phantom axis (x * 0.2 cm, 
y = -0.1 cm). The phantom dipole was energized by a ~ 7 Hz current with an amplitude corresponding to a nominal di¬ 
pole magnitude of about 1000 nAm. The noise was measured on each side of the signal frequency (at 5.5 and 8 Hz) and 
the resulting signal-to-noise ratios were about 50 to 2000 for the synthetic 3rt-order gradiometers and about 5 to 200 for 
the l^-order gradiometers (the small numbers correspond to the deepest dipole at a = 0.15 cm and the large numbers to 
the shallowest dipole at a = 6 cm). Data was collected with a sample rate of 625 Hz, 4096 points per trial, and 100 tri¬ 
als. Lines - simulations, dots - experimental results, (a) Measured and simulated peak amplitudes per nA m as a func¬ 
tion of 'a'. Dipole positions corresponding to the dipole length and the diameter of the gold plated electrode spheres are 
indicated by arrows. The estimated positional error bars correspond to ±0.05 cm and the amplitude error bars correspond 
to the peak noise (and are shorter than the diameters of the experimental dots); (b) Peak amplitude of the 3rd-order syn¬ 
thetic gradiometer signal normalized by the peak amplitude of the ls,-order gradiometer signal. 
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simulations (lines) down to the distances that are comparable to the dimension of the dipole electrode (=0.2 cm). Such a 
result is expected because for small a’s the dipole field [3] can be expanded and its lowest term is directly proportional to 
'a'. Since the synthetic and hardware gradiometer outputs are linear combinations of outputs from magnetometers located 
at various positions, their outputs will also depend linearly on ‘a’ (for small a’s) and they all will approach zero in the 
same fashion. In order to remove the dependence on ’a' and show greater details of the signal amplitude variations, the 
synthetic 3rd-order gradiometer peak signals normalized by the l^-order gradiometer peak signals are shown in Fig.3.b. 
Even in this expanded view the agreement between the simulation and experiment is good, except where ‘a’ is compara¬ 
ble or less than the dipole dimensions. 

A direct comparison of hardware Is*- and synthetic 3rd-order gradiometer signal amplitudes corresponding to an in- 
terictal spike in a child is shown in Fig.4 (only one channel is shown as the results are similar in all channels sensitive 

to the spike). This recording corresponds to a deep source 
because the child’s head was small and there were up to 4 
cm gaps between the head and helmet surfaces. This re- 

Fig.4: Comparison of 1st- and synthetic 3rd-order 
gradiometer signal amplitudes for an interictal spike 
measured in an unshielded environment using a 151- 
channel whole-cortex MEG system [4] (fs = 1250 Hz, 
bandwidth = DC to 40 Hz).- lsl-order gradiometer, 
-synthetic 3rd-order gradiometer. The patient was an 
8-year old boy whose small head resulted in 3-4 cm gaps 
between the helmet and scalp surfaces and consequently 
the interictal source was positioned deep below the sen¬ 
sor shell. Even for such a deep source the ictal spike 
magnitudes measured by the synthetic 3rd-order gradi¬ 
ometer (black line) and hardware lst-order gradiometer 
(gray line) are nearly identical. The synthetic 3rrf-order 
gradiometer removes the environmental noise which is 
dominant in the P-order gradiometer signal. To assist 
the identification of the environmental noise the output 
of one reference magnetometer is also shown. 
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suit was common for all observed spikes and demon¬ 
strates that even for deep sources the signal amplitude 
is not significantly altered by the synthetic 3td-order 
gradiometers. The figure also demonstrates the signal- 
to-noise ratio improvement obtained by higher-order 
gradiometers as the data was collected in an unshielded 
environment and the large environmental noise pre¬ 
sent in the lst-order gradiometer is removed by the 
synthetic 3rd-order gradiometers. 

The fact that higher-order synthetic gradiome¬ 
ters do not introduce errors in the source localization 
is demonstrated in Fig.5 where the results of a two- 
dipole localization using simulated Auditory Evoked 
Field (AEF) data is shown for Is*- and synthetic 2nd- 
and 3rd-order gradiometers. The simulations used di¬ 
pole positions corresponding to a real AEF measure¬ 
ment with realistic constructional imperfections but 
excluded noise so as to isolate the localization differ¬ 
ences caused by the forward solution choice (as the 
large 1 "-order gradiometer noise led to excessive local¬ 
ization errors in the real data). In the case where the 
correct forward solution for the given gradiometer or¬ 
der is used the localization results are independent of 
the gradiometer order and the differences between the localizations are less than 0.02 cm (or none if the corrections for 
the constructional imperfections are also included). Similarly, when the correct forward solution is used, the localized 
dipole moment magnitudes are also independent of the gradiometer order. In comparison, when the gradiometer order is 
disregarded and the localization is performed using the 1 "-order gradiometer forward solution (even for the 2nd- and 3^-or- 
der synthetic gradiometer data), errors as large as 3 mm are obtained (and dipole magnitude errors are 12 and 24% for the 
right and left dipoles, respectively). The exact magnitude of these errors is a function of the reference configuration and 
the dipole position. These results demonstrate that synthetic higher-order gradiometers do not introduce errors in the 
source localization provided that the forward solutions correctly reflect the gradiometer synthesis. In fact, the use of 
synthetic higher-order gradiometers generally improves the localization accuracy because the environmental noise is 
rejected and the signal-to-noise ratio is improved (as illustrated in Fig.4). 

Gradiometer order Gradiometer order 

Fig.5: Localized dipole distance (from the center of 
the head) as a function of the gradiometer order demonstrat¬ 
ing the effect of the forward solution choice on the localiza¬ 
tion. Results correspond to simulated noiseless AEF data 

and simultaneous two-dipole localization: • using forward 
solutions corresponding to the correct gradiometer order, or 
O using lst-order gradiometer forward solutions even though 
the signal corresponded to either the hardware 1st- or syn¬ 
thetic 2nd- and 3rd-order gradiometers. 

Conclusions 

Synthetic higher-order gradiometers have been introduced to effectively reduce the environmental noise which is 
present even within shielded rooms. The effect of these gradiometers on the detected brain signal magnitude and the di¬ 
pole localization accuracy has been analyzed and it was shown that, in contrast to hardware gradiometers, synthetic 
higher-order gradiometers either increase or decrease the brain signal depending on the relative configuration of the dipole 
source and the gradiometer references. Regardless of whether the signal is increased or decreased, however, the signal 
change due to properly designed synthetic gradiometers is significantly smaller than that due to hardware gradiometers of 
the same order (hardware gradiometers always reduce the detected brain signal magnitude). In addition, because the gradi¬ 
ometer synthesis is properly accounted for in the forward solutions, the synthetic higher-order gradiometers do not intro¬ 
duce errors in the source localization. In fact, because they reject the environmental noise and increase the signal-to- 
noise ratio, they actually improve the localization accuracy. 
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Vibration Analysis of MEG Systems 

Vrba J, McCubbin J, and Robinson SE 

CTF Systems Inc., Port Coquitlam, B.C., Canada 

Introduction 

Vibrations of an MEG system subjected to environmental fields and gradients produce noise. For more severe 
vibrations, such as patient undergoing seizure during the measurement, or even during normal contact of the head with 
the helmet, the vibrational noise even in shielded rooms is large for magnetometers and low-order gradiometers, but is 
eliminated by higher-order gradiometers. We have analyzed the effect of vibrations on unshielded MEG systems and, 
based on experiments, developed a model of magnetic noise caused by vibrations which allows us to predict the vibra¬ 
tional noise magnitude from a knowledge of the MEG system structure, material parameters, and the fields and gradients 
acting on the system. The model is in a good agreement with experiments and indicates that for well designed rigid sys¬ 
tems, higher-order gradiometers provide efficient cancellation of the vibrational noise. The MEG systems produced by 
CTF have been designed with such high rigidity requirements in mind and their ability to eliminate vibrational noise is 
illustrated by an example of MEG recording during an epileptic seizure. 

Methods and Results 

Vibrations can be transmitted to the MEG system either from the floor through the shielded room and dewar sup¬ 
port, or directly by the patient. In order to eliminate the dependence on these ill-defined parameters, the mechanical vi¬ 
brations are measured by linear accelerometers directly on the dewar surface as in Fig.l.a. The acceleration am is meas¬ 
ured simultaneously with the magnetic noise AB at the MEG output and the system transfer functions between the ac¬ 
celeration and the corresponding noise are defined as 

_ AB _ H9pHa9Hjcwar pj _ AB _ HxpHaxHjewar ^ 

am ^acc am ^acc 

where Hdcwar is the transfer function of the dewar body relating the acceleration of the dewar surface to that of the MEG 
sensor support, Ha0 = A0/a (or Hax = Ax/a) is the transfer function between the sensor support acceleration and the sensor 
tilt (or shift), HeB = AB/A0 (or HxB = AB/Ax) is the transfer function between the sensor tilt A0 (or shift Ax) and mag¬ 
netic noise AB, and Hacc is the transfer function between the acceleration applied to the accelerometers and the measured 
acceleration, a*, (for our accelerometers, Hacc = 1). 

The vibrations were studied at frequencies well below the resonant frequency of the dewar-insert parts associated 
with the sensing system (several hundred Hz) and therefore they correspond to the "rigid" regime, where the whole de¬ 
war-insert system is moving as a rigid body (shifting or tilting) and Hdcwar = 1. For a rigid body exposed to a sinusoidal 
motion the peak tilt (or shift) is related to the acceleration as a = -cd2M0 (or a = -CD2Ax), where I is a characteristic di¬ 

mension of the system and Hae * (co2f)'‘ (or Hu «co~2). 

The magnetic noise AB in He„ and HxB can have many different forms depending on the sensor type and on 
whether the noise is induced by fields or gradients. As an example, transfer functions corresponding to rotational and 
translational vibrations of a magnetometers and a lst-order gradiometers are shown in Table 1 [1]. Extension to higher- 
order gradiometers is straightforward. All rigid regime transfer functions are inversely proportional to CD2. 

Table 1: Transfer functions for rigid rotations and translations of magnetometers and lsl-order gradiometers. BE, G(I), 
G(2) - environmental field, 1st, and 2nd gradients, d, - gradiometer baseline, CB - gradiometer common mode vector 

Rotations, H0rieid Translations, Hx rieid 

Magnetometers reorder gradiometers Magnetometers lst-order gradiometers 

be Cbbe G(,)d, qC) CbG(1) G(2)d, 

CD2f (o2e CD2^ 0)2 (D2 

In addition to the rigid motion, the dewar-insert parts are also subject to the acceleration of gravity, and, because 
of their elastic properties, they will deform even in the absence of motion. In the presence of vibrations, the acceleration 
of gravity and through it the elastic deformations, are both modulated by the vibrational acceleration. Since all vibra¬ 
tions are below the resonant frequency, the dynamics of the deformation need not be considered. The magnitude of elastic 
deformations (i.e. bending or dimensional changes) due to the acceleration modulation can be estimated assuming a sim¬ 
ple model of a horizontal tube rigidly supported at one end (or a springy mass) [2]. Other models, e.g. sliding beam 
supported at both ends, yield slightly different numerical results, but the solutions have a similar character. The transfer 
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functions derived for the elastic bending and dimensional changes are 

^0 elastic “ 

8l3p4BE 

3(d? + d|)e 
1x elastic : 

l2pi;G(1) 
(2) 

where p is the material density, E is the Young's modulus of elasticity, D, and D2 are the inside and outside diameters of 
the tube, and £ is the ratio of total mass to the tube mass (total mass contains the mass of components mounted within 
the tube but not contributing to the tube stiffness). Note that in contrast to the rigid regime where the transfer function 
is inversely proportional to CO2, the transfer function in the elastic deformation regime is independent of frequency. Thus 
the vibrational noise will be dominated by rigid vibrations at low frequencies and by the elastic deformations at higher 
frequencies. Based on the parameters of our investigated systems, the crossover frequency between the rigid and elastic 
deformation regimes for "as built" lsl-order gradiometers is expected to be about 15 Hz. 

The transfer functions calculated according to Table 1 and Eq.2 are shown in Fig. 1 .b by wide gray bands where 
the widths correspond to an estimated parameter scatter. The calculations neglect the vector and tensor character of vari¬ 
ous parameters and they reflect the upper limit of the expected transfer functions. 

To verify the transfer function model, vibrations were induced in unshielded MEG systems (64 and 151 channels) 
by either sharply striking them with a long wooden rod (high frequency vibrations), or by slowly pushing the dewar- 
gantry system to elicit low frequency vibrations. Three orthogonal accelerometers (Wilcoxon Research, 731-207, lOV/g) 
were mounted on the dewar top plate and the magnitude of the applied acceleration was up to 0.8 g peak-to-peak. The 
accelerometer signals and the induced magnetic noise were analyzed by the frequency dependent input-output model [3]. 
The ordinary coherence functions between the accelerometers and the MEG channels were computed and used to order the 
accelerometers (separately at each frequency), before computing the frequency dependent gains relating the MEG channel 
noise to the acceleration. Only gains with normalized random errors smaller than a certain threshold were accepted. Since 
the normalized random errors are expressed in terms of the ordinary and partial coherence functions [3], the threshold on 
the gain errors represents a threshold on the corresponding coherence functions. 

Experimental results are superimposed on the model calculations in Fig. 1 .b. At low frequencies (rigid regime) the 
gains indeed exhibit a 1/co2 dependence and at higher frequencies (elastic deformation regime) are independent of fre¬ 
quency. In the rigid regime, the magnetometers and 1 “-order gradiometers are in agreement with the model, while the 3rd- 
order gradiometers attain the expected behavior only for f < 2 Hz. This is because the S^-order gradiometers strongly 
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Fig. 1: Model of vibrational noise propagation through an MEG system and the corresponding transfer functions, 
(a) Elements of the vibrational model; (b) Compilation of calculated and experimental vibrational transfer functions for 
unshielded environment. Model: BE = 5xl04 nT, G(,) = 200 nT/m, d, = 5 cm, CBa,made = 3x10'3, CB halanced = 2x105, p = 
1.7 g/cm3, E = 1.7xlO>0 N/m2, £ = 3.3. Gray bands in the low frequency regime correspond to rigid rotations in Table 1 
columns 1 and 2, Table 1 column3, gray bands in the elastic deformation regime correspond to Eq.2. Experi¬ 
ments: Normalized random errors e < 3%. Rigid regime (151 channel dewar): + magnetometers, 3 components, □ 1“- 
order gradiometers (as made), 8 channels, A S^-order gradiometers, 8 channels; Elastic deformation regime: X 3nl-order 
gradiometers (151 channel dewar, 8 channels), O 3fd-order gradiometers (64 channel dewar, 1 channel). 
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attenuate the rigid regime vibrational noise and the crossover between the two regimes for the 3rd-order gradiometers is at 
* 2Hz. In the elastic deformation regime, the experimental results correspond to the bending mode, the dimensional 
changes do not seem to play an important role. The experiments and calculations are in a general agreement. 

Discussion 

In the rigid regime (below « 15 Hz for 1 "-order gradiometers in Fig.l.b), the vibrational noise magnitude 
decreases with increasing gradiometer order. Thus the vibrational noise for magnetometers is orders of magnitude larger 
than for 1st- and higher-order gradiometers. The vibrational noise is reduced by high order gradiometer not only because 
of their better field balance, but also because they eliminate the effects of motion in the low-order environmental 
gradients (see e.g. the hatched band in Fig.l.b which corresponds to the vibrational noise due to lsl-order gradiometer 
rotations in the environmental Is* gradient; this noise is eliminated by 2nd- and 3M-order gradiometers). In the elastic 
deformation regime (above 15 Hz in Fig.l.b) the vibrational noise is independent of the sensor type, but it depends on 
the system dimensions. Thus e.g., the vibrational noise is smaller for a small hardware l"-order gradiometer than for a 
noise cancellation system with sensors and references spread over a larger volume. However, for mechanically well 
designed systems, the advantage of the environmental noise cancellation by high-order gradiometers far outweighs their 
somewhat larger sensitivity to vibrations. Also, the largest vibrations are usually introduced by the subject, and these 
vibrations tend to be in the low frequency regime where the higher-order gradiometers cancel both the environmental and 
vibrational noise. 

The vibrational noise transfer functions depend on the environmental fields and gradients and the “unshielded” 
results in Fig.l.b can be extended into shielded rooms by replacing the BE and G(l) in Table 1 and Eq.2 by their shielded 
counterparts, BEshieIdcd * BE/500 = 100 nT and G0)shielded « 10 nT/m [1]. The shielded room vibrational noise transfer 
functions are shown in Fig.2. Note that the gradients and fields are attenuated differently by the shielded rooms and the 
transfer functions corresponding to the dimensional changes in the elastic deformation regime are off-scale in Fig.2. 

The importance of various transfer functions becomes apparent when realistic vibration magnitudes are 
considered. The vibrations transmitted from the floor were measured at numerous MEG sites and typically do not exceed 
3xl0‘3 m/sec2 rms/VHz and are usually attenuated by more than a factor of 2 during transmission through the shielded 
room to the dewar. The vibrations transmitted from the subject depend on the rigidity of the dewar-gantry system and 
can be in the range from 5x104 to 2x103 m/sec2 rms/VHz for a steady head and as large as 102 to 10'3 m/sec2 rms/VHz 
for a head moving in the helmet (like e.g. during an epileptic seizure). All measured vibrations were frequency dependent 
and the largest observed magnitudes are cited here. Knowledge of the applied vibrational amplitude (a, spectral density of 
acceleration) and the maximum permitted vibrational noise, n^, can be used to set a limit on a transfer function as H < 
Hlim * nvib/a. For nvib * 5 fT rms/VHz, the limiting transfer function magnitudes for the floor and subject vibrations are 
shown in Fig.2 by a solid black line and horizontal hatched bands, respectively. Within shielded rooms, Fig.2, the 
elastic deformation regime will not contribute noise for the investigated CTF MEG systems even for the most severe 
acceleration induced by the head motion. In the rigid regime (at low frequencies) it is obvious that the vibrational 
sensitivity of magnetometers and even l"-order gradiometers is too large and their transfer functions exceed the Hlim 
indicated in Fig.2. Specifically, for steady head or floor vibrations, the vibrational noise will be larger than nvjb for 
magnetometers up to *20 Hz and for l8t-order gradiometers up to 2 or 3 Hz. For the moving head, the nvib noise level 
would be exceeded by magnetometers for frequencies up to *100 Hz and 1 "-order gradiometers up to *10 Hz. Use of 3rd- 

order gradiometers elminates the vibrational sensitivity for 
the steady head or floor vibrations for frequencies above * 
0.1 Hz and eliminates even severe head motion above * 
0.5 Hz. For unshielded operation, as in Fig.l.b, the 
vibrational effects are more severe and the use of 3ncl-order 
gradiometers is necessary at all frequencies. 

A practical demonstration of the vibrational 
immunity is shown in Fig.3 for an epileptic patient with 
head motion during the MEG recording. In Fig.3.a to c, a 
10 sec segment of an inter-ictal recording is shown. 
During this period there was a head motion of about 5 to 
6 sec duration. This head motion is observed in 
magnetometer and 1 "-order gradiometer references, as well 
as in the MEG sensor in l"-order gradiometer mode. 
However, the head motion is completely eliminated by 
the 3nl-order gradiometer, Fig.3.c. Recording during the 
seizure is shown in Fig.3.d to h. The ictal onset is 
indicated by an arrow in Fig.3.f and a large head motion 
occurred several seconds after the ictal onset. The head 
motion artifact is clearly visible in the reference 
magnetometers and gradiometers and in the MEG sensor 
in 1 "-order gradiometer mode, see Fig.3.d to f, but it is 
eliminated by 3rd-order gradiometer in Fig.3.f. The ictal 
spiking onset is shown for a different channel in Fig.3.g 
and h (the channel shown in Fig.3.f exhibited strong head 

Head 
' steady 

Head 
” moving 

Fig.2: Calculated transfer functions within a 
shielded room. The explanation of various bands is the 
same as in Fig.l.b. Transfer function ranges for the 
subject induced vibrations are shown by brackets and for 
the largest observed floor vibration by a dot. 
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10 sec before the ictal onset During the ictal spiking 

Fig.3: Demonstration of vibrational stability during the measurement of an epileptic patient with head motion. 
Shielded environment, fs = 625 samples/sec, points per trial = 6250, number of trials = 3, bandwidth = DC to 70 Hz. (a 
- c) head motion, approximately 10 sec before the onset of the seizure; (d - h) head motion shortly after the onset of the 
seizure; (a, b, d, e) largest components of Field and 1st gradient tensor as measured by the references; (c, f) MEG sensor 
SR26 in lsl- and 3rd-order gradiometer mode; (g) MEG sensor SR33 in lsl and 3rd order gradiometer mode; (h) SR33 in 
S^-order gradiometer mode, expanded time scale to show the buildup of the ictal spiking. 

motion artifact but was far from the ictal activity region). In Fig.3.g the head motion noise reduction by 3rd-order 
gradiometer is shown and the thickening of the 3rd-order gradiometer trace indicates ictal spiking. Two seconds of the 3rd- 
order gradiometer trace are expanded in Fig.3.h to show the ictal spiking onset. The example in Fig.3 corresponds to the 
vibrations in the low frequency (rigid) regime, where significant motion noise cancellation is realized by high-order 
gradiometers. 

Conclusions 

The magnetic noise induced by vibrations was studied. A model of the noise generation has been developed and 
verified experimentally in an unshielded environment and extended to shielded rooms by considering the field and 1st gra¬ 
dient reduction by the rooms. The results indicate that especially at lower frequencies (< 15 Hz) the magnetometers and 
even lsl-order gradiometers exhibit large sensitivities to vibrations even within shielded rooms and the use of 3td-order 
gradiometers significantly improves the vibrational stability. The immunity of 3rd-order gradiometers to motion noise 
was demonstrated on an MEG measurement of an epileptic patient during a seizure with large head motion. 
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Abstract 

Approximately 60 per cents of the initial electrocardiogram (ECG) can be used to diagnose patient with acute 

infarction. Therefore, a starting study investigates the diagnostic performance of an one-channel superconducting quantum 
interference device (SQUID) based system in acute coronary syndromes. A system based on planar high-Tc DC-SQUID 
gradiometers is developed for measurements of magnetocardiograms (MCG) in hospital environment (unshielded). We 
use laser deposited or sputtered YBCO films on SrTi03 bicrystal substrates of 24° grain boundaries. Caused by the size 

of the substrates (10 x 10 mm2) the base length of the planar gradiometers is about 4 mm. Main components of the system, 
cryostat, electronics as well as measurement algorithm and data handling are discussed with respect to demands of bedside 

cardiology. First results of measurements in the hospital are shown and discussed with respect to diagnostical use of such 

system and to future necessary improvements. 

Introduction 

Recendy there have been investigations on myocardial ischaemia of Monteiro et al. [1] about the differences 

between ECG and MCG. They measured the changings of the magnetic field for experimentally evoked cardiac infarctions 
on rabbit hearts. These ischaemic changings have been measured by an one channel SQUID system in a non shielded 

laboratory environment. They found, that partially changings in the magnetic field were much more plain than ECG 
changings. This was a result especially for the secondary lowering of the T-Q-Part for an acute myocardiac infarction, 

which is not visible in the surface ECG. 

These results are encouraging for further investigations. We try to find simular results for MCGs of human 

hearts, therefore we have to measure direcdy at the bed of the patients in the intense care unit. We want to compare the 

simultanously measured ECG to the MCG in order to answer two questions: Do the changings due to the cardiac 
infarction also appear in the MCG? If they do so then do they appear earlier? 

Description of the system 

The system consists of planar single layer high-Tc thin film gradiometers [2]. These gradiometers work inside a 

glass fibre composit cryostat. The distance between room temperature and liquid nitrogen is about 4 mm and the nitrogen 

lasts for about 5 days. This cryostat is placed in a holder, in order to position it over the chest of a patient. An optimum 

position above the chest of a patient for the one-channel system is determined to achieve information about the T-wave 
part of the MCG connected to myocard desease. 

The whole equipment (which also contains the laptop and SQUED-electronic) is moveable through the hospital 
from bed to bed. The mobility is also guaranteed by the accumulator power supply. It is possible to work about 2 h 
without any connection to the power line. 

We made first unshielded measurements of MCGs at the University hospital, Jena, Germany [3]. Now the system 
is being improved. 
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System improvements 

In order to increase the ability of the system for measuring MCGs in unshielded environment, there have been 
done investigations of different kind. New components have been integrated in the measurement system as well as new 

methods of noise canceling have been tested. These are presented in the following. 

1) Integration of a sensor heater into the measurement system 

Because of the fact, that the measurements will be carried out in very noisy environment at the hospital, the 

sensors often have to work in large magnetic fields. So magnetic flux is able to enter into the sensor. This leads to a big 
increase of low frequency noise which is mostly 1/f like. In the worst case, that means that the sensor will not work or at 

least will not work stable and the signal vanishes in the noise. In order to prevent this effect, a heater has been integrated 
into the measuring system. It heats up the sensors shortly over Tc and so while recooling, the disturbing flux vanishes out 
of the superconducting material or is catched by strong pinning centers. 

We intended to fullfill the following demands during the realisation: At first, there should be no additional noise 

due to the presents of the heater and at second the heating process should be as fast as possible in order to prevent an 
enlarging of the whole measuring time. 

The heating system consists of a capsulation around the measuring sensor and a thick film resistor within it. The 
thick film resistor is positioned nearby the gradiometer. This resistor has been examined for a noise influence by low 

temperature superconducting sensors, but the result showed, that the noise is negligible. The capsulation is closable by a 
magnetic valve in the top of the measurement instrumentation. During the heating process of the thick film resistor, 

nitrogen gas arises and it pushes the liquid nitrogen out of the capsulation. After some seconds the sensors becomes 
normal conductive and the magnetic valve is desactivated. Then the liquid nitrogen is able to flow back into the 

capsulation. Nearly immediately the sensor becomes superconductive again. The whole time for this cycle takes about 30 
seconds. This heater is an important part of the measurement instrumentation and it has a big influence on the success of 
the measurements. 

2) Two channel system 

Up to now, only one 
gradiometer sensor has been used for 
our measurements [3]. In order to 

increase the signal-to-noise ratio, 
different methods are possible. ■—i 

An increase of the signal 3 

quality by the factor /2 is due to an ^ 

increase of a doubling of the ^ 
measuring time. Another possibility is 

to integrate a second sensor into the '55 
system and keep the measuring time 

constant. Due to the fact, that the 
measuring time is a critical factor for 
measurements at the intense care unit, 
we decided to realize the second 
possibility. A second gradiometer was 
plugged into the measuring 

instrumentation. It is placed close to 
the first one in order to measure the Figure 1: Signal improvement by two sensor use 

signal approximately at the same 
position. 

Figure 1 shows a measurement, which was carried out with two gradiometers in parallel at the hospital 

environment. The upper signals are MCGs of the two sensors and the lower curve presents the result of an averaging of 
the summation of both signals. The increase in the R-peak amplitude is clearly visible and the T-wave part, which was not 
to estimate clearly in the signal of sensor no.l, is now visible too. We expect the changings in the MCG signal resulting 

from infarction to be in this part of the signal [1]. 

time [ s 1 
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frequency [ Hz ] 

Figure 2: Upper noise spectra without / lower with reference 

sensor 

3) Reference sensor 

There are a lot of possibilities for 
suppressing noise signals of other sources 
while measuring in a noisy environment. 
Digital filters offer a good way to delete 
discrete noise signals, but they show the -7 

disadvantage to influence the measurement £ 

signal. This results in a distortion of the signal © 

by overshots or in a decrease of the signal 

amplitude. That is why we integrated a g 
reference sensor into our system. We used a c 

simple SQUID, because large area 
magnetometers do not work properly in 

unshielded environment. 
Our idea, not to use a gradiometer but 

a magnetometer for the reference signal bases 
on the fact, that most of the disturbing noise 

signals are due to the imbalance of our 
gradiometer. For planar gradiometers, the 
parasitic area which is mainly caused by the 
SQUID area, keeps it sensitive for 
homogeneous fields on which a gradiometer 
should not be sensitive. So a SQUID seems to 

be well suited for being a reference sensor and 
should eleminate a big amount of the noise 

signals that appear in the measuring signal if 
the signals of reference and measurement ^ 

channel are substracted. 3 

We obtain a gradient resolution of ^ 

approximately 800 fT/(cm VHz) in the white 13 
noise region and 8 pT/(cm vHz) at 1 Hz .w> 

unshielded in hospital environment. 
Figure 2 shows two spectra of filtered 

signals. The upper curve is the noise spectrum 
of the gradiometer alone and the lower one is 
the noise spectrum of the summation of 
measurement and reference signal. Clearly a 

decrease of the continious noise level and a 
decrease of the discrete noise signals is 

visible. This means that the measured noise is 
only caused by environment. In other case the noise level should be increased by a factor of V2 due to the summation of 

uncorrelated signals. 
The resulting measurement signal for the averaged MCG is shown in figure 3. The upper curve shows the MCG 

which was measured by assistance of the reference SQUID and the lower MCG shows the result without reference sensor. 

4) Elemination of strongly disturbed sequences in the measuring data 

Beside the filtering of discrete noise signals, during a measurement quite often big disturbancies occur. These 

have sometimes a duration of several seconds. They are able to influence the measurement very strongly. With common 
filtering, these disturbancies are not oppressible. Because of their large signal amplitude, they can wipe out the 
measurement signal completly or change the shape of it due to the overshooting. 

By averaging a strongly disturbed signal, sometimes one does not see a MCG as a result. By then you can not 

distinguish whether the MCG signal is too weak or there was a problem with the sensor or there where strong 
disturbances. That means a measurement has to be examined on such disturbances before the treatment with digital filters. 
The penetrated time domains are cutted out of the signal and after that the normal filtering and averaging procedure goes 
on. 

Figure 4 shows the necessity of this procedure, which will be applied on every data track. The signal below 
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400 shows an identical MCG data of a patient at 
the hospital. They have been identically 

averaged and filtered. The only difference 
is, that in the second signal we cutted out 
these disturbances, so they could not 
influence the averaging. The MCG shown r—■ 

in figure 4 differs from the signals in figs. 1 s 
and 3 due to the different position over the ^ 
chest of the patient. 13 

s> 
5s 

100 
MCG with strong disturbances 

Summary and Conclusions 

A system for MCG measurement at 

a clinical environment without shielding has 
been developed. With this system first 

MCG measurements have been made. After 
successful integration and testing of these 
system improvements we will start our 
medical study on the changing of the MCG 

shape just after a cardiac infarction. For this a further increase of the signal-to- noise ration is important. 

At this time we reach a gradient resolution of approximately 800 fT/(cm V Hz) in the white noise region and about 
8 pT/(cm VHz) at 1 Hz unshielded in hospital environment. 

Figure 4: Influence of strong disturbances on the MCG signal 
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Introduction 

The development of high-Tc SQUID magnetometers has enabled the use of multichannel biomagnetometers in 
hospitals to become more widespread because they can be operated in liquid nitrogen. As a result, many types of high- 
Tc SQUID magnetometers to measure biomagnetic fields have recently been developed. Direct-coupling-type 
magnetometers whose pickup coils are connected to the SQUIDs directly have an advantage in that they can be made 
of single-layer high-Tc superconducting films [1-3]. Magnetometers of this type appear suitable for multichannel 
biomagnetometers because they can be fabricated by a simple procedure and should be highly reproducible. Further, 
the demonstrated magnetic field sensitivity can be equal to or higher than that of multi-layered magnetometers that use 
input coils or parallel pickup coils [4], probably because the simplified structure prevents flux trapping. 

However, the effective area of the direct-coupling-type magnetometer is structurally smaller than that of multi¬ 
layered magnetometers. Hence, magnetometers of this type must be designed to have a larger effective area in the 
limited substrate area so as to improve the magnetic field sensitivity. 

We have designed a direct-coupling-type high-Tc SQUID magnetometer that has two pickup coils per SQUID 
on the substrate [5]. This configuration was interested to produce a large coupling coefficient and thus a large effective 
area. 

Device structure 

The magnetic field sensitivity B„ of magnetometers is described by 

Bn=<&n/Aejr, (1) 

where is the flux noise of the magnetometer, which is caused by the SQUID and electronics, defined at the SQUID 
input. Aejf is the effective area of the magnetometer given by 

Aeff = Ap(aLs/Lp) (2) 

for direct-coupling-type magnetometers. Hence, the magnetic field sensitivity can be improved by enlarging the 
effective area. Here, Ap is the pickup coil area and Ls and Lp are the self inductances of the SQUID and the pickup coil, 

respectively, a is a coupling coefficient, thus aLs is the part of the SQUID inductance that contributes to flux transfer 

from the pickup coils to the SQUID. Since Ap /Lp depends only on the pickup coil structure, while al.s depends only on 
the SQUID structure, the structures of the pickup coils and the SQUID can be designed independently to enlarge the 
effective area. 

We have developed and fabricated a double-pickup-coil configuration for a direct-coupling-type magnetometer 
[5]: two pickup coils are connected directly to one SQUID on a bicrystal substrate. Figures 1 illustrates the pickup coils 

and the SQUID structure on the substrate, and Fig. 2 is a photograph of the area around the SQUID located at the 
center of the substrate. Each pickup coil occupies half the area of the substrate, divided by the bicrystal line, and is 
connected to the SQUID directly at the points immediately next to the Josephson junctions (JJs). This double-pickup- 
coil configuration has three advantages. First, because all the inductance of the SQUID, except that around the JJs, 

contributes to the magnetic coupling with the pickup coils, the flux coupling coefficient a from the pickup coils to the 
SQUID is improved. This should lead to a larger effective area and higher magnetic field sensitivity as shown in Eqs. 
(1) and (2). Second, the SQUID and pickup coils can be arranged symmetrically on the substrate; that is, the SQUID 
can be placed at the center of the substrate, where the quality of the high-Tc film is best. Third, the patterns of the 
SQUID and pickup coils can be designed in such a way that only the JJs cover the bicrystal line. 

Each pickup coil had a washer shape with a hole of 1.4 x 3 mm. The structure and hole size were determined 
experimentally using analogous pickup-coil models made of normal metal [5]. The self inductance (Lp) of the 
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analogous models was measured to evaluate Ap ILp in Eq. (2), and then the appropriate structure and hole size were 

determined to maximize Ap !LP. The two pickup coils were spaced 600 pm apart to reduce the capacitance parallel to 
the Josephson junctions. The pads for the bias current and voltage output were located on the pickup coil washers to 
use the area around the pads for the field detection. The current for the feedback flux was introduced directly through 
one of the strip lines, which connects one of the pickup coils to the SQUID. The pads for feedback flux were located 
between the two pickup coils. The self inductance Lp of the two pickup coils was 6.2 nH including the connection lines 
to the SQUID, and the calculated area Ap was 27 mm2 not including the pads for the feedback flux. The calculated 
ApILp was 4300 m2/H. 

The SQUID consisted of two superconducting strip lines and a narrow slit. The slit was 80 pm long and 20 

pm wide, with the longer side parallel to the bicrystal line. The strips positioned at right angles to the longer side at the 

ends of the slit are 10 pm wide, but narrow in the middle to 3 pm to form 10-pm-long JJs. The strip lines composing 

the longer sides of the SQUID extended straight for 50 pm at both ends to form the connection lines to the pickup coils. 

The SQUID was designed considering the following points so as to have a large coupling coefficient a . (1) The 
SQUID was composed of parallel strips with a slit-like hole, because it has been demonstrated that such a slit-like hole 
increases the coupling coefficient [6]. Further, the strip structure of the superconducting film can reduce the problem 

of flux trapping [7]. (2) The straight connection lines to the pickup coils that act as parallel strip lines extend for 50 pm 

from the JJs then curve in opposite directions. The coupling coefficient a can be decreased by distortion of the 
superconducting current when it is concentrated at the inside of the strip line comers [8]. This connection-line 

structure which doesn’t have sharp angles near the SQUID does not degrade the coupling coefficient a. However, the 
parallel strip lines act as capacitance parallel to the JJ, that may reduce the SQUID performance. The optimized 

extension length of 50 pm was determined by simulating the I-V characteristics of SQUIDs without pickup coils using 
the analytical method of calculation [9] (Fig. 3). The distortion of the I-V characteristics for the extension length / of 

50 pm was comparable with that for / of 20 pm. 
The whole inductance Ls of the SQUID and the strip line inductance Lt, respectively, were calculated to be 96 

pH and 80 pH for the fabricated SQUID. In Ls, we believe only L\ contributes to the flux transfer from the pickup coil 
to the SQUID. (To be more exact, only the magnetic inductance in Li is likely to contribute to the flux transfer, not the 

kinetic inductance.) Hence, we let aLs= kL\, where k is the contributing factor caused by the strip line. We obtained a 
value of k= 1.12 in a fabricated SQUID structure that was similar to the structure shown in Fig. 3(d) in a previous 
experiment [10]. This k value larger than 1 was probably due to the contribution of the magnetic coupling from the 

connection lines going to the pickup coils located near the SQUID hole. As a result, the coupling coefficient a and aLs 
are calculated to be 0.94 and 90 pH, respectively, due to the large contributing factor k. 

The expected effective area Aeff = Ap(aLs Lp) for the fabricated magnetometer was 0.39 mm2; this was 

calculated using Ap/Lp of 4300 m2/H and aLs of 90 pH. 

YBCO 
V+ 1+ 

SQUID 

pickup coil 
1 -1 

2 mm 

| | Au on YBCO 

pickup coil 

bicrystal line 

(feedback) 

I- GND 

line 

80 pm 

Fig. 1. The structure of the pickup coils and the 

SQUID on a 10 X 10 mm STO biciystal 

substrate. Pads for the bias current and voltage 

output are located on the pickup coil washers. 

Fig. 2. Photograph of the area around the 

SQUID positioned at the center of the 

substrate. The longer side of the hole is 

located parallel to the bicrystal line. 
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Device fabrication and evaluation of effective area 

The SQUID and pickup coils were fabricated from c-axis-oriented YBa2Cu30i.y (YBCO) films deposited by 
laser-beam evaporation to a thickness of 250-300 nm on a 10 * 10 mm bicrystal SrTi03 (STO) substrate. To minimize 
the contact resistance at the electrode, a 50-mn-thick gold film was deposited on the YBCO surface immediately after 
YBCO deposition. The YBCO films were patterned using standard photolithographic techniques, then etched in argon 
plasma. The gold film in the unwanted area was removed using the same procedure except for the electrodes. 

Each fabricated device (the pickup coils and the SQUID on the substrate) was operated as a magnetometer 
connected to a conventional flux-locked loop (FLL) circuit. The device was cooled in liquid nitrogen and located inside 

a double p-metal cylinder. An external field was applied to the device with a solenoid coil to evaluate the effective area 

Aejf which can be obtained by Aejf = (ty/Bexi), where Bex, is the external field with the solenoid coil, and 0/-is the flux 
detected by the magnetometer. The largest effective area obtained in these devices was 0.42 mm2. This value was larger 
than the estimation (Table 1). 

Discussion 

As shown in Eq. (2), the effective area of the magnetometer Aeff is proportional to the SQUID inductance Ls. 
SQUIDs that have inductances lower than 100 pH are generally used because higher inductance decreases the SQUID 
sensitivity [11]. The effective area of 0.42 mm2 with Ls = 96 pH obtained from our magnetometer is comparable to the 
maximum values reported for the direct-coupling-type magnetometers. For example, 0.21 mm2 with Ls= 55 pH [1] and 
0.42 mm2 with Ls= 100 pH [3], both for a 10 * 10 mm substrate. In another example, 0.45 mm2 for a 20 * 20 mm 
substrate with Ls = 51 pH has been reported [2]. In addition, the configuration of our magnetometers offers certain 
advantages. Because of the symmetrical arrangement of the SQUID and pickup coils on the substrate, distortion of the 
magnetic field by the superconducting film of the magnetometer is relatively isotropic. Hence, this type of 
magnetometer is suitable for use in gradiometers that subtract the magnetic flux electrically between two axially- 
arranged magnetometers [12]. Also, this configuration should reduce the problem of flux trapping since there is no 
superconducting film that is part of SQUID or pickup coils on the bicrystal line, except for the JJs. 

(d) 

strip line bicrystal line hole JJ 

1 80 pm 10 pm * 

Fig. 3. Simulated I-V (current-voltage) charact eristics ofthe SQUID structure shown in (d) with the 

following parameters: inductance of 1.05 pH/pm and capacitance of 0.0108 pF/pm for the parallel strip 

lines; and resistance of 8 Q and a critical current of 12.5 pA for the Josephson junctions. The I-V 

characteristics were distorted by extending the strip lines by the length /; / = 20 pm (a), / = 50 pm (b), 

and / = 100 pm (c). 
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Table 1. Comparison of the calculated and experimental coupling coefficients a and k, and the 
effective area Acjj. For the “calculation”, Aejj was obtained with the following calculated parameters: 
area Ap of 27 mm2 and inductance Lp of 6.2 nH for the pickup coils, and whole inductance Ls of 96 pH 
and strip line inductance L/ of 80 pH for the SQUID. For the “experiment (SQUID only)”, Aejf was 

estimated from the a and k values measured for the SQUID without the pickup coils. For the 

“experiment (Magnetometer)”, Aeff was obtained from the experiment, and a and k were calculated 
inversely from the Aeff value. 

a k Aeff 
Calculation 0.80 0.96 0.34 mm2 
Experiment (SQUID only) 0.94 1.12 0.39 mm2 
Experiment (Magnetometer) 1.00 1.20 0.42 mm2 
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Abstract 

We have developed new systems for magnetoencephalogram (MEG). The pick up coil is a coaxial type first-order 

gradiometer with 50-mm base line. Double-washer type SQUID, which has no sensitivity to external field, is connected to the pick 

up coil The magnetic field resolution of the system is about 3 fT/Hz1/2 or 0.6 fT/cm Hz,/2 at white noise region. The unique feature 

of the system is the horizontal dewar, which is fabricated through what we call "ship-in-a-bottle approach". The size of the sensor 

complex is larger than the diameter of the bottle neck of the dewar. The larger the sensor complex is, the wider the head surface is 

covered The smaller the neck of the dewar, the lower the boil off rate of the liquid Helium(L//e).Less than 10 liter/day for the 100- 

liter capacity is realized One of the merits of horizontal dewar is: small room is sufficient for installation because of low height (0.9 

m) of the dewar. Another merit is: patient can be measured in lying position which is rather relaxing. 

We have built four MEG systems now working properly at Tokyo, Osaka, Kanazawa, and Boston with the number of sensors 

ranging from 64 to 160. The specification of the sensor complex allows us to configure up to 208-ch gradiometer system or up to 

336-ch magnetometer system. 

System Configuration 

The array of SQUID sensors are installed in the LHe dewar which keeps the sensors at around 42 K. The dewar is installed 

inside the magnetically shielded room (MSR) in order to eliminate the environmental noise. The sensors are operated with flux- 

locked-loop(FLL) electronics which are located outside the MSR. The magnetic signals sensed by SQUID are transferred to 

voltage signal and processed through analogue signal processors and are acquired and stored by data acquisition (DAQ) system. 

The data are collected by the analyzing software which operates on Windows NT on the host computer. Data analysis such as 

equivalent current dipole (ECD) estimation is done on this console. Operators can easily make report with the analysis result using 

common word processing, or desk top publishing software, or spread sheet software or graphing according to their preferences. 

The operation of the SQUID sensor such as lock or unlock mode are also controlled through this console. The post processing 

software and the acquired data are transportable to other PC so that the users can do further analysis using their own desk top or lap 

top Windows PC. The stimulation apparatus for the subjects are also provided and can be controlled through the console. Other 

peripheral instrument is automatic liquid refilling system, which reduce the operators burden. The patients/subjects are to lay down 

on the table in a relaxed position to be measured of their MEG (magnetoencephalogram) response to various stimuli. 

Sensors and Electronics 

Gradiometer type is adopted for the SQUID sensor. The sensing coil and reference coil have a diameter of 15.5 mm and the 

base line between the two coils is 50 mm. The magnetic signal is transferred to double-washer SQUID placed about 75-mm 

distance from the sensing coil. There Is small possibility of flux trapping caused by the magnetic materials which some subject 

might bring in to the tail of the dewar carelessly, such as eyeglasses. The feed back current to compensate the input magnetic signal 

is fed to the loop of sensing and reference coil and input coil so that the measured field suffers no magnetic field disturbance, 

consequently the cross talk between adjacent sensors is reduced. The SQUID is driven by direct offset integration technique 

(DOIT), which is useful for costand complexity reduction especially in the over 100-channel MEG system. 

Noise 

It is important and practical to represent the noise performance for overall system, not just for SQUID sensor. SQUID 
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sensors have intrinsic noise and that itself might be low enough. However, additional noise sources which we must count in are 

electronics noise of FLL circuits, Johnson noise from the radiation shield foil in the vacuum chamber of the dewar and 

electromagnetic interference from the DAQ system/host PC/the stimulators. Measured noise, is 2.7 fT/Hz,/2 at white noise region, 

9.8 fT/Hz1/2 at 1 Hz with low pass filter set to 2 kHz cut-off. The gradiometer configuration consists of sensing coil and reference 

coil, so we can interpret this results as a 2.7-fT/Hz1/z signal is detectable with S/N=l, when no signal is applied to the reference coil. 

However, in the actual MEG measurement, the signal is detected at sensing coil and some decayed signal at reference coil is 

subtracted, and equivalent current dipole estimation is done by taking this subtraction into account Therefore, magnetic-gradient 

notation is sometimes useful for the noise performance. The gradiometer baseline in this case is 5 cm, which leads another notation 

of 2.7/5= 0.54 fT/cm Hz,/Z at white noise region and 1.96 fT/Hzl/2 at 1 Hz with overall system. 

Crosstalk 

Two gradiometers are placed in parallel and adjacent each other at the distance of 23 mm The level of cross talk is measured 

by monitoring one of the SQUID out put while applying known-amplitude sinusoidal flux to another SQUID, both in FLL mode. 

The result is excellent, 65.5 dB, thanks to the external feedback coil configuration. 

Dewar 

The unique feature of the system is the gantry-free horizontal dewar, which is fabricated through what we call "ship-in-a-botlle 

approach”. The size of the sensor complex is laiger than the diameter of the bottle neck of the dewar. The laiger the sensor 

complex is, the wider the head surface is covered. On the other hand, the smaller the neck of the dewar, the lower the boil off rate of 

LHe. So we assemble large sensor complex inside the dewar just as amateurs make ship models in an empty bottle using tools 

which go through the neck of the bottles, instead of inserting sensor complex after the assembly. With this technology,less than 

10 liter/day for the 100-liter capacity is realized. There is a 20-mm distance between the sensing coil of the gradiometer and the 

surface of the dewar where the subject/patient head touches. Fig.l shows a cut-away diagram for this dewar. The helmet shaped 

manifold is the sensor holder with many sockets for the gradiometers. 

One of the merits of horizontal dewar is that a small room is sufficient for installation because of low height (0.89m) of the 

dewar. The size of the MSR can be reduced to 2.4-m height by 22-m width by 3.5-m depth. 

Fig. 1 A cut-away diagram for horizontal dewar and''ship-in-a-botlle approach” 

Next merit is that the dewar is gantry free. The dewar is placed on a rigid basis, which eliminates considerable concerns on 

moving mechanism. 

Second merit is that the patients can be measured in lying position which is rather relaxing. The subjects are measured of their 

MEG response for 10 to 20 minutes, and required to stay still while measurement So it is necessary to provide a relaxed and easy 

mode for the subject Our solution is: reclining on a table in a supine mode with his/her head resting on a pillow with this horizontal 

dewar. The table is to be slid towards the dewar so that the head is placed into the concave part of the dewar. For the patient, it is 
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easy to be transferred from the stretcher to the table. We made a vertical type dewar with ship-in-a-bottle approach in order to 

compare the vibration of the subject’s head during the MEG measurement To confirm the improvement, the vibration of the head 

is measured with normal subject and the amplitudes are compared between vertical dewar. 

Other merit is that it is easy to replace the dead sensor if any, or install additional sensors. It is not necessary to take out all 

sensor complex from the dewar. 

It is practical for operator to refer to the Hellium consumption rate by the necessary amount including the loss during the 

transfer, rather than by the boiling off rate at the time in-between the refills. If the cycle for refill is Sequent, the overhead loss is no 

negligible. The necessary LHe amount to maintain this system is 100 liter/week or 5,200 liter/year, and the refill cycle is one 

refillAveek. 

Operator friendliness 

Liquid He refill operation can be done outside the MSR with the door closed Transfer tube is installed in the dewar with one 

port sticking out of MSR. The operator is to connect the extension tube to be inserted m the 100-liter He container. There is no 

need to open the door of the MSR and to jolt the dewar to be connected to He container outside the MSR 

Liquid consumption rate is 10 liter/day for the 100-liter capacity is realized. The rate is dependent to the solid angle of the neck 

diameter of the dewar from the LHe surface. The smaller the neck of the dewar, the lower the boil off rate ofLHe. 

Parameter tuning for DOIT type FTL circuit is done automatically. It takes only 30 sec. 

Subject/patient friendliness 

Our new concept of design is exemplified in cryogenic works. When using this horizontal dewar, the subject can lie down 

during MEG measurement Usually a dewar for the entire head is a vertical type, so the subject must set his or her neck straight and 

stiff while sitting during measurement Especially for patients in serious condition, it is a hardship to be measured beneath such a 

vertical dewar. 

Conventional dewais are vertical type and toe height is more than 1 m. The subjects must sit beneath the dewar and put their 

head into the concave-shaped tail. This might give the subject uncomfortable feeling under the heavy weight The dewars are 

settled on a gantry in order to adjust the alignment of the angle of toe head and toe tail of the dewar. The gantry structure cause 

some vibration problem. On the other hand horizontal type dewar is gantry free and the subjects feel a reduced mass impression. 

Owner friendliness 

Small MSR is sufficient for installation because the dewar is compact 0.9-m height and needs no gantry. Therefore the room 

for MSR can be small. Prospective owners of the system can reduce their concern for the space in their institute. 

The necessary liquid He amount to maintain toe system is 100 liter/week or 5,200 liter/year, and the refill cycle is 1 refillAveek 

for this system. 

Example of the MEG measurement 

Fig2 shows an example of the MEG response and estimated equivalent current dipole of a normal subject, right-handed 35- 

years old male, with an electric stimulation on his right hand thumb. Measurement is done with a filtering band of 3 to 500 Hz, 

sampling rate of 2 kHz and 400 times of synchronized averaging. The time chart is recorded with an origin time at the stimulation. 

The signals measured with 160 channel sensors are superimposed on the same chart, in the upper left of Figure. Clear response at 

20.5 ms after toe stimulus is observed with the amplitude of about 100 fT in maximum. The large signal at 0 ms is an artifact due to 

the stay current from toe electrodes attached to the subject for stimulation. The artifact does not give deterioration to the 20.5-ms 

response because toe latency is separated far enough .The contour map of the iso-magnetic field at 20.5 ms around toe head is also 

displayed in the upper right in reference to the position of the SQUID sensors. 
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The increment for the contour is 10 fT/step. L and R represents the left and right hemisphere, respectively. The local 

minimum and the part of local maximum is observed on the left hemisphere. From this spatial data and the calibration data for 

markers on the head, equivalent current dipole is estimated using spherical model and displayed as a red dot superimposed on the 

magnetic resonance image (MRI), lower three diagrams. The result is in good agreement with the anatomical knowledge. The 

intensity of the ECD is also calculated to be 9.75 nAm. The reproducibility of an equivalent current dipole model for actual 

patients/subjects measurement is also good and the spread is in a box of 1-2 mm., thanks to the horizontal dewar which eliminate 

the subject vibrations. 

Fig. 2 An example of the MEG response and estimated equivalent current dipole of a normal subject, right-handed 35-year old 

male, with an electric stimulation on his right hand thumb. The time chart, upper left, shows the signals measured with 160 channel 

sensors. The iso-filed contour map is displayed in the upper right in reference to the position of the sensors (dots). ECD is displayed 

as a white dot superimposed on MR image, lower three diagrams. The graphs in lower left, lower center and lower reight are 

transversal, sagital and coronal view. The white line stick to the red dot shows the direction and the amplitude of the estimated 

ECD. 

Conclusions 

MEG systems are developed in use for research application and examination for clinical usefulness. The systems have 

sufficient noise performance and friendly to use for a user. 
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Introduction 

Independent. Component Analysis (ICA) [1-7] is a new technique of multivariate signal processing applicable 
to wide areas such as biomedical signal processing, wireless communications, pattern recognition, psychology, 

economics, and so on. When a number of signals art, - * ■.arn are observed, which we denote by a column vector 
x = (x\, - • -xn)r, T representing the transposition, the signal x is supposed to be generated by independent 
factors. For example, x(t.) is simultaneous observations of sensor signals of MEG at time t., and we look for 
independent active sources inside the brain which generate such sensor signals. 

ICA decomposes signals x into a sum of independent components 

x = ^2yiWi, (1) 

where w\, • • • ,it7n are a new basis on which jji s are distributed independently. Our target is to identify the 
basis as well as the components ;</.* from a number of observations, for example, a time course of observations 
x(l),x(2), • • • ,x(t.), ■ ■ •, without any other knowledge. By this reason, the problem is also called blind source 
separation. The basis will elucidate the inner mechanism of generating signals. 

One may remind of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which is a standard technique of multivariate 
statistical analysis for decomposing x into components. PCA calculates the covariance matrix V of x, and 
decomposes x into the directions of eigenvectors of V. Let Ai > • • • > An > 0 be the eigenvalues of V, and 
e\, • • •, ert be the corresponding eigenvectors. PCA decomposes x into 

x^^Cid. (2) 

The principal component e\ represents the direction in which the ‘‘energy” of x is mostly concentrated, and 
e-2 the second, and so on. Therefore, PCA is good for searching for the directions of concentrated energies. 
Moreover, when x is subject to a Gaussian distribution, the components c* are independently distributed. 

However, when x is not Gaussian, the decomposed components d are uncorrelated but are not independent. 
Moreover, when x is Gaussian, there are infinitely many independent decompositions, including PCA compo¬ 
nents as one of them. It is not necessarily true that important information is carried by a signal of large energy 
or variance. ICA searches for independent components directly, where basis vectors Wi to be searched for are 

in general non-orthogonal [8]. 
ICA is a new method of approach, and it is only recently that researchers have applied it to MEG data and 

many others [9]. A lot of exciting findings have appeared and are appearing. However, the technique has not 
yet been fully developed, and there are lots of problems to be solved. We need to develop the method itself 
further to be applicable to MEG more suitably. Interpretation of extracted independent components is another 

important problem to be searched for. 
In the present paper, fundamental ideas, techniques and mathematics are presented in a comprehensive way, 

by using a simplest model. We also describe directions of further developments which are necessary for ICA to 

become a major method of MEG data analysis. 

Linear Mixing of Independent Source Signals 

Let us suppose m independent signal sources S\, • • •, Sm, which generate signals .*,(£)> i = 1, • • •, m, at discrete 
times t = 1,2, • • We assume that these signals are mixed linearly, and n mixtures 

m 

xjt) ss y; AjjSj(t), i = 1, • • • ,n (3) 

j= i 

or in the vector-matrix notation 
x{t.) = Aa(i), t = 1,2, - (4) 

are observed. The problem is to recover the original s(t.) from the observed mixtures when the mixing mechanism 
or mixing matrix A is unknown. 
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The problem is linear in this case, so that we put 

y(t) = Wx(t) (5) 

for a m x n matrix W. Wo search for the matrix W by which y(t) recovers the original source signals as 
faithfully as possible. Wo need to obtain a good W based on observations x(l), • • • • • •, recursively. A 
batch estimation based on a set of data {sc( 1), • •, x(t.)} is also possible. But when the locations of the sources or 
the mixing mechanism is slowly changing over time, adaptive or learning method of obtaining W is preferable. 

This is because a learning algorithm can track such a change. 
We now formulate fundamental assumptions for analyzing the present prototype. These assumptions should 

be relaxed for practical applications of ICA, and methods should be modified depending on specific applications. 

Remark that some are easily relaxed but some are not easy. 

Al. The number n sensors is equal to the number m of the independent sources, so that A is a nonsingular 

n x n matrix. 

A2. The n sources Si(t) produces zero-mean stochastic processes which are independent. 

A3. The n sources produce ergodic stochastic processes S{(t). Moreover, we assume that they are iid (indepen¬ 
dently and identically distributed) signals for each i. 

A4. The observed sensor signals Xi(t) do not include any extra noises. 

Under the above assumptions, we write the probability density functions of s as 

n 

r(s) = (6) 
*=1 

where are the probability densities of components s*. These s* are unknown. Moreover, the mixing matrix 
A is unknown. 

When W = A-1, we can recover the source signals s(t.) from the sensor signals x(t). Therefore, our task is 
to estimate the true W = Afrom the sensor signals x(l), - • ■ ,x(t). 

Natural Gradient Learning Rule 

We now search for W which makes the components of y = Wx as independent as possible. To this end, we 
use an adequate independent probability distribution q(y) whose density function is 

i(y)= If 9«(y»)- (7) 
i=l 

The Kullback-Leibler divergence 

D [p(y; IV) : 9(y)| = f p(y; W) log P(^}rfV (8) 

is a measure of divergence from the distribution p{y\W) of y derived by y = Wx to the adequately chosen 
independent distribution q(y). 

When q is put equal to the true source distribution r(y), which is unknown, this is minimized when W = 
A 1. However, we can prove that D is minimized at W = A-1 for a wide range of adequately chosen q. Since 
(8) is the expectation with respect to y of 

D = E [logp(y, W) — log q(y)], (9) 

the gradient method of improving W is 

w w dD 

where the expectation E is replaced by the sample average over y(t) and rft is a learning rate [4]. 
On-line learning is implemented by the stochastic gradient method, 

Wt+l = W, -Vl^[-H(W) - log<j{y(t)}], 

(10) 

(11) 
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where H{W) is the entropy of p(y, W). In this rule, we update Wt when we observe y{t) one by one. 
The above gradient rule is not only computationally expensive, but its convergence is slow. The natural 

gradient learning rule proposed by Arnari et al. [5,10] and by Cardoso and Laheld [6] is now widely used. Since 
the space of parameters W to be searched over is the set of all the nonsingular matrices, it has a Riemannian 
geometrical metric structure. The gradient in such a space should take the Riemannian metric into account. 
We omit calculations here, and write down the result only. 

The natural gradient learning rule ( [10], [11]) is given by 

/\Wt = ntF[y(t),Wt\Wh 

where the matrix F is 

F(y,W) = A-v{y(t)}y(t)T, 

A is a diagonal matrix and •p(y) is a vector whose i-th component is given by 

<Pi(Vi) = 

We can analyze the efficiency and stability of the above learning algorithm (Amari et al. [12]). 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Further Developments 

There are various types of generalizations of the above learning algorithm. We touch upon some of them. 

1. When mixing is not instantaneous but has multiple delays, the mixing matrix A becomes an impulse re¬ 
sponses between sources and sensors. This problem is called the multiterminal deconvolution, and the 
natural gradient learning rule is proposed [13]. 

2. In many cases, the number m of source signals is different from the number n of sensors, and m is unknown. 
When m is unknown, we can extract independent components one by one (Cichocki et al. [14]). 

3. The case when there are more sources than sensors, that is, m > n, is very interesting [8,15]. When we 
estimate A from the observed data, the problem is to recover from the equation 

x = As. (15) 

There is no unique solution. Recently, a sparse solution is proposed [8]. It is the one which has minimal 

non-zero elements. 

4. In many cases s*(t) is a signal which has temporal correlation. One can extend the natural gradient learning 

rule to be applicable to such cases. 

5. When x includes observation noises such that 

x = As + n, (16) 

the estimated W and recovered y include biases [16]. 

6. We have so far assumed that an independent source produces stationary stochastic signals. However, in 
many applications, signals are not stationary but transient. We should develop algorithms to take this 

into account. 

7. In biomedical applications such as MEG, the sources are not point-like but are distributed in space and 
moving. We should develop algorithms responsible for such structure. 

8. The different sources are not necessarily independent but are correlated in some way. This is a difficult 

important problem to be solved. 
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Introduction 
Whole-head magnetoencephalography (MEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) are two 

modem techniques for the imaging of brain function. From a theoretical point of view they should be highly 
complementary, since MEG has an excellent temporal and fMRI a superior spatial resolution. The aim of this paper was 
to study possibilities and pitfalls of combining both techniques in a comparable visual motion paradigm using a 
flowfield stimulus. In the spatial domain, the cortical activation pattern of visual motion processing has been 
investigated in a recent fMRI study [1]. In order to obtain information on the temporal dynamics of the activated brain 
regions, we now recorded MEG in the same subjects. Using spatio-temporal multiple source analysis [2-6], we 
estimated locations, orientations, and temporal activity patterns of equivalent generators underlying the evoked MEG 
response to moving and static visual stimuli and to the difference waves between both conditions. The obtained sources 
and their activity patterns were compared with dipoles seeded into the MEG head model at locations defined by clusters 
of increased blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal. 

Methods 
After informed written consent, seven subjects were studied in separate fMRI and MEG sessions with identical 

visual stimuli consisting of 400 randomly positioned white dots on a black background (visual field: 28°x20°, dot size: 
0.06°x0.06°). The visual stimuli were presented stationary (static condition) or immediately moving radially outward 
(flowfield condition) at 3.6°/s-14.4°/s. 

FMRI was performed on a 1.5-T scanner (Siemens Magnetom Vision with EPI, gradient overdrive, standard 
head coil). 5 repetitions of the trial sequence fixation, flowfield, fixation, static were presented. The duration of each 
condition was 20 s. MEG was recorded continuously with a whole-head planar gradiometer system (Neuromag- 
122TM). During MEG recording, 150 repetitions of the same trial sequence were presented. The duration of each 
condition was 1 s. MEG coordinates were co-registered with MRI using 3 reference points (nasion and periauricular 
points) and 4 head coils. Co-registration of these points with structural MRI, computation of 3D correlation maps of 
fMRI data and calculation of centroids of clusters of activation for the seeding of dipoles were done using the Brain 
Voyager software [1]. 

Using temporal strategies, spatio-temporal source analysis [2-5] was performed on the averaged visual evoked 

fields (VEF) in the motion condition and on the difference waveforms (motion-static response) using the BESA® 
2.2/3.0 program (MEGIS Software GmbH). Temporal dynamics of the active brain regions was assessed by dipole 
source waveforms [3,4]. Dipole models were fitted to the difference waves in the following time ranges and order: 2- 
dipole model with bihemispheric sources in the visual motion complex MT/MST (140-200 ms); additional 2-3 spatial 
components [7] to account for residual activity in the early response epoch (30-140 ms); 4-dipole model with bihemi¬ 
spheric sources in the MT/MST complex (140-200 ms) and in the occipito-parietal cortex including 2-3 early spatial 
components. 

For comparison, centroids of fMRI clusters were seeded into the MEG head model and used as fixed dipoles 
after fitting their orientations. This seeded model was tested for the 2-dipole model using the bilateral seeds in the visual 
motion complex in conjunction with the early spatial components (Fig. 1). In 2 subjects, further sources in the parieto¬ 
occipital cortex were seeded and compared to more complex source models. 

Results 
The highest correlation in the fMRI BOLD signal for the flowfield versus static comparison was found in the 

occipito-temporal motion complex. Additional significant clusters of activation were seen in early visual and occipito¬ 
parietal areas. The flowfield VEF had equivalent generators in early visual, lateral occipito-temporal, prefrontal and, in 
some subjects, parietal areas. In the difference waveforms, the early visual activity was not completely removed and its 
overlap into the epoch of the motion related fields (165-190) required modeling by 2-3 spatial components that were 
derived from the flowfield VEF over the epoch of 60-140 ms. The 2-dipole model fit showed bilateral occipito-temporal 
source locations. This model revealed a clear increase in the source activity of the motion complex when comparing the 
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spatial component 1 

Fig. 1. Comparison of Fitted and seeded sources in the occipito-temporal motion complex of subj. 1. Bilateral 
dipoles were fitted to the flowfield data in the presence of 3 spatial components accounting (only the first is shown) for 
the early activities of the visual cortex (60-140 ms). The lateral BOLD clusters were used as seeds for the dipole 
locations and orientations were fitted in the presence of the 3 spatial components. Both models were used to image the 
source activities in the flowfield (thick lines) and static conditions (thin lines). Despite differences in location between 
fitted and seeded dipoles, source waveforms are highly similar. The relative attenuation of the source waveforms of the 
left seeded dipole is related to its more superficial location as compared to the fitted dipole. The approximately 100% 
increase and shorter latency of the source activity in the motion complex in the flowfield as compared to the static 
condition reflects the motion specific activation of MT/MST. Note that the delay of the early visual cortical activities in 
the static condition results in non-vanishing difference VEF waveforms and, thus, requires additional modeling of the 
early MEG activities in the subtract condition. Though less significant, the fMRI also showed differences in activation 
between the flowfield and static conditions in the more central and posterior occipital region (arrow pointing to areas 
marked in black). 

flowfield and static conditions (Fig. 1). In 4 subjects, the dipole on one side was shifted posteriorly towards the parietal 
cortex, which indicated that additional occipito-parietal sources were contributing to the difference fields in the 130-200 
ms range. 

To take into account these additional occipito-parietal sources, a 4-dipole model was obtained for the VEF 
difference waveforms after fitting an additional bihemispheric symmetric pair of dipoles simultaneously with the 
motion complex dipoles using an energy constraint with a relative weighting of residual variance and source waveforms 
of approximately 5:1. In this model of the VEF difference waveforms, the first 2 dipoles reflected the tangentially 
oriented enhancement of source activity in the occipito-temporal area in the flowfield versus the static condition. These 
motion complex dipoles were stronger in the right than in the left occipito-temporal cortex in six of seven subjects. The 
peak (163-197 ms) source strength of the motion complex dipoles ranged from 4.63 to 9.15 nAm (mean 6.92 nAm) on 
the stronger side and from 0.34 to 3.89 (mean 2.81 nAm) on the weaker side. In one subject, the left hemispheric dipole 
showed almost no activity (0.34 nAm) and, therefore, this dipole was kept symmetric during fitting. Orientations of the 
motion complex dipoles varied considerably across subjects. The occipito-parietal dipoles 3 and 4 were located in the 
posterior parietal lobe in five, and near the occipital pole in two subjects. Their source waveforms overlapped with 
dipole waveforms 1 & 2, but their amplitudes were considerably smaller in all but 3 subjects. 

Seeding of the significant fMRI clusters into the MEG head model provided locations that were within 2.5 cm of 
the motion complex dipoles of the VEF 4-dipole model. Source waveforms of the seeded dipoles revealed the temporal 
dynamics of the motion complex after including the early spatial components. A comparison of the fitted and seeded 
source waveforms of subj. 1 is shown in Fig. 1 for the 2-dipole model including 3 early spatial components. Despite the 
location differences of the fitted and seeded dipoles (left: 1.7 cm, right: 0.8 cm), source waveforms were highly similar 
and clearly showed the enhanced and earlier activation of the motion complex in the flowfield condition. 

Closer inspection of the residual difference waveforms in the VEF 4—dipole model of subject 1 revealed 
additional activities over the fronto-parietal and fronto-temporal areas. We therefore included 3 more source dipoles 
into the model to account for these activities. Together with the 2 early spatial components, this 7-dipole model (Fig. 2, 
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left) explained 77% of the variance in the time range of 160-240 ms at the 119 planar gradiometer signals that were 
included in the analysis. The two frontal and, in particular, the right fronto-parietal dipole had significant overlapping 
activity patterns during the interval of the maximum motion complex activity. In this model, the fitted motion complex 
dipoles had the smallest distance from the fMRI seeds in the occipito-temporal region (left: 1.0 cm, right: 0.8 cm). 

When seeding the 2 motion complex dipoles together with 3 additional BOLD clusters in the occipito-parietal 
region, the 5-dipole model that resulted after fitting of the orientations (Fig. 2, right) showed a better separation of the 
source activity peaks in the occipito-parietal and occipito-temporal regions as compared to the 4-dipole and 7-dipole 
models. The activities in the clusters presumably corresponding to areas V3/VIP (Fig. 2, right: sources 3-4) peaked 
earlier than that in the motion complex source waveforms (sources 1-2). 

Fig. 2. Spatio-temporal multiple source models of the difference VEF (flowfield - static) of subj. 1. The 7-dipole 
model on the left depicts sources in the lateral occipito-temporal motion complex (1 & 2), the occipito-parietal area (3 
& 4), the fronto-parietal region (7), and probably, the frontal eye fields (5 & 6). The right 5-dipole model was derived 
from seeding 5 fMRI BOLD clusters in the occipito-temporal and -parietal regions and fitting the orientations of the 
dipoles. Both models included 2 spatial components (8 & 9) to account for the early activities of the visual cortex. The 
seeding of dipoles (right) appears to have resulted in a better temporal separation (cf. marked peaks) of the overlap of 
the activities in the motion complex MT/MST (1 & 2) and, probably, in V3/VIP (3 & 4). 

Discussion 
Our results demonstrate that MEG multiple source modeling can adequately capture networks of activated 

specialized visual areas and reveal their temporal dynamics. Although the precision of MEG dipole localization may 
suffice in many cases, the separation of the underlying source processes is difficult, if they occur in close spatial 
proximity or with similar temporal dynamics. This was the case in our flowfield experiment that revealed numerous 
sources regions in occipital, parietal and frontal cortex with activity patterns that overlapped severely in the time 
window of the largest motion-specific MEG activity (160-240 ms). Under these circumstances, the seeding of BOLD 
clusters into the MEG source model promises to improve the temporal resolution of the underlying overlapping 
processes, as indicated in the example of Fig. 2. 

Our first attempt to combine MEG and fMRI has revealed a number of further problems to be addressed in future 
studies: The variable orientation and asymmetry in source strength of the motion complex dipoles suggested the 
existence of a strong radial component that was not detected by MEG. Additional information from anatomy and 
simultaneous EEG could have improved the delineation of the temporal dynamics in the motion complex. Whereas 
fMRI benefits from contrasting the BOLD signal between two conditions, MEG difference waveforms may not 
sufficiently suppress activity that is of equal strength but differs in peak latency between conditions. Hence, an accurate 
MEG model may need a larger number of sources as compared to the number of BOLD clusters in the fMRI. A 
converse pitfall in fMRI is the intrinsic exclusion of brain regions considered to be of lesser interest: a) by restricting 
scans to particular slices, and b) by setting a significance level to exclude spuriously active regions that might well 
contribute significantly to the MEG. Finally, the experimental task needs to match the particular timing conditions of 
both MEG and fMRI. A priori, one should not assume that identical stimuli presented under different timing conditions 
will exclusively activate the same brain areas with comparable strengths. Yet, our first results indicate a better 
comparability of MEG and fMRI data than anticipated. 
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Theoretically, the MEG may have a spatial resolution of 3-5 mm. However, real VEF data have fairly poor 
signal-to-noise ratios and are composed of multiple source activities in the 100-300 ms post-stimulus epoch. All our 
models, including the most elaborate 7-dipole model, still left a considerable amount of variance unexplained, 
particularly in the difference waveforms. Hence, localization accuracy and spatial resolution are quite limited, and an 
appropriate separation of the source activities [4] may not be achieved by MEG source analysis alone. Therefore, the 
understanding of the source processes that underlie VEF data can be considerably improved by incorporating spatial 
information into the MEG model using some or all BOLD clusters detected in fMRI as seeds for a multiple dipole 
model. 
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Introduction 

It is widely believed that methods measuring the large scale electromagnetic record of brain activity 
(i.e. MEG and EEG) and methods relying on haemodynamic correlates of neuronal activity (i.e. PET and 
fMRI) access complementary information: the later provide reliable spatial information over relatively long 
periods of activation, while the former are accurate in the temporal domain but provide less precise spatial 
detail. The seemingly overwhelming case for combining MEG (or EEG) and fMRI has been championed in 

many recent studies. However, even a cursory scrutiny of the underlying mechanisms shows that the theoretical 
foundation for routine combination of methods relying on electrophysiological measures with the ones relying on 
haemodynamic measures is by no means obvious. Results and the way they are reported reflects both hopes and 
reality: some studies report, “good agreement” [1], while others sound danger warnings [2] and yet others boldly 
point the deficiencies of one or other technique [3]. A review of these results reveals disturbingly consistent 
differences between the fMRI and MEG. The foci identified by MEG and fMRI or PET are typically 1 to 1.5 
cm away from each other, even for the simplest cases. Until recently the discrepancy was invariably attributed 
to “errors” in the supposedly less accurate technique. 

Even if we forget for the moment questions regarding whether the fMRI signal originates in large or small 
vessels, and further assume that haemodynamic changes depend linearly on the power driving neuronal activity 
we are left with the simple question: is it legitimate to equate the focus of activity over a few milliseconds to 
one or more foci of activity derived from comparisons of integrals over much longer periods? In what follows the 
question is addressed directly, using just MEG data and analysis from one of the simplest, most widely studied 
and best understood stimulation protocols, median nerve stimulation of the arm. The analysis provides direct 
evidence for the differences in the observables derived from different techniques, and strongly reinforces earlier 
calls for caution based on auditory studies of single trial variability [4]. 

Methods 

We will use data from a 12-run experiment recorded in the shielded room of the MEG group in Jiilich, 
Germany with the BTI 148 channel whole head system. The first two and last two runs served as baseline 
measurements. In the middle eight runs the left and right arm, and left and right ankle were stimulated using a 
short, 0.2 ms long pulse. Two levels were used for each limb: a low level above sensation threshold but inducing 
no visible movement, and strong stimulation for which a clear movement of the index finger or hallux followed 

each stimulation. The first, and last runs were recorded with no subject in the shielded room (system noise). In 
the second and penultimate run the recording was done with the subject in place, but with no stimulation. The 
data in all 12 runs (active and noise conditions) were collected in epoch mode and were processed throughout 
using identical operations. For the present study we report results from the analysis of two runs: right arm 
stimulation (live condition) and from the penultimate run with no stimulus but the subject in place (noise). 

The raw signal was decomposed into components using ICA [5]. Individual components were classified into 
targets and rejects, and the rejects were eliminated from further analysis. The rejects included components'from 
the heart, the eye and stimulus artefact. The clean average and the channel weights of individual components 
were analysed using Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT) [6]. In addition sets of single trials were also processed 

from both live and noise conditions. 
MFT produces probabilistic estimates for the (non-silent) primary current density vector Jp(r,/) from a 

given distribution of MEG data. The extraction of temporal sequence from MFT solutions is direct, because the 
method is applied to each timeslice t separately. Since Jp is a vector, the intensity, P(r,t) = Jp(r,t) • Jp(r, t), 
can be used in integrals over space and/or time to provide a measure of the net activity without cancellations 

of positive and negative components. We define 

Wa *t+T 

IronAr,t,T-,NuN2)= £ / P(r,t + T)dT (1) 

n=Ni ',t~T 

where, n labels single trials and '2T is the integration range around the latency t. For displays we will use \/I 
computed for the first 13 single trials of the right-arm-move (cond = L) and noise after (corn! = na). The 
difference, (\/7l - Vhfa), will be used as the simplest analogue of an fMRI estimate. In the displays separate 
normalisation is used for the grey-level coded intensity for each case. For comparability we have computed the 
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ratio of the maximum at each display to a typical single trial instantaneous maximum in the contralateral SI 

(12th trial at 26 ms). 

Results 

The MFT analysis was carried out for all average signals. The expected somatotopy was accurately 
displayed in all cases, at the expected latency (20-30 ms for strong arm stimulation) and even in the case of feet 
the localisations for left and right foot stimulation fell nicely at the crest of the somatosensory strip on either 
side of the mid-line. The MFT solutions for individual single trials were as accurate as the average, showing 
small, but not negligible, latency variability. For the purposes of this study the intensity over a 20 and 300 ms 
long periods was integrated and the results summed across single trials. 

Fig. 1 shows the integrated activity (over just 20 milliseconds) across the first 13 single trials for the live, 
noise condition and their difference. The display shows an axial slice through the somatosensory cortex. All 
cases for all times identify the maximum in this slide at the primary sensory cortex (SI)! 

0.185 0.240 

0.064 0.063 

0.111 0.178 

fc 18 ms 37 ms 

0.09 

0.048 

0.041 

57 ms 

live 

"noise" 

difference 

Fig 1.: Integrated activity (v/7), over just 20 milliseconds (summed over the first 13 single trials). For the live 
condition (top) the maximum is within the displayed axial slice. The numbers at the top of each figurine show 
the ratio of the single trial maximum for the slice to typical single trial peak value. 

Fig. 2 shows the integrated activity over a longer period (300 ms) but for three axial views. Note that 
now the activity in SI (top row) is stronger in the noise run, in terms of distribution the SI is clearly identified 
in the noise run (insert) as well as for the live condition many minutes before! Single trial analysis of the noise 
data shows intermittent but strong activation of the left and right SI and secondary somatosensory area (SII). 

Fig. 3 shows inegrals of activity over 20 ms for individual single trials from the noise measurement, in 
the same axial level as Figure 1. The activation in the SI is evident in trial 25 (second raw) where the integral 
attains a considerably higher values, for all three periods displayed, than the highest value of the corresponding 
live integrals of Figure 1. The central latency is of course not relevant in the noise case, and similar intermittent 
activity is seen throughout the studied period. 

We have used MFT to obtain the spatial distribution associated with each ICA component for the live 
condition. Both the MFT analysis and the timecourses showed that ICA components 1, 2 and 4 corresponded 
to contributions from the heart and eye activity and stimulus artefact. Fig. 4 shows the MFT distributions 
from ICA components 3 and 6, rather nicely identifying SI and SII. 
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Fig. 2: Integrated activity, over 300 ms, at the same level as for Fig. 1, and for two more inferior levels. The 
three displayed slices are highlighted on the sagittal MRI image on the left. The insert shows an enlarge view 
of the activity in the noise condition, renormalised for just the top axial view. The numbers show the maxima 
in each figurine in ratio to the overall maximum across all single trials; note that the somatosensory maximum 
at the top axial slice is now stronger in the noise condition. 
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Fig. 3: Integrated activity over 20 ms, at the same level as for Fig. 1, for three epochs from the noise run. 
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Fig. 4: Subsets of channels are used for MFT analysis of two ICA components. Three separate MFT recon¬ 
structions of the 3rd and 6th ICA component of the live data. In each case two levels of the MFT solution are 
displayed, selected so that the maximum of each component is in view. The central sulcus, the selected channels 
the MFT source space and its 9 display levels are displayed below each MFT solution. 

Discussion 

The results show clearly that for the case of MEG little is gained by using the noise measurement as a 
baseline condition, as it is used in fMRI. We are discussing elsewhere how the timecourse of individual trials 
and baseline conditions can be used in the framework of sound statistical analysis for MFT estimates, e.g. for 
examples see [7]. We also note that the very time consuming MFT analysis of each and every trial, millisecond 
by millisecond can be reduced in a number of ways [8], including the use of ICA as Fig. 4 shows. 

Our results are not that unexpected; they do however articulate, in the most direct way yet, why the 
use of baseline conditions must be made with caution. The implications for multi-modality studies are even 
more serious: the question of spatial accuracy can not be divorced from its content (method and timescale 
involved). The idea of simply constraining the MEG solutions to the fMRI hotspots is naive and likely to lead 
to misleading conclusions. 
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fMRI-Constrained Source Reconstructions 
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Introduction 
While fMRI yields high spatial resolution, brain dynamics are hardly resolved. The combination with EEG and 

MEG source reconstruction promises to add the desired temporal resolution. Therefore, the results of an fMRI analysis 
shall be used as constraints in the subsequent source reconstruction. Doing this, one has to keep in mind that there are 
differences in the anatomical phenomena measured (fields/potentials vs. hemodynamics) and in the necessary 
experimental setup (a single paradigm vs. statistically significant differences with regard to at least two paradigms). As 
a result, locations of significant hemodynamic differences (“hotspots”) must not simply be equated with current 
sources. Instead, several problematic constellations may occur: 

• current sources that do not show up in the fMRI images, 

• fMRI hotspots without a corresponding current source, and 

• a slight displacement between fMRI hotspot and source location. 
In this paper, we propose two strategies for integrating fMRI with source reconstruction techniques that take care of 
these difficulties. One strategy has been developed for the dipole fit methods and another for distributed source models. 

Furthermore, one has to deal with the co-registration problem between the imaging modalities involved [1]. 
Depending on the information available, several techniques may be used for finding the best match between sMRI and 
fMRI image coordinates: 

• landmark-based registration. Here, corresponding landmarks have to be determined in both modalities. 

• surface-based registration. Prerequisite is the segmentation of the skin or the brain surface in both modalities. 

• volume-based registration. No additional information is required. 

• scanner coordinate-based registration. Here, sMRI and fMRI must have been acquired during the same session, and 
the images must include position information in scanner coordinates. 

For the surface-based registration and the scanner coordinate-based registration, we describe how a reliable match can 
be achieved. 

Methods 
The surface registration method is based upon a contour fit algorithm [2] that matches a set of N digitized 

contour points r, with a segmented surface such as the skin or the brain. The algorithm minimizes the Lrnorm of the 
distances of all contour points to the surface. These distances are determined efficiently by using a distance map D(r), 
which can be pre-computed from the segmented surface. 

minXIDM o) 
i=l 

The Lrnorm is more robust with respect to outliers than the standard L2-norm (sum of squares). In order to deal with 
local minima, three translation parameters (shifts) and three rotation parameters (Euler angles) are optimized 
independently, such that the best-fit translations are found for each set of rotations. This is done by two nested Nelder- 
Mead simplex algorithms. The translation parameters are initialized with the difference between the center of mass of 
the segmented surface and the center of a sphere fitted to the set of points. The rotation parameters are initialized by a 
coarse exhaustive search over the parameter space of the Euler angles with optimized translations. For the surface-to- 
surface registration, one surface is converted into a set of contour points. These contour points must not include areas 
which are prone to ambiguities or missing correspondences, such as the ears, the neck, or the chin. Thinning is applied 
in order to decrease numerical complexity, resulting in about 300 contour points. 

The scanner coordinate-based registration method makes use of the Image Position and Image Orientation tags 
which are part of the ACR-NEMA standard and can be found in DICOM images. The Image Position is a coordinate 
vector in [mm]-space that describes the position of the upper left comer of the image with respect to the scanner. The 
Image Orientation are two normal vectors in the same coordinate system. They describe the orientations of the x and y 
image axes, respectively. The coordinate system thus defined is tracked down the pipeline of image transformations 
(shift, zoom, rotation, mirroring, stacking) which can be applied when scanner images are read in and can finally serve 
for co-registration between modalities. 

For fMRI-constrained dipole models, rotating or fixed dipoles are associated with each fMRI hotspot. To this 
end, the hotspots are used as seedpoints for the dipole fit, while a maximum distance constraint applies. Dipole 
locations, components, and timecourses are fitted. In order to account for unexplained data, an additional dipole is 
fitted, which is not related to any hotspot (Fig. 1). A regularized solution is obtained that disregards source components 
with small data overlap [3]. For comparison, a fixed dipole fit recursively using the MUSIC metric for location fitting 
was performed. 
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Fig. 1: dipoles are loosely fixed to fMRI hotspots, using the hotspot locations as seeds and constraining the 
dipoles to stay within a maximum distance from their seedpoints. One additional dipole is fitted, which is not 

tied to a hotspot. 

Fig. 2: a) source space for current density reconstructions (detail); b) location weighting functions 

a) b) 

Fig. 3: a) three simulated fMRI hotspots (black); b) three simulated sources (black); c) source waveforms 

For fMRI-constrained distributed source models, the cortical sheet segmented from sMRI [4] is used as source 
space, resulting in some ten thousand fixed locations and normals with a distance of 2 to 3 mm. A depth-normalized, 
regularized inverse solution with a minimal weighted L2-norm of the source strengths is computed. Location weights 
are determined according to the fMRI-induced significances. Different damping factors can be used, including a total 
suppression of non-hotspot activity, a damping of non-hotspot activity, and linear functions of the fMRI correlations 
(Fig. 2). For comparison, unweighted solutions were obtained. 

min AO)=|c(m-Lj)| + A||w/MR;W(fcj„/tj|| (2) 

Here, j are the unknown currents, m are the measured data, L is the lead field matrix, C is the sensor weighting resp. 
SNR normalization matrix, Wjmri is the diagonal fMRI-induced location weighting matrix, and Wdeplh is the diagonal 
depth normalization matrix common to weighted least squares methods. 

In order to test the methods, forward calculated 61 electrode EEG data were generated for three dipolar sources. 
Each source showed a depolarization / repolarization sequence as activation pattern. Noise was added to achieve an 
SNR of 15 for the dipole fits and an SNR of 100 for the current density reconstructions. Functional MRI data were 
simulated with three hotspots. Two of these hotspots coincided with two of the three source locations, while one 
hotspot had no corresponding source (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 4: interlaced display of co-registration results obtained for segmented skin surfaces. The first modality is a 
3D sMRI T| scan with 250 mm Field of View, the second modality is a gross average 3D Ti data set normalized 
to Talairach coordinates with 230 mm Field of View. The two surfaces used for registration are shown as white 
outlines. 

Fig. 5: co-registration using scanner coordinates. The first modality is a 3D sMRI T| scan with 256 mm Field of 
View, the second modality are 5 angulated T2 slices with 250 mm Field of View and a slice-to-slice distance of 
4 mm that have been acquired during the same session. 

Results 
The computation of the 2563 voxel distance maps takes about one minute on a SUN Ultrasparc 170. The 

subsequent contour fit takes 2 Vi minutes. Results are shown in Fig. 4. 
The scanner coordinate-based co-registration is computed on-the-fly when ACR-NEMA or DICOM images are 

read in. Results are shown in Fig. 5. 
In all 4-dipole fits, three dominating sources at the correct locations were found. Sources 1 and 2 interfere 

slightly in the rotating dipole fits but not in the fixed dipole fits. Results are shown in Fig. 6. 
In the fMRI-constrained current density solutions, all source locations were retrieved when using a damping 

factor of 2, even in the case of a source without corresponding hotspot. However, the timecourses of sources 1 and 2 
interfere. Results are shown in Fig. 7. 

Discussion 
Depending on the available information, different co-registration methods for merging sMRI and fMRI 

coordinate systems may be useful. The usage of scanner coordinates seems to be the most straightforward method, if 
both modalities have been acquired during the same session. If this is not the case or not possible, other methods have 
to be applied. Landmark- and surface-based registration both leave the user with the responsibility of choosing 
matching landmarks resp. surfaces. Volume-based registration [5] is independent of such influences, but about an order 
of magnitude slower than the surface-based approach. 

Dipole fits can benefit from fMRI constraints in two ways: Meaningful seedpoints for the location fit are 
obtained, a crucial issue in all multi-dipole fits. A reconstructed dipole in the vicinity of each fMRI hotspot yields the 
corresponding source timecourse. Spatially unconstrained dipoles are then necessary to account for remaining activity. 
However, the temporal discrimination of close sources can only be achieved by an additional fixed dipole constraint. 

Current density reconstructions react upon fMRI constraints in two ways: Activity in the vicinity of fMRI 
hotspots is bundled. Remaining activity can only be localized correctly, if the damping factor is not too large and if its 
field distribution cannot be generated from sources within the hotspots. The temporal discrimination of close sources is 
enhanced with respect to unconstrained reconstructions, if the correct source orientations are dominating within the 
hotspots. 
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a) c) 

Fig. 6: a) fit results of 4 rotating dipole fit (black) and fMRI hotspots (seeds, gray); b) timecourses of the 4 
rotating dipoles; c) results of 4 fixed dipole fit; d) timecourses of the 4 fixed dipoles 

Fig. 7: a) results of fMRI-constrained current density reconstruction (maximum over timerange, clipped) and 
fMRI hotspots (gray); b) detail showing the third source; c) results of unconstrained current density 
reconstruction (maximum over timerange) and fMRI hotspots; d) used scale 
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Abstract 

Electro-Magnetic Source Imaging (EMSI) of the human brain via EEG and MEG 

measurements is based on the comparison of the predicted data with the measurements. 

Consequently, an accurate representation of the geometry and electrical properties of the head is 

essential to improve the quality of the predictions and so the localization performance. One method 

to achieve such a representation is to use Finite Element Method to solve the potential and magnetic 

field patterns. However, solving this numerical model requires great memory and computational 

resources. The aim of this paper is to provide a computational framework through which this 

problem can be distributed to the available workstations and solved in parallel. The Paralel Virtual 

Machine (PVM) library provides communication and management primitives, enabling 

programming over a cluster of workstations. This work describes methods for distributing the finite 

element mesh to the available workstations, generating the matrix equation in parallel, and 

factorizing the matrix to obtain the solutions for the forward problem. An improved version of 

asymmetric Cholesky factorization algorithm is introduced that reduces the memory requirements of 

the factorization. This algorithm requires only 27 Mbytes for a 17000 node mesh, for which popular 

factorization algorithms require about 60 Mbytes. The speed-up characteristics of the algorithm 

change between 1.7 and 1.3 for different mesh configurations. With some additional improvements 

the algorithm will enable fast solution of the EMSI forward problem on a network of workstations. 

Introduction 
The forward problem of the Electro-Magnetic Source Imaging (EMSI) can be defined as 

obtaning the electrical and magnetic field patterns for a given source distribution inside the brain. 

This is a complex electromagnetic problem with a very complicated geometry and it can be solved 

in different ways. For simple body geometries, it is possible to obtain analytical expressions. For 

bodies of arbitrary geometries, numerical methods should be employed such as the Finite Element 

Method (FEM) or the Boundary Element Method (BEM). This work is based on a FEM formulation 

of the forward problem for obtaining a realistic head model [1]. In this formulation, 20-noded 

hexahedral isoparametric elements are used. These elements allow the geometry and the potential 

function to vary quadratically within the element, allowing approximation of more complex 

functions and geometries with fewer elements. The conductivity is assumed to be constant and 

isotropic within each element (although it is possible, with some modifications, to allow for 

anisotropic elements). A source current density (or dipole) can be assigned to each element. The 

formulation results in a linear matrix equation of the form: Ax=b where A is an nxn sparse, 

symmetric, positive-definite matrix, b is a lxn vector that carries the source information, x is a lxn 

vector of unknown node potentials, and n is the number of nodes in the mesh. 

The geometry and conductivity information required to create the mesh is obtained from MR 
images of the head after segmentation and labeling processes. At present, semi-automatic 

procedures are used and conductivities are assigned using tabulated values for the labeled tissues 
[2]. Fitting the FEM mesh of hexahedral elements to this geometry is also a challenge. The 

convoluted surface of the cortex can only be represented by many small elements which results in a 

f This work is supported by Turkish Scientific and Technical Research Council Project EEEAG-192 and METU 

Research Fund Project AFP-98-03-01-03. 
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very large number of elements in the mesh. Although such a mesh is not realized at present, it is 

estimated that the mesh will contain more than 100000 nodes, which means more than 100000 

equations to be solved simultaneously. 
Until recent years, solving matrix equations of this magnitude has been in the scope of 

supercomputers. Today, with the advances in the computer technology, workstations and personal 

computers are now able to solve such problems. However, there is still the problem of computation 

speed and large memory requirements. For EMSI, current inverse problem algorithms require a 

large number of forward problem solutions. Therefore, a forward problem solution time on the order 

of hours is not acceptable. The most natural way of improving the speed in computation, aside from 

using expensive supercomputers, is to combine the resources of several workstations, and solve the 

problem in a network of workstations. 
Similar large, sparse, positive-definite matrix equations are also encountered in many 

branches of science and engineering. As a result, there is a rich literature covering various solution 

techniques and parallelization algorithms for different architectures [3,4,5]. Among possible 

solution methods, in this study, direct Cholesky factorization that transforms the matrix A into LLT 

form will be considered. Although factorization is much slower than iterative methods, once 

factorized, it is possible to obtain a large number of solutions in a considerably short time. 

A group of workstations connected through a local area network (LAN) has many similarities 

to a distributed memory parallel architecture. This similarity has led to the development of some 

parallel processing systems that enable a programmer to write parallel programs over a network of 

workstations [6,7,8]. PVM (Parallel Virtual Machines) is one such library that can combine 

heterogeneous workstations over one virtual parallel processing environment. The PVM library is 

used in this study as the parallel programming platform. 

Parallel solution of the forward problem can be analysed in three stages: preprocessing, 

factorization and solution. Following sections will investigate these stages, explaining the methods 

and algorithms used. Finally, the numerical results will be presented to show the performance of the 

parallelization algorithm and possible future improvements will be discussed. 

Preprocessing - Preparation for the Solution Process 

The first stage in the solution of the forward problem matrix equation is creating, partitioning and 

ordering the unknowns of the coefficient matrix A using the finite element mesh information. This 

stage is very important for the performance of factorization and solution process. It has been shown 

that the order of the nodes in the matrix affects storage requirements and computation time of the 

factorization. Moreover, for parallelization, the FEM mesh should be partitioned. Each block of data 

has to be assigned to a processor in a way that minimizes communication among the processors. 

The proposed factorization algorithm uses a recursive, block-matrix partitioning. The matrix is 

partitioned as seen in Figure 1, using the METIS graph partitioning software library [9]. The leaf 

nodes are ordered using the Reverse Cuthi 11-McKee (RCM) algorithm, which, although not optimal, 

is fast and enables easy and effificient storage allocation. At present, all this partitioning and 

ordering is done serially on a single computer. Although it is possible to use parallel algorithms, this 

step is not a time-critical part of the factorization process. An advantage of Cholesky factorization 

for positive-definite matrices is that no pivoting is necessary during the factorization. Therefore the 
matrix structure, obtained from the mesh can be ordered independently from the numerical values of 
the matrix. And if the same mesh can be adapted to different head geometries, it would be enough to 

perform this step only once for each mesh, and use the partitioned structure for all head geometries. 

Once this step is complete, the factorization begins. 

Parallel Cholesky Factorization 
Cholesky factorisation is the algorithm used to factorize sparse and positive definite matrices. 

In order to perform the factorisation in parallel, the matrix has to be partitioned among the 

processors in a fashion that minimises communication. The factorisation algorithm for partitioned 
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Figure 1: Recursive matrix partitioning (4 levels) and its associated elimination tree. Off diagonal blocks are 

sparse, leaf blocks are RCM ordered sparse symmetric, interface blocks are full symmetric matrices. 

block matrices is given in [10]. Basically, each leaf block is factorized independently, and the off- 

diagonal blocks are used to to update their common block. Then the common block is factorized. 

This is the asymmetric factorization algorithm, and off-diagonal blocks do not suffer fill-in. 

For parallelization, an algorithm is used that is somewhat similar to the nested dissection 

method [10]. The matrix is partitioned into three blocks, and each block is in turn partitioned 

recursively until the desired level of partitioning is achieved. Figure 1 shows the resulting matrix 

structure and the associated elimination tree. The elimination tree shows the dependencies between 

the blocks. The factorization begins from the leaf nodes and progresses up to the root node. At each 

level of the factorization the blocks at the previous levels are modified, (blocks 1 and 2 modify 9, 13 

and 15; 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 and 12 modify 14 and 15 etc.) note that the number of blocks at each level is 

the number of blocks that can be factorised simultaneously. Thus, as the factorisation proceeds, 

some of the processors become idle. This is one of the factors that reduce the speed-up of the 

algorithm. Although it may be possible to parallelize the factorization of the interface blocks, using 

the idle processors. This feature is not yet implemented. For large matrices the size of the interface 

block decreases in proportion to the leaf nodes, and the algorithm performs better. 

Since the memory requirements of the algorithm is less than those obtained with other 

ordering/factorization schemes, it is preferable to partition the matrix into a large number of 

partitions and assign groups of nodes to different processors. 
Implementing the necessary data structures and algorithms to handle the multi-level 

asymmetric factorization and communication proved to be a tricky task. Object oriented structures 

and methods are used to simplify programming and make the interprocessor communications 

independent from the matrix structure. A side effect of this is that the resulting architecture is 
independent from the number of processors and the communications library used for interprocessor 

communication. 

Results and Conclusions 
The performance of the algorithm can be analyzed in two steps. First the performance of the 

algorithm running on a single processor is compared to other popular Cholesky factorization 

algorithms. Then, the scaling properties of the algorithm will be considered by running the 

algorithms for different sized meshes on different number of processors. 

When the algorithm is compared to a standard Cholesky factorisation algorithm that employs 
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the multiple minimum degree (MMD) ordering for minimum fill-in. The results given in Table 1 are 

obtained. For the MMD ordering and factorization MATLAB functions are used. 

Table 1: Comparison of algorithms on a single processor on a mesh with 1559 nodes and 352 elements 

Algorithm factorisation solution fill-in Memory Bytes/entry 

Parallel algorithm 15.1 sec. 0.165 sec. 50458 1011628 10.8 

Minimum degree ordering 31.7 sec. 0.50 sec. 327371 4520330 12.1 

The factorisation and solution times and the memory requirements show that the asymmetric 

factorisation reduces the number of calculations considerably. The ideal case (for full matrices) is 8 

bytes for each entry. In the sparse storage schemes, the need to store indices and other information 

creates this overhead. 
The speed-up figures were obtained by running the above mesh/partition combinations on one 

and two processor configurations. The obtained speed-up values are between 1.7 and 1.3 with most 

of them being around 1.5. 

The reason for the low speed-up characteristic stems from the fact that, while modifying and 

factorizing the root block, only one processor is active and others become idle. Distributing the root 

blocks to the idle processors would improve the factorization performance. Also, the data structures 

and asymmetric factorization routines should be tuned to improve the factorization speed when 

more partitions are used. With these improvements, it will be possible to solve the EMSI forward 

problem on a realistic head model, using the available workstations. 

The next step would be the parallel implementation of the inverse problem algorithms. 
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Introduction 

The biomagnetic inverse problem is ill-posed; there are innumerable feasible solutions. Therefore some 

constraints are essential to extract a unique solution. As constraints we minimize an Li-norm of vector of 

selected nonzero moments. 

Selective Minimum-Norm (SMN) Method [1] gives a reliable solution in computer simulations mid mag- 

netoencephalographic(MEG) data analysis. To get an acceptable solution under noisy conditions where the 

external noise sources exist, we extended SMN method. In this manuscript, we review the extended method 

and apply it not only to computer-simulated data but also to the real MEG data. 

Methods 

MEG data were measured in a short-term memory scan experiment(Fig.l); three Japanese Hiragana 

letters were used as a memory set and one Katakana letter was used as a probe. Hiragana and Katakana letters 

were visually presented in this task. They are phonograms and graphically different. These data were measured 

by Professor Kuriki and his colleagues in Hokkaido University [2]. (This mark -1- is a fixed viewpoint. Three 

Match Mismatch 

Fig.l: Short-term memory scan 
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Hiragana letters were selected at random and presented for 0.2 seconds. After this stimulation with the interval 

from 1.8 to 2.8 seconds, one Katakana letter was presented as a probe for 0.2 seconds at the left, bottom vert,ex 

of a triangle. At this time, time t is 0. After probe onset at intervals of 2.0 seconds, a subject, pushed one of 

the two buttons whether the Katakana letter corresponded with one of the Hiragana letters.) 

We consider a three-dimensional spatially discrete model. According to the Biot-Savart, law, the measured 

magnetic-field vector b is related to the current-dipole moment q by the following equation: Aq = b. In 

ordinary cases, Af, the number of grid points is much greater than M, the number of sensors. The equation is 

overdetermined. In order to satisfy the equation, we select M variables and force the other N - M variables 

to be zero. nCm feasible solutions can be obtained. In order to extract a best solution from feasible solutions, 

we minimize an Li-norm of vector of selected moments. So we can use simplex Linear Programming for finding 

the best solution. 

Then, we assume 26 virtual external noise sources at a distance of 10m around the measurement 

area(Fig.2). Extended SMN method reconstructs biomagnetic source dipoles and external noise dipoles at 

the same condition, that is, minimize \q\ -I- \p\ subject to Aq 4- Dp = 6, where q is the normalized moment 

magnitude at each grid points inside of invivo, p is of outside and b is the measured magnetic field. The 

coefficient, matrices A and D are computed by Biot-Savart law. We applied extended SMN method both to 

computer-simulated data and to the real MEG data. 

Fig.2: Virtual external noise sources were put around the measurement area at a distance of 10m in the directions 

of (±1,0,0), (0, ±1,0), (0,0, dhl), (±1, ±1,0), (±1,0, ±1), (0, ±1, ±1) and (±1, ±1, ±1) 

In the inverse analysis, grid points with the interval of 5mm were set up in the reconstruction region 

with the radius ranging from 4cm to 9cm. 

Results 

In the simulation, even if the S/N is very low under the influence of the artificial external noise, not only 

single-dipole but also multi-dipole sources were estimated on the proper position. 

In case of the MEG data, first, we applied SMN method to the single-dipolar pattern which appeared 

approximately 270 ms after the probe onset. At this latency, BTi single-dipole estimation tool gave sufficient 
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Goodness of Fit (GoF) (greater than 97%). Extended solution have no external noise moment. 

Next, we analyzed the data at the similar latency, but with insufficient GoF in single-dipole estimation. 

Solution dipoles were estimated on the possible area with external noise moment(Fig.3, 4). Extended solution 

has a smaller number of dipoles than the conventional one. Though the main solution dipoles in Fig.3 were 

estimated on the about same position, the positions of the main solution dipoles were different in Fig.4. Both 

solutions are consistent with other data, therefore we can’t conclude which reflects the activities of the brain 

more properly. 

Discussion 

We confirmed that the influence of the external noise could be weaken by extending SMN method. 

In conclusion, the extended method can be used to estimate a sparse dipole distribution even under noisy 

conditions, but it must verify further whether this method always effective. 
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Mgittal 

Fig.3: Solution with insufficient GoF in single-dipole estimation(268.8ms): (a)by normal SMN Method, (b)by 

extended SMN Method 

Fig.4: Solut ion with insufficient GoF in single-dipole estimat.ion(275.5ms): (a)by nonnal SMN Method, (b)by 

extended SMN Met hod 
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Introduction 
Several studies have shown that combination of EEG and MEG data increase the stability and the accuracy of 

solutions to the linear electromagnetic inverse problem. 
Integration of EEG and MEG data requires: (1) normalization of EEG and MEG data to their respective noise 

intensity, in order to take into account the statistical relevance of each channel; (2) use of a common volume conductor 
model; due to the sensitivity of EEG data to conductivity, this model should be a realistic model, constructed from MRI data; 
(3) regularization in the inverse problem solution. 

Previous works on EEG/MEG integration feature the above requirements. In this work: (1) we evaluate the metrics in 
the data space by allowing the covariance of noise between channels to be non vanishing; this feature was not included in 
previous works; (2) we use a weighting matrix in the source space, applying SVD to the normalized lead field matrix to find 
the principal dipole components, and performing the regularization in the principal coordinate system; this method is applied 
for the first time to an underdetermined system 

Modelling 
The volume conductor and source models were reconstructed from MR images. Triangulated surfaces were obtained 

after sub-sampling the points belonging to the boundaries of homogeneously conducting volumes. 
The volume conductor consisted of a three compartment piecewise homogeneous model. The scalp, skull, and dura 

mater surfaces were triangulated with about 1000 elements each. 
The source model consisted of an array of current dipoles, with fixed location and direction, distributed over the 

cortical surface. The pre- and postcentral gyri and frontal mesial area were modelled accurately by allowing a larger density 
of points. An orthogonal dipole was located at the centroid of each triangle. The total number of dipoles was about 6000. 
Figure 1 shows the realistic magnetic resonance image (MRI)-constructed head of a subject. Electrode positions (128) are 
computed on the MRI-constructed scalp surface and projected on the underlying cortex surface. 

Analysis 
A forward solution for this model was calculated by means of the Boundary Element Method, for the electric potential 

as well as for the magnetic field. The electric potential was assumed to be constant over each triangle. The volume current 
contribution to the magnetic field was calculated as if it were generated by an array of orthogonal dipoles located at the 
centroids of the triangles composing the scalp, skull, and dura mater surfaces. 

An electromagnetic lead field matrix was calculated for the specific EEG and MEG sensor array (see below). The 
inverse solution for given vectors e and m of electric and magnetic measurements was obtained by solving the linear system: 

E e 
x = 

. M _ ni 

where the blocks E and M are the electric and magnetic lead field matrices respectively, and x is the unknown vector of 
cortical dipole amplitudes. The electric lead field matrix E and the array e were referenced consistently. The linear system 
will be hereafter refered to as Ax = b. 
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Fig. 1 .Realistic magnetic resonance image (MRI)-constructed head of subject 1. Electrode 
positions (128) are computed on the MRI-constructed scalp surface and projected on the 
underlying cortex surface. 

Due to the large number of dipoles, the linear system is underdetermined and the solution must be sought for 
according to a minimum energy constraint, which in a generalised form may be expressed as: 

min ¥(x) with 'Ffx) = l|D(Ax - b) ||2 + ||Cx ||2 

where D is the sensor equalization matrix, obtained from the Cholesky decomposition of the inverted covariance matrix of 
the EEG and MEG sensors (DTD = S'1) and C is a matrix regulating the relative weights of the cortical dipoles. 

The covariance matrix S was derived from the EEG and the MEG (maximum background electromagnetic noise) data 
by maximum likelihood estimation. The matrix C was chosen as C = WVT where W is a diagonal matrix in which the i-th 
element is equal to the column norm of the normalised lead field matrix DA and V is the matrix of the principal dipole 
components obtained by SVD of the normalised lead field matrix DA [1]. An optimal regularization of the linear system was 
obtained by means of the L-curve approach, using the original Hansen's routines [2]. With the weighting matrix C described 
above an optimal regularization could always be found. 

Experimental methods 
Data were collected from two subjects who gave their formal written consent; the experiment was approved by the 

local ethics comitee. The subjects were trained before the experimental session in order to prevent them from performing 
mirror movements and from adopting a uniform pacing. 

Movement-related EEG activity was recorded (0.1-100 Hz passband) with 128 electrodes (linked earlobe electric 
reference) during self-paced (4-10 sec interval) right middle finger extensions. Electrode positions and reference landmarks 
were digitized for subsequent integration between the EEG, MEG, and MR data. Electrooculogram (0.1-100 Hz passband) 
and electromyogram (EMG, 1-100 Hz passband) from m. extensor digitorum of both sides were also recorded. All data were 
acquired (400 Hz sampling rate) from 3 sec before to 1 sec after the onset (zerotime) of the EMG response in the operating 
muscle. About 200 single trials were collected. Artifact-free (eye and/or mirror movements) single trials were averaged with 
respect to the zerotime. Linear inverse estimate was computed from the main peak of the averaged potentials occurring about 
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110 ms after the zerotime (movement-related response 1; MRR 1). Mean amplitude 3-D maps were computed on a realistic 
MR-constructed subject’s head model. 

Movement-related MEG activity was recorded (0.1-300 Hz passband; 1000 Hz sampling rate) in separate sessions 
from the right and left hemisphere (25 channels for each hemisphere). Positions of sensors and reference landmarks were 
digitized (see above). EOG and EMG recordings were performed as in the EEG experiments. Artifact-free single trials were 
averaged with respect to the onset of the EMG responses. Averaged MEG data were subsampled (400 Hz) and passbanded 
(0.1-100 Hz) for the integration with the averaged EEG data. Data analysis regarded the magnetic counterpart of the MRR 1 
(movement-evoked field l, MEF l). 

Results 
Only results from subject 1 are shown; results from subject 2 are similar. The movement-related EEG and MEG 

activity is shown in figure 2. Raw EEG and MEG distributions present large and distant negative and positive maxima 
preponderant in the side contralateral to the movement, the electric field being tilted of 90° with respect to the magnetic field. 

Linear inverse estimates from EEG, MEG, and combined EEG-MEG data recorded from a subject about 110 msec 
after the onset of EMG activity associated with self-paced right middle finger extension are shown in figure 3. For 
comparison purposes, the linear estimates were mapped as electric fields forwarded over the dura mater compartment of the 
realistic MR-constructed subject’s head model. 

Linear inverse estimates were characterized by circumscribed zones of negativity and positivity in both sides. Linear 
inverse estimate of EEG data (MRR 1) showed negative maxima in the contralateral frontal and mesial-frontal areas, and a 
zone of minor negativity in the ipsilateral frontal area. In addition, there was a reversed parietal positivity in both sides. 
Compared to this distribution, linear inverse estimate of MEG data (MEF 1) presented closer bilateral frontal negativity and 
parietal positivity as well as no negativity in the mesial-frontal area. The linear inverse estimate of the combined EEG-MEG 
data showed a high spatial resolution content integrating features of linear inverse estimate of EEG and MEG data considered 
separately. 

Fig.2: Movement-related EEG and MEG activity recorded (128 and 50 channels respectively) 
about 110 ms after the onset of electromyographic response accompanying a voluntary brisk 
right middle finger extension. Isocontour maps of the electric potential and magnetic field are 
shown interpolated over the subject’s scalp. Percent grey scale (256 grey values) is normalized 
with reference to the maximum amplitude calculated for each map. Maximum negativity (-100%) 
is coded in black and maximum positivity (+100%) is coded in white. 

Discussion 
This study presented the performances of a new spatial deblurring method for the modeling of human event-related 

cortical activity from combined EEG and MEG data. The linear inverse estimate of combined EEG and MEG data were 
regularized allowing between-sensors noise covariance to be non zero, in contrast to what was done in previous studies. 
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The regularization scheme extended to the linear inverse problem for underestimated cases (i.e. more dipoles than 
sensors) the mathematical approach recently used [1] for overestimated case (i.e. more sensors than dipoles). 

The proposed spatial deblurring method modeled human cortical responses to the execution of unilateral voluntary 
finger movements. Linear inverse estimates of the combined movement-related EEG and MEG data presented enhanced 
spatial information content when compared to those obtained from the EEG and MEG data considered separately. These 
estimates modeled a maximum activation of a tangentially-oriented source buried in the contralateral primary sensorimotor 
cortex (Ml-SI) and a radially-oriented source located in the mesial-frontal cortex (including supplementary motor area). In 
addition, a minor activation of a tangentially-oriented source was modeled in the ipsilateral Ml-SI. These results are 
consistent with those of recent high resolution EEG studies using surface Laplacian operator for the spatial deblurring of 
movement-related EEG potentials [3]. Noteworthy, in these studies the involvement of the ipsilateral Ml-SI was less evident 
than in the present study while in previous MEG studies it was not observed at all by best-fitting moving dipole sources into a 
spherical head model [4]. A reasonable explanation is that movement-evoked responses of the ipsilateral Ml-SI could be best 
disclosed with the integration of EEG and MEG data. 

DEBLURRED 
MEG 

DEBLURRED 
EEG 

DEBLURRED 
EEG AND MEG 

Fig.3: Linear inverse estimates of EEG, MEG, and combined EEG/MEG data. Linear inverse estimates were 
mapped as electric fields forwarded over the dura mater compartment of the realistic magnetic resonance 
constructed subject’s head model. Percent grey scale (256 grey values) is normalized with reference to the 
maximum amplitude calculated for each map. Maximum negativity (-100%) is coded in black;and maximum 
positivity (+100%) is coded in white. 
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Introduction 
Though very frequently assumed, the necessity to operate a joint processing of simultaneous MEG and EEG 

recordings for functional brain imaging has never been clearly demonstrated. Further, the very last generation of 
magnetoencephalography instruments now allows the simultaneous recording of brain magnetic fields and electrical 
potentials on the scalp. Following early works in that field (see [2] and [3] for instance), we propose a method for a 
cooperative and optimized processing of MEG and EEG in a distributed source model. Therefore, this new combined 
EEG/MEG modality brings major improvements to the localization of active sources, together with reduced 
sensitivity to perturbations on data. 

Methods 
Operating fusion between simultaneous EEG and MEG recordings consists in gathering them in a unique set 

of measurements to solve a single inverse problem. In a distributed source model with a single fusion gain matrix, 
the main issue here consists in avoiding any pollution of a given modality by the other one. For instance, if radial 
sources are distributed along the cortical surface, they tend to have similar smeared and weak contributions across 
the sensors, and their MEG lead fields can be almost collinear. Therefore, estimating their amplitudes with MEG 
only is a seriously ill posed problem. Flence, source estimation has to rely on the EEG data only, i.e. on 
measurements with also a very smooth spatial pattern on the scalp. Now how is it possible to optimize the 
combination of EEG with MEG? We operate selective weighting of the contributions from either modality, and for 
every source, according to the following: 1) a pre-selection processing of the EEG and the MEG lead fields will 
predict which of these two modalities is the most appropriate to estimate a given source; 2) following this step, each 
of the least appropriate lead fields is selectively weighted. The weights are computed for global optimization via 
minimization of mutual information between the two EEG and MEG gain matrices. A common linear system is 
written with both MEG and EEG: 

fB =G „J + b n 

(1) \v = G„J + b„ 

J contains N dipole amplitudes, B (res. V) is a Nr (res. Ny) row vector containing MEG (res. EEG) measurements 

for a given time sample. Gg (res. Gy) is a Nb x N (res. Nyx N) gain matrix containing global information about the 

sources and the head model. MEG and EEG data are corrupted by additive noises b# and by respectively. A 

preliminary phase consists in gathering the EEG and MEG data in a raw fusion data set M (where M = ). Thus, 

and assuming firstly for simplicity in notations noiseless data, the M set is involved in a linear system written as 
follows: 

M = ga 

Gy 
J = GJ . (2) 

The method presented here consists in working on a global matrix G descending from non-linear modifications of 

the original gain matrix G, in the following way: 

N*G,Cfl 

N^GyC^ 
(3) 

Nfi, Np and L operate classical sensor response and lead-field scaling. Then for every dipole, local selective 
weighting on each column of the MEG contribution vs. EEG’s is achieved and based on minimization of mutual 

information between Ng.Gg and N^Gj/ (noted as Gfland Gy respectively). This point is processed as follows: CB 

and Cy are two NxN diagonal matrices (with real and positive diagonal components called cB0) and Cy(j) 

respectively, j G ), and 
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G =G (4) 
Cfl Go Co _ G„ 0 

— 
B B with G = B 

S’V _ Gy • Cy 0 Gy 

The strategy for the choice of these elements according to some constraints descends from a pre-evaluation of the 
respective merits of EEG and MEG to estimate a given source. A possible criterion is the conditional entropy 

between the two lead fields Bj (By =GB(:,y))) and \j (\j =Gv(:,y'))), j e[l...Af]. These can be considered as 

two sets of realizations of two random variables. We note E(By | Vy) and E(Vy | By) the conditional entropy of By 
given Vy, and of Vy given By respectively. The conditional entropy E(By | Vy) is known to be a measure of the amount 
of uncertainty left in By when knowing Vy. This choice is motivated as low values for E(By | Vy), for instance, are 
achieved when By has smeared contributions across sensors in comparison with Vy. Hence, for source y, we first 
estimate the respective conditional entropy of the MEG and EEG gain vectors, E(B/' | Vy) and E(Vy | By) (see [6] for 
implementation). The one with higher conditional entropy is designated as the best modality to evaluate the source 
amplitude, and the associated q, or cv coefficient is set to 1 while the other one will be tuned during the optimization 
step. Then, if we consider a pair (gb,gv) of elements of the MEG and EEG matrices as realizations of two random 
variables GB and GV, the mutual information (MI) I(GB,GV) is a measure of the degree of dependence between 
these two variables. Previous works have used MI maximization to estimate the best geometric transformation for 
multimodality image registration [5]. Here, our goal is at the opposite of image registration. Hence, minimizing 
I(GB,GV) by tuning some registration parameters (the cy(j) and cB(j) coefficients) increases the global information 
content of the final fusion matrix owing to the reduction of the redundancy between the two original modalities. 

Thus, we propose to scan all the lead fields (G(:,y'),y = 1 ...AO one after the other in order to find the best 

corresponding weights that will minimize the MI between the modified matrices, G B and GK (see [6] for details 

regarding MI computation). This procedure produces better-equilibrated gain matrices with especially no 
dependency on the source orientation. 

We now discuss the practical resolution of the new linear system based on the modified gain matrix. For 
simplicity, we can describe the estimation of the amplitudes of the sources as the minimization of an energy function: 

j = min((/(J)), where t/(J) = ||M - Gjf + X I(J). (5) 

iisa positive scalar that balances the respective contributions to U(J) of the data attachment term and the prior term 
L(J). The regularization operator L(.) can be either quadratic or not. For instance, in the field of neuroimaging, this 
operator has been chosen either as the identity operator - thus producing source estimates with Minimum Norm 
priors, the gradient or weighted Laplace operator, or non-quadratic for non-linear source estimators. For instance, the 
ST-MAP method presented in [1] consists in introducing explicit a priori information in order to recover sharp 
intensity gradients in the source image. It is assumed that the source pattern is made of areas with smooth intensity 

changes that may be separated by higher jumps in source amplitude. Anyway, as the G to G transformation is non¬ 

linear, the resolution of the associated linear system necessitates an iterative algorithm that can be adapted to both 
quadratic and non-quadratic regularization forms as shown in [6]. 

Results 
Simulations with both EEG and MEG have been carried out in spherical and realistic head models with 

BEM forward computation. We investigate the immunity of the combination method with minimization of mutual 
information (CMMI) in presence of additive noise and we check its ability to recover source patterns for which EEG 
or MEG fail. Then, the source space is chosen as a piece of a true segmented cortical surface, and we investigate the 
recovery of more complex source configurations with simultaneous sources with various orientations. 

In the first case, two whole-head arrays with 68 EEG and 68 MEG sensors (axial gradiometers) have been 
used. The fusion data set is made of 34 EEG sensors among the 68, and 34 MEG sensors. We have chosen a simple 
cruciform model made of 8 planes on which 64 dipole sources have been distributed. Each plane is a square patch of 
1.5 x 1.5 cm with 8 mm distance between two parallel planes, and the cruciform model is located at about 6 cm deep 
below the scalp. The cruciform model is then rotated just as if it were following the circumvolutions of a sulcus from 
a 0° angle to 90° in 10 equally spaced steps (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 : Two extreme orientations of the cruciform model: left = 0° - 
active dipoles are tangential, right = 90° - where many dipoles are almost 

radial (i.e. patches 1, 2, 7, 8). 

The 8 dipoles on a given plane are then equally activated for every orientation. At 0°, these dipoles are 
tangential, whereas for 90° they tend to be radial. We add the same white Gaussian noise to the data. SNR is defined 
from the mean variance of the data, for the 10 orientations and has been set to 20%. As shown in [1], classical linear 
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estimators fail to recover sharp edges in this source configuration, whatever the orientation is. Therefore, we only 
discuss the merits of the ST-MAP algorithm. Results are discussed according to the average reconstruction error on 

dipoles over 25 realizations of the pseudo random noise, defined as: lOOx — ——esl'ma,etl 11 ^ ancj t^e standard error 
Ir real | 

of the fluctuations of the estimate will be indicated with error bars. This error quantification is severe, as small 
differences between sources will create large error values. The regularization parameter is tuned for each noise 
realization so as to get the smallest error on the dipole sources. 

We have first replaced the CB and Cv matrices by identity matrices, thus no MI minimization is achieved. 
This study shows that the combination of MEG and EEG without CMMI is much more sensitive to noise with poorer 
performances like higher sensitivity to source orientation, especially in the spherical head model (Fig.2). Similar 
results have been obtained when for MEG/EEG fusion without CMMI, the iterative procedure; which is useless 
when CB and Cv are identity operators - has been replaced by the standard regularized solution 

Fig. 2: Reconstruction 
errors: comparison 
between the MEG- 

EEG combination with 
global scaling and the 

CMMI method. 

Fig. 3 shows the reconstruction performances of the 3 modalities, operating on noisy data generated with 
the spherical head model. This plot illustrates perfectly the deficiency of MEG when more sources are becoming 
radial even in the realistic head geometry (90° of orientation). The EEG curve indicates error values that reflect its 
poor spatial resolution. For instance, a 50 % error indicates that the estimated activity is spread over both the original 
active zone and “phantom ones” which are close in location and orientation; 100% error denotes source estimates in 
which the active plane is not even partly recovered. More regularization would increase the reconstruction error, 
whereas more confidence to data leads to increased instability. Fusion succeeds in locating faithfully the active area 
for every source orientation, with less than 1.7% of error on the average. Further, fusion with CMMI brings 
additional improvement on gain matrix condition for every orientation (up to 5 orders of magnitude in comparison 
with EEG). 

Fig. 3: Average 
reconstruction errors with 

the 3 modalities 
Left) with the spherical 
head model; Right) with 
the realistic head model. 

Awing. Brer on Soure. EalmM*t v*. OMnMton • Splm Cm. trror on Boon. EilnMil v». OMrtMon • RwWillwnityCMi 

We now discuss the ability of the CMMI method to discriminate some source patterns distributed along a 
realistic cortical geometry in a larger source space. Thus 242 sources are distributed normally to a piece of cortical 
surface of the right hemisphere. These sources are shared into 11 families made of 22 dipoles each, which will be 
considered as functionally independent from each other. The ST-MAP prior model takes explicitly this partition into 
account. The original active sources consist in 22 dipoles belonging to the same family with amplitude 1. The other 
dipole magnitudes are set to 0. 10 of these dipoles can be considered as pseudo-radial when considering their 
orientations pointing towards a normal to the scalp surface. The MEG data are simulated on the 143 MEG sensor 
array of the CTF Inc. whole head system (axial gradiometers). The 143 EEG sensors are simulated electrodes which 
locations correspond to the projection of the MEG sensors on the scalp. The fusion sensors are made of 72 MEG and 
71 EEG from the original locations, covering the whole head. The simulated data are corrupted with white and 
gaussian noise, with 20% standard deviation. It appears very clearly that the EEG solution contains the original 
sources but combined with spurious activity all along a large extension of the hemisphere. The extension of the MEG 
solution on the cortex is smaller than in EEG, but the deepest sources and those with pseudo-radial orientation are 
not properly estimated. These complementary behaviors cooperate extremely well in the CMMI estimation with ST- 
MAP that recovers successfully the original source pattern with few scattering on the cortical surface. 
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Fig. 4 : Source estimations using the realistic head and cortical geometry. 

Conclusions and Perspectives 
A method for a joint EEG and MEG brain imaging modality has been described in this paper. This routine is 

based on the minimization of mutual information between the EEG and MEG gain matrices. This pre-processing of 
the fusion global gain matrix produces a better conditioned inverse problem, which is solved owing to a regularized 
iterative procedure that can take various types of priors into account. It results in stability improvement and smaller 
reconstruction errors in the dipole amplitude estimation. Most important is the immunity of the fusion modality in 
regard to source orientation. 

This first exploration step is promising and further experiments with increasing realism will be carried out 
to better evaluate the limits of this approach (with a genuine skull phantom for instance), before it could be used as 
true brain functional imaging of cognitive neuroscience experiments. 
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Introduction 
One of the goals of MEG is to quickly localize the active sources in the brain in both space and time. A promising 

multiple-dipole fitting method is Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC), introduced in [6]. The MUSIC algorithm 
consists of three steps. In the first step, one determines the signal subspace dimension of a user-defined time interval of 
the measured data. The time interval can be the entire epoch or some subinterval. In the second step, one calculates the 
principal angles between the signal subspace of the measured data and the column space of the effect matrix at each grid 
point in the discretized volume conductor. A small principal angle indicates the location of an active source. The last step 
consists of calculating the time courses of the active sources. One disadvantage of the MUSIC method presented in [6] is 
that different sources with linearly dependent time courses on the chosen time interval cannot be resolved. 

Many researchers perform only the first two steps, i.e. they determine the signal subspace dimension by visual 
inspection and localize the active source regions by the calculation of the principal angles. The results can be visualized 
with contour plots, for example. 

In this paper we present a new concept for fast, automatic, spatio-temporal reconstruction of MEG sources. To 
determine the signal subspace dimension without user intervention, we use a statistical test proposed in [7]. The properties 
of the test were investigated in [2]. To improve the statistical conditions for the test we propose a spatial and temporal 
prewhitening of multi-channel MEG data [1]. To find the source activity on the entire measured epoch, a time window 
consisting of a small portion of the epoch is slid over the data. On each time window, a MUSIC reconstruction is 
performed. By dividing the time interval of interest into smaller subintervals it is possible to resolve sources which have 
linearly dependent time courses over only a portion of the entire interval without having to know a priori when the sources 
are synchronous. The same synchronous sources would not be resolved with the classical MUSIC method where the entire 
interval is reconstructed at once [6]. 

In order to dramatically reduce the computation time, the sliding window MUSIC reconstruction is done on a 
massively parallel computer (CRAY T3E-256). To demonstrate the method with real data we analyzed an auditory exper¬ 

iment. 

Methods 
We use the time series model B = S -I- N, where B = (bj,..., bt) describes the t measured time slices at m 

sensors, S = (si,..., st) is the magnetic field due to the unknown sources, and N = (ni,... ,nfc) is random noise. 
Using subspace methods like in [5] and assuming N is temporally and spatially white with zero mean, one analyzes the 
eigendecomposition of R = £{BBr} = SST 4- to21. Under these assumptions the singular values which represent 
the signal part are larger than the singular value with high multiplicity generated by the noise. A basis set for the signal 
subspace can be found by selecting the eigenvectors belonging to the singular values which represent the signal. To 
improve the statistical conditions we perform a multi-channel temporal and spatial prewhitening [3] before applying the 
statistical test and performing a MUSIC reconstruction. The steps involved in the approach are: 

1. Estimate and eliminate the deterministic trend S. This can be done by filtering the data with a low-pass filter, e.g. a 
moving-average filter (2q + 1) bi-j,q > 0. Subtract the low-pass filtered data from the measured data to 
calculate an estimate Hi for the noise. 

2. Model the noise with a vector autoregressive (VAR) process of order p: n» = $ini_i -I-1- $>pni_p + w{, where 

denote the m x m coefficient matrices of the VAR-process and w, describes temporal white noise with zero 
mean and covariance matrix E. For the calculation of the coefficient matrices one uses the n* determined from 
the previous step. Estimate the noise covariance matrix E of the temporal white noise w*. We recommend using 
order p = 2 or p = 3 for the VAR-process. If p is larger than that, too many parameters have to be estimated for 
the VAR-process. To estimate the order p, one can use the bias-corrected Akaike information theoretic criterion 
(AICC) [3]. 

3. The temporal prewhitening is done by applying the VAR-model as a filter. The filter for the temporal prewhitening 
is given by $(F) = 1 - &jFf where Fb* = b*_i denotes the backward shift operator. The following 
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holds for t = p + l,p + 2,... ,t\ 

bj 

3=1 

P P 

= S( + Hi - Yl+ nw) = s4 - +w(. 
j = l j = 1 

=: st 

It is possible for the rank of SST to be different from the rank of SST. We did not find this to be a problem in our 
simulations. 

4. To perform the spatial prewhitening one has to calculate the eigendecomposition of £ = VDVT. Multiply the 

temporal prewhitened data with = D-^VT: 

£{(XT*B)(5T*b)t} = £-*(SSt)(£-*)t + £~*£(5T*)T . 

= 1 

A MUSIC reconstruction of a temporally and spatially prewhitened time series must also use a transformed effect 
matrix. In general, an effect matrix G has to be calculated at each grid point of the discretized head volume. Then one 
calculates the principal angles between the column space of G and the signal subspace. For the reconstruction of the 

decorrelated data we use XT^(G - 3>iG - • • • - 4>pG). We found this transformation can be used to perform the 
reconstruction, under assumptions that are usually fulfilled for MEG data. 

In order to eliminate the necessity of user intervention, we use the ‘Fast Subspace Decomposition’ (FSD) [7] to 
determine the signal subspace dimension. The rotating and fixed dipole model [6] describes the properties of an active 
source for a relatively small time window quite well, but does less well for the whole epoch. Therefore, we propose the 
Sliding-Window Approach which defines a window consisting of a constant number of time slices, a step size, and a 
starting point in the measured epoch. The window is slid in the positive direction over the time axis (Fig. 1). For each 
time window we determine the signal subspace dimension and perform a MUSIC reconstruction. 

Step-Size 

/ Window 

hH-h—i-1-1—- 
Subinterval 1 Subinterval n 

i - i 
|Proci | |Proc,21 

Fig. 1: Basic concept of the parallel sliding-window approach 

We take advantage of the fact that the MUSIC reconstruction of each subinterval is completely independent, and 
process the subintervals in parallel. Using n processors on a massively parallel computer, we distribute the chosen epoch 
(over which the window is slid) in a way that load balancing is ensured (Fig. 1). 

Results 
In this section we study an example of the sliding-window MUSIC reconstruction of an auditory experiment and 

present runtime results of the parallel approach on a CRAY T3E-256. 

The MEG data was measured with a BTi Twin MAGNES system. The experiment consists of the application of 
a click (1 kHz, duration 50 ms) at the right ear. The prestimulus interval is 199.6 ms long and the excitation can be seen 
100 ms after the stimulus. The whole epoch is 1000 ms long and the sample frequency was 1041.7 Hz. The inter stimulus 
interval is 1010 ms with a deviation of +/- 10 ms (random value). During the measurement an analog filter from 0.1-400Hz 
was applied. 120 epochs were averaged and a DC-offset correction concerning the prestimulus interval was applied. The 
data was filtered with a band-pass filter (2nd order) 1-200 Hz (Notches: 50Hz, 100Hz, 150Hz). For the reconstruction 
presented in this paper, the data from 37 channels over the right hemisphere were used (Fig. 2). 

For the prewhitening, we took the first 400 time slices of the epoch. The trend elimination was done with the 
moving-average filter (q = 4) and we fitted a VAR-process of order p = 2. Then we temporally and spatially prewhitened 
the data. For the reconstruction we assumed a spherical conductor with center (0 cm, 0 cm, 4 cm) and put a grid on the 
plane z = 5 cm. We chose a window of 40 time slices and a step size of 10 time slices and started at 222 ms (Fig. 2). 

The reconstruction results are presented in Fig. 3 as a contour plot. We plotted the function l/y/l - cos(^i)2, 
where <f>i denotes the smaller of the two principal angles [4], [5]. Small subspace angles therefore result in peaks, instead 
of valleys, in the contour plot. In the time windows 3-5 one can expect a source in the right hemisphere. 
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Stimulus (Ml 00) 
0 ms 100 ms 

0 96 192 j j 288 ms 

222 261 

Fig. 2: The first 336 ms of the measured epoch of an auditory experiment and the sliding window used in the 
analysis. 

Time Window 4 251 ms - 289 ms 
Nasion 

Time Window 5 261 ms - 299 ms 
Nasion 

Fig. 3: Reconstruction with the sliding-window approach of a post-stimulus interval of the auditory data: Contour 

plot of a horizontal plane at z = 5 cm through the spherical volume conductor. Values of 2.5 in this plot 
correspond to subspace angles of 23 degrees. 

We implemented the parallel sliding window approach on a CRAY T3E-256, a massively parallel computer with 
256 processors and 31 Gbytes of distributed memory. Every processor element consists of a DEC Alpha EV5 micropro¬ 
cessor (450 MHz) and 128 Mbytes memory. Every processor has a peak performance of 900 MFLOPS. The overall peak 
performance is 218 GFLOPS. The architecture is a three dimensional torus. 

The runtime measurements were done with a test data set consisting of 400 time samples (2 sources) for a BTi 37 
channel gradiometer array. The time window size was 50 time slices and the step size of the window was 40 time samples. 
For each time window a SVD was calculated and the signal subspace was estimated by the FSD. The subspace angles 
were calculated at 10 planes with distance 1 cm in the upper half sphere. The inter node spacing of the grid in the plane 
was 0.3 cm. The chosen parameters result in 8 time windows which were calculated with 1, 2, 4 and 8 processors. The 
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performance measurements are presented in Fig. 4. Researchers often analyze MEG data with many more time slices and 
many more sensor locations than in our example, so the use of a massively parallel computer would be beneficial. 

wall clock time in sec 

Fig. 4: Performance on a massively parallel computer CRAY T3E-256 measured with test data (8 time windows, 
740 grid points in a discretised head volume) 

Discussion 
In this paper we proposed a parallel sliding window approach to quickly analyze multi-channel MEG data with 

minimal user intervention. A time window is slid over a user-defined section of the measured epoch. For each time win¬ 
dow, the dimension of the signal subspace is determined by a statistical test and a MUSIC reconstruction is performed. 
To improve the noise statistics we temporally and spatially prewhiten the multi-channel MEG data, and then use a trans¬ 
formed effect matrix for the MUSIC reconstruction. The parallel version of our reconstruction strategy was implemented 
on a CRAY T3E-256. The calculation time of the reconstruction of an auditory data set for 8 time windows (740 grid 
points) was 30 s. 
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Introduction 
Biomagnetic measurements provide information of the actual behavior of electric active organs on non-invasive 

way. Diagnostic use of these measuring data need solutions of inverse problems. Inverse algorithms for reconstruction of 
extended current sources are topics of actual research in bioelectromagnetism. The estimation of current density 
distributions within the heart is a relevant problem of clinical diagnosis (myocardial current imaging), but reliable and 
stabile source reconstruction techniques are required. We performed magnetic and electrical measurements of extended 
source models in a physical thorax phantom in order to verify inverse algorithms under well-known conditions. 

Methods 
The phantom model was created by identically copying the torso surface of an adult man (Fig.l) [1]. The 

phantom is made from epoxy resin and was filled with saline solution of average conductivity equal to 1.43 S/m. An 
extended source model ('butterfly' source) shown in Fig.l was 
placed within the phantom. Magnetic field maps have been 
recorded using 2x31 magnetic channels system with first order 
axial gradiometers (Philips twin-dewar SQUID system, 
Biomagnetic Center Jena,). Body surface potential maps have 
been measured in 120 positions from which only 67 frontal 
electrodes were selected for reconstruction. Boundary element 
models of the thorax phantom were prepared using magnetic 
resonance images. 

The well-defined measuring conditions enabled 
reconstructions of the extended sources applying different 
minimum norm criteria [2]. We compared results for Lr and 
L2- norm reconstruction using magnetic, electric and combined 
magnetic and electric measuring data. The current distributions 
were reconstructed on a single plane coinciding with the 
primary 'butterfly' source (Fig. 2) applying the NEURO 
SCAN software package CURRY 3.0. We studied the current distribution reconstruction on this plane using three 
different regular equidistant grids: 1 lxl 1,21x21, 31x31, with d = 10mm. 

Furthermore, we performed current reconstructions on a closed imaginary epicardial surface (Fig. 3) using our 
own software based on modified Linear Estimation Approach [3]. In both cases we have used boundary element mesh 
with an average edge size of 12 mm (4400 nodes) and linear potential approximation in element. The imaginary 
epicardial surface consists of 142 nodes with average node-to-node distance of 14 mm. 

Fig. 1: Physical thorax phantom and the extended 
source model used for measurements. 

Fig. 2: Magnetic sensor location (2x31 channels) and 67 BSPM Fig. 3: The extended current source model 
electrodes and two reconstruction area; measured MFM+BSPM enclosed by imaginary epicardial surface 
with superimposed equivalent current dipole in the (1 lxl l)-grid 
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Fig. 4: Minimum-norm reconstruction of the extended source with two different single-plane reconstruction area (11x11 
and 21x21 dipoles) applying L2 -norm : using magnetic (top), electric (middle), and magnetic+electric data (bottom) 
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Fig. 5: Minimum-norm reconstruction of the extended source with two different single-plane reconstruction area (11x11 
and 21x21 dipoles) applying Li -norm : using magnetic (top), electric (middle), and magnetic+electric data (bottom) 
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Results 
Fig. 4 and 5 show results of single-plane source reconstructions if L2- / Lpnorm minimization were applied. In 

the case of L2-norm simulations the L-curve technique has been applied to achieve optimal current reconstruction 
region. Lrnorm calculations have been performed using manual iterations controlled by specified maximum current 
density. The source distributions were reconstructed from magnetic, electric and magnetic and electric data on (11x11) 
and (21x21) regular grids clipped by the torso surface to ensure that all current dipoles are located inside BEM model. 
In all cases the source region has been almost properly localized. L2-norm reconstructions were much smoother and not 
so strongly dependent on the size of reconstruction grid as Li results. Both norms gave the best results when the 
combined electric and magnetic data were used. 

Furthermore, a closed surface was chosen for current reconstruction. There were reconstructed current 
distributions on the epicardial surface 
which was in that case an imaginary 
boundary inside the homogeneous 
volume conductor (Fig. 6). The current 
distributions were constrained to have 
only components tangential to the 
surface (2D source limitation). The 
measured and reconstructed magnetic 
fields agree very well but it is still very 
difficult to estimate the real extension 
of the source because, in fact, we can 
see only current dipoles which are 
projected on the surface due to the 
introduced 2D limitation. 

Conclusions 
We have found some 

advantages of using L2-norm 
minimization for single-plane current 
density reconstructions. In this case the 
dipole reconstruction area should be at 
least three times larger than the original 
source region (corresponding to the 
21x21-grid). Further increasing of 
reconstruction area (up to 31x31) gives 
no significant improvements. If the 
current density is constrained to 
surfaces (i.e. only two components are 
allowed) there should be chosen a 
closed surface. Much more realistic 
results can be achieved if the current 
density can have three degree of freedom. The study has shown that combinations magnetic and electric data should ever 
be used where it is possible. The effect of source volume concentration can be controlled by the choice of the 
regularization factor in the minimization process. But in general it is very difficult to estimate the real extension of the 
primary current source, further basic investigation related to inverse methods for reconstruction of volume source are 
still necessary. 
Nevertheless, the physical thorax phantom together with the extended source models was found to be a well-prepared 
tool for calibration and testing of MFM and BSPM systems. 
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Fig. 6: Top-left : measured magnetic field, top-right : magnetic field 
recalculated from the current density reconstruction; bottom : reconstructed 
current distribution on the imaginary epicardial surface using magnetic data. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to quantify the effects of inhomogeneities and geometry on magnetocardiography (MCG) 
due to a single current dipole. A numerical model of a human torso was used. The model construction includes 
geometry for major anatomical structures such as subcutaneous fat, skeletal muscle, lungs, major arteries and veins, and 
the bones. Simulations were done with a single current dipole placed at different sites of heart. The boundary element 
method (BEM) was utilized for numerical treatment of magnetic field calculations. Comparisons of different 
conductivity and geometry combinations followed one of three basic schemes: I) consider the difference between the 
magnetic fields of the homogeneous torso model and the same model with one inhomogeneity of a single organ or 
tissue added; 2) consider the difference between the magnetic fields of the full inhomogeneous model and the same 
model with one inhomogeneity of individual organ or tissue removed; and 3) consider the difference between the 
magnetic fields of the full inhomogeneous model and the same model with one inhomogeneous tissue's geometry 
removed. The results of this study suggest that accurate representation of tissue inhomogeneity and geometry has a 
significant effect on the accuracy of the forward solution, with regions near the torso surface playing a larger role, in 
general, than those near the heart. Our results also show that the inclusion of the boundaries has a large effect on the 
magnitudes of the magnetic fields and modest effects on their topology. 

Index terms: MCG, inhomogeneity, current dipole, forward problem, BEM. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A number of possible applications of the MCG require a forward solution as part of an inverse solution for the 
location and strength of a current dipole whose magnetic field distribution matches the measured distribution in a least- 
squared sense. In the case of the magnetic fields arising in the thorax due to the activity of heart, the level of detail of 
the two most important aspects of the simulation - the geometrical model of the thorax and the conductivity values 
assigned to each region of the geometry - is still very limited [4], The simplest assumption is that the geometry 
includes only human torso boundary and the conductivity is homogeneous (the same material properties apply 
throughout the volume). More detailed models attempt to characterize tissue inhomogeneity and geometry by including 
one or more inhomogeneous regions [5]. Until now, the role and relative importance of inhomogeneities for specific 
eletrocardiographic situations has been the topic of many different thorax model studies [4], [5]. Ruth Nicholson 
Klepfer, etc., have evaluated the effects of selected inhomogeneities and anisotropies on computed body surface potential 
maps in a large-scale model of human thorax [6]. C.J. Purcell, etc., have investigate the effect of torso boundaries on 
electrical potential and magnetic field of a dipole [7], but his research was based limited geometry and conductivity 
combination. Jukka Nenonen presented their results of MCG functional localization using both semi-infinite model and 
a realistic outer boundary torso model[2], [II]. Their results shows that the standard torso model was able to bring 
substantial improvements in the accuracy of the current dipole model when compared to the results of using a 
homogeneous conducting halfspace with a plane boundary. But they did not give any comparisons of forward solutions. 

As the cost of high-speed processing and computer memory has decreased, it has become increasingly practical to 
model larger and more realistic forward problems. The goal of the study reported here was to evaluate, through the use 
of a detailed model of the human torso, the role of inhomogeneities and geometry in computing MCG fields due to a 
single current dipole. 

II. Methods 

The human torso model in this study was constructed primarily from transverse magnetic resonance images of a 
healthy adult male. The images were taken beginning just below the waist and ending at the bottom of the neck. In each 
two-dimensional (2-D) image, the regions of interest were segmented into contours. 

The larger tissue regions of the model included the subcutaneous fat, the skeletal muscle, the lungs, and the bones 
of the torso. In the vicinity of the heart, more detailed anatomical structures were specified. These structures included 
both atria and ventricles, three epicardial fat pads and the following components of the great vessels: the superior and 
inferior vena cava, the pulmonary arteries and veins, the ascending and descending aorta, the azygous vein, and the left 
and right subclavian veins. All of the contours in the different z planes for a particular structure, such as a lung, were 
then connected into triangles to construct a closed surface. 

The conductivity values used for the tissue types in this model is as follows: The conductivity of bone is 0.01 S/m, 
fat 0.06 S/m, lungs 0.1 S/m, skeletal muscle (isotropic) 0.3 S/m, blood 0.68 S/m. The homogeneous torso 
conductivity, 0.239 S/m, is the mean of the conductivities of the other tissues and was used for the homogeneous torso 
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model. 

To obtain the goal of our simulation study, we carried out three types of simulations. First, we wished to determine 
the effect of selectively adding inhomogeneous regions to an otherwise homogeneous model. To this end, we 
computed magnetic fields , first with a completely homogeneous model and again after including a single 
inhomogeneous model. Then we compared the solutions of magnetic fields statistically with the homogeneous 
solutions as the reference. We consider the following individual inhomogeneities: the bones, the left lung, the right 
lung, both lungs, subcutaneous fat, isotropic skeletal muscle, and the major blood vessels in the vicinity of the heart. 
"Including” an inhomogencity actually means assigning an appropriate conductivity value to all elements with a group 
number corresponding to that inhomogeneity. The rest of the tetrahedra were assigned the average isotropic conductivity 
0.239 S/m. 

The second set of simulations was a complement of the first - its goal was to evaluate the effect of removing a single 
inhomogeneity from an otherwise completely inhomogeneous model. In this case, the reference model, or full model, 
include all available inhomogeneities. "Removing a single inhomogeneity" means assigning a region with nominal 
conductivity. Simulations were run with a specific region assigned the average isotropic conductivity. The magnetic 
fields from these simulations were compared to those from the reference model. The list of inhomogeneities removed 
from the full model was similar to that from the first set of simulations: subcutaneous fat, isotropic skeletal muscle, 
both lungs, the bones, the major blood vessels, all the fatpads, and each individual fatpad. 

The third set of simulations was in order to evaluate the effects on MCG of removing the geometry of a single 
inhomogeneous tissue or organ. In this case, a fully inhomogeneous torso served as the reference and we removed the 
geometry effect of individual organs or tissues by deleting its geometry from the inhomogeneous torso model. The 
magnetic fields from these simulations were compared to those from the reference model. The list of tissue or organ’s 
geometry are the same as the first and the second set of simulations. Here "removing" the geometry of a single 
inhomogeneous tissue means assigning the tissue with the conductivity of air (0). 

We think that we can evaluate the effects of inhomogeneities on MCG by the second set of simulations and evaluate 
the effects of geometry on MCG by the third set of simulations. On the other hand the first set of simulations can show 
us the effects of both inhomogeneities and geometry on MCG fields. 

The statistical parameters used to compare maps were the relative error (RE) computed as follows [6]: 

/?£ = 

1 

X(C'c 

K0rr)2 
(i) 

The reference value, <pret are either the magnetic fields computed with the homogeneous model in the first set of 

simulations or the magnetic fields from the full inhomogeneous model in the second or the third set of simulations. 

We calculated the normal component of magnetic field near the torso surface due to X, Y, and Z directed unit dipoles 
at seven locations in the heart. The right-handed coordinate system used has its positive X axis along the right to left 
direction, positive Y axis along the feet to head direction, and positive Z axis along the chest to the back of the body. 
Dipole sites studied were the sino-atrial node (SA), the bundle of His, initial depolarization site on the interventricular 
septum (Q), midposterior wall of the left ventricle (LV), midanterior wall of the right ventricle (RV), center of the right 
atrium, and the apex. 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The results of the first set of simulations are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the values of RE between the normal 
component of the magnetic Fields computed with the homogeneous outer boundary torso and those computed using the 
same torso but with the addition of the listed inhomogeneity. The dipole is located at seven different sites of heart and 
the RE value were averaged with the dipole in X, Y, Z direction respectively. Fig. 1(b) shows the average RE values of 
X, Y, and Z directed unit dipole across all the seven sites using the same simulation method as shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 
1(b) shows a compressed version of the information in Fig. 1(a) - the average RE computed across all dipole sites 
between the homogeneous torso and those with the single inhomogeneities listed added to the homogeneous torso. They 
are ordered according to size of effect and, thus, represent a mean ranking of the effects of different inhomogeneities. 

Figs. I include examples of a finding seen throughout the studies; the relative error induced by many 
inhomogeneities depended slightly on the position of dipole. Another finding from is that the inhomogeneities of the 
subcutaneous fat and the lungs generally had more influence on model error than the other inhomogeneities. 

The results of the second set of simulations are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the values of RE between the 
normal component of the magnetic Fields computed with the full inhomogeneous torso model and those computed using 
the same model but with listed tissue's inhomogeneity removed. The dipole is located at seven different sites of heart 
and the RE value were averaged with the dipole in X, Y, Z direction respectively. Fig. 2(b) shows the average RE 
values across all the seven sites with the dipole in X, Y, Z direction. 
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Fig. 1(a) The RE values between the normal component of the magnetic fields computed with the homogeneous outer boundary 
torso and those computed using the torso with the addition of the listed inhomogeneity as a function of different sites of the 
heart in which the X, Y and Z directed dipole was located respectively. The RE values were averaged across the three directions. 
The seven sites are : I) SA node, 2) the boundle of His, 3) Q, 4) LV, 5) RV, 6) center of the right atrium and 7) the apex. 
Fig. 1(b) Average RE values of X, Y, Z directed unit dipole across all the 7 positions in the heart between the normal component 
of the magnetic fields computed with the homogeneous outer boundary torso and those computed using the torso with the 
addition of the listed inhomogeneity. 

iv. Conclusion 

This study provides quantitative data of the effects of including or excluding selected inhomogeneities and geometry 
when solving the forward MCG problem within a realistic human thorax. 

The influence of these findings on the design of torso models for forward and inverse computations can be 
summarized in the following points: 

1) The results of this study suggest that accurate representation of tissue inhomogeneity has a significant effect on 
the accuracy of the MCG forward solution, with regions near the torso surface playing a larger role, in general, 
than those near the heart. 

2) Our results also show that the although inclusion of the boundaries has a large effect on the magnitudes of the 
magnetic fields, it has just modest effects on their topology in general and such effects are different according to 
the dipole site in the heart; 

3) The results of this study will allow us to make quantitative comparisons of different modeling options in the 
future study. 

It is possible that by extending the comparison to additional magnetic field components or magnetic sensor 
configurations (e.g., gradiometers) the conclusions could differ. In addition, the simple source and conductor models we 
employed do not address the possibility of differing information content between ECG and MCG measurements 
suggested by theoretical studies that include complex sources or anisotropic conductivity for the fibers of the heart. Also 
we expect inverse solutions that combine electric and magnetic data will be able to locate and size weak dipole sources 
in the heart with more reliability than using cither technique alone. Such work will be done in the future. 

The information provided in these results demonstrates the effects of various structures that may be included in finite 
element models of MCG fields. The actual value at which an effect becomes important is dependent on the particular 
modeling application. Details that change the results by a small amount may not be worth including for some modeling 
applications, while this same detail may be critical in a different application, such as solving the MCG inverse 
problem. The results of this study will allow researchers to make quantitative comparisons of different modeling options 
and help them better optimize the use of their computational resources. The results of this study will allow us to make 
quantitative comparisons of different modeling options in the future study. 
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Fig. 2. (a) The RE values between the normal component of the magnetic fields computed with the full inhomogeneous torso 
and those computed using the torso with the listed inhomogeneous region assigned the same conductivity value as the 
homogeneous torso model as a function of different sites of the heart in which the X, Y and Z directed dipole was located. The 
RE value were averaged across the three direction. The seven sites are: 1) SA node, 2) the boundle of His, 3) Q, 4) LV, 5) RV, 
6) center of the right atrium and 7) the apex. Fig. 2(b) Average RE values of X, Y, Z directed dipole across the all 7 positions in 
the heart between the normal component of the magnetic fields computed with the full inhomogeneous torso model and those 
computed using the torso with the listed inhomogeneous region assigned the same conductivity value as the homogeneous 
torso model. 
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Introduction 

Determination of the spatio-temporal behavior of neural activity using non-invasive methods, 

especially MEG/EEG measurements, is very important to study of the function of the human brain. 

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG) provide sub-milliseconds tem¬ 

poral resolution of neural sources (electrical intracelluar currents) within cerebral cortex and and 

subcorticals areas. The important advantage of MEG is that it provides information that is comple¬ 

mentary to EEG. Moreover, the magnetic fields unlike electric potentials on the scalp surface are not 

distorted (or low pass filtered). However, the magnetic fields measured with magnetic field sensors 

(SQUIDs) placed near to the scalp consist of a superposition of the signals emitted by the active neural 

brain sources, which are contaminated by large noise and several artifacts like biomagnetic fields gen¬ 

erated by muscle activity, eye movements, blinks, respiration and the cardiacvascular system. These 

artifacts and noise may have considerable effect on un-averaged data, i.e. recordings spontaneous 

activity of the brain activity and therefore should be removed or at least their influence considerably 

reduced. [12, 16, 13]. 

In this paper we present novel learning algorithms for independent component analysis (ICA) 

which enable blind separation of independent sources, especially, temporally correlated signals, as well 

as, signals having colored Gaussian distribution [2, 15]. ICA denotes the process of taking a set of 

measured sensor signals x(k) = [xi(k) • • • xm(k)]T = As(k) (where A is an unknown mixing matrix 

and s(k) = [si(fc) • • -5n]T is a vector of independent signals, including interferences and brain sources) 

and extracting from them a new set of statistically independent as much as possible elements of the 

vector y(k) = [yi ■■•ym}T = Wx(fc) = WAs(k) called independent components (ICs). The goal of 

standard ICA is to find demixing matrix W which transform the measured sensor signals into ICs 

[1]-[10],[14]. We assume that during a given measurements there are many simultaneous brain sources 

and magnetic field generated by these sources and noise are linearly superimposed in the sensors. 

Instateneous Blind Source Separation 

Let us assume that the original unknown source signals (which are spatially (mutually) indepen¬ 

dent but temporally correlated) are modeled by autoregressive model (AR) [2,4] as S{(k) = Hi(z)$i(k), 
where Si(k) are zero-mean, non Gaussian processes, temporally i.i.d. Analogously we define output 

(recovered) signals: y,(fc) = Bt(z)yt(k) = yj0) -f £p=i bipz~pyi(k) = yj0) -f bjy.(k), where z~l is 

the unit delay operator in the sense that z~ls(k) = s(k — 1), B{(z) = 1 + ^Zp=\bipz~p are transfer 

functions of unknown adaptive FIR filters, with bt = [6,i • • • b^]7 and y .(k) = [yi(k - 1) • • • yt(k - L)]T 

(see Fig. 1(a)). 

In order to find the optimal parameters of these filters we can, minimize the following cost 

functions using maximum likelihood approach [1, 2, 3] 

J(y, W) = - log | det W| - £ E{hi(fk)h (!) 
»=i 

where y = [&••• Vm\T, hjyi) is a some appropriate function, e.g. /*,(&) = -yf or /**(&) = logpx(yi), 
where pjyi) is an appropriate p.d.f. model of source signals sx. 

Remark: It should be noted that we assume that the demixing matrix W is square m x m, i.e. the 
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number of output of the system is equal to the number of sensors although the number of sources can 

be less than the number of sensors (m > n). Such model is justified by two facts. First of all, the 

number of sources can change over the time and it is generally unknown. Moreover, in practice we 

have additive undesirable noise sources which could be considered as auxiliary unknown sources. So 

it is reasonable to use extra outputs to extract if possible these noise signals. In ideal noiseless case 

the redundant (m - n) output signals ?/, will decay to zero and only n outputs will correspond to the 

recovered sources. 

By using the natural gradient approach developed by Amari we obtain a learning rule [1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 7]: 

AW = _7?^WTW = ?/F(^W)W’ Ab, = th [\i - (UkMyJ(k)])} b„ (2) 

where elements of m x m matrix F are expressed as fij = — (y>[yi(k)]yij(k)) with <p(yi) — 

-dhi(yi))/dy, and Vij(k) = yj(k) + Ep=o6t>2/j(fc - P). is the Kronecker delta, y.(fc) = [y,(k - 

1) • • • yi(k - L)]t, and A, are diagonal positive definite matrices. After sucessfull estimation of ICs 

(i.e. estimation of source signals and demixing matrix W) removal of one or more component(s) (e.g. 

cardiac and eye movement artifacts) can be accomplished by xe(fc) = W-1ye(&) — Aye(k), where 

xe is a vector of enhanced or ’clean’ sensors signals, ye is a vector of estimated brain source signals 

with the identified artifacts and noise interference removed from the IC vector y and A is estimated 

mixing matrix. Such approach is useful since on basis of estimated mixing matrix A we can localize 

some brain sources. However, for large data (a large number of MEG sensors, typically more than 

120, and long time records of order of many hours recordings) the above algorithm is rather very slow 

and need heavy computation since it requires to compute a huge matrix and its inverse which may 

fluctuate in the time, so the algorithm should track continuously in time its optimal solution. In this 

paper we will propose an alternative approach which attempts to extract specific artifact signals (and 

noise sources) using a small number of simple processing units and associated efficient learning rules 

performing ICA (and MCA (minor component analysis)). 

Sequential Blind Extraction and Deflation 

Our objective is to develop robust and effective learning algorithms which enable us to extract 

(estimate) first specific artifacts and next eliminate them from measured sensor data. The blind 

signal extraction approach may have several advantages over simultaneous blind separation [8, 11]: 

Signals can be extracted in a specified order according to the stochastic features of the source signals, 

e.g. in the order of absolute values of generalized normalized kurtosis. The blind extraction can 

be considered as a generalization of PCA (principal component analysis), where de-correlated output 

signals are extracted according to the decreasing order of their variances. We exploit here the fact that 

typical artifacts like cardiac (EGG) and eye blinking/movements (EOG) artifacts are sparse super- 

Gaussian signals with relative large value of kurtosis. Sequential blind extraction of sources (BES) can 

be performed by using a cascade neural network similar to the one used for the extraction of principal 

components (see Fig. 1(b)). Figure 1(b) illustrate the extraction and deflation process which will 

be explained in the next subsection. The presented neural network employs two different types of 

processing units, one for blind extraction and the other for deflation, alternatively connected with 

each other in a cascade fashion. Namely, the i-th extraction processing unit extracts a source signal 

from its inputs that are linear mixtures of the remaining source signals yet to be extracted. The ith 

deflation processing unit then deflates (removes) the newly extracted source signal from the mixtures 

and feeds the resulting outputs to the next (i -f l)-th extraction processing unit. A single processing 

unit (artificial neuron) is used in the first step to extract one source signal with specified stochastic 

properties. In the next step, a deflation technique is used in order to eliminate the already extracted 

signals from the mixtures [8, 11]. 

Let us consider a single processing unit described by (see Fig.1(b)) yi(k) = wJ(k)xi(k) = 
J2%iwij(k)xij(k), where xi = [xn •••xlm] is pre-whitened version of original sensor signals x ob¬ 

tained using standard PCA technique. As a cost (contrast) function we can employ absolute value of 

generalized normalized kurtosis 

•A(wi, bt-, yi) = PKp,q(yi) = |/cp,,(y,-)| = 
Emm , 

Ei{\Uk)\Pli vq 
(3) 
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where 0 is +1 for estimated source signal with positive kurtosis otherwise is -1, cpq is a positive 

constant such that for specific integers p and q the generalized kurtosis KPyq = 0 if yi has the Gaussian 

distribution, and y, = Bi(z)iji(k) = y,(0) + bjy.(k) = y,(0) + J2p=i b,P>/,(k - p). It should be noted 

that the absolute value of the kurtosis is a natural measure of Gaussianity of the extracted signal yt. 
In order to derive a global convergent learning rule, we apply the standard stochastic gradient descent 

technique. 

Minimization of the loss function (3) leads to a simple local Hebbian learning rules: 

dJ c) J 
Abip = ~T]W~ = ~V (v[yi(k)]yi(k - p)) » = Vi {<Pi(yi(k))Xi{k)) , (4) 

where x, = [xtl • • • xim\T with X{j = Xij(k) + £p_i t>ipXij(k - p) and the nonlinear activation function 

is evaluated adaptively as <pt(y,) = PVi[\yi\q~2 ~ «t|2/i|p“2], where at = and mp(t/:) = 

E[(yi)p] is the p-th moment of y{. The higher order moments and the sign of the kurtosis can be 

estimated on-line by using the following moving averaging formula rap(fc+1) = (l-p)mp(fc) + p|pl(A:)|p, 

with rj > 0. It should be noted that in general the activation function is not fixed but rather adaptive 

during the learning process. However, the above learning algorithm works also good for linearized 

activation function ip(yi) = 2/i, i.e. for both super- and sub-Gaussian temporally correlated sources. 

In the special case for L = 0 the above algorithms simplifies to the one developed in [8, 9] 

(a) (c) 

(b) 

Figure 1: (a) Block diagram illustrating simultaneous blind separation of source signals, 

(b) Block diagrams illustrating sequential blind extraction of sources and defl ation, 

(c) Exemplary plots of first 5 independent components; the first two ICs represent 

cardiac and eye movement artifacts. 

After the successful extraction of the first source signal y\(k) ~ S{(k) (« £ l,n), we can apply the 

deflation procedure which removes the previously extracted signals from the mixtures. This procedure 

may be recursively applied to extract sequentially the rest of the estimated source signals. This means 

that we require an on-line linear transformation given by (see Fig. 1(b))) [8] xt+i(k) = x,(fc) - 

w»(fc)yi(fc), which ensures minimization of the generalized cost (loss) function /,(wt) = p(x1+i) = 

p(^i+i,j), where p(xj+ij) is a suitable chosen robust loss function and yi = vrf x*, is the i-th 

extracted signal. Note that W{ are different from wMinimization of the above formulated cost 

function leads to the simple local type adaptive learning rule 

Awi(k) = w(k + l)-w(k) = rji(k)yi(k)g[xi+1(k)], i= 1,2,... (5) 

where converges to a vector a, of the estimated mixing matrix A and g(x*) = [g(xn)- '-g(xim)]T 
= dlj/dxi, with g(xip) = dp(xip)/dxtJ, typically p(x{j) = x?/2, hence g(x{j) = X{j. The procedure 
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can be continued until all the estimated source signals are recovered, i.e. until the amplitude of each 

signal Xi+i becomes below some threshold depending on noise level. This procedure means that it is 

not required to know the number of source signals in advance. 

Computer Simulation and Conclusion 

To solve the problem of removing noise and some specific artifacts we have extracted them form 

the linear mixture using standard minor component analysis (MCA) (to extract noise sources with 

minimal variance) and the proposed ICA blind extraction algorithm (to extract specific artifacts) and 

next remove them using deflation approach. Blind signal extraction technique appears to be a useful 

and efficient approach for the enhancement of MEG signals in presence of some identifiable artifacts 

and noise signals. Fig. 1(c) shows exemplary plot of the first 5 ICs obtained from MEG recordings, 

using above proposed learning rules. The first 2 independent components have been identified a.s 

cardiac and eye movement artifacts. 

Summarizing, we have developed learning algorithms for ICA which are proved to be effective in 

separating MEG sources, especially temporally correlated signals, and sources having colored Gaussian 

distribution or low normalized kurtosis. 
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Introduction 
A cellular automaton computer model was applied to simulate the arrhythmia known as atrial flutter, which is 

usually associated with a reentrant excitation of atrium cells. In such situation, instead of the normal linear activation 
originating at the right atrium sinus node and propagating toward the ventricles, the electrical activity begins to 
continuously rotate within the atrium. Another, less frequent, mechanism which generates the atrial flutter rhythm is 
the so-called ectopic focus discharge. However, its tissue propagation is similar to the normal activity, that is, both are 
originated in a focus located in the atrial tissue and spread linearly in the direction of the ventricles. 

The reentrant propagation may result from anatomical or functional mechanisms [1]. The former situation 
occurs when the circular activation path has a central anatomical conducting obstacle, and this case is called the ring 
model. Such model can be represented by an essentially one-dimensional source: a pulse circulating in a loop of one¬ 
dimensional pathways (the “ring” model), where the activity rotates on a physical ring of tissue [2]. On the other 
hand, the functional mechanism is caused by specific electrophysiological properties of the cardiac tissue region where 
the reentry occur. In such case of rotating wave, known as spiral model, no conducting obstacle is present [3]. 

Among such electrophysiological properties that are associated with the genesis and sustenance of the 
arrhythmia, are heterogeneities in the conduction velocity, forming regions of slow conduction. Such regions thus will 

be targets for catheter ablation, which is the treatment of choice for drug resistant or drug intolerant atrial flutter. This 
technique consists in the selective elimination of the slow conduction by means of application of radiofrequency 
energy in the affected areas. The curative success of the selective radiofrequency catheter ablation technique is 
presently fully acknowledged, but one of the main concerns is the optimal method for localization of the slow 
conduction regions, which vary from patient to patient. The localization is traditionally performed by through 

intracardiac electrophysiology techniques, requiring a long exposition to X-rays by both the patient and the procedure 
team. Thus, a non-invasive detection of the slow conduction area by magnetic measurements would not only reduce 
the long period of time presently needed for the catheter ablation procedure, but also enhance its success rate. 

A computer model based on cellular automata was previously developed to simulate the propagation of the 
excitation wave, in order to study the fundamental mechanisms of atrial flutter arrhythmia [4], with good results. The 
model also calculates the magnetic field generated by the excitation wave, thus performing the forward solution for 
that biomagnetic problem. Now, that model was modified to take into account regions of slow conduction. The next 
section presents the basic characteristics of the computer model, followed by the simulated results and a brief 

discussion. 

Methods 
Due to its planar configuration, the atrial tissue can be regarded as a bidimensional set of excitable cells. So, 

the model that has been developed consists of a grid of hexagonal cells, each one interacting with its six adjacent 
neighbors [4][5][6]. Each cell on the model can be in one of three different activation states: quiescent, excited or 
refractory. The quiescent units correspond to polarized cells, whereas the refractory state corresponds to depolarized 
cells. During the transition from the quiescent to the refractory states the cell is in the excited state, and will trigger 

the depolarization in any of its six neighbors that are in the quiescent state, thus propagating the excitation wave. 

After a refractory time r, during which the cells in the refractory state can not be excited by any external stimulus, they 
return to the quiescent state, remaining in this state until being excited again by neighboring cells. The refractory time 

is modeled as a random variable having a gaussian distribution with mean value r and variance cr, what ascribes a 

spatial dispersion to the wave propagation (see Fig. 1). The stability and persistence of the reentrant activation is 

dependent on the inhomogeneities of the recovery rates. 
To calculate the magnetic field due to the propagation of the electrical activation, two contributions are 

considered. First, to calculate the magnetic field from the depolarization wave front, a dipole p is positioned in every 
boundary between cells in excited and quiescent states. The contribution from the repolarization wave is computed in a 

similar fashion, but with inverse dipoles -p, also attenuated by the mean refractory time r . Then, the total magnetic 
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field is the sum of the normal components (z) of the magnetic field generated by each individual dipole, calculated by 
the Law of Biot-Savart: 

The computer model allows the introduction of various simulated heterogeneities of electrophysiological 
properties, such as conduction obstacles and unidirectional blockages, in order to induce the different types of wave 
front propagation. The three atrial activation patterns associated with atrial flutter arrhythmia have been simulated. 
Fig. la shows the linear model, which is associated not only with the rapid firing ectopic focus mechanism, but also 
with the normal propagation initiating in the right atrium sinus node and propagating linearly toward the ventricles. 
The anatomical reentry model called ring model, which is considered to rotate around an anatomical conducting 
obstacle present in the tissue, is shown in Fig. lb. Finally, Fig. lc. presents the functional reentrant excitation, known 
as the spiral model. 

Fig. 1: Grid of 50x50 hexagonal cells. The white cells are in the quiescent state, the light gray cells are 
refractory and the dark gray cells are excited. The black cells correspond to permanently refractory units, (a) linear 

propagation, no heterogeneity of electrophysiological properties is introduced, x = 30 iterations and a = 17%. (b) 

“Ring” model of propagation, with a conduction obstacle in the center of the grid, x = 25 and cr = 16 %. (c) “Spiral” 

model, no central conduction obstacle, x = 12 and a = 8%. 

For each type of propagation pattern, the effects of electrophysiological inhomogeneities caused by regions of 
slow conduction have been analyzed. Such anomaly was introduced in the model by including two intermediary 
activation states between the quiescent state and the excited state. Thus, a quiescent cell in the region of slow 
conduction is triggered by a neighboring excited cell, but does not change to the excited state immediately, instead it 
takes two additional interactions to do the transition. For calculation of the magnetic field from the dipoles originated 
in such cell, it is considered a scaling factor of 1/3 for the first iteration after the trigger and 2/3 for the second 
iteration. 

Results 
In order to analyze the results produced by the computer model, it has been defined a grid of measurement 

points located in a plane parallel to the cells. The magnetic signal as a function of time was then computed and 
recorded at each point, allowing one to build isofield maps for different time instants. In most cases such isofield maps 
have a dipolar pattern, being possible to define an equivalent dipole located at the midpoint between the positive and 
negative peaks. This equivalent dipole gives a good overall notion about the propagation of the excitation wave. 

Fig. 2a shows, in dark gray, the origins of the equivalent dipole over time, for the linear model with 
homogeneous conduction velocity propagation. It can be noticed that such origins are located in a single line, 
corresponding to the direction of propagation. If a slow conduction area, shown in Fig. 2b in light gray, is introduced 

in the simulated linear model, the dipolar origins shift away from the previous line, also concentrating in this area. 
The spread of the origin positions is due to the spatial variance introduced in the refractory time. Once the activity 
crosses the slow conduction area, the origins of the equivalent dipole return to the original line, accompanying the 
direction of propagation of the simulated tissue excitation. Another effect observed is that the direction of the 
equivalent dipole suffers a small angular shift when crossing the slow conduction region, and returns to the original 
orientation after leaving that region. 
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Fig. 2: Grid of hexagonal cells. The cells in dark gray represent the projection of the equivalent dipole origins 
on the grid for each iteration, (a) linear propagation of simulated activity, (b) introduction of a cell strip of slow 
conduction, represented by light gray cells. 

Considering now the ring model. Fig. 3 presents isofield maps generated by a simulation of a circular path of 
activation, in which a conduction obstacle is positioned in the center of the grid and the wave of propagation rotates 
around it, with the presence of a slow conduction path. The isofield maps are shown for four instants with an interval 
of 5 iterations. The direction of propagation of the equivalent dipole describes initially a regular circular trajectory 
(Figs. 3a and 3b), as expected for a reentrant propagation. However, when travelling through the area of slow 
conduction, the equivalent dipole keeps a constant direction during various iterations, characterizing the delay of 
propagation (Figs. 3c and 3d). 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 3: Isofield maps generated at 4 different instants with an interval of 5 iterations, for a simulated “ring” 

pattern of activation with T = 25 and cr= 16%. In this model an area of slow conduction is introduced. 

The projection of the equivalent dipole origins over the simulated grid for a ring model of activation is shown 
in Fig. 4. It is represented for homogeneous (Fig. 4a) and non-homogeneous (Fig. 4b) conduction velocity. In the 
homogeneous velocity model the dipolar origins are equally distributed along the circular path. Introducing the slow 
conduction strip, it is observed an increased concentration of the dipole origins in this area. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4: Grid of hexagonal cells. The cells in dark gray represent the projection of the equivalent dipolar origins 

over the grid for each iteration. The cells in black represent the cells in permanent refractory state. These black cells 
in the center of the grid correspond to the conduction obstacle around which the wave circulates in the “ring” model of 
propagation, (a) Ring model, (b) introduction of a cell strip of slow conduction represented by the light gray cells. 

The isofield maps obtained from the spiral propagation simulation, with an inhomogeneity of conduction 
velocity included in the model, have shown no significant difference when compared to the homogeneous model. Both 
presented a tendency to a multipolar configuration as observed elsewhere [5]. 
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By analyzing the equivalent dipole origins projected over the simulated grid configured for the spiral model of 
propagation, it can be seen that when the conduction velocity is homogeneous the dipole origins are concentrated in a 
small region where the spiral rotating center is generally positioned. When a conduction velocity inhomogeneity is 
introduced in the model, the dipole origins suffer a scattering, most of the origins being lightly concentrated in the 
slow conduction strip. 

Discussion 
In this work, synthetic studies have been performed by simulating the various patterns of tissue activation 

associated to the different mechanisms of atrial flutter arrhythmia [7]. For each pattern of propagation it has been 
investigated the effect of the introduction of a conduction inhomogeneity due to a slow-pathway. Through the analysis 
of the behavior of the magnetic field produced by these models, it is possible to detect and locate regions of slow 
conduction in the simulated tissues. In the case of the linear model of propagation, the evidence of the slow pathway is 

clear. The linear model is associated to an ectopic focus firing or to the normal sinus rhythm propagation. In this way 
this recognition is useful for patients who are not in coarse of the arrhythmia at the moment of the exam, but are 
indicated for catheter ablation. The ring model simulation allows also an easy recognition of the slow conduction area 

by means of the suggested approaches, that is, isofield maps and analysis of the distribution of dipole origins. On the 
other hand, for the spiral model, the slow pathway identification is less evident. 

Since the area of slow conduction represents the site of successful ablation of atrial flutter, its non-invasive 
identification through magnetic means has a clear clinical relevance. 
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Introduction 
We are using Magnetoencephalography (MEG) to analyze brain activities. MEG measures 

magnetic field around a head, and estimate activation area on cerebral cortex by the equivalent current 
dipoles (ECDs) source modeling of the neural sources and the spherical homogeneous conductor model of 
the head. But this model contains some intrinsic inaccuracies. Accordingly, there is a strong tendency 
towards neuromagnetic source reconstruction with the realistic head model. Also many other new 
estimation techniques have been developing. 

In those techniques, the realistic head model is made from MRI data. In those researches of brain 
activity analysis platform, which process both MRI and MEG data systematically has been highly 
required. On the other hand, the system to visualizing both measured magnetic field and estimated 
brain activities with 3D anatomical structures is desired, because judgement of the reliability of results 
still depends upon the final user. 

Hence, we are developing a system where MEG and MRI data are processed systematically, and 
visualized the results of estimation by 3D representation. The paper shows the system concepts, and 
discusses the advantage of the system. 

Concepts 
The expected characteristics of brain analysis system with realistic head model are summarized as 

follows. 
1) Estimation results from MEG shoud be seen with 3D representation of real anatomical model. 
2) MRI data processing shud be included to the system, in order to use realistic head model 

systematically. 
3) The system should have adequate flexibility to utilize new processing and estimation methods, 

which will be developed in the future. 
4) Processing should be divided to three parts to be able to analyze efficiently. One of them is subject 

depend processing which uses MRI data, and the other is experiment depend low level processing 
as filtering of MEG data, which uses MEG data only. The rest part is source estimation processing 
by combination of MEG and MRI data. 

5) It should be visualized by animation view to see the temporal changes of brain activitiy. 
The 3D representation and animation view are helpful for analysis of temporal and spatial changes, and 
judgement of the reliability of estimation results by a final user. By processing MRI data with the same 
system of MEG analysis, the judgement of estimation results become very easy, because estimation 
result is directly overlaid on cross sectional image of MRI, and brain surface or the best-fit sphere to the 
brain is used in source estimation easily. The data flow of both MEG and MRI are become clear by the 
division. 

System configuration 
This system is developed on AVS™ visualization software (Advanced Visual Systems Inc., USA). 

Because the applications which is made by AVS™ visualization, based on the concepts of AVS™ 
networks and modules. AVS™ modules are easy to make with common programming language, such as 
C language. Thus the newly developed analysis methods will be easily taken into the system. 

From those concepts, the system is required to process both MEG and MRI data. To process both 
data systematically, we divide the system into three parts by which data is processed. The parts are as 
follows. 

1) Process of MRI data. 
2) Pre-process of MEG data. 
3) Estimate of brain activities. 

The MRI data processing processes MRI data only, and makes a brain model. The pre-processing of 
MEG data filters MEG data to extract specific brain response. Estimate of brain activity estimates 
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activated regions in brain using ECDs from MEG data and brain modes. This part also visualizes the 
results by 3D and 2D representations. The relation of these three parts is shown in Fig. 1. MRI data 
processing is processed on each subject, but other two parts are processed on each experiment, because 
MRI data is taken at once on each subject. The detail of each part is shown in following session. 

Fig. 1 System configuration. 

Processing of MRI data 
Appearances of MRI processing part are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2-(a) shows sagittal, coronal, 

and axial sections of MRI data. In this panel, we point to three markers (Nasion, Left ear, and Right ear) 
on MRI images, and acquired data are used to make a transpose matrix, which transposes the MRI 
coordinate system to the MEG coordinate. When the matrix is generated, we extract brain region by 
three-dimensional region growing method. The extraction works as shown on Figure 2-(b). The upper 
left image is original axial slice, and lower left image is extracted slice from original image. The right 
image is sagittal image of extracted brain. After the brain region is extracted, a brain surface data is 
made from brain region, and best-fit sphere is decided by the least square error method. The brain 

surface data is used for dipole estimation with boundary element method (BEM), and the best-fit sphere 
is used for ordinary dipole estimation method. 

(a) Calculation of transpose matrix (b) Brain surface extraction 
Fig. 2 MRI data processing. 

Pre-processing of MEG data 
We need to decrease noise from original data of MEG, before a source estimation. Because the 

data contain much noise from other various signal sources. At first, MEG data are averaged over whole 
trials to extract evoked fields toward specified stimulus. Then we use band pass filter to cut off un 
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necessary frequency range. This program shows the processed signal by either time domain or frequency 

domain, and either stacked channel view or arranged channel view, to check an effect of filtering. The 
MEG signal display panel and filtering dialog are shown in Fig. 3. In this part, we can use another 
signal analysis method like a principal component analysis (PCA) which is used to decide how many 
components are contained in the MEG data. The PCA analysis panel is shown on Fig. 3-(c ), and this 
panel shows efficiency of each component. 

(a) Signal display panel 
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(b) Filter dialog 

(c ) Principal component analysis panel 

Fig. 3 Pre-processing of MEG data. 

Source estimation 
Source estimation is processed in source estimation panel as shown in Fig. 4. This panel shows 

the waveform of MEG data and its iso-contour map of magnetic field with two other iso-contour maps, 
which are theoretically generated from ECDs, and the residual error which is calculated by subtracting 
from theoretical value to measured value. When the first time that the panel is created, parameters of 
ECDs take arbitrary values, then the parameters will change to the estimated values after estimation. 

Two methods to estimate ECDs are available. One is the estimation method by simplex method 
and homogeneous sphere model, and the other is boundary element method with realistic brain surface 

model with assumption of homogeneous or inhomogeneous conductivity. Both methods use Simplex 

method in source estimation, but the brain model, which is used for calculation of magnetic field, is 
different. Thus the estimation methods are decided by model selection box, which can select either 
spherical model or realistic model. Before source estimation is started, we set initial parameters of 
ECDs arbitrary. The ECDs parameters are set in MRI images and the latency is set on MEG waveform 

windows. After the initial parameters are selected, the Simplex method is started by pushing RUN 
SIMPLEX button, and the iteration of simplex method will be done until the estimation results converge 

to certain values or iteration counts exceed a preset value. If the iteration is stopped by the first reason, 
we judge it the estimation results is valid or not, by a priori knowledge of brains. 

This program can also visualize the iso-contour maps of magnetic field and estimated ECDs by 
three-dimensional representation on 3D-view panel (Fig. 4-(b)). The iso-contour maps are 
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superimposed on MRI volume data, extracted brain surface, and best-fit sphere. In this panel, we can 
easily recognize the location of ECDs in these objects, because the 3D view can be seen from any 
direction. The degree of transparency of each object can be changed, and MRI volume data can be cut 

by any cross section. 

rm 

(a) Source estimation panel 

Fig. 4 Pre-processing of MEG data. 

(b) 3D view 

Experiment 
We have tested the advantage of this system with sample data of MEG, which was measured by 

CTF System Inc.’s 64-channel whole-cortex MEG machine, and MRI data. It was confirmed by another 

analysis software that the MEG data have activation on left motor cortex. At first, extraction of brain 
surface and best-fit sphere were processed. The processes worked well, and the best-fit sphere was 
confirmed to valid by displaying the sphere on the brain surface. Then we estimated ECDs with sphere 
model and a single ECD model. The estimation results are shown in Fig. 4. It was confirmed that the 
estimated ECD converged to the valid position from 3D viewer. In this estimation, we used the sphere 
model, which was easily decided analytically from the brain surface extracted from MRI data. When 
the estimation was finished, the estimated ECD was immediately placed on a certain slice of MRI image, 
and we could see 3D position from 3D viewer. Therefore, the estimation result’s reliability was 
confirmed easily. 

Conclusion 
We show here the brain activity analysis system, which uses MEG and MRI data systematically. 

This system integrates both MEG and MRI data processing. Therefore, the adjustment of location 
between MEG and MRI is automatically processed, and brain model, which is made from MRI data, is 
directly used to neuromagnetic source estimation. When the integration of MEG and MRI processing 
proceed and the source estimation method with realistic head model works well, we can easily estimate 
ECDs with high acuracy . 
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Introduction 
The 'gold standard' for validation of three-dimensional (3D) magnetocardiographic (MCG) localization accuracy 

of arrhythmogenic areas has not been defined so far [1,2]. In clinical reports the localization uncertainty ranges between 
5 mm and about 40 mm, widely varying as a function of the recording setup, of experimental conditions and of the 
reference method used for comparison [3-7]. Body surface potential mapping (BSPM) has been used for arrhythmias 
localization and pacemapping [8-10] as well. A very recent computer simulation study has suggested that the accuracy 
of cardiac sources localization using MCG and BSPM is comparable [11]. However only limited work have been 
reported so far, comparing the accuracy of MCG and BSPM localization accuracy in phantoms, and an experimental 
evaluation in patients is still lacking. Indeed in patients, more complex sources, in addition to those of primary interest, 
may contribute to MCG and BSPM maps, which might further complicate the evaluation of the results of inverse 
solutions with the two methods [12]. 

The present study was performed to evaluate comparatively the accuracy of MCG and BSPM localization of 
current dipoles of different geometry and length, embedded within the tip of an amagnetic catheter (AC) designed for 
clinical use [13], placed in a realistic torso phantom at two different depths (38 mm and 88 mm) below the frontal 
surface. In a parallel research project, identical amagnetic catheters were used to test of MCG and BSPM localization in 
patients [14-15]. 

The MCG and BSPM recordings were carried out in the BioMag Laboratory at Helsinki University Central 
Hospital (HUCH) [16]. The realistic phantom and the recording system have been previously calibrated by calculating 
localizations for different artificial current dipole sources, located at seven depths in the torso [17,18 ]. 

Methods 
The multipolar catheter used in our study, patented by the Italian National Research Council [18,19], features 

non-polarizable amagnetic electrodes, to generate dipolar sources of different geometry, without magnetic artifacts 
during MCG mapping. In the present study current dipoles of 5 mm, 2 mm and 1. 5 mm length were used to test the 
accuracy MCG localization, but only the longest (5 mm ) source was used to compare MCG and BSPM localization 
accuracy. 

The realistic torso phantom was an epoxy model of the thorax without the limbs and the head (Fig 1), 
manufactured on the basis of a plaster cast taken from one of the authors [16]. The catheter was fixed at two different 
levels (38 mm and 88 mm) beneath the frontal surface of the phantom, which was filled with 0.1% saline solution, 

corresponding to an electric conductivity of 0.21 

Fig.l. The realistic torso phantom 

S/m.. The tip of the catheter was roughly oriented 
parallel to the anterior chest wall. 

Before the recordings a set of reference 
points were defined with a magnetic three- 
dimensional digitization system (3SPACE, 
Polhemus Inc., Colchester, VT, USA), including 
the coordinate frame of the phantom, the positions 
of the BSPM electrodes and the locations of the tip 
of the catheter. MCG and BSPM mappings were 
carried out separately in the magnetically shielded 
room (Euroshield Ltd., Eura, Finland) of the 
BioMag Laboratory at the HUCH. The artificial 
dipoles were current pulses of 10 mA amplitude 
and 2 ms duration, fed by a clinical pacemaker into 
the electrodes embedded in the tip of the catheter. 
The direction of the dipole moment varied 
according to the polarity of the impressed current. 
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A 67-channel cardiomagnetometer (Neuromag Ltd., Helsinki, Finland) was employed in the MCG recordings 
[16,21] containing 7 coaxial and 60 planar dc-SQUID gradiometers, arranged on a slightly curved surface with a 
diameter of 30 cm. The magnetic field component perpendicular to the sensor array surface is described by Bz. The 

coaxial gradiometers (baseline 80 mm) measure the quantity $BZ/Sz while the planar sensors (baseline 16.2 mm) 

measure the quantities &Bz/0* and OB^y. The center point of the sensor array was placed approximately above the 
support frame where the catheter was located. The position of the dewar in respect to the coordinate frame of the 
phantom was defined by applying three transmitter coils attached to the frontal surface of the phantom [21]. All signals 
were band-pass filtered to 0.03-500 Hz and digitized with the sampling rate of 2 kHz. A sophisticated X-windows based 
software was used for the data acquisition. 

Isocontour displays of the spatial distribution of Bz were extrapolated from the measured MCG signals in order 
to determine whether the sensor array was correctly placed above the source set-up [23]. 

In order to record BSPM data, 123 electrodes were attached to the surface of the phantom. The locations of the 
electrodes is visible in Fig. 1. 67 electrodes were attached to the frontal side of the phantom, 45 to the back and 8 to the 
sides. In addition, electrodes were attached to the 'shoulders' and to the lower part of the phantom to record standard 
ECG limb leads. The spacing of the electrodes was denser on the left frontal side over the support frame, where the tip 
of the catheter was located, than on the right frontal side or on the back. The electrode setup used in this study is similar 
to the setup of the clinical BSPM protocol used in the BioMag laboratory and in the catheterisation laboratory at the 
Helsinki University Central Hospital [10,24]. The recording of the 123 BSPM channels with a sampling frequency of 2 
kHz was divided in two sessions. Isocontour displays of the spatial distribution of the electric potential were 
reconstructed from the measured BSPM signals. 

In this study, for the solution of the inverse problem, the boundary element method (BEM) was applied, in which 
the surface of the phantom model is tessellated with plane triangles [25]. The electric potential is assumed to be linear in 
each triangle, and the discretized integral equations for the electric potential and for the magnetic field can be 
manipulated into matrix equations which are fast to solve [26]. The BEM model of the phantom used in this study was 
constructed from MR1 data using a specific triangle mesh generation technique [27]. The outer surface of the phantom 
was tessellated into 1004 plane triangles. 

Three-dimensional MCG and BSPM localizations of the tip of the catheter were calculated from stimulus peaks 
generated by the 10 mA fed into the catheter. In the computation, a moving equivalent current dipole in a realistic, 
homogeneous BEM torso model was used. The six parameters (position and moment) of a current dipole were 
estimated with non-linear least squares fitting [28]. All inverse computations were performed from raw MCG and 
BSPM data, neither signal-averaging nor digital filtering were applied. The localization errors were calculated as 3D 
differences between the MCG and the BSPM localization and the digitized locations (38 mm and 88 mm in depth) of 
the tip of the catheter. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and goodness of fit (GOF) to the model were calculated for each 
localization. 

Results 
Overall 140 ECD localizations were calculated from MCG data for the two different positions of the tip of the 

catheter. For each level, 20 MCG and BSPM localizations of 5 mm dipoles were used to compare the respective 
localization accuracy of the two methods. 
The average 3D localization errors and the 
standard deviations of the errors were 
evaluated separately for the two levels 
(Table I). With the catheter positioned at 
38 mm depth, with a SNR > than 30, the 
average MCG localization error of the 5 

mm dipoles was 2±1 mm (Fig. 2). The 
corresponding average BSPM localization 
error was 4±1 mm. With the catheter 
positioned at 88 mm depth, the average 
MCG and BSPM localization errors were 
7±4 mm and 10±2 mm respectively. When 
activating shorter dipoles (1.5-2 mm), the 
MCG localization error increased as a 
function of the impairment of the SNR and 
of the GOF. BSPM was not recorded. The 
relationship between SNR and the GOF 
for all localizations, is shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 2. Localization error (LE) of 5 mm dipoles, at 38 mm 
depth, as a function of signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

Discussion 
A recent computer simulation study suggests that both MCG and BSPM might provide non-invasive three- 

dimensional localization of cardiac sources, with comparable accuracy [11]. However, although few phantoms 
measurements have been occasionally reported [2,13], to test the accuracy of MCG localization, a systematic 
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experimental comparative evaluation 
Table I. 3D localization error of the amagnetic catheter of the 3D localization accuracy of 

MCG and BSPM in a phantom was 
still lacking. 

In this study a realistic torso 
phantom was used, which allows full 
control of the variables of interest 
[17]. The phantom, had been 
previously used to test multichannel 
MCG localization accuracy, with 10 
mm long silver dipoles, placed at 
different depths in the torso [18]. 

The fundamental innovation 
in the present study is that smaller 
dipoles of different geometry and 
orientation were used, generated by 
the same catheter, which has been 

designed for clinical EP investigations [13-15, 20]. Thus the information gained is relevant for the application of the 
method in human investigations. 

The results demonstrate that, provided a signal-to-noise ratio sufficiently high, the 3D localization of the tip of 
the amagnetic catheter, placed in the phantom at a depth compatible with the center of the right and left ventricles, is 
possible with both MCG and BSPM. However in contrast to the prediction of computer simulations [11,12], the 3D 
localization of the AC in the phantom was found to be more accurate when calculated from MCG data, than with 
corresponding BSPM recordings. In a parallel clinical study, BSPM localizations of the same AC in patients were 
deeper than those calculated with MCG data, and too deep in respect to the real position of the catheter [29]. This 
suggests that the same homogeneous torso model, good enough for MCG, might be inadequate for inverse solution of 
BSPM data. More accurate BSPM localization could possibly be obtained by improving the volume conductor models 
and the numerical calculation methods. 

In spite of impressive accuracy, a certain 
localization scattering was observed also with the MCG 
method, increasing when the AC dipoles where deeper, 
weaker, with a lower SNR and lesser GOF. This suggests 
that the geometry of the source in respect to the plane of 
the sensors might affect the accuracy of MCG 
localization, especially when the catheter is deeper than 8 
cm. 

As in previous phantom testing, with the 10 mm 
silver dipoles, a similar relationship was found in this 
study, between the SNR and the GOF (Fig. 3). Therefore 
MCG localization accuracy of the catheter’s dipoles could 
equally well be predicted either from SNR or GOF, in the 
phantom. In patients on the contrary, this relationship 
could be not equally true, because spontaneous activity is 
rarely generated by a simple dipolar source. Thus when 
using MCG or BSPM for non invasive localization of arrhythmias, the reliability of the localization should rather be 
assessed with the GOF than with the SNR. 

Finally this study demonstrates that MCG imaging of an amagnetic catheter is accurate and reproducible. Thus 
the amagnetic catheter is feasible for patients studies. As compared to BSPM, the contact-less MCG method is definitely 
more practical and better accepted by the patient. However further technological development is required to produce 
MCG mapping systems of comparable cost/effectiveness. 
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Fig. 3. Relationship between SNR and GOF 

MCG 3D mismatch BSPM 3D mismatch mm 

X y z 3D X y z 3D 

Level 1 0,7 0,4 0,7 2,0 3,0 1,9 0,0 4,2 mean 

0,7 0,1 SD 

Level 2 
M 3,5 2,6 6,6 8,8 2,3 0,9 9,9 mean 

3,8 1,6 SD 
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Introduction 

The sphere model and boundary element models (BEM) are widely used for the conductivity profile in both forward 
and inverse computations. The sphere model leads to an analytic expression in closed form [1], and hence to modest 
computational demands. The sphere model approximates reasonably well much of the superior and superficial brain 
areas. BEM offers in principle the possibility of a more realistic modelling, but at the expense of a substantial increase 
in computations. It also assumes that a model of the conductivity can be extracted from morphological data, which is by 
no means an easy task. We have been investigating for some time the merits of the homogeneous conducting spheroid 
model, for which an analytic solution in terms of a series expansion [2] exists. We have already shown [3] that a small 
but possibly detectable signal can be generated from the centre of a head with departure from spherical symmetry as is 
commonly encountered in humans. We have shown further that for deep sources Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT) can 
produce a reasonable description of these deep generators from computer generated data provided two conditions are met: 
(i) the symmetry is broken in the right way, (ii) the sensor coverage includes important structures of the magnetic field. 
In the present work we investigate how both distributed and point sources behave when the sensor coverage is limited 
(as given by some presently available systems) when the estimates are obtained from computer generated data using the 
spheroid model. Reconstructions with the correct spheroid model and the incorrect sphere model are compared. 

Methods 

Forward solutions are calculated for dipoles with different locations and directions inside a spheroid with a shape 
representative for the overall human head shape (short half axis 9 cm, long half axis 12 cm). Dipole coordinates have 
x-values of 0, 2, 4 and 6 cm, y- and z-values of 0 and 3.5 cm. In the sketches showing the configuration of volume 
conductor and detectors on top of figures 1-4 the positions of these dipoles are indicated by dots inside the volume 
conductors. In the result plots the origin of each deviation arrow is at the location of the corresponding dipole. Forward 
solutions are calculated with and without 20 % noise. The noise level is computed from the maximum signal for each 
dipole individually. We calculate forward and inverse solutions for different typical system configurations like a unilateral 
setup with a 31 channel system, a bilateral setup with 2 dewars on opposite sides of the spheroid and a helmet (half of the 

helmet for MFT) system. 
Inverse solutions are calculated for spheroid and sphere volume conductors. The sphere has the same center as the 

spheroid and is therefore the best global spherical approximation of the spheroidal volume conductor. 
We use a Marquardt algorithm for dipole solutions, distributed solutions are obtained with magnetic field tomog¬ 

raphy (MFT) [4]. 
MFT solutions are calculated within a combined source space which is composed of a hemisphere with radius 8 

cm and a small cylindrical part with radius 8 cm and 1 cm height lengthening the hemisphere, as shown in figures 3 and 
4 top right. For the MFT solutions with the helmet system only the detectors on the left side that are closest to the source 
space (see figure 4) are considered. The same source space is used for the unilateral 31-channel system. For the bilateral 
configuration the source space is a cylinder in x-direction, centered inside the volume conductor as in [3]. 

For dipole solutions the locations of the reconstructed dipoles are compared for different volume conductors. As a 
simplification only the locations of the maxima of reconstructed current density solutions of the MFT are compared. 

Results 

The dipole localization error with the sphere model for noiseless data increases substantially with depth for x- 
and ?/-dipoles (figure 1), from some mm for superficial sources up to some cm for deep dipoles. The exact values of the 
error and the increase depend on the coverage with sensors and the location of sensors and other geometry details, but the 
tendency of the increase of the error with depth can always be observed. The error for z-dipoles is small (less than about 
5 mm) and almost constant (independent of depth). 

With 20 % noise the localization error with the spheroid result strongly depends on the coverage with detectors. 
For the 31 channel system the error due to 20 % noise can be up to about 2 cm, depending on the dipole location. For the 
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Fig. 1: Dipole solutions of computer generated spheroid data with spheroid and sphere model for a 31- 
channel unilateral system. The top figures show the configuration of volume conductor and detectors of 
the forward calculations (left) and of volume conductors and detectors of the inverse calculations (right). 
Localization deviations from the correct dipole positions or the differences between the sphere and spheroid 
result are plotted. The origin of each deviation arrow is at the correct dipole location. Without noise the 
spheroid gives the correct result; the result for the sphere and the difference sphere - spheroid are identical. 
With 20% noise the results for the spheroid, the sphere and the difference sphere - spheroid are plotted. 

From left to right the results refer to inversions of x-, y- and z-dipoles. 

helmet system it can be reduced to less than 5 mm for x- and y-dipoles. But for 2-dipoles this error can not be reduced 
as much, the remaining error with the helmet system is still up to about 1 cm. The noise error of the spheroid dipole 
inversions of z-dipoles is mainly in the z-component of the location of the reconstructed dipole. 

The additional error for the sphere due to noise is small compared to the error due to the incorrect volume conductor 
for deep dipoles. For superficial sources, where the sphere approximation is good, both errors are comparable. The sphere 
model dipole solutions for z-dipoles are less sensitive on noise than the spheroid solutions. 

The maxima of the MFT inversions (and the current density distributions themselves) of superficial dipole fields 
are only very little influenced by the change of the volume conductor for the inverse calculation. In the special case of 
x-dipoles close the x-axis differences are large if the coverage with sensors is sufficient to extract enough information of 
the quadrupolar shaped field pattern for such sources (bilateral system and (half) helmet, see figure 4), as described in 
[3). Apart from this configuration remarkable differences in the maxima locations for x- and t/-dipoles are only visible 
for some extremely deep (x « 0) dipole locations. For deep z-dipoles a significant difference, mainly in z-direction can 
be found. 

For systems without an optimal coverage with detectors (unilateral and bilateral) the current density maxima lo¬ 
cations with the sphere model are closer to the original dipole locations than with the spheroid model. But with optimal 
coverage (half-helmet) the spheroid result is better. Moderate noise (up to about 20 %) does not have a significant influence 
on MFT results. 

Discussion 

For superficial sources the influence of the volume conductor shape on dipole localization results is generally small 
(only a few mm). The consideration of different curvatures for different directions on the surface is only necessary if an 
accuracy in the range of about 1 mm is required. 

Particularly in the presence of noise the spheroid is clearly superior for dipole solutions of x- and y-dipoles. But for 
z-dipoles the spheroid dipole solutions appear very noise sensitive, particularly if the coverage of the volume conductor 
with sensors is not optimal. 
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system. 

The sphere model is less noise sensitive for dipole solutions of 2-dipoles and yields better solutions in the presence 
of noise. 

Our explanation of the higher noise sensitivity of the spheroid model for 2-dipoles is that the positions of the 
maxima of the magnetic field change only little for 2-dipoles inside the spheroid if the 2-component of the location of the 
dipole is changed. Thus for 2-dipoles the 2-component of the location of the localized dipoles is affected stronger by noise 
than the x- and y-components of 2-dipoles and all components of x- and y-dipoles. For the sphere model the locations of 
the field maxima change stronger than for the spheroid. Due to symmetry considerations for the sphere a change of the 
field pattern caused by a change of the 2-coordinate of the location of a 2-dipole is identical with the 90°-rotation around 
the x-axis of the field pattern change caused by a change of the y-component of the location of a y-dipole. Therefore, in 
the special case of the 2-coordinate of the location of 2-dipoles little disturbances of the field pattern introduced by noise 
lead to a large uncertainty in dipole reconstructions with the spheroid model, but not with the sphere. 

The influence of the volume conductor shape on the location of the MFT solution maxima is negligible for su¬ 
perficial sources. This finding agrees with our earlier results [3,5]. For MFT solutions of deep sources the spheroid is 
favorable if the coverage with sensors is good (helmet system). If the coverage is bad (unilateral configuration) the sphere 

is favorable. 
The part of the present study dealing with MFT has the following limitations: A limited sensor coverage and an 

incorrect conductivity model are used simultaneously. Our results indicate that the interaction of these two factors is 
strong and a more elaborate study is required where the effect of each factor is examined separately. It is also generally 
difficult to judge the effectiveness of distributed solutions from the distance between the true source and the maximum. 
If sources are allowed to exists far away from the sensors (i.e. if the source space is too big for the sensor coverage) then 
at regions away from the sensors large currents can be generated. Furthermore the computer generated signal from such 
distant regions can be approximated well by more complex nearby ghost images. Judging the goodness of the fit from the 

distance between the true source and the maximum in such a reconstruction is not very informative. 
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Fig. 3: MFT solutions of computer generated spheroid data with spheroid and sphere model for a 31- 
channel unilateral system. The top figures show the configuration of volume conductor and detectors of 
the forward calculations (left) and of volume conductors, source space and detectors of the inverse calcula- 
tions(right). Differences of the locations of the current density distribution maxima of spheroid and sphere 
are plotted. The origin of each deviation arrow is at the location of the original dipole. 

Fig. 4: MFT solutions of computer generated spheroid data with spheroid and sphere model for the (half) 
helmet system. 
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Introduction 

Electric cardiac activity gives rise to an extra-corporal magnetic field in the order of magnitude of several tens of 
pico Teslas (pT). In inverse magnetocardiography one attempts to reconstruct primary cardiac sources from magnetic 
field maps (MFMs) recorded close to the anterior and/or posterior torso surface [1,2]. The goal is the development of a 
method for localization of pathological substrates in a fully noninvasive way. Applying the boundary element method 
(BEM) a linear equation system can be calculated, which relates the measured magnetic field components to the 
primary cardiac sources. 

In most studies on inverse magneto- (and electro-) cardiography constant or linear boundary elements (BEs) of 
triangular shape are used [2,3,4] while second order boundary elements are used only in a relatively small number of 
studies [1,5]. One advantage of second-order boundary elements is better approximation of curved surfaces and the use 
of second-order shape functions for interpolation of electric potential promises also better approximation of these 
potentials. However, the authors reported in a recent study on the inverse electrocardiographic problem [6] that the 
choice of proper second-order interpolation functions is of essential importance in order to benefit from the advantages 
of second-order boundary elements. It was found that 8-noded quadrilateral isoparametric boundary elements tend to 
show local oscillations in the inverse solutions. This findings are in accordance with another study [5] where spurious 
local extrema in the reconstructed epicardial potentials are reported when isoparametric boundary elements are applied 
to the inverse electrocardiographic problem. 

In [6] the authors presented an alternative BE formulation for 8-noded quadrilateral elements called the pseudo- 
subparametric formulation which overcomes the above mentioned problem. This approach uses a modified set of shape 
functions called shape functions of equal-total-node-weight. This interpolation functions ensure that comer nodes and 
midside nodes of the boundary elements yield (almost) equal contributions to the established linear equation system 
which in turn leads to smoother inverse solutions. In the present study the pseudo-subparametric formulation is applied 
to inverse magnetocardiography. An eccentric spheres model is used in order to compare the results computed by iso¬ 
parametric and pseudo-subparametric boundaiy elements. The pseudo-subparametric formulation is then applied to real 
world data in which simultaneous recorded magnetic field maps and body surface potential maps are available. The epi- 
and endocardial transmembrane potential distribution is calculated from both modalities and the results are compared. 

Methods 

A: Integral representation of the magnetic field 

The boundary element formulation is based on a piecewise homogeneous torso model which is shown in Fig. 1. 
Inside the (active) cardiac tissue the bidomain model is applied in order to describe the primary sources by the 

transmembrane potential (j)m on the heart's surface. The magnetic field B at an observation point r,n is then given by [1]: 

B(rm) = HoX ('K,~°'k,)]q>(r<,)V,'G(rm,r,)xnqdA + n0'a,t £ f<j>,m (rq)'Vq'G(rm, rq) xinqdA 
i=l A, j»« A) 

with 

G(rm.rq) = 

(1) 

(2) 

Here G is the Green's function for the infinite free space and cp is the electric potential on the conductivity 

interfaces. The inner and outer conductivity at a source point is denoted by '»cq and °Kq respectively, the effective 

intracellular conductivity is denoted by alc. 
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B: Pseudo-subparametric boundary element formulation 

Isoparametric 8-noded quadrilateral boundary elements are well described in literature [1,8]. They use the same 
set of shape functions Nk called Serendipity functions [7,8] for geometry and potential approximation. In the case of 8- 
noded elements, Serendipity shape functions are incomplete Lagrange polynomials of second order. The pseudo- 
subparametric boundary element formulation uses shape functions of equal-total-node-weight Mk [6] for the inter¬ 
polation of the potential, while the Serendipity functions are still used for geometry approximation. The shape functions 
Mk are complete Lagrange polynomials of second order: 

M,»i(i-©0-tiXi+5+n+35n> o 
(3a) m2 = i(l-42)(l-4t1 + 3ri2) 

8 
(3b) 

M,=Jo+©0-ii)a-«+ti-35n) 
o 

(3c) m4 = 1(1 + 4^ + 3^)(1-t12) 
o 

(3d) 

Ms=I(i+oa+T))(i-?-ii+35ii) 
O 

(3e) = i(l-?2)(l + 411+3r12) 
O 

(3f) 

M,=ia-©a+ioo+?-n-3?ti) 
o 

(3g) m8 = i(l-4?+3^2)(l-r12). 
O 

(3h) 

Boundary (and finite) element formulations using interpolation functions of lower order for the geometry than 

for potentials are called subparametric [7]. In the presented approach the shape functions Mk (containing terms ^2r|2) are 
of higher order than the Serendipity functions Nk, but since both of them have 8 degrees of freedom (8-nodes) the 
terminology pseudo-subparametric formulation is chosen. 

C: An eccentric spheres model 

An eccentric spheres model as shown in Fig. 2 has been chosen in order to provide a forward calculation of the 
magnetic field which is independent from the boundary element method. The inner sphere represents the cardiac mass, 

the outer sphere the torso's boundary. For the calculation of the electric potential cp local spherical coordinate systems 
are introduced inside the heart's region (r\ 0',r|) and inside the passive volume conductor (r, 0,r|). The known 
transmembrane potential (TMP) distribution is assumed to be: 

<|>m(r',0','n) = — OcosTtsinB' r' <,K (4) 
R 

where O is the peak value of the TMP. The applied differential equations and boundary conditions are described in [9], 
the treatment of an eccentric spheres model in [10,11]. The epicardial electric potential is then given by: 

<P(r' = R,0',r|) = An cosri P^cosG'), 
n=l 

Fig. 1: Piecewise homogeneous torso model con¬ 
sidering the outer torso surface, the lungs the epi- 
cardium and the blood masses; a denotes the 
orientation of the magnetometer. 

(5) 

Fig. 2: The eccentric spheres model. For numeric 
investigations the constants are assigned to the 
following values: 

R=0.05m; KrO^Sm1; lc^O^Sm1; <7^=0.lSnf1. 
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(P“ denotes the associated Legendre polynomial of order n and degree 1) and the potential on the outer torso surface: 

cp(r = 2R,0,-q) = ^Bn 2n + 1 2ncost) P,|(cos0). 
n=l n + 1 

(6) 

Here the coefficients An, Bn are determined by (continuity of the potential across the epicardium): 

^ -I 
(n-l)!251 

-(-l)kt"t2Bk-£■ 
(k + l)!2n 

-Bk = 0, 
w (k - l)!(n- k)! k +1 £* (k-n)!(n +1)! 

and (continuity of the normal component of the current density across the epicardium): 

nA _K f (n-l)t2*-»' k(n + 1) twl _ A (k + l)!2-k _ 

H n ^(k-DKn-k)! k + 1 k Tfe(k-n)!(n + l)!Bk 

(7) 

(8) 

Here 5j>n denotes the Kronecker delta. The magnetic field B in an observation point rm is then given by equation (1) 
applying a numerical integration scheme like e.g. gauss quadrature. Note that in this example only the surfaces 1 and 6 
have to be considered. 

Results 

The correlation coefficient CC is introduced in order to measure the accordance of two compared cardiac trans- 

membrane potential distributions <|>a and <|)b: 

w L«K-mb-p) 
(9) 

where <t>,8, <t>,b are two TMP values at node i and <j>\<j>b are the mean values of <(>a and 4>b. 

For the eccentric spheres model in forward calculation summations in equation (5,6,7,8) are carried out up to 

nmax=kmax=20. The magnetic field component B«a at 50 observation points 2 cm apart from the outer torso surface is 
calculated applying on each sphere 1600 Gauss-points for numerical integration. Magnetometer coils are assumed to be 
orientated in radial direction, 2.5% of Gaussian noise is added to the simulated magnetic field map. For inverse 
calculations each sphere is modeled by 24 BEs, obtaining 148 node points in total. Tikhonov regularization of zero- 
order is applied [6], the regularization parameter is chosen for optimal correlation coefficient CC^. Applying 
isoparametric boundary elements CCopt is 0.884, for pseudo-subparametric boundary elements CCopt is 0.986. 

In a second step the pseudo-subparametric formulation is applied to real world data. The 31-channel MCG data 
and the 32-channel body surface potential (BSP) data of a 40 years old female with prior myocardial infarction (anterior 
wall aneurysm) suffering from heart failure and malignant ventricular tachycardia has been recorded simultaneously at 
the Biomagnetic Center in Jena. A piecewise homogeneous torso model (as shown in Fig. 1) is build up from 55 MRI 
cross sections. The model consists of 438 BEs (1326 node points). Reconstruction of the epi- and endocardial 
transmembrane potential (TMP) is performed in the time frame from 5 ms to 100 ms after the onset of the QRS 
complex, in time steps of 1 ms. For this practical investigation the regularization parameters are determined by the L- 
curve method [4]. 

The TMP-pattems reconstructed once from electrocardiographic and once from magnetocardiographic data are 
compared by calculating the correlation coefficient at each time step. Relatively good agreement in the two independent 
inverse solutions is found at 12 ms after QRS onset by CC = 0.634 and at 91 ms by CC = 0.667. The mean correlation 
coefficient is 0.452, the lowest value is CC = 0.304 at 37 ms. The results computed at 70 ms after the QRS-onset are 
shown in Fig. 3. On the left ventricular anterior wall (where the infarcted tissue is expected due to the angiographic 
findings) a minimum of the reconstructed transmembrane potential occurs in both solutions. 

Conclusion 

For the spherical test geometry the pseudo-subparametric boundary element formulation provides clearly better 
results (CC = 0.986) than the isoparametric formulation (CC = 0.884). This confirms the results in a study on inverse 
electrocardiography [6] also for the inverse magnetocardiographic problem. Therefore, in further investigations only 
pseudo-subparametric boundary elements are considered. 
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posterior posterior 

anterior anterior 

Fig. 3: Epicardial transmembrane potential distribution computed from electrocardiographic (left panel) and 
magnetocardiographic data (right panel). The pathologically enlarged heart is shown in a cranial view. The time 
instant of reconstruction (70 ms after QRS-onset) is indicated by a vertical line in the signal trace. At this time 
step the correlation coefficient is found by 0.498. 

Comparing the transmembrane potentials reconstructed once from electrocardiographic and once from magneto¬ 
cardiographic data best correlation is found by CC = 0.667. This is remarkably lower than in theoretical investigations 
but one has to keep in mind that in practical investigations model errors can not be excluded. Individual tissue conduc¬ 
tivities are not precisely know (they may also be changed in pathological substrates), only a limited number of tissues 
can be considered in the model and accuracy of geometry approximation is also limited to several millimeters. 

These model errors might have different influence on the two reconstructed inverse solutions which leads to a 
reduced correlation. Relatively good results are found during early ventricular activation (12 ms - first epicardial break¬ 
through) and at the end of the QRS-complex where it is suspected that the hole ventricular muscle is activated except 
the infarcted area leading to a reconstructed negative resting potential in the pathological substrate. This results suggest 
that focal electric activity can be reconstructed more precisely than distributed sources. 

The study shows that applying the proposed pseudo-subparametric boundary element formulation imaging of 
surface transmembrane potential pattern is more accurate and enables therefore a more precisely determination of focal 
sources like a focal infarction or a pre-excitation side. 
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Introduction 

Forward modeling in bio-electro-magnetic source reconstruction algorithms can be improved by realistically 
shaped volume conductor models compared to standard spherical shell approximations. In this work, the main 
compartments of the individual head are segmented from three-dimensional anatomical Magnetic Resonance Images 
(MRI), the Boundary Element Method (BEM) is applied for MEG/EEG-field calculations, and its performance is 
evaluated for difficult cases which have not been studied in detail until now. 

Methods 
The accuracy of different BEM-approaches is usually tested against analytically solvable spherical shell models. 

BEM-models can be optimized for these special geometries, but this will not provide reliable results about their 
performance in realistic head shape cases. Therefore, we studied the convergence of field / potential dependency and 
test dipole mislocalization with increasing number of nodes against highly refined reference models with almost 8000 
nodes in total. 

For MEG-simulations, one compartment BEM-models are used, that represent the inside of the skull, since the 
small secondary volume currents in skull and skin cause small shielding effects only [1]. An up-to-date whole head 
helmet system consisting of 148 magnetometers is used as sensor montage (Fig. 1). A set of 128 sagittally oriented Tr 
weighted MR slices is used for a 3D-reconstruction and segmentation of the inside of the skull, which is derived from 
the slightly enlarged and smoothed envelope of the cortical gray matter layer [2, 3]. For the highly refined reference 
model 2976 nodes / 5948 triangles with a mean triangle edge length of 5.6mm are used. Each original triangle is 
virtually refined into four sub-triangles for further improved accuracy [31. Different coarser models with 1573 / 7.6mm, 
677 / 11.5mm, 372 / 15.4mm nodes / mean triangle edge length and a spherical model fitted to the compartment 
boundary are compared to this reference model with respect to the relative difference measures (RDMs) and the dipole 
mislocalizations. Quasi-tangential test dipoles on a vertical axis through the center of the spherical model are used for 
this purpose. The field distributions of the dipoles at different eccentricities are calculated with the reference BEM- 
model, and the mean field differences to the other models are determined. For finding the localization errors due to the 
different simplified forward models, the dipole positions are fitted by a Nelder-Mead simplex starting at the correct 
positions and finally the 3D-distances between the fitted and the true positions are calculated. 

In the EEG-case (with 37 electrodes according to a 10/20 system (Fig. 3)), three compartment BEM-models 
and a three spherical shells model are compared to a highly refined three compartment reference BEM-model with 7871 
nodes / 15730 triangles. All BEM-models are improved using the so called isolated problem approach (IPA) [ 1 ]. The 
RDM-values and the dipole mislocalizations are determined as in the MEG-case described above. Since the three 
compartment models are more sensitive to different potential assumptions over the triangle areas than the MEG-models, 
three different approaches (constant, linear, and (virtually) refined constant) are compared as well. Six different BEM- 
models are used consisting of 7904 nodes (skin: 2432 / 7.5mm, skull: 2496 / 6.5mm, liquor 2976 / 5.6mm) to 1211 
nodes in total (454 / 17.1 mm, 385 / 16.4mm, 372 / 15.4mm). 

Dipolar sources close to boundary nodes tend to have large field errors and mislocalizations in inverse dipole 
fitting procedures. Therefore, test dipoles very close to the innermost compartment boundary mesh were examined. 
Radially and tangentially oriented dipoles with positions on regular 2D-grids with 1mm in-plane distance (Fig. 7, 38 * 
21 *2*2 = 3192 positions / orientations) are used for the forward calculations with an analytically calculated three 
spherical shells model. The RDMs and dipole mislocalizations of these sources are analyzed for a spherical three 
compartment BEM-model consisting of about 3000 nodes (992 / 11.2mm, 1009 / 10.3mm, 1015/9.3 mm), again using 
37 electrodes distributed according to the 10 / 20 system. 

Furthermore, the computational efforts (computation time and memory requirement) for different BEM-models 
are evaluated with an state-of-the-art workstation (Ultra-SPARC 167MHz, 512MB RAM) and optimized in view of an 
every day applicability of realistically shaped volume conductor models. 

All results were obtained using the electro-magnetic source reconstruction software package CURRY V3. 

Results 
The results of the MEG-studies are displayed in Fig. 2. For three different BEM-models and a spherical model, 

RDMs and mislocalizations are compared to the reference BEM-model (Fig. 1) as a function of the relative eccentricity 
for quasi-tangentially oriented test dipoles. The relative eccentricity is measured in the spherical model fitted to the 
realistic one compartment BEM-boundary. The RDMs of the spherical model are always larger than 15%, the 
mislocalizations using this oversimplified model increase from about 3mm for positions with eccentricities above 50% 
to about 40mm for deep sources. The coarser BEM-models always perform better than the spherical model and exhibit 
similar behavior: larger RDMs for superficial and deep sources with minima at around 70 to 80% relative 
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Fig. 1: Reference MEG-BEM-model (liquor/brain- 
compartment with 2976 nodes, 5948 triangles) with 148 
magnetometers. 

-30 -10 10 30 50 70 90 

relative eccentrlcfty[%] 

Fig. 2: Averaged RDMs (MEG) and dipole 
mislocalizations for different one compartment BEM- 
models (refined constant potential approximation) 
compared to the reference model (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 3: Reference EEG-BEM-model (7871 nodes, 15730 
triangles) with three compartments (from top to bottom): 
skin (2399 nodes) with 37 electrodes, skull (2496 nodes), 
liquor/brain (2976 nodes). 

Fig. 4: Averaged RDMs (EEG, eccentricities < 85%) for 
different three compartment BEM-models and different 
potential approximations (Cl: constant, LI: linear, CP4: 
refined constant potential) compared to the reference 
model (Fig. 3). 

eccentricity. The mislocalizations are below 2mm for all eccentricities, even for the very coarse 372 nodes model. 
The results of the EEG-simulations can be seen in Fig. 4 and 5. Since the RDMs are found to be very similar for 

non-superficial source positions (< 85% relative eccentricity) and radial or tangential orientation, averaged values are 
given in Fig. 4. Here the convergence with the total number of nodes can be seen for different potential dependencies. 
The mislocalizations for radial and tangential dipoles as a function of the relative eccentricity are shown in Fig. 5 for 
eight different BEM-models and a three spherical shells model. Whereas for deep source positions (eccentricity < 50%) 
all BEM-models perform better than the spherical approximation, the coarser constant potential models perform worse 
than this analytical solution for more superficial sources. For dipole positions close to the innermost boundary more 
irregular behavior of the solutions is found compared to the smooth dependencies for smaller eccentricities. 

Therefore, we studied the error hypersurface of a rather superficial, tangential source (Fig. 6) and more 
systematically the mislocalization’s dependency on the source position relative to the triangle geometry (Fig. 7 and 8) 
with an analytical three spherical shells reference model. Fig. 6 shows that the error hypersurface exhibits relative 
maxima at source positions close to nodes of the boundary meshes, because there the simple approximations for the 
potential dependency over the triangle area fail. The effects can be seen more clearly in Fig. 7, where radial and 
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Fig. 5: Dipole mislocalizations (EEG, upper part: 
radial dipoles, lower part: tangential dipoles) for 
different three compartment BEM-models and 
different potential approximations (Cl: constant, LI: 
linear, CP4: refined constant) compared to the 
reference model (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 6: Gray level coded display of the vertical error 
hyper-surface of a tangential dipole close to the 
innermost compartment boundary (BEM-model: 
992/1009/1015 nodes - ll/10/9mm, 3 spherical shells 
reference). 

Fig. 7: Dipoles close to the innermost compartment 
boundary (BEM-model as in Fig. 6). Mislocalizations 
of radial (upper part) and tangential (lower part) test 
dipoles on a horizontal, regular 2D-grid (1mm dist.). 

([mm] 

Fig. 8: RDMs and mislocalizations for the midline 
dipoles from Fig. 7. 

Fig. 9: Computational efforts for different potential 
approximations as a function of the total number of 
nodes of the BEM-models for an Ultra-SPARC/167 
MHz. 
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tangential sources on two parallel planes (4mm distance) below the innermost boundary are studied. Since all 
mislocalizations for the lower plane (with nodes / source distances in the order of the mean triangle edge length) are 
smaller than 1mm, the results are shown for the more superficial source plane only. Radial dipoles are mislocalized in 
radial direction, tangential sources are shifted mainly in tangential direction. The RDMs of radial dipoles peak below 
the nodes, where these nodes dominate the field distributions. Tangential dipoles show a weak RDM-dependency of the 
relative position below the triangle area. 

All localization errors are smaller than one half of the mean triangle edge length (about 4mm), as can be seen in 
more detail in Fig. 8. Radial sources directly below triangle nodes are shifted to larger eccentricities in most cases, 
whereas tangential dipoles seem to be rejected from the nodes, if possible due to a missing symmetry of the surrounding 

triangles. 
The computational efforts for set-up and decomposition of different BEM-models are displayed in Fig. 9. The 

set-up times are proportional to the BEM-matrix sizes and thus proportional to the square of the total number of nodes. 
The times used for the LU-decomposition of the matrices are proportional to the third power of the number of nodes 
and begin to dominate the total computation time for more than 3000 nodes for linear potential dependency or for more 
than 4000 nodes for the improved refined constant potential approximation. 

Discussion 
The smallest RDMs and localization errors can be achieved by virtual triangle refinement and a refined constant 

potential approximation. Using this approach, a single compartment BEM-model with about 1000 nodes is sufficient to 
achieve RDMs below 5% (important for correct dipole strengths) and localization errors smaller than 1mm for all 
eccentricities in the MEG-case. The reasons for these low requirements are the large distances between sources or 
boundary nodes and sensors (> 30mm) and the small conductivity of the bone, that allows the outer head-model 
compartments to be neglected [1]. 

In the EEG-case again the refined constant potential approach performs best. Using this method, about 3000 
nodes overall are needed to keep RDMs smaller than 1% and dipole mislocalizations below 1mm. For very superficial 
sources these errors depend on the position and orientation of the dipole relative to the nodes of the closest triangle of 
the innermost compartment. Maximum errors occur, if the dipoles approach nodes closer than the mean triangle edge 
length. Localization errors are limited to one half of the edge length and can be reduced by constraining the dipole 
positions (the source space) to the inside of a slightly shrinked innermost compartment. This is especially important for 
the radially oriented sources on the gyri of the cortical gray matter layer, where the distances to the inside of the skull 
are in the order of some mm. An isotropic mesh with a mean triangle edge length of about 6mm demands about 2000 
nodes for the innermost compartment alone. 

With our implementation 4000 node BEM-models can be set-up and decomposed within lOOOsec using a 
standard workstation. Since these steps have to be performed only once, models of this size can and should be used for 
high quality source reconstruction algorithms, where quantitative results with good spatial localization accuracy are 
important and systematic errors due to oversimplified volume conductor models are to be avoided. 
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Introduction 
In order to combine MEG- and EEG-data for source reconstruction algorithms with improved spatial resolution, 

both signals have to be transformed to a common basis (Signal-to-Noise-Ratios). With real measured data, problems 
arise as volume conductor properties play a minor role in MEG, but influence EEG potentials heavily. Due to the highly 
anisotropic sensitivity distributions of MEG-systems with respect to quasi-radial compared to quasi-tangential dipole 
orientations, regularization of low gain / contribution dipole components has to be performed. 

Methods 
The measured MEG- and EEG-data are transformed to SNRs, reflecting their statistical significances. The noise 

is estimated from signal-free (e.g. pre-trigger) latency periods. A common, realistically shaped volume conductor model 
is used. The main compartments of the individual head are segmented from three-dimensional anatomical Magnetic 
Resonance Images (MRI) and the Boundary Element Method (BEM) is applied for MEG / EEG-field calculations [1]. 
The MEG-data are used to calibrate the not well known in vivo conductivities of the different head model 
compartments by fitting a common factor and keeping their ratios constant, thus leaving the calculated magnetic fields 
unchanged. 

Regularization techniques are applied, suppressing dipole components that yield low contributions to the 
measured data. In the SNR-framework a good a priori choice of the weighting regularization parameter can be found: 

A2 = 1D(M - Lj)l2 + X2ICjl2 (1) 

The variance A2 consists of the weighted (by X2) sum of the data term ID(M - Lj)l2 and the minimum norm model term 
ICjl2 (measured data M, lead-field matrix L, and current components j). A weighting of the sensors can be applied by 
matrix D, whereas a weighting of the current dipole components is described by matrix C. The best fit solution, that 
minimizes (1) in the over-determined case is given by: 

j - C'(C1TLTDTDLC1 + X2) 'c'tLtDtDM (2) 

We now choose the model term matrix according to: 

C = WVT,C' -VW'1 (3) 

with the diagonal matrix W, that weights the principal current dipole components. The rotation matrix V is obtained by 
a singular value decomposition of the weighted lead-field matrix DL=UIVT, and the elements of W are given by the 

projections (UTDM) and the gains Oj: 

Wi = Oj / (MTDTUiUiTDM)a5 (4) 

Thus, the i,h diagonal element of W (Wj) is calculated from the projections of Uj (the i,h column of U, containing the 
field pattern generated by the i,h principal dipole component (VTjj) onto the weighted, measured data DM. The 
denominator of (4) represents the partial contribution of the i,h principal dipole component to the explainable total 
deviation. From (2) it follows for this special case: 

j = Vr'£2UTDM (5) 

with the diagonal matrix 

Q = [(1 + X2vj 2 / Oj2)1] = [(1 + X2 / (MtDtUiUiTDM))‘1 ] (6) 

With this new method, the regularization parameter is now in units of the measured data (SNRs). Principal dipole 
components that explain a partial variance of X2 (or a partial deviation of X) will be damped by a factor of Wj = 0.5. If 
the noise in the data is estimated correctly, a value of X. - 1 should be a good choice, since then those components are 
damped, that can produce statistically insignificant contributions to the measured data only. Thus, the rather time 
consuming search for the correct value of the regularization parameter is avoided and a more practical measure is used 
instead of the abstract dipole gains of the standard method. Furthermore, lead-field normalization is less critical 
compared to the standard minimum norm scheme, since the new, more indirect regularization technique punishes 
insignificant contributions without using the component’s gains, instead of suppressing low gain components which 
lead to large dipole strengths in the model term [2]. 

Simulations for state-of-the-art whole head MEG- and EEG-montages (Fig. 1: 148 magnetometers / 81 
electrodes, three spherical shells volume conductor model) are performed and normalized sensitivity and spatial 
resolution profiles are determined for single and combined set-ups. For the mean localization errors, white noise at 
different amplitude levels is added to the simulated data and 200 dipole location fits per eccentricity are performed. The 
averaged 3D-distances between true and fitted dipole positions are finally calculated. 
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Fig. 1: Sensor-montages used for the simulation studies: 148 magnetometers, 81 electrodes. 

Fig. 2: Normalized system sensitivities and mean dipole localization errors for MEG- (148 magnetometers, tangential 
dipoles only), EEG- (81 electrodes), and combined montages (Fig. 1). For a given SNR, the localization errors (in mm) 
that are shown on the right side, have to be multiplied by a factor 100 / SNR. 

In order to confirm the simulations with real measured data, a standard SEP / SEF experiment was used [3]. The 
left medianus nerve of a female, right-handed subject was electrically stimulated at the wrist with an intensity of twice 
the motor threshold. Rectangular current pulses of 0.2msec duration and a repetition frequency of 3.1Hz were used. The 
electric (31 electrodes) and magnetic (31 first order gradiometers (PHILIPS MEG)) signals were sampled over periods 
of 128msec pre- to 127msec post-stimulus with a sampling rate of 1kHz. The data were filtered in a frequency range 
from 5 to 200Hz. Four replications of 1000 epochs each were averaged for SNR-improvement. The noise levels are 
determined from the signal-free pre-trigger intervals. For a common volume conductor model 128 sagittally oriented, 
T|-weighted MR-slices are taken and an isotropic data set, containing 2563 cubic voxels, is constructed by interpolation. 
Skin, outer skull, and inner skull compartments are segmented from these data together with the cortical gray matter 
layer, which is used for source space constraints and visualization purposes (Fig. 3, 4, and 5). 

Single moving dipole fits are performed, the electric conductivities are matched at a latency of 20msec post¬ 
stimulus (N20), where a single, quasi-tangential dipole is able to explain the measured data reasonably well for each 
modality. Cortically constrained deviation scans [4] are performed to determine and visualize the confidence areas of 
the single dipole solutions for single and combined modality evaluations. 

Finally, spatio-temporal dipole models are used to determine the dipole loadings and fit quality for the 
interesting latency range from 10 to 40msec post-stimulus. 

All results were obtained using the electro-magnetic source reconstruction software package CURRY V3. 

Results and Discussion 
The normalized system sensitivities and their normalized spatial resolution power are shown in Fig. 2 for MEG-, 

EEG-, and combined set-ups. In the MEG-case tangential dipoles can be used only, the sensitivity vanishes at the center 
of the spherical volume conductor, and the localization errors increase strongly from very small values for superficial 
positions to deeper source locations. The EEG-sensitivities and localizabilities for tangential and radial sources are of 
comparable size. The gains at the center of the volume conductor drop to about 50%, the spatial resolution for deeper 
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Fig. 3: Simultaneously measured MEG- (SEF, 31 gradiometers) and EEG- (SEP, 31 electrodes) data. The maps display 
the field distributions 20 msec after left hand Medianus nerve stimulation (Prof. Buchner, RWTH Aachen). 

Fig. 4: Cortically constrained deviation scans, that visualize the confidence regions of single dipole solutions as gray 
level coded overlay (N20, compare Fig. 3 and 5). The single latency dipole solutions are indicated by black arrows. 
From left to right the single modality results (left: MEG [SNR-52], middle: EEG [SNR=25]) and the combined solution 
are displayed. 

sources decreases less dramatically than in the MEG-case. The combined MEG / EEG-simulations exhibit the smallest 
localization errors for all depths. 

The measured SEF / SEP-data and the results of the MEG-, EEG-, and combined evaluations are shown in Fig. 3 
to Fig. 5. As expected from the simulations, the combined data reconstructions yield the best spatial resolution, as can 
clearly be revealed by the cortically constrained deviation scans (Fig. 4) [4]. 

The spatio-temporal dipole models (Fig. 5) show, that one tangential source component in the MEG-case is able 
to explain the measured data reasonably well, whereas in the EEG- and combined studies there is evidence for several 
different sources. In the latter two cases, three fixed dipoles are needed to explain the measured data and achieve a 
residual deviation according to the signal-to-noise-ratios. 

Discussion 
The MEG-sensors are blind for radial source components, but exhibit better SNRs and better spatial resolution 

for tangential superficial source locations. The EEG has comparable sensitivities for radial and tangential source 
components and shows a slower decrease of localizability at increasing depths. For deep sources (relative eccentricity < 
50%), the spatial resolution of the EEG-montage is better. The combined simulations show a superior spatial resolution 
for all depths, due to the complementary character of both signals and the increased number of sensors. At superficial 
positions the MEG characteristics dominate the resolution power, whereas for deeper sources the EEG performs better. 

With the methods described above, the findings of the simulations can be confirmed by a standard SEF / SEP- 
experiment. The measurement noise is estimated from pre-trigger latency ranges, in order to perform the SNR- 
transformation of all signals. The conductivities of the head model compartments are matched at 20msec post-stimulus, 
and regularized reconstructions are performed. The combined evaluation for the tangentially oriented N20 shows the 
best spatial resolution. The MEG has a superior SNR and spatial resolution for this rather superficial source component 
as compared to the EEG. The radial P22- and the deep PI 6-components can be resolved by the EEG- and the combined 
evaluations only. 
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MEG - 31 gradiometers 

EEG - 31 electrodes 

MEG + EEG 

Fig. 5: Spatio-temporal evaluations of the SEF / SEP-experiment (Fig. 3). The cortical surface is displayed with the 
MEG / EEG-sensors and the reconstructed fixed dipole solutions (fitted successively into the latency ranges 18-21, 22- 
26, and 14-17msec, shown as black bars) for latencies between 10 and 40msec post-stimulus. In the EEG and the 
combined examinations, the PI6 (close to the brainstem), the N20 (posterior wall of the central sulcus), and the P22 can 
be identified. In the MEG case, the tangentially oriented N20 can be reconstructed only, whereas the radially oriented 
PI6 and P22 components cannot be seen. The right column shows from top to bottom for each modality MGFPs [SNR], 
dipole loadings (strengths) [normalized to N20], and explained deviations [%] for all reconstruction modes. 
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Introduction 
A measurement with a A-channel MEG system can be seen as a trajectory in A-dimensional data space where 

each channel corresponds to one dimension [6]. The data space is the range of the lead fields L which map a source 
configuration from physical space to data space. The lead fields determine the topology of the data space which has 
a non-trivial, complex structure especially for state of the art systems with N > 100. The structure of the data space 
is typical for a given MEG system and can be used to evaluate its performance. To enhance interesting properties of 
the signal the structure of data space can be changed through linear transformations Z = AM of the data matrix M 
which results in a different representation Z of the data. The transformation matrix A can be calculated by (constrained) 
optimization of a carefully chosen functional which depends on the objective of the analysis. Examples are given in 
Table 1. 

SVD and ICA are well known examples of transformations which result in a new representations of the data. 
SOFIA is a new method where the transformation matrix design is based on the maximization of the localization parameter 
/. / is defined as the ratio of the power of the virtual lead fields ^ in a ROI (described by 0int with volume \/,nt) to outside 
the ROI (0ext with volume Vext) [1] where the full source space is 0 = 0,nt + 0ext. In the fourth example the method 
has been designed to maximize the SNR (here named MaxSNR) for a given ROI and in the fifth example to minimize 
the interference from regions outside a given ROI (here named Minlnf). MaxSNR and Minlnf are known in the area of 
array signal processing [2, 8] and have been used in MEG [3, 4, 5]. They are here derived from constrained optimization 
problems and combined into the more general regularized Minlnf method (here named rMinlnf)- rMinlnf contains both 
methods as special cases and allows to balance their characteristics continuously by adjusting one parameter. 

Table 1: Examples for functionals and their constraints. H is the Entropy, £ denotes 
statistical expectation, Rn is the noise covariance matrix, Rs the signal moment 
matrix, L the lead field and I the identity matrix. 

Functional Constraint Method 

max var(Z, ) 
A 

M = UKA A, - Aj = <5,j SVD 

max H(AM) ICA 

"a '• ~ V™ J J«»t il'*'i(r)ll2 d3 r 
/<9»,*Jd3r = iy * = AL SOFIA 

trlAK.Ap 
m^Xtr( AflnA') AAT =1 MaxSNR 

mAin£(|| AM ||'2) AL(ro,<y0) = 1 Minlnf 

min (5(|| AMU*) + a|| A||2) 
A 

AL(r0,q0) = 1 rMinlnf 

Optimization 
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) p for the data matrix M is defined as the ratio of the traces of the signal moment 

matrix Rs and the noise covariance matrix Rn 

P~t^) 

For the transformed data Z (Z = AM) the SNR is defined accordingly 

_ tr(Afl,A7') 

P‘ ~ tr(ARnAT) 

0) 

(2) 

We are asking the question: Which A results in the maximum SNR for a source at position ro with orientation q0 ? The 
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mathematical formulation as a constrained optimization problem is 

tr(AR5AT) 
max-7f— 

a tr(ARnAT) 
with AAt = I (3) 

We get JR, = (T2sL(ro,q0)l>T(ro,qo)> where <r3 is the signal variance. The constraint ensures that the noise characteristics 
are not changed. That means that the noise is spatially white in Z if it is so in M. In the case of spatially white noise 
(otherwise prewhitening can be done) Rn = <t\I with an being the noise variance the problem reduces further to 

max 
A 

<rJ2||AL(r0,q0)||2 

<t2AIAt 
with AAt = I (4) 

The vector A which maximizes the SNR has to be proportional to the vector L(ro, </o)- 1° order to meet the constraint 

the vector has to be normalized. The unique solution to the problem is therefor [3, 7]: 

_ L(r0, qf0) 

l|L(ro,<*0)ll 
(5) 

By applying the filter A the SNR improves by a factor of N. 
These results can be easily extended to the case of arbitrary oriented sources at location ro- Now we have to 

deal with three orthogonal orientations (or two orthogonal orientations in the case of a spherical volume conductor model 
where the radial direction is magnetically silent). A is now a N x 3 (or N x 2) dimensional matrix and the vectors in A 
are taken from equation (5) with L(ro, </, ), where i is the index of the orthogonal orientations. 

Another possible objective for the design of a transformation matrix is the minimization of interferences from 
regions outside the ROI. Again this can be put into the form of a constrained optimization. 

min £(||AM||2) with AL(r0, q0) = 1 
A 

(6) 

In this case the matrix A that solves equation (6) minimizes the expectation of the transformed data. The constraint ensures 
that the desired signal is passed with unit gain. The result is a filter that suppresses signals coming from regions outside 
the ROI. The problem can be solved by minimizing the corresponding Lagrange function /l(A, A) using £(||AM||2) = 

arat. 

fL(A,\) = ARAT + \(AL(r0,q0)-l) (7) 

To compute the minimum we use Va /l(A, A) = 0 

VA /l(A, A) = 2RA + AL(r0,q0) = 0 (8) 

with the solution 

A = -^fl-1L(r0,g0) . (9) 

Taking into account the constraint we get A = ~ t^(r0 q )R~lL(r0 q ) yields the final solution (see [2, 5]) 

R ]L(r0)q0) 

LT(r0) q0) 
(10) 

Due to a possible high condition number of R the filter can be very sensitive to noise and modeling errors. This can be 
avoided by introducing a regularization to the functional in equation (6) by limiting the norm of each vector in A as in the 
well-known Tikhonov-regularization. The stability against noise is controlled by the regularization parameter a. 

min (£(||AM||2) + a||A||2) with AL(r0,q0) = 1 
A (ID 

The solution is 

± _ (R + alj-^iro^o) 
(12) 

LT(r0, q0)(R + afj-^fro, q0) 

In the case of a = 0 (no regularization) we get of course the solution from equation (10). In the case o —^ oo the 

expression (R -f al) 1 approximates the scaled identity matrix and thus gives the same result as equation (5). 

Simulations 
Fig. 1 shows the results from a simulation with three dipoles (y-orientation) that are arranged on a line in x- 

direction with a distance of 0.01 m from each other (Fig. 4). All dipoles are activated separately with the same strength 
using gaussian time courses. We apply the transformation from equation (12) with different regularization for the middle 
source which has the peak at 300 ms. The solid line at the left in Fig. 1 corresponds to the case a —> oo (equation (5)) 
which results in the maximum SNR. 
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Fig. 1: The output (in arbitrary units) of the transformed signal according to equation (12) with r0, qQ correspond¬ 
ing to the middle dipole which is activated in the middle period with maximum at 300 ms. 

The dotted line (which follows the gaussian profile of the second peak 
and is zero everywhere else) corresponds to the case of a = 0 and the 
dashed line is the result for a = 0.0lAi. Ai is the largest eigenvalue 
of R. Since no noise has been added to the data the figure shows 
just a different suppression of the first and the third peak and thus 
demonstrates the different spatial selectivity of the three cases. For 
the next two figures white noise has been added to the data (SNR 
10). The middle figure compares the case a oo (solid line) with 
a = 0.0lAi (dotted line) whereas the right figure compares the case 
a —► oo (solid line) with a = 0 (dotted line). It can be seen how the 
regularization increases the SNR but also the interference from the 
nearby sources. 

This trade-off between spatial sharpness and noise sensitiv¬ 
ity can be seen in Fig. 2. It shows how the second expression from 
equation (11) ||A||2 depends on the first expression £(||AM||2) for 

different regularization parameters a. This plot is similar to the 1-curve which is used to study the regularization of inverse 
problems and can be used to choose the regularization parameter. 

Fig. 2: The dependence of ||A||2 
£(||AM||2) for different a in units of Ai. 

Real Data 
The rMinlnf Method can be used for localization as it has been done for the Minlnf Method [4, 5] by applying it to 

every point on a grid covering the brain or a ROI. Fig. 3 compares the localization of the averaged M100-component due 
to a speech stimulus for Magnetic Field Tomography (first row) and rMinlnf (second row). The regularization parameter a 
has been chosen from a curve corresponding to Fig. 2 as the point of maximum curvature. The MR-slices of the maximum 
power of the estimated current density are shown. The estimates from both methods are similar. 

Fig. 3: The power of the current density at the time of the Ml00 component estimated by MFT (top row) and the 
rMinlnf Method (bottom row). Just values above 90% of the maximum power at that time are shown. 

Also the estimates of the time course of the left auditory cortex activation are similar for both methods as can be 

seen in Fig. 5. The Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT) activation curve has been calculated by a weighted integration of 

the projection of the current density J onto a preferred direction e according to 

A\(t*roi,f) = [ e • J(r,*) e-( "^ol) d3 r with A = 0.01m. (13) 
J ROI 

The rMinlnf activation curve has been calculated by A2(t*roi, t) = AM where A was computed for rROi and e. 
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Fig. 4: The geometry 
and the three dipoles 
used for the calcula¬ 
tions. 

Fig. 5: Normalized activation curves 
of MFT (solid line) and the rMinlnf 
Method (dashed line) for the left au¬ 
ditory cortex ROI in arbitrary units. 

Discussion 
The method of constrained optimization of functionals can be used to modify the data space in a flexible way in 

order to enhance some desired properties of the data. Those desired properties have to be explicitly specified when the 
functional is designed so that the objective of the transformation becomes evident. We restrict ourselves to linear trans¬ 
formations since their properties are well understood and they can be implemented effectively as matrix multiplications. 
At the same time a dimension reduction can be performed to speed up further processing. The target vector L(r0, q0) can 
also be replaced by any vector of the data space (e.g. a ICA component or the forward solution of a MFT current density 
estimate) which could correspond to some extended source configuration. 

The focus of this paper is on the maximization of SNR for a given ROI and the minimization of interference from 
regions outside a given ROI. Some of the solutions have been used before but they are here derived from a clear theoretical 
basis and incorporated into a wider framework. Specifically it has been shown how the partially conflicting demands for 
maximum SNR and minimum interference can be balanced via a single parameter a. Thus the rMinlnf Methods contains 
MaxSNR and Minlnf as special limiting cases. 

Simulations demonstrate the aforementioned trade-off and a way to choose the regularization parameter a. For real 
data rMinlnf has been compared to MFT in terms of localization and the estimation of activation curves and has shown 
good agreement in both cases. This holds even for more complex data. The advantage is a rather fast reconstruction 
compared to MFT. Nevertheless it should be noted that while the properties of nonlinear MFT are by now well known 
this is not the case for rMinlnf. Further simulations are needed to evaluate its performance. Since it is an extension of the 
Minlnf method the same limitations will apply, namely problems in reconstructing correlated sources [5]. 
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Bayesian method of testing for differences 
in the responses to two stimuli 

Hasson R, Braeutigam S, and Swithenby SJ 
The Open University, Milton Keynes, United Kingdom 

Introduction 

Bayesian approaches to the biomagnetic inverse problem have been suggested explicitly by several authors [1,2,3] 
and are implicit in other work [e.g. 4,5]. We have reported previously a Bayesian approach to the comparison 
of experimental data with source models [6]. Briefly, this method provides a map of the statistically significant 

differences between measured data and an a-priori source model. The first use was to test the hypothesis that 
focal sources underlie both simulated and real experimental data. 

In this paper, the basic result is stated and then used in a novel way to test whether the source con¬ 
figurations associated with the responses to two stimuli are significantly different. The data used is from an 
experiment in which the subject is presented with a random sequence of images of human faces, motorbikes, 
animals and random dot patterns [7]. Analysis of data in the signal domain identified significant localised dif¬ 
ferences between the signals from human faces and the rest. In our Bayesian analysis, the model source pattern 
is determined empirically from the experimental data from one stimulus group (e.g. human faces) and the null 
hypothesis is that this model underlies the data from a second group (e.g. motorbikes). What emerges are 
the temporal and spatial distributions of sources where this hypothesis is invalid, i.e. the significant differences 
in source space. This approach is robust. It is of widespread applicability and provides an unbiased means of 
classifying responses. 

Methods 

The following is a short precis of the Bayesian method proposed in [6]. The detector outputs at a given time 
are collected into a data vector rh € RN. The method makes no use of time continuity and treats each such 
snapshot independently. If j(r) £ J is a current density in a suitable current space then the measurement 
process can be represented by a functional z : J -4 RN. A subscript notation will be used to identify the sensor, 

i.e. Zi is the ideal reading from the zth sensor. So the basic equation is: 

™>i = zi(J) + e» 

where the ej are the measurement errors. These are assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and a 

covariance matrix D. 
The measurement geometry enters the algorithm via the Green’s functions L, which are defined by 

The approach is based on Bayes’s theorem: 

V{j £ A\m £ B) = 
V(m £ B\j £ A)V(j £ A) 

V(m £ B) 

where A is a set of currents and B is a set of measurements. This equation reads, the a posteriori probability 
of a current set A after the measurement B is proportional to the probability of producing the measurement 
B given that the current is in the set A times the a priori probability of the current set A. (V(m £ B) is a 

constant for any measurement set B). 
In this paper the probability distributions (both the prior probability and the errors) are assumed to be 

gaussian and so it is permissible to work with probability density functions. A further simplification is achieved 
by shrinking the measurement set B to a single point {rh}. This ignores the finiteness of the precision of the 

measurements. Equation 1 then becomes: 

Prh(j) oc p(j) x e(m-*(/)) 

where p is the a priori distribution, pf^ is the a posteriori distribution and e is the error distribution. It should 
be noted that, throughout the paper, probability density functions will only be determined up to a constant. 
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The constant of proportionality is found by requiring that the probability is normalised to one. The error 

distribution, e, is assumed to be Gaussian, i.e. 

e(e) a exp HeTD_ie} 
How is the prior distribution p( ) defined? Firstly, an inner product on J is defined by: 

Ji(r) • J2(r) 
u(r) 

dr 

where cj(r) is a weighting distribution defined on the source space Q. This provides a method of inputing prior 

information of the location of sources (e.g. gained from MRI images) into the algorithm. 
Secondly, an arbitrary prior current jp is introduced as a parameter of the method. The a priori proba¬ 

bility distribution on J is defined using jp and the inner product: 

p{j) ocexp , J-J*’) j 
where /? is the assumed a priori standard deviation and is a parameter of the method. 

In order to produce images of the a posteriori current density, it is necessary to find the distribution of 
a single statistic A that can be computed. The statistic is defined through a ‘test current’t = where 
Xvu (0 is the characteristic function of a voxel in the brain and eQ is a unit vector. An image is then produced 
by scanning t over the source space voxels. 

With these definitions and some algebraic manipulation [6] gives the following formula for the a posteriori 

distribution of A. 

Change in expectation of A = uT(£D -I- P)”1 (m - z(jp)^j 

variance of A = uT(PD~1P -I- (P) lu + ^ ((f, t) - uTP~lu) 

where u is a vector with components: ti* = (t, u(f]Li(fand £ = 1//32 plays the role of a regularization 

parameter. 
From these equations it is possible to calculate a spatio-temporal probability distribution for differences 

between the a-priori and a-posteriori currents. There is a simple method of achieving this. The data set m(l) 
associated with one stimulus class (e.g. faces) may be used as an implicit prior source current distribution by 
replacing z(jp) with m(l) in the above equations and then computing the change in expectation associated with 

the data m(2) from a second stimulus class (e.g. motor bikes). The symmetry of the comparison is preserved 
in this formulation. The noise in the first measurement, which is neglected by using data as an implicit prior 
source current, may be allowed for by scaling the noise used in the subsequent calculation of the probability 
distribution of the null hypothesis. 

Results 

The data we use to illustrate the method comes from a face recognition experiment [7]. MEG measurements 
were made using a whole head magnetometer (Neuromag-122™ [8]) covering all cortical regions (Fig. 1). The 
subjects viewed briefly presented and standardised grayscale images of faces, motor-bikes, dot patterns and 
coffee mugs while fixating at a point on the centre of the screen. After artefact rejection, the responses were 
digitised using a sampling rate of 397 Hz, high and low-pass filtered at 0.03 Hz and 130 Hz respectively and 
averaged separately for each image class. 

In the initial analysis [7], the strength of the evoked activity within a specific region and latency span 
was parameterised by calculating the signal power, integrated over a group of channels and a range of latencies, 
and normalised to the variance of the relevant channel group. Such calculations indicated that brain activity in 
the right occipito-temporal region following face presentation is significantly different (p = 0.05) from activity 
following presentation of each of the non-face images during the latency range between 110 and 170 ms. No 
consistent statistically significant differences between face and non-face responses were seen at other latencies 
or in other regions although it was difficult to carry out an exhaustive search because of the large number of 
candidate possibilities. 

For simplicity in the Bayesian analysis, we have used a homogeneous sphere conductor model and a 
source space that consists of a part spherical shell (Fig. 2) of radius 8 cm. This shell covers the majority of the 
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posterior regions of the neocortex. The significance of differences between the face and motor bike responses 
were computed as a function of latency and position using the method outlined above. The regularization 
parameter ( was determined by using the L-curve method [9] and an optimal value was determined to be 1.4 
times the trace of the Gram-Schmidt matrix (which is always a useful rough guide). The standard deviation of 
the change in A was evaluated from the pre-stimulus interval. 

Fig. 1 The arrangement of the 122 transverse Fig. 2 The source space is a part spheri- 
gradiometer detectors on 61 sites. cal shell (radius 8 cm, solid angle 2 radx2 rad) 

covering posterior regions of the brain and in¬ 
cluding candidate visual processing areas. Su¬ 
perimposed on the space is the result for la¬ 

tency 138 ms where there is the most signifi¬ 
cant difference p=0.997. 

Fig. 3 shows in one figure the results of the analysis of the motor bike/face comparison for all latencies across 
the entire source space. The null hypothesis is that the same generators underly both sets of data. The 
square regions show the probability that the null hypothesis is false mapped out along the surface of the source 

space. Time progresses from left to right and from top to bottom and is measured with respect to the stimulus 

presentation at 0 ms. 

Discussion 

In Fig. 3, the results of the Bayesian analysis shown are consistent with the existence of a face specific system 
in right occipito temporal cortex with maximum specificity at 138 ms, confirming the earlier analysis. The new 
approach has some clear advantages. It provides an automatic means of scanning all the source space (rather 
than the signal space) and all latencies and it provides quantitative measures of differences in the activity. In 
this illustration it suggests that the specificity is predominantly in the right hemisphere but extends to the 
midline and involves a considerable latency span. Similar results have been obtained for comparisons of faces 

and other stimulus classes, and for other subjects. 
The method has general applicability to any investigation involving stimulus or task dependence of 

responses. It is robust to model and noise assumptions. 
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Fig. 3 An illustration for one subject. The probability that the null hypothesis is 
incorrect (face versus motor bike) for the source currents underlying the responses to 
face and motor bike stimuli as a function of latency (shown every 21.4 ms). Each map 
is a projection of the 2 rad x 2 rad spherical shell source space. In order to highlight 
areas of robust difference, probabilities below 0.9 are mapped to mid grey the more 
significant probabilities are shown darker with p=1.0 shown as black. 
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Activation curves from optimally shaped regions 

Hasson R and Swithenby SJ 

The Open University, Milton Keynes, United Kingdom 

Introduction 

The dominant concern in MEG analysis has been to produce source maps and to co-register these to anatomical 
data [e.g. 1,2]. However, this may not be the most appropriate approach when there is a focus on specific 
source regions, e.g. the thalamus, fusiform gyrus etc. In these cases it may be more appropriate to generate an 
activation curve, a graph of the source power in a specified region as a function of time. Several methods of 
generating activation curves have been proposed [e.g. 3,4,5]. 

An activation curve can be found simply by integrating the current density over the region of interest 
[3] but this has two drawbacks. It is computationally inefficient and it leads to an unnecessarily high expected 
error. This can be traced to the use of small voxels with consequently high expected errors in the current 
density estimates. In this paper, an optimised method of generating an activation curve for a region of interest 
is presented. The method is based on the use of quadratic functionals [6]. It involves the calculation of the 
shape of a single voxel that approximates the region of interest and also minimizes the expected error. 

Suppose that the current density, j, is a square integrable field defined on the brain volume U (i.e. 
j € 1/2 (fl)) and that the region of interest is defined by an operator X on j. Then the activation curve is 
defined to be A(t) = (j(t),Xj(t)) where ( , ) is the following inner product on Q [5]: 

{Lh)=LWfdr (1) 
If the MEG/EEG data vector is b £ RN then the method may be expressed in terms of finding an TV x N matrix 
Y such that 

&Xj)~(b,Yb) (2) 

In the methods section, an expression for the matrix Y is derived which minimizes the expected error in A{t). 

In the results section the method is applied to simulated data. It should be noted that no assumptions are made 
about the noise in the measurement channels other than it has zero mean and a well defined covariance matrix 
C, i.e. if the measurement noise is denoted by a vector e then the covariance matrix is defined by C = e,e* 

where ~ denotes the time average. 

Methods 

The basic idea is to choose a matrix Y such that (b,Yb) is an approximation to the activation curve A(t). The 
starting point is to discretize the source space (which may be the whole of the brain or a smaller volume) into 
M voxels of volume Vm where m = 1,..., M. Similarly the current density j can be discretized on this set of 

voxels. 

jm — where m = 1,..., M. (3) 

In this discretized source space the biomagnetic forward problem can be expressed as b = Lj -1- e, where L is the 
lead field matrix (a discretized form of the lead fields Lj(r)) and e is a vector which represents the measurement 

error. With these definitions the inner product (b,Yb) can be expanded: 

(6, Yb) = {Lj + e, Y{Lj + e)> = jTLTYLj + eTYLj + jTLTYe + eTYe (4) 

The task of making this an estimate for A{t) = (J, Xj) is made easier by reasoning that A(t) is not required 
for an arbitrary current density j but only for the currents that can be measured by the experiment. It follows 
that Equation 4 should agree with A(t) on the subspace spanned by the lead fields, i.e. 

n 

J(t) = '^2aiu(r)Li(r) (5) 
i=l 

for some co-ordinate vector a. The factor u(r) is a weighting factor which allows some flexibility in the procedure. 
The only restriction imposed on u(r) is that the integral over each voxel is finite. In other papers the factor 

Lj(r) has been interpreted as a probability weight [7]. 
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In terms of the discretized source space the relationship between the co-ordinates a and the current 

estimates j is given by 

j = WLTa where W is a diagonal matrix with Wmm = 777-7 [ cj(r) dr (6) 
| I'm | JVm 

This can be substituted into Equation 4 to get: 

(6, Yb) = aTLWLTYLWLTa + eTYLWLTa + aTLWLTYe + eTYe (7) 

where some simplification has been achieved by noting that W is symmetric. This expression can be simplified 

further by defining the Gram-Schmidt matrix, P = LWLT, to yield 

(ib, Yb) = aTPYPci + eTY Pa + aTPYe + eTYe (8) 

The next step is to compare this with the operator X on the subspace spanned by the lead fields. A matrix X 
is defined to represent the operator X on the subspace spanned by the lead fields: 

Xik = (u(f)Li(?),Xu(r)Lk(?)) where iyk = (9) 

With this definition the activation curve can be calculated as A(t) = aTXa. Comparing this with Equation 8 

gives the condition for (b, Yb) to be a good estimate for A(t): 

aTXa ~ aTPYPa + eTYPa 4- aTPYe + eTYe (10) 

The task is to choose Y such that the above approximation is valid. One way of achieving this is to minimize 

the error function E defined by: 

E = ||X - PYP\\2 + ||eTKP||2 + \\PYe\\2 + ||eTFe||2 (11) 

where || ||2 is the L2-norm. Equation 11 can be interpreted in physical terms. The first term is the error in 
approximating the operator X by Y. The second and third terms give a measure of the overlap between the 
measurement error and the imaging source space induced by Y. Note that these terms are equal for a symmetric 
Y. The fourth term is a measure of how Y magnifies the measurement error in all the signal channels. 

To minimize E, dE/dYjk is derived for each element of the matrix Y. This gives N2 equations to solve for 
the N2 unknowns Yik. These may be written as a single matrix equation. In order to illustrate the manipulations 
involved, the method will be elaborated for the fourth term in Equation 11. The fourth term is expanded using 
the definition of the L2-norm: 

\\eT Y e\\2 ^ €ctYa(3&(3 

and is then differentiated: 

aikT»lh 
dYik 

— 2 | ^ ^ ^aYap60 eiek 2 ^ ^ apCpCk 

(12) 

(13) 

At this point the random variables in this expression are replaced with their time averaged values, i.e. eieQ = Cia 
and epek = Cpk. So 

d\\eTYe\\2 
dYik 

2 ^ ^ 1 ap Cpk 
a,(3 

(14) 

This is the ikth term of the matrix product CYC. Similarly, all of the other terms in Equation 11, when 
differentiated, give terms that can be written as the ikth elements of a product. So, the equations can be 
collected as: 

-2PXP + 2 p2YP2 + 2 P2YC + 2CYP2 + 2CYC = 0 (15) 

This may be written in the form: 

(P2 + C)Y(P2 +C) = PXP (16) 
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To solve this equation let Xt be the eigenvalue of the matrix P with eigenvector <p,. Then the matrices X and 
C can be represented with respect to the basis {&} as new matrices i and c, i.e. 

x = 4>iXik4>l where xik = <j>JX<t>k, C = J^ <l>iCik<t>l where cik = <t>JC<t>k (17) 
** ik 

With these definitions, the matrix Y can be finally expressed as: 

r = (P2 + cr'P P(P2 + cr' = (18) 
V ik ) ik A* ' °u + °kk 

Error bars for the activation curve, A(t), can be estimated using the last term in Equation 11 to give the amount 
of measurement noise reflected in the activation curve. The estimate is given by : 

noise = ^2 Ca0YQ0 (19) 
a,0 

Results 

A simple simulated experimental system (Fig. 1) has been analysed to illustrate the method. The head is 
modelled as a homogeneously conducting sphere of radius 8.9cm with its centre at (0,0,-0.07cm). The source 
space is a 9cmx9cm square thin lamina consisting of 33x33 voxels in the plane z=-0.01cm with centre (0,0,- 
0.01 cm). The measurement instrument is a hexagonal array of 37 second order axial gradiometers with baseline 
5 cm with the lowest ’sensing’ coils in the plane z = 4 cm. 

etry. Crosses denote source space voxels and 
diamonds denote the projections of the centres 
of the detector coils. 

of the Y matrix which is derived from the op¬ 
erator X = S(f- To). 

The spatial selectivity implicit in the use of the matrix Y can be shown by defining and plotting a sensitivity 
profile in source space. The definition requires the specification of a procedure which may be summarised as 
follows. Consider a point in source space and compute the idealised measurements &i, b-2 and 63 for a unit 
current dipole oriented along the x, y and x axes at that point. For a given Y, calculate the eigenvalues Ai, A2 

and A3 of the matrix Eik = (bj,Ybk)- Repeat this process across source space. The sensitivity profile of Y is 
defined by the variation of y/Xf + \\ + A3. It may be thought of as an instrumental generalisation of the lead 

field of a single measurement channel. 
Now consider, in the context of the simulated system, the simplest possible region of interest operator 

X = S(r — f0) where <5( ) denotes the Dirac delta function and fo=(0,0,-0.01 cm) is the centre of source space. 
This operator might be adopted if one simply wished to focus on a small volume of source space. The matrix 
Y used as an estimator from this operator is calculated using Equation 18. The sensitivity profile for this Y 
matrix is shown in Fig. 2. 

The reconstruction of an activation curve has been tested on simulated data using this region of interest 
operator and simulated data from a time varying target dipole at (0,0,0 cm), i.e. 1 cm from the region of interest. 
The moment of the dipole varies sinusoidally at 10 Hz, with an envelope that rises linearly from zero at 200 ms 
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to a maximum at 300 ms after which it remains constant. To show the insensitivity to dipole orientation the 
dipole moment was made to rotate smoothly in a tangential plane — this rotation is not discernible in the 
activation curve. In addition to the target dipole there is distractor dipole at (0,0.02,0 cm), which is active from 
0 to 100ms (triangular envelope) and again from 400ms (square envelope). 

In the period from 200 ms to 400 ms when only the target dipole is active, the calculated (power) activation 
curve matches closely that of the target. However, the existence of the distractor dipole within the sensitive 
region (see Fig. 2) gives rise to apparent activity between 0 ms and 100 ms and inaccuracy in the calculated 

activation curve for the period after 400 ms. 

lines are the activation curves of the target and distractor dipoles. The diamonds are 
the calculated activation curve from the Y matrix shown in Fig. 2. The error bars, 
omitted for clarity, would be approximately twice the height of the diamonds. 

Discussion 

We have shown that is possible to directly compute activation curves from the measurement data without 
integration over a source image. The method is a computationally optimal way of tracking the power dissipated 
in a specific portion of the brain. It seems robust to noise and is not dependent on the noise having a Gaussian 
profile. Correlations between measurement channels are fully taken into account. 

For evoked response experiments the covariance matrix, C, can be estimated from the prestimulus period. 
For other experiments it might be more suitable to make the a priori assumption that the noise is uncorrelated 
gaussian noise with variance a2 which could be considered as a parameter of the method. As a increases, the 
more closely the Y matrix sensitivity pattern matches the region of interest, but the larger the error bars on 
the resulting activation curve. 
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The minimum norm method as an effective mapping tool for MEG analysis 

Hauk O., Berg P., Wienbruch C., Rockstroh B., Elbert T. 

Department of Psychology, University of Konstanz, Germany 

Introduction 
The minimum norm estimate is the unique solution for the bioelectromagnetic inverse problem which omits 
sources that do not contribute to the measurable field. In addition, it has optimal resolution properties [1][2]. 
Therefore it should be the method of choice for the analysis of cognitive or spontaneous EEG/MEG-data, if no 
reliable a priori information about the neuronal generators is available. However, in various experiments and 
simulations it has been shown that the minimum norm method has several limitations, e.g. it does not contain 
depth information about the sources [2][3]. A general 3D tomographic solution therefore does not seem feasible. 
The problem we approach is: If there is no reliable three-dimensional reconstruction algorithm, can we at least 
expect a good two-dimensional projection of the true current source? If so, this would simplify computation, 
visualization and interpretation of the results. 

Methods 

Top 

Figure 1: Illustration of the source and 
sensor configuration used in the 
simulations. The magnetometers are at 
a radius of 12cm. The 3D source space 
consists of 4 concentric shells with 
radii 8cm, 6cm, 4cm and 2cm. 

For our simulations, we used a 3D source space consisting of 4 
concentric shells (see Fig. 1). For the computation of the minimum 
norm solution (MN), we assume simultaneously active dipoles on 
all four shells in. a spherical volume conductor. This is the most 
realistic model in the absence of a priori information, when 
simultaneously active sources must be assumed in the whole brain 
volume. 
The dipole locations are equally spaced on each shell. Two 
tangential dipoles represent the current flow through one volume 
element of the brain. The volume of one such element is 
determined by dividing the volume represented by one shell by the 
number of dipoles in this shell. This volume is taken into account 
in the computation of the leadfield matrix. 
In our simulations, we used a spherical sensor configuration with 
148 magnetometers at a radius of 12cm. This should avoid 
asymmetry effects and simplify the presentation of the results. 

Results 
In the first column of Fig. 2, field maps for tangential dipoles at three different depths with equal strengths are 
shown. Obviously field topographies are similar, though the distance between maximum and minimum increases 
with depth, and the amplitude decreases drastically. Next to each field map, the corresponding minimum norm 
solution is shown for the first three shells (see Fig. 1). The maps are normalized such that the biggest value of all 
maps equals 1. Colour scaling is the same for all maps, but contour scaling is identical over columns only. A 
general and well-known finding is that MN always produces the biggest values always at the surface of the 
solution space. For deeper shells, the solution is more blurred and has lower amplitudes (see the rows of Fig. 2). 
In addition, every shell yields different amplitude estimates for dipoles at different depths, even though dipoles 
have the same strengths in the forward computations. Nevertheless, the solutions for each individual shell have 
their maximum at the smallest distance from the true dipole location. Therefore we conclude that each shell of 
our three-dimensional solution space can be considered as a two-dimensional projection of the true current 
source, and by selecting different shells one can achieve a trade-off between the degree of blurring and depth 
sensitivity. In Figs. 3-5, we will quantify these properties for our simulation configuration. 
To demonstrate the localization accuracy of the minimum norm solution, we computed the forward solutions for 
all dipoles on shell 3 and the corresponding inverse minimum norm solutions. We define the lateral dipole 
localization error (LDLE) as the angle between the maximum of the solution and the true dipole location. The 
results for shell 2 are presented in Fig. 3. Note that the test dipoles for the forward computations are not placed 
on the solution shell in this case. There is an excellent localization of single point sources if they are well- 
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covered by the sensor array since for them the LDLE vanishes. Only in the lower part of the source space 
significant mislocalization occurs, but it does not exceed an LDLE of 30 degrees. 
Fig. 4 describes the depth sensitivity of magnetic field measurements and minimum norm estimates for different 
shells. For dipoles on the z-axis, the maximum values of the corresponding forward solutions and point spread 
functions are plotted against z-coordinate. All the curves decrease significantly with depth. Shell 1 has the 
strongest tendency to suppress deep sources, shell 2 shows approximately the same behaviour as the original 
measurements. Shell 3 shows the smallest differences in amplitude estimation between deep and superficial 
dipoles. However, with respect to the degree of blurring we find the opposite result, as shown in Fig. 5. We 
estimated the half angle of a point spread function for one shell by determining those points of the solution 
which had approximately half the amplitude of the maximum, and taking twice the mean angle between those 
locations and the location of the maximum. We suggest this measure as an estimate of the minimum separation 
of two point sources such that they can be resolved by the present method. From this point of view, shell 1 
shows the best resolution, having a half angle of about 40 degrees for superficial dipoles. At a radius of 40mm 
(that is half the distance between the centre of the head and the most superficial shell 1) the half angle for shell 1 
is about 90 degrees, i.e. a dipole at this depth would produce a peak that extends approximately over one quarter 
of the head, indicating that at this depth, two sources must lie in different quadrants of the head to be reliably 
separated by the solution. For shell 3, this is already true for superficial dipoles and worsens considerably for 
deeper ones. Though we found that amplitude estimation was best for this shell, it seems to fail with respect to 
spatial resolution, since solutions for deeper sources will be smeared out over most of the solution space, making 
the separation of sources nearly impossible. Shell 2 offers a compromise with respect to both the amplitude 
estimation and the blurring effect: Amplitude estimation behaves approximately as the measured field, and 
spatial blurring is not too far from the optimum. 

hoo 

-1 00 Fig. 2: Field and minimum 
norm maps for different 
solution shells and dipole 
depths, yielding different 2D 
projections of the true 
sources. Colour scaling is 
identical for all MN maps, 
contour scaling is identical 
over columns only. Shell 1 
has the narrowest central 
peaks, but also the biggest 
sidelobes for superficial 
sources. 

Field 
MN Shell I MN Shell 2 MN Shell 3 

Another aspect which is not quantified in this study is the appearance of sidelobes. Looking at Fig. 2 once again, 
it appears that the solution for a superficial dipole and shell 1 does not fall off monotonously with the distance 
from the true dipole location, but there are local maxima on the anterior-posterior axis. This is less pronounced 
for shell 2 and shell 3. We conclude that solutions for shell 2 and shell 3 can be considered to be smoother** than 
those for shell 1. 

A difficulty of our analysis is that we do not take into account the orientation of the dipoles. Mere intensity maps 
are not linearly dependent on the data, i.e. the superposition principle does not hold strictly. In addition, the 
extension of a point spread function in the direction of the corresponding dipole source is different from that of 
the orthogonal direction. Thus, we can only roughly describe the resolving properties of our simulation 
configuration, which nevertheless can be a guideline for the analysis of real data. 
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Fig. 3: Lateral dipole localization error for shell 2 
(LDLE) in degrees. Dipoles for the forward 
computations were placed on shell 3. Note that 
LDLE nearly vanishes for locations which are well- 
covered by the sensors, i.e. single sources would be 
localized accurately. 

Fig. 4: Maximum values of MN estimates for 
solutions on different shells and dipoles in 
different depths. Superficial solution points 
(Shell 1) mostly suppress deep sources, shell 2 
has approximately the same characteristic as the 
raw field. 

Fig. 5: Resolution of different shells 
dependent on dipole depth estimated as 
the half width of MN maps for single 
dipoles beneath the top of the sensor 
array. 

Fig. 6: MN map of shell 2 for auditory N100 peak contralateral 
to side of stimulation, and the corresponding magnetic field 
map. The MN map is better localized and more focused. Note 
that colour scaling is different for both maps, MN values being 
only positive. Data were acquired with a BTI 148-channel 
whole-head system. 

Conclusion 
From Fig. 2 we conclude that MN solutions for different depths are just different 2D projections of the 3D 
current source. Figs. 2 and 3 indicate that each of these projections yields a blurred, but well-localized mapping 
of an underlying source, if depth information is not taken into account. However, Figs. 4 and 5 show the pitfalls 
of this method: Resolution and amplitude estimation both decrease significantly with depth of the sources. Even 
under the ideal conditions in our simulations, isolated superficial sources.should be separated by at least 40 
degrees to be reliably distinguished in a minimum norm map. Nevertheless, our approach allows to handle these 
difficulties within the physical limits of the problem. For example, by visualizing the second shell of our source 
space, we lose resolution, but gain depth sensitivity and reduce the effect of side-lobes. Therefore we suggest 
this approach as a fast, standardized and convenient mapping tool for MEG analysis, which can be applied when 
no source model for the data exists. Possible applications range from preprocessing for more detailed source 
analysis, where MN can be used to estimate number and approximate locations of dipolar sources, to the more 
reliable extraction of parameters which refer to the spatial distribution of sources in the brain, like laterality or 
symmetry of activity. Fig. 6 illustrates these possibilities on data acquired with a BTI 148 channels Magnes2500 
whole-head system. Activity is centred in the mid-temporal area, therefore better localized, and more focused, 
than the magnetic field map. If other cortical sources were active, e.g. frontal or parietal areas in a more complex 
task, one could expect the minimum norm method to distinguish them. 
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Independent estimates of brain activity obtained by linear estimation 

Hauk O., Berg P., Wienbruch C. 

Department of Psychology, University of Konstanz, Germany 

Introduction 
Time series and statistical analyses have mainly been applied "channel by channel". In the analysis of multi¬ 
channel MEG/EEG-data this can lead to high computational effort, or one has to exclude some part of the 
measured data from the analysis, therefore not exploiting the fill I information contained in a data set. 
The concept of resolution kernels from Backus-Gilbert theory provides a means to describe the resolution 
properties of a linear estimator. The correlation between two resolution kernels quantifies the degree of 
dependence between the corresponding estimates. Obtaining independent estimates about brain activity means 
to apply linear estimators with orthogonal resolution kernels. In this study, we investigate how resolution defined 
in this way behaves in the biomagnetic inverse problem. 

Methods 

For our simulations, we used a 3D source space consisting of 4 
concentric shells (see Fig. 1). For the computation of the 
minimum norm solution (MN), we assume simultaneously active 
dipoles on all four shells in a spherical volume conductor. This is 
the most realistic model in the absence of a priori information, 
when simultaneously active sources must be assumed in the 
whole brain volume. 
The dipole locations are equally spaced on each shell. Two 
tangential dipoles represent the current flow through one volume 
element of the brain. The volume of one such element is 
determined by dividing the volume represented by one shell by 
the number of dipoles in this shell. This volume is taken into 
account in the computation of the leadfield matrix. 
In our simulations, we used a spherical sensor configuration with 
148 magnetometers at a radius of 12cm. This should avoid 
asymmetry effects and simplify the presentation of the results. 

Theory 
The discretized biomagnetic forward problem can be stated as M = Lj, where M is the measured magnetic field, 
L the leadfield, and j the current source distribution. Linear estimation intends to find a (generalized inverse) 
matrix G such that multiplying it with the data yields an optimum estimation j° of j, i.e. j°=GM=GLj=Rj, with 
R being the model resolution matrix for G. R indicates how close our estimate comes to the true current 
distribution. Every element of j° (i.e. every dipole of the solution space) can be interpreted as the product of one 
row of R and the true source j. These rows are therefore called resolution kernels for the corresponding elements 
of j°. Since these resolution kernels describe the influence of all possibly active sources on an estimate, they are 
useful to quantify the resolution properties of linear estimators [1][2]. If two estimators shall be influenced by 
sources with completely different locations and/or orientations, the correlation between the corresponding 
resolution kernels must be zero. If this correlation is near one, the output of these estimators contains nearly the 
same information about the current source structure underlying the data. 
The minimum norm solution has the property that R is closest to the identity matrix, i.e. the ideal model 
resolution matrix, in the least squares sense [2][3]. In addition, it is symmetric. Therefore resolution kernels and 
point spread functions are the same, which simplifies methodological considerations. 
From these theoretical considerations it becomes clear that MN has optimal resolution properties when no a 
priori information about the actual sources is available, and that in this case it is the closest projection of the 
measured data onto the underlying source activity. Therefore, if in an actual experiment the source activity 
appears to be too complex to be described by a simple source model, MN or related methods [2] still offer the 
possibility to come closer to the underlying neuronal generators than the measured field. 

Figure I: Illustration of the source and 
sensor configuration used in the 
simulations. The magnetometers are at 
a radius of 12cm. The 3D source space 
consists of 4 concentric shells with 
radii 8cm, 6cm, 4cm and 2cm. 
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Results 
Fig. 2A shows the intensity map for the leadfield of the top sensor in our simulation configuration. A source 
directly beneath the sensor as well as sources distant from the sensor have no influence on the measured signal at 
this sensor. The maximum of the leadfield is reached on a circle around the sensor, from where the leadfield falls 
off monotonously with distance. From this we can conclude that even if there is a strong signal at this sensor, 
this does not mean that the source is near to it, which is well-known from the dipolar topographies of point 
sources. One aim of linear estimation techniques is to remedy this pitfall. Fig. 2B shows the intensity map of a 
resolution kernel of the minimum norm estimator for a location 6cm beneath the top sensor (on top of shell 2). 
Its interpretation is similar to the leadfield, i.e. it describes the impact of all possibly active sources on this 
specific estimate. Though the resolution kernel, as well as the leadfield, peaks at the outer border of the source 
space, therefore overestimating superficial sources compared with deeper ones. On the other hand, the peak is at 
least directly above the target location, and falls off more rapidly with distance than the leadfield. 
From Fig. 2A it becomes apparent that the overlap of leadfields belonging to neighbouring sensors will be rather 
big, i.e. signals measured at neighbouring sensors will reflect nearly the same properties of the underlying 
source. The difference in information content between two sensors can be quantified by the correlation between 
the corresponding leadfields, as was done for Fig. 3A. Absolute values of correlation are mapped, i.e. zero means 
no correlation, and 1 means completely positive or negative correlation. The same procedure was applied to 
resolution kernels of the minimum norm method for Fig. 3B. Correlations of all resolution kernels within each 
shell with the resolution kernel corresponding to a tangential dipole at the top location of this shell are shown. 
Since two dipoles with orthogonal orientations were placed at every location, two correlation maps are shown for 
every shell, one showing the correlations of resolution kernels for the same orientation (both in polar direction), 
one showing the correlations of resolution kernels for different orientations (one in polar, one in azimuth 
direction). The ideal correlation map would have a single sharp peak in the centre of the polar-polar map only. 
Though this ideal case is not reached by any of the shells, the correlation maps for resolution kernels in shell 1 
and shell 2 are clearly better focused around the target location than the correlation map for the leadfield in Fig. 
3A. However, the correlation maps show additional local maxima at some distance from the central peak. In the 
polar-azimuth correlation maps, there is vanishing correlation at the target location, but clear local maxima 
appear in other areas. Comparing the maps for different shells, it appear that resolution kernels for deeper 
locations (e.g. shell 3) are less independent than those for more superficial shells (e.g. shell l). However, as is 
presented elsewhere [4], depth sensitivity behaves just the other way round. Therefore, selecting the solution for 
shell 2 can be considered as a compromise between resolution and depth sensitivity. 

A) Leadfield 

B) Resolution Kernel 

B) Resolution Kernel 
Correlation 

A) Leadfield 
Correlation 

Fig. 2: A) Leadfield for top sensor, 
reflecting its sensitivity over the source 
space. B) Resolution kernel of the 
minimum norm estimator for a location 
6cm beneath the top sensor (on top of shell 
2). Both functions decrease significantly 
with depth, but the RK for MN is at least 
centred above its target location and is less 
widespread. 

Fig. 3: A) Correlation of all 148 leadfields with leadfield of 
top sensor. B) Correlations of all resolution kernels within 
each shell with the resolution kernel corresponding to a 
tangential dipole at the top location of this shell. 
High correlation means that estimates are highly dependent 
and do not reflect significantly different aspects of the 
source distribution. 
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Fig. 4: A) Time courses of the magnetic field for 
monaural auditory stimulation. B) Time courses of 
minimum norm estimates of shell 2 for the same data 
set. The baseline is not significantly increased, 
indicating that the results shown above apply to 
realistic situations. 

M^V/p 

Fig. 5: Position plot for selected locations of 
MN solution (shell 2) corresponding to the 10- 
20 system (auditory stimulation in the right 
ear). Amplitude asymmetry, latency shift and 
approximate location of the sources are imaged. 

An important aspect when applying source reconstruction methods is their stability against noise. Though several 
advanced regularization algorithms exist [5], a straightforward test of the reliability of a solution could be a 
simple baseline check like it is usually performed with evoked fields and potentials. Fig. 4A shows a time 
segment of an auditory evoked field (right ear stimulation), including a 100ms baseline interval. Fig. 4B shows 
the analogous time courses of the minimum norm solution for shell 2 for the same data set. The regularization 
parameter (Tikhonov) was chosen such that on average the residual variance of the solution is about 5%. It 
appears that the baseline is not significantly increased and that the solution can not be suspected to be distorted 
by noise in the data. Fig. 5 shows the same data in another presentation style. Locations on shell 2 corresponding 
to the electrode placements of the 10-20 system were selected, and the time courses of the intensities for the 
minimum norm estimates at these locations are shown in a position plot. Amplitude asymmetry, latency shift and 
approximate location of the sources are imaged, i.e. the relevant information is contained in this reduced data set. 
This illustrates the possiblity to use all the information in a data set (i.e. all measurement points in the 
computation of the minimum norm estimates), while reducing the amount of data for further data analysis or data 
presentation. 

Conclusion 
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, linear estimation can yield significantly better spatial resolution than single channel 
analysis. Computing a distributed source solution (which takes into account information from all measurement 
points) and selecting nearly independent solution points from regions of interest can effectively reduce the 
amount of data, which can be very convenient if further time-consuming analyses shall be performed (like 
nonlinear parameter estimation, correlation of time courses between different solution points or spectral 
analysis). Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate that these methods do not require an unusually high SNR to yield 
interpretable results. In addition, it is noteworthy that for a distributed source algorithm like the minimum norm 
method, there is no „brain noise“, since the underlying source model includes sources in the whole brain volume. 
For this reason, it seems likely that the minimum norm method can also yield valuable results in the analysis of 
spontaneous brain activity, when the signal-to-noise ratio is usually too low for the application of more detailed 
source models. 
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Introduction 

Many of the approaches to the neuromagnetic-source inverse problem do not use real anatomical infor¬ 

mation (for example the head may be approximated by a sphere), resulting in dipole estimates that may not 
be physiologically plausible. In our laboratory, we are developing techniques to constrain inverse solutions to 

realistic geometries based on actual MRI images. 
A relatively straightforward method for calculating cortical surface geometry from MRI data is pre¬ 

sented. The goal of the construction is to provide estimates of dipole locations and orientations for use in 
MEG forward modeling and inverse solution estimation, and so a precise surface model is not required. In¬ 
stead, a collection of unit vectors perpendicular to the cortical surface (normal vectors) and located within the 
cortex may serve as estimates of current sources. For this reason the model is based on the interface between 
the white matter and the grey matter, which is easier to locate automatically in MRI images than the outer 
cortical surface. Voxels below the white/grey interface are selected with a simple threshold, resulting in a 3D 
collection of voxels which are then used in an implicit surface calculation to create a surface model roughly 
parallel to the cortical surface. Normal vectors calculated from the resulting surface are the desired dipole 
estimators. 

All the software used for the generation of the models and images shown here is free and in the public 
domain, and available for download from: 

http://www.aist.go.jp/NIBH/"torah/ 

The meshes and surfaces shown in the figures were rendered on a Linux system using the free OpenGL 
implementation Mesa. 

Methods 

The MRI data consisted of 120 whole-head slices, 256 x 256 pixels each, 1 mm x 1 mm in-slice resolution, 
1.5 mm slice thickness, obtained using a Tl-weighted, 1 Tesla MRI system (Siemens). Fiducial points (nasion, 
left and right preauriculars) were marked with vitamin E capsules. 

Fig. 1. Segmenting the brain. Squares mark points selected by the user, defining a simple closed 
curve around the brain in an MRI image of a sagittal slice through the right hemisphere. The 
front of the brain is to the left. 
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Segmentation. Because this method is based on locating the contrast difference between the white 
and grey matter, it is only necessary to trace the outer boundary of the brain in a very rough fashion (Fig. 1). 
Such tracing can be done rapidly, at a rate of about one minute per slice or more, allowing an entire brain 
to be segmented in about two hours. The rest of the process is relatively automatic, so a reasonable set of 
surface normals may be calculated in only a few hours time. 

Implicit surface calculation. An “implicit surface” is a contour surface (isosurface) through some 
scalar field in 3D. At any given 3D location, the scalar field is a function of the distance from that location 
to a set of control points. Here, the control points are the white matter voxels, selected by a user defined 

threshold. A popular scalar field due to Jim Blinn [1] is known as “blobby molecules.” The field F at distance 
r from a single control point is given by 

F(r) = Ae~Br' 

where A and B are adjustable parameters. With many control points the total field is the sum of the con¬ 
tributions from each control point. When we use the white matter voxels as the control points, the cortical 
surface is approximated by an isofield surface; varying B changes the distance from the white, matter control 
points to the generated surface. 

Here, the field function is a series expansion of a unit Gaussian up to order 3, and clipped at the root: 

f —r6/6 + r4/2 - r2 + 1 if r2 < 1.59607 
\ 0 otherwise 

where A = 1 and r is multiplied by y/B ahead of time. Compact support of the field function F(r) is an 
important feature for fast surface approximation. Since the total field value at a given point is the sum of the 

field values for all the control points, clipping the field function to zero at a given distance greatly speeds the 
calculation. 

Mesh generation. A well known technique for isosurface generation, the “marching cubes” algorithm 
[2] is essentially a 3D contouring algorithm. The surface that is generated is a single contour of the 3D scalar 
field generated by the implicit surface calculation. 

The algorithm works by examining the scalar field value at the corners of every voxel. If the desired 
isosurface level, which is an adjustable parameter, passes through the voxel in question, triangles are created 
that approximate the isosurface within the voxel. 

Fig. 2. 3D mesh model of the right auditory area generated by the marching cubes algorithm. 

Note the regular spacing of the mesh points. The front of the brain is to the right. 

The marching cubes algorithm generates triangles with vertices that are located on the walls of the 
voxels, producing a mesh that is grid-like (Fig. 2). A smoother surface is obtained by using a “relaxation” 
algorithm, in which each vertex is moved in the average of the directions to its neighboring vertices (Figs. 3 

and 4). 
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Fig. 3. Mesh relaxation. The vertex labeled 0 is moved by an amount equal to the average of the 
vectors 01, 02, ..., 06. 

Fig. 4. 3D mesh model of the right auditory area after mesh relaxation. The mesh points are 
now distributed uniformly across the model cortical surface. 

Fig. 5. Shaded surface displayed over the mesh. 

At this point, the surface is ready to be used for dipole generation. Current dipole models are defined 
here to be perpendicular to the cortical surface. Their precise location within the cortex is defined by the height 
of the 2D surface mesh above the white matter control points. Dipole models are generated by calculating 
normal vectors for the mesh points. For example, in Fig. 3, the normal vector for vertex 0 is the average of the 
normal vectors of the surrounding triangles. The normal vector may then be considered to be a unit-moment 
current dipole, after rotation and translation into a coordinate system defined by the fiducial markers. 
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The surfaces generated by the marching cubes algorithm have a large number of triangles and vertices. 
For display purposes, it is useful to reduce the complexity of the mesh by deleting triangles. A surface simpli¬ 
fication algorithm deletes vertices whose adjacent triangles are relatively coplanar. Coplanarity is measured 
by calculating the average of the normal vectors of each triangle around the vertex (the average is the normal 
vector of the local plane), and comparing that to each of the individual normal vectors using a threshold. If 
the surface is planar, the local normals will match the average normal, and the vertex will be deleted. After 
deleting a vertex and its triangles, the resulting hole is triangulated using a Delaunay triangulation routine. 
The entire process of relaxation and simplification may be repeated, until a surface with the desired number 
of triangles/smoothness is obtained. 

For the purposes of dipole estimation, the simplified surface is not used. Relatively flat areas of cortex 
would be under-represented, and in addition the simplification process tends to shrink the surface slightly, 
introducing error into the estimation process. Rather, a single relaxation step from the original mesh is ideal 
for a uniform distribution of dipoles along the cortical surface. Fig. 6 shows the resulting dipoles overlaid on 
an MRI slice. 

Fig. 6. A set of generated dipole models (unit-normal vectors) displayed over an MRI slice through 

the right auditory cortex. The dipoles were generated within the volume of interest specified by 

the box. The front of the brain is to the left. 

Discussion 

Many MRI images are not completely uniform in the way that tissue density is mapped to voxel intensity. 
That is, some parts of a slice image may be relatively darker than others. For this reason, as well as the practical 
difficulties of working with very large meshes, it is normal to generate only small patches of cortical surface 
model, within a volume of interest (VOI). The surface generation parameters, notably the isosurface level, 
may be adjusted to match the intensity of the MRI image in that volume. 

If the isosurface level is too large, so that the model surface is very far from the white matter voxels, 
the resulting surface will merge with nearby surfaces, notably on the opposite sides of sulci. For this reason 
it is better to keep the isosurface level relatively close to the white/grey interface. The resulting 3D images 
have very large sulci, as if the cortical mantle has been stripped away, because the surface is approximating 
the base of the cortex. This is adequate for dipole generation, and the dipoles may be lifted off the surface 
slightly in order to place them more in the middle of the cortex, if so desired. 

The authors have used these methods to constrain Backus-Gilbert inverse estimations [3]. 
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Introduction 
MEG and EEG sensors record signals from many sources: some are from the regions of interest, e.g. 

the brain but many are artifacts from external sources or physiological activity like breathing and movement 
(inducing changes in the magnetic field due to magnetic contamination on or in the body), or electrical activity 
associated with the eye, heart or muscle. For the latter additional channels (EOG, ECG and EMG respectively) 
are often employed to directly monitor the contaminating activity for later use in noise elimination. The 
unwanted signals often have very high magnitude and rather distinct statistical properties in comparison to the 
brain response. For example, muscular artifacts are typically sparse, spiky and they are characterized by large 
normalized value of kurtosis and variance. The influence of these signal sources depends on the MEG system we 
are using. For example, we will find a stronger heart artifact in the recordings of a MEG magnetometer-system, 
which is more sensitive to sources with larger distance than a gradiometer-system. The artifacts also vary with 
the position of the subject and the anatomical or physiological relationships. 

Many different methods have been proposed for cleaning or correcting MEG signals [7, 8, 11, 12]. A very 
traditional method is to average the data across a large number of responses from identical stimuli. Averaging 
however destroys one of the greatest assets of MEG, namely the ability to track brain activity over the whole 
head in a real time. Identifying activity in single trials is feasible [10], and it can lead to a qualitatively new 
information about how the brain functions [9]. Rejection of the data parts contaminated by artifacts leads 
to significant loss of data, and in any case it can only be done once these artifacts have been identified. To 
avoid this problem subtraction methods have been proposed, where only the part of the signal which matches a 
predefined noise template is removed [7]. These methods are limited because the contribution varies from event 
to event. The direct subtraction eliminates much of the strong heart component but it may also add spurious 
contributions; in some cases it even increase the average power of the noise component in the signal. Refinements 
to address the epoch to epoch variability have been proposed, for example by removing the orthogonal projection 
to the signal subspace constructed from the average template of individually rescaled epochs [11]. 

In recent years the independent component analysis (ICA) [2, 3, 4, 5] has been increasing used in biomed¬ 
ical signal precessing [6, 12]. Almost all of the early works have been devoted to applying ICA to artifact 
elimination from from EEG data with few, typically not more than 25 electrodes [6]. More recently ICA has 
been proposed as a method for the elimination of artifacts from MEG data [12]. In this study the Neuromag 
system was used where the coil design already eliminates much of the distant activity. 

The main objective of this paper is to propose simple and efficient techniques for elimination cardiac 
(heart) and eye movements/blinks artifacts using extended ICA which is able to extract mixture of sub- and 
super-Gaussian sources. We are specifically interested in the elimination of artifacts from very long (many 
tens of thousands of slices), with many channels (typically 148) each sampling the magnetic field with a single 
coil rather than gradiometer. In this paper we discuss two ICA approaches: one based on estimation of all 
independent components in parallel using the whole set of data and in the other one we apply as preprocessing 
the standard principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce of number of data from, say 150 channels to around 
of only 20 channels. 

Extended ICA - Standard Approach to Remove Artifacts 
We assume that during a given measurements there are several simultaneous brain sources and magnetic 

field generated by these sources are linearly superimposed in the sensors, i.e. the mixing process can be 
represented by matrix equation. 

x(<) = As (t) (1) 
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where x(t) = [xi(f),... , xm(f)]T is the recorded m-dimensional vector of sensor signals including uncorrelated 
noise components, A is the unknown mixing matrix and s(t) is the unknown n-dimensional vector of statistically 
independent brain sources. The simplest way to reconstruct source signals is to estimate the inverse or in more 
general case for m > n the pseudo inverse matrix W = A+; however, there are some ambiguities to this 
problem. The estimated sources can have a arbitrary scaling and any source permutation can occur so that 
W = DPA+, where D is a scaling diagonal nonsingular matrix and P is any permutation matrix. We coin 
the term independent components (IC’s) for the resulting unmixed signals y(<); these should be as as much as 
possible statistically independent and can be expressed as 

y (t) = Wx(<) = WAs(<) = DPs. (2) 

In order to estimate the de-mixing matrix W and independent sources y(t) = W(t)x(t) we can apply the 
natural gradient adaptive learning algorithm [1, 2, 4, 5] 

AW(i) == W(< + 1) - W(<) = -V(t)^WTW - V(t) [(I - f(y(i))yT(t)} w(<), (3) 

where J(W,y) = -(logdet(W) + YliLi #(l°gPi(Vi))) is the cost function and f(y) = [/i(yi),... ,/m(ym)]T 
is a vector of flexible (adaptive or switching) nonlinear activation functions of the form = tanh(a,t/i) or 
fi{Vi) = |y* |0r,_1sign(y,) with a,> 1. 
After successful estimation of the source signals and the demixing matrix W, we can identify specific artifacts 
(e.g. heart (sh(t)) and eye movements (se(t)) artifacts), and compute ’clean’ or ’corrected’ sensor signals as 
follows [6]: 

*c = W-1y«,(*) = Ay e(k), (4) 

where xc = ,xmc]T is the vector of the ‘clean’ MEG data, ye = [y\c< • • • , Jmif is a vector of the 

estimated independent brain source signals with the identified artifacts removed from the IC vector y and A 
is the estimation of the full mixing matrix. A disadvantage of this approach is the large amount of calculation 
time which is needed to process a multichannel MEG signal; for example for 148 MEG channels and several 
thousand time-slices we needed approx. 3 hours of computation time on a powerful Unix workstation. 

Efficient ICA Method for Removing Artifacts from Large Set of Data 
The artifact cancelation technique proposed here is consisting in three basic steps. With the first step 

we compress the signal by applying standard Principal Component Analysis for raw un-averaged sensor signals 
x(f). Figure 1 (left) shows the eigenvalue distribution of the covariance matrix Rxx = (1/A) 
for a typical MEG signal. This Figure demonstrates the high redundancy in the original signal set. Most of 
the energy in the signal is compressed in the first 15-20 principal components. We expect the high energy 
(variance) artifact signals being completely picked up within these principal components. In other words, we 
assume that the PCA divide the signal set into two subspaces: signal subspace and noise subspace. In fact such 
pre-processing is a standard signal processing technique, e.g. in array processing and communication. In the 
next stage we use only a reduced set of the first 15-20 linearly transformed (compressed) channels corresponding 
to the first (largest) PC’s. In other words, in the second step we use an ICA (blind separation) algorithm to 
extract the artifact features from the first 15-20 principal components only. In our experiment we have used 
simple and efficient batch algorithm JADE (Joint Approximate Diagonalization of Eigen-matrices) which does 
not need any adjustment of free parameters [3], however, any efficient and reliable ICA algorithm can be used 
here, especially Jade, Fixed-point and Natural Gradient, Robust ICA algorithms , which are able to separate 
both sub- and super-Gaussian sources (for example algorithm (3)) [3, 12, 6, 2, 5]. 

In the last stage the actual artifact removal is achieved by a supervised least-mean-squares (LMS), ap¬ 
proach under assumption that undesirable artifacts, say heart and eye movements artifacts: Sh(t) = y,(f),se(f) = 
yj(t) are recovered synchronously with MEG signals. The target is to find adaptively the unknown vector of 

the coefficients: a/, = [ai/j,... ,am/»]T and ae = [aie,... ,ame]T for a weighted subtraction of the interfering 

signals Sh(t),se(t) from each channel. We define following cost function: 

M*h, ae) = -j\\xc 
m 

'= •Ml*. (5) 

where xic(t) = Xi(t) -dihsh(t) -aiese[t) for i = 1,2,... , m. 
Minimizing of the cost function according to the standard gradient decent approach leads to the following simple 
LMS adaptive algorithm: 

f) J 
Adifl(t) = = rj(t)sh{t) Xi^t), 

daifl 
Aaie(t) = —Tj(t) Tpr- = r}(t)se(t)xic(t). 

daie 
(6) 
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Fig 1: left: The eigenvalue distribution of the covariance matrix, middle/right: A comparison between the 
electro-physiological recordings (top row) and the corresponding ICs (bottom row) recovered directly from the 
compressed MEG signals. 

To improve the convergence speed we can use alternatively RLS (Recursive Least Squares) or a batch 
algorithm by solving a simple linear regression problem, i.e. by solving a set of an overdetermined system of 
linear equations. 

Experimental arrangement 

We will demonstrate the ICA based artifact rejection method using real MEG data from a recent study 
where visually guided, continuous task was used. The signal was recorded with the Bti whole head system in 
the magnetically shielded room at the Research Center Juelich. In addition to the 148 MEG magneto-meter 
coils covering the head, auxiliary channels were also recorded monitoring more directly the electrical activity of 
the eye (two EOG channels) and heart (ECG, Eindhoven convention). All channels were recorded at sampling 
rate of 1017.25Hz and bandpass filtered from 1 — 200Hz, with a notch filter at the main power frequency (50Hz). 

Results 
Figure 1 (middle and right) shows comparisons between 

components recovered directly from the compressed MEG 

the estimated artifact as given by the ICA component trace 

original MEG signol 

Fig 2: The traces at the top show the original MEG record¬ 
ings, while the ones in the middle show the same channel 
after the ICA based noise reduction. The traces in the bot¬ 
tom row show the difference signal obtain by subtracting the 
signal in the second row from the signal of the first row. 

the electro-physiological recordings and the ICA 
Apart from the small background noise, 

agrees well with the corresponding EEG trace. 
The most noticeable discrepancy between the 
ICA component and the EOG occurs between 
time-slice 3000 and 3500. In the EOG trace a 
strong transient component at 3000 ms is fol¬ 
lowed by a slow component leading to the main 
”event” some 700 ms later. In the ICA trace 
the main event is identified, but no slow compo¬ 
nent and only a reduced transient is seen. Figure 
2 shows an example of removing the identified 
artifacts for two typical MEG-channels. In the 
cleaned signal, the fine structure in the signal, 
which presumably is not associated with the ar¬ 
tifacts is unchanged. The difference signal (lower 
traces) support the contention that only iden¬ 
tified artifacts have been eliminated. It should 
be noted that very similar experimental results 
have been obtained using standard ICA approach 
(algorithm (3)), which is more complicated and 
much more time consuming. Moreover, it re¬ 
quires to use several problem dependent free pa¬ 
rameters what is rather difficult for user not fa¬ 
miliar with adaptive on-line algorithms. By ap¬ 

plying proposed method we reduce computation 
time at least by factor 50 in comparison to the 
standard ICA approach and increase reliability 
and robustness due to dramatic reduction the 
number of unknown parameters to be estimated 
and compression of data set. 
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Discussions 
In this paper we have presented a new method for artifact elimination from MEG recordings, based on 

the linear techniques of Principal and Independent Component Analysis. The method has been applied to real 

data from a full head magnetometer system where the noise components dominate the signal. The excellent 

results we have obtained reaffirm and strengthen the conclusion of an earlier study [12] that ICA offers powerful 

tool for eliminating noise from MEG signals. There is every reason to believe that ICA based methods will 

become routine tools for removing every kind of high variance artifact from the recordings, in addition to the 

cardiac and eye movements/blinking artifacts we have so far considered. The possibility of using ICA as a tool 

for source estimation is also a real one. 

The emphasis in the immediate future must however be placed on a better theoretical understanding of 

the method, and hence its effectiveness for noise elimination. Even in our limited study there are important 

open questions, for example the background activity in the ’’noise channels” and the failure to identify obvious 

artifacts in Figure 1 (right). The difference in the background level may indeed reflect a limitation in the ability 

of the algorithm, but at this point, it may just as well be attributed to the different sensitivities of EEG and 

MEG: magnetic fields (electrical potentials) contain contributions from electrically (magnetically) silent sources. 

These considerations together with the apparent difference between the ICA-to-EEG ratio of background level 

in the case of the heart signal and eye movement artifact must be clarified in future studies. This again can 

have a simple interpretation, e.g. the fact that the eye is close to the MEG sensor array, while the heart is 

relatively far. Also possible is that the EOG electrode has picked up some brain response from a frontal area 

like an EEG electrode. The missing component in the IC signal between 3000 and 3500 milliseconds (Figure 

1) is potentially a more worrying problem. However, the absence of any of obvious large artifact in the clean 

MEG signal (middle raw of Figure 2) suggests that whatever caused the strong EOG signal was not associated 

with a correspondingly large MEG signal. 
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Introduction 

Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT) was the first parameter-free method for extracting reliable estimates 

from limited and noisy MEG data, able to deal with focal as well as distributed sources; the first comprehensive 

description of MFT was given in 1990 [1], and the first application followed soon after [*2]. Concise definitions 

of the algorithmic steps for a full MFT analysis have been published together with reviews of numerous early 

MFT studies [3]. 

We will report elsewhere' [4] our analysis of generalised lead field expansion, using weights depending 

polynomially on the current strength, so that the framework can support a family of algorithms which include 

the class of minimum norm solutions and those of (re-)weighted minimum norm, like MFT and FOCUS’S as 

well as the ‘Low Resolution Brain Electromagnetic Tomography’ (LORETA.) algorithm. Here, we establish a 

common framework for comparison of MPT and FOCUSS . This is necessary, following the impressive recent 

contribution by Gorodnitsky and colleagues [5], where, however the relationship between different techniques 

in general and MFT and FOCUSS in particular is not easy to see. 

Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT) and Focal Under-determined System Solution (FOCUSS) have been 

independently proposed as methods for tackling the biomagnetic inverse problem. The ‘city block' distance in 

FOCUSS does not preserve rotational symmetry, which makes comparison between MFT and FOCUSS difficult. 

We introduce a modified FOCUSS (m-FOCUSS) in terms of the lead field expansion of generalised MFT, with 

weights depending polynomially on the current strength. Within this formulation the parametric nature of 

m-FOCUSS is recognised and the relationship between MFT and m-FOCUSS is clarified, particularly regarding 

stability, a priori choice of starting values and training. Finally reconstructions from computer generated data 

designed to approximate simultaneous activations from two physiologically plausible pairs of sources are used 

to demonstrate how the theoretical considerations are reflected in practice. 

Methods 

A generalised lead field formulation 

For MEG (or EEG), the mth measurement, r/m, is related to the lead field <£m(r) and the current source 

distribution j(r) by the measurement constraint 

dm = / <£m(r) * j(r)rfr (1) 
Jq 

where the integration is over the source space Q. 

The current source distribution j(r) is unknown, and furthermore, an infinite set of such distributions arc 

possible for any given set of MEG measurements [6]. It. is therefore necessary to impose some ansatz to reduce 

the space of solutions to a manageable size. Let us use 

j(*) = Y j(r)) (2) 
in 

The simplest choice is w independent of j, 

u>(r,j(r» = w(r) (3) 

This leads to a linear problem for the Ams, and hence to a linear problem for j; making w independent 

of r, e.g. u; = 1, leads to the minimum norm solution in terms of the total length of j [7], 

Lead field formulation of standard and generalised MFT 

Consider a generalised expansion of order p for the current density, 

j(r) = Li(r)l,’+1 Y r)«>p(r) (4) 

with a j-independent wr(r). The use of a linear combination of such terms (generalised MFT), was 

considered but rejected, in favour of what we term standard MFT, using just the p — 0 term. Simulations with 
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computer generated data showed that the p = 0 term had a superior performance: it was the only term which 

performed well with the same parameters for highly focal and distributed sources [1]. This empirical finding 

was backed by a detailed mathematical analysis [4], which identifies standard MFT as the choice with the most 

stable properties. 

The concept of a generalised expansion of order p of equation (4) provides a natural classification of 

methods. The original minimum norm [7] corresponds to p = -1 with constant tn_i, while a weighted mini¬ 

mum norm has a j independent to_i(r). Standard MFT corresponds to p = 0 with a j independent u>0(r) We 

show next that the FOCUSS formalism corresponds to a generalised MFT with p = 1. 

Lead field closest equivalent of standard FOCUSS 

The FOCUSS formalism outlined in [5] is finite dimensional, achieved by reducing the source space to a 

fixed finite grid. The cost, function associated with FOCUSS is usually expressed in terms of the components, 

Xi, of the source current at a grid point: 

Cm = Ei l*i|2_2m (m ^ l,m > 0.5) ,r, 

C, =E('»M (m = 1) 

It was proved in [5] that, the iteration procedure of FOCUSS converges to the same solution as given by 

the cost functions Cm. The resulting solution, for m = 1, is shown to be the maximally sparse solution to the 

under-determined equation (1). 

The constrained cost, function (5), and the data condition (1) can be written as a single unconstrained 

cost function by the use of Lagrange multipliers Ln (where n labels the measurement components): 

Dm = Cm + J2 r'» \(l„ - (Ai)„] (6) 
n 

The variation of Dm with respect, to Ln just leads to the measurement, conditions (1), as it should. 

Variation of Dm with respect, to the source values Xi leads to: 

fiCm sr^ r A 
(7) 

Explicit evaluation of the derivative on the left hand side of (7) leads t.o the lead field expansion 

(2 — 2m) |ii|' "m = En LnAni (m^l,m>0.5) 

l*4_, = E»£»4rf (*»=>) 
Thus FOCUSS is indeed a lead field expansion, so it depends parametrically on the lead field coefficients. 

At this point it is necessary to flag a warning signal, regarding the choice of ‘city block’ distance in the FOCUSS 

algorithm. With this choice, the length of the current is s = |j21 T- bal) and not. the Euclidean length 

j used by MFT. Although this makes the analysis easier it has some undesirable consequences: rotational 

symmetry is lost (e.g. the solutions depend on the orientation of the grid); also standard MFT, corresponding 

to m = 0.5, ^m- = 1, is unattainable because the lead field expansion becomes independent of X{s, as can be 

seen directly by extrapolating (8) to the forbidden value m = 0.5. 

To avoid the difficulties associated with the choice of the ‘city block’ distance we replace it by the modulus 

j(r) = |j(r)|. The use of Lagrange multipliers and the identity = j(r) now yields. 

(2 - 2m) j-2m(r)j(r) = £n L„4>n(r) (m * 1,m > 0.5) 

j(r) = j2(r)En ln4>„(r) (w = 1) 
(9) 

where </>n(r) is the vector-valued lead field associated with the nth measurement and evaluated at the 

source point r. 

Equation (9) is generalised MFT and not FOCUSS, but it nevertheless allows us to define a lead-field 

closest equivalent to standard FOCUSS, which we will denote by m-FOCUSS. The mathematical framework 

for m-FOCUSS is indeed one and the same as the one used for MFT, and for which there is already a lot of 

expertise [1]. 

Source space (grid), initialisation, iteration and training 

MFT: It is easy to see that the p = 0 choice of standard MFT constrains the direction and not. the 

magnitude of the unknown current density. It is this property which allows smooth distributions and sharply 

localised sources to be obtained without needing correspondingly high values of the expansion coefficients Am. 

The key to the successful implementation of standard MFT is the way a highly non-linear system of equations is 

solved. This system arises from equation (4), with p — 0 under the data condition (1). The solution is achieved 

by the combination of a data-indepen dent, training session which fixes the a priori probability weight, and a 
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data-driven one step iteration [3]. The basic idea for the iteration is easy to grasp: suppose a good estimate for 

the modulus of the unknown current density, |j«.a*(r)| and some optimal initial choice for iuo(r) are available. 

A better estimate for the current density can be made with the new probability weight |je«i(r)| tf/o(r). The 

iteration scheme to use is almost suggesting itself: the product of the a priori weight teo(r) and the modulus 

of the current density of the previous iteration (jn_i(r)| is used as the probability weight for the rtth iteration. 

This scheme works extremely well within one iteration and with a uniform |j(r)| for the zeroth iterate. 

The a priori probability weight (wo(i*) is determined by training: point sources are placed at 

different levels and the parameters of wo(r) are varied until the best fit is obtained. A simple Gaussian function 

is often adequate requiring only one parameter (the decay constant of the Gaussian) to be fitted. The resulting 

‘generalisation’ error is small when MFT with wo(r) as determined by training is applied to a very large set 

of data (e.g. the measurements). Furthermore, the theoretical justification is now in place [4] for choosing a 

more elaborate wo(r), e.g. by using a set of free parameters. Training can be extended for example, to the 

identification of optimal widths and centers for a set of Gaussians so as to have similar meaning to training in 

neural networks. 

It is therefore evident that MFT analysis involves no initial guess, the training is always performed prior 

to the analysis of real data, it fixes u>o(r) Exactly the same one step iteration scheme is used in both the 

training (with computer generated data) and the analysis of real data which follows. In addition, external 

biases, e.g. from animal electrophysiology or other functional brain imaging modalities can be introduced via 

the a priori probability weight tt>o(r)- This bias will only survive the iteration step if if can be supported by 

the data. 

FOCUSS: The open questions are: (l) The dependence of the FOGUSS solution on the grid size. Is 

there a limit to the FOCUSS solution as the grid size tends to zero for continuous distributions? (2) What, is 

the ‘training’ in FOCUSS? Choosing the ‘correct initialization procedure’ is not the same as training, it is more 

like guessing the solution. 

Results 

level (a) min-norm 

0.68 0.65 

5 

4 

3 

2 

0.98 0.93 

(b) min-norm- 
without-weight 

0.94 1.0 

(c) standard MFT 

0.48 0.47 

0.71 0.67 

0.51 

(d) gMFT / 
mFOCUSS (1) 
03 0.3 

Fig. 1: Reconstructions for two source configurations for (a) weighted minimum norm, (b) minimum 

norm, (c) standard MFT and generalised MFT with (d) (p = 1, n = 1). The source space is a hemisphere, and 

for display purposes is cut at 9 axial slices, numbered from I (most inferior) to 9 (most superior). Only 5 slices 

are shown. The location and direction of the test dipoles used for the computer generation of the signals are 

shown as heavy arrows in (a). 
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We have carried out a series of tests with computer generated data, with dipoles placed at physiologically 

plausible places in the brain. The forward problem and the MFT algorithm were solved for a sensor array 

with 87 circular coils covering the head. The sphere model was used for the conductivity profile. Gaussian 

quadrature was used to compute integrals in the source space (hemisphere covering most of the brain) and the 

flux through each coil. In addition to the order parameter ,p, we characterise different methods by the number 

of iterations, n, they use (e.g. standard MFT has n = 1, p = 0). 

Figure 1 shows reconstructions for two cases: in the first case the left auditory cortex (level 3) and the 

right, anterior cingulate (level 4) are activated together, while in the second case the left auditory cortex and the 

right posterior cingulate (level 5) are activated together. Each figurine shows reconstructions in one axial slice 

through the source space; the circle represents the boundary of the source, space (where activity is allowed) and 

as can be seen it extends a little beyond the brain surface. The. reconstructions for each source configuration 

are displayed by one column showing 5 axial slices, arranged with the superior-inferior direction from the top to 

the bottom of the page. The. reconstructions for the two source configurations obtained by a given method are 

displayed in two adjacent columns, in the following order: weighted minimum norm, minimum norm, standard 

MFT (p = 0, n = 1), Generalised MFT (mFOCUSS) (p = 1, n = 1). In all cases the same a priori probability 

weight was used, determined as part of the standard MFT. The expected tendencies are evident in the solutions: 

Without weighting (b), the minimum norm solutions are too superficial on the boundary of the source space, 

just outside the brain. The weighted minimum norm (a) produces reasonable but too distributed estimates. 

MFT (c) controls the spreading better, while the higher powers of p, and in this case (d) the closest analogue 

of FOCUSS p = 1, n = 1 produces a more focal solution, but as the iterations proceeds (not shown) one of the 

co-active generators dominates the reconstruction. 

Discussion 

A crucial question that all biomagnetic inverse problem techniques face is how to bias the solutions: 

simple-minded minimum norm automatically biases towards the surface, the linear weighted minimum norm 

method and LORETA both bias towards smoothness in a way which maintains stability and linearity, FOCUSS 

biases towards sparse solutions. We have shown that almost the full range of reasonable biasing can be incor¬ 

porated within the framework of generalised MFT, and in the example we have demonstrated how different 

choices for p influence the solutions. In summary, standard MFT stands out because the data independent 

training leads to an a priori weight which balances the biases between superficial and deep sources, maintaining 

the ability to tip on the first and final iteration towards a sharply focused or smoothly distributed solution, 

depending solely on the push by the data constraint as expressed by the zeroth iterate for the unknown current 

density. 

The main message from this work is that differences in the details of distributed source solutions can be 

simply understood in terms of the effect of the a priori probability weight and the iteration number involved in 

each variant of basically the same technique. A surprising and reassuring result of this study is that the same 

probability weight appears to be adequate for both weighted minimum norm, standard and generalised MFT. 
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Introduction 
Motor imagery can be defined as an imagined rehearsal of a motor act without any overt movement. 

Motor imagery has beneficial influence on the acquisition of a motor skill as task execution without receiving 

feed back of the result. But it is not clear that executed and imagined movements have functional similarity. 

Regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) studies reported a flow increase mainly in supplementary motor area 

and premotor area but not in primary sensory and motor cortex during motor imagery [1,2,3]. Recently, positron 

emission tomography (PET) [4,5,6,7] studies revealed activity changes in many cortical and subcortical areas, 

such as premotor cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, parietal cortex and cerebellar cortex, but not in primary 

sensorimotor area. In contrast to these findings, most recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

studies have reported involvement of primary motor cortex during imagined movements in normal subjects 

[8,9,10] and also in a subject with a phantom limb [11]. 

In electrophysiological measurements, there were some EEG and MEG studies about activity changes 

during motor imagery. Gastaut et al. found that Rolandic mu rhythms were blocked when subjects with limb 

amputation mobilized the phantom limb mentally [12]. By using a dense array of EEG electrodes and applying 

the surface laplacian method, Pfurtscheller et al. reported that unilateral motor imagery results in a short-lasting 

and localized EEG change over the primary sensorimotor area [13]. Beisteiner et al. found that the movement 

imagination made similar changes of DC potentials close to sensorimotor areas and involved the left hemisphere 

to a larger extent than the movement execution [13]. In the MEG study, Schnitzler et al. showed that imagination 

of manipulatory finger movements attenuated the 20-Hz activity of the motor cortex [14]. 

In this study, current source density distributions of Rolandic mu and beta rhythm were studied during 

resting state, task-executed state and task-imagery state recorded from four healthy subjects by using whole-head 

MEG system and the new analysis method, SAM (Synthetic Aperture Magnetometry). 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects and tasks: 

Four healthy volunteers (four males, age 28±3 yeas) were studied. All subjects were right-handed. 

Subjects gave their informed consent for the experimental procedures. 

During recording the subjects, they seated relaxed under the helmet-shaped device and kept their eyes open. 

Depending on the beep sounds, they were instructed to perform actual movement (dorsiflexions) of unilateral 

fingers, or imagine the same movement for each five seconds and avoid looking at the fingers. There were five 

seconds for a resting state between real motion and imagery state. The experiment consisted of two experimental 

runs of 16 trials (8 ‘left’ trials and 8 ‘right’ trials). Prior to the experiment, each subject was given the opportunity 

to practice actual and imagery movements of the left and right hand according to the beep sounds. 
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Fig.l Betaband-filtered MEG waveform at left centro-parietal 

channel during motor execution and motor imagination task. 

During the imagination task the subjects were instructed to keep their arms and hands relaxed. The surface 

EMG of the extensor muscles of both hands was monitored. 

In order to visualize "motorotopy" of Rolandic mu and beta rhythm in the sensorimotor cortex 

tomographically, subject I was instructed to perform actual and imagery movement of fingers or toes of both 

side. Somatosensory evoked fields (SEFs) of median or tibial nerve stimulation of both sides of subject 1 was 

recorded as landmarks. 

MEG recordings: 

The MEG was recorded done in a magnetically shielded room using a 64-channel whole cortex covering 

magnetometer system with SQUID-based first-order axial gradiometer sensors (NeuroSQUID Model 100, CTF 

Systems Inc.). To provide exceptionally good low frequency performance, MEG recordings were conducted 

through utilizing software constructed third order spatial gradients [15]. 

Data analysis: 

MEG signals were digitized at 250 Hz, and filtered with 60 Hz notch filter and DC to 100 Hz low pass 

filters. The resulting data were saved on a disk and analyzed offline. To visualize current source density 

distributions of Rolandic mu and beta rhythms tomographically, we used new analysis method, SAM (Synthetic 

Aperture Magnetometry)[16]. This method is based on methods of adaptive beam formers analysis [17,18]. 

SAM is not an inverse solution but a spatial filter, so the results of this analysis are unique. 
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Fig.2 “Motorotopy” of Rolandic beta rhythms visualized by SAM. 

First, data were filtered into six frequency bands: 0.5-4Hz, 4-8Hz, 8-13Hz, 13-25Hz, 25-60Hz,and 0.5- 

100Hz. Next, SAM was used to generate a 16 x 12 x 12 cm volumetric image of root-mean squared (RMS) 

source activity from the filtered MEG signals, with a 5 mm voxel resolution. Finally, the contribution of the 

common-mode brain activity was canceled by subtracting the control state image (control 4 seconds x 8 trials) 

from the task state image (4 seconds x 8 trials of actual or imagery movements), for each voxel. We referred to 

the resulting image as a differential current density map and overlaid on the MRI. 

Results 

In waveforms of MEG raw signals of subject 1, there were marked Rolandic mu and beta rhythms at the 

left central channels, during the 5sec control periods after movement of right fingers (Fig.l). Rolandic mu and 

beta band activities were detected continuously in the control state, whereas there was small mu and beta activity 

in the actual movement state. Especially, rebounds of Rolandic mu and beta rhythm were detected in the resting 

state after the actual movement state 

By using SAM analysis, generators of Rolandic mu and beta rhythms were visualized tomographically 

over the large area in sensorimotor cortex by the superposition to MRI images. In subject 1, tomographical 

visualization of Rolandic mu and beta rhythms showed "motorotopy" in the sensorimotor cortex (Fig.2). Other 

subjects, who were instructed to perform actual movement (dorsiflexions) of only right fingers and imagine the 

same movement, showed same localization of current density distributions. Other frequency band activity did 

not show any discrete current sources. 

In two subjects, Rolandic mu and beta rhythm rebounds were found in primary sensorimotor area after the 

movement imagination state (Fig.3). 

Fig.3 Rebound of Rolandic beta rhythm after motor imagery in two subjects. (Left: Subject 1, Right: Subject 
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Discussion 

In this study we investigated generators of Rolandic mu and beta rhythms by using whole head MEG 

system and the new analysis method, SAM. The main findings are that Rolandic mu and beta rhythms were 

generated by the large area of sensorimotor cortex showing "motorotopy” and suppression and reactivation of 

these rhythms was found in primary sensorimotor area during the movement imagination state in two subjects. 

Our present result and previous observation of the mu rhythm indicate the activity of the sensorimotor 

cortex with the imagination of a manual motor sequence task. This activity has not been observed by PET and 

SPECT, which may reflect a superiority of sensitivity of the MEG to them. This superiority is due to the point 

that MEG directly visualizes not hemodynamic but neuronal electrical activity of the brain. But most recent 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have reported involvement of primary motor cortex 

during imagined movements in normal subjects, in agreement with our results. 

In past few years, whole-scalp MEG studies about human brain rhythms have revealed that several 

components exist in alpha band activity and they have own frequency and distribution. Generators of these 

rhythmic activities seem to extend over a large cortical area, so SAM is suitable to detect their sources 

tomographically compared to equivalent current dipole model and will be useful for the research about the 

functional significance of brain rhythms. 

This work was supported by the Marine & Fire Insurance Association of Japan, Inc. 
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Introduction 

On the biomagnetic inverse problem, the Moving Dipole method 111 has been usually used. However, in this 

method, the number of the true sources must be assumed beforehand. In the practice use, it is often difficult to know the 

number of the sources before the analysis. Besides, Moving Dipole method can not analyze the spread source accurately 

In the case of analyzing the spread source, the dipole analyzed by this method is shift in according to the spread 

shape. 

We have proposed Moving Mesh method that can analyze some sources without the information of the source. 

Especially, Moving Mesh method can analyze the spread volume of the source. We confirmed the availability of 

Moving Mesh method by the computer simulations and the phantom experience [3J. In this study, we show the 

biomagnetic examples for a spread source and the computer simulations for some spread sources. 

Methods 
T . 

Let us define the magnetic field measured by the ith sensor as b, and a vector B=(b^ b2... bj is defined as a set 

of the measured data. Here, m is the total number of the sensors and superscript T means the matrix transpose. Now, n 

components of the source moment are assumed in the brain and a vector P=(p/ p2 ... pn)^ is defined as the components 

of all source moments. When the positions of the source are defined, the relation between B and P can be written as the 

linear system to the form 

B = L P. (1) 

Then L is called the lead field matrix and is the mxn matrix. Generally, L can be lead by the equation of Sarvas (41. Our 

purpose on the biomagnetic inverse problem is to calculate P form B and L. 

On this problem, the generalized inverse matrix of L cannot be used in practice. When B is included the noise, 

the solution of the generalized inverse matrix of L is unstable because L is ill condition. To avoid this instability, we 

have used the regularized g-inverse matrix, which is well known as the Tikhoonov regulation. Then the solution is 

written as 

P = (LT L + X G2 GO1 LT B. - (2) 

Here, \ is called the regularized parameter, and is a scalar. Gj and G2 are called the penalty matrix, and is the nxn 

matrix. Then Gt is satisfied with the form 

G1 = diag(|l1|,|l2|,...,|ln|). -(3) 

Here, I is the ith column vector of the lead field matrix. Equation (3) means that any dipoles with the unit vector are 

treated equallyl5]. In addition, G2 is satisfied with the form 
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G2 = diag(dl, d2,..., dj. -(4) 

Here, d/ is the average distance from other dipoles near ith dipole. Equation (4) means that the influence of error based 

on the assumed source position is decreased. Now, we aim to minimize the cost function: 

f=(B-LP)T(B-LP)+XPTG1T G2t G2 G, P - (5) 

where the first term means the difference of the magnetic fields between the measured data and the calculated data, and 

the second term means the total strength of the weighted moment. Now, the regularized parameter \ means the balance 

between the first term and the second term. The suitable value of X is determined by the computer simulations. 

When there is a difference of the position between the true source and the assumed source, L in the equation (1) 

has the error. This error is decreased by moving the assumed sources. To move the sources, we refer to the algorithm of 

determining the knots on a spline function, which is well known as the method of interpolating some data smoothly (6). 

The algorithm of moving sources is constructed by four steps. In the first step, the sources are assumed on the mesh 

points. In the second step, the moments of the source are calculated by the equation (4). In the third step, the fitting 

function is evaluated whether this is minimized. Here, the fitting function is the difference of the magnetic fields 

between the measured data and the calculated data. In the fourth step, if the fitting function is not minimized, some 

sources with the small moment are moved around the source with the large moment. While the fitting function is judged 

as a minimum in the third step, the second and the fourth steps are iterlatively executed. 

In the above algorithm, the sources are obtained as some dipoles. This result is displayed by some cubes because 

a dipole is regarded as the center of the cube. The number of cubes is the same as the number of dipoles. The center of 

the cube is the same as the position of the dipole. The side length of the cube is the average distance around the other 

dipoles. The color of the cube is expressed by the strength of moment divided by the cubic volume. Compared with the 

displaying dipoles, such displaying cubes are easy to understand the spread volume of the source. 

Results 

We use the Shimadzu Biomagnetic 

Imaging System (SBI-100) as the measuring 

system. This appearance of SBI-100 is 

shown in Fig. l-(a). SBI-100 has 43 vector 

sensors, and pickup coils of a vector sensor 

are shown in Fig. 1(b). Compared with the 

conventional system with the radial sensors, 

SBI-100 has three times pickup coils in the 

same area and can be expected to analyze 

sources accurately (for further details of this 

system, see [7]). 

By the computer simulations, we 

show two availability of Moving Mesh 

method compared with Moving Dipole 

method. Now, the number of the measured 

data is 129 and 32 sources are assumed. The measured magnetic fields are assumed to include the Gaussian noise. In 

this simulation, the signal to noise ratio is assumed 10. The true source is assumed that it has the spread volume with the 

i 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1 Shimadzu Biomagnetic Imaging System. The appearance is 

shown in the figure (a). The vector gradiometer is illustrated in the 

figure (b). Three pickup coils are arranged vertically each other on 

the same point. 
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homogeneous current density. This source is located at 20-mm below the sensor-aligned-plane. We try to analyze this 

source by Moving Dipole and Moving Mesh method. In the first simulation, the area of the true source is a rectangular 

parallelepiped that sides are 30-mm by 10 or 10-mm by 30. The results are shown in Fig. (2). In the results of Moving 

Dipole, the analyzed source is shift up or down to the center of the true source. On the other hand, the position and the 

area of the true source are analyzed almost correctly by Moving Mesh. In the next simulation, the true source is two 

cubes, and one is with the side 10 mm and the other is with the side 20 mm, which distance is 10 mm. The current 

density of small cube is stronger than the large cube because each cube has the same moment. The results are shown in 

Fig. (3). Two dipoles analyzed by Moving Dipole are not correct though the correct number of the source is assumed 

beforehand. Three dipoles analyzed by Moving Dipole are correct though the number of the assumed sources is not 

correct. In other words, when some sources have the volume, it is not always analyzed the correct sources by Moving 

Dipole even if the number of dipoles is correct. On the other hand, the sources analyzed by Moving Mesh are almost 

correct. Besides, the strength of the current density is analyzed correctly by Moving Mesh. 

We show the availability of Moving Mesh method for the biomagnetic data. The biomagnetic data of a patient 

(nine months, a girl) with the epilepsy was measured. Data was acquired at a sampling rate of 500-Hz, and was filtered 

within the bandwidth of 5-Hz to 100. The time course of the measured data and the analyzed data are shown in Fig. (4). 

The analyzed point corresponds to the peak of the wave, shown by a vertical line in Fig. (4)-(a). The result of Moving 

Mesh is spread widely, and this-will be correct on the view of the other diagnosis. Compared to the result of Moving 

Mesh, the result of Moving Dipole is shift deeply. The dipole is not located in the cortex and will be not correct. This 

result is like a simulation of Fig. (3)-(c), since the dipole analyzed by Moving Dipole is shift down when the source is 

spread horizontally. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. (2) The simulations to analyze a rectangular parallelepiped. The spread shape of a true source is drawn by 

a solid line. The dipole analyzed by Moving Dipole is drawn by an arrow, shown in Fig. (a) and (c). The sources 

analyzed by Moving Mesh are drawn by color cubes, shown in Fig. (b) and (d). The darker the cube is, the 

stronger the moment is. Though the result in Moving Dipole is shift, the result in Moving Mesh is almost correct. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. (3) The simulations to analyze two cubes. Two dipoles analyzed by Moving Dipole are shown in Fig. (a), 

and three dipoles are shown in Fig. (b). The sources analyzed by Moving Mesh are shown in Fig. (c). Though the 

result in Moving Dipole is not correct with the suitable number of dipoles, the result in Moving Mesh can 

analyze correctly in spite of the number of sources. 
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(t>) (C) 

Fig. 4 The measured data and the analyzed results for the epilepsy. A part of the MEG wave data is shown in 

the figure (a). The scale of the horizontal axes corresponds to 300-msec, and the vertical scale corresponds to 

1000-fT. The dipole analyzed by Moving Dipole is shown in the figure (b) and the source analyzed by Moving 

Mesh is shown in the figure (c). The dipole in the figure (b) is uncorrected and the source in the figure (c) will be 

correct. 

Discussion 

It is very difficult to know the true spread volume of the source in the brain. The reasons why we judge the result 

in Fig. (4)-(c) correct are that the analyzed area coincides with the diagnosis of EEG during the surgery and then the 

analyzed area is spread along the cortex near the calcify brain. For these reasons, we confirm that Moving Mesh method 

can analyze the spread volume of the brain source in the clinical use. 
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Introduction 
MEG is a useful method to know brain activities. The method has a remarkable feature that the source location is 

estimated with high accuracy. Then, a somatosensory evoked magnetic field (SEF) is used for presurgical functional 
mapping. 

However there has been many discussions about the response area in cerebral cortex to median nerve stimulation 
[ 1~5]. There is a typical hypothesis that the primary somatosensory area 3b and the area 1 respond to the stimulation [2]. 
The area 3b located in the posterior wall of the central sulcus and the area 1 located at the crown of postcentral gyrus. 
The activity in the area 1 is considered as a radial current dipole. MEG is insensitive to a radial current dipole, because 
a radial dipole in a sphere makes no magnetic field outside the sphere and the shape of human head resembles to a 
sphere [6]. On the other hand, EEG detects potentials at the surface of sphere caused by a radial current dipole. But the 
accuracy of source localization by using EEG is not good, because there are many tissues such as brain, skull and scalp 
in a human head which have different electric conductivity and it is difficult to know the conductivity exactly. 

We have developed a method to estimate a current dipole with radial component using MEG and EEG. This method 
has merit that we can use both the high accuracy of MEG and the detection ability of EEG, then the current dipole with 
radial component can be estimated with high accuracy. The utility of this method has been investigated by a simulation 
and by applying to the MEG and EEG evoked by median nerve stimulation. 

MEG/EEG hybrid Method 
The first step of this method is the 

comparison between MEG and EEG 
data, then it is classified into following 
two cases; 

Case 1: both MEG and EEG have 
significant signals. 

Case 2: only EEG has significant 
signals. 

In the case 1, the location (x , y , z) and 

tangential components ( m0 , m* ) of a 
current dipole moment are estimated 
using only MEG data. Then, the radial 
component ( mr) is estimated using only 
EEG data on the assumption that the 
location and tangential components 
have been known from the estimation 
by MEG. In the case 2, the source dipole 
is supposed to be a radial dipole. Then, 
the location and radial dipole moment 
are estimated using only EEG data. The 
number of unknown parameters is 4 in 
this estimation. The processes in each 
case are shown in Fig. 1. 

This method is more effective than 
the method by combining MEG and 
EEG presented before [6], because this 
method uses both the MEG and EEG 
only for the judgement of radial 
component and MEG or EEG is 
separately used in the estimation. Fig.l Process of this MEG/EEG hybrid method. 

Bold style characters show the unknown parameters. 
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Simulation 

We have investigated the ability of the proposed hybrid method by a simulation. A 3-layer sphere imitating brain, 
skull and scalp was used as a model of head. The 10 current dipoles shown in Fig.2 were provided for source dipoles. 
The dipoles of no.l and no.2 are completely tangential to the spherical surface. The dipoles of no.3, no.4, no.5, no.6 and 
no.7 have both tangential and radial components and the angles between the moment vectors and the spherical surface 
are 15, 30, 45, 60 and 75 degrees, respectively. The dipoles of no.8, no.9 and no. 10 are completely normal to the 
spherical surface. Each current dipole was activated in separate time. The electric conductivities of brain, skull and 
scalp are supposed to be 0.3, 0.003 and 0.3 S/m, respectively. 

Fig.2 Model of source dipoles 
and head 

Fig.3 The measuring points (black circles) 
and meshes for BEM 

MEG and EEG data were calculated at 19 measuring points by the boundary element method (BEM). Figure 3 
shows the triangle meshes divided for the BEM. Source localization was carried out by the argumented LaGrange 
multiplier method using the MEG and EEG data according to this MEG/EEG hybrid method. The argumented 
LaGrange multiplier method is useful for the non-linear optimization problem with constraints. All dipoles were 
estimated correctly when we used the exact electric conductivities. Even when we used intentionally the different 
electric conductivity of 0.006 S/m for skull, the radial components were estimated with high accuracy except radial 
dipoles of no.8, no.9 and no. 10. The results are shown in Fig.4 together with the results estimated by only MEG and 
only EEG. J rj rj n 
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(a) By MEG/EEG hybrid method (b) By only EEG (c) By only MEG 

Fig.4 The results of source localization. 

(The vague black circles show estimated dipoles, the small black circles show correct dipoles.) 

We have also investigated the usefulness of this hybrid method when MEG and EEG data which include magnetic 
and electric potential noise. The noise of 3%, 5% and 10% of maximum signal level were added to the calculated MEG 
and EEG data. The 100 noise patterns with each noise level were used to estimate statistically the estimation error. The 
location error by this method was almost same as the error estimated by only MEG data and much smaller than the error 
estimated by only EEG data with dipoles of no.l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. The direction error and amplitude error of moment 
by this method is smaller than the error by only EEG. It is matter of cause that only MEG could not estimate the radial 
component. With the radial dipole of no.8, 9 and 10, the location error and direction error by this method is smaller than 
the error by only EEG. It should be caused from that the number of unknown parameters of this method is less than 6 
parameters used in the usual estimation by only EEG. For an example of the error estimation, the results with dipole of 
no.7 in the case of 10 % noise level are shown in Fig.5. The small black circles and arrows, which start from the circle, 
show the correct position and direction of dipole no.7. The big vague black circles and arrows started from the circle 
show the estimated moment vectors. 
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(a) By only MEG (b) By only EEG (c) By MEG/EEG hybrid method 
Fig.5 The results of source localization by MEG, by EEG and by the MEG/EEG hybrid method. 
(The big black circle shows the correct dipole, the small vague circles show the estimated dipoles) 

Measurement of SEF and SEP 
We tried to estimate the response area to median nerve stimulation by applying the hybrid method. The MEG and 

EEG evoked by the stimulation were measured with a normal subject of 23 years old male in the Life electronics 
research center of Electrotechnical laboratory. The electric stimulation of 5 V and 0.2 ms pulses was delivered at the left 
wrist of the subject during 500 ms . The somatosensory evoked magnetic fields (SEFs) were gathered through a low- 
pass filter of 320 Hz and a notch filter of 60 Hz with 970 Hz sampling by using the Neuromag 122™. The 
somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) were recorded at 15 points over the scalp of the contra-lateral hemisphere with 
1kHz sampling. The two electrodes did not work well, so EEG detected at 13 points was used in this work. A reference 
electrode was set at ipsilateral earlap. A low-pass filter of 1500 Hz and a notch filter of 60 Hz were used in the 
recording. The MEG and EEG obtained by averaging 500 times are.shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7. 

Fig.8 3-layered mashes for BEM 

From the comparison between MEG and EEG data, we estimated the dipole at the time of 19-22 ms and 27-30 ms 
according to the left column in Fig.l and estimated the dipole at the time of 23-26 ms according to right column of 
Fig.l. In the estimation using MEG, a single layer spherical model was used, because it was known from a preliminary 
study by a simulation that the effect of head shape and the different tissues were little. In the estimation using EEG, we 
used a 3-layered mashes for BEM shown in Fig.8 which were made using the MRI of the subject and adopted the 
electric conductivity of 0.4 S/m for brain, 0.3 S/m for scalp and 0.005 S/m for skull [7]. 
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Results 
The dipoles were estimated with high dipolarity at latency of 19-20 ms, 25-26 ms and 27-30 ms by this method. 

In each duration, the location and moment vector changed little. Then we named the dipole at 19-22 ms as dipole 20 
and dipole at 25-26 ms as dipole 25, dipole at 27-30 ms as dipole 27. The dipole 20 had only tangential components 
and directed anterior and superior. The dipole 27 also had only tangential components and directed posterior and 
inferior. The location of dipole 20 was about 1 cm upper and about 5-mm interior the location of dipole 27. The dipole 
25 was estimated as a radial dipole, because the MEG did not have significant signal in the duration. The location of 
dipole 25 was apart more than 2.5 cm from the dipole 20 and 27. The estimated dipoles are presented on the MRI of the 

subject in Fig.9. The dipole 20, dipole 27 and dipole 25 are shown by O, □ and A, respectively. There is a doubt 

that a shift occurred in the conversion from the coordinate system of MEG measurement to that of MRI, 
because we could not take the MRI at the same day that we measured the MEG. The accuracy of the 
estimation by EEG in this work was not high, because the measuring points for EEG were only 13 

points. 

Fig.9 The results of estimation of response area to median nerve stimulation 

Summary 
We have developed a MEG/EEG hybrid method to estimate the dipole with radial component with 

high accuracy. We have investigated the performance of the method by a simulation and showed that this 

method was more effective than usual method using only MEG or only EEG. We have applied this 
method using MEG and EEG measured with a normal subject for estimation of the response area in 
cerebral cortex to median nerve stimulation. The estimated dipoles at the latency of 19~22 ms and 27-30 

ms have only tangential components and were neighbored. The dipoles at the latency of 25-26 ms were 
radial dipole and apart from those tangential dipoles. The accuracy of the estimation by EEG was not 
enough in this work, because the number of the measuring points for EEG was insufficient. 

It has been shown that this MEG/EEG hybrid method has a potential to estimate a dipole with radial 
component in cerebral cortex. 
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Introduction 

Localization of functionally essential areas is mandatory when the neurosurgical insults are considered. 

Several invasive or non-invasive methods have been developed. However, they are not easy to be applied for a 

routine presurgical examination, considering the required instrumentation, comprehensibility and the stress to the 

patients. 

Recently, the synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM) and its analysis by statistical parametric mapping 

(SPM) have been developed. SAM is a spatial filtering method using an adaptive beam former, analogous to that 

used for achieving high selectivity from radio antenna arrays and gives three-dimensional time-evolving source 

imaging from the unaveraged MEG signals. SAM assumes the matrix of each voxel of ROI as a sensor array, 

calculates the noise and covariance [1][2]. SPM refers to the construction and assessment of spatially extended 

statistical process used to test hypotheses about functional imaging data such as fromSPECT, PET and fMRI[3]. 

Functional images could be obtained by differentiating resting and activated states. 

In this study, the event-related desynchronization (ERD) evoked by grasping and reading tasks were 

assessed employing SAM and SPM in the normal volunteers to evaluate its effectiveness to be used in presurgical 

cortical mapping for sensorimotor and language functions. 

Methods 

Grasping task: Five healthy right-handed males participated in this study. Subjects repeated self-pacing 

grasping of the right or left hand. The magnetic field was recorded with a 64 channel whole-head MEG system 

(Whole-Head Squid System Model 100, CTF systems Inc., Canada) at a sampling rate of 625 Hz and filtered 

with a 300 Hz on-line low pass filter. Each epoch of data acquisition consisted from 10 sec prior to and 10 sec 

after signal for movement initiation, i.e. 10 sec of resting prior to signal and 10 sec of movement after signal. 
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One trial consisted of 4 to 6 epochs. The raw data were then filtered into theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), beta 

(13-30 Hz) and gamma (30 Hz < ) bands. Volumetric image of the root-mean squared source activity was 

generated with a 5 mm voxel resolution applying SAM for each frequency band. Then statistical comparison was 

made between the control state (from 10 sec to 5 sec prior to signal) and the active state (from 5 sec to 10 sec 

after signal) and displayed on MRI employing SPM. 

Reading task: Six healthy right-handed males participated in this study. 

A hundred words each consisting of 3-hiragana-character were picked up from a Japanese textbook for 

elementary school children. Care hasbeeu paid to the level of words not being too easy or too difficult. Each 

word was displayed on the 14 inch TFT monitor in 96 point black Gothic character on the white background. 

After displaying the background for 3 seconds each word was displayed on trigger for 3 seconds. Subjects were 

instructed to read the word without phonation only one time immediately after each word was displayed. Each 

trial is repeated 1(X) times. The raw data were collected at a sampling rate of 625 Hz and filtered with a 200 Hz 

on-line low pass filter for 2500 msec before and after the trigger. Then it was filtered into frequency bands of 3-8 

Hz, 8-13 Hz, 13-25 Hz, 25-50 Hz and 50-200 Hz and analyzed by SPM comparing control and active states with 

different time windows within 0 to 2500 msec. 

Results 

Grasping task: The isofield map demonstrated larger field reversal over the left hemisphere for right 

hand movement and almost symmetric pattern for left hand movement. The focal ERD displayed as the signal 

power changes between control and active state is observed in the sensorimotor cortex. Of the four frequency 

bands, the focal ERD was mostly apparent in the beta band. The SPM demonstrated remarkably stronger ERD 

over the left hemisphere and additional weak right ERD for right hand movement, while somewhat stronger ERD 

over the right hemisphere and slightly weaker right ERD for left hand movement (Fig. 1). The locations of HID 

were compatible to those of dipole analysis [4]. 

Reading task: The isofield map demonstrated field reversals in the occipital area at around 100 msec, in 

the posterior temporal area at around 230 msec and left frontal area at around 350 msec. Of the five frequency 

bands, the focal ERD manifested rather consistently in the gamma baud. The SPM demonstrated ERD in the 

occipital cortex in 6 subjects, in Wernicke's area in 3 subjects, in the angular cortex in 2 subjects, in the 

supramarginal cortex in 2 subjects and close to Broca's area in 5 subjects (Fig. 2). The ERDs in the cerebellum, 

left temporal base and right hemisphere especially in the temporoparietal cortex were observed occasionally. 
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Fig. 1 KRD of beta band by grasping analyzed by SAM- SPM. Top row: right hand grasping. 

Bottom row: left hand grasping 

Fig. 2 ERD of 25-50 Hz by reading analyses by SAM- SPM. Top row: 0-2000 msec time 

window. Bottom row: 150-400 msec time window. 
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Discussion 

The results of functional mapping for hand grasping and word reading being demonstrated by SAM- SPM 

analysis for ERD reasonably agree with those obtained by PET or fMRI [5] [6]. The contribution of commou- 

mode brain activity seemed to be successfully canceled by SPM analysis comparing the resting state image with 

the active state image. The preliminary results suggested that SAM- SPM demonstrated the changes in rhythmic 

brain activity in motor and language areas related with these tasks without averaging. This analysis would be 

useful for comprehensive functional mapping in the presurgical planning especially in patients with neurological 

impairments because of non-invasiveness of the method and the simplicity of the task required. 
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1. Introduction 
Magnetoencephalogram (MEG) measurement of the magnetic field perpendicular to the scalp is 

widely used. There is a problem of separating multiple sources overlapping in time when many 

distinct areas of the cortex are active [1-4]. We developed a three-dimensional second-order 

gradiometer for vector measurement of MEG that can detect magnetic components perpendicular and 

tangential to the scalp simultaneously. 

This paper describes a computer simulation study for estimating the multiple sources in the 

brain based on a three dimensional measurement of MEG. An estimation algorithm with search 

method proposed here is used three components of magnetic field measured by vector gradiometer. In 

the calculation of estimating multiple sources existing in the brain, magnetic field distributions 

perpendicular to the scalp is not helpful owing to the lack of a dipole pattern. However, the magnetic 

field distribution tangential to the scalp can provide information on constraint conditions for 

estimation of multiple sources. This method using three components of magnetic field is useful for 

estimating multiple sources in the brain. 

2. Method 
A computer simulation study was carried out using a 3-D second-order gradiometer shown in 

Fig. 1(a). The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1(b). Fig.2 shows a flow chart of estimation method. 

Multiple source estimation study was done using the moving dipole inverse solution with a spherical 

homogeneous conductor model (100mm radius) as a human head. Multiple sources are estimated by 

minimizing the cost function, which is the least-squares fit between measured magnetic field and 

calculated magnetic field. In this method, source parameters such as amplitude and orientation were 

varied and minimum cost function was obtained by iterative calculation. The cost function, f, is 

defined as 

y(Bmi -Be,)2 

f-—.- 

where Bmj is the measured magnetic field at i-th position, Be* is the calculated field. Goodness-of-fit, G, 

is defined as 

G-JUfx 100 [%] (2) 

The main elements of the calculation process for inverse solution are as follows. The initial 

parameters of the multiple dipoles are determined by topographical features of the tangential 

magnetic field distribution (B0,B<j>). Namely, the number and the location of the dipoles are given from 

tangential magnetic field extremes since tangential magnetic field shows maximum or minimum field 

just above the location of a single dipole. The amplitude of dipoles are also given from magnetic field 

extremes. Then least-squares calculation was performed with magnetic field of three components 

using these initial parameters of sources obtained from tangential magnetic field (B0,B<j)). A unique 

characteristic of this inverse calculation is the use of the initial parameters, obtained from the 

tangential field, on new constraint conditions [5]. 
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l.4cm 

Br 

B0 

(a) A 3-D second-order gradiometer 

(b) coordinate system 

Fig.l A pick-up coil and coordinate system. Fig.2 Flow chart of estimation method. 

3. Sources estimation 
Fig.3 shows an example of isofield contour maps and 3-D maps for two sources oriented in the 

same direction. Arrows indicate the sources. The separation of two sources is 4 cm. The depth of two 

sources is 2 cm from the surface of the spherical head model. Fixed lines (positive field) of Br 

component shows the out flow of magnetic flux from the scalp. Fixed lines (positive field) of B0 and B<p 

show magnetic flux directing latitude and longitude shown in Fig. 1(b). Fig.3(d),(e) and (f) show 3-D 

maps of three components (absolute value). In the Br component (Fig.3(a)), a dipole distribution with 

the maximum at B5 and the minimum at H5 can be seen. It is possible to see that the magnetic Field 

distribution is organized by a single source location E5, but two sources exist in the same direction. 

This map was not helpful in estimating the location and the number of sources. However, the B0 

component (Fig.3(b),(e)) shows two extremes with same polarity at both of D5 and F5. We can clearly 

see two extremes with same polarity on both contour maps. Namely, the number and/or the location of 

the sources are given from tangential magnetic field extremes since the tangential magnetic Field 

shows maximum or minimum Fields just above the location of a single source. [6]. The B<|> component 

(Fig.3(c),(f)) shows very weak magnetic field and signifies nothing a source. We can obtain initial 

parameters of the number, the locations and the directions of sources by visual inspection from these 

maps. We carried out source estimation using these initial parameters. The results of estimation, 

goodness-of-fit 99.7%, error are 3.3mm and 2.7mm. Fig.4 shows an example of isofield contour maps 

and 3-D maps for two sources with the orthogonal direction. The separation of each source is 4.2 cm. 

The depth of three sources is 2 cm from the surface of the spherical head model. As shown in Fig.4(a), 

the contour map of Br shows a dipole pattern having two extremes at D2 and H6 with opposite 

polarity due to sum of two sources. This map was not helpful in estimating the location and the 

number of sources. However, on maps obtained from tangential magnetic Fields, B0 (Fig.4(b),(e)) 

shows one extreme at F6 and B<(> (Fig.4(c),(f)) also shows one extreme at D4. Position of D4 and F6 
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correspond to the place located each source. We carried out source estimation using these initial 

parameters. The results of estimation, goodness-of-fit 99.4%, error are 4.1mm and 3.2mm. Fig. 5 shows 

an example of isofield contour maps and 3-D maps for three sources. The separations of each source 

are 3 cm apart from E5. The depth of three sources is 2 cm from surface of the spherical head model. 

As shown in Fig.5(a), the contour map of Br shows one extreme at measurement position E5 that is 

not a dipole pattern. This map was not helpful in estimating the location and the number of sources. 

By referring to the maps of B0 showns in Fig.5(b),(e), we can clearly see one extreme at the 

measurement point G5. The B<f> component shows in Fig.5(c),(f), we can clearly see two extremes with 

opposite polarity at the measurement points E3 and E7. We carried out source estimation using these 

initial parameters. The results of estimation, goodness-of-fit 99.7%, error are 3.7mm, 3.2mm and 

2.8mm. 

(a)Br component(75fT/In) (b)B0 component(8fT/In) (c)B<|> component(8fT/In) 

(d) Br component (e) B0 component (f) B<J> component 

Fig.3 Isofield contour maps and 3-D maps by two sources oriented in same direction. 
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(a)Br component(60fT/In) (b)B0 component(8fT/In) (c)B<j> component(8fT/In) 
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(d) Br component (e) B0 component (0 B<J> component 

Fig.4 Isofield contour maps and 3-D maps by two sources. 
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(d) Br component (e) B0 component (f) B<|> component 

Fig.5 Isofield contour maps and 3-D maps by three sources. 

4. Conclusion 
We carried out a computer simulation study for estimating the multiple sources based on a 

three dimensional measurement of MEG. An estimation algorithm with search method was proposed 
using three components of magnetic field measured by vector gradiometer. We conclude that this 3-D 
vector magnetic field measurement can provide information on new constraint conditions, which can 
be obtained from the tangential magnetic field, when we calculate the inverse problem with multiple 
sources. This method using three components of magnetic Field is useful for estimating multiple 
sources in the brain. 
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Introduction 
Boundary element method (BEM) is a widely utilized approach in modeling the electromagnetic properties 

of the thorax and head in electrocardiographic (ECG), magnetocardiographic (MCG), electroencephalographic 
(EEG) and magnetoencephalographic (MEG) studies [1]. By assuming the body as a piecewise homogeneous 
volume conductor, only the boundary surfaces where the electric conductivity changes are needed to be tes¬ 
sellated. In general, most accurate inverse solutions are achieved when the boundary surfaces are generated 
for each patient individually using medical imaging data. In this paper methods to create boundary element 
models from MRI images and from two orthogonal X-ray projections are shortly described. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most utilized imaging modality in electromagnetic boundary 
element modeling. First, anatomic objects have to be extracted from the images produced by medical imaging 
devices, i.e. the images have to be segmented. Second, the surface presentation, usually a triangulation, has to 
be generated. The generation of individualized boundary element models from MR images is a time consuming 
process. Therefore, more automatic method have to be studied. 

In medical imaging field, accurate and automatic delineation of anatomic structures from image data 
sequences is still an open problem. Segmentation algorithms can be divided into two categories: region and 
boundary based approaches. Various computer methods have been recently proposed for segmentation of 
medical images [2, 3, 4). However, more or less user interaction is still needed. The method described below is 
a boundary based method which match a 3D prior geometrical deformable model to MR images of a patient. 

Triangulation is accomplished by selecting a set of nodes from the surface of the segmented object 
and connecting the nodes in such a way that triangles are created. Triangulation methods can be coarsely 
divided to two basic groups: contour based and free-form methods [5, 6]. In contour based methods a stack 

of two-dimensional contours extracted from segmented volume are connected by triangles while the free-form 
methods are designed to triangulate an arbitrary point set. The method described below is based on free-form 
triangulation [7]. A topologically and geometrically correct very dense mesh is generated and it is remeshed in 
such a way that only the arbitrary selected nodes are left to the mesh. 

Utilizing MR imaging accurate boundary element models can be generated. However, MR imaging is a 
relatively expensive and time consuming technique and the imaging devices are often fairly loaded. Therefore, 
it is not possible to get MR images for each patient only for bioelectromagnetic localization purposes. Thus, 

alternative imaging modalities has to be utilized. In this paper, a method to create 3D boundary element 
models of a thorax from two orthogonal X-ray projections is proposed. 

Methods 
1. Segmentation of MR images. The prior geometrical model of a thorax used in segmentation is shown 

in Fig. la. The model is elastically deformed to match to the edges extracted from MR images. 
The edges can be extracted from MR-images using a classical edge detection algorithm [8]. The algorithm 

calculates the magnitude and the direction of the gradient for each voxel in the volume. The edges, present 
in the volume, can be found by thresholding the volume including the magnitude component of the gradient. 
Since the thickness of the thresholded edge is often higher than one voxel, the volume has to be thinned. 
However, thresholding the original gray scale volume separates body surface and lungs and scalp and brain 
from MR-images well enough and the edges can be easily found from the binarized volume. 

To define the match between the model and the edges in MR data the distance map is defined [9]. 
Each voxel in the distance map gives the shortest distance to the nearest edge voxel. The mismatch energy 
is calculated by summing the all distance map values on the positions of the nodes of the model. The prior 
knowledge about the objects to be segmented can be utilized in the creation of the distance maps. The idea 
is that the boundaries of given orientation in the model have to match with similarly oriented edges extracted 
from the MR data. In other words, if the surface normal of the model is locally oriented towards the positive 
y-axis, this part of the surface is allowed to deform only towards the edges in MR data with the same normal 
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Fig. 1: a) The prior geometrical model of a thorax used in the 3D deformation process. It has been built from 
MR-images of a female patient, b) The 5x3x5 deformation grid and the model placed inside. 

direction. 

First, the model is coarsely registrated with the MR volume. Rigid surface registration methods can be 
used to registrate the model with the edges extracted from the MR volume [10]. Second, the model is placed 
inside a 3D deformation grid (Fig. lb). When a grid point is moved, the model is deformed correspondingly. 
Bernstain polynomials or trilinear interpolation can be used to calculate the new positions for the nodes of the 
model [11]. All grid points are sequentially moved towards a new position which minimizes the energy of the 
model. Pyramidal approach is used in minimization [10]. The minimization is started by a small grid, such as 
3x3x3, and the number of grid points are increased when minimum has been found for the current grid. To 
preserve the geometrical prior knowledge another energy component is used to limit the deformation. This is 
accomplished by limiting the displacement of the grid points or the change of the normal vector orientation. 

The method has been tested to segment the thorax, lungs and heart of more than 15 patients and the 
brain, scull and scalp of two patients. The run time of the program is 2-3 minutes (IBM RS6000) depending on 
the model used and the method to preserve the geometrical prior knowledge. The method has produced good 

results, with few interactive corrections of small magnitude. Fig. 2 shows a segmented thorax and head. The 
average distance of the model nodes from the edges was 0.23 voxels for the thorax and 0.57 voxels for the head. 
Correspondingly about 82% and 98% of the nodes of the thorax and 55% and 95% of the nodes of the head are 
within one and two voxels from the edges, respectively. If the user is not satisfied with the result provided by 
the automated process, it can be corrected through an interactive software which is also based on deformation 
grid. 

Fig. 2: The result of the matching process, a) The edges were localized by thresholding. The largest deformation 
grid size was llxllxll. b) The edges were extracted by the Canny operator, the deformation grid sizes up to 
9x9x9 were used. 

2. Triangulation of MR images. The method to select the nodes for triangulation depends on application. 

Here the nodes are distributed uniformly on the surface. 
To triangulate the node set selected, a very dense Marching cubes (MC) triangulation is created [12]. 

The nodes corresponding the selected nodes are labeled from MC graph (Fig. 3). The Voronoi areas are defined 
for each selected node using discrete MC graph. The Voronoi polygon T is defined as the region in space closer 
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to the point P than any other point. The distance between a graph point and the center of the Voronoi area is 
the shortest discrete geodesic path using the links of the graph. The triangulation is accomplished as a dual of 
the resulting Voronoi polygons which means that the centers of the neighboring Voronoi areas are linked with 
each others. This duality generates so called Delaunay triangulation. 

If the selection of the nodes is not made carefully enough, the valid description of the topology of the 
object may be impossible. These cases can be easily detected when the triangulation is generated. More nodes 
are automatically added to the corresponding places. 

Fig. 3: a) The graph defined by the marching cubes algorithm showing the Voronoi areas of the nodes selected for 
triangulation. The white circles represent the nodes and the surrounding gray areas are their Voronoi areas. The 
white lines around the Voronoi areas are the links between two neighboring Voronoi areas. The graph here has 
been built on a heart segmented from MR images, b) The corresponding final triangulation, c) The triangulation 
of the surface of a brain. 

The triangulation of a thorax and brain are shown in Fig. 3b,c. The triangulation time of a 128x128x128 
volume is a few seconds with an IBM RS6000 workstation. 

Modeling using X-ray projections. The method is based on elastically matching a three-dimensional 
(3D) standard boundary element model, created from MR images, with two-dimensional (2D) X-ray projection 
images taken from a patient. The method can be summarized as follows 

• Construct virtual 2D X-ray images from the standard torso, utilizing the same projection as in the real 
X-ray imaging of the patient. 

• Segment the contours of the body and lungs from these artificially projected images and from real X-ray 
projections of a patient. 

• Match elastically the contours of the standard torso to the contours of the patient [13]. 

• Back-project the produced 2D displacement vector field on the standard torso in 3D. 

• Make linear interpolation to define displacement vectors on the unknown positions of the 3D standard 
torso surface. 

• Deform the standard torso. 

The method has been tested for the thorax and lungs of 5 patients. The average mismatch error is 1.43 
voxels (5.0 mm). This far the segmentation is done manually which takes about 2 minutes. The time to match 
the model to the data is few seconds. 

Discussion 
Usually the segmentation error is 0.2-0.3 voxels for the 11 x 11 x 11 deformation grid. This error can 

be still reduced by increasing the size of the deformation grid. The absolute value should not be emphasized 
too much, since the error value can be low although the model has deformed to wrong edges. All edges of the 
model do not necessarily exist in MR data which increases the absolute error value. For example, the edges of 
the heart can be easily found only in regions where the heart is in contact with the lungs. However, since the 
prior knowledge of the geometry is preserved, the model deforms at least near the correct place although the 
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edge do not exist in MR images. This is one of the most important strengths of the method. The benefit of the 
use of the deformation grid compared to direct deformation of the model is that the topology of the model can 
be easily preserved. 

The triangulation method is automatic, fast and robust. It has been utilized for tens of MR volumes with 
good results. In the areas where the curvature of the surface is small, the triangulation method is equivalent to 
the 2D Delaunay triangulation. The difference is that the Voronoi areas are defined using graph link distances 
instead of Euclidean ones. When the surface is more complex, i.e. the curvature is high and the set of nodes 
is sparse, the triangulation does not necessarily fulfill the Delaunay triangulation criteria. In such a case the 
geodesic distance differs from Euclidean one. This results in a more accurate description of the geometry of the 
object than using basic Delaunay triangulation. 

Boundary element model created by the developed X-ray method does not describe the anatomy of the 
patient as well as the model extracted from MR images but it is a good compromise between accuracy, time 
and cost. Anyway, the accuracy of the model is superior to the standard torso model. However, clear accuracy 
limits for the model geometry have not been set in the field. This topic is currently under consideration. This 
far, the modeling process is not yet automated since the segmentation is done manually. This is not a problem 
because time to do it for two X-ray projections taken from a patient takes only few minutes. 

In summary, two methods to create boundary element models have been described. The method utilizing 
MR images has proved its usefulness in practice. The X-ray projection method has given promising results but 
it is not yet applied in routine work. 
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Introduction 

The reproducibility of a neuromagnetic source analysis is critically dependent on the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) of the underlying data. For reasonable SNRs, a linear relationship between the amplitude of the 
neuromagnetic field and the standard deviation of the estimated source coordinates can be assumed. As the 

standard deviation of the noise in the neuromagnetic data is proportional to the square root of the number of 
averages, the measurement time required for a high-precision study of minor peaks in the neuromagnetic data 
(or of the slopes of major peaks) can be considerable: Supposed, for instance, that 100 epochs are required to 
achieve a sufficient localization accuracy for the source(s) of a major peak, 2.500 epochs are required to achieve 
the same localization accuracy for a phenomenon with a five times smaller amplitude. It is often not possible 
to obtain such a high number of epochs in a single measurement session. The situation becomes even worse if 
various conditions have to be studied quasi simultaneously in the same session (e.g. randomized presentation of 
different stimuli). Such a procedure has the advantage that inaccuracies in the registration of the measurement 
positions relative to the head of the subject affect all conditions in the same way so that the possibility to 
reveal small changes in the source locations is limited only by the noise in the measured data [1, 3). The 
latter increases, of course, with the number of conditions (owing to the reduced number of epochs available 
for averaging), provided that the overall length of a measurement session is fixed. In principle, the problem 
can be solved by grand averaging of data obtained in multiple sessions. However, straightforward averaging is 
applicable only if the positions and the orientations of the sensors are about the same in all sessions. Without 
special precautions (e.g. [4]), this requirement will hardly be fulfilled in practice. Purpose of this study was to 
explore whether the problem can be overcome by a suitable' transformation of the data. 

Methods 

Position and orientation of an arbitrary multichannel measurement device can be fully defined in terms 
of a mean measurement location (mean of all coil locations), a mean measurement direction (mean of all coil 

directions), and a rotation angle. The latter can be defined, for example, so that a specified coil has a rotation 
angle of zero (see Fig. 1). 

An arbitrarily situated measurement device is transformed into its standard representation by the following 
three-step procedure. 

• A shift operation so that the mean measurement location is moved into the origin of the coordinate system. 
• A rotation so that the mean measurement direction coincides with the z axis. 
• A rotation around the z axis so that the direction corresponding to a rotation angle of zero coincides with 

the x axis of the coordinate system. 

A mean measurement configuration is derived as follows. First, the transformation parameters from all mea¬ 
surement sessions are averaged. Second, the standard representation of the measurement device is subjected to 

an inverse transformation with the averaged transformation parameters. 

Fig. 2 illustrates how the mean measurement configuration may vary from session to session. The open 
circles represent the mean measurement locations from 12 independent experimental sessions. The respective 
rotation angles are indicated by short lines. The coordinate system used in this figure was defined so that 

Fig. 1: 37-channel magne¬ 
tometer system with the mean mea¬ 
surement location represented by 

a black coil and the mean mea¬ 
surement direction represented by a 
short black arrow. The points on 
the long black arrow correspond to 
a rotation angle of zero. 
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Fig. 2: Measurement configura¬ 

tions as observed in 12 independent ses¬ 

sions. The symbols can be considered as 
two-dimensional versions of the black ob¬ 
jects shown in Fig. 1, except that the short 
black arrow was omitted (it conveys only 
redundant information as its location and 
direction can be derived from the black cir¬ 
cle in Fig. 1). 

its origin corresponds to the grand mean measurement location (average of the mean measurement locations 
from the 12 sessions; represented by the filled black circle) and that the z axis coincides with the grand mean 
measurement direction (average of the mean measurement directions from the 12 sessions). 

After having derived a mean measurement configuration, the magnetic field data from the individual 
sessions are extrapolated using a minimum-norm source estimation in an intermediate step (procedure similar 
to the one described in [2]). The extrapolated data represent the basis for the calculation of a grand average 
over all measurement sessions. The data considered in this study were taken from [3]. 

Results 

A comparison between original and predicted field maps is shown in Fig. 3. On the left, the field pattern 
arising 100 ms after the onset of a toneburst (60 dB SL) is shown. The maps were obtained in 12 independent 
experimental sessions (performed on four days, with 3 sessions per day). Each map is based on the average of 
about 300 epochs. On the right, the maps predicted for the mean measurement configuration are shown. The 
maps on the right are evidently more homogeneous than those on the left. Remaining differences are certainly 
overemphasized by the discrete nature of the greyscale. 

Fig. 3: Comparison between original and predicted maps. 
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Fig. 4: Superposition of extrapolated waveforms (12 independent sessions). 

Fig. 4 shows on the left superimposed sensor-layout displays of the predicted time functions (same 12 
sessions as in Fig. 3). On the right, two of the 37 channels are considered in greater detail. In the case of channel 

A18, a high consistency can be observed for peak N1 (latency around 100 ms). A comparison with Fig. 5, which 
shows original results (no extrapolation) from three independent measurements at identical positions, suggests 
that the relatively high variability of peak P2 (latency around 200 ms) is probably of a physiological nature and 

V* J 
100 ms 

Fig. 5: Physiological Variability (original data from 3 sessions). 
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Fig. 6: Signal-to-noise ratio improvement by grand averaging. The insets show the first 70 ms in an 

enlarged scale. 

does not indicate a failure of the extrapolation procedure. Less consistent result were obtained for channel A13 
(worst case). The greater discrepancies presumably result from the fact that this channel is located near a high 
field gradient so that inaccuracies in the registration of the sensor coordinates can have a considerable effect. 

Grand averaging of the extrapolated data from all 12 sessions results in an enormous improvement of 
the signal-to-noise ratio. Fig. 6 provides a comparison between a single session and the grand average (all 37 
channels superimposed). Fine details in the time structure (e.g. peak at 40 ms) are visible only in the grand 

average, which is based on about 3.600 epochs. 

Conclusions 

The extrapolated field shows a variability not much greater than the physiological variability observed 
when repeating a measurement without repositioning of the sensor array. Though the proposed extrapolation 
procedure requires a source estimation in an intermediate step, the non-uniqueness of the biomagnetic inverse 
problem appears to have little impact on the outcome of the extrapolation, provided that the actual measurement 

configuration is not too much different from the mean configuration. 
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Introduction 
Current sources distributed relatively small area in the brain, for instance NIOOm of AEF (Auditory Evoked 

Field) and first synchronized peak of SEF (Somatosensory Evoked Field), were apt to localized as focal sources using 

an equivalent current dipole estimation (moving-dipole) method. However, the amplitudes of the measured magnetic 

field and of the cellular level current are taken into account, the source should be distributed in order of cm2. Spatial 

temporal analysis of the distribution, moving current distribution at ROI (Region Of Interest), is important for the brain 

research. 

On the other hand, a beamforming is a popular technique in ultrasonic imaging such as underground and 

underwater locators to generate sharp directivity with a synthetic aperture. In mathematical point of view, the 

beamforming is a simple expansion of measured data to bases which are theoretically calculated data (forward 

calculation). In this paper, the beamforming method is modified with an optimization algorithm and is applied to 

estimation of the current distribution around the ROI. 

Methods 
Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the beamforming 

method modified by the optimization algorithm. In 

this method, first, the measurement area is descretized 

to small lattice elements. Each element has two 

tangential current elements in polar coordinate system. 

The theoretical magnetic field data, B*, at pickup coil 

locations calculated from the current elements are 

treated as non-orthogonal bases. The kih element 

weight, wk, including both current elements is once 

determined with the conventional beamforming 

method (simple expansion to the bases) and then is 

digitized with in 1 byte. Second, the initial cost 

function, tp, is calculated. Third, this method 

searches for the element under the following 

strategies A and B. 

-Strategy A: 

Find the element (suffix ka) which maximizes the cost 

function ta where + 1. 

-Strategy B: 

Find the element (suffix kb) which maximizes the cost 

function cb where wkb = wkb- 1. 

Finally, if ea > efc and ea > ep (cp is the cost value in the 

last iteration), then tp is replaced with efl and 1 is 

added to w^ (strategy A is chosen). If strategy B is 

chosen, efl and eb are swapped each other in the above 

procedure and 1 is subtracted from wkb. Thus, the 

weights of the elements are modified by the 

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the beamforming 

modified with the optimization. 
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optimization step by step. The theoretical calculation (forward calculation) employs a homogeneous and spherical 

model for the brain 11]. 

Results 
First of all, a phantom experiment was 

performed. The phantom consisted of a 

spherical vessel with water saline solution and 

two dipole-like electrodes located left and right 

hemispheres for simulating AEF measurement. 

Each electrode had two balls (diameter: 2mm) 

connected with a lead (12mm). Those 

electrodes were activated simultaneously with an 

isolated current driver [2]. Second, AEF 

experiment was also performed. Those 

magnetic fields were measured with 64ch 

biomagnetometer system (CTF Systems Inc.). 

Those data were processed with the beamforming 

method modified with the optimization. Fig. 2 

shows the results of the estimation of the current 

distribution with the contour maps. 

Discussion 
The electrodes were localized with their 

distribution successfully in the phantom 

experiment. Based on that, the activities of the 

AEF in the brain were also localized at the left 

and right hemispheres in the brain. In both 

experiments, the goodness of fit value increases 

in 5 to 10 % comparing to an equivalent dipole 

estimation method based on a simplex algorithm. 

The method will be used in a spatial temporal 

anaysis at the latency around the peak. 

Fig. 2 MEG contour map and estimated current 

distribution results. (a)Phantom. The circles connected 

line indicate the locations of the electrodes. (b)AEF. 
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Introduction 
The stomach has a periodical electrical activity similar to the hearth. The two main differences are in the 

frequency and in the possible presence of a mechanical activity. In the stomach not always the electric signal is coupled 
with a mechanical activity, when it exists the electrical activity increases [1, 2]. Electric potentials on the abdominal 
skin due to currents flowing in the stomach wall can be measured. The measurements of these potentials are called 
ElectroGastroGram (EGG). 

Alvarez made the first measurement of an EGG in 1922 [3]. In the last decades some works appeared exploring 
the EGG measurements for clinical and basic research [2, 4, 5]. As the interest on EGG has increased, the necessity to 
understand the underlying electrical process in this organ becomes important. Some models of the stomach electrical 
activity have been proposed. These models are divided in two types, passive and the active models. The Passive Models 
[6] represent the real current distribution on the stomach wall, using coupled relaxation oscillators. The Active Models 
[7,8,9] usually start from an electric dipole and calculate the electric potential generated by the electrical stomach’s 
activity. The active model is often used to simulate the EGG signal. In this work we want to simulate the magnetic field 
outside the body based on active models. 

Our model draws the activity area of the stomach as a curved cone, a conoid, as shown by Mintchev [9]. The 
geometrical characteristics of this conoid make it very similar to the anatomic shape of the distal part of the stomach, 
like shown in the Fig. l.The propagation of the slow wave is made by means of the movement of a depolarization ring 
trough the conoid. This ring has velocities that are in agreement with the mean velocities observed in human stomach. 
This ring propagates from the upper area that corresponds to the pacemaker region, of the conoid towards to the lower 
part, which represents the pylorus. According to state of motility in the human stomach [4], the velocity of propagation 
of these waves is variable, and its variability is due both to the distention of the muscles and to the interval of event 
[10]. 

Fig. 1-It shows the representation of the distal part of the stomach by a conoid. A depolarization ring 
moving towards the pylorus is also shown. 

The first work measuring the magnetic field from the stomach was made in 1991 by Comani and collaborators 
[11]. After this initial work the interest in measuring magnetic fields from the gastrointestinal areas using SQUIDs has 
increased significantly [12-17]. Therefore, there is a necessity to better understand how this field is generated in the 
gastrointestinal tract. To simulate the signal obtained by SQUID systems we must take in account not only the stomach 
characteristics but also the gradiometers characteristics, like their area and baseline. 

The simulation software has enough freedom to change some characteristics of the detection system, and also of 
the depolarization wave. 

Methods 
We can think that the action potential wave spreading synchronously trough the stomach forming a ring, as 

showed in the Fig. 2. To simulate the MGG we suppose that the magnetic field originates superficial currents in a ring 
travelling in the stomach wall. Using the Bio-Savart law, the magnetic field generated at a point P distancing R from a 

center of a ring of radius a and length 8 which flows a current / toward the page, like show in Fig. 2, is given by 

An r 
(1) 
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Fig.2-Coordinate system to calculate the magnetic field at a point P distancing R from a ring of radius a 
that depolarizes synchronously. 

where r2 = a2 +R2-2aRcos0 , and dl xr = dir sen —. Substituting these equations into (1) we obtain 

dB = 
4;r(a2 +/?2-2<jcos(#)) 

(2) 

Since dl-S and / = JsaSd0, where Js is the superficial current density, we have 

J'dS2dO 
dB = Ro 

4* (a2 +R2-2aRcosd) 
(3) 

Integrating tlie equation (3) in 6 from 0 to In we will obtain 

B = 
R0aS Js In 

4/r R2-a2 
(4) 

Using that tlie current dipole is the product of a current by a length, Q - id [18, 19], and the total current in a 

ring is / = 2nadJs the equation (4) can be rewritten as: 

4®R2 
(5) 

Knowing that a magnetic field for a current dipole is given by 

s-f 4. 
4n R2 

(6) 

We see that the magnetic field for a ring, given by equation (5), is similar to the field for a unique dipole, given by 
equation (6). If we define an effective current dipole Q* that will be the current dipole due to the total current following 
in the ring multiplied by a correction factor, this will be given by the following expression: 

( \ 

(7) 

Thus, the magnetic field for a ring would be given by 

b=*l£L, 
4n R2 

(8) 

Knowing that tlie normal component of tlie magnetic field (Bz) for a current dipole Q in a plane distancing d for 

the dipole pointing in +y direction is given by [18]: 

B, Mo Q_ 
4m/2 (i + x2 + v21^ 

(9) 

where x and y are coordinates expressed in the units of d, so they are dimensionless. Changing R2 to (f (l > y2) in the 
equation (7) and using Q=Q* in equation (9) we obtain 
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*,=- 

/ \ 

fk Q 1 X 

And2 1__ , ° (l+*2 +y2Y 
d2^+x2Ay2)\ 

(10) 

Using for the radii r of the stomach the same expression that was used by Mintchev [9], 

r = (40.26 -1.263e”a -17.32 la) x 10“ (ID 

where a is the given by a(t) = /(0/C, and C is the radius of curvature of the stomach and l(t) the position of the 

current dipole in the center of the conoid is 

l(t) = at+-e~ct --. 
c c 

(12) 

This yields a velocity of propagation for the current dipole being 

v(0 = a -be~ct (13) 

Results and Discussions 
The values for the parameters utilized in the simulation were chosen according to the literature or the best 

approach with the experimental data. For the velocity expression we used a = 0.011090mIs, b- 0.007090mIs, 

c = 0.0779895-1 . The constants a and b give the initial velocity (a -b) at zero time and c is the time constant of the 

exponential term in the expression. These values were chosen according to the mean values for the human stomach, 

[20], The superficial current density was chosen equal to Jt = 100mA/m2, which produce a total current from 26 to 74 

M-A. These values are in agreement whit it is found in a single muscle fiber (50 to lOOnA) [21], The constant S , which 

is the portion excited, was chosen equal to 3 x 10 3 m which is the same used by two models of electrical activity [7-9). 
The model was simulated in the MatLab allowing following the depolarization process along the $onoid. Fig. 3 

shows a typical trace of the MGG simulated with the model presented here and "detected" by 7 second order 
gradiometers forming a circle of radius of 3 cm. Each gradiometer has 2.56 cm diameter and 7cm baseline. The 
resemblance with actual MGG tracing is veiy remarkable. 

The magnetic field obtained by our stomach model lias good correspondence with the real condition. We obtain 
the shape, amplitude, frequency and velocity of propagation. Further refinements of the model should include the effect 
of volume current. 

Fig. 3- Typical simulated MGG signal after "detection" by 7 second order gradiometer 
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Introduction 
Development of mathematical techniques for MEG based imaging of neuronal activity has been spurred by 

increased availability of large array MEG systems. The accuracy of these techniques is affected by many factors, such 
as the forward model of magnetic fields from neuronal current sources that is employed. Noise in the MEG data is 
another significant factor affecting source imaging accuracy, especially if multiple cortical sources are simultaneously 
active. Multiple source techniques have been developed which attenuate the effect of noise by using the entire spatio- 
temporal MEG data set to identify sources [1, 2, 3], However, a MEG imaging technique that utilizes a single time 
slice of data is more appropriate for estimating cortical source activity within a very short time interval. 

Many MEG imaging techniques model the cortex as a dense three-dimensional lattice of single current dipoles. 
With the cortex represented as an array of thousands of single current dipoles, the magnetic field data, b, is a vector 
combination of signal, bs, and noise, n. 

b = bs + n = G(q„ + qn) = Gq (1) 
G is a matrix containing the gain vectors for each cortical dipole source. qs is a (non-unique) vector containing the 
cortical source amplitudes corresponding to the noise free signal. qn is the error in the source amplitudes introduced by 
the noise. Unfortunately, MEG imaging techniques often introduce large noise source amplitudes, qn, even if the data 
contains only small or moderate amplitude noise. The noise sensitivity can be attenuated by introducing additional 
constraints on the solution of Equation 1 for the cortical source structure. We have devised a field gradient 
transformation technique to significantly attenuate noise in the data and introduce constraints on the source structure 
solution. After the large array of data is transformed, nearly all the signal power is concentrated in just a few of the 
field gradient data channels. However, the noise remains uniformly distributed among the full set of gradient channels. 
Thus, the influence of noise, qn, can be greatly reduced by applying this gradient transformation to Equation 1 and 
retaining only the high signal-to-noise gradient data channels and the corresponding field gradient gain matrix channels 
However, as will be investigated and described, this transformation and channel truncation procedure introduces 
additional constraints on the source solution. In addition, reducing the number of independent data channels affects the 
ability to discriminate between cortical sources in the source structure. These source imaging and noise attenuation 
properties must be considered when applying this transformation to Equation 1. In this report, the field gradient 
transformation is applied to a simple, single current dipole model 
of large array neuromagnetometer data applied to a rectangular 
array of single current dipole sources with the same orientation. 

Methods 
The cortical source continuum was modeled as a 40 x 40 

array of single current dipoles uniformly spaced on a 4 cm x 4 cm 
rectangular surface in an X,Y plane, centered 5 cm along the Z axis 
from the origin of a spherical volume conductor. The orientation 
of each current dipole was in the X direction. A MEG detector 
array was simulated with 91 first order gradiometers. The 
gradiometer baseline was 4 cm and 1.5 cm center to center detector 
spacing with the primary detector coils on a 10 cm spherical 
surface. The technique can readily be applied to different detector 
arrays. The detector array was centered over the cortical source 
grid. Fig. 1. For this detector and volume conductor geometry, the 
forward solution for the MEG amplitudes corresponding to each 
source in the array was performed. The current dipole amplitudes 
of the sources were adjusted such that the magnetic field 
amplitudes in the gain matrix G were equal power. 

In Equation 1, the simulated MEG data, b, corresponded to 
a single current dipole located at the center of the source grid 
oriented in the X direction with random noise added. A field gradient transformation matrix, R, was constructed and 
applied to both sides of Equation 1 from the left. 

bR = R b = R (bs + n) = RG(qs + q„) = G*q (2) 
Each column vector of the field gradient transformation matrix, R, is constructed using an algorithm applied recursively 
to the magnetic field data, b. First, for a MEG array with N detector channels, the first column vector in R would have 

Y 

Fig. 1 91 channel MEG array and 
source grid. 
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N identical component amplitudes equal to N1/2. Next, these N detector channels are split into two subsets, N4 and N\ 

Corresponding to this split the second column vector of R is constructed with the N+ channels having amplitudes equal 

to ( N'/N+N)1 2 and the N- channels having amplitudes of ( NThTN)172 Using this same splitting algorithm, the third 
column vector of R is constructed by splitting the N4 subset. However, in this third column vector all channel 
amplitudes corresponding to the >T subset are zero. The fourth 
column vector of R is constructed by splitting the >T subset. The 
last column vectors of R corresponding to the splitting of subsets 
containing only two channels. These columns of R have only two 

non-zero channels amplitudes, plus and minus 2 . This field 
gradient transformation produces a unitary matrix. Thus it has the 
following properties: 

RtR = I and RRT = I (3) 
Further, each column vector of R corresponds physically to a 
magnetic field gradient between specific N4 and N" subsets of 
channels. In Equation 2, the first few field gradient amplitudes of 

the magnetic field vector, bn, are significantly greater than all the 
others and have the highest signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the 
transformation matrix, R, can be truncated to Rt The lost spatial 
information from the data is primarily noise. However, for the 
magnetic fields in the transformed gain matrix, Gr, additional field 
gradient amplitudes are usually required to avoid a significant 
reduction in magnetic field power. Thus, truncation of R to RT 
introduces a bias in the source solution that favors those sources 
whose magnetic fields are well represented by the truncated set of 
field gradients, RT. In summary, the truncated field gradient 
transformation increases the signal-to-noise of the data and 
constrains the source solution to those sources with magnetic fields 
well resolved within the field gradient basis, RT. The vectors in R 
are similar to a wavelet decomposition of time series data [4]. 

Results 

Fig. 2 Field gradient noise and 
signal amplitudes 

An optimum field gradient transform for use in Equation 
2, can only be constructed with noise free data. Applying this 
optimum transform to the magnetic field data with or without noise 
would concentrate the noise free signal into the least number of 
gradient channels. As an example, an optimum gradient 
transformation matrix, R was constructed using noise free 
magnetic field data of a single current dipole. In Equation 2, 
Rb = R bs + Rn. Therefore, this transformation was applied 
separately to the noise free signal and compared to the average 
transformation of 1000 sets of random noise, adjusted to 
correspond to a noise level of 20 percent signal power. This 
comparison data is plotted in Fig. 2. The noise is uniformly 
distributed among all field gradient channels. However, the 
magnetic field power of the single current dipole is concentrated 
into just a few field gradient channels. In Fig. 3, over 90 percent of 
the single dipole magnetic field power is contained in four field 
gradient channels. For data containing 20 percent random noise, 
the fraction of field gradient channel power is less than five percent 
in each of the first eight gradient channels, (Fig. 4). Thus, 
retaining only the first few high signal-to-noise channels primarily affects only the noise on the left side of Equation 2. 
However, on the right side of this equation, application of the truncated transform matrix, R, to the gain matrix, G, 
alters the relative power of the individual magnetic field vectors in GR. Magnetic fields most similar to the data are 
relatively unaffected by the transformation. In addition to this amplitude weighting effect, fewer independent 
components are available in Gr to spatially resolve source structure. These two factors can be separated, such that, 

Gr = WpGu 

Wp is a diagonal weight matrix with amplitudes proportional to the transformed power. 
Gu is a uniform power transformed gain matrix. 

Fortunately, the weighting effect bias’s the solution in favor of sources whose gain matrix is most similar to the 
magnetic field data and can compensates for the limited source resolution based on Gu. These features are 
demonstrated in Fig. 5. G, Gr and Gu were calculated for sources along the X axis of the source grid. Gr and Gu 
incorporate only four field gradient amplitudes in each field gradient gain vector column. The cross product of these 

Fig. 3 Cumulative field gradient 
power versus number of channels 

Fig. 4 Fraction of noise in each field 
gradient channel 
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gain matrices with the corresponding normal magnetic field data, 
b0 (or field gradient data, b0R), of the X = 0 source are plotted in 
Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the normal field data correlation, GTb0 (normal 
data), is a maximum at X = 0 and changes rapidly with position, 
(good spatial resolution). The graph of GuTb0R (unit grad), 
exhibits a very slow amplitude change with position, (poor 
spatial resolution). Only four field gradient amplitudes quantify 
the magnetic field patterns and these cross product amplitudes. 
However, the weight factor is included in GR, such that, the 
spatial variation of b0GR is similar to the normal data correlation, 
(good spatial resolution). 

Unfortunately, in real imaging applications the field 
gradient matrix, R, must be generated using magnetic field data 
that include noise. Thus, the composition of the gradient vectors 
is R is influenced by the relative amplitude of the noise versus the 
noise free data. Therefore, the ability of the truncated gradient 
transformation to filter noise from the data is significantly 
degraded as the fraction of noise increases. In Fig. 6, the vertical 
axis is the fraction of noise power remaining in the transformed 
data and the horizontal axis is the fraction of noise in the normal 91 
channel magnetic field data. Notice that the noise filtering 
performance degrades exponentially rather than linearly as would 
occur for the optimum field gradient transformation. In addition, 
as additional field gradient components are added this filter 
performance line approaches a straight line with a slope of l(no 
noise filtered). 

Finally, the ability to use the transformed data, Equation 
2, to solve for the inverse of the single dipole model is examined. 
In Fig. 7, the single current dipole location error is plotted versus 
the relative fraction of random noise power included in the data. 
Unlike multiple dipole models, the single dipole model is relatively 
insensitive to noise with accuracy increased by adding channels. 
Therefore, it is important that application of the field gradient 
transformation does not significantly degrade the performance of 
this single source technique. These data demonstrate, with as few 
as 4 field gradient components, source location accuracy is affected 
only slightly compared to the accuracy based on the full array 91 
magnetic field data set. 

x axis location (cm) 

Fig. 5 Spatial resolution of field 
gradient data versus normal data 

noise power fraction 

Fig. 6 Fraction of noise in field 
gradient data versus original data 

noise power fraction 

Discussion 
These results demonstrate the potential use of the field 

gradient transformation in MEG source imaging. These results 
demonstrate that using a small number of field gradient amplitudes 
does not necessarily result in a loss of spatial resolution or reduced 
accuracy of source solutions of the transformed data, Equation 2, 
relative to source solutions of the normal data, Equation 1. 
However, the use of this transformation in multi-source imaging 
techniques requires further investigation. In particular, regularization techniques must be incorporated to avoid 
excessive sensitivity to noise. The ability of the field gradient transformation to substitute for regularization techniques 
must be determined. Also, the interaction between the weighting factors introduced by this transformation and other 
constraints on the solution of Equation 2 must be studied 

Fig. 7 Source location error versus 
fraction of noise in the data 
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Introduction 

A new magnetoencephalographic technique for cortical source imaging is applied to simulated data for a large 
MEG detector array. The technique can be applied to data from any large array system. This technique utilizes a fast 
iterative algorithm for MEG source imaging of both compact and extended sources As with other MEG imaging 
methods, the cortical source space is first modeled as a dense grid of thousands of independent, single equivalent current 
dipoles. In our technique, the X,Y,Z source amplitudes for each source is initialized with a random amplitude to start 
the algorithm. Next, a transformation is applied to the source structure. The set of individual sources is replaced by a 
nested sequence of multi-resolution composite source structures, (similar to a wavelet decomposition of time series 
data). During each iterative step, the source amplitudes within only two of these composite source structures are 
altered. Thus, our technique has been named two-dimensional inverse imaging, (2DII). This source space 
transformation eliminates the need to invert the complete gain matrix and is relatively insensitive to random noise in the 
data. 2DFII is useful for imaging both compact and extended cortical source activity. In addition, prior knowledge of 
source structure can be incorporated to achieve improved source resolution. 

Methods: 
SOURCE MODELS: 

The 2DII technique was applied to simulated magnetic field data for a large MEG array containing 91 second 

Fig. 1 Simulated large cortical sulcus with 
white X’s at active source locations. 
(Measurement units in centimeters) 

Fig. 2 Top view of cortical surface with 
location of MEG detectors superimposed. 
(Measurement units in centimeters) 

order gradiometers. The primary detector coils were equidistant from one another on a spherical surface of 10 cm 
radius. Two models of cortical surfaces containing co-active single current dipoles were investigated. One cortical 
surface model consisted of a mesh of single current dipoles on adjacent cylindrical surfaces This source structured 
simulated a large sulcus containing one single current dipole on each wall oriented normal to the local surface. Fig. 1. 
The second cortical surface model was a more realistic representation of a human cortical surface. A 40 x 80 mesh of 
X,Y,Z oriented single current dipoles conformed to an elipsicoid folded surface. Fig. 2. 

THE 2DII TECHNIQUE: 
The general equation for the these source models is 

b = Gq (1) 
where 

b is a vector containing the magnetic field data of the detector array. 
G is the gain matrix (forward solution) for the complete source space, 
q is a vector containing the individual source amplitudes. 
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In MEG source imaging one of the most commonly used solutions to Equation 1 is [1]: 

q = WVS'l/’b * weighted minimum norm source estimate (2) 
GW = USVT (single value decomposition of GW) 

The weight matrix, W, is selected to achieve various imaging goals, such as, reduced noise sensitivity and removal of 
source depth bias. FOCUSS is an iterative imaging technique in which the weight matrix is a diagonal matrix of the 
source amplitudes from the previous iterative step, b =Gq(J) and W = diag(qa>) [2], Each qa) is an exact solution 
with the sequence of solutions converging to compact source structures. 

Like FOCUSS, the 2DII imaging incorporates an iterative solution of Equation l. However, the solution, q^, 
at each iterative step is an approximate solution to equation 1. Thus the 2DII source imaging equation is: 

b=R(1) + Gq(i) = R(J) + aG Qi + pGQ0 (3) 
where 

qa) = a Qi + pQ0 = a Q, + pyqa'1} = approximation of source structure 
b is the magnetic field data of the detector array. 
R(j) is the residual magnetic field error after the jth iteration. 
G is the gain matrix (forward solution) for the complete source space. 

Qo = yq^ , proportional to source structure from the previous iteration. 
Qi is a composite source, constructed such that GQf approximates Ra'n 

a and P chosen to minimize | R^l2 < | 

(a = (ax, oty , o^}, p = (Px, py , pz}, q(j) = {qx(j) ,qy(j), qz(j)},orientation unconstrained) 

The 2DII solution of Equation 3 after j iterations can be expressed as a sum of the added composite sources: 

qa) = P„q(#) + P,Q,(,)+...+ PiQ? (4) 
b^ = p0Gq(0) + P|GQ|(I) + ... + pjGQ,^ such that | b - b^l2 < noise. 

where 

q(0) = Wln|tA initializes the source s with random amplitudes. 
Winn is a diagonal weight matrix, incorporates knowledge of source structure. 

A is a diagonal matrix of random source amplitudes, (mean = 0, std. dev. = ±const). 

A 2DII source solution requires approximately 10 iterative steps. Averaging 20 separate 2DII source solutions with 
random source initialization removes the influence of the specific initialization structure on the final solution. In 
addition, an average 2DII solution reflects the stability of the solution to slight alterations of initial source estimates 
incorporated in q(0) 
The 2DII composite source basis. O : 

In Equation 2, only the gain matrix, GW, is used to construct a basis for the source solution. In the 2DII 
technique, R®, G and q® are used to construct a complete source space basis, Q. However, as constructed, only two of 
these basis vectors, Q, and Q0, are required in 
Equation 3. The construction of Q is performed 
during each iterative step and involves the following 
steps. 

• Source splitting criteria amplitude is the cross- 
product of the residual magnetic field, R0), and 
the magnetic field of the source, Gq,,^. The 
2DII algorithm reconstructs a splitting criteria 
amplitude each source at every iterative step. 
Based on the mean of the set of these 
amplitudes, the N sources are successively 
divided into nested sequences of source sub-sets. 
Corresponding to each sub-set division, a column 
vector PK is generated. 

• Refer to the Fig. 3 for graphical illustration of 
matrix construction. 

• All column vectors in P have N rows, where N is 
the number of sources. All component 

amplitudes in the first column, P0, are 
equal to N1/2 Fig. 3 Graphical representation of the construction of 2DII 

source basis vectors 
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• Next, these N detector channels are split into two subsets, N+ and N', based on the mean amplitude of the splitting 
criteria for the set N. Corresponding to this split, the second column vector, Pt, is constructed with the N+ channels 
having amplitudes equal to (N'/N+N),/2 and the N* channels having amplitudes of (N+/N*N)1/2. See Fig. 3 for further 
splitting. 

• P0 through PN define a complete multi-resolution vector basis for quantifying individually every source. 
• P is a unitaiy matrix. Thus: PTP = I and PPT = I 

• Finally, Q = { Q0, Qi, , Qm } = WP where: W = diag(qU)) = {Wm = qn and Wmn= 0 for m ^n) 

• Using the Q composite source basis, no more than the first 9 to 17 composite sources, Q0, Qi, ... , Q8, are needed 
to selectively modify the activity of sub-sets of q(j) which contribute significantly to the solution of Equation 2. 

• In Equation 3, Q, is selected the set of 9 to 17 of multi-resolution composite source vectors{Q0, Qi, ... , Q8), 
which most closely approximate R®. 

• Qi combined with Q0 minimizes | R^| better than other composite source vectors of Q. 

• The P and Q sets of vectors are similar to a wavelet basis for time series data, [3] 

Results 
The 2DII source solution for the large sulcus 

cortical model are shown in Fig. 4. The magnetic field data 
from the two sources did not include noise. The solution 
was generated with 100 iterations for which the magnetic 
field data and the forward calculated field for the 2DII 
source solution differed by less than 1 percent. In this 
figure, the cortical surface with uniform gray color has 
source amplitudes nearly equal to zero. The darker patches 
are sources with significant 2DII source amplitudes. These, 
patches are located very close to the actual source locations 
marked by small X’s. The anterior cortical source has been 
split into two sources with one on each wall of the sulcus. If 
noise had been added to the data, the 2DII source solution 
would have been less compact. Therefore, the tendency of 
the 2DII solution to be split between adjacent cortical walls 
increases with noise in the data. 

For the cortical surface more similar to the human 

cortex, the magnetic field data corresponded to three single 
current dipoles oriented normal to the local cortical surface. 
To this data random noise was added, (10 percent of noise 
free data power). The 2DII source solution in Fig. 5 is an 
average of 20 2DII source solutions with each source 
amplitude initialized with a random amplitude during the 
first iteration, as described in the methods. The small + 
signs are located at source locations with the largest source 
amplitudes. These large amplitude locations are close to 
the actual source positions which are marked by the large 
X’s. The light shaded area is the cortical surface with 
significant 2DII source amplitudes. This area is the 2DII 
source solution and includes the true active source 
locations [4]. 

Fig. 4 2DII source solution to large sulcus 
source model. The front source is split 
between sulcus walls. (X,Y axes in cm) 

Fig. 5 Top, The magnetic field amplitudes. 
Bottom, The 2DII source solution for the 
magnetic field plus 10 percent noise. 

X, Y axes in centimeters 
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2DII algorithm convergence The effect of noise in the data 
on the 2DII source solution is depicted 
in Fig. 6. The plotted data is the 
percent difference between the noise 
free data and the magnetic fields of 
2DII source solutions for data with 
noise. This plot is characterize by 
having a minimum difference for the 
2DII source solution at 9 iterative 
steps. Thus, 2DII source solutions are 
optimized with approximately 10 
iterative steps. In the first 9 iterative 
steps, the 2DII source solution is 
rapidly matched to the noise free data. 
For additional iteration, the residual 
error is primarily random noise which 
the 2DII source solution increasingly 
reflects. However, the convergence 
for noise is very slow such that a very 
large number of iterative steps would 
be required for the line in Fig. 6 to 
reach the 10 percent noise level in the 
data. 

Discussion 

Fig. 6 Difference between noise free magnetic field 
data and magnetic field of the 2DII source solution 
depicted in Fig. 5. 

The results demonstrate the 2DII technique, applied to large array magnetic field data, is useful for imaging 
extended and compact cortical source structures. Also shown, the 2DII technique is insensitive to the presence of 
random noise. Although these 2DII source solutions are based only on the magnetic field data, previous knowledge of 
cortical activity can be easily integrated to improve source resolution and accuracy. For example, the amplitudes of the 
2DII solution (Fig. 5) was used as weight factors to generate an initialization source structure for a new average 2DII 
source solution The new 2DII source solution consisted of three compact sources containing the actual sources This 
self-weighting technique need further investigation. For the examples presented, the 2DII solutions were useful 
representations of the true active cortical sources. For Fig. 5, the 20 2DII source solutions which were averaged to 
obtain Fig. 5 were very similar. However, when the magnetic field data and weight factors are inadequate constraints, 
then the 20 2DII source solutions will be very different from one another. In this case, the average 2DII source solution 
is not useful for source imaging without further constraints. 
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Abstract - In this paper we present an estimation algorithm of neuromagnetic sources in the cortical region using MR Images. 

Magnetic fields of the brain are due to neural activities. As there are many neurons on the cortex, we regard the cortex as a 
prime candidate for source location. The cortex is extracted from MR Images. We assume that the points on the extracted 

cortex are current dipoles and all the acquired points are considered as candidate sources. We then perform the estimation on 
the extracted cortex by means of the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) method. We apply this algorithm to real 
human MEG brain data. 

1. Introduction 
Recently, the technique of the brain function imaging using Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) 

technology has been developed with technical advancements of the SQUID [1, 2, 3, 4]. Imaging procedures consist of 
measurements of the external magnetic fields produced by electric phenomena due to neural activities in the brain, and the 
estimation of the magnetic sources from the measured magnetic fields. At present, the magnetic source is assumed as a 
current dipole, and the localization of point-like neural activity, appropriate for the current dipole assumption, is commonly 
performed. But the estimation becomes proportionally more difficult as the number of dipoles increases. Therefore, in the 
case that the sources are distributed extensively, as in epilepsy, their localization, by the conventional method mentioned 
above, is difficult to estimate. A new estimation method for such sources is then necessary. 

In this paper we present an estimation for location of the neuromagnetic source in the cortical region using MR 
Images [6]. MR images are used for limiting estimation region to cortex, making realistic head model, and analyzing 
acquired results. Magnetic fields of the brain are due to neural activities, and as there are many neurons on the cortex, we 
regard it as a prime candidate for source location. The cortex is extracted from MR Images. We assume that the points on 
the extracted cortex are current dipoles and all the acquired points are considered as candidate sources. We then perform the 
estimation by means of the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) method [3, 4]. The acquired results may be interpreted 
as candidate sources. We use realistic model instead of sphere model, and consider the effect of the realistically-shaped head 
model in MEG forward problem. We apply this algorithm to real human brain auditory and somatosensory evoked magnetic 
field data. 

2. Extraction of the cortex and conducting of realistic head model 
The brain consists of the cortex and the medulla. The cortex is called the gray matter as it looks gray because of its 

many neurons. Neural activities are therefore concentrated in this layer, and we may regard it as an area where magnetic 
sources exist. So we extract this gray matter from MR images and define source locations to be within the extracted area. 

We remove the skull and the scalp from the MR images by fuzzy clustering so we extract only the brain image. The 
outline is derived from this brain image to acquire the gray matter region. This derivation is performed by binarization using 
thresholding. However due to regions such as fissures or sulci, the brain has a complicated structure. Thus, if we use the 
brain image directly for the derivation of the outline, the gray matter boundary in these complicated regions can not be 
acquired. To remedy this we adjust the threshold value and slightly erodethe brain image. The outline is then acquired from 
this contracted image. Thus each point on the outline is regardedas representing a location between the brain surface and the 
medulla. This derivation is applied to all the slice images which include the brain. Acquired points are candidate dipole 
locations to be used in the estimation. 

The estimation method requires two models. One is a head model, the other a magnetic sources model. Here we 
describe the head model. The model of head shape is important in the formulation of the relationship between the magnetic 
field and the magnetic source. At present the sphere model is widely used because of its simplicity. Using this model, the 
formulation becomes relatively simple. But, it is well known that the real head shape is not a spherical shape. So a more 
realistic model of the head shape is preferable [2, 4]. We make realistic head model from MR images. 

Here we deal with three layers: the scalp, the skull and the brain. We produce triangle elements between two slice 
images as shown in Fig. 1(a). This procedure is applied to all images which include the scalp, the skull, and the brain, and 
we acquire a realistic model. Fig. 1(b) shows the acquired models. 

3. Estimation algorithm 
In the previous section we described the head model. Here we introduce a model of the magnetic sources and the 

formulation. Electric phenomena due to neural activities in the brain produces a magnetic field outside the head [1]. We 
assume that this generated field is due to current dipoles, and that the head is modeled as a realistic model. Moreover it is 
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Fig. 1 Making a realistic model. Triangle elements are produced between two MR images. 
After producing process, we are acquire realistic model such as (b). 

assumed that the head model is divided into m different regions. Here we deal with three layers so m=3. Then the 
relationship between the magnetic field and current dipole can be described [2, 4] by 

b(r) = boM-'j2-jr (<x“ - o*) \ nr')p— 
4/rp J*j |r-r'| 

0) 

where b(r) is a magnetic field at r, and the "+"("-") superscript indicates the conductivity outside (inside) the j th surface. 
V(r) is the potential at r' on the surface S.. b0(r) represents the magnetic field produced by the primary current source 
in an infinite homogeneous medium. The second term represents the contribution of the volume currents which is seen to 
be equal to the magnetic field of a surface current distribution on S;. 

Now we assume that there are M sensors, N dipoles and K time samples. Then the previous equation is represented 
using matrix notation, B = GQ. This notation indicates the linear relationship between the magnetic field and the dipole 
moment, and that dipoles have a fixed location for all measurement time [4], B is an M x K matrix. G is an M x3N 
matrix which stands for the relationship between the sensors, the dipole locations, and head model. Q is a 3N x K matrix 
of dipole moments. 

The estimation is generally performed by the parameter fitting in the least squares sense. But it becomes difficult 
when many dipoles exist. So we apply the MUSIC method [3, 4] to the spatio-temporal data B. At first, the 
eigendecomposition of R„, which is the covariance matrix of the measured magnetic fields B, is performed R„ is 
decomposed as 

Rb 
J_ 

K 
BBT=[U,U„] 

(2) 

where UJ and X, are the matrix containing eigenvectors and the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are eigenvalues 
of the signal subspace, and Un and X„ are those of the noise subspace, respectively. If the noise is the white Gaussian noise, 
the eigenvalues of the noise subspace are equal to the variance of the noise <72. 

Next, we divide R„ into the signal and the noise subspaces using the acquired eigenvalues. In orderto do so, we use 
the Minimum Description Length (MDL) criterion [5]. This criterion selects the separation point between the signal and the 
noise subspaces from the acquired eigenvalues automatically. 

The estimation is performed by calculating 

(3) 

in the search region. J - /lmin() is the minimum eigenvalue of the bracketed term, U(. is obtained from the singular value 
decomposition (SVD) of matrix G( which is an M x 3 matrix for one dipole, and U„ is the matrix containing eigenvectors 
of the noise subspace. MUSIC requires the one dipole matrix G,, regardless of the true number of dipoles, i.e.. We have 
only to calculate (3) on each point in the search region. We utilize the cortex obtained from MR images for this search region. 
Each point on the cortex is used for calculation of G,. On the cortex, we find the area where (3) becomes small. 

4. Effect of the realistically-shaped head model on MEG forward problem 
Among many suggested methods until now, the head model most widly used is a sphere model. However the shape 

of human head is different from sphere and the conductivity of the head is not uniform. As the basic study for accurate 
estimation, we present the effect of the realistically-shaped head model on MEG forward problem by using brain model 
which is made up of triangle elements. 

We do simulations with two kinds of models, 1) 1-layer realistic model of brain, 2) 3-layer realistic model with brain, 
skull, and scalp. The skull model has 384 triangle elements and the scalp model has 480 triangle elements. The 
conductivities of 1) are 0.33 (S/m), and2) areO.33, 0.003, 0.33 (S/m) from the inside. The permeability is 471X 10'7 (H/m). 
The number of sensors is 66. We calculate the magnetic fields by locating a current dipole in (0.0, 0.0, 7.0), (0.0,0.0, 7.5), 
(0.0, 0.0, 8.0), (0.0, 0.0, 8.5) (cm) respectively, the moment is 1.0 (nAm) in the direction of X-axis. 

At first, we do simulation by using 1-layer realistic model of brain. The magnetic fields B is calculated by using 

realistic model of brain and B154 is calculated by using realistic model of brain which has 154 triangle elements. Fig. 2 
(a) shows B/Bim which is average through all sensor positions by using each brain model. From this simulation, we can 
see that the deeper is the current source, the smaller the value of B/Bl54. Especially when the number of the triangle elements 
is over 800, the magnetic fields of such triangle elements models change small. Fig. 3 (a) shows B/BI54 which is average 
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Fig. 2 Results of B/BIW which is average through sensor positions by using each brain model, (a) shows 1- 
layer realistic model of brain, (b) shows 3-layer realistic model with brain, skull, and scalp. Both the head 
model and the location of current souces influence magnetic fields. 

location of sensor 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 3 Results of B/BIM which is average through all sensor positions by using brain model which has 824 
triangle elements, (a) shows 1-layer realistic model of brain, (b) shows 3-layer realistic model with brain, skull, 
and scalp, the maximum and the minimum of B/BIM arc greater than those in (a). And the more current sources 
are near to the brain face, the greater the maximum is. 

through all sensor positions by using brain model which has 824 triangle elements. Location of current sources affect 

maximum and minimum of B/BI<M but has small effect on B/BIW . 

Next, we do simulation by using 3-layer realistic model. The magnetic fields B is calculated by using 3-layer realistic 

model with brain model which has over about 300 triangle elements and Bl54 is calculated by using 3-layer realistic model 

with brain model which has 154 triangle elements. Fig. 2 (b) shows B/BIS4 which is average through all sensor positions 

by using each brain model. The deeper current source is, the smaller the value of B/BlM is. B/BIW change smaller than 

B/B|M of l-laycr model. But in this case, B/BIV1 is greaterthan I when location of current source is near the brain surface. 

Fig. 3 (b) shows B/BIM which is average through all sensor positions by using brain model which has 824 triangle elements. 

The more the location of current sources arc near the brain face, the greater the maximum is. 

We think that both the head model and the location of current sources influence magnetic fields. Especially the 

complicated brain models such as 3-layer model are affected by the location of current sources. Thus the effect of the 

realistically-shaped head model on MEG forward model is great. It is necessary that we make a more realistic head model so 

that we can estimate the location of current sources more accurately . 

5. Application to the Real Data 
We applied this algorithm to evoked magnetic field data. Table I shows measurement conditions of each data. 

Auditory (#1, #2) and median nerve (#3, #4) stimuli arc given to the subjects. 

At first, we performed estimation of AEF data. Using 70 (#1) and 66 (#2) time samples we performed the 

eigcndecomposition. The MDL criterion selected the 14 largest eigenvalues as the signal subspacc in each data. The rest 

corresponds to noise subspacc eigenvalues. In computer simulations [6] the separation point is clear from eigenvalues. But 

in application to real human data, such as these data, it is not clear. This may indicates that the measured magnetic fields 

include noise such as brain noise caused by other sources. The noise subspace divided by the MDL criterion has eigenvalues 

corresponding to the white Gaussian noise elements. We suppose that the signal subspacc has eigenvalues corresponding to 

the signal elements and the brain noise elements, and the latter elements make the selection of the separation point between 

two subspaces difficult in the real data. We regard the separation point as the 14lh eigenvalue and perform the estimation. 

Fig. 5 shows the results synthesized with MR images. The cost function values are small around the left temporal lobe. 

The cost function values arc shown in Fig. 6. Each line indicates the values calculated on each MR image. In the second line 

from top, the value became a minimum. 

Next, we also applied this method to SEF data. Using 23 time samples, the MDL criterion was used to select the 13 

largest eigenvalues as the signal subspacc. Fig.7(c) (d) shows the results synthesized with 3-D MR image. We can seethe 
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Table I Evoked magnetic field data. 

data type sensors time samples data type sensors time samples 

#1 AEF (left ear) 66 313 (625Hz) #3 SEF (left median) 66 150 (1250Hz) 

#2 AEF (right ear) 65 313 (625Hz) #4 SEF (left ulner) 66 150 (1250Hz) 

Fig. 5 Results synthesized with MR images. The 
cost function value was calculated on each point of 
the cortex. 

’*> 

Fig. 6 Cost function value of AEF data. In the 
second line of from top. the value became a 
minimum. 

(a) AEF data (#1) (b) AEF data (#2) (c) SEF data (#3) (d) SEF data (#4) 

Fig. 7 Results synthesized with 3-D MR image. 

estimated source on the posterior bank of the central sulcus. Thus, it becomes possible to calculate (3) in the cortex region 

and to judge the result visually. 

6. Conclusion 
We presented an estimation algorithm for the location of magnetic sources. We assumed that the points on the surface 

of the cortex were current dipoles and performed the estimation using a realistic head model and the MUSIC method The 

separation point between the signal subspace and the noise subspace eigenvalues was selected by the MDL criterion. In the 

application to real human brain data we found that the measured magnetic fields included several noise sources, such as brain 

noise. From the result oflhc simulations, we considered that the magnetic source of the AEF data can be approximated to 

a concentrated dipole. However, small cost function values, as in the simulations, were not obtained. We suppose that the 

brain noise affects the estimation. 

With this algorithm it becomes possible to analyze the estimation for the many dcnscdipolcs. In that case, the estimation 

with the conventional method becomes difficult. Limitation of the estimation region can remove this difficulty. This 

algorithm can be considered as a first step in the estimation of the parameters of magnetic sources in the human brain. As 

further works, this algorithm will be improved in order to obtain more detailed results. 
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Introduction 

Analytical solutions of the EEG forward problem are only available for highly symmetric volume con¬ 
ductors like a sphere or prolate/oblate spheroid [1] allowing only for relatively inaccurate descriptions of the 
realistic volume conductor surface. On the other hand, numerical algorithms like FEM or BEM, which are 
in principle capable to solve the forward problem to arbitrary accuracy, require very much computation time. 
Furthermore, originally analytical operations, like differentiation, which are needed e.g. for the calculation of 
multipole fields [2], may lead to large numerical errors if applied to a numerically obtained solution. 

Here, we propose to calculate approximate analytical solutions by means of perturbation theory main¬ 
taining a flexible parametrization of the volume conductor surface. We exploit the fact that for the head 
corrections to the spherical approximation are small. Assuming that this surface is well parametrized by keep¬ 
ing only low frequency components we derive an explicit solution of the forward problem valid up to first order 
in the deviance of the true surface from its spherical approximation. 

As source in the forward calculation we choose a charge monopole at arbitrary position balanced by a 
second monopole with opposite charge placed in the center of the unperturbed (spherical) volume conductor. 
The potential of an arbitrary current dipole may be calculated by differentiation of the monopole solution with 
respect to the position of the first monopole. 

The starting point of our analysis is the integral formulation of the forward problem (like BEM). It will 
turn out that in the given approximation both the integral operator and its inverse can be written as sparse 
matrices, in sharp contrast to BEM. Moreover, it is possible to formulate the solution in such a way that only 
a sparse subset of the non-vanishing matrix elements are needed. 

In the following we discuss only the principles of the theory and present the fundamental result without 
derivation. We restrict the analysis to a one-compartrnent volume conductor. Some notes on generalization to 
more compartments will be given. 

Formulation of the problem 

In integral formulation of the electric forward problem for a one-compartment volume conductor C the 
electric potential V due to a primary current J1 is given as the solution of the integral equation [3] 

Xc(r')V(r') + ^ j V(r) dS = V(r') W'£ dC (l) 

where Xc is the characteristic function on the volume conductor and Vq is the primary potential 

Idvw^\vjl(rl m 

with cr being the conductivity of the volume conductor. 

Most often the integral equation for V is regarded as an integral equation defined on the surface of the 
volume conductor by means of taking the average of the limit of f —► dC from inside and outside. For the 

special case of one compartment, however, one can make use of the fact that Xc(r') vanishes for rC. In this 
case it is sufficient to define r' to lie on a virtual sphere which completely contains the volume conductor. The 
advantages are twofold: (a) the primary potential calculated on this fixed virtual sphere contains no dependence 
on the realistic surface and (b) the forthcoming expansion of the Green’s function l/|r —r'| has no convergence 
problems since r < r' Vr, r'. The dependence of the integral and of the primary potential on the radius of the 
virtual sphere cancels out in the final answer for V. 
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We want to emphasize that this approach is only possible for one compartment. In general the leftmost 
term of (1) doesn’t vanish and one has to resort to the limiting procedure desribed above. However, all 
additional problems can be solved and the final result for the one-compartment, case is identical no matter if 
or how we pursue the limiting process. 

In order to derive an analytic solution for the electric forward problem we have to define the realistic 
surface in terms of analytically given basis functions. We assume that a function G : [0,7r] x [0,2?r] ->• JR3 with (r(0,<F)sin0cos<I> \ 

r(0, $) sin 0sin <F ) (3) 
r(0,4>)cos0 / 

exists such that the boundary of volume conductor is given by the image of G. The angle-dependent ’radius’ 
r(0, $) =: R -f /(0, $) is expanded in a series of normalized spherical harmonics Ynm = Yn<m/Nnm 

oo n 

/ = E E (4) 
n=0 m=—n 

Here, R is the unperturbed radius which is assumed to be significantly larger than /. The coefficient 
Poo is redundant since it can be absorbed into R, and if a truncated series is fitted to a realistic surface poo 
should be set to zero. However, since the final result does depend on this splitting we include this coefficient 
for completeness. 

For convenience we refer to this series as the multipole expansion of the surface. Then the monopole 
(n = 0) corresponds to the ’average’ radius, the dipole is an antisymmetric correction similar, but not identical, 
to a shift of the center, and the quadrupole is a symmetric correction basically corresponding to different radii 
of curvature in different directions. 

We will assume that the volume conductor is relatively smooth such that only a small number of low 
order coefficients are needed to sufficiently parametrize the realistic surface. This is certainly not the case if 
one tries to describe e.g. details of the orbitae using this expansion. However, one can expect that the most 
relevant part for EEG measurements, the upper convexity of the head covering the two cerebral hemispheres, 
does fulfill our assumption [4]. 

Perturbative solution 

Without going into mathematical details we present here only the strategy to calculate the perturbative 

solution: 

• Calculate explicitly the measure dS as a function of /(0, $) by standard techniques of vector analysis. 

• Expand the integral kernel, i.e. the Green’s function and the measure, in powers of / up to desired order. 

• Expand V, Vq and any term fk in a series of spherical harmonics. For first order perturbation (k = 1) 
this is already given in (4). The integral equation is now written as a matrix equation in the basis of 

spherical harmonics. 

• Calculate the matrix elements for the low frequency coefficients of fk with recurrence relations of the 
associated Legendre functions. This can be done in closed form. 

• The matrix corresponding to k = 0 is diagonal and trivially inverted. Calculate the inverse of the full 
matrix as an expansion in powers of / by means of the geometric series (A + B)~l = A~l ^2n(~BA~l)n 
with A being the unperturbed matrix (k = 0) and B being the perturbation. 

• Truncate the geometric series corresponding to the desired order of perturbation and apply the approxi¬ 

mated inverse to Vq. 

Once the approximate inverse integral operator is found it can be applied to arbitrary primary potentials. 
However, if the primary source is a monopole with ’unit’ charge located on the z-axis at position zq the primary 
potential Vq consists only of a sum of spherical harmonics over a single index 

00 _n 

^ = Ep£ry".°(0'*) <5> 
n=1 
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In this case also V consists of sums over a single index. We merely state the final result for first order 

perturbation up to quadrupolar order of surface parametrization (with = pn-m and pnm := Pnm/Nnm) ■ 

I7/-» -» a x 4* 1 v zo 
V(r,r0,/9nm) = 2^ —7—Vfc, o- 

k=i 
Rk+l 

(*+l)(2*+l) *o* 
Yk, 0T— *•£ k "!'uk*+2 

oo 

Ao y^((^ + 2)Yfc+i|0 4- (A: -f- l)y*_i,o) 

^/(fc(fc+l)-3)(fc+l)(2fc + l) 

i. —1 >■ 

ft* + 2 

z0 

flfc+2 
+ C.C. 

— P'20 
(2k 4- 3)(2* — \)k 

Yk, o 4- 
3(* + 3)(* + l) 

2(2Ar H- 3) 
Vfc+2,0 4 

3(A: 4- 1)(* — 1) 

2(2* - 1) 
y*-2,0) 

7k 
z0 

Rk+2 

p2 

P22 

f* /3(*(*4l)-3)(2*4l) 3(*4 3)(*4l) _ 3(*+l) \ _*$_ 
1 V (2* 4 3)(2* — l)*2 M (* + 2)(2*-f3) fc+2,1 2* — 1 fc_2’V /?*+2 

4 c.c. 

00 / 

£(- 
*=1v 

6(*(fc + 1) - 3)(2Jfc + 1) 3(k + 3) 

k2(2k + 3) (2* — 1) *'s+ (* + 2)(2* + 3) 
Yk+2 2 + — + ^ Yk 2 

lc+2’2 *(2*r — 1) <t~2 
\ z° 
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(6) 

This result already exhibits the sparseness of the solution. To first order perturbation the monopole 

(A>o)> like the unperturbed solution, induces one sum, each dipole coefficient induces two sums, and in general 

an n.th order coefficient induces n-f 1 sums. 

Explicit results depend on the precise definition of spherical harmonics which is not unique in the 

literature. We have chosen 

ynim(0,O) := 
exp(im<I>) 

2nn! 
(1 — cos(0)2) ” 

dn+” 

d cos(0)n+m 
(cos(0)2 - l)n (7) 

for 0 < m < n and Yn>m=Y* _m for —n < m < 0 with norm 

rn,m||2 
4tt (n 4 |m|)! 

2n 4 1 (n — |m|)! 
(8) 

Potential for general monopole positions 

To reduce the calculation of V for arbitrary monopole positions to the case where the monopole is placed 

on the z-axis we perform an appropriate rotation of the coordinate system. The only difficulty arises due to the 

fact that the description of the realistic surface, i.e. the set of coefficients /?nm, is not rotationally invariant. 

However, the choice of spherical harmonics as basis functions is the natural one to handle rotation. To see this 

we make use of the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics and rewrite the surface coefficients in the new 

coordinate system in the form 

Pnm = / dQ'f'(f')Ynm(a') (9) 

It is well known that rotations of the argument of a scalar function can equivalently be expressed by application 

of a rotation operator 

f(Ur) = exp(-i0on • L)f(r) (10) 

where U is a three dimensional positive rotation around the nomalized vector n by an angle 0o, and L = — if x V 

is the angular momentum operator [5]. With r' = U~lr one has 

p'nm = I<KT[expH0on • L)f(r')]Ynm(tt') 

= jdfy/(f')[exp(»0on • L)ynm(Q')] (11) 
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where the unitarity of exp(iQon • L) was used. 

The crucial point is that in the basis of spherical harmonics the angular momentum operator decays into 

irreducible representations of the St/(2)-group, i.e. it has block-diagonal form with each block containing the 

2n + 1-dimensional subspace corresponding to order n. This leads to 

= (12) 
l 

where e.g. C° = 1 is trivial, and 

/ ^(cos0O + 1) ^|e,$0 sin(0o) |62,*°(cos0o - 1) \ 

Cx = sin(0o) cos0o ^e,f>0 sin(0o) (13) 

\ |e“2,$o(cos0o - 1) sin(©0) |(cos0o + 1) J 
for monopole location r0 = ro(sin0o cos $0, sin 0O sin<I>o, cos0o)T. 

Reconsidering the original problem the solution V' for the surface potential at position r due to a 

monopole at position r0 for a volume conductor given by the coefficients fa = (fao), and fa = {fa-i, fao, fa\)T 
reads 

V'^roJoJi) = V{U?,U?btCo&tCji) (14) 

with V explicitly given in (6). Thus, also for general monopole positions the solution is given by a finite number 

of single sums. 

Conclusion 

We derived approximate analytical solutions for the standard EEG forward problem exploiting the fact 

that for the head corrections to the spherical approximation are small. First we approximated the real surface, 

defined in terms of an angular dependent ’radius’, by a finite sum of spherical harmonics, regarding everything 

but the zeroth component (the sphere) as a small perturbation. Inserting this formulation into the standard 

surface integral equation allowed to analytically invert the integral operator as a Taylor expansion with respect 

to the perturbation. Remarkably, for finite order of perturbation the integral operator and its inverse, expressed 

as a matrix in the basis of spherical harmonics, is sparse. This is in sharp contrast to numerical methods, which 

are either sparse but defined on the whole volume (FEM) or defined on the surface but full (BEM). Moreover, 

rotation of the coordinate system corresponds to a finite transformation of the surface parametrization: without 

loss of generality, the source can be placed on the z-axis. This leads to a solution consisting of few sums over 

a single index for arbitrary source locations. 

The method allows for an extremely fast and sufficiently accurate source reconstruction for realistic, 

sphere-like volume conductors; the resulting potential is perfectly smooth and can safely be differentiated both 

on the surface and as a function of the source location [2]. 

The explicit result was presented for one shell, for an approximation of the surface up to second order of 

spherical harmonics, and up to first order of the perturbation. However, the theory can, with rapidly increasing 

complexity, be formulated for arbitrary choices in number of shells, accuracy of surface description and order 

of perturbation. 
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Introduction 

Non-uniqueness of the biomanetic inverse calculation causes severe problems for the reconstruction of brain 
activities from magnetic fields measured outside the volume conductor [1]. The use of models or assumptions about 

the possible primary current is inherently necessary. 

While the few-dipoles-model is physiologally meaningful for distinct, focal sources it provides no 
information on the spatial distribution of the currents. In contrast, dipole field approaches [2] do reconstruct 
spatially extended current densities but impose strong and in general unphysiological constraints, like minimum 
norm, on the primary currents. A strong model-induced bias is in general unavoidable. 

Here, we propose to reconstruct spatially extended sources by a source multipole expansion, which is a 
generalization of the dipole model again adequate for focal sources. The multipole expansion restricts the 
description of a source to a few meaningful parameters like overall magnitude (dipole moment), center (expansion 

point) or spatial extent in the sense of a standard deviation (octapole moment) [3]. 

We simulated the reconstruction of the spatial extent of a cortical source (N20 source evoked in S-I upon 
median nerve stimulation) for a 49 channel planar MEG gradiometer system under realistic measurement 

conditions. We used a restricted multipole expansion which, apart from the five dipole-parameters, contained only 
one additional parameter: the octapole coefficient corresponding to the spatial extent along the postcentral gyrus. 

For the ideal forward calculation we assumed a spherical volume conductor and a one-dimensional, rectangular 

source distribution with a width of 2 cm approximating the area 3b hand representation. 

In the following we distinguish between error causes occuring independent of the source-model (noise, 
volume-conductor-idealization) and model-inherent errors (truncation of multipole series, idealized source 
modeling). Though the effects of the former can in general be large it is 'merely’ a technical problem to reach 
sufficient suppression. In contrast, even a perfect measurement doesn't overcome the problem of interpretation of 
the measured data with respect to a model which in general leads to an unavoidable bias. This is a trade-off: the 
more flexible the model the less its inherent bias but the larger its sensitivity to model-independent errors. Here, we 
describe spatial distribution by only a single additional parameter, and hence, the chosen model has minimized the 

impact of model-independent errors. 

Model 

We modeled the generator of the brain's "N20" response to electric median nerve stimulation by a current 

J(£) distributed along a straight line which is parametrized by a coordinate £ We assumed the straight line to be 

tangential at £ = 0 in the coordinates of a spherical volume conductor. J is assumed to have constant direction 

orthogonal to the straight line and to be tangential at = 0. 

For this effectively one-dimensional model there is only one multipole coefficient a„ for each order n 

h«» = 7riQfdf (D 
—OO 
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Source Model 

Fig.l An N20-generator is modeled by a one-dimensionally distributed current source 

described by its center r0, its dipole and octapole components ao and a2, and its orientation go. 

J0 is a unit vector in direction of J. The magnetic field due the n th order multipole coefficient can be written in 

closed form as the n th order derivative of the dipole field with respect to the dipole's origin along the straight line 
(see [3] for details). 

The quadrupole coefficient is set to zero, implicitly defining the expansion point r0 to be the 'center of mass' 

of the current distribution. Provided that the current density does not change sign the spatial extent a may be 

defined as the 'standard deviation' of £ resulting in <y- y]a2/aQ . Truncating the series after the octapole term 

(n=2) leaves 6 degrees of freedom (Fig. 1) describing position of center, magnitude of dipole and octapole (a0and 

a2) and orientation angle co in the plane which is tangential at r0(<J = 0). 

For all simulations we assumed a first order gradiometer with 7cm baseline consisting of 49 channels on a 
planar surface measuring the z component of the magnetic field. Though for the inverse calculation we will not try 
to reconstruct the details of the source distribution this has to be specified for the simulated forward calculations: 
here we always use a distribution which is constant along a line of length 1=2 cm with a total dipole moment of 
20 nAm corresponding to the strength of a typical N20-generator. 

All reconstruction results are given in terms of / (or sometimes l2) and not in terms of the standard 

deviation o, which is related to / by / = 4\2 o . We want to emphasize that for general (one-dimensional) source 

distributions only <j has a definite meaning, which we merely scale to make the figures easier to read. 

Model-independent Errors 

For the noise analysis we assumed a spherical volume conductor with its center located 10.5 cm below the 
measuring plane. The center of the current distribution was placed at x=y=0 and z=5 cm in the coordinate system 
of the sphere. The forward calculated magnetic field was of the order of ±100 IT at its extrema; we added spatially 
uncorrelated, gaussian noise with standard deviations in the range from 0 fT to 3 fT. After bandpass filtering 
(20 Hz - 400 Hz) and averaging N » 10.000 measurements the standard deviation of real data will be of the order 
1 fT. In Fig. 2 we show the mean and standard deviation of the reconstructed spatial extent / as a function of the 

noise level. In practice one has to cope with an error of about 5 mm for one individual measurement. 

To analyze the effect of volume conductor idealization we made a forward calculation for a 'realistic' head 
model, a one compartment volume conductor comprising brain and liquor determined in an MRI-measurement of a 
real head. For the inverse calculation a sphere was fitted to the boundary of the realistic head model. We tested for 
the effects of the deviation of the realistic head model from the rotationally invariant spherical head model by 
rotating the direction of the current source for the forward calculation. In Fig. 3 we show the reconstructed square 

of spatial extent as a function of the orientation angle CO. Though the estimated /2 oscillates roughly around the 

correct value of 4 cm2 an individual measurement may lead to an error larger than the effect which is to be 
observed. 
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Fig.2 Estimated spatial extent as a function 
of noise level. For each noise value the mean 
and standard deviation was calculated for 100 
simulated measurements. 

Realistic Volume Conductor 

Fig.3 Estimated square of spatial extent 
as a function of orientation of the current 
distribution entering the forward calculation 

Model-induced bias 

Real sources in general deviate from our model. We analyzed the impact by choosing various deformed 
sources for the forward calculation. The line on which the source is distributed might be curved with curvature 

radius R corresponding to an opening angle G> = 2cm/R . In Fig.4 we show the resulting estimated spatial extent / 
for curvature in radial and tangential direction (corresponding to a curved gyrus in the respective direction). For 
small curvatures the reconstruction is almost not affected. 

curvature 

* 

Fig.4: Estimated lateral extent of sources which are curved in in tangential (left) or radial (middle) dirction. 
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2-dim source 

d [cm] 

Fig.5: Estimated lateral extent of sources having additional extent in tangential (left) or radial (middle) dirction. 

The bias induced by truncation of the multipole series can be seen in Fig.4 from the value at <t> = 0. With an 
estimated extent of 1.96 cm the bias is only 2% and is negligible. 

In a second example we assumed the true source to be distributed on a rectangle. The additional dimension 
can again be in radial and tangential direction (corresponding to depth of gyrus and electrotonic length of 
‘neurons’, respectively). The reconstruction is stable against small deformations (Fig.5). The impact of length of 
neurons is larger than the impact of gyrus depth, the former, however, being of the order of only 1-2 mm. 

Conclusions 

We simulated the measurement of spatial extent of a typical brain current source by means of a multipole 
expansion. Our result is fourfold: 

• The multipole expansion of a current source is a method capable of measuring the spatial extent of brain 

activity with negligible systematic errors. 

• Spatial extent is detectable for realistic noise conditions. 

• The method is sufficiently stable against source deformations. 

• Approximating a realistic head by a spherical volume conductor is insufficient to give reliable 

results. 
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Introduction 
The ill-conditioned behavior of biomagnetic inverse problems is well known and there is a need for techniques that 
allow quantitative comparison of different modalities for magnetic imaging. When comparing different algorithms to 
solve a given problem, it is usually easy to define a figure of merit and assess the quality of each algorithm. Different 
modalities though are different problems and it is not straightforward to compare them. Current density reconstrution 
is the reconstruction of the underlying electrical current density associated with the externally measured magnetic 
field. This technique provides information about the functional behavior of the heart, muscles or brain. Magnetic 
susceptibility tomography can be used to reconstruct the magnetic susceptibility of portions of the body based on the 
externally measured magnetic perturbation [1]. It will provide a morphological information of paramagnetic and 
diamagnetic (water) quantities. Previous studies have shown important applications using single channel 
measurements of signals from the liver and other organs [2]. The possibility of a full 3D tomographic reconstruction 
has not been pursued vigorously by most biomagnetism groups. 
In this work our aim is to compare the limitations in the reconstruction process of susceptibility and current density 
distributions. 

Methods 
The forward problem for magnetic susceptibility tomography is described by the magnetic dipole equation 

(1) 

The resulting magnetic perturbation B at point r in 3D space is a function of the underlying susceptibility distribution 

X over a volume v' and the applied magnetic field Ha. This equation can be discretized to a matrix multiplication: 
B=GSX, where B is a column matrix corresponding to the magnetic perturbation measured at m locations, X is a 
column matrix representing the susceptibility at n locations and Gs is a m * n matrix containing geometric information 
of the problem. It represents a Green’s function. It is important to note that the susceptibility distribution is a scalar 
function. The magnetic field on the other hand is a vector field and has three spatial components. In the following 
simulations only the vertical component of the magnetic field is being considered detected by the magnetometer, thus 
the resulting magnetic perturbation is also unidimensional. 
Techniques devoted to magnetic source imaging assume that the forward problem is governed by the Biot-Savart law: 

(2) 

The resulting magnetic field B is a function of the underlying current density J. Since the vertical component of the 
magnetic field is considered, it is not possible to detect the vertical component of the current density distribution. For 
each location in the source there are two relevant current components: Jx and Jy, which are the detectable horizontal 
components. Equation (2) can be simplified to give the vertical component B,\ 

(3) 

This equation can be discretized to a matrix multiplication B=GCJ, where B is a column matrix corresponding to the 
magnetic field at m points, J=[JX Jy]’ is a column matrix representing the current density components defined by 
matrices Jx and Jy. Matrix J represents thus n distinct spatial locations and has dimension 2n * 1. Matrix Gc =[GX Gy] is 
a m x 2n matrix containing geometric information of the problem and represents a Green’s function. 
The inverse problem is an attempt to determine the unknown magnetic susceptibility or current density given the 
measured magnetic perturbation or magnetic field, respectively. One way to perform the reconstruction is to use the 
generalized inverse, G#, which leads to a least square error solution, Xis. 
X,S=G*B (4) 
Additional weighting may be used to better distribute the error. 
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Both modalities are ill conditioned, in that they are described by a linear system of equations that is ill conditioned. 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is an orthogonal decomposition for the linear problem. Matrix G can be 
decomposed to G=USVl where U,S and V are orthogonal matrices. S is a diagonal matrix with the singular values on 
its main diagonal. The generalized matrix can be easily computed using G^L^S'V. Matrix S'1 is also diagonal and 
each of its element is just the reciprocal of the corresponding singular value [3]. 
If the equations were optimally conditioned, e.g. if they were orthonormal, the plot of the singular values would be a 
horizontal straight line. This is not the case for these two magnetic problems. The plot of the singular values decays 
very rapidly for both modalities. When computing G\ some small singular values on the direct problem (large values 
for the inverse problem) can be filtered to avoid that noise in measure data be amplified to the solution. 
To compare the two tomography modalities, the singular values for the direct problem were plotted on the same graph. 
The problem that is the most ill conditioned will have singular values of smaller magnitudes. To eliminate any offset 
introduced by an eventual difference on the gain, the singular values are normalized by dividing each value by the 
largest (first) singular value. 
For a fixed number of measurement locations and fixed number of volume element (voxels) locations at the sources, 
the susceptibility problem has half the number of unknowns as compared to the current density problem. In order to 
compare both modalities, only the Jx (or Jy) component of current density is used for the unknowns in the current 
density problem. This way, for n distinct locations in the source space there are n unknowns for both problems. Fig. 1 
shows the geometry used in the computer simulations. 

Fig. 1 - Same geometry used for both modalities, (a) Susceptibility distribution and associated simulated field due to a 
single voxel (magnetic dipole), (b) Current distribution and associated field to to a single voxel (current dipole). 

Results 
The following scenario was simulated: a cube with 6 * 6 * 6=216 volume elements (voxels) contains the distribution, 
either susceptibility or current. The magnetic field or magnetic perturbation due to an applied uniform field is 
considered to be measured on a 20 x 20 grid, 1 spatial step, or unit, above the distribution. Spacing between 
measurement points was 0.6 units. On a real problem, what is really being measured is not the field but the flux seen 
by a gradiometer with a finite-sized pickup coil. This can be easily accounted but was not considered in these 
simulations for the sake of simplicity. There are 216 unknown susceptibility voxels and 216 voxels with unknown Jx 
and Jy current dipoles, giving a total of 432 unknowns. Since only either Jx or Jy unknowns is being considered, both 
problems have 400 equations and 216 unknowns. 
The Green’s matrices for both direct problems are calculated. The singular values are then plotted in decreasing order. 
Fig. 2 shows the comparison. The SVs for susceptibility Green’s matrix are always larger than SVs for current density 
problem, meaning that for the same amount of noise more SVs can be used in the susceptibility inversion and thus 
better spatial resolution could be achieved in the inverse reconstruction. 
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Fig. 2 - Singular values for susceptibility and current tomography. Simulation for a 6x6x6 source and magnetic field 
measured on a 20 * 20 grid. 

Another scenario was simulated to investigate the influence of the proximity of the measurement. Fig. 3 shows the 
singular values for a 5x5x5 distribution measured with a 10 * 10 grid. The system of equations 100 * 125 is 
underdetermined and there are only 100 SVs. On (a) the sensors were 1 unit above and on (b) they were 4 units above 
the sample. Susceptibility SVs keep dominating current SVs. 

Fig. 3 - Singular values for both modalities: (a) 1 unit above sample; (b) 4 units above 

Fig. 4 shows the result from different discretizations of the source. On (a) the source was divided in 4 * 4x 4=64 
voxels and on (b) it was divided in 6 * 6 * 6=213 voxels. The SVs for current density problem are smaller than SVs 
for susceptibility problem despite the change in source resolution. 
It is important to note that these results are valid for those specific scenarios that are being simulated. A particular 
experimental condition should be simulated in order to make a realistic comparison. Nonetheless the simulations 
executed in this work show a trend that for equal measurement conditions, susceptibility tomography is always better 
conditioned than current density tomography. The noise present in the measured data is also of fundamental 
importance and will ultimately determine the quality of the reconstruction. 

Fig. 4 - Singular values for different resolutions. Measuring grid of 20x20. (a) source contains 4 x 4 x 4=64 voxels; 
(b) source contains 5 x 5 x 5=125 voxels. 

An additional feature for susceptibility tomography that current density reconstruction lacks tomography lacks is the 
possibility to include other forms of applied field. On the previous simulations only uniform field was considered, but 
any other arbitrary field shape can be used. For example, uniform gradient field is suited for cancellation by second 
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order gradiometers. With this configuration the SQUID senses only the magnetic perturbation associated with the 
presence of the susceptibility matter and does not sense with a good rejection the applied field. For each applied field 
an additional m equations are aggregated making the linear system more overdetermined. Also the field direction, up 
to the total of three directions for each field shape can produce linearly independent equations.The inclusion of the 
extra linear independent equations makes the problem better conditioned [4]. To illustrate such possibility, an 
additional set of equations for a gradient field was considered. The result is displayed in Fig. 5. The singular values are 
larger with the use of both uniform and gradient field meaning that the tomography problem becomes better 
conditioned. 

Fig. 5 - Addition of gradient field for susceptibility tomography. Singular values from the simulation of a 12 * 12 grid 
measuring a 5 * 5 * 5 source of either current or susceptibility voxels. 

Discussion 
We presented an approach to compare two different magnetic imaging modalities. The simulations performed suggest 
that the susceptibility problem is less ill conditioned than the current density problem, therefore better tomographic 
images could be obtained with susceptibility imaging. The present study focused on particular configurations for the 
source distribution of susceptibility or current and compared both under the same conditions of measurement. Other 
types of field such a gradient field can be used to improve susceptibility tomography quality. This does not apply to 
current density reconstruction, since the source of the field is only the intrinsic currents in the object. 
The amount of noise present in the measure data was not considered. This seems to be an important issue because it is 
believed that on real measurements this amount is not the same for both modalities but should be smaller for magnetic 
source imaging. 
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Introduction 
Magnetocardiographic (MCG) mapping has provided promising results in locating various intracardiac 

sources, e.g., the origin sites of life-threatening arrhythmias [1]. Generally, the MCG localizations are performed 
with point-like source models, such as a current dipole. However, the point-like source models can only be used 
in a reliable way when the electrical activation is confined in a small volume of cardiac tissue, e.g., at the onset 
of the ventricular depolarization. To describe the whole ventricular activation, distributed source models must 
be used. 

Body surface potential mapping (BSPM) has also been used in arrhythmia localization by solving the 
inverse problem. In addition to the equivalent current dipole, the epicardial potential distribution has been 
employed as the equivalent generator for the body surface potentials. In many situations, however, epicardial 
potential solutions have been unsatisfactory due to the undetermined nature and to the ill-posedness of the 
problem. 

The activation sequence of the ventricular surface can be estimated non-invasively by using the uniform 
double layer (UDL) model, as developed at the University of Nijmegen [2|. Solving the cardiac inverse problem 
with the UDL model has been found to be less ill-posed than using the epicardial potential distribution as the 
source model, and very promising results have been obtained [3]. However, until recently, the quality of the 

UDL based inverse solutions has been evaluated with invasive data only in a small number of situations [4, 5]. 
In this study, the properties and the accuracy of the ventricular activation time (AT) maps, calculated from 

MCG and BSPM data recorded in four patients with an old myocardial infarction, were investigated. 

Methods 
MCG and BSPM recordings were performed, respectively, with the 67 channel cardiomagnetometer and 

the 123 channel BSPM recording system at the BioMag Laboratory [6]. BSPM studies were also carried out at 
the Cardiovascular Laboratory during electrophysiological (EP) studies. After the non-invasive recordings and 
the EP studies, arrhythmia surgery was performed. During the surgery, invasive data from the epicardial surface 
was recorded using a 102-channel socket electrode system (CardioLabR Prucka Engineering, Inc., Houston, TX, 
USA). Based on magnetic resonance (MR) images, an individual BE torso model was constructed for each 
patient, including the torso boundary, the lungs, and the cavities within the heart. The ventricular surface, 
including both epi- and endocardium, was also reconstructed from the MRI. 

The activation sequence on the epicardial surface was estimated with the UDL model [2]. In this model, 
the magnetic field or the electric potential in point y generated by an elementary current double layer source 
around points x on the ventricular surface X is described by a set of (magnetic or electric) transfer coefficients 
A(y,x) and by the activation times t(x) at points x. Once the activation wavefront has reached the point x (at 
time r(x)), the point remains activated throughout the whole depolarization sequence. The basic equation for 
the UDL model is 

M(y,t)=[ A(y,x)H{t-r{x)) dx (1) 
Jx 

where M(y,t) denotes either to the measured magnetic field component or to the electric potential in point y 
at time t. The activation time in point x is described by r(x), and H(t - t(x)) is the Heaviside step function. 
The inverse problem is solved by minimizing the residual in Eq. 1 over the whole QRS-complex in a least 
squares sense. To overcome the ill-posedness of the problem, the surface Laplacian of the activation times is 
used as a side constraint in Tikhonov-type regularization. The initial estimates of the activation times needed 
in the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm were generated by applying the critical point theorem developed 
by Huiskamp and Greensite [7]. 
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UDL solutions were calculated both for sinus rhythm and for ventricular ectopic beats. The epicardial 
activation times given by the UDL solutions were compared with the invasive data recorded from the epicardial 
surface of the patients with the 102 socket electrode system. The invasive data were mapped to the ventricular 
surfaces by using an algorithm that simulates the positioning of the electrode sock around the heart on basis 
of a sketch made during surgery. A typical placement of the epicardial electrodes is shown in Fig. 1. The 
102 electrodes are arranged in 12 stripes containing either 10 or 7 electrodes. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1: The locations of the 102 electrodes on the epicardial surface of 
patient 4 (a) in an anterior view and (b) in an apical view. 

The recorded epicardial signals with a sufficiently good electrode contact were assigned an activation 
time based either on the maximum value of the signals, or on the maximal absolute value of the derivative of 
the signal. Typically, the quality of about half of the leads was good enough to allow determination of the 

activation time. 
The calculated epicardial activation times were compared with the invasive activation times by selecting 

the locations from the epicardial surface which corresponded to the positions of the measurement points in the 
102 channel electrode socket. Prior to comparing the results, the data sets were aligned in time in such a way 
that the average activation time at the epicardial electrode sites was the same in both data sets. 

Results 
The anterior views of the activation time maps, calculated from sinus rhythm MCG and BSPM data, are 

presented in Fig. 2. The calculated activation times were compared with the invasive data both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. In the qualitative evaluation, the UDL solutions were compared with the epicardial activation 
time maps obtained from the CardioLab system. For patient 1, the measured epicardial AT map showed the 
earliest activation site on the anterior surface of the left ventricle while the latest activation site was located on 
the posterior surface of the heart. The AT map calculated from MCG data showed an early spot on the anterior 
surface but approximately over the right ventricle. On the posterior side, there was a site of late activation. 
From the BSPM data, the spot of the early activation was found to be the same as in the measured AT map. 
The BSPM based AT map also showed a late activation site on the posterior side of the ventricle. 

For patient 2, the measured epicardial AT map showed two spots of earlier activation, one located septally 
on the anterior surface, and a lateral one on the left side near to the atrio-ventricular (AV) ring. Late activation 
was found on the posterior side close to the apex area. From the MCG data, two spots of earlier activation 
were found on the anterior side. An earlier activation was also found on the left side close to the AV ring. 
Late activation was found on the right and left lateral sides. The AT map calculated from BSPM data showed 
two spots of earlier activation on the anterior side, and one close to the AV ring on the posterior side. Late 
activation was located on the posterior side near to the apex area. 

For patient 3, in the measured AT map, two spots of early activation were located on the anterior surface, 
one over the right and one over the left ventricle. A relatively wide area of basal late activation was found on 
the posterior side. From MCG data, one early spot was found on the anterior surface. Early activation was 
also found septally on the posterior side. Posterior, basal late activation was found on the left lateral side. The 
BSPM data resulted in two early spots on the anterior side, corresponding well to the measured data. A wide 

area of posterior, basal late activation was also found. 
For patient 4, the measured data showed an early activation area on the anterior side and an area of late 

activation on the posterior side close to the apex area spreading towards the base of the heart. In the AT map 
calculated from MCG data, a spot of early activation is located in the basal area of the heart on the anterior 
side and close to the septum of the right ventricle. A wide area of late activation is found on the left posterior 
side reaching from the apex area to the base of the heart. From BSPM data, two spots of early activation 
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MCG BSPM MCG BSPM 
Patient 1 Patient 2 

Fig. 2: The calculated activation times visualized on the anterior epicardial surfaces of the individual heart 

models. The isochrones are shown at steps of 5 ms. 

were found, one over the right ventricle on the anterior side, and the other laterally on the left side. Late basal 

activation was found on the left side close to the AV ring. 
In the quantitative evaluation, the Root Mean Square (RMS) differences of the calculated and the invasive 

activation times were investigated. Also the relative differences in the activation times were computed. The 

results of the quantitative evaluation are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: The RMS differences and the relative differences between the calculated and the invasively measured 

activation times. 

Activation time maps were also calculated from ventricular ectopic beats. The results were compared 
with the clinical data obtained from HUCH. For example, during the clinical procedures, the tachycardia of 
patient 2 had been found to origin from the border zone of an anterior aneyrysm. In the activation time map 
calculated from an ectopic beat found in the MCG recordings, the spot of the earliest activation was located 
in the anterior wall. This finding is in accordance with the clinical data. The ectopic activation sequence is 

presented in Fig. 3. 

Discussion 
This study presents the first attempts to investigate and to compare the uniform double layer solutions, 

calculated from MCG and BSPM data, using invasive epicardial data measured during cardiac surgery. The 
qualitative comparison between the measured and the calculated epicardial activation times showed that the 
calculated maps were, in general, in good agreement with the measured AT patterns. However, certain differ¬ 
ences in respect to the measured data were present both in the MCG and BSPM maps. In the quantitative 
comparison, the activation times at the electrode locations, calculated from MCG data, had a relative difference 
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Fig. 3: The activation sequence calculated 
from an ectopic beat in the MCG recordings 
of patient 2. 

of 0.29 in respect to the measured data while for BSPM maps the relative difference was found to be 0.37. 
However, more accurate information about the locations of the invasive electrodes would be necessary to make 
a quantitative evaluation and comparison between the invasive data on the one hand and the MCG and BSPM 

data on the other. 
In few cases, AT maps were also calculated from ventricular ectopic beats. In these cases, the spots of the 

earliest activation were in accordance with the origin of the clinical tachycardia determined in the EP studies. 
Based on the results obtained in this study it can be said that the UDL model is well suited for recon¬ 

structing the whole ventricular activation sequence both from MCG and BSPM data. The results encourage 
further refinement of MCG and BSPM to a clinically useful technique to localize cardiac arrhythmia foci and 
other pathology causing abnormal myocardial activation. 
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Introduction 
MEG and EEG share a common theoretical framework. Thus, there is considerable appeal for the working 

hypothesis that these “twin” modalities provide complementary information about the macroscopic ionic currents in the 
brain that generate fields and potentials at the outer head surface. The ultimate objective is to exploit complementarity 
to improve source analysis using combined data sets ([1], [2], [3], [4]). In this paper, we estimate the amount of 
complementarity directly from the surface data, and show that it is a function of experimental design. 

This paper follows up last meeting’s report that the complementary information provided by event-related 
MEG/EEG data can be superadditive if the background activity shared between modalities exceeds the shared phase- 
locked foreground activity [5]. The prior analysis was based on six replicated averages for one subject and four 
stimulus conditions for 120 MEG and 29 EEG channels. The present analysis utilizes raw data from three subjects and 
eight stimulus conditions for 122 MEG and 61 EEG channels. Background activity covariances were previously 
estimated across the six replications; by contrast, the current estimates are derived from the raw single epochs. 
Whereas the foreground signal cross-products between channels were computed directly from grand averages in [5], 
this analysis applies a correction for the estimated residual background activity, as given below in equation (4). 

Theory. First we consider the case of a single experimental condition, assuming the data model 

d,«) = f(0+b,(0 (l) 

where d.(/) is a vector of M channels for raw data epoch i at time t, f(/) is the channel vector for the foreground 

(phase-locked) brain signal at time t (assumed to be homogeneous across epochs), and b,(/) is a channel vector for a 

background (non-phase-locked) brain signal for epoch j at time t (assumed to be generated by a zero-mean, stationary, 
multivariate Gaussian process). The cross-product of sums and the sum of cross-products matrices are respectively 

defined as 

CP.,„-iftd,wYidi(o] (2) 
l»l \ <-1 /\ lm| / 

SUM.PSZId,(0d1(0' (3) 
f-l /-I 

where / is the number of epochs included in the condition and T is the number of points in the time interval of interest. 
An unbiased estimate of the foreground (phase-locked) signal cross-products matrix is 

CP, =(CP„.-SUM,)/7Y(/-1) (4) 

with an associated estimate of the background (non-phase-locked) covariance matrix 

COV„ = (SUM, - CP„ /I) I TUI-1) (5) 

which is scaled as a residual after averaging over the / epochs. The background brain signal is treated as noise by 

computing the signai-to-noise ratio (SNR) matrix 

SN R = COVb‘0’CPrCOV;°’ (6) 

where the inverse symmetric square root of the background covariance matrix has been extracted. The root eigenvalues 
of the SNR matrix are signal-to-noise ratios for their associated eigenvector topographies. Importantly, the SNR matrix 
is invariant with respect to arbitrary nonsingular linear reformattings of the data. 

Next, we define a measure of the raw quantity of information contained in a data set of K experimental 

conditions with their associated SNR matrices SNRt. Let 

[SNR, ... SNRj'=UWV' (7) 

be a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the KM by M combined SNR matrix formed by concatenating the K 
condition SNR matrices. Then the total information in the /^-condition data, in units of bits above noise (SNR>ct), is 

H„ =0.5 ^J°g,wy (8) 

where W;. is the y'th singular value, and a is a specified lower SNR limit (a>1.0). These singular values have the 

property of decreasing to a plateau at SNR=1.0; see Fig. 1(a). The information measure inherits from the SNR matrices 
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the property of invariance with respect to nonsingular (i.e., “information preserving”) linear reformattings of the data. 
It also fulfils the requirement that repetition of a condition’s SNR matrix produces no additional information. 

Methods 
The data submitted for analysis were acquired from three normal subjects (SI, S2, S3) who participated in a 

size judgement task. 400 nouns that named objects (200) or animals (200) were visually presented for 240 ms every 
1.6 s. The subject’s task was to press a key if the named item was more than one foot long (half of the items), with the 
implicit requirement to imagine each item. Half of the words were seen only once in the task (novels), and half came 
from a set of 10 words that were repeated 20 times each (repeats). Table I summarizes the 8 experimental conditions: 

Target (> 1 foot) Non-target (< 1 foot) 

Novel Repeat Novel Ret )eat 

Object Animal Object Animal Object Animal Object Animal 

tno tna tro tra nno nna nro nra Conditions 

50 50 40 60 50 50 60 40 Total trials 

Thirteen minutes of continuous data (325 Hz sampling rate, 0.1 to 100 Hz bandpass) were acquired per subject 
with 122 MEG channels (Neuromag) and 61 simultaneous EEG channels (Neuro Scan). Offline preprocessing 
consisted of segmentation (-200-600 ms) with respect to the eight types of noun presentations, digital filtering (1-35 
Hz), baseline correction, and screening for artifacts in the analysis interval (-75-275 ms). For uniformity of artifact 
rejection, each channel was first normalized by the standard deviation of its baseline. The number of surviving trials 
per condition ranged from 33 (SI, tro) to 57 (S2, nrd). 

The data were divided into three 61 channel subsets: the EEG subset (E) and two equal MEG subsets (Ml and 
M2) obtained by splitting paired planar gradiometers at the same locations. This provided three 122 channel partitions 
(M1+M2, Ml+E, M2+E) plus the full partition of 183 channels. (M1+M2+E). Using equation (8), information content 
(bits above noise, SNR>2.0) was computed for all partitions and all possible combinations of 1 to 8 conditions, i.e., 1 
combination of 8 conditions, 8 combinations of 7 conditions, 28 combinations of 6 conditions, 56 combinations of 5 
conditions, 70 combinations of 4 conditions, 56 combinations of 3 conditions, 28 combinations of 2 conditions, and the 
8 single conditions. Information additivity ratios [5] were computed as //(A+B)/(//(A)+//(B)) for the partial partitions 
and as //(Ml+M2+E)/(//(Ml)+//(M2)+//(E)) for the full partition. Finally, correlation coefficients for the raw 
information measures were computed between M1 and M2, M1 and E, and M2 and E. 

Results 
Fig. 1 shows a sample result of information analysis. The SNRs plotted in Fig. 1(a) were obtained by taking the 

square roots of the singular values of the SNR matrix. It is a general property of this analysis, for single or multiple 
conditions, that the series reaches a plateau SNR of 1.0 after some number of components, 13 in this case. Thus, 
subsequent components have zero information content, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Total information is obtained by 

summing across components. 

(•) Principal Component SNR Plot {b) Pr1nC|p„ component Information Plot 

Component Number Component Number 

Fig. 1. Example (subject S2, partition M2+E, and single condition tno) of (a) SNR series for linearly 
independent principal components of the SNR matrix, with (b) corresponding information measures. 

Three tiers of mean information can be seen in Fig. 2(a) that correspond to 61 channels (Ml, M2, E), 122 
channels (M1+M2, Ml+E, M2+E) and 183 channels (M1+M2+E). Not surprisingly, mean information increases with 
the number of channels and the number combined experimental conditions. For all subjects and numbers of combined 
conditions, //(Ml) could not be distinguished from H(M2). //(E) was significantly greater than //(Ml) and //(M2) for 
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(a) (b) 

SI Mean Information 

# Combined Condition* 

S2 Mean Information 

• Combined Conditions 

S3 Mean Information 

# Combined Conditions 

Fig. 2. (a) Mean information for all subjects and all data subsets as a function of number of combined 
conditions, (b) Mean additivity ratios for all subjects and all data partitions as a function of number of combined 
conditions, (c) Raw information correlation coefficients for all subjects for Ml-M2 (diamonds), Ml-E (squares), and 
M2-E (triangles) computed across all combinations within a given number of combined conditions. 
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two subjects (SI, S3), but all three quantities were nearly equal for subject S2. In the second tier, 
H(M 1 +E)>H(M 1+M2) and //(M2+E)>//(M1+M2) for all cases, and most notably for subject S2 for whom 

//(E)=//(M1)=//(M2). For subjects S2 and S3, //(M2+E)>//(M1+E). 
The mean additivity ratios plotted in Fig. 2(b) compare the information computed for a complete set of channels 

with the sum of partial computations. Our main result is that mean additivity ratios increased monotonically from 
subadditive (<1.0) to superadditive (>1.0) as the number of combined experimental conditions increased. This 
relationship held for all subjects and data partitions. For all subjects, the additivity ratio for the triple partition 
M1+M2+E started considerably lower than the double partitions for a single condition; but it reached comparable levels 
by about 6 combined conditions. For subject S2, the mean additivity ratios for the M1+M2 partition is consistently less 

than for the Ml+E and the M2+E partitions. 
Correlation coefficients between raw information measures for 1 to 7 combined conditions are plotted in Fig. 

2(c). There is an overall tendency for higher correlations within the MEG modality (Ml-M2) than for mixed modalities 

(Ml-E and M2-E). 

Discussion 
To interpret these results, note that the multi-condition information measure of equation (8) is derived from the 

multi-condition SNR matrix of equation (7) which, in turn, is composed of single-condition SNR matrices as defined in 
equation (6). A condition’s SNR matrix defines a transformation from all channels of data space to a few spatially 
derived channels with SNR greater than 1.0 (Fig. 1). These derived channels, which constitute a condition’s SNR 
space, are “spatially tuned” to the condition’s phase-locked signals as contrasted against the condition’s own non- 
phase-locked activity. Simultaneous treatment of multiple conditions is achieved by assembling all derived SNR 
channels in parallel across conditions. Thus, the original data channels are transformed to a blocked series of derived 
channels (one block per condition) that cover “everything of interest” above the background activity with respect to the 
given set of experimental conditions. The SVD of equation (7) reduces the collection of single-condition SNR spaces 
to a common multi-condition SNR space of smallest dimension by eliminating the between-condition linear 
dependencies. Finally, the multi-channel information measure is derived from this minimal composite SNR space. 

Superadditivity for partitioned data is theoretically possible for this information measure when the foreground is 
dissociated from the background, i.e., when the phase-locked signals are relatively independent (between partitions) 
while the non-phase-locked activity is relatively common. Information in this sense is not contained in the foreground 
per se, but in the relation between foreground and background. Recalling the main result that information additivity 
ratios for MEG/EEG and MEG/MEG data partitions increase (from subadditive to superadditive) with the number of 
combined experimental conditions, we reach the following main conclusion. Complementarity between partitions can 
be improved by experimental manipulations because these presumably increase the between-partition independence of 
foreground signals while maintaining relatively common background activity. Although not usually couched in these 
terms, this may be recognized as one objective of experimental design. 

As a corollary, combining modalities (or adding channels within a modality) should theoretically add power for 
differentiating between multiple experimental conditions. However, independent analyses of single conditions will not 
fully exploit the information quantified here. Rather, a combined multi-condition approach is required, e.g., along the 

lines suggested above. Since MEG/EEG source estimation is typically performed one condition at a time, it will 
probably prove necessary to extend these existing approaches to handle multiple conditions at once. 

These results are mixed regarding the question of special complementarity for MEG-EEG partitions compared 
with MEG-MEG partitions. They are affirmative for subject S2, but SI and S3 showed no cross-modality advantage. 
All subjects did have higher raw information correlations for Ml-M2 than for Ml-E and M2-E. This higher order 
dependency suggests that independent component analysis could possibly enhance special MEG/EEG complementarity. 
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Introduction 

Brain functional mapping based on integrated physical models derived from MEG and MRI data requires a so¬ 
phisticated set of software tools. We have developed two software packages to satisfy the need for reliable signal 
processing, data visualization, source localization and temporal analysis. MRIVIEW is a software tool for viewing and 
manipulating volumetric MRI head data. MRIVIEW supplies methods for reading raw MRI data, viewing this data in two 
or three dimensions, segmenting structures in the data, building models of structures, reconciling coordinate systems 
between multiple imaging modalities, and viewing combinations of anatomical and functional information. MRIVIEW 
can produce the computational geometries used by boundary element forward models and cortical surface models used to 
constrain inverse procedures. MEGAN processes MEG data, providing extensive signal processing and visualization tools 
tools for a variety of data formats. The package produces a standard, highly portable data file, and is an interface to source 
localization procedures. Analysis results may be retrieved for visualization and further analysis. MEGAN and MRIVIEW 
are written in IDL, and make extensive use of the IDL widget libraries to provide graphical user interfaces. The develop¬ 
ment of this software has been supported by the Human Brain Project, and the package will be made available to the brain 
mapping community. 

Methods 

MRIVIEW directly handles several different MRI data file formats, and provides a simple, customizable method 
for loading in a series of image files that are in other formats. After reading the data into a volume model, the data can be 
spatially rescaled if desired, and reoriented, if necessary, to put the volume model into the MRIVIEW standard orientation. 
MRIVIEW provides routines to store and retrieve these MRI volume models and other data objects, including transfor¬ 
mation data, surface images, and display color information. Once an MRI data set is loaded into MRIVIEW, a 2D viewing 
mode can be used to view the data 8 slices at a time in any of the 3 standard orientations (see Figure 1). The 2D viewing 
mode can be used in conjuction with a segmentation GUI to perform a wide range of structure segmentation tasks. These 
include slice-by-slice flood-filling to label structures of interest, using intensity and intensity gradient thresholds; mor¬ 
phological operations (dilation, erosion, opening and closure), in both 2 and 3 dimensions; an automatic segmentation for 
labelling the brain volume; and cursor-based interactive tools for manual data editing. Figure 1 shows 8 slices of an MRI 
data set after an automated brain segmentation was performed. Figure 2 shows a shaded surface reconstruction of the 
cortex using the segmented data. 

Realistic head models based on MRI anatomical data can be used to improve the accuracy of MEG and EEG 
forward models. MRIVIEW has been used to obtain 3-surface head models such as the one shown in Figure 3. These 
3-surface models have been used with LAHEM, a boundary element MEG forward modeling program [Schlitt]. The scalp, 
inner skull and outer skull surfaces (see Figure 4) were defined by first obtaining their corresponding volumes in the MRI 
data, using a combination of 2D and 3D flood-fill and morphological operations. An icosahedron-based mesh was then 
shrinkwrapped to each of these volumes, to provide the lower resolution surface triangulations most often used with 
boundary element methods. 

Anatomical information regarding the possible locations and orientations of neural currents provides powerful 
constraints on MEG and EEG inverse problem solvers. Gray/white matter boundary and cortical surface models obtained 
with MRIVIEW (see Figures 5 and 3) have been used to constrain solutions produced by a number of inverse procedures 
including MUSIC, general linear inverse solutions, and a Bayesian method [Schmidt]. Figure 6 shows the results of this 
Bayesian method applied to MEG visual data. In this figure, the orthogonal head and brain surfaces are overlaid with 
maximum intensity projections of the Bayesian results. 

Coordinate reconciliation between MEG or EEG and MRI is done using the interface shown in Figure 6. In this 
viewing mode, the three orthogonal MRI slice views with overlaid crosshairs show the currently selected location in the 
data volume. Volume interrogation can be performed either by selecting a location in one of the slice views with the cursor 
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FIGURE 1) The MRIVIEW 2D viewing mode, displaying an automatic seg- FIGURE 2) A 3D reconstruction of the 
mentation of the brain in an MRI data set. segmented data shown in Figure 1. 

FIGURE 3) A 3-surface realistic Figure 4) Segmentation of the skull FIGURE 5) Gray/white matter 
head model used by BEMs. volume from MRI data. boundary segmentation. 

FIGURE 6) Maximum intensity projection display of Bayesian FIGURE 7) Model Viewer showing head sur- 
approach to MEG inverse problem, in MRIVIEW 3D viewing face and MEG field map. 
window. 
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to see the corresponding location in the orthogonal slice views, or by locating the cursor over any of the five surface views 
to select a location in the volume. Using this surface tracking capability, a user can easily locate the fiducial points that 
were used to obtain a head-centered coordinate system during a functional experiment. Once the user selects the three 

fiducial locations, a transformation is constructed using the MRI spatial scaling information. After obtaining a transfor¬ 
mation, locations in the functional coordinate system can be plotted with the MRI-derived anatomy in a variety of ways. 

The 3D Model Viewer provides a general 3D rendering environment, with a design and graphical user interface 
which simplifies the process of obtaining 3D visualizations of MRI and brain functional data. The Model Viewer incor¬ 
porates two viewing windows: a large viewing window for high-resolution renderings, and a smaller viewing window for 
performing interactive manipulations on a set of 3D objects (see Figure 7). The Model Viewer can combine up to two 
volume models with two sets of geometric objects. In Figure 7, a surface rendering of one volume model has been com¬ 
bined with a set of disks showing sensor locations for the Neuromag full head MEG system, and a color-contoured mesh 
created from these sensor locations, that shows the magnetic field distribution of an averaged somatosensory response at 
one latency following stimulation. The Model Viewer can also be used to visualize combinations of cutplanes through 
MRI head volumes, with geometric objects, such as spheres or arrows, showing calculated sources of brain activity. 

Our second package, MEGAN, processes and analyzes MEG data from both evoked response and spontaneous 
experiments, providing retrospective averaging and support for selection of epochs from spontaneous data. Work is 
underway to extend MEGAN to handle EEG data. Specialized input modules read data from the Neuromag and several 
BTi sensor systems. In addition, MEGAN provides a template for user-written routines to read data from other systems. 

Sensor MEG092 
1500 E- 
10001- 

-500 jp'" 
-1000 E_ 

-100 0 100 200 300 400 
Time (ms) 

FIGURE 8) MEGAN epoch artifact rejection. 

FIGURE 9) Data rejection by channel. 

FIGURE 10) Evoked response visual data in a 
MEGAN GUI. 

Because MEG data is especially vulnerable to noise, MEGAN offers a selection of user-configurable digital fil¬ 
tering and other data conditioning routines. Figure 8 shows the results of an automatic artifact rejection option applied 
prior to averaging continuous evoked response data. All of the epochs from one channel for one condition are plotted. The 
rejected epochs are highlighted. Figure 9 shows a GUI for the identification and inactivation of signal from faulty 
channels. Each subplot displays the averaged data from all MEG channels for one condition. The user has clicked on a 
questionable waveform, and the signal from that channel has been highlighted in all subplots 
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MEGAN provides visualization of the signal both as waveforms and as field maps. The package transforms the 
data into several different forms for plotting. MEG and EEG data can be plotted in either the time or frequency domain. 
Additional views are available for Neuromag data which has pairs of collocated sensors. Combining the data from the 
paired sensors can make it easier to understand how the activity is distributed spatially, and enables comparisons of Neu¬ 
romag results to those taken from other systems. Figure 10 shows a graphical user interface, containing Neuromag data 

from a visual evoked response experiment. The upper section shows waveforms plotted starting from the location of each 
sensor, projected onto a plane. Several projection methods are available: in this example, we selected the azimuthal 
equidistant projection, which shows the entire surface of the helmet, in head coordinates. The center of this projection is 
the top of the head, the subject’s nose would be at the top of the plot. The data from paired channels has been combined by 
using a minimum norm calculation to simulate the results as magnetometer data. The GUI options include zooming in on 
a subregion of the upper plot, marking time slices on all waveforms, contouring at the selected time slice, and selecting 
channels to view or inactivate. 

MEGAN creates the netMEG file, a format that we have developed, using netCDF, to contain MEG and EEG data 
in an extensible, self-describing, and highly portable form. The netMEG file contains the conditioned signal, along with 
extensive information about the channels and sensors, the stimulus conditions, and other archival information. Routines 
have been written to read the files into analysis codes written in C, Fortran, IDL or MATLAB. More information about 

the netMEG format is available on our website, http://biophysics.lanl.gov. 

Because of the challenge that solving the Electromagnetic Inverse Problem poses, researchers are working on a 
variety of solution methods. MEGAN is designed to be flexible, so that it can support many different Inverse Problem 
methods and facilitate comparisons among them. The package currently sets up and runs several multi-dipole spatial 
temporal codes, and provides a number of results visualization options. In addition, it accepts user-written modules to read 
the output of other dipole-fitting calculations. Figure 11 shows the results of a source localization calculation, using the 
multi-start code, MSST. [Huang] The plots on the left compare the field distribution from the measured signal to the field 
resulting from the calculated dipoles, at three time slices. The residual is the difference between the measured and calcu¬ 
lated fields. The center plots show the same comparison in the form of the signal from the MEG channels over the time 
window that was fitted. The remaining figure shows the locations of the three solution dipoles from the ten calculations 
with the best chi squared values. In this case, the solutions cluster well, suggesting that the calculation converged. 

Figure 11) Results of a multi-start source localization calculation on somato-sensory data. 
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Functional Neuroimaging by Synthetic Aperture Magnetometry (SAM) 

Robinson SE and Vrba J 

CTF Systems Inc., Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada 

Introduction 
The success of indirect brain imaging technologies such as PET and fMRI at elucidating higher cognitive brain 

functions raises questions as to why MEG, a direct measure of brain activity, has been less successful. PET and fMRI 
image the metabolic or hemodynamic consequences of electrophysiological events. They therefore emphasize lower 
frequency trends in brain activity, than does MEG. If electrophysiological activity could be observed using similar time- 
constants, one might expect to obtain results that parallel those of the indirect measures. Topographic mapping of signal 
power is a well-known technique for representing the slower trends in spontaneous MEG and EEG recordings. However, 
brain topography characterizes the distribution of signal power at the sensors and not that of the sources. Three- 
dimensional source localization is made feasible by applying suitable constraints to the MEG inverse problem, but signal 
power maps are seldom used for inverse solution. This paper introduces a new analysis for estimating tomographic im¬ 
ages of source power or derivative statistics from unaveraged MEG measurements - synthetic aperture magnetometry 
(SAM) [1]. 

As will be shown, SAM is an adaptive beamforming method. It is not an inverse solution. Source power is esti¬ 
mated for each coordinate in the brain by minimizing signal power due to all other sources. A tomographic image is 
generated by applying the beamformer to an array of coordinates defining some region of interest. The image can then 
be fused with an anatomic image and rendered for display. In practice, one finds that SAM images of source power, 
alone, are often unrevealing. Since spontaneous MEG is generated by a much larger number of sources than there are 
sensors, such estimates must be underdetermined. Thus, only sources contributing to a significant fraction of the MEG 
signal (i.e., have high signal-to-noise ratio), will be distinguished uniquely in three-dimensions by SAM. Sensor noise 
also contributes to the source power estimate. Since SAM is based on an adaptive beamformer, the uncorrelated noise 
variance of each voxel will be distributed in an irregular manner. Noise is observed to increase with depth into the head, 

and noise increases in regions where SAM must attenuate a larger fraction of the total signal power. We show that image 
resolution is greatly improved by mapping functions of the ratio of a voxel’s source power to its noise variance. Such 
functions are readily identified as familiar statistical quantities. Non-differential SAM images were generated using 
MEG epilepsy data. In contrast with dipole fit procedures, the SAM images identify the source locations of interictal 
spiking, without having to edit or select individual spikes. 

Mathematical Methods 
Synthetic aperture magnetometry employs a constrained minimum-variance beamformer [2] to estimate the 

source power and uncorrelated noise variance at specified coordinates within the head. A functional brain image is gen¬ 
erated by plotting either source power or functions of source power and its noise variance as a color or gray-scale value, 
representing the brain activity for each voxel in the selected region of interest. For SAM to estimate source power or 
noise variance at a specified coordinate, it must attenuate signal power arriving from other source directions. That is, 

SAM can be thought of as a means of spatially selective noise reduction. 
The spatiotemporal MEG and/or EEG signal M can be written in matrix form: 

mn m2l ’ ” mM\ 

M = i2 m22 ' •• mM2 
, 0) 

i
-

 
J

 
*! m2K * 

where M and K denote the number of sensors and time samples, respectively. The instantaneous measurement value for 

a sensor, together with its uncorrelated noise, is a function of the current J throughout the head volume £1: 

mu, =Jj»(OG,(r)dr’+n„. (2) 
n 

Green’s functions G, are used to represent the sensitivity of each sensor to current flow. In this manner, any sensor type 
may be incorporated into the beamformer. The instantaneous sensor noise is assumed as an independent zero-mean 

gaussian random quantity. The sensor variance is represented by diagonal matrix I: 

Z = (3) 

a 2 

M . 
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Adaptive beamforming methods, as applied to radio receiver antenna arrays, account for both the phase and am¬ 
plitude of the measured signals. However, since the separation between MEG sensors is an infinitesimal fraction of the 
wavelength of brain signals, measurement of the electromagnetic phase difference between sensors would require a very 
large bandwidth. Note that phase differences arising from propagation of cortical activity are not relevant to this 
beamformer. Consequently, a MEG or EEG beamformer must operate using amplitude information, alone. The instanta¬ 

neous source estimate S measured by the beamformer then is: 

S* ~ H* M,, (4) 

where H is a vector of M beamforming coefficients, Mt is the instantaneous signal space vector, and 0 denotes the target 

within the brain, comprising both its position and unit current vectors. That is, 6 = r,u . The beamforming coefficients 

are found by minimizing the power, over some time interval, due to all signals except for that generated by a source at 

the target. That is, one seeks the coefficients H minimizing the power: 

5j=[HjMf =HjRH„. (5) 

where R is the measurement correlation matrix, for which each element Rtj is mik mjk . In practice, MEG meas¬ 

urements may have an unknown offset. One degree of freedom is lost due to these offsets. Hence, the covariance matrix, 
for which the mean signal is removed, is preferred in place of the correlation matrix. 

Two additional constraints are required for solution of the beamforming coefficients. First, power S must be a 

measure of source and not signal; this is specified by Hj s 1. Second, uncorrelated noise present in the signal, as 

shown in equations 2 and 3, will appear in the source power estimate of equation 5. The first constraint renders the 
source power estimate independent of distance from the sensors. Since the Green’s functions of MEG and EEG sensors 
declines with distance, there must be a corresponding increase in the content of uncorrelated noise in the source power 

estimate. This source noise variance is estimated by applying the beamformer coefficients to the sensor noise variance I 
(equation 3): 

(6) 

This second constraint sets an upper limit on that noise - namely that a\ SI £2 ■ The beamformer coefficients are com- 

puted by minimizing source power (equation 5), subject to both these constraints: 

S] - Hj OH# , (7) 
rain H 

s.t.Hj G*stand 

where C is the covariance rather than the correlation matrix. The beamformer coefficient solution becomes: 

[C + ;/S]-' Gy 

Gjfc+mr G/ 
(8) 

where p. is a Backus-Gilbert regularization parameter adjusting the tradeoff between spatial selectivity (i.e., the signal 

power “leaking” in from other sources into S) and uncorrelated noise. This regularization parameter is bounded between 

minus one, for which spatial selectivity and noise are highest, and infinity, where these quantities are at a minimum. One 

sets p to satisfy the noise criterion, cr] ^ £2, using equation 6. The source power estimate may also be rewritten, with¬ 

out the coefficients, as S] = [gJ [C + //1]"1 G^f'. 

A tomographic source power image is generated by scanning the region of interest (i.e., the head), by applying 

equation 5 to each target voxel 0. Simulations with noise and phantom measurement data, for which there are fewer 

sources than sensors, show that each source is identified by a unique maximum in space. That is, one can scan for up to 
M-1 unique sources. However, real MEG measurements result from a much large number of sources than there are sen¬ 
sors. Consequently, the beamformer cannot null all the unwanted signal power. This unwanted signal appears within the 
source power estimate. In addition, the uncorrelated noise variance from equation 6 must also increase, due source trans¬ 

formation constraint G# = 1. These two factors lead to an increase in image intensity with depth, for unaveraged 

MEG data. Hence, it would appear that only sources having large signal-to-noise ratio relative to the remaining sources 
could be estimated uniquely in three dimensions. If one could estimate the unwanted source power, then it would be 
possible regain three dimensional source resolution. One such method is to estimate the common-mode power by meas¬ 
urement of a MEG signal during a control state, for which the activity of interest is absent. This technique leads to deri¬ 
vation of images for T and F-statistics, and is beyond the scope of the present discussion. 

A MEG recording of abnormal brain activity may not have an identifiable period that could serve as a control. 
Hence, one must use other measures of unwanted power. The sensor noise contribution to the power is distributed ir¬ 
regularly in the reconstruction space. The sensor noise contribution to voxels corresponding to active sources will be 
smaller than those for which SAM must attenuate more signal power. In other words, the ratio of source power to noise 
is a better measure of source distribution than source power, alone. The ratio p of the source power to uncorrelated noise 

variance can be estimated at each voxel, using equations 5 and 6: 
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(9) 

It is important to emphasize that equation 9 docs not merely represent a trivial change of mapping units. Plots of p have 

significantly higher spatial resolution than do maps of S\ because p will form peaks in regions where there is statisti¬ 

cally significant brain activity, whereas S* mav not. The statistical significance of equation 9 is made clearer by trans¬ 
formation into the voxel’s z-deviate: 

RMS 
MOMENT 

RMS 
NOISE 

SPM{Z} 

Fig. 1: Stages in the generation of a statistical tomographic SAM image from MEG epilepsy data. The top row 
shows a map of source power in three orthogonal views; the most prominent structure seen is an increase in power to¬ 
ward the center of the head. The second row shows the same views, but with a source noise variance map; a similar 
structure is observed as for the source power image. Images of the z-statistics for each voxel - based upon both the 
source power and source noise variance - are shown in the third row. Note that the distribution no longer is dominated 
by a monotonic increase in image strength, toward the center of the head. Instead, the most statistically significant 
sources are visible in three dimensions. Finally, the bottom row illustrates a z-statistic image that has been thresholded 
at a probability of less than lO4. The statistically significant activity circumscribes areas of epileptic spike generation. 
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(10) 

Either equation 9 or 10 may be plotted in the form of a tomographic image. Plots of equation 10 are often referred to as 

statistical parametric maps of the z-deviate, or SPM{z} images. 

Experimental Results 
The generation of a z-statistical image by SAM, from MEG epilepsy data, is presented to demonstrate the princi¬ 

ples of this method. The subject was an 8-year old male, diagnosed as benign Rolandic epilepsy of childhood, with fea¬ 
tures of Landau-Kleffner syndrome. MEG data were acquired using a 151-channel whole-cortex system (CTF Systems 
Inc.), operating in an unshielded open environment. Data sets of 100 seconds length at 625 Hz sample rate were re¬ 
corded with a bandwidth of dc to 300 Hz. The data selected for study had multiple interictal spikes of sufficient quality 
for equivalent current dipole localization. These data were first filtered to a bandwidth of 25 to 150 Hz. Thus attenuating 
the dominant brain rhythms and emphasizing the high frequency spike content. Next, a covariance matrix was computed 
using the entire 100 seconds of filtered data. The mean sensor noise variance, in the same bandwidth, was estimated 
from the least-significant singular value, after singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix; this process 
slightly overestimates the sensor noise for unaveraged MEG data. All functional images were computed for a rectangu¬ 
lar region of interest extending from x = -8 to +8 cm, y = -8 to + 8 cm, and z = -2 to +12 cm, relative to the MEG head 
frame origin. The image beamforming coefficients were computed at 2.5 mm intervals, using equation 8. A source 
power image was then estimated using equation 5; the result is shown in the top row of Fig. 1. A second tomographic 
image of the source noise variance was estimated using equation 6; this appears in the second row of Fig. 1. A z- 
statistical image was then computed by applying equation 10 to the source power and noise variance values; an image of 
the z-deviate is shown in the third row of Fig. 1. Finally, the z-deviate image was thresholded at a value corresponding to 
probability values of less than 10^, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. The gray-scale intensities of the images were ad¬ 
justed to emphasize the dominant features of each image type. 

Discussion 
The z-statistic tomographic images (Fig. 1, third and last rows) revealed source features that were not evident 

from viewing either the source power or source noise variance images (Fig. 1, top and second rows). Three prominent 
regions as generators of focal high-frequency activity were identified by inspection of the entire SAM z-image. These 

sites were in: 1) right parietal lobe at the posterior margin of the Sylvian fissure, 2) right lateral parietal lobe along the 
central sulcus, and 3) right posterior thalamus. A scatter plot of dipole fits to visible spikes were clustered within the 

right Sylvian fissure, and were about 12 mm anterior and slightly inferior to the nearest source identified in the SAM z- 

image. This discrepancy is not surprising. The dipole fit characterizes the MEG data when the interictal spike signal-to- 
noise ratio is high. A cortical area of several square centimeters may be active at that time; the spiking region is there¬ 
fore must be extended source. Furthermore, the spike may have propagated from its origin. Both factors will contribute 
to localization errors. Since the SAM beamformer emphasizes the highly dipolar content of the MEG data, it is reason¬ 
able to assume that the SAM z-images more accurately characterize sites of spike generation. 

We have derived a new method of functional brain imaging from MEG data - synthetic aperture magnetometry. 
Application of SAM to experimental data demonstrates its potential for both clinical and basic neuroscience studies. 
Additional statistical parametric tests for comparing active and control state measurements have also been derived for 
SAM T and F-statistical imaging. Details of these modes are beyond the scope of this paper, but have been disclosed 

elsewhere [1]. Using SAM, we have generated tomographic images of epileptic and migraine activity, and have success¬ 
fully localized areas serving sensory, motor, and language functions. Although this SAM imaging diminishes time reso¬ 
lution of MEG data, it provides the benefit of stable and reproducible functional images, as has been shown for PET and 
fMRI imaging. 
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Introduction 
Twelve-lead exercise electrocardiographic (ECG) testing is a well standardized and widely used test 

for the ischemic heart disease. In spite of the great clinical significance of exercise ECG, not many studies 
on stress magnetocardiography (MCG) have been reported [1]-[7|. Development of multichannel devices has 
made possible simultaneous recording of the MCG at several locations, and mapping during interventions 
has technically become closer to clinical feasibility. In some laboratories, also exercise ergometers for MCG 
measurements are available. 

The MCG is more sensitive to tangential currents in the heart than the ECG. Thus, the MCG may 
show deviations from the normal radial direction of the heart activation caused, e.g., by ischemia with better 
accuracy than the ECG [8]. It has also been suggested that MCG contains information complementary to 

the ECG [6],[9]. Multichannel MCG makes possible a fast mapping study without attaching electrodes on the 
subject. Body surface potential mapping (BSPM) covering the whole thorax together with MCG mapping 
enables a comparison of magnetic and electric fields generated by the heart. The aim of this study was to find 
the characteristics of exercise MCG in normal subjects and to compare the magnetic and electric fields recorded 
at rest, and after a stepwise increasing physical exercise in healthy subjects. 

Methods 
The study group comprised 12 middle aged (range 45 - 64 years, mean 54 years) healthy volunteers. One 

of the subjects was female. All subjects gave their informed consent for the study. None of the subjects had 
history of cardiovascular disease, and 12-lead exercise ECG and transthoracic echocardiography were normal. 

Exercise magnetocardiographic and electrocardiographic measurements were made at the magnetically 
shielded room (MSR) of the BioMag laboratory in the Helsinki University Central Hospital [10]. Magnetocar¬ 
diograms were recorded using a 67 channel cardiomagnetometer with 7 axial and 60 planar first order dc-SQUID 
gradiometers [11]. The sensors are placed in a hexagonal array on a cylindrically curved bottom of a dewar 
with an inner radius of 30 cm. The signals were band pass filtered to 0.03 Hz - 300 Hz and digitized with the 
sampling frequency of 1 kHz. Physical stress in the measurements was provoked using an exercise ergometer 
constructed specially for magnetocardiographic measurements at the Helsinki University of Technology. 

In the MCG measurements, the cardiomagnetometer was placed above the subject’s thorax, the center of 
the dewar 15 cm below the jugulum and 5 cm left of the midstemal line. Skin to dewar distance was adjusted 
to enable maximal inhale without a contact between thorax and the dewar. After a baseline recording of 5 
minutes, the subject’s feet were attached on the pedals. Exercise recording was started while the subject was 

at rest, and after 60 s the exercise was initiated. At each load level, blood pressure was measured with a device 
outside the MSR and the cuff around the subject’s arm. The cessation criteria for the stress testing were as 
recommended for exercise ECG, and after exercise, 10 minutes of data were recorded during recovery. 

In the exercise BSPM measurements, potentials were recorded at 120 locations covering the whole thorax. 
Additionally, three electrodes were used for the recording of the potential at the right and left shoulder and left 
hip. The 120 Ag/AgCl electrodes were mounted on strips with an inter electrode distance of 5 cm. Strips were 
placed on the subject’s thorax vertically, and their horizontal spacing was determined using the dimensions of 
the upper body leaving 45 electrodes on the posterior thorax. The BSPM measurements were made at the MSR 
where the front end electronics of the mapping system were placed on one end of the measurement bed. The 
measurement data were transferred optically from the front end to a personal computer controlling the data 
acquisition outside the MSR. After band pass filtering from 0.016 Hz to 300 Hz, signals were digitized with 
1 kHz sampling rate. The BSPM recording was carried out using the same exercise protocol as in the MCG 

measurement. 
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MCG 

Fig. 1: MCG (above) and BSPM (below) maps at rest (left), and after exercise at the heart rate of 150 bpm 
(right), formed at Tmax. In the MCG maps the step between two consecutive isofield lines is 1 pT, and in the 
BSPM maps 0.05 mV. Solid lines indicate positive and dotted lines indicate negative field. Positive magnetic 

field is directed towards the subject. 

The MCG and the BSPM data recorded at rest and immediately after the cessation of exercise were 
selectively averaged. Time instants of the ST-T waveform were determined using signal averaged data of the 7 
axial gradiometers in the MCG, and the precordial leads at the corresponding locations in the BSPM. The three 

time points analysed were: 1) the QRS complex offset (Jpoint), 2) 60 ms from the Jpoint into the ST-segment 
(J6o), and 3) the T wave apex (Tmax). For the examination of the signal amplitude and morphology, averaged 
MCG data was transformed to correspond the data of 33 axial gradiometers located at the sites of the planar 
and axial gradiometer units of the magnetometer [12]. Magnetic and electric isofield maps were formed at the 
selected time instants using the signal averaged data recorded at rest and after exercise. For the quantitative 
evaluation of the magnetic and electric field distributions, the extreme values of the field amplitude and the 
channels in which they were detected, were determined. 

Results 
On an average, the heart rate in the BSPM measurements increased from 69±10 beats per minute (bpm) 

at rest to 134±16 bpm after stress. The corresponding increase in the MCG recordings was from 65±11 bpm 
to 127±14 bpm. 

The body surface potential maps at Tmax were dominated by a positive field over the precordium and 
the lower left thorax in all subjects, both at rest and after exercise (Fig. 1). In all subjects at rest, the field 
maximum was detected within a few centimeters from the standard ECG electrode locations V2 and V3. The 

field minimum at rest was located on the upper right thorax and the negative potential extended over the 
superior and right lateral thorax. After exercise in all excluding one subject, the location of the field maximum 
was within 5 cm from that at rest. The field minimum after exercise was typically situated on the upper right 
thorax. The average (± standard deviation) maximal field amplitude at rest was 0.67T0.17 mV and after 
stress 0.66db0.22 mV. The corresponding values of the field minimum were -0.21±0.06 mV and -0.16±0.05 mV, 
respectively. 

In all subjects, the magnetic isofield maps at Tmax had their maximum both at rest and after stress on the 

lower right half of the mapped area (Fig. 1). The corresponding field minima were located on the upper left part 

of the magnetometer; the field patterns thus being approximately at right angles with the electric isopotential 
maps at the same location. A shift of the spatial zero field line downwards and to the right took place in 11/12 

subjects after stress, resulting in a change in the field polarity in more than two of the 33 measurement locations 
when compared to rest. Both at rest and after stress, the field extrema were in all subjects on the thoracic area 
covered by the magnetometer. On an average, the value of the magnetic field maximum was 6.0±2.0 pT at rest, 
and 4.7±1.7 pT after exercise. Corresponding values of the field minimum were -6.4T2.7 pT and -7.6±2.7 pT, 
respectively. 

In all subjects, the anterior thorax was in a positive potential at Jpoint at rest (Fig. 2). On an average, 
the amplitude of the field maximum was 0.16±0.05 mV, and in all subjects it was located on the precordium 
within the proximity of the standard ECG location V2. No distinct field minimum could be detected; posterior 
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Fig. 2: MCG (above) and BSPM (below) maps at rest (left) and after exercise at the heart rate of 150 bpm 
(right), formed at Jp0int- In the MCG maps the step between two consecutive isofield lines is 0.5 pT, and in the 
BSPM maps 0.025 m V. Solid lines indicate positive and dotted lines indicate negative field. 

surface of the thorax in all subjects had a weak negative potential with the absolute value less than 0.05 mV. 
After exercise, the location of the field maximum was close to that at rest with only a slight tendency of a shift 
to the right. On an average, the maximal field amplitude after stress was 0.12±0.07 mV. Ten subjects had a 
field minimum in the proximity of the ECG leads V4 - V6, or in the lower left posterior thorax. Average value 
of the field minimum after exercise was -0.08±0.04 mV. In 11/12 subjects the field minimum intensified at Jp0int 
after stress when compared to rest. 

No common field pattern could be observed in the Jpoint MCG maps of the 12 subjects formed using 
the data recorded at rest. Field amplitude was low; on an average, the minimum field value detected was 
-0.7±0.4 pT. The corresponding amplitude of the field maximum was 0.6±0.3 pT. After exercise, in 11/12 
subjects, a distinct field minimum was detected on the right central part of the mapped area (Fig. 2). In all 
these cases, the field minimum strengthened when compared to rest, and the average value of the field minimum 

after exercise was -1.7±0.6 pT. 
In all subjects at J60, the body surface potential maps formed using data recorded at rest showed a field 

maximum on the precordium (Fig. 3). The positive potential extended over the most of the anterior thorax 
while the superior right lateral and the posterior thorax were in a weak negative potential. On an average, the 
amplitude of the field maximum was 0.25±0.08 mV. After exercise, the field patterns showed only little change 
when compared with those at rest. The average amplitude of the field maximum was 0.33±0.17 mV. Both 
at rest and after stress, individual variation in the location of the field minimum and in the trajectory of the 
spatial zero field line was extensive. 

In spite of considerable individual variation in the Jgo magnetic field maps at rest, a tendency of the 
positive field extrema to be situated on the inferior half, and negative extrema on the superior half of the 
mapped area, could be observed (Fig. 3). In all subjects, excluding one with a monopolar negative field, 
the field maximum was located on the mapped area. On an average, it had the amplitude of 1.1 ±0.5 pT. 
In ten subjects the field minimum fell into the scope of the magnetometer, and on an average, its value was 

-1.3±0.7 pT. After exercise, the magnetic field minimum at J60 was in all subjects situated at the thoracic area 
covered by the magnetometer. Also, an amplification of the field minimum took place in all subjects, and the 
average amplitude of the field minimum at J60 after stress was -2.7±1.5 pT. 

Discussion 
The electric field maximum over the precordium and the dispersed negative field over the posterior thorax 

and right shoulder, with extensive individual variation in the field morphology both at Jp0int and at J6o at rest, 
were found to correspond to the low magnetic field amplitude and large individual variation in the magnetic 
field morphology. At Jp0int after stress, the depression in the electric potential on the left lateral thorax with 
the positive potential over the precordium, had a correspondence in the intensified magnetic field minimum on 
the right lateral part of the mapped area in the MCG. At Jeo after exercise, an increased field amplitude in the 
potential maps after exercise was found to correspond with the amplified negative field in the MCG maps. 
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Fig. 3: MCG (above) and BSPM (below) maps at rest (left) and after exercise at the heart rate of 150 bpm 
(right) at Jqo. In the MCG maps the step between two consecutive isofield lines is 0.5 pT, and in the BSPM 
maps 0.025 mV. Solid lines indicate positive and dotted lines indicate negative field. 

The bipolar electric field maps on the precordium at Tmax were found to be associated with bipolar 
magnetic field maps with perpendicular orientation at the corresponding location. No electric correspondence 
at the precordium could be found to the spatial shift of the magnetic zero field line down and to the right at 
Tmax after exercise. The low negative field amplitude and low spatial electric field gradient on the posterior and 
right lateral thorax make the determination of the electric zero field line location difficult. At Tmax both at rest 
and after exercise, the absolute value of the field minimum was closer to the amplitude of the field maximum 
in the MCG maps than in the potential maps. 
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Introduction 

The objective of the study was the investigation of noninvasive activation time imaging on the surface of the 
heart from synthetic magnetocardiogram (MCG) and body surface potential (BSP) data. To the authors knowledge only 
a limited number of studies exists comparing source imaging from BSP and MCG data [3, 8, 10]. In order to make the 
study comparable from a mathematical point of view we positioned 63 electrodes and 63 first-order axial gradiomelers 
at the same sites relative to the torso surface. The arrangement of the 63 electrodes was the same as used in the GRAZ 
63-channel BSP mapping system [9]. The arrangement of the 63 gradiometers was a synthetic one but allowed a fair 
comparison study on the localization accuracy. 

Methods 

We positioned a volumetric model of the ventricle (cellular automaton, -9000 cubic elements, grid spacing 
2.5 1 O'3 m) inside a standard torso geometry [11]. The torso from a healthy volunteer was imaged witlh a Philips 1.5 T 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machine at the Graz University Clinic (cine MRI). The boundary element model 
consisted of 460 quadrilateral high-order boundary elements for modeling the conductivity interfaces and llie surface of 
the ventricle (endocardium, epicardium) [2, 9]. The following conductivities were used in the forward and inverse ap¬ 
proach: 0.2 Sm'1 (torso), 0.05 Sm'1 (lungs), 0.6 Sm'1 (blood masses). In the boundary element approach applied we 
assumed electrical isotropy in the myocardium (uniform dipole layer theory) [12], The source-field relationship was 
given by an integral equation for the cardiac potential and by an integral representation for the cardiac magnetic field [2, 
9. 12], The activation time pattern and the MCG and BSP data were simulated for normal ventricular depolarization and 
for an anteroseptal acute phase of infarction. Fig. 1 depicts the simulated normal propagation sequence on the endocar¬ 
dium and epicardium. Isochrones are shown in steps of 5T0'3 s. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 35dB was assumed, 
both for BSP and MCG data. The 63 electrode positions were located on the anterior (n=43) and on the posterior (n=20) 
side of the torso. The same arrangement (GRAZ 63-channel BSP mapping system) was applied in earlier studies [9]. In 
order to make this competitive localization study comparable we used the same number of BSP and MCG sensors and 
we positioned the lsl-order axial gradiometers 0.01 m above the sites of the 63 electrodes assuming a baseline of 0.05 
m. The coil axes were assumed to be perpendicular to the local torso surface (eq. the surface normal at the site of the 
corresponding electrode). 

In the forward and inverse formulation we described the transmembrane potential at each source point on the 
surface of the ventricle by a analytical formula (equation (1)) with the parameters resting membrane potential a, action 

potential amplitude u, rise time w and activation time t. All parameters except the activation time were assumed to be 
constant. 

<pm(t.rvu(rq),w(fq),a(fq),x(fq)) [ 2 t-x(r )ll 
1 + — arc tan 

l 71 ^TJI 

(1) 

The activation time pattern was estimated on the surface of the ventricle applying the critical point theorem [5] and a 
subsequent nonlinear optimization routine (E04UCF, NAG library) minimizing the following cost function [4-6, 8-10]: 

y = j {||A<pm(t, t) - B( t)f ]dt + X2 |M|2 (2) 

A is the transfer matrix, t the column matrix of the activation times, B the (MCG or BSP) data column matrix, X the 

regularization parameter, A the surface laplacian operator and [0,T] the interval considered (i.e. the QRS wave in case 
of ventricular depolarization). The starting vector for the activation times was estimated applying the critical point 
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theorem. We determined the regularization parameter by the L-curve method. The number of source points (eq. the 
number of unknowns) on the surface of the ventricle was 588 (endocardium: 376, epicardium: 212). 

o.o* 

Fig. 1: Simulated propagation sequence in 10'3 s after the onset of normal ventricular depolarization on the endocar¬ 
dium (left) and epicardium (right) from an anterior view. 

Results 

For normal ventricular depolarization the activation time map was estimated from the 63-channel MCG data by a 
relative residual difference (reldiJJ) of 0.24 and 0.09 on the endocardial and epicardial surface of the ventricle, respec¬ 
tively. From synthetic 63-channel BSP data the reldijf was found to be 0.23 and 0.10 on the endocardium and epicar¬ 
dium. The reldijf applied as a measure for the localization accuracy was defined by: 

reldijf = (3) 

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 the isochrones are shown in steps of 5 -10*3 s. Fig. 2 depicts the activation time map on the endocar¬ 
dium (left) and epicardium (right) from an anterior view reconstructed from the 63-channel BSP data by adding Gaus¬ 
sian noise to the simulated noise-free potential data (SNR=35 dB). 

■0.M - AM - 

Fig. 2: Propagation sequence in 103 s estimated from synthetic 63-channel BSP data (SNR=35dB) on the endocardium 
(left) and epicardium (right) from an anterior view. The reldijf was determined with 0.23 and 0.10 for the endocardial 
and epicardial surface, respectively. 

From Fig. 2 we can see that the inverse algorithm was able to locate all characteristically events, like the first endocar¬ 
dial and the first epicardial breakthrough. Two aspects caused the larger reldiff on the endocardium. First, the endocar¬ 
dium is “electrically shielded” by the epicardium and second the modeled endocardial surface had a relative small spa¬ 
tial extension resulting in a set of linear equations (relating the transmembrane potential to the BSP) which were quite 
linearly dependent. Unfortunately, these circumstances resulted in a very ill-conditioned or discrete ill-posed problem. 
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Fig. 3 depicts the activation time map on the endocardium (left) and epicardium (right) estimated from the 63-channel 
MCG data. Gaussian noise was added to the simulated noise-free MCG data (SNR=35dB). As one can see from Fig. 3 
the achieved inverse solution is very similar to the solution estimated from the BSP data. 

Fig. 3: Propagation sequence in 10‘3 s estimated from synthetic 63-channel (lst-order axial gradiometers, baseline 0.05 
m) MCG data (SNR=35dB) on the endocardium (left) and epicardium (right) from an anterior view. The reldiff was 
determined with 0.24 and 0.09 for the endocardial and epicardial surface, respectively. 

For the same reason as mentioned earlier the reldiff on the endocardium was larger than on the epicardium. But again, 
all characteristically events were well reconstructed describing the pattern of the simulated normal cardiac propagation 
sequence. The reldiff was found to be larger when applying only one realistic 37-channel 1st-order axial gradiometer 
probe above the anterior torso [9]. The application of the singular value decomposition (SVD) to the potential and mag¬ 
netic field transfer and data matrices allows the investigation of the information content (i.e. the determination of the 
effective rank). Details can be found elsewhere [5, 9]. Also, SVD allows investigating the degree of linear dependence 
of the BSP and MCG data column matrices. Not discussed here, the effective rank for the data matrices was in the order 
of 15 to 20 (depending on the estimated noise level in the inverse problem). That means only the first 15 to 20 columns 
of the decomposed data left singular matrices had a significant contribution to the inverse solution. Fig. 4 depicts the 
decay of the normalized singular values for the transfer and data matrices. One can see that the normalized singular 
values for the BSP and MCG transfer (o, x, left panel) and for the simulated noise-free BSP and MCG data matrices 
(•,+, right panel) gradually decrease in a very similar way with increasing index i. There was only a relative small dif¬ 
ference in the singular values beginning at the index 16. By adding Gaussian noise to the BSP and MCG data the sin¬ 
gular values of the BSP (o) and MCG (x) data matrices were quite similar (Fig. 4, right panel). This resemblance of the 
normalized singular values was the reason why we expected very similar inverse solutions from BSP and MCG data for 
cardiac depolarization. 

Fig. 4: Left: Decay of the normalized singular values for the potential (o) and magnetic field (x) transfer matrices, re¬ 
spectively. Right. Decay of the normalized singular values for the potential (-,o) and magnetic field (+,x) data matrices 
by adding no noise (•,+) and by adding Gaussian noise (o, x) to the BSP and MCG data (35dB). 

In case of the anteroseptal acute phase of infarction the reldiff found from BSP and MCG data (applying the 
same torso geometiy and sensor arrangement) were in the same order as in the normal case. Considering the presented 
inverse algorithm, the applied whole-torso sensor arrangement and the torso geometry the averaged mean localization 
accuracy was determined on the epicardial and endocardial surfaces by a reldiff of 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. 
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Conclusion 

The proposed inverse method allowed imaging of cardiac depolarization [6, 9, 10]. An application of this inverse 
method to clinical magnetocardiographic data is given within these proceedings [6]. From the results achieved we con¬ 
cluded that for the estimation of the depolarization sequence we have to expect very similar results from MCG and BSP 
data. This is plausible considering the mathematical formulation of the MCG and BSP forward and inverse problem. 
Under realistic situations the information content, i.e. the effective rank, of the BSP and MCG data matrices would be in 
the same order considering same sensor positions, sampling intervals and signal-to-noise ratios. The localization accu¬ 
racy depends on the spatial arrangement of the sensors. The less spatially distributed the sensors the more linearly de¬ 
pendent are the equations describing the forward problem (assuming that the same number of sensors is applied). Most 
of the BSP mapping systems are using whole-torso sensor arrangements (with 32 to 256 sensors). We showed that the 
localization accuracy is in the same order when whole-torso gradiometer arrangements were applied. This study is re¬ 
stricted in several ways: First, we neglected the effect of electrical anisotropy in the myocardium; but known from lit¬ 
erature, this is valid considering cardiac depolarization [4, 12]. Second, we applied an endocardial geometry, which is 
too less realistic to make a final conclusion on the localization accuracy on the endocardium, and third, we applied a full 
synthetic model adding Gaussian noise only to the BSP and MCG data. We not included noise in the geometrical data, 
which always occurs in realistic measurement situations. 

We did not investigate the localization accuracy varying the conductivities in the different compartments of the 
torso. This can be found elsewhere [9]. In general, changes in the conductivities (blood masses, lungs) have a signifi¬ 
cant influence on the BSP and on the MCG inverse solution [3, 9, 12]. 

Although not investigated, the main power of MCG inverse solutions could be expected during cardiac repolari¬ 
zation because of the effects of electrical anisotropy (oblique dipole layer theory). Recently, some studies were pre¬ 
sented describing different repolarization phenomena observed in BSP and MCG recordings under stress conditions [1, 

n 
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Introduction 
To gain the effective components from evoked fields and/or potentials, it has been necessary to average 

the waveforms of several trials. Since the signals reflect on the psycho-physiological state of a subject, the 
time-variation is an important feature in the analysis of MEGs/EEGs. Hence, the fewer number of average is 
the more preferred. This study proposes a method to identify evoked fields with wavelet based time variant 
filter which is equivalent to the average in effect. Since wavelet transform have already succeeded to analyze 
evoked potentials in the literatures[l,2,3,4,5], the application to MEGs is promising. Once the synchronized 
components are extracted from each multi-channel MEG signal, the localization of a current dipole source is 
effectively and easily performed. 

Auditory evoked fields were measured with 64 channel whole head MEG system. Two filters were con¬ 
structed and applied to analyze AEFs; The first simple one used the signals from the channel of the largest 
S/N ratio; they were averaged 630 times and then wavelet transformed to construct the time varying filter that 
extracts the evoked field component from rather noisy signals from the other channels. The second improved 
one used all 630 time averaged signals from whole channels. 

The signals with various number of average were filtered and the location of current dipole is estimated 
for the corresponding evoked field. Through this proposed former filtering, the signals of 50 time averages 
estimate the same location with the same errors as the original signals of 630 time averages, while the latter 
one reduced the number of averages to 10. These results indicate the effectiveness of the wavelet based time 
varying filter and further reduction of the averaging number is promising by further optimization. 

Methods 
Wavelet Transform 

Wavelet analysis has been widely accepted as an effective method for time-frequency decomposition com¬ 
pared with the so-called short-time Fourier transform. It is also revealed feasible and effective to process evoked 
potentials. Wavelets are obtained by dilating or compressing a mother wavelet xp which is well concentrated in 
both time and frequency. If the Fourier transform xp of this mother wavelet function satisfies the admissibility 
condition: 

*-£*&*<- 
following integral wavelets transform and its reconstruction formula hold. 

<W*f)W,a) 

m 

(2) 

(3) 

where a represents a scale factor, and (3, a time shift. 
It is known that if the time-scale parameters are appropriately discretized, one may obtain a true or¬ 

thonormal basis depending on the choice of the basic wavelet. And hence, it fulfills the discrete version of the 

reconstruction formula. Conventional way to discretize the time-scale parameters is to choose a = a{/2 and 

/? = aQ3b0k, where j and k are integer values. The corresponding wavelets and resulting coefficients are 

= aJ/2V' (a£ - ; Cj,k 

N-l 

n=0 
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The parameters j and k are called the scale and the shift, respectively. The scale is related to the frequency 
and the large values of j correspond to high frequency contents. 

The resolution of wavelet analysis may depend on the selection of basic wavelets. It is natural to choose a 
basic wavelet that has a similar waveform to the analyzing signal. In this study, we have chosen the Laplacian- 
Gaussian function called Mexican hat as a mother wavelet. This function gives an approximation to the Gabor 
transform which has the smallest time-frequency window. Although it satisfies the admissibility condition, it 
fails to give orthonormal base by discretization. Through the dense discretization with sufficiently small ao and 
bo, however, we can obtain redundant non-orthogonal base. We have chosen the values: ao = v^2, bo = 5. And 
following approximate reconstruction formula holds. 

j Cj k Ck 

where c/s and c/s are constants derived from the non-orthogonality of wavelets. 
In this study we have developed a time-frequency filter to extract the characteristics of the ERF. By 

using the discrete wavelet transform, it is possible to perform a time-frequency filtering over a digital signal. It 
can be done by multiplying the wavelet coefficients C/* of the input signal s(n) by a set of real coefficients Hjtk 

in each j and k; Hj^ • Cjyk forms a new set of wavelet coefficients Cj k and then the output filtered signal will 
be obtained by an inverse wavelet transform. 

Since we adopt an redundant non-orthogonal base rather than complete normal ones by many researchers, 
filter construction will become more flexible and less sensitive to parameter tuning. 

AEF Measurement 

AEF was recorded for 38 year healthy male subject with a whole head 64-channel MEG system (CTF 
Systems Inc.,Canada) at a sampling rate of 312.5 Hz and filtered at DC to 100Hz. Auditory stimulation was 
delivered as binaural 100-msec pure sinusoidal burst at 60 dB SpL and at the frequency of 1kHz. Inter-stimulus 
intervals were fixed at 1.06 sec. 

Results 
Figure 1 displays the averaged MEG waveforms recorded at all 64 sensor positions. The N1 component 

is apparent in channels L42,L43,R42,R43, and R44. Two wavelet based filters were constructed in order to 
analyze these AEFs in signals of fewer number of averages. Filter coefficients in scale-shift domain of the 
first one is evaluated from the typical signal such as one from the channel L43, which is shown in Fig.2(a). 
Wavelet transform with the Mexican hat as a mother wavelet gives the coefficients as shown in Fig.2(b). From 
this scalogram, the pass region with simple rectangular shape in scale-shift domain is determined as shown in 
Fig.2(c). Then, the signals with reduced number of average is processed to extract N1 component as shown 
in Fig.3, where L43 signal with 10 time average is processed for example. The signals with various number 
of averages were filtered and the location of current dipoles was estimated for extracted N1 components, and 

performances of present wavelet filter was evaluated through RMS errors between measured and estimated 
fields. The results are shown in Table 1. It is noted that even this simple filter reduces the number of average 
from 630 to 50 within the same errors. 

Table 1. Fitting errors of current dipole source modeling at the AEF 
peak (N1 component) about 100ms after the stimulus 

filter 
# of signals for average 

630 300 200 50 20 10 

— 3.64% 3.24% 4.87% 6.05% 12.72% 12.66% 
WF1 — 2.95% 4.43% 3.27% 6.60% 9.89% 

Since 50 time average is not enough to analyze short time AEF change, wavelet filter was revised; all 64 

signals averaged 630 times were used to determine pass region. By thresholding at 1% of total signal power, 
the pass region was determined as shown in Fig.4. The same L43 signal as in Fig.3(a) was processed with this 
revised wavelet filter as shown in Fig.5. Comparing Fig.3(c) and Fig.5(c), improvement of the performance is 
apparent. This is ascertained by observing the filtered N1 components of each channel signal displayed in Fig.6. 
The revised wavelet filter gives almost same waveforms as 630 time averaged AEF. 

Discussion 
A wavelet analysis method with a redundant non-orthogonal base was proposed to extract the charac¬ 

teristics of the AEF from a few trial data. Through this proposed filtering with simple pass region, the signals 
of 50 time average estimate the same location with the same errors as the original signals of 630 times average, 
while the revised one reduced the required number of average to 10. These results indicates the effectiveness of 
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the wavelet based time varying filter. Since it requires still large number of averages to determine pass region, 
it is best used to evaluate the short time change in evoked fields during measurement. 
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Fig.l. Sets of 64 averaged waveforms of 492.8ms length (including the 99.2 ms pre-stimulus baseline). Waveforms 

with 630 and 10 time averages are superimposed. The layout corresponds to the sensor positions on the head. 

Fig.2. From (a) 603 time averaged L43 channel signal, (b) wavelet coefficients with Mexican hat mother wavelet 
is obtained, and (c) pass region with simple rectangular shape is determined. 
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Fig.3. From (a) 10 time averaged L43 channel signal, (b) filtered coefficients are obtained. Inverse wavelet 

transform gives (c) extracted N1 component. 

Fig.4. (a) Whole channel signals averaged 603 times are averaged and from (b) wavelet coefficients pass region 

is settled by thresholding the coefficients. 

Fig.5. From (a) 10 time averaged L43 channel signal, (b) filtered coefficients are obtained. Inverse wavelet 

transform gives (c) extracted N1 component. 
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Fig.6. Filtered N1 components with WF1 and WF2 from 630 time averaged waveforms. 
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Introduction 

Noninvasive measurements of bioelectric signals like somatosensory evoked fields (SEF) have high rele¬ 
vance for diagnostic purposes and complement functional imaging by magnetoneurography (MNG) [1]. 
The main problem for the MNG data analysis is the bad signal-to-noise ratio. Endogenous biological noise 
sources like the heart generate artifacts which can be several orders of magnitude higher than the signal of 
interest. Therefore without appropriate artifact/noise reduction an MNG evaluation is not possible. Usually 
averaging techniques are used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, taking advantage of the fact that the evoked 
response is time locked with the stimulus and assuming that the noise is uncorrelated to the stimulus. Further¬ 
more, frequency domain filtering techniques could be applied to suppress the noise while preserving the evoked 
signal. This standard approach can be only as effective as the Fourier basis is capable to separate signals from 
noise, which will hardly be the case e.g. for (broadband) heart beat signals. 

In applying ICA techniques we pursue a different denoising philosophy. Here the multichannel measurement 
vector is transformed to a representation of independent components which allows to distinguish between the 
signal of interest and the artifacts. After selecting relevant components a backprojection to the sensor space 
yields cleaned measurements. 

Methods 

For independent component analysis (ICA) we assume that the observed signals x consist of n underlying 
sources s = (si,..., s„), that are unknown, but mutually statistically independent and that these sources were 
mixed by an unknown (linear and stationary) mixing process A, x(t) = As(f) with x = (*i,.. . ,xm), m > n, 
where the components s, have zero mean. The crucial assumption is the statistical independence, which can be 

n 

expressed by the probability density function as p(«i,.. .sn) = Yl Pi(8i)- Within this assumptions it is the goal 
»=i 

to separate the measurements x through u(f) = Wx(f) into independent components by imposing statistical 

independence on the output u of this demixing process. These components resemble the underlying sources up 
to a scalar factor and a random permutation of the order. In this sense it is the goal to invert the unknown 
mixing matrix A, i.e. W = A-1 . Note that both the mixing process A and the sources s are unknown, 
therefore these techniques are called blind source separation. 
Recent work on signal processing in EEG and MEG scenarios that have focused on artifact removal with ICA, 
see e.g. [2, 3], rely on higher-order statistics [4, 5, 6] and usually involve gradient descent optimization. 
Although these methods are rather successful for low-dimensional applications like fetal electrocardiogram 
extraction [7], they are ineligible for high-dimensional problems with few data points like 49-channel recordings 
of evoked responses, since (1) the number of averaged data is not sufficient for a stable estimate of the cumulants 
and (2) working on raw data is computationally prohibitive. 
A different approach to achieve blind source separation uses only second order statistics and time-delay informa¬ 

tion [8, 9]. Here the inherent temporal structure of signals, as found regularly in neurophysiological recordings, 

is exploited to yield a simple and robust separation algorithm. 
To determine W we define a loss function which is based only on the correlation structure of the signals 

£(W) = ;>>•(*)«>(<)>2+ £ <m(<)ty(* + r)>*. (1) 

i?j T>0,i?j 

where (•) denotes the time average. Clearly (1) vanishes if the output signals are both uncorrelated (first term) 
and independent over time (second term). To minimize eq.(l) we have several options. First, a simple gradient 

descent wou^ approximate the solution. 
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Second, we can minimize the cost function (1) by an approximate simultaneous diagonalization of a set of time 
lagged correlation matrices Rx(t) = (x(t)xT (t -f r)) . Where the diagonal elements of these matrices are formed 
by the values of the autocorrelation functions and the off-diagonal elements are the respective cross-correlations. 
If the time course of the signals were independent, all these time-delayed correlation matrices should be diagonal, 
because the cross-correlations of independent signals vanish for all time lags. 
We call the proposed technique TDSEP (Temporal Decorrelation source SEParation). Most convienently one 

proceeds in two steps: (1) whitening and (2) rotation to find a linear, non-orthogonal transform that is a 

simultaneous diagonalizer of the matrix set {Rx(r)} (see [8] [9] [10] and [11] for details). 
It is clear that the temporal decorrelation algorithm (TDSEP) can be used successfully only if the signals have 
distinctive autocorrelation functions. From the computational point of view TDSEP is very efficient and robust, 

since (1) it uses linear algebra, which in contrast to most previous methods avoids complicated optimization 
and (2) it relies on estimates of simple lagged correlation matrices that can be assessed robustly with modest 

computational effort [8]. 
To get an artifact reduction procedure we have to perform three major steps: 
First, decompose the measured data into independent components by the TDSEP algorithm. Then, in a second 
step, decide which components correspond to artifactual or relevant signals on the basis of prior knowledge. 
Finally, as a third step, project back the previously selected components of interest to obtain a set of cleaned 

measurements. 

Experiments 

We will now apply the TDSEP signal separation method to a particularly noisy and challenging artifact 

reduction problem. Namely measurements of tibial nerve somatosensory evoked magnetic fields over the lower 
back l. 

Figure 1: Measurement of evoked magnetic fields over Figure 2: Estimated (x, y) location of dipole model using 

the lumbar spine using a 49 channel SQUID magnetome- ICA preprocessing and averaging vs. simple averaging 

ter. only. ICA prep, gives a smoother propagation path. 

Setup: Inside a magnetically shielded room the magnetic field over the lumbar spine of a patient with an acute 
unilateral SI nerve root compression was measured, while the posterior tibial nerves at the right and left ankle 
were altematingly stimulated with 9 Hz electric pulse on each side (0.1 ms width; bridge electrode; cathode 
proximal; constant current 6 mA - 13 mA; above motor-threshold, 55 ms delay right-left, cf. Fig. 1). 

Signals were measured using a low noise multichannel dc-SQUID system operated in a first order axial electronic 

gradiometer mode with 70 mm baseline; 7 mm diameter SQUID pick up area, 49 sensors in a planar hexagonal 
configuration for the registration of the vertical field component, 30 mm distance between neighboring SQUID 
positions covering an area of 210 mm diameter [12] (cf. Figs. 1 and 2). After a 6 Hz - 500 Hz analog bandpass 
was applied, the magnetic signals were recorded with 4 kHz sampling rate (for details cf. [1]). 
Results: The main problem in this data is that the evoked responses are completely covered by artifact signals 
originating mainly from the heart (ECG), muscles (EMG) and also technical noise sources like the stimulus 
signal or power line interference. In particular the heart signal is dominating almost all channels. 
To find the independent components of this measuring data we applied the TDSEP algorithm. For this we 
compute several correlation matrices {Rx(r)} on the raw data and simultaneously diagonalize this matrix set. 

'The recordings were carried out in the Department of Neurology at UKBF in cooperation with PTB. 
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Figure 3: Field maps evoked upon left tibial nerve stimulation at the ankle show a basically dipolar field configuration 

when propagating caudocranially. The results of a dipole fit are shown in every plot (dipole orientation as bar), estimated 

z-location (depth) of dipole (as lower left number in cm) and estimated dipole moment (as lower right number in nAm). 

As a further enhancement of the robustness of the algorithm we calculated the {Kx(r)} matrices for different 
parts of the data. In this study we used 15 matrices Rx{t) with r = 1,..., 5 for three consecutive blocks of raw 
data (each block contains 2 • 106 data points per channel). 

In a good approximation the source is a current dipole propagating along the nerve. At first sight this propa¬ 
gation seems to violate the assumption of a stationary mixing matrix. However, to merely separate the signal 
from artifacts, it is sufficient if the signal is essentially contained in a linear, low-dimensional subspace spanned 
e.g. by fields of a few dipoles placed along the nerve. 

After selecting relevant components in this subspace and backprojection to the sensor space, we observed phasic 
components of the signal waveform (not shown, see [9]) in the interval between 15 and 25 ms corresponding to 
arrival time and period of transit below the sensor area of the nerve compound action currents. Using a dipolar 
source model, compound action currents can be visualized (see Fig. 3). As expected, the dipole runs during 
the first 9 time slices obliquely (in the plexus lumbosacralis and nerve roots) and then from t = 17.5 ms straight 
(in the cauda equina). 

Notably we got these results even though we used the worst measurement available in a larger set of recordings. 
This emphasizes the usefulness and robustness of our technique in a scenario where other methods fail. This 
effect becomes particularly clear in the relevant time interval from 17.25 to 18.25 ms in Fig. 3 where the dipole 
approaches the upper part of the sensor array in which the heart beat artifact is extremely strong. 
For a comparison Fig. 2 shows the estimated locations of the dipole model under the sensor area. Clearly simple 
averaging (AVG) yields a poor result, whereas data, cleaned with the proposed ICA based artifact reduction 
procedure, gives an anatomically more plausible picture of the propagating dipole. Also the estimated depth 
and dipole moment in Fig. 3 match better with findings in other studies [1, 13]. 
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Discussion 

In this paper we pursued an approach conceptually different from the common averaging techniques by 
applying a three step procedure involving ICA. First we transform the data to the ICA basis using TDSEP, 
which allows us in a second step to identify the components of interest, select them interactively, and in a 
third step project them back to sensor space, where we obtain cleaned measurements. The proposed approach 
results in a significant noise reduction, which improves the neuromagnetic source analysis. We would like to 
emphasize that ICA introduces a new quality into methods for the preprocessing of biomagnetic recordings. 
ICA is an unsupervised, i.e. purely data driven technique using no prior knowledge about the signals or the 
medical problem that can (under idealized but reasonable conditions) significantly reduce artifact contributions 

while the signal of interest is not affected at all. This is very much in contrast to e.g. filtering in the frequency 
domain which is in general a compromise between preserving the signal and rejecting the noise. Clearly, ICA 
based artifact removal and refined (e.g. weighted) averaging techniques [13] are not mutually exclusive, in 
contrary they are rather complementary in the sense that ICA can be used as a plug-in algorithmic component, 
e.g. before a subsequent averaging is trying to improve the signal-to-noise ratio even further. 
As mentioned before another interesting aspect in MNG analysis is that the sources investigated are propagating, 

which makes the mixing process non-stationary, i.e. x = A(t)s. So far neither the above analysis nor previous 
studies have considered this problem explicitly and have instead always assumed stationary mixtures. Future 

research will therefore apply techniques for non-stationary ICA [14] to MNG and MEG experiments. 
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Graphical Meta-Language for Advanced Visualization 

of Localization Results 

Zimmermann, Roger 
Franz Volhard Klinik FVK, Berlin-Buch, Germany 

Abstract 

The existent graphical meta-language VRML can be used both as an advanced method to view biomagnetic 
data and as a common standard for data exchange. The advantages of using this approach are discussed through 
three examples. 

Introduction 

Graphical visualization of measurement results is a vital task. In biomagnetism, the results of a measurement 
procedure (including modeling and computation, etc.) are often shown together with some anatomical infor¬ 
mation of the measured subject. In many cases, the output of the measurement procedure are one or more 
’’objects”, e.g., the sources. Although there is a number of in part highly sophisticated programs that also 
can be used for visualization, they all lack two properties. First, their ability to visualize the data in three 
dimensions is limited. Second, the exchange of data generated with these programs requires the program itself 
or some custom software to view or convert the data. 

The VRML Format 

VRML is the acronym for Virtual Modeling Reality Language. It is a graphic meta-language and a file format 
standard developed in the early 90 s by engineers from SGI. The latest version of the specifications was released 
in autumn 97 and conforms to the ISO/IEC 14772-1:1998 standard [1]. VRML allows the description of objects 
in space and their evolution in time. The entirety of objects are called a ’’world”. Programs to display and 
interact with such a world are called browsers in accordance with the ’’HyperText Markup Language” (HTML) 

used in the Internet. 
The most important feature VRML offers is the possibility of advanced visualization of the data. The basic 
approach of visualization of the data as a ’’world”, were the viewer can walk around, change his or her position 
or direction of view, has strong consequences. All parts of each object are viewable: starting from the front 
and moving to the back, it is even possible to go into an object and view the inside. An additional possibility 
of VRML is the predetermined association of the resolution to the distance between viewer and object. In this 

way, ’’far” objects can be shown in a lower resolution while ’’near” objects can be shown in full detail with ’’far” 
and ’’near” defined by the VRML code by specifying a so-called LOD (Level Of Detail). 
The possibility of interacting with the data allows the viewer to gain a much better understanding of ’’what 
is going on” than a simple picture on a flat device such as a computer screen or a piece of paper. Also, time 
dependent events can be viewed from every point in space. For example, the beginning of a wavefront can be 
viewed from its origin. The human brain is designed for spatial viewing by handling the output of two optical 
sensors (the eyes), which are slightly different in position. While programs often present their data on screen, 
some of the available VRML browsers allow the viewing of VRML data with ’’real 3D” devices that present 
different pictures to the left and to the right eye. 
The advanced ’’visualization” of VRML includes the allotment of sound or of actions to objects. Finally, a 

powerful feature of VRML is the linking of objects. Similar to HTML, a click on an object can produce a 
jump to a new, different world. With this feature, it is possible to include additional information about the 
measurement, models used or processing algorithms without overloading the picture. For an auditory evoked 
measurement, information about the audio stimuli used (including the stimuli itself) can be presented after 
clicking on a small symbol. 
VRML is a common standard and is available for free. Conforming to this standard, the results of biomagnetic 
measurements can be easily shared between scientific groups all over the world. The VRML code is primarily 
dependent on the contents (the biomagnetic data), not on the type of processing program or on the computer 
platform. Besides, the visualization of the VRML data is the same for all viewers, independent of the producer. 
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Due to the free availability of most of the software [2], work can be concentrated on the data itself and not on 
the display, rendering or 3D transformation procedures. Using a standard browser program, the task of three- 
dimensional visualization of the data is reduced to the building of a proper converter. Sample converter programs 
to convert biomagnetic data to VRML format are available from the author. The converter programming only 
needs to be done once for a given data format. The existence of free software for syntax and consistency checking 
allows the integrity of the converter to be tested. In summary, there a minimal effort is required to visualize 

VRML data. 

Methods 

First, supplementary information (which is the same for all measurements) was produced. The coordinate 
system, a viewing frame and a grid that symbolizes the measurement positions are generated. Each of these 
parts may have one or more optimal points of view. These can be used for easy navigation in space in the 
compound model or to demonstrate some interesting properties of the biomagnetic data. Next, examples of 
code were generated from biomagnetic localization data or anatomical information. 

Examples 

A) 

h-l 

J (i 

Figure 1: Example views on objects written in VRML. The frame A) visualizes 
the region of interest. The grid C) demonstrates the measuring position of the 
lowest sensor coil while the coordinate system B) is visualized using three arrows 
for the axes X,Y,Z. The VRML code from A,B and C can be easily combined 
and shows with D) a whole biomagnetic dataset (together with additional arrows 
from a dipole localization). 

A magnetic dipole was applied as model for all localizations. This dipole was visualized as an arrow in space. 
Size and direction represented, as usual, the vector of the equivalent source. If additional parameters such as 
time, standard deviation, etc. need to be visualized, arrow properties such as color or geometry can be used. 
Additionally, arbitrary text can be drawn on the arrow body. Using this technique, it would be possible to 
mark the time of localization on the body of the representing arrow. 
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Data from the localization of a patient suffering from the WPW syndrome is used to demonstrate static and 
dynamic visualizations. From the dynamic visualization, three snapshots (Fig. 2A-2C) out of fourteen were 
taken, along with a static visualization of the localized sources from all 14 time points (Fig. 2D). 

A) B) 

C) D) 

# 1 

Tim©: 553 ms Tim©: 546 - 557 ms 

Figure 2: Three snapshots A) - C) of a dynamic visualization from the local¬ 
ization of magnetic dipoles of biomagnetic WPW data compared to a static 
visualization D) of all fourteen dipoles from the same dataset. 

The third visualization (Fig. 3) shows a representations of anatomical information generated from MRT data 
using extraction and processing steps. Since “where in the body“ is one of the final questions of a biomagnetic 
localization procedure, the visualization anatomical data is of vital importance. In VRML, anatomical data 
can be shown as a polyhedral surface. Since the resolution of an object can be made explicit dependent on the 
distance between object and viewer, the number of used surface elements in relation to the viewpoint can be 
specified during the generation of the VRML code. 

Discussion 

Since VRML is only a format for the description of objects in space and time, it is a powerful tool for the 
visualization of data that has already been processed. It is not useful (and was never intended) as a tool for 
the processing of data itself. 
Although the syntax of VRML covers a wide range of expressions to generate 3D data together with additional 
helpful information, there also are some disadvantages of this format. While designed to display objects in a 
world, it is not possible to visualize density information. A possible workaround would be the visualization of 
densities as objects with a different degree of transparency. The surfaces of these objects may be generated 
using isodensity surfaces, that are analogous to the isocontour lines used in two dimensions. 
To examine the ’’world” of a biomagnetic dataset for scientific purposes, it would be necessary to get feedback 
about actual parameters such as the viewpoint, object distances or the direction of object axes. While most of 
the VRML browser programs do not output such information, it should be possible to produce this data with 
the VRML code itself. 
Although not necessary for the exchange of biomagnetic data in VRML format, it would be helpful to have 
some common agreements about the meaning of specific symbols, objects and colors in such a data set. Still, if 
every object is linked to its proper description, the data would be self-explanatory. 
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Figure 3: Anatomical data of an inner heart surface extracted from MRT- 
data using the Curry program. Surface A) represents the outer surface of left 
ventricle. The result of a dipole localization B) is combined with the anatomical 
view in C). Looking from the bottom, a movement of the successive dipoles can 

be observed in D). 

Conclusions 

The VRML language offers an advanced mechanism to visualize data in three dimensions as well as a common 
standard for the exchange of processed biomagnetic data. The viewing possibilities go far in enabling the 
interactive display of three-dimensional objects in space and time. The usability of VRML as a common 

standard arises from its broad availability, its standardization and the possibilities offered by its syntax. This 
can be used to include additional helpful or descriptive information with the data. 
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Measurement of Magnetic Fields Generated by Cables for 

Biomagnetic Applications 

Zimmermann R. and Gapelyuk A. 
Franz Volhard Klinik FVK, Berlin-Buch, Germany 

Abstract 

Several types of biomagnetic measurements require the use of ’’low noise” biomagnetic cables, i.e., cables which 
produce no or only a small external magnetic field. This article reports the measured magnetic fields generated 
by two types of cables: coaxial cables and twisted wires. For the case of twisted wires, the dependencies of the 
external field on wire parameters are shown. 

Introduction 

Cables have a wide range of possible applications in biomagnetic measurements. Measurements with phantoms, 
calibration measurements as well as biomagnetic measurements with online position recording require the use 
of cables near the sensor system. Last but not least there also are many kinds of stimulation experiments 
that require the application of electric currents inside the shielded room. Although comparably high currents 
flow through these cables, they should generate no or only a minimal external magnetic field. According to 
theory, an ideal coaxial cable does not generate an external magnetic field and on the opposite side, external 
fields do not induce currents. For this reason, coaxial cables are commonly used for LF and RF applications. 
In addition to twisted wires, cables of the coaxial type also are used in biomagnetic measurements. We are 
especially interested in typical cases for biomagnetic measurements, e.g., at low frequency (/ < 500Hz, often 
/ < 50Hz), with a current in the range of up to parts of one Ampere, and with the wire positioned near the 

biomagnetic sensor system. 

Methods 

Two different types of cables were used for the measurements: coaxial cables and twisted wires. The first coaxial 
cable (Kl), typically used for LF devices, has an outer diameter of 3mm. As a second coaxial cable (K2), we 
used a ’’standard” black coaxial cable (RG-58U) with an outer diameter of 7mm, commonly used for technical 

(RF) purposes. 

Name Diameter D 
[mm] 

Coating C 
[mm] 

Twisting N 
/ 10 mm 

T1 0.3 <0.1 5 

T2 0.6 <0.1 4 

T3 0.6 <0.1 1 

T4 0.6 0.5 3 

T5 0.6 0.5 1 

Table 1: Properties of the twisted wires used for the measurements. 
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The parameters of the twisted wires are shown in Table 1. In a first measurement session, we compared the 
external magnetic field produced by each of the coaxial cables against that of the twisted wire Tl, which 
was already in our installation. For a second measurement series, we prepared four new twisted wires with 
slightly modified properties (Table 1). During the measurements, the test wires were mounted on a planar 
(X-Y) substrate parallel to the Y-axis (left side of Fig. 2). The test wire was connected to the current supply 
cable. The tail of the test wire was short-circuited. Measurements with the short-circuited supply cable alone 
under similar conditions were done for reference (zero) measurements. All measurements were carried out in a 
shielded room (AK3B from VAC, Germany) using a second order gradiometer (manufactured by CES, USA) 

with a baseline of 110mm. The gradiometer was oriented to measure the components of the magnetic field 
perpendicular to the X-Y plane. The vertical distance between the lowest coil of the gradiometer and the 
test wire was 55mm. During a measurement, an area of 400 • 400mm (X • Y) was scanned by the sensors 
by moving the substrate between the recordings. Outside the shielded room we used the output of a sine 
generator (Vpp = 10V, / = 2,40 Hz) fed through a series resistor (R = 50H) to the supply cable. During 
the measurements, parallel recordings were made of the electric voltage across the resistor and the magnetic 
signal. After digitizing, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was applied to both types of signals and the proper 
frequency band was selected from the FFT power spectra. A normalized value of the magnetic field at every 
sensor location was obtained by dividing the magnetic power by the electric power and multiplying the result 
by a constant factor. This quotient is referred to as ’’Normalized Field Quotient” or NFQ in the rest of this 
article. The plots showing lines of equal values of this quotient simply are called ” Isoquotient” or NFQ plots. 

Simulation 

To gain some insight as to the magnitude of the expected effects, we carried out a short simulation study for 
twisted wires. The wire is modeled by a line (Y-axis) of successively rotated, magnetic dipoles (see Fig. 1). 

Twisted Wire 

10 mm 
N= 3 

rxxxxxxxxxi— 
Current Loops 

{ D= 1 mm 

\ I 
Magnetic Dipoles 

m 

i 

= 1 * ji *(2) 

Figure 1: Model used for simulation of a twisted wire through a line of suc¬ 
cessively rotated magnetic dipoles. The strength ”m” of every dipole can be 
characterized by the distance ”D” between the wires and the flowing current I. 

The successive rotation of every dipole is 90Deg = |. Each dipole represents a small loop of current / produced 
by the two wires with a distance D and a rotation dependent on the number of twists N per length (10mm). 

(The distance D is mainly dependent on the insulation thickness of the wire.) Using m = I * n * %, one can 
compute the magnetic moment of the corresponding dipole. Via Equation 1 it is now possible to compute the 
magnetic field of the modeled wire. 

B(r) = 
3(m • r)r m 

(1) 

Supplying realistic values for the current I (0.2A), the distance D (1mm) and the twisting N (3), this model 
generates values of approximately \~uTesla with only a small gradient in the Y-direction. Since the sys- 
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tem is highly symmetric, small deviations in symmetry can produce comparably high external fields. Typical 
asymmetries in the dipole strength show monopolar, point-like fields. 

Measurement Results 

For the first series of measurements, the coaxial wires K1 and K2 and tlie twisted wire T1 were used. The first 
measurement series shows the NFQ for these three wires. Also, we carried out a reference measurement (zero) 
without the test wire but with a short-circuited supply wire by measuring only the lowest X-positions. After 
processing, maps of the data were generated. In addition to the maps, the maximum (Max) and an average 
(Avg) value of all sensors was computed and is shown under every map. 

Figure 2: Normalized Field Quotient NFQ values for two types of coaxial wire 
(K1,K2), one type of twisted wire (Tl) and a measurement without testwire 
(Zero) all done at a frequency of 2Hz. The picture shows isoquotient lines with 
a contour step written on the right side of each plot. Maximum (Max) and 
average value of all sensors are written below each picture. 

Both coaxial cables K1 and K2 produce a NFQ that is larger than that of the twisted wire Tl. Comparing 
the averaged value over all sensors, the magnitude of the NFQ is approximately 50 times (Tl compared to Kl) 
or 75 times (Tl compared to K2) larger. Looking at the morphology of the measurement maps, Tl shows a 

point-like (monopolar) maximum. Kl and K2, however, show distributions that are more or less independent 
of the value of the Y-direction (the cable direction) but show strong gradients in the X-direction. 
In the second measurement series, the fields of the twisted wires Tl - T5 were measured. The data were recorded 
with a slightly different sensor system, and therefore the scale of the isoquotients is slightly different from that of 
the first series. The wires were mounted in the same way as in the first measurement series. The measurements 
were carried out with / = 2Hz and / = 40Hz. All data were plotted using isoquotient lines as in Fig. 2. 
The isoquotient maps of the measured magnetic field again show point-like extrema, similar to the maps of the 
twisted wire Tl in the first measurement series (Fig. 2). No differences could be observed between / = 2Hz 
and / = 40Hz. The NFQ shows a dependency on the number of twists per length ”N” and the parameter ”D”. 
For the thin-coated T1-T3 (D approximately zero) the NFQ was 43/104/287 (average values). While Tl has 
the highest twisting (N=5) of all cables, it also has the smallest wire diameter (0.3mm). T2 and T3 were made 
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Zero 

T1 

T2 T3 

T4 T5 

Figure 3: NFQ isoplots of different types of twisted wire (T1 - T5) at a frequency 

of 2Hz. The picture show isoquotient lines with a contour step written on the 
left side of each plot. Maximum (Max) and average (Avg) value of all sensors 
are written below each picture. 

of thicker wire (D= 0.6mm) and differ only in the number of twists per 10mm (N=4 or N=l). The heavily 
twisted cable T2 shows an average value of 104 compared to a value of nearly 700 for the low twisted cable T3. 
Therefore, twisting can be seen as a vital parameter impacting cable noise. Comparing the NFQ of the twisted 
wires with thin and thick coating, cable T4 shows an average of 287, nearly three times larger than that of 
T2 (Avg= 104). Also coating thickness therefore makes a difference. In the cases of the low twisted wires T3 
and T5, there is practically no difference of the NFQ. In these cases, other effects seem to prevail, raising the 
need for an improved model. To investigate these effects in detail, improved fixation of the cable seems to be 
necessary in order to eliminate variations in the spatial arrangement of the cable between measurements. 

Conclusion 

For applications such as those described in this article, one should use twisted wires as a cable for ’’high” 
currents. Coaxial cables generate magnetic fields that were 50 to 75 times larger in the case of the measured 
samples. For twisted wires, at least three parameters influence the external magnetic field generated. While the 

current is often limited by the measurement task and cannot be changed, the wire itself should have a coating 
that is as thin as possible. In addition, it should be twisted as much as possible. Using wires with a small 
diameter, both can be achieved more easily. The remaining magnetic fields are likely to be generated by small 
asymmetries in the coating thickness or in the twisting. Therefore, uniform twisting is necessary and bending 
should be avoided. A further investigation of the effects resulting from bending would be desirable. 
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Introduction 
Spreading cortical depression (SCD), is a disturbance of the cortical environment, that propagates along the 

cortex at a rate of a few millimeters per minute. The tissue undergoing SCD exhibits vigorous discharges and then 
becomes electrically inactive for a few minutes [3]. 

The possible involvement of SCD in various types of clinically important phenomena has motivated in vitro 
and in vivo MEG studies of SCD [1,4,7,8,11,13]. In vivo studies have shown that slowly varying MEG signals of 
SCD can be monitored outside the heads of rabbits and rats [4,13], In these studies DC-MEG signals were correlated 
with both AC and DC changes in electrocorticograms (ECoGs). In particular, it was hoped that such studies would aid 
in the recognition of MEG signals measured during migraine, where distinctive signals are expected if SCD is occur¬ 
ring. The results, however, were difficult to interpret, in part due to the use of an intact cortex. SCD in such a case 
can propagate from the point of initiation to various parts of the brain by numerous routes. In the present study this 
difficulty was circumvented by creating a rectangular strip on the cerebral cortex perpendicular to the midline. The strip 
made it possible to initiate an SCD on the lateral end, forcing the SCD to propagate linearly toward the midline. SCD 
does not propagate through a cut made in the cortical surface extending from the surface into the white matter, nor will 
it cross the midline to the opposite hemisphere [6]. Earlier in vitro studies of SCD have shown that the currents re¬ 
sponsible for the MEG signal were directed perpendicular to the tissue surface and aligned parallel to the longitudinal 
axis of principal core conductors [7]. Specifically, the magnetic field recorded from an isolated turtle cerebellar prepara¬ 
tion showed that the currents were perpendicular to the cerebellar surface, aligned with the longitudinal axis of the Purk- 

inje cells [7,8]. Wadman found that the extracellular current source was located in the cell body and the sink was located 
in the apical dendrite of the hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells during SCD [15]. Thus, the currents were oriented along 
the longitudinal axis of the pyramidal cells and were directed from the apical dendrites toward the soma. These studies 
predict that the currents in the present study should be oriented normal to the cortical surface. Since the SQUID detector 
responds to fields arising from tangential currents (i.e. those in sulci or fissures), the MEG signal during an SCD 
propagating along the strip in this study was expected to become stronger when the SCD enters the longitudinal fissure. 

w , micro SQUID 
Methods 

We studied DC-MEG signals associated with SCD in 12 
New Zealand White Rabbits (3-5 kg, 5-6 months old). Under 
sodium thiopental (Initial dose: 15-30 mg/kg, maintenance dose: 
5-9 mg/kg/hr), the trachea, femoral artery and vein were cannulated 
and craniotomy was performed in the dorsal part of the skull. Fig. 
1 [2] illustrates the experimental arrangement. The dura was re¬ 
sected and a rectangular strip of cortex (5x8 mm) was isolated by 
suction. The depth of the subpial ablasion was 2-3 mm into the 
cortex. A well,as shown in Fig. 2 [2], was built above the cortex 

with dental acrylic cement to superfuse the cortex with Ringer 
solution (concentration in mM: sodium propionate or sodium 
isethionate 70, NaCl 30, KC1 7, NaHCO, 35, CaCl2 2.5, MgCl2 
1.3, glucose 20) to condition the brain for SCD. Occurrence and 
direction of propagation of SCD were monitored with DC-ECoG, 
as shown in Fig. 3 [2]. The animal was secured in a non¬ 
magnetic head holder and placed on a heated water bath to maintain body temperature, then placed in a magnetically 
shielded room (10). DC-MEG signals were recorded with a high resolution BTi pSQUID (4 axial first-order asymmetric 
gradiometers with pickup coil diameter of 4mm, baseline of 16mm, channel separation of 6mm, field sensitivity of 50 
fT/VHz) [10]. The sensors were centered above the intersection of the middle of the strip and the midline; their loca¬ 
tions were determined with a magnetic dipole placed on the electrode array. MEG channels 2 and 4 were placed on each 

Fig. 1. Illustration of experimental 
arrangement. 
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micro SQUID 

Fig. 2 The irrigation well in coronal 
plane, with pSQUID and ECoG elec¬ 
trode placement. Cross hatching rep¬ 

resents Ringers solution. Stimulating 
locations are indicated. 

velocity in a ring, 
activity terminates upon 
reaching the cortical strip 
boundaries or the bottom 

of the longitudinal fissure. The cortical surface in this model was con¬ 
structed to match the surface profile of the coronal slice of rabbit brain (Fig. 

2[2]). The continuous surface was replaced by a grid of square surface ele¬ 
ments. An ensemble of current dipoles oriented normal to the cortical sur¬ 
face were placed at the wavefront. During propagation of SCD only cortical 
sites within a 0.2 mm-wide expanding arc of the ring generated a magnetic 
field. The orientation of the cortical surface relative to the plane of the 
measurement array was adjusted to maximize the agreement of the modeled 
MEG data to the actual experimental data. In this model, the cortical loca¬ 
tion from which SCD originated, the time of initiation, the speed of 
propagation and current dipole amplitude per square mm of cortical surface 

are parameters 

side of the electrode strip directly over the longitudinal fissure (Fig. 3 
[2]), 2-4 mm from the surface of the cortex (Fig. 2[2]). SCD was in¬ 
duced in the strip by stimulating the grey matter (20-40Hz, 20-40s, 
l.3-3mA, 100-150ms), after acquiring baseline of 50-100 seconds. 
Data from 4 DC-MEG and 6 DC-ECoG channels (both bandwidths dc- 
20Hz) were digitized at 40 Hz and collected for 30 minutes. Coronal 
contours (Fig. 2(2)) of the path of propagation were obtained from a 
coronal section of brains that exhibited SCD. 

To model the relationship between the DC-MEG signals and 
cortical electrical activity, a simplified model of SCD, shown in Fig 4 
[2], was developed. This model consists of uniformly activated 
cortical tissue which expands from the stimulation point on the cor¬ 
tical surface at a constant 

SCD 

Fig. 3 Top view of experimental 
set up. Dashed line represents 
cortical strip. Small circles- 
ECoG, larger circles-MEG coil 
and Stimulation electrodes are 

marked. 

Fig. 4 A computer model of SCD. Scale 
in centimeters. The partial arc represents 
the SCD wave propagating into the 

longitudinal fissure. 

which are deter¬ 

mined by match¬ 
ing the model’s 
forward solution to the actual time series of MEG data recorded 
during SCD. In addition, the model was used to estimate a 
single current dipole amplitude for the cumulative electrical 
activity of the arc of SCD upon entering the longitudinal fis¬ 
sure. This was made by summing all active sources in the 
wave of active tissue. In the forward calculations of the mag¬ 
netic field, a spherical volume conductor approximating the 
rabbit skull was replaced by a volume conductor with a flat 
surface corresponding to the surface of the liqid in the well 
(Fig. 2[2]). The best correlation to the actual data determined 
the optimum model parameters. 

Results 
Analysis was performed on 17 measurements taken from 9 rabbits, in which SCD entered the longitudinal 

fissure. Fig. 5 [2] shows an example of the MEG and ECoG recordings. The stimulus was applied by the left bipolar 
stimulating electrodes (Fig. 3 [2]). ECoG electrode 1 detected the stimulus artifact. The stimulation elicited an SCD 
seen as a slow negative extracellular potential shift at the electrode. The SCD was detected by electrode 2 after a delay 

of about 40 seconds and subsequently by more medial electrodes, indicating the propagation of SCD at a rate of 3 

mm/min toward the midline. 
The mean velocity for 17 measurements was 3.0 mm/min with a standard error of 0.2 mm/min and 95% confi¬ 

dence interval of (2.5, 3.5). The mean velocity found in this study is comparable with the velocity values estimated 
from electrical studies [3]. 

The equivalent current sources for 17 measurements was found to be 38 nA-m with a standard error of 9 nA-m 
and 95% confidence interval of (20, 56). By contrast, sources responsible for sensory evoked responses (SEP) [14] have 
much smaller values of 2-10 nA-m. The current source was directed from the surface to depth of the cortex, consistent 
with the inference made on the basis of visual inspection of the data. The SCD did not cross the midline, as the ECoG 

electrodes on the opposite hemisphere indicated no deflections. The MEG signal was near the baseline during the initial 
stage of propagation, but started to deviate from the baseline as the SCD approached the longitudinal fissure, becoming 
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Fig. 5 MEG and ECoG traces for SCD en¬ 
tering the longitudinal fissure from the left 
side of the rabbit cortex. 

maximum some time after entering the fissure. In all of 
these studies, the MEG signals were opposite in polarity at 
sensor locations 2 and 4, indicating that the component of 
the magnetic field normal to the plane of measurement was 
directed outward from the brain at location 2, and inward at 
location 4. It can be concluded that the underlying current 

was directed into the fissural wall of the cortex, i.e. from the 
surface to deeper layers of the cortex. MEG signals of oppo¬ 
site polarity were also recorded at locations 1 and 3 indicating 
an asymmetry of the underlying pattern of currents with re¬ 
spect to the MEG coils. If the net current associated with 
SCD within the fissure was completely parallel to the strip 
and centered in the middle of the strip, there should have been 
no magnetic field above the baseline at locations 1 and 3. 
Thus, model of SCD incorporated a small rotation and ante¬ 

rior-posterior tilt of the cortical strip relative to the MEG 

array. 
Figure 6 [2] prepresents the actual MEG data cross 

correlated to the SCD model data for each of the four MEG 

channels. The rate of SCD propagation for the modeled data 
in Figure 4 was 1.9 mm/min. The propagation of the SCD 
based on ECoG recordings gave a value of 3mm/min. This 
difference may be due to errors in measured inter-electrode 
distance and in parameter estimation of the model. For data 

in Figure 4, the model yielded an estimated 
maximum single current dipole amplitude of 
52 nA-m. According to the model, the time 
of arrival of SCD at the bend of the longitu¬ 
dinal fissure was 200 seconds, which is con¬ 
sistent with the MEG data and the deflection 
seen in ECoG electrode 3. 

Discussion 
This study clarified the nature of the 

cortical currents during SCD in a lissen- 
cephalic in vivo preparation. The MEG signal 

was weak initially as the SCD propagated 
from an initiation site toward the midline, 
then became larger as the SCD entered the 
longitudinal fissure. The maximum MEG 
signal was recorded as SCD propagated into 
the longitudinal fissure of the rabbit brain 
with the opposite polarity for SCDs propagat¬ 
ing toward the midline in the left and right 
hemispheres. These results could be inter¬ 
preted in terms of a model which consisted of 

an ensemble of current dipoles oriented perpendicular to the cortical surface along the wavefront of SCD. The wavefront 
propagated from the site of SCD initiation toward the midline at a constant velocity. The propagation rate, estimated 
from visual inspection of the data, for SCD was close to that determined from the cross correlational analysis with a 
mean value of 3.0 mm/min. The peak MEG signal corresponded to a total wavefront dipole amplitude of 53 nA-m in 
the model of SCD. This corresponds to a current dipole moment density of 18 nA/mm2 since the cross-section of the 
active tissue is 6 mm wide by 0.2 mm thick in the SCD wavefront. This value is larger than those found for evoked 
magnetic fields from the turtle cerebellum [7], guinea-pig hippocampus [12] and porcine somatosensory cortex [11] in 
which the current dipole density was less than 2 nA-m/mm2. The large value for SCD suggests that the currents during 
an SCD are produced by a mechanism consistent with the large change in extracellular potential and ionic concentration 
shifts known to exist during this phenomenon [5]. 

The model as well as the polarity of the MEG signals indicated that the underlying currents were perpendicular 
to the cortical surface directed from the surface to the deeper layers of the cortex. It is possible that the direction of the 
current is associated with the fact that the potassium concentration was elevated in the artificial Ringer solution com¬ 
pared to the normal value of extracellular potassium concentration. This could lead to greater depolarization in the super- 

Fig. 6. Cross correlation of the models forward solution 
(dotted line) to the actual MEG data, for each of the four MEG 
channels. 
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ficial part of the cortex due to diffusion gradient of potassium in the artificial Ringer. However, the direction of the 
underlying currents in this study is consistent with the cellular study performed by Wadman [151 which indicated that 
source for SCD depolarization occurs in the dendrite and the sink is the cell body intercellularly. Thus, our finding may 
be more generally applicable. 

The analysis of the data was sensitive to the shape of the cortical surface used for the model. The use of a 2-D 
map for a 3-D surface revealed some inconsistencies between the actual data and the modeled data. If a better artificial 
map of the actual cortical surface could have been used then the models fit to the actual data would have probably been 
more accurate. Nevertheless, the above results demonstrate that this simple model of SCD incorporates sufficient detail 
of the underlying cortical electrical activity to relate the features of SCD in a cortex, of known geometry, to the meas¬ 
ured magnetic field data. 

The DC-MEG signal was correlated with reduction in AC-ECoG signals, replicating changes seen in the data 
of Gardner-Medwin et al. (1989) and Takanashi et al. (1992). The amplitudes of AC-MEG signal were also reduced after 
the DC-MEG signal appeared (Fig. 4) [2]. 

The use of a simplified cortical preparation enabled use to determine the cortical currents underlying SCDs in 
the rabbits. The results are useful for inferring the characteristics of MEG signals expected during SCD in human sub¬ 

jects. SCD is believed to underlie the aura in classic migraine [1, 16]. Based on the strength of the MEG signals ob¬ 
served in this study, we expect that SCD can be detected, non-invasively, outside the human head, in as much as the 
rabbit hemisphere is somewhat comparable to a single gyrus of the human brain. 
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Introduction 
DC shifts occurring during anoxia may provide insightful information on the underlying role anoxia [6] plays 

in neurological events such as cerebral ischemia [5]. These slow negative shifts (DC shifts) are due to the end of active 
transport of ions across the cell membranes for maintenance of the equilibrium potentials [9]. Magnetoencephalography 
(MEG) has emerged as a non-invasive tool for the detection of phenomena related to these neurological events. Anoxic 
depolarization occurring during cerebral ischemia causes DC shifts that are similar to the DC shifts arising during 
spreading cortical depression (SCD), and have been monitored with MEG in rabbit and swine [2,3]. MEG studies of 
anoxia in animal models may provide further insight into ischemic events. Non-invasive detection of these DC shifts 
may help in the clinical evaluation of anoxia injury. 

DC-MEG shifts were recorded during reversible anoxia induced by discontinuation of the ventilator in rat [8], 
middle cerebral artery occlusion in rat [4] and irreversible anoxia in rabbit and juvenile swine [1] to determine whether 
characteristic field patterns are detachable. These studies found that magnetic fields arise from cortical sources. DC- 
MEG signals were strongest during the initial phase of the anoxic depolarization, whereas DC-ECoG signals were 
strong not only during the initial phase, but also during the subsequent phase where there was a long-lasting steady DC- 
shift. 

To further investigate DC-MEG signals associated with anoxia a gyrencephalic animal model (juvenile farm 
swine) and a lissencephalic animal model (New Zealand white rabbit) again 
were studied during irreversible anoxia. DC-ECoG was used to track the 
path of depolarization across the convolutions of the cortex and in the 
sulcal fissure, while DC-MEG signals were monitored with a BTi 
microSQUID. We hypothesized that the MEG signal, during anoxia, as 
during spreading cortical depression (SCD) [2,3] should become strongest 
when the anoxia is depolarizing the neuron in a sulcus or the longitudinal 
fissure. These studies are aimed at determining whether anoxic 
depolarization in the lissencephalic and the gyrencephalic brain can be 
detected using MEG, a non-invasive method of detection. Magnetic field 
patterns were analyzed for any major difference in the signal patterns 
between these two different species. 

Methods 
DC-MEG and DC-ECoG signals associated with anoxia were 

recorded in 5 juvenile farm swine (gyrencephalic) (4-11kg; and 3-12 weeks 
old) and 5 New Zealand white rabbits (lissencephalic) (3-5 kg, 5-6 months 
old), using a protocol approved by University of New Mexico School of 
Medicine Animal Research Committee. The animals were fasted overnight 
before surgery but allowed free access to water. Each animal was initially 
anesthetized with 1% sodium thiopental [Initial dose: 40-50mg/kg i.p 
(pig); 15-30 mg/kg i.p.(rabbit)] and maintained under general anesthesia by 
continuous i.v. infusion of 2.5% sodium thiopental [maintenance dose: 9- 
11 mg/kg/hr (pig); and 5-9 mg/kg/hr (rabbit)]. The trachea was intubated 
with an endotracheal pediatric intubation tube (3mm) and secured in place 
and artificially ventilated at a rate of 16-24 (pig) and 30-38 (rabbit) per 
minute and at a tidal volume of 90- 150cc (pig) and 80- lOOcc (rabbit). The 
femoral artery and vein were cannulated for continuous anesthesia infusion 
and isotonic fluid replacement. Experimental arrangements are depicted in 

A 

Fig. 1 A. MEG coils located 
above artificial well created on 
the rabbit model. B. MEG coil 
location for swine model. 
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Figure 1 for each species. The animal was then secured in a non-magnetic head holder to minimize movements during 
MEG recordings. Spreading Cortical Depression (SCD) was studied in each of these animals prior to each irreversible 
anoxic experiment [2, 3], 

A Rabbit 

Fig. 2 Top View of 
experimental setup 

A. Rabbit B. Swine 

microSQUID 

Fig. 3 A. Coronal slice for 
rabbit model. B. Coronal slice 
for swine mode. 

A full craniotomy, exposing most of the dorsal cortex, was 
performed. The dura was resected and 2 subpial ablations were made 
(6mm apart) with a micro-suction tube (dashed lines in Fig. 1 & 2). The 
ablations were made from the lateral edge to the midline, to limit SCD 
propagation to this rectangular strip of cortex only. The depth of the 
subpial ablasion was 2-3 mm into the cortex. The strip was oriented 

perpendicular to the midline. In the swine, the strip contained one or two 
sulci and was approximately 5mm wide (width parallel to sulcus) and 10 
mm long (length perpendicular to sulcus); in the rabbit it contained no 
sulci and was 5x8 mm. A well was built above the cortex with dental 
acrylic cement (Fig. 3). This well was used to superfuse the cortex with 
Ringer solution, [Rabbit (concentration in mM: sodium propionate or 
sodium isethionate 70, NaCl 30, KC1 7, NaHC03 35, CaCl2 2.5, MgCl2 
1.3, glucose 20); Pig (concentration in mM: sodium isethionate 70, 
NaCl 30, KC1 7, NaHC03 35, CaCl2 2, MgCl2 0.7, glucose 20)) to 
condition the brain for SCD (Fig. 3). Ringer, bubbled with 95% 02 and 
5% C02 in a bottle suspended above the animal’s head, flowed 
continuously over the brain through a tubing placed in the artificial well. 
Electrical potentials were recorded with an array of Ag-AgCl electrodes 
(1.0mm diameter balled tip), small circles in Fig. 2 & 3. The inter¬ 
electrode distance was 2 mm. In the swine the sulcus of interest was 
gently spread apart, with no damage to the cortical tissue, to allow 
insertion of one or two silver-balled electrodes to a depth of 
approximately 1-3 mm (See Fig. 2). An Ag-AgCl reference electrode 
was placed subcutaneously in the right ear. A needle electrode was placed 
subcutaneously on the left side of the animal's body, over the heart, for 
electrocardiogram (ECG) recording. 

After surgery the animal was placed in a magnetically shielded 
room [7]. Body temperature was maintained at 39 °C by placing a heated 

water pad over the animal’s body. MEG signals were recorded with a 
high-resolution BTi microSQUID (4 axial first-order asymmetric 
gradiometers with pickup coil diameter of 4mm, baseline of 16mm, 
channel separation of 6mm, field sensitivity of 50 fT/VHz) [7] (MEG 

coils are large circles on Fig. 2). The sensors were centered above the 
intersection of the middle of the strip and the sulcus in the swine and 
centered above the intersection of the middle of the strip and the midline 
in the rabbit. The MEG sensor location was determined with a magnetic 
dipole placed on the electrode array. MEG channels 2 and 4 were placed 
on each side of the electrode strip directly over the sulcus in the pig and 
on each side of the electrode strip directly over the midline in the rabbit. 
The MEG detection coils were 2-4 mm from the surface of the cortex 
(see Fig. 3) Data from MEG and ECoG channels (both bandwidths dc- 
20Hz) were digitized at 40 Hz for later analysis. 

After SCD studies terminated the anoxia phase of the 
experiment started. Irreversible anoxia was initiated after 50-200 seconds 
of base line had been collected, by discontinuing mechanical ventilation. 

Occurrence and amplitude of the signals arising during anoxia were 

monitored with DC-ECoG and DC-MEG. 

Results 
Five traces of anoxia were obtained from the lissencephalic model and five traces from the gyrencephalic 

model. Figures 4 and 5 show an example of DC-MEG and DC-ECoG signals recorded during an anoxic event from a 
rabbit and a swine, respectively. Large amplitude DC-MEG signals were observed as the anoxia occurred in the cortex. 
DC-MEG signals were observed at 50-200 seconds (in both species) after ventilation was removed. The DC-MEG 
shifts lasted 200 seconds in both species. DC-ECoG shifts occurred prior to DC-MEG shifts in some channels. These 
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Fig. 4 A. MEG and ECoG traces for Anoxic 
depolarization in the rabbit. Polarity reversal across MEG 
channels 2 and 4 and the direction of the magnetic field in 
these channels show that the signals were due to currents 
under MEG coils. 

channels were primarily located in the sulcal 
region of the gyrencephalic brain and in the right 
lateral region of the lissencephalic brain. In the 
lissencephalic brain the midline electrodes were 
the last to depolarize. DC-ECoG depolarizations 
across the gyrus surface of both species was 
otherwise simultaneous to each other. 

The DC-MEG shifts in the 

gyrencephalic model appear to have two major 
maxima in four of the five traces, as compared 
too the lissencephalic model which had only a 

single maximum associated with the DC-MEG 
signal in all five traces. The DC-ECoG signal 

depicted two minima occurring in the 
gyrencephalic model compared to one minimum 
in the lissencephalic model. The gyrencephalic 
brain has a more complex cortical geometry than 
the lissencephalic cortex, which is smooth 
except for the large fold where the midline is 

located. 
Fig. 4 shows an example of the 

recordings made during irreversible anoxia in the 
lissencephalic model. The DC-MEG signal 3-5 
mm above the rabbit cortex, in the example 
shown in Fig. 4, were as much as 97 picoTesla 
(pT). The average DC-MEG signals for the 
lissencephalic model were 62 ±22 pT. DC- 

ECoG signals had a magnitude of 8.5 ± 3 mV in 

the negative direction. 
Fig. 5 displays the more complex wave 

forms that arise from the gyrencephalic model. 
The DC-MEG signal 3-5 mm above the swine 
cortex, in the example shown in Fig. 5, were as 
much as 92 picoTesla (pT). The average DC- 
MEG signals from the gyrencephalic model were 
69 ± 23 pT above the cortex. DC-ECoG signals 

had a magnitude of 7.5 ± 2mV in the negative 

direction. 

Discussion 
MEG detected differences in anoxic 

depolarization arising from a gyrencephalic and 
lissencephalic model. The waveforms that arose 
from the gyrencephalic model produced patterns 
that were more complex then the lissencephalic 
model. This may be due to the complex gyral 
folding of the gyrencephalic cortex of the swine. 
The geometry of this brain has more cortical 
folding then the lissencephalic brain and 
therefore the MEG signals should be more 
complex due to the orientation of the underlying 
cortical currents that give rise to the MEG 
signal. In our SCD studies (2,3), we found that 
the MEG signal was more complex for the 
swine than the rabbit, but that the differences in 
waveform could be explained by the cortical 

geometry of these two species. The same may hold for the anoxic signals, but this possibility needs to be confirmed 
by some mathematical modeling study. 

The ECoG recordings showed asynchrony across recording electrodes. This indicates that depolarization 
occurred at differentmoments in different areas of the brain. Also the MEG data support the same conclusion since the 

Fig. 5 MEG and ECoG traces for Anoxic depolarization in 
the in the swine. Polarity reversal across MEG channels 
2 and 4 and the direction of the magnetic field in these 
channels show that the signals were due to currents under 
MEG coils. 
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DC-MEG shifts did not occur simultaneously in all channels. The asynchronous timing of anoxic depolarization may 
be due to the fact that the surface of the cortex was superfused with oxygenated Ringer solution. This mode of 
irrigation would make the inner folding of the cortex more susceptible for the anoxic depolarization. However, 
depolarization in the midline was always later than the other parts of the cortex. Thus, we can not be certain about the 
cause of this finding. 

In both species the DC-MEG signals lasted for approximately 200 seconds. The transient component of the 
DC-ECoG signals lasted about the same duration. We speculate that these signals were due to DC-currents produced by 
failure of aerobic active transport across the cell membranes resulting from the arrest of oxygen delivery. The continued 
DC-ECoG signal, that is seen more clearly in Fig. 5, may be due to standing negative DC potentials created by the 

membrane depolarization. The currents arising from the DC potential can give rise to MEG signals as seen in Fig. 5. 

This is true so long as the potential is not spatially symmetrical, since in such a case there would be DC-currents 
directed non-uniformly. It would be important to verify in an animal model how long the DC signals can be detected 
with MEG and EEG in such cases, for example in a case of localized anoxic injury. If the signals can be detected for 
many hours after such an injury, then it seems worthwhile to consider possible uses of MEG in clinical research 
involving transient ischemic attacks caused by, for example, embolism after a heart surgery. 

Barkley et al, 1995 reported that the differences in the DC-MEG signals seen during irreversible anoxia in the 
swine (MEG data collected with the BTi microSQUID) and the rabbit (MEG data collected with BTi 607 model), 
specifically the prolonged DC shifts seen in the rabbit data, were due to the specific species differences as well as 
equipment differences. The data acquired during these studies used the BTi microSQUID for both species, this 
eliminated the equipment differences. The data from the lissencephalic cortex revealed differences from the earlier data 
acquired on the BTi 607 model SQUID [1], specifically no prolonged DC shifts were seen in the MEG data acquired 
from the rabbit during irreversible anoxia. The distance from the detector to the cortex is very close in the case of the 
BTi micro SQUID which picks up very localized changes. The BTi 607 model SQUID was 3-4 times further away 
from the cortex and measures a more global picture of what is occurring in the whole cortex. 

We hypothesize that the initial large DC-ECoG gradient is do to failure of active transport across the cell 
membranes and the continued smaller DC-ECoG gradient (seen more clearly in the gyrencephalic trace) is due to ionic 
gradients which will slowly resolve as these ions diffuse across semipermeable membranes. 

Clinically, neurologists and physicians are often asked to evaluate prognosis of patients following anoxic 
events such as cardiac arrest. Conventional, AC-coupled, EEG is often of little help in these circumstances. MEG 
studies such as this, which exploit the unique capability of MEG to record non-invasive DC-coupled signals, may 

ultimately prove to be a clinically useful tool for evaluation of patients following anoxic events. 
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Introduction 
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) [1,2,5,13,14] has emerged as a non-invasive tool for the detection of 

spreading cortical depression [8] or (SCD), believed to play an important role in the underlying pathogenesis of 
neurological disorders, such as epilepsy [10], migraine [19], head trauma [11], anoxia [7] and cerebral ischemia [6]. 
Magnetic fields from the rabbit cortex have been studied during KC1 induced SCD [5]. More recently, in-depth studies 
of the rabbit cortex, during electrically stimulated SCD, revealed the current underlying the MEG arising during SCD 
propagation [2]. This study found MEG signals of SCD can be interpreted in terms of the underlying currents and 
cortical geometry. The studies reported here are aimed at interpreting the currents underlying SCD in a gyrencephalic 
brain. Barkley et al., [1990] studied migraine patients using MEG and found DC deflections during migraine with aura 
attacks. These DC MEG deflections may be the propagation of SCD into and out of the sulci of the brain, but previous 
electrical studies have not positively confirm the propagation of SCD into and out of a sulcus in animals [9,16]. 

The swine has become a useful model for neurophysiological studies due to its large brain and close 
resemblance to a human brain [17]. To investigate the magnetic fields arising during SCD in a convoluted cortex, DC- 
MEG signals associated with SCD were studied in the juvenile farm swine (gyrencephalic brain). ECoG was used to 
track the path of SCD across the convolutions of the cortex and in the sulcus. MEG signals were also monitored as 
SCD moved from one gyrus to the next through an isolated sulcal pathway. We hypothesized that the MEG signal, 
during SCD propagation along an isolated strip, should become strongest when the SCD enters the sulcus, reversing 
polarity and again becoming strongest when SCD exits the sulcus. 

Methods 
MEG and ECoG signals associated with SCD were studied in 7 

Juvenile farm swine (4-1 lkg; and 3-12 weeks old). The animals were fasted 
overnight before surgery but allowed free access to water. Under sodium 
thiopental anesthesia (Initial dose: 40-50 mg/kg and maintenance dose: 9-11 
mg/kg/hr), the trachea, femoral artery and vein were cannulated and craniotomy 
was performed in the dorsal part of the skull. Figure 1 [3] illustrates the exp¬ 
erimental arrangement. The dura was resected and 2 subpial ablations, 6mm 
apart, were made with a micro-suction tube. The ablations were made from the 
lateral edge to the midline, to limit SCD propagation to this strip only. The 
depth of the subpial ablasion was 2-3 mm. The strip was oriented perpendicular 
to the midline, and contained one or two sulci and was approximately 5mm 
wide (parallel to sulcus) and 10 mm long. An artificial well was built above 
the cortex with dental acrylic cement, as shown in Figure 2A [3]. This well 
was used to superfuse the cortex with Ringer solution (concentration in mM: 
NaCl 130, KC1 7, NaHC03 35, CaCl2 2, MgC12 0.7, glucose 20) to condition 
the brain for SCD. Ringer in a bottle suspended above the juvenile farm 
swine’s head flowed continuously over the brain through a tubing placed in the 
artificial well. The Ringer over the brain was bubbled with 95% Oz and 5% C02 
to maintain a constant PH near 7.4. Electrical potentials were recorded with Ag- 
AgCl electrodes (1.0mm diameter balled tip). The inter-electrode distance was 2 
mm. The sulcus of interest was gently spread apart, with no apparent damage to the cortical tissue, to allow insertion 
of one or two silver-balled electrodes to a depth of approximately 1-3 mm. Stimulation electrodes were placed at the 
medial and lateral region of the strip, as shown in Figure 2B [3]. An Ag-AgCl reference electrode was placed 
subcutaneously in the right ear. A needle electrode was placed subcutaneously on the left side of the juvenile farm 
swine's body, over the heart, for electrocardiogram (EKG) recording. 

After surgery the animal was placed in a magnetically shielded room [12]. Body temperature was maintained 
at 39 C° by a heated water pad over the body. MEG signals were recorded with a high-resolution BTi pSQUID of 4 
axial first-order asymmetric gradiometers with pickup coil diameter of 4mm, baseline of 16mm, channel separation of 

Irrigation 

Fig. 1 Overview of 
experimental setup 
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Fig. 2A. Schematic of the irrigation well 
in coronal plane. B. Top view of 

Experimental set up, dashed lines 
represent cortical strip. Sulcus is 
indicated on stip. Large circles indicate 
MEG coils, small circles indicate ECoG. 
Lateral and medial stim. electrodes are 
marked. 

6mm, field sensitivity of 50 fT/VHz [12]. The sensors were 

centered above the intersection of the middle of the strip and the 
sulcus. Its location was determined with a magnetic dipole placed 
on the electrode array. MEG channels 2 and 4 were placed on each 
side of the electrode strip directly over the sulcus. The MEG 
detection coils were 2-4 mm from the cortical surface, as seen on 
Figure 1 [3)& 2A [3]. 

Baseline data of 50-200 seconds was collected, after which 
SCD was initiated either from the lateral or medial side of a sulcus 

by electrical stimulation of l-3mA current, applied at a rate of 20- 

40 Hz for 20-40 seconds. Stimulus current was increased until 
SCD was initiated, then reduced to find the threshold current for 
initiation of SCD. Occurrence and direction of propagation of 
SCD were monitored with DC-ECoG and DC-MEG for up to 60 
minutes before initiating the next trial. 

■nfrfiwn n ^.... 

Results 
Figure 3 [3] shows an example of the 

recordings made as SCD propagated into, but 
not out of the sulcus (n=3). Stimulus was 
applied by the medial, bipolar, stimulating 
electrodes. ECoG electrode 7 detected the 
stimulus artifact. The stimulation induced 
SCD seen as a slow negative extracellular 
potential shift at the ECoG electrodes. The SCD was detected by electrode 2 after about 40 seconds and subsequently 
by more lateral electrodes, indicating the propagation of SCD at a rate of 3 mm/min toward the lateral edge. The MEG 
signal, near the baseline during the initial stage of propagation, deviated from the baseline as the SCD approached the 
sulcus, becoming maximum after entering the sulcus. The MEG signals were opposite in polarity at sensor locations 
2 and 4, indicating that the component of the magnetic field normal to the plane of the detector coils was directed 
outward from the brain at location 4, and inward at location 2. This indicates that the underlying current was directed 
into the fissural wall of the cortex, i.e. from the surface to deeper layers of the cortex. If the net current associated with 
SCD within the fissure was completely parallel to the strip and centered in the middle of the strip, there should have 

been no magnetic field componant normal to the detector coils above the baseline at locations 1 and 3. The presence of 

MEG signals of opposite polarity at locations 1 and 3 indicate that the underlying current was slightly tilted toward the 
anterior direction. Figure 3 [3] also shows AC-MEG for channel 2 and AC-ECoG for electrode 6. Mean velocity for 
25 measurements from seven juvenile swine was 2.6 mm/minute with a standard error of 0.3 mm/minute and 95% 
confidence interval of [1.9, 3.2]. This velocity is consistent with the values estimated from electrical studies [4,8]. 

Ten traces of SCD propagation that crossed from one gyrus to the next through the sulcus were acquired 

during studies on 7 juvenile farm swine. Figure 4 [3] represents ECoG amd MEG placment for adjacent traces. Figure 
5 [3] is representative of the typical MEG and ECoG signals found. The direction of the MEG signals reversed polarity 
when SCD propagated into and out of a sulcus. The ECoG signals verified the path of propagation of the SCD across 
the gyrus and the sulcul electrodes verified the propagation into and out of the sulcus, with a velocity of 3 mm/min. 

Seconds 

Fig. 3 Traces of SCD entering the sulcus from medial side 
of the pig cortex. SCD did not propagate through the 
sulcus. Polarity reversal across MEG channels 2 and 4 and 
the direction of the magnetic field in these channels show 
that the underlying current was directed from the surface to 
the depth of the cortex in the fissure. 
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Rigger 

Fig. 4A. Comal slice of the 
pig brain corresponding to 
adjacent trace. B. Top view of 
experimental set up. Dashed 
lines represent cortical strip. 
Small circles indicate ECoG, 
larger circles MEG coils. 
Medial and lateral stimulation 
electrodes are marked. 

Seconds 

Fig. 5 MEG and ECoG traces for SCD entering and exiting the 
sulcus from the lateral side of the pig cortex. Note the initial MEG 
deflections start just prior to ECoG 3 deflection. Polarity reversal 
across MEG channels 2 and 4 and the direction of the magnetic field 
in these channels show that the underlying current was directed from 
the surface to the depth of the cortex in the fissure. As the SCD 
exited the sulcus MEG 2 is positive and MEG 4 is negative; these 
polarities are reversed from entry into the sulcus. The lines at 150 
seconds and 380 seconds correspond the maximum MEG signals and 
correlate to the entry or exit of SCD propagation through the sulcus. 

The MEG signal 3-5 mm above the cortex was as much as 30 picoTesla. As predicted, the maximum MEG signal was 
observed as SCD propagated into the sulcus. In contrast, the ECoG from the sulcus was negative, independent of the 
direction of SCD propagation. 

The relationship between the DC-MEG signals and SCD was modeled using the same cross correlational 
analysis as previous reported (this volume) by Bowyer et al. The cortical surface was modeled from the coronal slice 

profiles obtained after a swine study as seen in Fig. 
2A[3] & 4A [3]. This continuous surface was replaced 
by a dense grid of single current dipoles spaced at 
0.1mm from the stimulation point to the longitudinal 
fissure and 0.2mm across the width of the strip as 
shown in Figure 6 [3]. 

The amplitude of this equivalent current 
source was determined by cross-correlational analysis 
of the forward solution to the real data. The results 
showed that the total equivalent current source was 
relatively independent of time within the time period 
when a reliable estimated could be obtained. Thus, 
the varying MEG signal can be explained as due to 
currents with a constant net moment propagating into 
the sulcul fissure. The moment of the equivalent 
current source was 23 nA-m with a standard error of 2 

nA-m and 95% confidence interval of [18, 27]. The current source was directed from the surface to depth of the cortex, 
consistent with the inference made on the basis of visual inspection of the data. 

The varying MEG signal can be explained as due to a dense current wave front propagating into the sulcus. 
There was no increase or decrease in the velocity of propagation when the SCD was in the sulcus. 

-0.4 -0.S -0.2 -0.1 0 0 1 0.2 

Fig.6 Computer model of the gyrencephalic cortical 
surface. Scaled in cm. 

Discussion 
Consistent with our hypothesis, the MEG detected SCD propagation into and out of the sulcus. As predicted, 

the maximum MEG signal was observed as SCD propagated into the isolated sulcus of the juvenile farm swine brain 
with the opposite polarity for SCDs propagating out of the sulcus. These DC MEG shifts were produced from 
equivalent current sources of the order of magnitude of 23 nA-m. These magnitudes were smaller than those found in 
the rabbit brain of 38 nA-m[2]. The MEG signals of SCD were due to currents perpendicular to the cortical surface 
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directed from the surface to the deeper layers of the cortex, as found in the lissencephalic brain of the rabbit. Although 
these currents appear to be directed inward, this may merely be due to the potassium concentrations (resulting from the 
elevated potassium levels used to depolarize the cortex). But, the result is consistent with the direction of the current 
determined by Wadmen et al. [18]. Thus the conclusion may be more generally applicable. SCD spread across the 
cortex at a constant rate of 2.55 mm/minute. Propagation rates did not appear to change in the sulcus. SCD appears to 
follow the sulcul walls as verified by the ECoG electrode placed with in the sulcul fissure. In the Gyrencephalic 
model SCD was harder to initiate then in the lissencephalic models. The time varied from 1-5 hours in our attempts 
to induce SCD in the juvenile swine. On occasion a second SCD run would not occur for 1-4 hours. 

We expect that SCD can be detected, non-invasively, outside the human head, based on the fact that the 
juvenile farm swine is gyrencephalic like a human brain and given the strength of the MEG signals observed in this 

study. MEG should be able to non-invasively detect DC shifts arising from SCD like event in the human cortex. 
MEG provides a characteristic signature of spreading cortical depression . The difficulty that will arise from trying to 
detect SCD in the human brain is that the SCD is not limited to a small strip, but will most probably propagated 
concentrically from a focal point. This propagation pattern will give rise to cancellation of some of the magnetic 
fields, and therefore will not be easy to interpret. 

We have again shown that MEG signals of SCD can be interpreted and can provide more information on the 
underlying events involved in SCD. These experiments further the possibility of studying migraine by use of MEG. 
There is still a need for more research on currents underlying SCDs. This and other on-going studies will help us to 
understand more fully the biophysics involved in SCD and lead us to a deeper understanding of the neurological 
disturbances that may be linked to SCD. 
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Introduction 
Focal conductivity changes have been linked to migraine [1], epilepsy [1], and anoxia [2]. This paper describes 

a method of detecting changes in resistance due to irreversible anoxia through the use of DC magnetoencephlography 
(DC-MEG) field measurements. Three New Zealand white rabbits were anesthetized and paralyzed. Anoxia was 

initiated while a DC current of 100 pAmps flowed through the cortex and sub-dural CSF. A total of 1800 seconds of 
DC-MEG and DC electrocorticography (DC-ECoG) data were collected. Two hundred seconds after the start of data 
acquisition, ventilation of the animal was interrupted. Tissue conductivity changes, associated with anoxia, altered the 
current flow through the cortex. The DC-MEG signals associated with such changes in current distribution were on 
the order of 1 - 8 picoTesla. Three additional studies were performed without the DC current flow through the cortex 
and the DC-MEG signal was absent. It is shown, in this paper, that these signals are related to physiological 
parameters. 

Materials and Methods 
The experiment was performed on 6 New Zealand white rabbits (1.5-2.2 kg) anesthetized with 4-7 mg/kg/hr 

thiopental, and paralyzed with 0.2 mg/kg tubocurarine. MEG signals were recorded by a BTi 7 channel SQUID 
(Model 607) placed above rabbit cortex (see Fig. 1 for placement of channels.) DC-ECoG was recorded with Ag - 

AgCl electrodes cemented on the dura matter (see Fig 1 for locations of electrodes). 100 pA currents applied to the 
cortex in three rabbits directed, as shown in Fig. 1, using a 2 mm Ag-AgCl (+) electrodes and a 2 mm AG (-) 
electrode. Anoxia was initiated by discontinuing mechanical ventilation 200 seconds after the start of data acquisition. 
Current was absent in three rabbits (controls.) 

Rabbit Midline 

Data Analysis 
Anoxic depolarizations were observed in DC-ECoG in all 6 rabbits (Fig. 2.) There was a unique signal 

produced during anoxia with current (Fig.3). Magnitudes of DC shifts in all channels were computed by linear 
correlation using Statistica [3]. Magnitudes of current dipole moments were computed by linear correlation using 
Statistica [3]. Since the exact location of the current dipoles were unknown, locations of current dipoles were 
estimated. 
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Fig. 2 The ECoG signal due to global anoxia 
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Fig. 3 MEG signal due to anoxia with current. 
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Fig. 4 MEG signal due to anoxia without current 
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Results 
Certain DC-MEG shifts occurred in the rabbit brain during anoxia with or with out current. These shifts have 

been observed previously (Fig.4). These shifts lasted about 300 seconds. 
Additional DC shifts occurred during anoxia with current. These DC shifts lasted for 1200 seconds with current 

(Fig. 3) These shifts are anticipated since a change in conductivity can give rise to a an effective change in magnetic 
field which is the field of a current dipole to first order approximation [5]. Signals are explained as the result of a 
current dipole moment Q with a magnitude |Q| = 40 + 4 nA m [6] determined by linear correlation. In theory the first 
order approximation of a change in conductivity in an infinite plane with symmetric changes in conductivity is: 

(mean change in conductivity)(volume of the region of conductivity change)(|E|)= |Q| [5]. 
|E| is an approximation of the magnitude of the electric field while current is applied to the cortex, obtained by 
measure voltage at 2 points and dividing by distance: |E| = 0.19 Volt/cm. The mean volume invaded by SCD times 
conductivity change is computed as: |Q|/E = 2.0 mm2 /ohm. 

Conclusions 
Magnitudes of the product of mean volume of conductivity change and mean change in conductivity during 

anoxia were much larger than in the similar SCD experiment [6]. This may imply the volume of tissue involved in 
anoxia is much larger than in SCD; or may imply mean change in conductivity during anoxia was larger than in SCD. 
Although hypoxic depolarization cause a form of SCD [2], it is reasonable that the depolarization, which occurred 
during irreversible anoxia is very different in volume or mean conductivity change than SCD. 

A more detailed mapping could characterize both mean volume of anoxia and mean change in conductivity (aA) 
and volume in which the depolarization took place (V) as separate quantities. With such a map, the parameters related 

to the multipole expansion model could be calculated, and V and aA could be determined from these parameters [5]. 
This might be useful to characterize anoxic events in both in vivo and clinical situations. Since stroke is a form of 
anoxia and anoxia causes focal conductivity changes [2], this study may lead to additional information useful for the 
prognosis of stroke patients. 
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Introduction 

Focal electrical conductivity changes are known to occur in the neocortex during spreading cortical 
depression (SCD)[1]. An experiment was performed to show measurable DC magnetoencephalgraphy (DC- 

MEG) signals resulting from electrical conductivity changes due to SCD when small currents are applied across 
the cortex. It will be shown that the magnitudes of these shifts are consistent with the theoiy, which uses 
multipole expansion method to describe the magnetic field to first order approximation [2], It will be further 
shown that the direction of the current dipole changes in the way predicted by this theory when the path of the 
current is changed. Since shifts in DC conductivity may occur during epileptic seizure, localization of regions of 
conductivity change could even lead to additional methods of pre-surgical mapping for epileptics [1,3]. A pilot 
study of 4 rabbits is presented. 

Methods 
The experiment was performed on four male New Zealand white rabbits (1.5-2.2Kg). The rabbits were 

sedated with flourothane and maintained with 1 cc sodium pentobarbatol/hour. Eight holes were drilled in the 
rabbit's skull. Before the start of the experiment, four silver chloride ball electrodes were cemented into the burr 
holes (0.9 mm radius) through the skull and a KCL well (a means to infuse KC1 onto the cortex) was cemented 
on the cortex. Three additional 2mm holes, which did not penetrate the dura matter, were made in the skull for 
the placement of current electrodes. These additional electrodes were not cemented to the skull prior to first 
initiation of SCD. The locations of all electrodes are shown in Fig. 1. 

The rabbit’s head was then placed under the 7 channel BTi 607 Neuromagnetometer (see Fig. 1 for location 
of MEG channels and DC electrocortiographic (DC-ECoG) electrodes) and a Gould TA11 EEG recorder was 
used to collect DC-EcoG data. After collecting 4 minutes of baseline data SCD was elicited by the introduction of 

0.5 ml of 0.15M solution of KC1 into the KC1 well. After 2 minutes, 1 ml of saline was infused into the well to 
remove the KC1 from the cortex. Data was collected for a total of thirty minutes (group 1). 

Fig. 1 An overview of the experiment. 

Two silver electrodes and one silver-silver chloride electrode for DC currents were placed on the rabbit’s 
dura after the first run was completed. The SCD procedure was then repeated under 3 different conditions: first 

with a 100 pAmp current flowing from the (+) electrode to the front (-) electrode (group 2); 
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second with a 100 pAmp current flowing from the (+) electrode to the rear (-) electrode (group 3); and another 
control run without current to establish that the same SCD observed before electrodes were placed on the dura 
can still be observed (group 4). The presence of SCD was determined by the characteristic DC-ECoG signal of 
SCD [4]. This characteristic pattern is shown in Fig.2. If during a given run SCD was not achieved, the run was 

repeated. Six of the seven MEG channels were working during this study. 

Data Analysis 
The MEG signal associated with SCD occurred both with and without current [4]. Fig. 3 shows the SCD 

MEG signal averaged from all four rabbits during the condition from group 4. The average DC shift in a given 

channel was determined by a linear correlation of average data over a period of 800 seconds starting from 600 
seconds after saline flush. This is the time interval when the signal was observed in all four rabbits. The size of 
the shift, which occurred uniquely in the studies done with current present, was determined by linear correlation 
using Statistica [5]. Each group of runs was performed once per rabbit, but groups, 1 2, 3, and 4 were averaged 
over the four rabbits. Fig. 3 shows averaged data from group 4 (without current). Fig. 4 shows averaged data 

during the condition from group 2 where current flows to the front current electrode. 
The theory of multi pole expansion predicts that the first order approximation of the magnetic field would 

be a current dipole with an orientation opposite to the direction of current. The direction of the dipole is opposite 
that of the current because decreased conductivity causes a decrease in current in the region of SCD [2]. The 
location of the current dipole was assumed to be the center of the KC1 well [2]. To determine the magnitudes of 
the current dipoles, linear correlation with the predicted shape of the signal was performed using Statistica [5] 
and the slope of the correlation was used to determine the magnitude of the current dipole moment, |Q|. For the 

data obtained with current to the front current electrode: |Q |= 2-(A/po)*(0.121) = 2.5 nAmp meter. The chi 
squared = 3.44, for group 2 condition, which implies P>0.4. For rear electrode data (group 3 condition), Q =3.3 
nAmp meter and chi squared = 2.52 implying P > 0.7. 

The chi-squared values imply that the variance from expected values is random and the model of the 
current dipole is adequate to describe the data. If this model were inadequate, higher order terms from the 
magnetic quadrupole term in the magnetic multipole expansion, which has been recently developed, could be 
used to describe the magnetic fields in greater detail [2]. Since this is not the case, the current dipole 
approximation is adequate. According to the current dipole theory the expected value of |Q| is as follows: 

I Q theory |=(|E|)-(conductivity)-(% change conductivity)-(volume invaded by SCD) [3]. 
The approximate magnitude of the electric field, |E|, while current is flowing is 0.19 Volt/cm. This was 
determined by measuring voltage between two points on the cortex and dividing by distance. Conductivity of the 

gray matter is 6.5/(meter ohm) [6]. Mean change in conductivity is about 10% [1]. Volume invaded by SCD after 

ten minutes is given by V= (3 mm/minute 10 minute)- ti (1.2 mm thick cerebral cortex) = 3.4 cm3. 

I Q theory | — 7.2 nA IU. 
I Q theory I is based on ideal assumptions about SCD in rabbits; it assumes that there is an annular ring of 

SCD whose thickness is equal to the radius of the SCD region. A realistic explanation for the disagreement of the 

computed dipoles with the theory is that the annular ring of depressed cortical activity only occupies about 30% 
to 40% of the total region it encompassed. Asymmetry in the SCD wave, which is not considered by this theory, 

may also effect the magnitudes of measured Q's. The experimental values closely match the theoretical value for 
the current dipole. 

Discussion 
It has been demonstrated that for a symmetrical change in conductivity, in a plane of uniform conducting 

medium, with constant current, the first two terms in mutipole expansion are the current dipole term and the 
magnetic quadrupole term [2]. The estimated Q’s presented here were consistent with this theory. These terms 
can be used to determine the mean volume of conductivity changes as well as mean change in conductivity [2]. 
Larger sample studies or studies done with a MEG system with a larger number of smaller pickup coils could be 
used to gain a better estimate of mean volume invaded by SCD. It may, also, be possible to estimate the mean 
change in conductivity. These parameters may be a useful way to characterize events in clinical situations. 

DC currents were used in this paper because it removed the need to synchronize the MEG with a pulsed 

source. While the DC currents did not appear to adversely affect the rabbits during these studies, survival studies 
using a pulsed biphasic source would be necessary before contemplating human studies. Such a study would 
presumably give results similar to DC current studies provided that data acquisition occurred only when the 

current was in one direction. In monkey studies, it has been feasible to pass currents of 10 to 80 pAmps through 
gold-coated tungsten microelectrodes without altering the monkey’s ability to use its cortex in the long run [7]. 
When the current amplitude is chosen carefully and the monopolar electrode is carefully placed and of a small size 
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there will be an effect in behavior. It would seem, such effects could be minimized by using a larger electrode 

surface area, and by placing electrodes in areas where effects are minor. 
Localizing conductivity changes in the brain has been suggested as a way to localize the focus of epileptic 

activity. These conductivity changes may occur during seizure both because SCD may accompany seizure [1] and 
because the presence of resistivity shifts during evoked potential responses implies there may be similar shifts 
during seizure [3]. The studies of Holder et al [3] suggest the feasibility of using electrical impedance tomography 
(EIT) as the means of localizing seizure foci. Since MEG has far better spatial resolution than EIT [6], this 
method may be more useful for the localization of the foci than EIT, and the addition of data from the quadrupole 
term of the multipole expansion, to the current dipole data may provide additional information on the shape of the 
SCD which can be determined with enough data [2]. This information may be absent from EIT data because of 

poor spatial resolution. 
MEG has already been demonstrated to be clinically valuable for the pre-surgical mapping of epileptic 

patients, although no method of mapping is without error [8]. In fact, the basic model of the current dipole used 
for the mapping of epileptic patients was not supported by direct laminal measurements made in the animal model 
[9]. Those studies used the penicillin model to produce seizures, and measurements were made both within the 
lamina of the cortex and by MEG [9.] These measurements demonstrated that the accepted model of current 
dipoles, while valuable, is imperfect. Therefore it is worth while to explore other possible methods to obtain 
additional information about the location as well as the nature of the epileptic foci. Since this method is linked 
directly to physiology, it may provide vital data to aid in localization of the focus. It may also provide additional 
clinical information since the data acquired by this method would not be duplicated by other physiological tests. 
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Introduction 

DC Magnetoencephalography (DC-MEG) signals with pico Tesla amplitude have been observed while a 

pAmpere current was applied to the cortex during spreading cortical depression (SCD) [1] and during 
irreversible anoxia in rabbits [2]. DC signals near small volume conductivity changes in the presence of 

p Ampere currents have been measured in a phantom model [3]. To describe these changes, we modeled 
magnetic fields arising from an infinite conducting plane with current uniform in the absence of conductivity 
changes. Since the magnetic dipole terms drop out, the magnetic field is the sum of the current dipole term and 
magnetic quadrupole term in a magnetic multipole expansion. This mathematical model will be used to describe 
the anoxia [2] and the SCD [1] studies in a rabbit. It is shown that where this model is a valid approximation, a 
detailed mapping of the magnetic field could be used to compute both the mean change in conductivity and the 
volume of the region of SCD. 

Steady state current on an infinite plane 
Because very slow changes in electric current are modeled, the equation of steady state current describes 

the current distributions in question. The basic equation of steady state current is V • J =0 where J is current 

density. This can be rewritten V -(cr E) =0 where E is electric field and a is the conductivity of the medium. 

This may also be written or as - V -(aVO) =0 where <J> is the scalar electric potential. The equation can be 

? Vff • VO 
expressed in this alternative form: VZ(X> =--—. This equation is used for the case of an infinite plane 

sheet of conductor of thickness t. The thickness will be related to the cortical thickness of rabbit in the two 
previously mentioned experiments. The changes in conductivity are assumed to be symmetric about the origin. 

The relation of an infinite plane to a spherical head model 
The SCD experiment [I] involves two current electrodes on the rabbit cortex. The current flows from one 

electrode to the other across the cortex, which in the absence of SCD, has constant conductivity. The 
conductivity changes due to SCD occur in the region directly between the electrodes. 

In regions where a is constant, V20 = becomes Laplace’s equation, V20 = 0. If two current 

electrodes are placed in a medium of constant conductivity along a line between these points there is a near 
linear relation between voltage and distance over short distances. Over a distance where this approximation is 

valid, in a region of thickness t in the y=0 plane, with constant conductivity a, and where current flows between 

two electrodes in the z direction, O = -EcosGr where r and 0 are spherical coordinates, E = E k and 

E i -E'j = 0. Since this equation also describes the fields in a plane of thickness t and conductivity a, with 

constant current in the z direction, this simplified model will be used to describe the unperturbed system. 
Since conductivity changes due to SCD are small compared to conductivity of the cortex, the change in 

electric potential due to SCD is small compared EcosGr. Therefore the potential described has the form: 

O = -EcosGr + 5<D where 5<D is change in potential caused by changes in conductivity 

The derivation of magnetic vector potentials 
Since voltages are determined in the plane, cylindrical polar coordinates (p,0) are used to calculate these 

voltages with x = psinG and z = pcosG. These calculations assume that the changes in conductivity are 

symmetric and can be described as cr^f(p) where a^ is a constant with units of conductivity and f (p) is any 
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function of p which decreases rapidly as p becomes large. The conductivity of the unperturbed system is 

defined as <tq . The equation is now rewritten: aV 28d> + V (a0 + aAf( p) )• V (-E cos0p + 80) = 0, where E 

is the constant electric field that would occur if f(p)=0 (that is if the system were unperturbed). This equation 

can be simplified if ct0 » aAf( p) for all p and 0, and Ecos0p » 80 for all p and 0. 
2 

Let 80 = R( p) cos0: now the equation becomes: 'j--ft(p) = which has the 

1 P Prr 
following solution: R(p)= ^ ^A-/(p')p'dp' . 

The surface current densities can then be described by the equation: 8J = -cr0V SG>+a^ f(pfe(Ep cos G) if 

the condition requiring small aAf( p) and 80 applies as stated previously. 
To describe changes in magnetic fields 0, cp and r corresponding to x, y and z shall also be used, in three 

dimensions. The expression for changes in current density caused by the changes in conductivity is as follows: 

<S7 = [-<r0V«>+<7A/(p)E*]. 

The vector potential of the magnetic field can be described using Green functions: 

SA{r) = £ Yim(0,<p)fiJo ill y and , 
^ (2*+l)r'+1 

where is permeability of free space. r> is r if r r> r’ or r’ if r’ > r and r< is r if r < r\ but r’ otherwise. 

Ytjn describes a spherical harmonic. 

Only l = 0, l=1 and l - 2 are considered in this multipole expansion of S4(r) since higher order terms tend 

to be small and tend to be convoluted in such a way that they average to 0 in the magnetometers. For £=0: 

_,:eVo«ta 
4 

^which gives rise to the following magnetic induction: 

If f(r) = 1 in the region of SCD and f(r) = 0 elsewhere, and r is greater than the radius the region of SCD, 
the following expression describes the magnetic fields. 

SB0(r)= —where V is the volume of the region of SCD. 

The current dipole moment can then be estimated as: Q « Ea^y. This quantity would be predicted using 

simple dimensional analysis and proved successful in describing the field of a small volume change in 
conductivity in a phantom model [3]. The magnetic dipole term in the multipole expansion drops out due to 

symmetry. The quadrupole term of the magnetic field is given by the sum of its five components: 

64 
^J^.(V/(r')+6G(^)^'+(l-3^-)J^<-(r'/(r’)+6G(/J)yr' 

( oo _2 

1 r where G(r') = -^f 
<?&E 

Thus the solution can be approximated using a current dipole field with magnitude Q and a magnetic 
quadrupole field. Note also that we can estimate the volume into which SCD has penetrated and the mean 

change in conductivity, , if a detailed map of the magnetic field is produced. 
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Discussion 
The second order gradiometer measurements that arise from such magnetic fields were computed and the 

results are shown in Fig.l. The numerical simulation assumes that f(r) = 1 for r < 1 cm and f(r) = 0 otherwise. 
The basic current dipole moment which is predicted in this paper, is consistent with the measurements of SCD 
with current in rabbits assuming, SCD expands at a rate of 3mm /min [1], changes in conductivity are about 
10%, and the thickness of the rabbit's cortex is about 1.2mm [4]. It is also consistent with earlier phantom 
measurements^]. The measurements were made with a 7 channel BTi model 607 magnetometer and contained 

too little data to describe the quadrupole field. The sum of the quadrupole field and the current dipole field has 
a shape similar to a current dipole magnetic field (Fig. 1). Therefore distinguishing the sum of the magnetic 
quadrupole field and the current dipole from the current dipole field alone would require a more detailed map of 
magnetic fields. 

Fig. 1 Computer simulation of neuromagnetometer measurements of the fields obtained 1.2 cm above a 
the rabbit in which SCD has spread 1 cm. using the vector potential as raw data. The dimensions are cm. 
"P" and "l\T denote local maxima and minima. Near the left edge the contours are positive and near the 

right edge they are negative as indicated by"+" and V" 

Boone, Lewis and Holder [4] as well Holder Rao and Hanquin [5] suggested that SCD may occur during 
seizure. Their papers suggested that electrical impedance tomography (EIT) might be a means of pre surgical 
mapping for epileptics, but EIT has notably poor spatial resolution [6]. Because of the clearly defined signal 
described in this paper the mapping of small volume changes in conductivity is possible. MEG is already known 
to have high spatial resolution for the purpose of pre surgical mapping of epileptics [7]. Since comparisons 
between in vivo data in the form of measurements of detailed sources at various points in the cortical lamina in 
the animal model failed to confirm MEG predictions [8], it appears that an additional form of localization could 

add valuable information to the localization of the foci. EEG data has been used successfully for localization of 
epileptic foci, but EEG depends on the same model as of current dipoles as MEG [9] and cannot be considered a 
distinct form of localization. This method does not depend on the same of model of dipole (dipoles due to neural 
activity of seizure differ from those caused by SCD in the presence of current.) Further the additional 
information on the volume and mean conductivity change may prove clinically useful. 
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Introduction 
Spreading depression (SD) is characterized by a slowly moving suppression of neuronal activity that propagates 

through affected cortical regions at a rate of 2-5 mm/min and is associated with changes of the DC potential [1, 8]. 
Local cortical application of potassium chloride (KCI) can initiate SD [1]. 

Changes in extra- and intracellular ion concentration related to SD [7, 10] and local changes of tissue 
conductivity [6] may cause intracortical currents. These currents cause magnetic fields detectable outside the brain and 
from broader areas than electric potentials. 

Recent investigations in rats [2], rabbits [3] and in turtles [11] showed that SD-related changes can be detected 
in the magnetic field. The investigations of Okada et al. [11] provide fundamental results which help to understand 
basic biomagnetic phenomena. However, the turtle cerebellum possesses a simple histological structure with Purkinje 
cells and Bergmann glial cells oriented perpendicular to the dorsal and ventral surface. Because of the more complex 
structure of the cerebral cortex further investigations of SD phenomena were necessary. We assume that 16-channel 
MEG can give essential information derived from a maximum possible area of the cortex. This includes information 
about early phases of SD propagation. Additionally, 16-channel ECoG detects activity close to electrodes but 
regardless of the current orientation. Thus simultaneous recording will provide complementary information about the 
same signal. 

We describe here an approach where for the first time the propagation of KCl-induced DC potential is monitored 
with high spatial and temporal resolution using combined 16-channel MEG and ECoG adapted for recording brain 

activity in rats. 

Methods 
Animal preparation: 

We investigated 6 rats anaesthetized by i.v. a-Chloralose/Urethan (10 mg/kg; 30 mg/kg). Respiration, blood 
pressure and body temperatur were monitored continuously. Craniotomy was performed in a rectangular area (5x7 mm) 
over the right hemisphere. More caudally a small cap was inserted into a burr hole (diameter 3 mm; center: Bregma: - 
8 mm; lateral: 3 mm) to enable the application of KCI (0.3 molar) from outside the shielded chamber using a push-pull 
system. The dura mater remained intact except for a small incision within the center of the burr hole. 

SD was initiated by rinsing the cortical surface with KCI for one minute. This was repeated in each animal three 
or four times after an interval of half an hour. Additionally, in one sham rat the same procedure was performed rinsing 
the cortical surface with physiological saline solution. 
Magnetoencephalography: 

The MEG was recorded with a 16-channel measurement system (1st order asymmetric gradiometer, sensitivity 
20-25 fT/VHz; pick-up coil diameter 6.7 mm, base line 30 mm; distance from pick-up coil to brain surface about 6 mm) 

within a shielded chamber with active compensation of low frequency external magnetic fields (noise attenuation 
< 1 Hz was greater than 25 dB, [12]). The measurement started 1 minute before KCI application. The duration of 

recording was at least 15 minutes. 
Global magnetic field power (GFP) was calculated according to Lehmann [9]. The GFP provides a sensitive and 

quantitative parameter detecting changes within the magnetic field as early as possible. It corresponds to the 
instantaneous variance within a signal measured by multiple sensors. 
Electrocorticography: 

The electric potential was measured by a grid of 4x4 electrodes placed over the right hemisphere (interelectrode 
distances 1 mm, diameter of Ag/AgCI-electrodes: 0.25 mm; reference electrode at nasal bone). 

All recordings were filtered (DC-15 Hz), digitized with 40 Hz and stored on hard disk. 
Since it is difficult to determine the onset of DC deflection the appearance of the negative DC potential 

maximum was measured. Using the latency of this negative peak at different electrodes and the distance between these 
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electrodes the mean propagation velocity was calculated. To describe the propagation pattern of the DC potential by 
ECoG we determined the temporal and spatial sequence of activity appearing at the electrodes and counted the number 
of electrodes by which the negative peak of the DC potential had already been detected. 

Results 
Cortical perfusion with KC1 for 1 min. reliably elicited SD. Magnetic and simultaneous electric recordings of 17 

SD episodes were obtained in 5 animals immediately after KC1 application. 
Magnetic field: 

Changes in magnetic field patterns preceded SD as defined by propagating DC-potentials. Spatial distribution of 
the magnetic field was analyzed in 15 artifact free recordings out of a total of 17 SD episodes. Field shifts were positive 
(i.e. the magnetic field was directed away from the head) on the left caudal side of the cortex (fig 1A) in all cases 
(n=15). The field shifts were negative (i.e. the magnetic field was directed into the head) at coils positioned over the 
right rostral part of the cortex (fig. 1A) in 14 out of 15 SD episodes. However, the magnetic field was not due to a 
single current dipole (fig. IB). 

i-1 i.) 1- 
left 14 Hm right 8.4 mm 

Fig. 1 A: MEG recording after KC1 application (start of application = 0). B: Characteristic isomagnetic lines 
(distance between isolines: 100 fT) appearing 70 ms after KCI-application. 

For a more general description of the changes within the magnetic field we calculated the GFP. It could be 
shown that 35 ± 1.5 s (mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM)) after rinsing the occipital cortex, a marked increase 
of the GFP could be detected. Closer analysis of the GFP distinguished three subsequent peaks at 79 ± 6 s, at 199 ± 21 
s and at 275 ± 40 s. This configuration of events varied between individuals but was reproducible within individuals 
(fig. 2A). The temporal relationship to the DC-potential changes was variable. In all cases the first and second GFP 
peak occurred before the DC wave arrived at electrode 1 and the third peak occurred after the DC wave front had 
passed the most rostrally located row of electrodes. The maximum strength of the magnetic field was reached at the 
first or second peak of GFP and was up to 5.6 pT. 

During and after rinsing the cortical surface with physiological saline solution no magnetic field changes were 
detected. 
Electric potential: 

In all cases the first negative deflection could be observed at electrode 1 (fig. 3A). Electrodes 2-4 (latero-medial 
direction) were involved in negative DC potential changes earlier than electrodes 5, 9, 13 (caudo-rostral direction). This 
may correspond to a DC wave front mainly oriented in the latero-medial direction. However, some electrodes (e.g. 
electrode 8) were involved later. The mean propagation velocity of the DC potential between adjacent electrodes was 
about 3.4 ± 2.7 mm/min. In 2 out of 17 cases the negative deflection showed two peaks (fig. 3B). The latency between 
the two peaks was 30 to 50 seconds. This occurred at the electrodes 6, 7, 10 and 11. 

The mean distance of the region of SD initiation to electrode 1 was 5.6 mm. The negative maximum of the DC 
potential at electrode 1 was recorded after 210.3 ± 10.4 s. The electrode 16 has the greatest distance to the region of SD 
initiation. The negative maximum of the DC potential was recorded at this electrode after 280.0 ± 13.1 s. 
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Fig. 2 A: Mean GFP detected in a rat. A short period (35 s) after potassium ion application a marked increase in 
magnetic GFP was observed. Three peaks can be distinguished (x-axis: time after potassium chloride application 
started; SQR - square root). B: GFP of magnetic field (upper curve) and ECoG (electrode 3, lower curve) 
detected in one rat during spontaneously occurring SD. 
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Fig. 3 A: Electrode array and percentage of electrodes affected by DC potential at particular moments (in 
seconds). Gray scale encoding of the percentage of DC deflection in individual electrodes gives an impression of 
the spatial propagation of SD. B: Typical example of a DC potential from electrode 10 with two peaks. 

Discussion 
Propagation of SD at the surface of the lissencephalic rat brain causes a magnetic signal that can be measured 

early after cortical KCl-application. About 35 seconds after rinsing the cortical surface a continuous increase of GFP 
was observed. During the early period of SD propagation the cortical tissue affected by the intracortical currents is 
small in comparison to the diameter of antennae and the distances between them. Thus no magnetic field caused by the 

radially oriented currents can be measured. The second main current direction is oriented perpendicular to the cortical 
surface. It can be assumed that about 30 % of the strength of a perpendicular oriented current can be detected by MEG 
outside the brain [4]. The increase in magnetic field strength may be caused by two factors. Firstly, the amount of 
cortical tissue affected by SD increases with increasing duration of SD propagation thus causing the strength of the 
current to increase, also. Secondly, the distance of tangentially oriented current dipoles increases and thus the magnetic 
fields measured by one antenna do not cancel each other. A further increase in the measured magnetic field can be 
expected when the symmetry of the circular oriented DC wave front is disturbed [3]. This occurs when the SD wave 
front reaches the median sulcus. The first peak of GFP was reached 80 s after cortical KCl-application. The distance 
between the region of SD initiation and the median sulcus was 3 mm. In our investigation the mean propagation 
velocity was about 3.4 mm/min. Thus the DC wave front needs about 53 seconds to reach the median sulcus. The time 
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delay between the first changes within the GFP of the MEG (35 s) and the appearance of the first peak (80 s) was 45 
seconds. This time corresponds nearly to the time necessary for the spread of the DC potential from the region of 
initiation to the median sulcus. Thus, we hypothesize that after about 80 seconds the DC wave front reaches the median 
sulcus and the main current directed in the cortical depth is now oriented tangentially to the surface. This may be 
confirmed by simultaneously recorded electric potentials which provide evidence that the DC wave front propagating in 
rostral direction has a medio-lateral orientation which reaches also the median sulcus. Furthermore, the time loss of 8 

seconds may indicate that the very early events of DC generation were not detected by MEG. 
It can be confirmed by the simultaneously recorded electric potential that the SD wave has already passed the 

greatest part of rat cortical surface after 280 seconds. 
As shown by the electric recordings, propagation of the DC wave front is convoluted. Thus, the symmetry of 

spreading DC potential may change in several ways. This convolution of symmetry may furthermore contribute to the 

magnetic field. However, we are not able to determine the degree by which these changes may contribute to the 

magnetic signals. 
After the maximum magnetic GFP is reached the magnetic field strength decreases but two further smaller peaks 

could be distinguished. The second peak occurs after about 200 seconds and the third after about 275 seconds. A 
possible explanation may be as follows: Current dipoles caused by SD are located close to the cortical surface. It was 
shown by Haueisen et al. [5] that inhomogeneity of the conductivity near the current influences the magnetic field. The 
removal of skull bone, the application of the electrode grid and moistening of the dura mater change conductivity at the 
borders of craniotomy. The first and second peak of magnetic GFP appeared before the DC wave front reached the first 
ECoG electrode. The third peak occurred after the wave front had passed the most rostrally located row of electrodes. 
Thus our results of simultaneously recorded MEG and ECoG provide support for this explanation. 

Artefacts as a main cause of magnetic field changes can be excluded. This can be confirmed by the facts that 
application of physiological saline solution did not cause magnetic field changes, magnetic field shifts immediately 
after KCI application and during repeated occurring SD episodes were similar, head movement artifacts were avoided 
by fixation and the influence of external low frequency magnetic field shifts was reduced by active compensation. 
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Introduction 

We have previously reported that electrical stimulation of the snout activates a subcortical generator that produces a 
trigeminal evoked magnetic field (TEF) detectable above the vertex [2]. The response consisted of a spike followed by a 
wave. The magnetic field at the peak of spike was directed outward over the left side and inward over the right side of the 
brain, indicating that the underlying current was oriented toward the anterior direction. The corresponding spike of the 
trigeminal evoked potential (TEP) was similar in shape to and co-synchronous with the magnetic signal. The spike could 
be detected above the decorticated surface of the brain [2]. This result is quite important since it is contrary to a prevail¬ 
ing notion that MEG can not easily detect subcortical generators. Thus, we extended our research to identify the genera¬ 
tor. The present report summarizes the study described in detail elsewhere [5]. 

To convince ourselves that the TEPs in the cortex and in the anterior region of the brain were far-field potentials gen¬ 
erated by a deep subcortical generator, we first measured them in different parts of the brain to ascertain that the spatial 
gradient of the spike was shallow in the anterior region. Then, we demonstrated that the generator was located in the 
region of the pons. This conclusion is based on TEF measurements made above the lateral surface of the exposed brain¬ 
stem and TEP measurements on the lateral surface of the brainstem and the pharyngeal wall. 

Methods 
Recordings were obtained in 13 juvenile farm swine (Sus scrofa) (4-7 weeks, 6.6-9.4 kg). Under the 

ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (Initial dose:16mg/kg ketamine and 4mg/kg xylazine and maintenance dose: 4 and 
1 mg/kg/hr i.v.), trachea, femoral vein and artery were cannulated. For deep TEP recordings in the region of the thalamus, 
the entire dorsal portion of the skull and the dura were resected and 1-4 tungsten electrodes were stereotaxically inserted 
into the target areas in the cortex, thalamus and surrounding regions. Also, a strip of eight silver balls electrodes with 2mm 
spacing was placed on the lateral surface of the diencephalon. TEF measurements were carried out with a lateral approach. 
The animal was placed laterally and the facial skin and soft tissue were cut widely to expose the underlying tissue. The 
masseter muscles, zygomatic arch and mandibular bone were cut away to make room for the magnetic sensors to be placed 

above the pons as closely as possible. The squamous bone was chipped away to expose the Gasser ganglion and the petrous 
bone was resected. Following surgery, the animal was positioned in a non-magnetic head holder. A strip containing eight 
silver wire electrodes (0.125 mm in diameter insulated with Teflon except for a 0.1 mm tip) with 2 mm spacing was insert¬ 
ed caudally through a small dural incision several mm caudal to the trigeminal root in the pons. Silver ball electrodes were 
placed in the SI area and on the pharyngeal wall. For TEF measurements, one or two magnetic dipole coils were placed 
on bones near the electrode strip and the magnetic fields due to a sinusoidal current passed through the magnetic coils were 
mapped in order to determine the exact location of brain structures relative to the magnetic field sensors. 

Stimulation was delivered through a bipolar tungsten needle electrode placed in the nostril. Stimuli consisted of 1 
to 7 mA, 300 psec constant current pulses with an interstimulus interval of 1-5 s. 

Magnetic signals were measured with a 4-channel microSQUID placed on a measurement plane with a grid spacing 

of 4 mm, 5-15 mm above the lateral surface of the pons. The sensor consisted of 4 axial first-order gradiometers with 4 

mm diameter pickup coils and a 16 mm baseline, a coil-to-coil separation of 6.0 mm, a 1.5 mm distance between the pick¬ 
up coils and the outer surface of the dewer, and a field sensitivity of 50 fT/VHz [10]. All electrical recordings were referred 
to an Ag-AgCl electrode in the earlobe or occipital epidural space. Both electrical and magnetical signals were bandpassed 
between 0.1 and 1000kHz and digitized at 3968.3kHz. Each record was averaged across 10 epochs. A CCD camera image 
of the brainstem surface was taken at the end of each experiment to localize the magnetic dipole coils with respect to the 

brainstem. 
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Results 
Figure 1 shows the TEPs measured in the right primary somatosensory cortex (SI) and on the pharyngeal wall in 

response to the stimulation of the snout. Bipolar electrical stimulation to the nostril evoked cortically generated response 
at about 20msec in latency in the contralateral SI (Fig. 1 A). This component could not be recorded on the pharyngeal wall, 
consistent with the conclusion from the earlier studies [11] that it is cortical in origin. Stimulation of a certain region of 
the snout could evoke another component at 10-15 msec post-stimulus (Fig. 1A). This component (with a 13 ms peak 
latency in this example) could be recorded bilaterally unlike the 20 ms component. The ipsilateral 13 ms spike was seen 

without the subsequent corti¬ 
cal component (Fig. 1B). This A B 
spike in SI behaved similar to 
the spike recorded on the pha¬ 
ryngeal wall as a function of 
stimulus intensity. As the stim¬ 
ulus intensity was increased, 
their amplitudes became larger 
and latencies became shorter. 
Their amplitude-vs-intensity 
functions were very similar to 
each other, but quite different 
from the 20 ms component. 
These results suggest that the 
13 ms spike may be subcorti¬ 
cal in origin. 

TEP recordings in the 
thalamus and diencephalon 
showed that the 13-ms spike 
was positive without any clear 
amplitude gradient, indicating 
the responses in these regions 
were far-field potentials. 

As shown in Fig. 2, a strip of electrodes placed on the lateral surface of the pons registered a spike corresponding in 
latency to the spike measured from the SI and the pharyngeal wall with a polarity reversal along the rostral-caudal axis. 
In all animals (n=13), the right snout near the nostril was stimulated and the polarity reversal or sharp amplitude gradient 
were recorded from the left lateral brainstem surface. All responses were spike shaped with a duration of about 6 msec 
and a peak latency of 14.7±2.3 msec depending on the animal, but stable within each animal. 

In order to determine the location of the spike generator, the TEF was measured above the lateral surface of the 
exposed brainstem with simultaneous TEP measurements using a 8-channel electrode array on the pons. The left nostril 
was stimulated with a bipolar needle electrode and the resulting TEF was mapped over the area shown in Fig. 3. The mag¬ 
netic dipole coil shown in the inset and in the TEF map can be used as the landmark. A total of 28 (5 ipsi- and 23 con¬ 
tralateral) SEF maps were obtained from 13 animal and in all cases the TEF spike peak matched in latency with the cor¬ 
responding TEP peak. Comparing the waveform between Figs. 2 and 3, one sees that the waveform of the TEF was sim¬ 
pler than the TEP, indicating that the former was produced by a subset of generators producing the latter. This simple spiky 
waveform of TEF was also similar to those reported earlier above the decorticated brain surface [11]. The polarity of the 
TEF reversed over the pons. The magnetic Field at the peak of the spike was directed downward on the dorsal side and 
upward on the ventral side of the brainstem in all the maps, indicating that its underlying current was directed anteriorly. 

This direction is consistent with the polarity of the TEF reported earlier over the decorticated brain surface [11] and with 
the fact that the TEP spike was positive in the anterior region and negative in the posterior region of the brain in all of our 
recordings. 

Fig.l Trigeminal evoked potentials (TEPs) recorded in the right cerebral cortex 
(SI) and on pharyngeal wall. Each evoked potential represents an average of 10 
trials. Stimulated intensity was changed from 1.5mA to 10mA with 300ps duration 
, 3sec ISI. (A) Lt snout stimulated (contralateral cortical response). (B) Rt snout 
stimulated (ipsilateral cortical response). 

Using a single equivalent current dipole model embedded in a semi-infinite half-space homogeneous volume con¬ 
ductor, we estimated the approximate location of the generator from these TEF data. The 17 estimates were obtained from 
23 recordings with contralateral snout stimulation. In the other six maps, the area of the measurement was not large enough 
or some grid points were omitted. All the dipoles were directed rostrally in 17 cases. The variability of the data account¬ 
ed for by the model was better than 0.90 in 6 out of 17 Fits. These six sources were located near the facial nerve outlet area 

of the pons oriented toward the rostro-caudal direction. The peak dipole moment was quite large (237±I43 nA*m, n=6), 
supporting our conclusion that a deep subcortical generator was responsible for the TEF measured above the vertex in our 
earlier study [2]. 
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In four experiments, the locations of the dipole were compared with the loci of polarity reversal in the TEP mea¬ 
surements in the same animal. The difference was measured between the dipole location and the electrode position along 
the strip of eight electrodes that picked up the polarity reversal. The differences in source locations estimated from the 
TEF and TEP measurements were less than 5mm. Its orientation was also consistent with the polarity of the TEP spikes. 

crb. cortex (SI) 

Fig.2 Top: TEPs from the right SI cortex, the pha¬ 
ryngeal wall and along the strip over the left sur¬ 
face of the pons in response to stimulation of the 
left nostril with 5mA, 300psec pulses (,3sec ISI). 
10 epochs/ave. Bottom: Locations of the record¬ 
ing electrodes in the brain. 

Rostral-caudal (mm) 
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Fig.3 Top: TEF above the left lateral brainstem surface. 
Bottom: Lateral aspect of the caudal piglet brain. The 
fiduciary magnetic dipole coil location is shown in the 
TEF map and on this schematics. Left snout stimu!ation( 

6mA, 300ps, 3sec ISI pulses). 10 epochs/ave. 

Discussion 
These results support our hypothesis that the trigeminal pathway complex in the brainstem can generate TEF signals 

detectable outside the brain in the piglets. The spike appears to be novel. As far as we are aware, there has been no report 
of a signal that is homologous to this spike in any species. Trigeminal evoked magnetic field were measured in response 
to bipolar electrical lip [3] or tongue stimulation [4] and mechanical stimulations of the lip [8] in humans. They seem to 
correspond to the cortical TEP shown in Fig. 1 and the TEFs from the swine reported earlier [11]. The spike described in 

this report behaved quite differently in comparison to the cortically generated response. The spike was present bilaterally. 

This spike behaved similarly to the spike measured on the pharyngeal wall, matching in latency as a function of stimulus 

intensity. This spike did not show any clear amplitude gradient in the region of the thalamus. Searching deeper in the brain, 
we found that this component reversed its polarity along the rostral-caudal direction at a location approximately 12 mm 
from the trigeminal nerve root in the pons close to the spinal trigeminal nuclei. This result was consistent with the TEF 
measurements over the lateral surface of the pons. The spatial distribution and polarity of the TEFs indicated that its gen¬ 
erator was located in the pons and oriented anteriorly. These results taken together strongly support our conclusion that a 
deep subcortical generator can produce a strong MEG signal detectable even above the vertex. 
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The generator, according to our results, has a strong dipolar component with a moment of about 240 nA.m. This is 
about one order of magnitude larger than the dipole moments estimated for generators of the SEFs in SI activated by lin¬ 
gual or lip stimulations in human [4,8]. What would be the physiological basis for such an extraordinarily large dipole 
moment? The rostral-caudal orientation of the dipole suggests that the underlying currents were generated by the ascend¬ 
ing axons in the pons, perhaps those originating in the spinal nuclei of the trigeminal complex. Axons from cells in the 
spinal trigeminal nuclei project ventromedially into the reticular formation, cross the median raphe, and ascend in close 
association with the contralateral medial lemniscus [1]. The depolarizing phase of the currents associated with action 
potentials in the initial portion or in the ascending portion of the axons with a sharp bend could generate a net dipolar cur¬ 
rent directed from the caudal to the rostral direction [7]. This hypothesis suggests that it may be worthwhile to look for 
subcortical generators in the human trigeminal system capable of producing a strong MEG signal detectable outside the 

head. 
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Introduction 
Recently, multichannel MEG systems, which can measure the evoked fields of different sites over whole cortex 

simultaneously, have been used in many MEG studies. Several researchers have indicated that the spatial correlation of 
spontaneous fields may decrease the accuracy in localizing sources of evoked fields [1, 2\. In the present study, we 
analyzed spatio-temporal characteristics of spontaneous fields, measured by a 143-channel whole-cortex MEG system, 
in order to study whether strong spatial correlation or synchronization of the spontaneous fields could be observed over 
the whole cortex. Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to the MEG data measured in the two different 
states of eyes-closed and eyes-open. 

Methods 
The neuromagnetic fields measured by a multichannel MEG system in each measurement trial are expressed by 

a matrix B, which consists of the components of (the number of sampled latency k) x (channel number p), as follows: 

Bn> Bi2> " 

B21, B22, ■’ 

"> ®iP ‘ 

B2p 
rb>'i 
b2' 

Bki, B^, “ **» Bkp bk'_ 

(1) 

where ' denotes transpose. 
PCA may be useful for studying the characteristics of B, because it can detect coherent activities over data 

measured at all channels [3, 4]. When B in each trial is analyzed by PCA, a series of eigenvectors 

A =[ alt a2, »pj » (2) 

are yielded, where aj is an eigenvector of the j-th eigenvalue X. and consists of p vector components as 

a' E[ aji, a,2, -,%•"> %,], (3) 

with the constraint 

»i' = aj,2+ a,22 + +V = a*2 =1 (j = 1,., p). 

The scalar products of the eigenvectors and the original variables at successive times, 

p 
ij'b, = + aj2B,2 + + ajPB,p = Y a,,!!,, 

(4) 

(5) 

are defined as the principal components (PCs). The PCs are orthogonal, so that measures on one PC are guaranteed to 
provide independent information from measures on another [5]. In addition, when the original variables are correlated, a 
small number of PCs can account for a large proportion of the original variance. Here, 

x 100 [%] , (6) 
+ X-2 + • • • +x,p 

is defined as proportion for the j-th PC. The vector of the PC score of the j-th PC Sj is expressed as follows: 

Sj = aj' b' = [Sji, Sji, • •Sjk], (7) 
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Measurement of spontaneous fields 
A 143-channel whole-cortex MEG system (CTF Systems, Inc) , with 143 first-order gradiometers, was used. 

The MEG system measures the normal component of the neuromagnetic field to the sensing coil plane. Using the 
reference system and a software, the sensor outputs were translated into the ones measured by the third-order 
gradiometers [6]. Each gradiometer had a baseline of 5 cm and a coil diameter of 2 cm. 

The spontaneous fields over the whole cortex of two healthy male subjects were measured in an unshielded 
room under the two conditions of eyes-closed and eyes-open conditions. The B of 100 epochs of 1.0 s was recorded by 
on-line analogue filtering with a bandwidth of 0 - 100 Hz. The sampling frequency of the data acquisitions was 312.5 
Hz. In the present study, we used 95 samples (288 ms) in the middle of each epoch for PCA. Thus, p and k in eq. (1) 
are 143 and 95, respectively. 

Results and Discussions 
Measured spontaneous fields in an epoch in eyes-closed condition in a subject SI are shown in Fig.l. The 

eigenvectors of the first three PCs of the spontaneous fields (matrix B) in an epoch in eyes-closed and eyes-open 
conditions in a subject SI are represented as field distributions in Figs.2 and 3. Since each eigenvector has the 
constraint given in eq. (4), eigenvector components have dimensionless values in the range of -1.0 to 1.0. The 
isocontour lines are drawn by 0.05 steps with the points of 143 locations in the coil plane. The solid and dotted lines 
are positive and negative values of eigenvector components, respectively. The proportions of the three PCs are shown at 
the lower right of each map. The spatial distribution of the eigenvector of the first PC for B shows a dipole-like pattern 
both in eyes-closed and eyes-open conditions. Considering the small proportion and their complex spatial pattern, the 
remaining PCs may not reflect main features of the spontaneous fields. 
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Fig.l Spontaneous neuromagnetic fields in an epoch measured by a 143-channel whole-cortex MEG system 
(Sub. 1, eyes-closed). A representative waveform and its power spectrum are shown at the bottom. 
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Eigenvector 

Sub 1 (eyes-closed) 

Fig.2 Eigenvectors of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd PCs in eyes-closed condition in a subject SI. Isocontour lines are 
drawn by 0.05 steps. Solid and dotted lines are positive and negative values of eigenvector components, 
respectively. The proportions of the three PCs are shown at the lower right of each map. PC score vectors of the 
first three PCs are represented as waveforms (middle). Power spectra of the PC scores are shown in the right. 

PC score vectors of eq. (7) and their power spectra in the first three PCs are represented as a function of time in 
Figs.2 and 3. 

In the eyes-closed condition, a prominent peak at 10 Hz could be observed in the power spectrum for the first 
PC (Fig.2), indicating that alpha rhythm was extracted as the first PC. The second PC seems to represent the 
oscillatory activity in the 4-7 Hz band (theta rhythm). On the other hand, the third PC contained several different 
oscillatory activities such as alpha, beta and theta rhythms. 

In the eyes-open condition, power spectrum has its peak at 6 Hz for the first PC. Thus, theta rhythm was 
extracted as the most dominant oscillatory activity instead of the alpha rhythm. The second PC has its peak frequency at 
4 Hz. However, there was a wide variation of spatial patterns of the first PC over all epochs of data in both eyes-closed 
and eyes-open states. Almost the same results were obtained in the other subject. 

Kobayashi and Kuriki reported that the spatial distribution of the eigenvector of the first PC for the magnetic 
fields measured by a 37-channel MEG system (BTi) showed a monopole-like pattern over the temporal region, whereas 
the distributions of those for the second and the third PCs showed a dipole-like pattern [7]. In the 37-channel SQUID 
system, the coil plane covers a circular area of 144 mm in diameter on a spherical surface of 122 mm in radius. As seen 
in Fig.2, the field distribution of the eigenvector of the first PC at the temporal region, corresponding to the same 
measurement area in the 37-channel system, showed monopole-like pattern. Therefore, it is reasonable to interpret that 
the monopole-like pattern observed at a limited area in the temporal region exhibits a part of global synchronous 
activity over the whole cortex. 

Conclusion 
In the present study, we examined the spatio-temporal characteristics of the spontaneous MEG fields. It was 

found that several oscillatory MEG activities could be extracted as principal components (PCs) with no a priori 
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Eigenvector Power Spectrum 

Sub 1 (eyes-open) 

PC score 

Fig.3 Eigenvectors, PC score vectors and their power spectra of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd PCs in eyes-open 
condition in a subject SI. 

selection of a particular frequency band. Since each PC represents correlated or synchronized brain activities, analysis of 
the dynamics of PC scores may be a promising approach to reveal brain functions. 
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Introduction 
Kindling refers to the gradual development of convulsions and the accompanying electrographic activity as 

a result of repeated, spaced electrical or pharmacological stimulation [1]. It has been proposed as a model for 
complex partial seizures with secondary generalization [2,3,4]. The kindling effect is permanent and can be 
demonstrated after a passage of time that is long in relation to the life span of the animal. The process of kindling 
has been divided into five different stages based on behavior and changes in electrographical activity [5]. The 
stages are characterized behaviorally as a facial clonus (stage 1), with subsequent addition of rhythmic head 
nodding (stage 2), forelimb clonus (stage 3), rearing (stage 4) and falling (stage 5). Through these different stages 
of kindling, the electrographic activity becomes progressively more complex and prolonged. A permanent change 
in function and probably structure of neuronal tissue is achieved approximately after 5 stage 5 events. Even 
though there is no one to one correspondence between the kindling phenomena and clinical epilepsy, the study of 
the process of kindling may shed some light on the long-term plastic changes in brain excitability induced by 
epileptic seizures. It could also provide information on what happens to neuronal tissue during the interval 
between an event known to initiate clinical epilepsy, such as head trauma, and the onset of clinical seizures. The 
kindling model provides a method of studying these changes without changing the chemical environment of the 
neuronal tissue. Except for the initial trauma of electrode implantation, the structure of the brain remains largely 
uncompromised. It has also been shown that electrodes by themselves do not cause the tissue to become epileptic. 
The DC magnetic field changes associated with the changing electrophysiological properties due to kindling can 
in principle be recorded using DC-MEG techniques. Such measurements could perhaps identify a MEG signature 
associated with the development of epileptogenesis, which could then be used to identify these processes in a 
clinical context Toward this end we collected DC-MEG data from three rats at different time points during the 
development of kindling. Our aim was to determine whether there were DC magnetic field changes associated 
kindled seizures, and whether these changes were correlated 
with the stage of kindling. 

Methods 
Three male wistar rats were used in this study. Each 

rat was implanted with 3 bipolar electrodes under ketamine 
(40 - 80 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 - 15 mg/kg) anesthesia. 
These electrodes were implanted in three locations; one in 
the left amygdala (the stimulating electrode), one in the 
right amygdala (recording electrode) and one in the frontal 
cortex (recording electrode). Fig. 1 shows the placement of 
the electrodes with respect to the bregma. The final depths 
of the electrodes were adjusted such that a 50 microAmp 
stimulus produced a maximal population response. 
Polystyrene holders were made and used as a positioning 
device for the rat’s head to achieve exactly the same 
position under the probe in each run. (Fig. 2). After 
implantation surgery two weeks were allowed for healing. 
The first 30 minute baseline MEG recording was performed 
at this point The rat was intubated under halothane 
anesthesia, placed in the polystyrene holder and paralyzed 
using a non-depolarizing agent. A video tape eraser was 
used to demagnetize the electrodes and then the rat was 
placed under the probe in the shielded room. A BTi 607, 7 

SKULL OF RAT SHOWING PLAt KMF.NT OF ELECTRODES 
WITH RESPECT TO BKLGMA 

Fig. 1 Placement of the 3 electrodes wit 
respect to bregma 
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channel neuromagnetometer was used to make all the DC-MEG recordings and a Gould EEG machine was used 
to collect 3 channels of depth EEG data. The orientation of the probe over the rat’s head is shown in Fig. 3. The 
rat’s head was close to the probe without touching it. 

This position of the rat’s head with respect to the probe was kept constant through all the runs. After the baseline 
run, subsequent DC-MEG recordings were made at stage 2, stage 3 and stage 5 seizures. These recordings were 
performed with the same experimental set up as that for the baseline run. Two minutes of baseline data were 
collected before stimulation, and 30 minutes of continuous DC-MEG and 3 channels of EEG data were collected 
following stimulatioa 

Priyiljrcue R»t Bodycurt 

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the polystyrene 
holder. 

Fig. 3 Orientation of the neuromagnetometer 

probe over the rat's head 

Data Analysis 
All DC-MEG data were digitized using a HP 694A multiprogrammer and sampled at 130 Hz. The high 

and low pass filters were set at 0 and 50 Hz respectively. The 30 minutes of data collected after stimulation at 
each stage of seizure was analyzed to determine if there were any measurable DC magnetic field shifts associated 
with kindled seizure activity, and to determine if these field shifts differed from one stage of seizure to the other. 

Results 
All the data shown in Figs 4-7 are from one rat. The other 2 rats progressed through the kindling process 

differently than the latter. Moreover, the orientation of the 7 channels over this rat was different from rat 2 and rat 
3. The DC shifts seen in data from rats 2 and 3 were comparable to those seen in data from rat 1, though spike 
activity was recorded only in stage 5 in rats 2 and 3. 

• DC field shifts were recorded during a stage 2 seizure, (Fig. 4). A maximum DC shift of 6000 fT was 
recorded in channel 7 (refer to Fig. 3 for orientation of channels over rat’s head). Spike activity was not 
detected in any of the channels. The DC shift started >200 seconds after stimulation and lasted throughout 
the run. 

• Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show MEG data recorded during two stage 3 seizures. Fig. 5 shows an early stage 3 event 
and Fig. 6 an advanced stage 3 event. At early stage 3, a maximum DC field shift of 5000 fT was recorded in 
2 channels (1 & 7), and maximum amplitude spikes were recorded in channel 4. A wave like pattern was also 
observed in some channels. The DC field shift started > 200 seconds after stimulation. At advanced stage 3 
the maximum DC shift was again 5000 fT and the maximum spike amplitude was observed in channel 4. The 
DC field shift in this run started < 200 seconds after stimulation. 
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Fig. 4 Five channels of DC MEG data 
collected two minutes before stimulation, 
during and for 30 minutes after stage 2 seizure 
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Fig. 5 Five channels of DC MEG data 
collected two minutes before stimulation, 
during and for 30 minutes after early stage 3 
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Fig. 6 Five channels of DC MEG and 1 channel 
of EEG data collected two minutes before 
stimulation, during and for 30 minutes after 
advanced stage 3 seizure 

Fig. 7 Five channels of DC MEG and 1 
channel of EEG data collected two minutes 
before stimulation, during and for 30 minutes 
after stage 5 seizure 
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• Fig. 7 shows data collected during stage 5 event. The maximum DC shift recorded was 4000 fT. Spike 
amplitude was maximum in channel 1. The DC shift started < 100 seconds after stimulation. After-discharge 
activity on the EEG channel lasted -700 seconds. 

Discussion 
MEG detected DC magnetic field shifts associated with seizure activity due to electrical stimulation of 

deeper structures of the brain. The amplitude of the DC shift did not show a relation to the seizure stage; however 
the time lag between stimulation and appearance of DC shift shortened as the kindling process progressed. This 
may be related to the fact that as kindling advances seizure activity spreads from one region of the brain to the 
other and this makes more tissue ‘epileptic’. Therefore the shortening of the time lag may be an indication of 
increased tissue damage. By stage 5 in the kindling process, the seizure becomes generalized and this may be 
reflected in the DC-MEG data recorded in this study. Data collected from rats 2 and 3 showed some differences 
from rat 1, however the nature of these DC shifts were consistent among all three animals. The variability in the 
response among animals may reflect individual differences in seizure propogation which cannot as yet be 
controlled. As data from more animals is collected the nature this variability may itself provide valuable insight 
into this issue. 

If a process analogous to kindling occurs in humans during the interval between some form of cerebral 
trauma and the manifestation of clinical epilepsy, DC-MEG may prove a useful predictor regarding the 
progression toward epilepsy of these patients. 
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Introduction 
The injury of polarized cells like nerve or muscles cause slowly decaying ("leakage") injury-currents [1]. 

Similar phenomena are expected after brain ischemia: the anoxic depolarization or the peri-infarct depolarization 
[2,3]- These currents have their spectral power peaked in the "near-DC" low frequency range. 

The operation of Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) allows a remote detection of 
the injury-related near-DC biomagnetic fields with the advantage of avoiding problems due to electrochemical 
instabilities at the electrode tissue contact. In order to detect weak near-DC biomagnetic fields inside a standard 
magnetically shielded room (MSR), placed in a noisy clinical environment, a mechanical modulation of the 
position relative to the multichannel SQUID-sensor system is used. This modulation transposes the near-DC 
magnetic field to the modulation frequency, where a lower 1/f noise is present. The application of narrow 
bandwidth signal processing techniques allows a further reduction of the noise. 

With this technique injury-related biomagnetic fields have been successfully recorded in vitro with nerve 
and muscle specimens as well as in vivo with a patient, undergoing a diagnostically indicated muscle biopsy at 
the lower leg [4], These experiments where performed with a medium sized scissors lift construction. 

In order to apply this modulation technique for recordings of near-DC fields of the whole body and 
conveniently for the head, a horizontally movable bed was assembled. Here we report on the construction and 
fabrication of this device and on first results, focusing on spontaneous near-DC fields of the head and on 
acoustically evoked cerebral near DC-fields. 

Method 
The construction of the horizontally movable bed is depicted in Fig. 1. All components of the movable 

upper layer are fabricated from materials with low magnetic contamination and are processed with TiN coated 
tools to avoid additional magnetic impurities. The amount of magnetic contamination of each component of the 
device was checked using the scissors lift construction before mounting. 

- 220 cm-V 

Figure 1. Construction of the horizontally movable bed. 

The movable bed is driven by the hydraulic cylinder, which is connected via pipelines to the hydraulic 
aggregate and the controlling servo valve. The aggregate and the servo valve are placed outside of the MSR in 
order to reduce disturbing interference with the SQUID sensors. The actual position of the device is monitored by 
a potentiometer readout. This value serves as feedback for an electronic controller, which governs the position of 
the device via the servo valve. In addition the potentiometer readout is recorded during measurement for 
subsequent off-line signal processing. 
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All measurements were performed with the planar 63-channel SQUID system, operated by the PTB at the 
Klinikum Benjamin Franklin, using axial first order gradiometers with 7 cm baseline [5]. The magnetic field 
values were bandpass filtered from 0.16 Hz to 64 Hz and sampled at 250 Hz. The movable bed was modulated 

sinusoidally at 0.4 Hz with an amplitude of ±75 mm. These modulation parameters had been optimized so as to 
result in a large signal amplitude at a high modulation frequency, still being tolerable for the patient. 

The off-line extraction of the near-DC magnetic field values was performed by using a modified cross¬ 
correlation calculating DC-amplitudes Ak\ 

B.. recorded magnetic field values 
ik 

U. position, potentiom eter readou t 

i timepoint 

k channel 

The DC-amplitudes were evaluated separately for each modulation period with the timepoint i starting and 
ending at a maximum position of the device. This leaves the DC-amplitudes almost undisturbed from linear 
baseline drifts of the recorded magnetic field Bik. 

Due to the usually nonlinear spatial distribution of the magnetic field the recorded field values contain 
significant amount of higher harmonics of the modulation frequency. The respective DC-amplitudes are 
evaluated up to 5th order using the same cross-correlation formula by applying a trigonometric transformation to 
the potentiometer values U. Due to the overall 1/f behavior of the noise the higher harmonics at multiples of the 
modulation frequency (i.e. 0.8 Hz, 1.2 Hz etc.) are contaminated by less noise. 

The background DC-field of the device was removed by subtracting the DC-amplitudes, determined for 
each measurement without the patient. The magnetic field of possibly present magnetic contamination of the 
patient was reduced by applying a demagnetization coil prior to the measurement. 

Since the spatial distribution of the DC-amplitudes, including the higher harmonics, is not easily readable, 
a reconstruction of the actual near-DC magnetic field distribution is required. Using a linear combination of the 
harmonics of the DC-amplitudes, the spatial gradient, with respect to the direction of the modulation, of the near- 
DC field can be approximated. A reconstruction of the near-DC magnetic field distribution is then obtained by 
numerical integration of this gradient field. 

Due to the careful material selection the background DC-amplitudes of the movable bed are in the order of 
5 pT at a realistic distance of 30 cm to the sensor. The stability of the DC-amplitudes is governed by the noise at 

the modulation frequency of 0.4 Hz, which is about 60 fT/ Vhz for the system and typically about 200 fI7 Vhz 

with a head positioned below the sensor. By averaging of the DC-amplitudes over time intervals of 100 s near- 

DC fields as low as 30 fT can be resolved. 

Spontaneous near-DC fields of the head 
The left and right hemispheres of 10 volunteers where investigated for 10 min each side. The subjects 

were asked to direct their gaze to a fixation mark attached to the moving bed in order to reduce the dynamic 
interference from the magnetic field of the possibly moving eye-dipole. The DC-amplitudes where averaged over 
6 periods, each of 100 s length. These averaged DC-amplitudes are used for reconstructing the near-DC magnetic 
field distribution. Using these 6 reconstructed near-DC field distributions a grand average DC-field distribution 
was computed for each measurement. In order to compare the intensities of the spontaneous near-DC fields the 
vector amount of the averaged near-DC field distribution was calculated: 

In the same way a noise indicator Id is computed using the standard deviations crk, obtained during 
averaging of the 6 reconstructed near-DC field distributions. This value is a measure of the temporal variations of 
the near-DC fields at a time scale of 100 s. 

As shown in Fig. 2 for three of the subjects the observed spontaneous near-DC fields show a high 
variability with respect to their intensity as well as their spatial distribution. The vector amounts IBI of all 10 

subjects ranged from 3.5 pT up to 44 pT with an average value of 11 pT. The corresponding relative noise Id/IBI 
ranged from 1 % to 34 % with an average value of 12 %. The intraindividual interhemispheric symmetry was 
analyzed by the quotient IBnghtl/IB|cftl, which ranged from 0.7 to 2.7 with an average value of 1.36. 

The observed variability of the spontaneous near-DC magnetic field is probably caused by superposition 
of different field sources with variable intensities and orientations. The separation into contributions from 
residual contamination and endogenous current sources remains to be clarified in the specific framework of 
future application studies. 
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Figure 2. Reconstructed spontaneous near-DC field of the left and right hemispheres of three subjects (lateral 
views, nose indicated). The maps are drawn with 100 fT isofield spacing. The diameter of the sensor plane is 210 
mm. Solid lines indicate magnetic field pointing out of the head. 

Auditory evoked cerebral near-DC fields 
In order to asses the capability of this approach to detect physiologically well defined cerebral DC-sources 

a scheme of alternating periods, each of 30 s length, of music presentation and silence was used. The music was 
presented via a tube to the subjects right ear while recording the near-DC fields of the left hemisphere for 30 min. 
In a second measurement the NIOOm response to the onset of a toneburst (1 kHz, rectangular waveform) was 
measured with the movable bed halted at the center position of the modulation. 

The evoked near-DC fields were extracted by calculating the difference of the DC-amplitudes of 
subsequent periods of music and silence. In this way slow variations of the spontaneous DC-amplitudes were 
almost compensated. After averaging this difference of the DC-amplitudes the reconstructed near-DC field was 
computed. This difference pattern (Fig. 3 a) displayed a highly dipolar character and was slightly shifted relative 
to the position of the NIOOm response shown in Fig. 3 b. With respect to these observations the difference 
pattern resembled the sustained field, which was recorded during the presentation of a sustained tone up to 2 s 
after the onset of the tone [6]. 

Figure 3. Auditory evoked magnetic fields: a) Reconstructed near-DC field according to the difference of the 

periods music - silence, b) NIOOm response at a comparable positioning of the head. Both maps are drawn with 
4 fT isofield spacing. Solid lines indicate magnetic field pointing out of the head, c) Temporal evolution of the 
intensity of the difference pattern as calculated with a map-projection technique. 

In order to achieve information about the temporal evolution of this difference pattern a map-projection 
technique was applied to DC-amplitudes: 

projection = 
D3A averaged difference of the DC - amplitudes (music - silence) 

raw DC - amplitudes 
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This calculation was performed on the 2nd harmonic DC-amplitudes, since here the best S/N ratio was 
observed. Finally the projection values were averaged over each stimulation interval, consisting of one period of 
music presentation and the subsequent period of silence. The result of this calculation is shown in Fig. 3 c). A 
pronounced difference between the music period and the silence period was noticed during the whole 30 s of 
music presentation. Within a few seconds after switching off the music the projection value decreased. This result 
proves, that the difference pattern, shown in Fig. 3 a), is present during the whole period of music presentation. 

Conclusion 
Using a horizontal modulation of the body position near-DC biomagnetic fields of the head can be 

measured in a standard magnetically shielded room in a noisy clinical environment. By applying optimized 
modulation parameters and suitable signal processing techniques near-DC biomagnetic fields in range of 30 fT 
can be detected at a time scale of 100 s. The observed spontaneous near-DC fields of the head show high inter- 
and intraindividual variance with respect to their spatial distribution and their intensity. The measured auditory 
evoked cerebral near-DC field has a highly dipolar character, resembling the sustained fields. The evoked near- 
DC field was shown to be present during the whole period of music presentation. The application of this 
modulation technique to near-DC biomagnetic fields of injury currents due to brain ischemia or traumatic nerve 
injuries provide clinically important perspectives for this DC-neuromagnetometry. 
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Introduction 

We report preliminary results from a magnetic whole-head study of sleep. This study was designed to set down 
some basic properties of the magnetic sleep signal, including 1) the appearance of the sleep records; 2) spectral 
decomposition; and 3) the topographical distribution of the signal over the surface of the head. In addition, a first, crude 
attempt was made at source localization within the brain. The present manuscript provides only a brief survey of our 
data. A more detailed reporting, including discussions, will be published elsewhere. 

Methods 

A 64-channel, whole-cortex MEG system (CFT Systems, Inc., Vancouver) was employed, and recordings made 
inside a three-layer magnetically shielded room (Vacuumschmelze). SQUID sensors were uniformly distributed on the 
helmet surface with mean spacing of 4.5 cm. A helmet map showing the sensor positions is provided in Figure 1. 

Sleep data were obtained from three healthy subjects, with the MEG signals monitored at 250 Hz and filtered 
online with high and low passes 0.1 and 60 Hz, respectively. An additional low-pass at 0.35 Hz was applied off-line to 
some of the data to remove artifacts due to respiration. Because the MEG system geometry required that one sleep in a 
sitting position, only one of the subjects (A) was able to sustain the deep, slow-wave stage. The other two subjects (B 
and C) slept more superficially. 

In total, about forty 10-minute sleep periods were recorded. From these, ten periods were chosen for analysis, 
selected both for the quality of the MEG signals and because they encompassed both deep and shallow sleep. Data from 
all three subjects was included. 
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Results 

Figure 2 shows multichannel data for a 30-second period of deep sleep from Subject A. The presence of slow 
waves is directly apparent and also manifests itself in the low density of the records. Data from periods of more shallow 
sleep (not shown here) have a decidedly denser appearance on the page. 
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Fig. 3. Spectral decompositions for 3 sleep 
periods. Top: Subject B, 5 min dataset, channel SR43, 
waking<-»light sleep; Middle: Subject B, 5 min 
dataset, SR43, light<-Kieepening sleep; Bottom: 
Subject A, 10 min dataset, SL43, deep sleep. 
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These qualitative estimations of sleep state can be nailed down by spectral decomposition. Figure 3 displays three 
typical spectral diagrams. At the top we see a spectrum dominated by a hump in the frequency range between 8 and 20 
Hz. This indicates waking<-»light sleep. The middle section shows light<-»deepening sleep. Here, the hump has 
disappeared and the power now rises toward lower frequencies. Finally, in the lower panel, taken from the sleep period 
displayed in Fig. 2, a broad, rounded maximum appears in the region between 0.4 and 0.6 Hz. This period ranks with 
the deepest sleep we observed. 

Spectral decompositions similar to those in the top and middle panels of Fig. 3 were recorded from all three 
subjects. In some cases, spindle peaks appeared in light<-»deepening sleep diagrams like that in the middle panel and the 
spindles themselves could be observed visually in the record. The spectral decomposition pictured at the bottom of Fig. 
3 was ubiquitous in the deep-sleep data of Subject A, but was not seen in the records of our other subjects who never 
sustained the deep slow-wave phase. 

Turning briefly to the topography of the magnetic signals, we noticed in the records of Subjects A and C a 
progression in the distribution of signal power such that as sleep deepened the maximum moved in the forward and 
lateral directions, with parietal and temporal signals strengthening relative to the occipital. A rough lateral symmetry 
could also be discerned. However, these characteristics were not observed in the sleep of Subject B, whose signals 
seemed right-dominated throughout. For all three subjects, the signal strength rose generally over the head as sleep 

became deeper. 

Fig. 4. Top panel shows 30 seconds of deep sleep from Subject A, all channels superimposed. Plume marked by 
arrow. Analysis of plume: left: topographic snapshots of MEG signals at 80 msec intervals during plume event; 
magnetic Field strengthens as contour shrinks; light and dark shadings indicate opposite polarities; center: two-dipole 
source model corresponding to topographic map at left; right: goodness-of-fit, percentage of observed signal reproduced 
by source model. 
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Finally, we report an interesting property of the deep sleep of Subject A. At the top of Fig. 4 we show 30 
seconds of this individual’s sleep record with all channels superimposed. The dark central band, with width ~lpT, 
portrays a zone of average behavior for all sensors. Stretching above and below this band are features which represent 
outbursts of amplitude in individual sensors or in groups. In the deep sleep episode shown in Fig. 4, one sees striking 
“plumes” of excitation rising and falling from the mean record, attaining values of thousands of fT. 

We focus on the plume marked by an arrow. This plume is “bipolar,” in the sense that both positive and 
negative magnetic polarities are present in the excitation. The remaining rows in Fig. 4 display scalp maps (left) at 80 
msec intervals, spanning the -400 msec duration of the plume. Beside each map is shown a solution to the inverse 
problem in the form of a dipole pair. The goodness-of-fit for each of these solutions is given at the right. As indicated, 
the two-dipole solutions account for between 80 and 93% of the scalp signals. 

We note that the scalp maps indicate, and the source models reinforce, the impression of a quasi-steady state over 
the duration of the plume. The dipoles are located close to the middle of the head or slightly anterior, and roughly 
symmetrical to the midline. Sleep records of Subject A display numerous bipolar plumes lasting from about 150 msec 
up to as long as 500 msec. Detailed topographic analysis shows these plumes to correspond to transient deflections 
occurring simultaneously in temporal, parietal, occipital and, even, frontal channels. Thus the plume appears to 
represent a deep lying generator, or perhaps a generalized activity, detectable over most of the head. Plume events so 
often yielded a quasi-static bilateral double-dipole solution, that we are led to conclude that this configuration is 
characteristic of the deep-sleep state, at least for Subject A. 

Discussion 

We briefly return to two of the features found in the MEG data of Subject A. The entire deep-sleep record of this 
subject was characterized by the spectral distribution illustrated in Fig. 3 (bottom panel). The broad rounded maximum 
in the region between 0.4 and 0.6 Hz thus constitutes a signature of deep, slow-wave sleep, at least for this individual. 
These long waves, not readily seen in EEG data, are reminiscent of observed “slow rhythmicities”[l] and of the spectral 
power detected for “K-complexes”[2], both in sleeping animals. Furthermore, the plumes seen throughout the slow- 
wave sleep of Subject A share with the well-known K-complexes an outburst character as well as some suggestion of 
sources in the form of bilateral dipole pairs (see [3] and references therein). Further study will be necessary to probe 
these similarities and gauge their importance. 
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Early steps 
Exactly 20 years ago, Brenner, Lipton, Kaufman, and Williamson [1] from New York University published the 

first recordings of somatosensory evoked fields (SEFs). They stimulated fingers with electric pulses at 3-30 Hz and 
recorded the brain's magnetic responses with a second order gradiometer in unshielded environment. Signals were found 
above the contralateral primary somatosensory cortex, about 2 cm more lateral for thumb than little finger stimulation. 
The authors concluded that '...The observed features of the SEF indicate that the neuromagnetic techniques can provide 
unique advantages for medical research...’. This review tries to explore which 'unique advantages’ have been encountered 
in MEG recordings of human sensorimotor functions during the last two decades. Only a fraction of relevant literature 
can be covered. 

The early SEF recordings were very laborious — for us it often took days, or even weeks, to collect the whole 
field pattern for median or tibial nerve stimulation from 50-150 locations. The responses were clearly dominant over 
the contralateral somatosensory cortex where they lasted for about 150 ms. Somatotopical order of generator areas was 
illustrated by mapping the signals along a line connecting the field extrema and then comparing the locations for 
polarity reversals [2, 3]. Since then, somatotopical organization of the SI cortex has been repeatedly demonstrated in 
MEG recordings and the obtained somatotopical maps largely resemble the well-known 'homunculus’. The sites of SEF 
generators are useful for identifying the course of the central sulcus in preoperative evaluation of patients with brain 
tumors or epilepsy. 

It may sound strange today that in the Berlin Biomagnetism conference in 1980 two totally opposing views were 

presented about the generation of the MEG signals: ‘dense extracellular currents’ were suggested on the basis of a 
comparison of SEF waveforms with electrocorticographic signals measured from other subjects whereas intracellular 
currents were advocated on the basis of comparison between auditory evoked MEG and EEG responses recorded from the 
same subjects. The latter view, stating that the direction of the external magnetic signals is determined, according to the 
right hand rule, by the direction of the intracellular currents is widely accepted at present 

The cytoarchitectonic generator areas 
At the time of the first SEF measurements the generators of median nerve somatosensory evoked potentials 

(SEPs) were heavily disputed in EEG literature. Because the typical SEP distribution is dipolar during the early 20-ms 
deflection, with a positive pole anterior and a negative pole posterior to the central sulcus, two source configurations 
were considered possible: either two radial current dipoles — one under each potential extremum — or one tangential 
dipole in the wall of the central sulcus. The MEG recordings, being sensitive to tangential currents, strongly supported 
the latter possibility because they picked up a response coinciding with the 20-ms SEP [2-4]. Of course, the MEG data 
do not rule out the contribution from other cytoarchitectonic areas besides area 3b. 

MEG should be largely blind to currents in the convexial cortex and thus to activity in areas 1 and 2 in the hand 

SI cortex, whereas it should see all areas in the mesial foot SI (of course, the foot region may be in some subjects on 

the convexial cortex). When the relative contributions from the different cytoarchitectonic areas change as a function of 
time, the field patterns following lower limb stimulation should rotate. This is exactly what is seen after tibial, 
peroneal and sural nerve stimulations. Detailed source analysis implies that the cortical activation sequences differ 
considerably between the hand and foot somatosensory cortices — much more than what one might expect on the basis 
animal literature, evidently because of the high specialization of the human upper and lower limbs [5]. 

High-frequency oscillations (HFOs) in SI 
With a very wide recording passband and a high number of averaged responses, it is possible to pick up about 

600-Hz oscillatory bursts (HFOs) from the SI cortex after stimulation of different nerves [6, 7]. The responses are 
generated very close to the generator of the earlier SEF deflection and they show a similar somatotopical order [8]. 
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Interestingly, the HFOs are suppressed during sleep whereas the 20 ms response is not [7]; this is a very rare exception 
to the rule that the later and lower-frequency responses are more sensitive than the earlier and higher-frequency responses 
to changes in vigilance. It has been suggested that the HFOs reflect cortical action potential bursts, possibly in cortical 

inhibitory intemeurons. Thus they would provide an interesting new view into cortical signal processing. 

Plasticity and reorganization 
SEF recordings have been used to monitor plastic changes in the somatosensory cortex. For example, the SI 

representation of the fingering hand is strengthened in string players who have started their career at an early age [101 • 
On the other hand, considerable cortical reorganization can take place after limb amputation [9,10]. 

In some subjects, even more large-scale reorganization may occur. For example, Levanen et al. [11] observed 
that the supratemporal auditory cortex of a congenitally deaf 77-year old man did not react to any sounds, as expected, 
but, surprisingly, responded strongly to large-area vibration delivered to the subject's palm. The responses further 
indicated that the auditory cortex clearly differentiated between frequent 180 Hz and rare 250 Hz vibratory bursts. 

Activation of the ipsilateral SI cortex 
Allison et al. [12], while recording intracranial responses directly from the human cortex, observed ipsilateral 

responses in areas 4, 1, 2 and 7, but not in area 3b to which MEG is most sensitive. However, MEG responses have 
been reported from the ipsilateral SI, although with high variability [13]. An interesting recent suggestion is that the 

appearance of ipsilateral SEFs depends on hand posture; for example, tactile stimulation of one index finger of hands in 
cross-clasped or oriental praying position resulted in ipsilateral responses that peaked at about 60 ms, i.e. 15 ms later 
than the contralateral SEFs, probably reflecting hand-posture dependent modification of transcallosal transfer [14]. In 
some conditions, the ipsilateral responses may be transferred via accidental stimulation of the other hand: the palm is 
extremely sensitive to tiny vibrations which, when accurately time locked and averaged, may produce large 'ipsilateral' 
responses and thus contaminate the recordings of e.g. movement-related fields [15]. 

The cortical somatosensory network 
The primary somatosensory cortex SI is not the only area activated by somatosensory stimuli. The SI and SII 

cortices were differentiated by means of MEG recordings already in 1983 [16, 17]. Later recordings with whole-scalp 

neuromagnetometers have shown additional activation of the posterior parietal cortex and mesial central cortex [18]. 

Frontal lobes may be active as well. Comparison of simultaneously recorded SEFs and SEPs [19] indicates that they 
reflect, in part, different neuronal activation patterns. 

Functional characterization of the SII cortex 
MEG recordings have illustrated bilateral activation of the human SII cortex, typically with slightly earlier and 

stronger contralateral than ipsilateral 100-140 ms responses; SII thus resembles in an interesting manner the auditory 
cortex and also the recovery cycles of the late responses are similar [20]. Somatotopy seems to be less systematic in the 
SII than SI cortex. The SII responses to median nerve stimuli are enlarged during simultaneous movements of the 
fingers, which might reflect the aptitude of the SII cortex for sensorimotor integration and for improved analysis of 
tactile signals during movements [21, 22]. Such changes would agree with the findings that SII lesions impair texture 
and shape discrimination requiring active exploration with fingers. 

The SII region reacts to different types of painful stimulation: approximately the same area is activated by 

electric stimulation of the dental pulp, carbon dioxide stimulation of the nasal mucosa, and by CO2 laser stimulation of 
the skin [23-26]. One recent suggestion is that the SII cortex is related to the maintenance of body scheme: A patient 
with an illusory third hand showed suppressed activation of the SII cortex when the ghost hand was present [27]. 

Sensorimotor brain rhythms 
In addition to evoked and event-related responses, the present whole-scalp neuromagnetometers provide an 

excellent opportunity to study the brain's spontaneous rhythms and their reactivity [28]. The comb-shaped sensorimotor 

mu rhythm consists of two main frequency components: the 10-Hz component is predominant in the postcentral cortex 
and the 20-Hz component in the precentral cortex. Accordingly, the 20-Hz rhythm is much more directly related to 
various aspects of movements, although both frequency bands react to movements. 

The mu rhythm level typically increases immediately after movements and after stimulation of upper limb 
nerves. The 20-Hz 'rebound' offers a robust and reliable way to monitor the functional state of the motor cortex. The 
rebound is abolished during finger movements of the stimulated hand. A smaller but clear suppression during imagined 
finger movements indicates involvement of the precentral motor cortex in motor imagery [29]. The rebound is also 
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suppressed when the subject just views another person to make a motor action [30], suggesting that the human brain, 

like that of monkeys, contains an action execution/observation system. 

Cortex-muscle coherence 
Motor cortex signals and the surface electromyogram (EMG) from the activated muscles may show strong 

coherence during isometric contraction [31, 32]. The coherence peaks around 20 Hz during weak and around 40 Hz 
during strong contractions [33]. The cortical MEG signal leads in time, and the MEG-EMG time lags increase with 
increasing distance from the cortex to the muscle. Evidently the coherent signals reflect rhythmic cortical modulation of 
motor commands reaching the spinal-level motoneurons. In preoperative evaluation, the site of the maximum coherent 

MEG signal can be used to pinpoint the location of the precentral motor cortex. 

Sensorimotor MEG in brain diseases 
SEFs are deformed in various neurological diseases. In myoclonus epilepsy, giant SEFs are generated at the 

normal sites [34]. In multiple sclerosis, some middle latency SEFs are enlarged, and in brain tumours and infarctions 
various deformations may take place. The relationship between the cortical and hand tremor signals has been monitored 
in Parkinsonian patients [35]. 

Summary and future considerations 
MEG gives temporally accurate information about functions of the fissural sensorimotor cortex, nicely 

complementing results of direct cortical stimulation of the convexial cortex. By selecting an appropriate signal, 
information can be obtained either from postsynaptic or action currents. The future studies will characterize the temporal 
dynamics of the cortical somatosensory networks and unravel to which extent the networks use parallel vs. serial 
processing; here studies of well-characterized patients continue to be invaluable. Studies of plasticity and functional 

recovery are important for both basic science and clinical applications. Explorations of intermodal interactions have just 

been started and should be expanded. 
To progress further, new ‘real-life-like’ stimulators should be developed; natural stimulation is much more 

difficult in the somatosensory than in the visual or auditory modalities. Also nonmagnetic movement monitoring 
devices are needed. The MEG results should be presented in Talaraich coordinates to be able to communicate the data 
more effectively to PET/fMRI communities. Furthermore, integration of MEG data with cytoarchitectonic and other 
imaging data in Brain Data Bases will help to organize a more concise view about human sensorimotor functions and 

lead in new fruitful questions. 
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